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^af Country Homes for City Dwellers

No. 1.

114642
By X. F. HOGGSOX.

T
'HE cliff-dweller of today has a place

of residence in the city. It is

equipped with all the mechanical
"conveniences" that modern ingenuity,

aided by "efficiency experts," have been
able to create. Life, too, with him has be-

come well nigh mechanical and such a

thing as joyous spontaneity is rapidly be-

coming ancient history. Clifif dwelling is

taking its place as our national pastime.

But the love of home, the desire of home,
and the spirit of home are neither dead,

dying nor sleeping. These are restless,

urging spirits that cry against imprison-

ment in artificial, cold-storage habitations.

The shut-in city house does not oflfer

the fullest answer to the question of the

homeseeker. However ornate, cozy or

home-like, it can never be anything e.xcept

a winter abiding place. Because of sur-

rounding exterior conditions, not perhaps

so much for its own physical limitations,

it becomes cramped and crowded when the

soft winds of spring are followed by the soothing breezes of summer. It

is expressly true that "blue skies and mild winds, a few trees and scattered

parks are not enough to keep busy city workers in wholesome touch with

the mind-inspiring and body-healing 'great out of doors.' They need also

the cheery message of bright flowers that come and go with the seasons,

bowing and smiling reminders of the life that is more than the gain of

riches."

The country home, on the other hand, most often only affords the city

dweller an abiding place for the summer months. Life so ordered, however,
is but transitory and approaches the ideal only when the several consider-

ations of convenience, comfort, time and wealth are brought into proper
relationship.

The most satisfactory solution of the problem of housing and living

seems to lie in a form of residence, located in near proximity to the city,

which will be a blending of all the roomy joys and comforts to be found in

the country home, with the many necessary and practical conveniences of

the town house ; the wholesomeness of the country in close touch with all

the advantages of the city.

The medium-sized cities of the country present the best and most advan-
tas:eous conditions for the combination country and town house. In the
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STABLES. MR. J. B. CORYELL. S.-iX M.iTEO
irUl.s folk & Company. .Irchitects

ST.4BLES, MR. J. B. CORYELL, S.-IX M.4TE0
Willis Polk & Comfaiiy, Architecls
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VIEW FROM LOGGIA. HOVSE OF MR. WILLIAM C. DLXCA.W SAX MATEO
Chcrlcs Pclcr \VC'-ks. Architect

FLOOR FLAX. HOiSE Oi- MR. HILLLAM C. DVXCAX, S.^X M.4TE0

Charles Peter Weeks. Architect
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cornr. house of mrs. axdreii' uelch. sax francisco
IIIIJ.IS rOl.K a- COMr^ASV. ARCHITECTS
MOniiL BY LF.O LEMHt.I.I. SCULPTOR
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TOHER. HOUSE OF MR. CHARLES SHARP. LOS AXGELES
B. COOPER CORBETT, ARCHITECT
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OPEN AIR THEATER, BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORXIA
LEWIS I'. HOBART. ARCHITECT
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i..\ ; h.-IXCE. HOi'SE OF MR. CHARLES AMILLO
B. COOPER CORBETT, ARCHITECT
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FRONT MOTIF, HOUSE OF MR. LOUIS SARO.\'I, SAN FRANCISCO
MACDONALD & MACDONALD, ARCHITECTS
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BUXCALOir OF MR. 70H.V H'. EDMINSON. PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
B. Cooper Corhctt, Arcliilect

beautiful residential districts of Los Angeles, (Jakland, San Jose, lierkeley

and Pasadena there are many fine homes surrounded l)y spacious grounds

—

poems of joy—which serve as all-the-year residences.

In these cities and in smaller communities, there is no real necessity for

houses to be crowded one against the other, as if seeking protection from
the gaze of the world or to cqnceal some of the crimes committed in the

name of "architecture." These residences, however palatial or however
simple, should be real homes in spirit and not merely individual hotels

;

they should breathe of intimacy and personality, and the rooms themselves
should express moods rather than mere decorative treatment.

There is a latitude in decoration and furnishings in the "half way" house,

not possible in either the city or country home, and this combining of the

best features of both, results in an individuality and charm which can be
obtained in no other dwelling.

The combination country and city homes are easily within reach of the

San P>anciscan. Down the Peninsula into San Mateo and Santa Clara

counties, over into Alameda and Marin counties are to be found some of the

pleasantest hills and valleys and here have been developed for the last ten

years beautiful communities that equal the many famous and charming
garden cities of the Old World.

These communities and their homes of pure delight are not of the country

exactly, because they have not the solitude of the true country, and the

congestion of the city is happily lacking. Such are the places to build, to

create a home suffused with the true and enduring spirit of home in its finest

sense.
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Cement in Home Building

Its Use Considered from the Structural and the Aesthetic
Points of View

By CHARLES E. WHITE. Jr.. .\. ,\. I. .\.

C"
'EAIEXT has nut accom-
plished everything that was
predicted for it, because

when its adaptability to building
was first recognized and when its

manufacture was undertaken on
such a scale as to make the cost
reasonable, a veritable wave of
idolish prophecies swept over the

land. On the other hand, it has ac-

complished many things which
were ncit even thought of at the
time, and though it may be true

that it has not reached the limit of its usefulness, it is better understood and
its advantages are more generally recognized. This has been brought about
by the test of actual use. The experimental stage was passed a very long-

time ago, it seems, though in truth it has been Init a few years of actual
time, for cement, as applied to home building, is still a new material, even
though its utility has been proved beyond dispute, by actual, practical use.

When a great wave of cement enthusiasm swept over the country less

than ten years ago, it was predicted by the very optimistic that it would
displace every building material then in the market. Brick, stone and clay
hollow tile, it was said, would give place to concrete, and it would be
scandalous to make use of lumber for anx'thing at all but door and
window-frames.

It was to be the great panacea for all building evils. In short, it was
predicted that cen-ient was destined to become a building material, general,
ideal, and that people would soon live in cement houses with cement floors,

bathe in cement bowls and in cement tubs. They would climb cement
stairs to a cement roof dressed with flowers growing in cen-ient tubs, and
enjoy all the delights of a cement roof garden.

In all fairness it is only right to say that the cement millennium has
not come to pass in precisely this way. Other materials continue to be used
and some are more adaptable to certain purposes than cement. Xo one
building material doniinates another. Lumber, stone, brick and hcillow

tile are used and rightly used when used rightly.

All materials of the first magnitude depend, more or less upon cement
for their highest efSciency in building work. Clay bricks are niore service-

able with cement to bind them together. Terra-cotta hollow tile has been
made more desirable for house construction by applying cement plaster

to the exterior. Stone is seldom used in modern building without cement
mortar, and houses built of luniber have been n-iade next best to masonrv
construction by cement plastering the outside.

Plaster in place of clap-boarded and shingled exteriors has done n-iuch

ti) increase the use of cement in house constructimi. It is easil_\- and quicklv
applied, durable and pleasing in appearance.

.\ well-built house of lumber is a first-class building to live in and to ow n.

With every part of it of the highest grade, and the workmanship of the best,
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HOUSE OF MR. A. O. SMITH. ST. FR.AXCIS WOOD
.Alhert Fair, .-t'clntccl

HOCSE .-IT ST. FR.^^'CIS WOOD
Henry H. Cuttcrson, Architect
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Charles IV. MrCall. Ai;hilccl
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GARAGE COVRT. IV. B. IfELLMAX KUMDEXCh. LOS ALIUS
Henry C. Smilli. Arcliilcct
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iioi'sE OF ni<. (liino caclihr/. .s.-f.v fr.-ixcjsco

.ILBBiri F.INR. ARCHITECT
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ESTRASCE COURT, HOUSE OF DR. CAGLIERI. SAX FRAXCISCO
ALBERT PARK, ARCHITECT
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The Architectural Beauty of Well -Designed
Lattice Work

ATTICE possesses an imaginative,

sjay and lightsome quality. It has

also the arresting charm of a poster,

^..^ ^^ >.^^^v:, .jK jmrn^f"-^ — — the delicate effect of fine lace, or of a gi-

iQj^L.^^^^^ ant cobweb spun across a path. It looks

as though its inventor might have caught
inspiration from the shadow of interlaced

branches of a tree upon a lawn. Xo
garden feature, not even a flashing foun-
tain, can ri\al its romantic beatity w-hen,

in the form of an arch, it spans a walk or

a seat and supports a rose that has

climbed up and across it by winding in

and out of its airy meshes, lifting fes-

toons of blossoms at every turn, drop-

l)ing color and fragrance through
every opening.

The queen of flowers never seems
more absolute sovereign of the garden
than when enthroned upon a lattice arch,

never seems a more bewitchingly loving

enchantress than when wreathed about a

lattice bower, coyly venturing, coquet-
ting, appearing and disappearing through

the white barred frame. Wisteria transforms it into a ladder of green,

trailing clouds of lavender and purple glory as she mounts it rung by rung
up to the second and to the third stories of a home, honeysuckle upon a

square meshed lattice fence is at her best, clematis upon a lattice screen is

in her element, the grape never pours more abundantly of its purple wine
than when given an arbor to rest upon.

Gardens are never quite complete withriut an arch, fence, screen or

bower of lattice. It would seem unnecessary to say such articles shotdd be

made in the simplest way, were it not for the fact that we see its informal
nature bent and twisted most horribly into recessed arches topped by
recurved scrolls in the most ridiculotisly elaborate way. Lattice is in its

very nature an informal and simple thing, and all its grace and pretty

lightsomeness is destroyed when an attempt is made to make it a showy
feature of a formal garden. Park architects and real estate promoters are

prone to build great structtires, fearfully and wonderfully made, of lattice

in square, oblong, diamond, octagonal meshes, so fine that not a vine could

thrust a tendril through. These structures were not meant to be "ruined"

by vines, but to be a background for plaster statues. Invention could

formulate no more WTetched a background for garden statuary than an

elaborately constructed lattice over which no vines are climbing. Such

things are devised for city beer gardens, when an illusion of country grounds

is desired, and sun and smoke bar out the possibility of living green. But

lattice alone will not suggest a garden. Their companion vines must be

in evidence to complete their reason for existence.
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COURT, SHOIIIXG EFFECTU'E LATTICE TREATMENT, HOUSE OF JOHX GALES HOWARD,
BERKELEY

A lattice is pre-eminently a garden device, says a writer in Craftsman,

so if a natural excusal^le way be found to use it as an integral part of a

house design, it connects house and garden in a most perfect wa)'. When
made flat in a large square mesh and built into the house directly over a

window, horizontally or paneling a door, the vines will soon find it out

and claim it as their own. They know just what to do with it, just how
to cover some of it out of sight and how to leave other parts of it visible

;
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they cling- to it with firm grip, then release delicate tendrils to swing airily

and cast lovely shadows against the house.

The unimaginative, practical man decides against summer houses cov-
ered with vines because, he growls complainingly, "they get musty.'' Such
grumblings are laughed at by lovers of garden beauty. They, wisely enthu-
siastic, care naught for possible mustiness ; they think instead of the fra-

grance released to the world at large when roses and honeysuckles bloom.
There is no reason why lattice arbors and summer houses, when made

of white pine with galvanized nails and occasionally painted, should not
outlast several generations of builders. We have records of white pine

garden trellises still in good condition that have supported roses for a

hundred years and more. All through New England abandoned farmhouses
are to be found falling to sad decay through ruinous neglect : yet the lattice

arch over the gate, or the trellis screen by the ])orch, or the airy summer
house will still remain, mutely testifying to the taste and lining care of

the home makers of long ago.

Lattice always seems artificial and out of place within doors. Xo
matter how cleverly the efTect of out of doors is simulated in inner courts,

it nevertheless shows that it is an imitation of something—a poor counter-

feit that deceives no one. The place of lattice is essentially out of doors,

associated with vines, green lawns and moonlight, not with enclosed cor-

ridors, artificial flowers, electric lights and plush car]:)ets. White, or white

and green, or pale gray have been the fa\'orite colors for painting, though
occasionally, such is the modern craze for colcir. the_\' are ]iaintcd in the

gayest of yellows, scarlets or black.
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Pergolas

THE growing desire to live in the open has caused a wonderful change
in the matter of construction details, and the genius of designer and
l)uilder has been put to a marked test in order to meet the demands

of the times. The porch, long ago looked upon with reverence, has been
developed from year to \^ear, and the changes made possible in this way
have been the underlying factor in causing lawns and the entire surrounding
landscape of a home to undergo a different aspect.

One of these changes has been a revival of the time-honored pergola.

The term revival is used from the fact that the pergola is not a new style

of outdoor decoration, but a feature of lawn architecture that was "common
in Greece and Rome centuries ago. It is but a revival of an ideal form of

increasing the beauty of the home grounds, and making the home a much
more attractive habitation. The pergola has its place in exterior decoration,

and it has its meaning, and its details should be given at least a fair con-

sideration by every man who builds.

There is sufificient reason for this when the matter is looked into with
any amount of care. The primary consideration for the man who wishes
to erect a pergola on his lawn is to have a careful study made of the grounds.
This is generally placed in the hands of a landscape architect, but more
frequently in the hands of an architect. The location of the pergola depends
upon the cost, the size, the material and the labor.

Much of the pergola work is constructed with wood columns, girders

and rafters. The kinds of stock vary with the climate, and what will prove
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of value in one section will not always give satisfaction in another locality.

The most generally used woods are white pine, cypress, white cedar, red

cedar yellow poplar and fir. To make the columns perfectly durable

the timber is thoroughly air dried before being manufactured into the per-

gola materials. There are two styles of columns in use today. The solid,

nearly always bored out in the center for several inches, and the stave

or built-up column. The latter, after many tests, has proven to be the

most satisfactory, as the constant contact with the elements causes check-

ing and cracking where there has been a disregard for care in the manu-

facture of the work.

In boring out the columns from the solid log there is sure to be left

some of the sap wood and this, when it dries out, will cause damage to the

columns. The built-up column obviates this. danger, and likewise makes

the column much more durable. So it will be well to make sure of the kind

of column that is placed in pergola work in order to obviate the danger of

damage. There is another advantage that the built-up column has that is

well to keep in mind. In placing the columns in position for the pergola

the better plan is to first erect a post, at least 3 feet in the ground, and

permitting about 18 inches to remain above the surface, over and to which

the columns can be placed and fastened, making the latter very secure in

time of storm or wind. The posts are of cedar, chestnut or locust.

The most popular columns for pergola work are the Doric and Ionic,

either plain or fluted. The square and octagon styles are not so generally

used for this class of work as the round columns owing to the fact that the

latter seem to fit in with the general scheme of decoration more artistically.

Where the columns are to be used for exterior work they are treated in

advance bv the manufacturers. The erection of the pergola is a simple

matter if there has been care in the first place in securing the proper

dimension stuff. The width of the columns and the location of them is

a matter-for individual taste. It might be well to bear in mind the following

rule, so that the stvle of columns used will be correct as to height
:

The

Greek-Doric column should be seven times the bottom of the shaft, the

Tuscan eight, and the Roman-Doric nine times. The diameter at the neck

should be'^one-sixth less than the bottom diameter. The measurement for

the height is taken from the bottom of the base to the top of the capital.

The caps used for pergola work are generally plain, though it is not a rule

to be followed. Then the manufacturer should be informed what the

columns are for so that in the case of pergola work the capitals are furnished

with solid abacii, this is to prevent the weather doing damage, as will be

the case where the mitered abacus is used.

\Miile there are other materials used for pergola work, such as concrete,

stone, brick and terra cotta, the larger number are constructed of wood.

The idea of the pergola is to afford a shelter from the sun and to act as

a'-arden nook or other retreat. These shelters sometimes lead directly

from the porch to the garden, the garage or the indoor garden. They are

built along dift-erent lines and they are a feature of the home, not alone the

mansion in the country, but also the more modern abode in the city and

suburbs They are found in the small city and in the towns. They are

increasing in popularity for the reason that there is a growing desire to live

in the open. They serve as a retreat and they deserve justly the popularity

that is now being accorded them.
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^.V ATTRACTIVE PORCH LIVING ROOM
B. Coofcr Corbctt, Arrhitcrt

The Inside of the House
By HARRIET T. RICHARUSOX in The House Beautiful.

THE porch living-room marks the growth of an idea. For 3'ears we
dreaded the heat of summer and feared drafts and night air—porch
living-rooms were non-existent. Northern people built houses for win-

ter use and apparently took no notice of summer heat, while Southerners
built verandas and furnished them with rocking chairs. The idea that

health and the best means for recreation and rest could be fovmd in a for-

mally developed out-of-doors room, which should also be a part of the

house, had not occurred. Since, however, it has been established that open-
air life is both tonic and restful, all varieties of interesting developments are

in progress : none as yet fully applied. I)ut each suggesting new methods for

carrying forward the idea.

The problem of the porch li\ing-room is to translate this idea of rest

and leisurely pleasure into terms of fine architectural design, weather-proof
furniture and sun-proof, woven materials ; a problem far more simple from
a human point of view than that of planning an inside living-room because
the one great principle of the room is relaxation. Rest demands privacy

and quiet. For these reasons, when the new house is planned, the porch
living-room is shielded from public view, from the clouds of circling dust

which enclose the honk of the automobile, and from the kitchen windows.
Even in America, those who willingly take their rest under watchful eyes

are few.
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HALL AXD STAIRCASE, HOUSE OF MR.
C. Albert Lanslnng

LOHENSTELW, SAN FRANCISCO
Architect

Privac}', then, is the first requisite of the fresh-air living-room and one
possible to achieve even where houses crowd togfether. The room is also

given the finest glimpse of sea or movmtain peak, and if these are not
available, the garden, however small, may contribute its color and fragrance
to the other stiurces of enjoyment. To these delights of the eye, may
be added the cool sound of running water from the garden fountain, or from
the wall fountain placed in the porch itself, and— if prevailing winds per-

mit—an o])en hearth may bring the possibility of campfire suppers intt)

the suburban night.

The physical conditions of the porch living-room are unicjue. It is a

space with one or more walls only, subject to the glare of untempered light,

open to wind and sun and rain, and, in certain localities, to marauding
mosquitoes. The architect understands that such space has to be closely

related to the exterior of the house, that it must become an unobtrusi\'e

])art of whatever style of architecture the householder has chosen. Where
the site of the house is unshaded, a deep overhang must be drop])ed from
the ceiling to within five to si.x feet above a railing which rises solidly

from the floor and which is crowned with flower-boxes ; a treatment also

necessarv where the room fronts the street and where the flower-bo.xes
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are the house garden. Flower boxes are gardens in miniature, and portable
besides ; that one may dig' in them without going down on her knees makes
gardening a pastime for summer afternoons. When, however, the porch
living-room becomes the link between the house and garden, the design fre-

quently is given the effect of a summerhouse and rises by low treads from
the garden paths, or remains upon the level of the flower-beds.

The architect realizes that the feeling of rest is only to be gained
through simplicity ; he understands that line motions make or destroy
rest ; that strong, quiet lines should frame the distant view, and that

trellised walls make the rcxim a part of the garden. The treatment differs

with the conception of the room, and is entirely governed by the site of the

house and its architecture.

The day has arrived when the ]5i)rch li\ing-room has ceased to be a

deck-like piazza with its one wall covered with the dusty clapboards of

the house, its railings a mass of zigzag lines, and furnished forlornly

\vith varnished rockers and faded green table-covers ; it is neither a narrow
balcony thrust out beside the front door, nor a conservatory, nor a sun
parlor. It has the dignity of a living-room. It is becoming a means of

better living; for human beings, and is materializing through an idea. That
a large sum of money is necessary to create the room is untrue: the choice

of material is so wide that the room is more dependent upon personal

understanding than upon the household pocketbook.
The compliance with three interesting rules make the furnishings of a

porch living-room a success. These rules deal with the laws of color, with

the structure of the human body, and with the action of the elements on
dyestuft's and manufactured articles. Colors should be chosen which, if

they fade, will change harmoniously as old tapestries have changed : fur-

niture should support the body in restful positions ; and both stuffs and
furniture should be weatherproof.

In a room in a house, the human being is the chief attraction ; in the

porch living-room, men and women must share their attractiveness with
the view, and in consequence the colors of the materials should frame the

living picture, the warm countryside or the sea line. Only where the room
is enclosed in deep woods, or entirely surrounded by neighboring houses,

should chintzes, pillow coverings and rugs show large patterns of vivid

color; "the lesser the area the more intense the color" is as true of the

outdoor room as of an interior. In the mountain regions, there is a deep
blue to be seen among the shadows on the green hillsides which is beauti-

fully effective when caught and placed in the room that faces distant peaks,

and with this blue a clear note of soft cool yellow can be hinted here

and there. If sand dunes surround the house, a delightful harmony of

colors is made from sage greens and gray-brown shades that call for a

flash of orange and against which the ocean becomes more blue.

Whether we are conscious or not, the eye takes in all that it sees and

grows tired when we are unaware : how tired it may become we never

dream when glaring stripes of awning dart across the sky and the entire

prism of colors at full intensity is turned loose in swirling lines within a

few feet of one another I

The shops are filled with woven materials, both expensive and inex-

pensive, which are wonderfully soft in color and which wear well. Silk

and velvet are out of place and are never missed among the chintzes, the

cretonnes, the printed linens and the heavier cotton weaves.

Rush rugs run from four to twenty dollars, according to size, either

square or oval in shape, and are good for open floor spaces. Navajo rugs,
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woven in the black-and-white wool, give a motif for a unique treatment
of the room. The range of soft colors in rugs shown l:)y a prominent house
is exquisitely lovely and would hel]) develn]) an}- scheme which the house-
holder might choose.

The newer rooms have abandoned the wooden flooring, and are using
the cooler tile and treating the walls in harmony; and electricity is being
employed more and more. Where this is introduced, the base plug should
not be forgotten, so that the electric fittings on the tea-wagon may be
conveniently used. Whoever has e.xperimented with the electric kettle

and the toaster on a summer afternoon for tea realizes that a pufF of wind
is no longer tn he feared. Standard lamps comliined with a book rack or

a table are also made pussiljle through the use of the base plug, and, from
the ceiling, hanging lamps give the indirect light in wicker shapes harmo-
nious with any furniture. Through the use of sliding screens, the porch
living-room can be open by day and closed in against insects at night.

As to the chairs and tables, they are useless if they invite rest but do not

give it. The tropics have given largely to the porch li\ing-rooni. China
sends low Canton couches and seats, with a choice in price of twenty to

forty dollars. The Philip])ines send the peacock chairs that add a distinc-

tion to any room l)y their beautiful lines and their accompanying tabourets.

India sends her swinging seats, the idea of which can be inexpensively

carried out by means of a cam])-bed swung from ro])es or chains and given

a rustic wood frame. Japan sends cotton rugs and her adaptable idea of

the use of running screens.
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Reasons Why a Municipality Needs a City Planning
Department*

By HENRY F. WITHEY, Architect, Los Angeles.

WITH regard to the problem of city planning, there has been so
much said, there has been so much written, and the sub-
ject is so large that at first it seems difificult to deter-

mine from what point to approach it. But considering you vis-

itors who honor us with your presence, _\'ou who serve us as ol?icials

in several of the important city and county governmental departments—it

seems fitting that the subject be treated with regard to our own city,

sincerely hoping that the discussion of ideas—for which purpose we have
come together—will bear fruit by this gathering, not to gratify any personal
ambitions other than the one—to do that which betters humanity in gen-
eral and which improves our condition locally as applied to our homes
and our city, and that there will coine that increase of happiness that is

to be found in the cultivation of taste and the opportunity for its enjoyment.
Los Angeles—"The City of the Angels," we are pleased to interpret it.

Considering its significance I pause to wonder why so many of us had the
audacity to come within its folds.

Were it built after the visions of the biblical prophets, marble palaces
would be ours in fields elysian, traversed with streets of gold. The Fran-
ciscan Fathers surely possessed high ideals and aspirations in so christening
the small pueblo set down upon the desert sands—with no greater claim

to such a title than the Ijalniy climate and \'istas of the lofty mountains.
Not attempting to a]Hilogize for our presence, let us stop to consider

if we are making our city worthy of an intelligent people and of what we
so loudly boast.

It is not my intention, though, to lead you on any visionary flight to heav-
enly air castles, but to deal with concrete facts in keeping with the commer-
cial age in which we live. However, progress toward a better day for cities

owes more than to be guessed to the impetus of dreams and hope and
high resolve. These furnish the inspiration to practical achievement.

In the beginning this city had in its plaza what might have been the
nucleus of a city plan. The conception was good even though adopted
in 1781 by such humble founders as the Spanish Fathers and colonists.

The pueblo plan of colonization common to Spanish-American countries
had its origin far back in the middle ages. In early European colonization
the pueblo plan, the common square in the center of the town, the house
lots grouped about it, the arable lands and pastures beyond appears in the
Aryan village, in the ancient German work and in the old Roman prae-
sidium. The Puritans adopted this form iti their first settlements in New
England. Around the public square or common where stood the meeting
house and town hall they laid off their lots, and beyond these were their

cultivated fields and common pasture lands. This form of colonization

was a combination of commercial interests and individual ownership.
Primarily it was adopted for protection against the hostile aborigines of

the country, and secondly for social advantages. This was the initial

point from which the settlement radiated. A conception for growth and
expansion, considering who the original inhabitants of Los Angeles were.
was not to be expected.

•Address delivered before the meeting of the Southern California Chapter, .\. I. A., June 13, 1916,
and revised by the author for this magazine. Present at the meeting were officials of the Los Angeles
City and County Government, who were especially invited as guests of the Chapter.
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So today in its unguicled qrnwtli we find the city spread nver a great

area like a fungus growth (in the map. with nn heart nr arteries nf consistent

character.

We claim many beautiful homes; as individuals we may be considered

to have done well, but collectively—no ! The city has grown on lines

determined partly by accident and mostly by the push of enterprising

real estate holders, not according to any plan of efficient orderliness or

art. The ugliness and the inadequacy of our surroundings are not due
to viciousness of character or commercialness as so many would have it,

but to plain ignorance, a chaotic condition of thought which has set up
a false standard of values. Our battle, and it is a battle which must be
waged—is not so much against a definite or established order of things

as it is against chaos, chaos is our problem.
Is it not possible to survey this growth and attempt to firing order

out of it, and outline a comprehensive tentative plan as a guide for future

growth? I presume the task of preparing a comprehensive plan for Los
Angeles has appeared too stupendous because of the city's large growth.
We have appreciated the need at times but lacked the initiative and con-

tinuity of purpose and efforts.

In an efifort for civic improvement the first step is to make a com-
prehensive plan, a program, a written and draughted expression of our
thoughts and ideas for the future, that we may guide ourselves as we travel

along. This is almost the only step that can insure the highest type

of modern civic art, since recjuirements are greater now than when
artists and master-builders dressing with beauty the narrow streets

of Italian and Flemish cities created the civic art of five centuries ago.

In those cities urban hygiene and circulation made no demands on civic

art. Now days these things are fundamental, and unless there be a well-

thought-out artisticall}' conceived general plan to work on. our civic

art will go astray with lack of completeness or continuity. So it will fail

because isolated and spasmodic ; because it will mean a fine park, some
patriotic statuary, a few good streets and several good buildings rather

than a city dignified, orderly and beautiful as a whole.

Now a comprehensive city plan is nothing more than a program of

procedure. Technically it is the art or science of planning the develop-

ment of a city in a systematic and orderly way.
As individuals you never think of doing a number of things without

a first thought-out program. You live and exist by the fundamental

laws and program of the Almighty God. Transgression means prema-
ture decay and death. You sleep, you spend the "waking hours of the

day, you dress, you eat, you shop, you' build your house by an outlined

program, and in the conduct of your business you follow a program

—

written or mental, and depending upon the thoroughness and wisdom of

that program is your financial success.

Now collectively, what? Is there not a greater necessity and resjionsi-

bility to your fellow associates? The various corporations of the country

are founded upon a program of procedure, and depending upon the

efficiency of their programs do they flourish or fail. Efficiency is the

cry of the day, and it marks the difference progressively between the

village blacksmith and the great steel corporations, the ox cart and the

transcontinental railroads.

Now here we are a corporation, 600,000 strong, with a gx)od political

organization—with a corps of able e.xecutive officers and servants, but

where are we going? Our progress reminds me of a sight I saw out here
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on the way to Hollywood one morning recently. A round red-taced

bewhiskered midget of a fellow came driving ont Irom a side lane on to

tie boulevard in% rattling, dilapidated Ford I-^f <1 ;^Vl"^-'"J ^^^^^

on the nicelv paved right-hand side, he crossed over to the le t and went

bani nci along over the uncovered ties of the mbound railroad track.

On the hood of the machine was displayed a sign reading, From some-

w ere to anvwhere." And he surely uas on h.s way as he tumbled along.

Ind it caused me to reflect that that is about typical of Los Angeles

constructive policy.
. .

, ^- , r\, -

There is no large or united program ot progressive construction Uu.

constructive policv, if we have one at all. is nnguided. and it allows a

wide scope for the poor taste of untrained individualism. W e are dntting

Tlon- to the goal of lost opportunities. And as the city continues to

erow larger and the resources increase, the public works become more

fpectacnlar and permanent, so that mistakes in these ast a long time

SSd are striking examples of folly. The need of artistic guidance, both

fn pt'blic and private work, is more keenly felt, the extravagance and

wastefulness of duplicated effort are realized ; the value of an authorit.ve

Testhetic control is perceived, and it is appreciated that to make any trtie

ad4nce in civic art there is needed something more than means and

'mmdse Civic art is as ancient as all the arts, but it is distinguished

from the others by its contentment to be servant, not mistress in the

glo fyng of cities. In spite of certain enlightenment the impression

f ,11 prevails that art is an effeminate luxury, a token of decadent aris-

oca?y! a veneer costly and unnecessary. We are still prone to pride our-

selves over-much on being plain citizens, mistaking crudity for simplicity

and io-norance for logic. What is any art but the right, best way of

doine'a certain thing? The art which is so utilitarian in its purpose as

to bf CIV c firs andlirt afterwards may be defined then as taking in just

the right way of those steps necessary or proper for the com ort of its

citlzens-as the doing of the necessary or proper thing in the right way.

So civic art is not a fad, it is not merely a bit of aestheticsm. There is

nothing effeminate and sentimental about it ; it is vigorous, virile and

sane Altruism is its impulse, but it is older than any altruism ot the

hour—as old as the dreams and aspirations of man.

Cities are not made to be looked at but to be lived in, and it m the

decoration of them there be any forgetfulness of that, no successful cn.c

art will follow and the effort will defeat itselt.

The council, which on first thought might be considered the directors

of the city's grmvth. is only an executive body. 1 he venous departments

h to whose duties enter construction of any kind, for the most part, carry

out that construction generally as public needs most }-g<^"tly demaiKl

Those demands, by interested citizens, are made through the council and

as our executive body, they are so ordered.

Fach improvement is generally made without consideration o any

other department or features that may have a bearing upon the .ibject.

The old saving. "Too many cooks spoil the broth." is very applicable

''''^!:rZ::£t:n.. idea of improvement or of a new building is

advanced Some of these are carried through as was the Southern Pacihc

s ati^n more re^entlv. That matter of a new City Hall has been brought up

three different times. I believe, if not more. At another time the issue

mir be voted shot Id it be so and we have no studied, comprehensive
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plan. Villi can well inianinc what will hap])en. Have we not a sui"ficient

ntiniber of errors in this city at the jiresent time t<j be no flatter\' to our
taste or intelligence?

lught years ago or thereabout, there was made a very good beginning
toward preparing a city plan, but mind }ou, those were suggestions only,

made hastily in a few days. The seed was planted, but like the orphan
of the slums, it has been neglected and has not had a healthy growth.
May be it is just as well for today we are able to profit more greatl}- by
the experience of other cities and examples that have been set before us.

A\'ith a larger and broader vision we can approach the problem now.

^^'e have the city of Washington before us. Shall we be blind to that

example? And here in our own state there are the e.xamples nf the San
Francisco and San Diego expositions. What would these fairs have
amounted to if each group of persons, having a building to erect, had placed

them wherever their fancy pleased without regard to position, height

or St vie of the others? Are we so stupid and ignorant as not to recognize

the orderliness and simplicity of their plans? Is not the city of Los .\ngeles

more important than any temporary exposition?

Is not the idea of a comprehensive plan one of plain, common sense, of

concrete ef^ciency? Is there anything very unreasonable in the idea, too

visionary or impracticable? Is it not a sound business proposition that

we should give immediate attention to?

Now what are our needs and possiljle requirements for the next few

years? Are they not a city hall, a library, a state building, county build-

ings, hospitals, railroad stations, transcontinental and local, subways with

surface stations, schools, fire stations, convention halls, with clubs and

hotels of semi-public character?

To the buildings which would go to constitute the architectural ele-

ments of an administrative center there ought to be given not merely a

central location which will be invited by consideration of con\-enience

even more strongly than those of sentiment, but all the additional emphasis

and conspicuousness that site can offer.

No other structures are so appropriately entitled to the best position

that the city can afford, convenience and appearance being jointly con-

sidered as those that olificially stand for the city. And not only do these

structures belong together, but each gains and is enhanced from proximity

of the other.

They make for better efficiency, orderliness and economy, and aesthet-

ically are more impressive.

And is it not essential and time that we looked to the front doors of

our city? Are they any better than back doors at the present time?

Since it is said that the tourist trade is a large factor in the financial

success of our city, wouldn't it be gtiod, common-sense and business

sagacity to make them orderly, clean and attractive?

A comprehensive city plan will include many features of the city's work
Init these mentioned seem to be suf^cient of importance to call for definite

action.

Here is our opportunity, the right, cc minion-sense. business-like thing

to do—to create, revise and adopt a tentative, comprehensi\e ])lan for

the physical development of the city, making it a correlation of the

]dans for streets, parks, playgrounds, transit, railroad terminals, grouping

of public buildings, markets, etc., that will be needed and built as time goes

on. Let us have a comprehensive plan that will g'et us .somewhere, instead
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of following a haphazard policy or rather no policy at all. The plan once

secured, public spirit and artistic sense of the coniniunity can hardly

fail to insist that it be adhered to.

The pride that enables a man to proclaim himself a citizen of no mean

city awakens in his heart high desires that before had been dormant.

The studv and preparation of a comprehensive plan will be for the

benefit of all' of us, therefore it is a task to be borne by all of us, the

city. To accomplish it there must be a commission or department formed

as a unit of the city government. Provisions for the establishment of such

are already made by the city and state laws.

Such a commission, which should be composed of architects, engineers,

and those technicallv trained, with broadest ideas and conceptions, will

have to serve without pay, but services of a secretary, possibly expert

advice and of a number of' draughtsmen will have to be cared for. But it

is constructive work, means for economy and is vitally essential to our

needs.

\t the present time the Citv Planning Association and the City Plan-

ning Committees of the [Municipal League, the City Club, the Architects

and^Engineers Societv and this Chapter are combining their efforts toward

securing the formation of this department as a unit of the city's govern-

ment ^arious phases of the subject are requiring much study but rapid

progress is being made, and we hope that substantial results will be ob-

taiiied if the idea is thought proper, wise and needed.

Allows me in closing to read you these lines from a magazine of recent

issue ; the thought is appropriate :

I LIVE HERE
By Strickland GilHlan

A cjarden, a perfect mosaic, deep green 'gainst the blackest of loam,

Spread out near a little log cabin—but immaculate home!

I paused to admire—who could help it?^-the weedless expanse near the door.

Where, pleased with my pleasured inspection, stood a "mammy ' of years that

are yore.

••\ beautiful garden," I ventured. She cupped a brown hand to her ear.

-Fine garden!" I shouted. "Oh, sholy! It ought to be fine— I live here!"

I went on my way with a sermon as great as I ever had heard.

The highest paid preacher existent could never have added a word.

\\'ere every human who cumbers the tiniest spot of the earth

To see that the place he inhabits—the work brain or fingers give birth-

Stood perfect as e'er he could make it—dear God! what a different sphere!^

Let's borrow our motto from "Mammy": "It ought to be fine—I live here!"

It Would Be a Big Apple

To test the intelligence of a witness in a contractor's suit, said the

Washington Star, a judge que^ioning him regarding the definition of a

cubic vard, said to him : "Witness, look at this apple on my desk. Xow,

assume this apple to be three feet across the top, three feet through the

middle here and three feet up and down—what \vould you call it?"

"Well, judge, your honor," said the witness, 'Td call it some apple."
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Protecting The Owner and Architect

AXSWERIXr; an article in the Cnntract Record nf April l'>th, written

by G. Alexander ^^'right, a San I'rancisco architect, entitled "Bids
Bidders, and Bidding," Sidney \V. Band, assistant manager of the

United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co., writes as follows

:

As I feel that a word from the standpoint of the Bonding Company miifht he
apropos, I take this opportunity of replying- to the invitation extended by Sir. \\right.

Summing up Mr. Wright's article, as I see it. a responsible contractor, and by
responsible contractor I mean a contractor who is competent and capable of handl-
ing any contract he tenders for, "inasmuch as his figures will be carefully compiled
and allowances made for a fair profit on the contract," hesitates to bid because he
is competing with irresponsible contractors who are inexperienced and who there-

fore do not figure as carefully or as conscientiously, their main idea being to

secure the contract with the hope that they may lie able to complete the contract
profitably. To be explicit: they have everything to gain and nothing to lose for the

price they submit.
The question therefore resolves itself into how can the owner and architect pro-

tect themselves against the tendering of irresponsible contractors without exper-
ience and without sufficient financial standing to back up their tender.

The answer is simple. You have at your disposal a cpiick remedy, by inserting
in your specifications the following clause

—

The Contractor shall furnish with his tender the consent in writing of a guaranty company
authorized to do business in Canada, to issue a contract bond on his behalf, guaranteeing the faithful
performance of the contract in an amount equal to 20 per cent, of the amount of the contract, and
contractors proposing to tender will make immediate arrangements with their guaranty company for

such bond, as the companies require sufficient time to complete inquiries.

This will compel every contractor tendering on the work, obtaining a bond from
some guaranty companj', who is prepared to back up his tender by their financial

resources, guaranteeing that if the contract is awarded to him he will sign the

contract and that he will carry out the contract according to the tertns and con-
ditions, plans, specifications of the contract. If this plan is adopted you eliminate the

inexperienced, irresponsible contractor, without any financial backing, from tender-

ing on the work and get down to the only class of contractor which the owner and
architect want to deal with. There are a sufficient number of responsible contractors

to still leave the question of price on a competitive basis and this arrangement
places no hardship on any contractor who can do the work. He simply arranges

with his bonding company for a bond the same way he would arrange with his

banker for a line of credit. It relieves the architect and owner of the work of as-

certaining whether they are letting the contract to a financially responsible con-

tractor or not, and also whether he is competent in the line of work on which he

is tendering, and it does not legislate against the smaller contractor because any
contractor, be he big or little, who is responsible and bears a good reputation,

can secure credit from a guaranty company up to the amount which they consider

he has had the experience and financial responsibility that they can safely back him
up for.

In conclusion, let me add that the first protection to the owner and architect

IS the manner in which the guaranty company carefully considers every contractor's
application. Every application is dealt with separately and entirely on its own
merits. The moral, as well as the financial standing of the contractor, is taken into

consideration along with his ability in the line of work to be undertaken, and it is

only after every point is carefully considered that the bond is either accepted or
refused.

I wish to thank you for the opportunity afiforded me of putting these sugges-
tions to you and hope that they will be considered worthy of publication and trust
that you will consider that this article is written entirely from an educational
standpoint.

[This suggesticni nf .Mr. Band is deserving of consideration, we think.
If every bidder was compelled to submit a bond with his bid, many of the
"fly by night guessers" would soon have to give way to the more com-
])etent and careful bidders. Owners would be better pleased, architects
would suffer less annoyance, the building industry couhl get better prices,

better work and a better understanding all-round would result.—Ed.]
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Are Architects Too Conservative?*
Why arc arcliitects. as a class, indifferent to iinprnvcd (lc\icc-s? Any salesman calling

on architects will confirm the statement that, collectively, arcliitects do not readily accept
new methods and materials.

Douhtless a very proper conservatism toward nntried materials is prompted by the
desire to protect clients from unsatisfactory results, lint is it not equally desirable to give
them the comforts and economies made available l)y careful investigation backed by tech-
nically trained judgment?

It is common to find a passive attitude on the part of the architect even toward proved
commodities and in numerous instances the client actually has to "sell" his architect mate-
rials with which the arcliitect has not become faiuiliar. The architect should use his tech-
nical training not only to protect his client from unworthy materials but to aid him in

selecting the best that can be obtained.—Concrete.

By FREDERICK JENNINGS

THE above article raises a question of more than ordinary interest. ^NFan-

tifactnrers, dealers, salesmen, and agents who handle bnilding trade

requisites should be vitally interested. Wishing to obtain some view-
point other than our own, we have conferred with an architect of mature
experience, not only in regard to this particular question, but touching
also the relations of the architect with the drummer, canvasser, or whatever
the correct title of the representative or salesman may happen to be. As
one result of this conference our viewpoint, which has always leaned
if anything in favor of the salesmen's methods, has undergone somewhat
of a change, and we are now inclined to believe that architects can, if they
will, throw the spotlight of enquiry upon his activities with advantage.
Architects may have something to say on these subjects and we shall be
glad to have their views.

"Are architects too conservative?" Possibly architects are conserv-
ative, and they need to be, for it was never so hard to keep gold bricks
from being forced into the construction of buildings as it is today, at, of
course, the expense of the "client." The already overworked "bogey"
safety first is partly responsible for some of this. The experienced architect,

the one who has something to lose, tisually prefers to be sure first, rather than
sorry afterwards. These perhaps might be termed the conservative ones, but
are they to be condennied when they are spending a client's money? Many of
these men, however, notwithstanding their conservatism, are apt to listen, and
to be over-considerate to the ever-increasing army of building material sales-

men who, to speak plainly, seem to delight in pestering the life out of the busy
architect, morning, noon and night, in season and out of season, at his office,

his club, on the street corners, in the Builders' Exchanges, anywhere, every-
where. Yea, even his home circle and telephone has no sacredness with some
of these unsolicited solicitors. .\re architects really too conservative?

If manufacturers and dealers could be made to see how much business
they lose every year through their representatives antagonizing architects with
their unwise persistence, some expense accounts would soon be eliminated
from the firms' overheads. And, what a relief to the architects' offices

!

A better theme for profitable discussion might be "Are salesmen too per-
sistent?" If they are, the remedy is obvious. The architect might steal some
of the salesman's commonest thunder, and offer to show the manufacturer or
dealer himself how he could "save money" by keeping his salesman at home
until he was sent for. Then his call would be welcomed, and there would be
a good "prospect" created, which is not always the case now. One of these
gentlemen was heard to say recently. "I call upon every architect in this city
at least once a week"

! but innnediately afterwards upon being asked if he was
doing much business he said, "Xo! I am not doing anything." Is this not an
object lesson ? Is the game worth the candle ?

•Further discussion of this subject is invited from the salesman's viewpoint.—Ed.
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Experienced architects are not devoid (if some intelligence or even common
sense concerning materials they may wish to use in certain situations, or their

application, and they usually know where and how to get them. This is

something it takes salesmen a long time to learn. Architects have, and prefer,

their own way of getting posted about new or meritorious materials and
methods, and are not dependent upon salesmen for this information. Busy
architects also subscribe to the architectural and building magazines as much, the

writer believes, to keep in touch with such matters, as for any other reason.

Sometimes it happens that an architect knows about a certain thing or process

before even the local dealer gets the agency for it. We know of architects

who studiously read the advertising pages of the best architectural magazines

of the country, and they acquire a respect and interest in these silent salesmen
'

that they can scarcely ever extend to the noisy kind who are ever ready to

gamble with figures, or to promise anything (the "moon" if necessary) so

long as they get their material specified, and the house afterwards gets a chance

to soak the unfortunate contractor whom they are apt to think is now com-
pelled to use th(?ir product.

Some salesmen act as though an architect has nothing else to do but to

await their coming with the glad hand. Then there is the aggressive indi-

vidual who sees the client first, and not appreciating the fact that he was "let

down easy," appears before the architect with a cocksure air, and the state-

ment that Mr. So and So (the client) had sent hint to explain his line of

goods, and so on ad fiuitnm. This gentleman is well known among archi-

tects, he is everywhere, but whether such tactics get business for his "house,"

that is doubtful ! .\nd there are other types, who queer themselves

quickly by betting and guaranteeing (verbally) all they have (much or little)

in support of their particular article, or all of them— it is just as easy for them.

So much, then, for the "art" or the "science" of twentieth century salesman-

ship. .\nd then comes the catalogue salesman ! Tlie one who repeats his little

well-learned story like a parrot, but if in the middle of it he is asked a practical

question by the architect about his material or its application, he is usually

floored, but will obligingly "take it up with his house." This is a common in-

cident. But why are such men sent unsolicited to architects? Are the latter

considered so easy? One would not be surprised to learn that the above great

and momentous question, "Are architects too conservative?" originated with

one of these over-zealous knights of the road.

But some one will say, "These men must live !" \'ery true. So must archi-

tects, and to do so, the latter must work. The former enjoy a certain unalien-

able right, of course, to pursue happiness, but not architects!—who in self-

defense often have to be foxy and hide, when very busy, whilst the agile sales-

man is perhaps holding down a claim in the waiting lobby outside. Some .sales-

men may be surprised to learn that some architects, sometimes, have ideas of

their own. and that it takes time, and study, to work them out.

Unfortunately, there are hundreds of untried new materials and things

turned out every year which are expected to take the place of standard goods,

but they never do ; they are simply good talking propositions and they fade

away and disa]ipear, but, like the weeds on a farm, there is always another

crop coming, and here, lest wc forget, it might not be inap]ir()]iriate to ask again

"Are architects too conservative?"

It is a fact, as before suggested, that progressive and ever-conservative

architects are apt to entirely pass over the house whose representative has

made himself a nuisance, and they will turn to a more conservative and equally

good dealer, or what is even more likely still, to the advertising pages of their

favorite architectural magazine to find what they want.
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After all, why shonhi the salesman cimtinuc to pay their uninvited visits

to the architects' offices? If the practice was discouraged and discontinued,

there would be just as much building' material used, and just as many sales

made. Let the architect hunt the dealer and manufacturer for once. Put the

shoe on the other foot, save overhead expenses and give the client closer

prices or better service after the order is booked ; there is certainly room for the

latter. The salesman of course has his place. If competent to add something to

the architect's stock of information, so much the better : he \vill be all the more
welcome at the office xclicn zcanted. But where is the sense in an army of

drummers persistently and continually trying to interview architects with hun-

dreds of things they probably could not use in a lifetime? How much better

all around for the architect to have to occasionally look up some special thing

he may need, in place of being bombarded with so many things ( hundreds of

things) which he probably will never have the opportunity of using.

Salesmanship as usually taught and practised has no place in dealing with

experienced architects. These men frequently already have had occasion to

look into the merits of the very goods offered, and may have actually used

them. They know as much anyway of the potential possibilities, and adaptabil-

ity of a material as the gentleman who, may be, has just taken the agency
for it, but who, if he fails to land an order, is apt to conclude, and improperly

so, that "Architects are too conservative," but fur which thousands of clients

have good reason to be thankful.

Coloring Concrete
To color concrete properly it is not advisable to use jiaints or stains.

Best results are obtained from the use of a pure mineral cement color that

is free from clay, gypsum and organic matter.

A well informed contractor offers the following formula for coloring

cement. He says

:

"The colors will not fade if the directions are closely followed. These
recipes were given me some years ago, and I find, that wherever tried,

they have proved to be all that was expected of them. The quantities are

given per barrel of cement, the coloring matter in each instance being mi.xed

dry with the cement and sand. Caution is given that Venetian red and
common lampblack should not be used, as the color obtained with these

materials will run and fade. The various colors and quantities of coloring

materials for each barrel of cemeut are as follows :

For brown, 25 lbs. of best roasted iron o.xide ; or 15 lbs. to 20 lbs. of

brown ochre.

For black, 45 lbs. of manganese dioxide.

For blue, 19 lbs. of ultramarine.

For buff, 15 lbs. of ochre. (This is likely to considerably reduce the

strength of the mixture.)

For green, 23 lbs. of greenish-blue ultramarine.

For gray, 2 lbs. of boneblack.
For red, 22 lbs. of raw iron oxide.

For bright red, 22 lbs. of Pompeiian iir liright ^ermilion.

In using coloring matter with concrete, the color should always be mixed
with the cement dry, before any sand or water is added. The mixing should
be thorough.
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Criticism of Proposed Terminal for Bridge Over
San Francisco Bay

By KRKUIiRICK J. AMWEG, C. K., Mem. Am. Soc. C. E.

I

NOTE in the June issue of your magazine a ver}- interesting article rela-

tive to the proposed l^ridge to span San Francisco Bay, which is being
promoted by Mr. Harlan D. Miller.

-Mr. .Miller's scheme, I note, is to locate the San Francisco terminal for

the subway at Third and Market streets.

Recently a suggestion was made that the terminal should be located at

the new Civic Center in preference to Third and Market streets.

Quoting in part Mr. Miller's answer to this suggestion, he states: "I

would like to call attention to the fact that in a project of this kind we are

aiming to provide better transportation facilities for a traffic which alread)'

e.xists and are not trying to dexelop a new traffic. The aim is to save time
and effort and add to the convenience of the traveling public by increasing
the ease and facility with which business can be done. To do this we must
put our cars where they are wanted. That means that our lines must go
to the heart of the business, shopping and theater districts. If we do that

we have greatly improved present conditions, for at present seventy-five

thousand people are landed every day at the Ferry building, every one of

whom has a long distance to travel to get to his destination. To land the

people at the new Civic Center would not accomplish the object for which
we are working. It should be noted that the proposed subway will extend
around several blocks and that there will be many entrances."

I desire to call Mr. Miller's attention to his first statement that they are

not trying to "develop a new traffic," but aiming to provide better transpor-
tation facilities for the "existing traffic." By providing better transportation
facilities they will do just exactly what he contends they are not trying to

do—that is, developing "new traffic."

It is a conceded fact that where time is saved for the traveling public,

coupled with convenience and proper accommodations, that such an enter-

prise will always attract more traffic. This being the case, it is very ap-
parent that it will be a great mistake to locate the terminal for the subway
at Third and Market streets and discharge the bulk of this traffic, which
will increase as time goes on, at this point. Third and Market streets is

now very much congested and the facilities at this location admit of no
further crowding, but, on the contrary, some means should be provided to

relieve the present congestion instead of increasing it.

The Civic Center is the logical location for the terminal, and affords

every opportunity for disposing of the traveling public with ease and com-
fort, and at the same time provides rapid ser\'ice for those desiring to travel

further west than Third and Market streets.

It must be admitted that of the many thousands of jieople that are

landed at the Ferry every day, the destination of a large proportion of this

nimiber is west of Third and Alarket streets. The traffic to the Civic Center
and intermediate points west of Third and -Market streets is a factor that

must be considered in any contemplated scheme for improving" the trans-

portation facilities from the Ferry.

It is, therefore, in my judgment, ill advised to terminate the snl)way at

Third and Market streets, for all that is acciimplishcd by so doing will be

to remove the congestion at the Ferry and increase it at a point where, for

the area considered, it is even worse now than at the Ferry, and will be
greatlv aggravated slmuld the terminal be idaced there.
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'Sir. Miller further states that the reason for placing the terminal at
Third and ^Market streets is to save time and effort and put the cars where
they are wanted, must go to the heart of the business, shopping and theater
districts, etc. This is not a sound argument for the reason that the prin-
cipal shopping district lies west of Third and Market streets ; also the the-

aters and a large bulk of the business dsitrict. fie also states there will be
many entrances to the subway. These will afford the facility and oppor-
tunity for those who desire to land at Third and Market streets and east of

that point, and, therefore, it is not necessary that the subway should ter-

minate at Third and Market streets to accomplish this end, as he contends,
but there is a good reason why it should continue to the Civic Center,
namely: To enable those who desire to go farther west to do so, and not
be compelled to transfer at Third and Market streets to some other means
of conveyance or walk, and, as I have stated before, the traffic west of this

point is now large and rapidly increasing.

Mr. Miller states in his article above quoted that seventy-five thousand
people are landed every day at the Ferry, while in his article in the Oak-
land Tribune he states that the number is one hundred and thirty thousand
daily, which further emphasizes my contention that the enormous traffic

should not be discharged at Third and Market streets, but distributed along
the line, and thereby relieve the congestion at Third and Market streets as

well as at the Ferry.
Air. Miller, in his article in the Oakland Tribune, contradicts his state-

ment above quoted, in which he stated : "That we are aiming to provide
better transportation facilities for the traffic which already exists and
are not trying to develop a new traffic."

In the Oakland Tribune article he states: 'Tt is an established fact that

where better facilities for transportation are provided the traffic increases."

That is my contention, as above stated, and if correct, it certainly is very
bad judgment to build a structure that simply means the shifting of the

congestion from one point to another where it would be even worse, instead

of planning it for the increasing traffic, which he admits, and placing the

terminal at a point where the traffic can be distributed over the great-

est area.

Accuracy in Estimated Costs
Here is what James Riely Gordon, President of the New York Society

of Architects, has to say on the subject of the indifference shown by many
of the younger men in the craft to the question of accuracy in estimated
costs

:

"It is a lamentable fact that so little importance is attached to an archi-
tect's estimate of the cost of a proposed structure. The misrepresentations
of irresponsible or ignorant architects is a deplorable condition and de-
mands our rectification.

"An excessive cost of a building over and above the architect's estimate
not only lowers the standard of that architect's reliability, but sometimes
proves a serious embarrassment to a confiding client.

"The title of architect should imply not only a guarantee of both archi-
tectural ability and reliability, but the public has a right to expect and
demand that every architect's estimate of the cost of any structure shall be
sufficiently guaranteed to justify predicating financial arrangements thereon,
without serious disappointment, and I trust that this society will, in the
near future, demand that at least its members assume their full moral and
financial responsibility in this respect to their clients."
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The Home Makers
Hl II.W'E the queerest feeling," 1 said to I'ovvell, "about this home build-

I
ing (if ours. It doesn't seem as if it's really- happening. We take up
one thing after another in its logical order and it gives a sort of aca-

demic air to the whole shooting match. It's like learning to dance in a

dancing school with lines painted on the floor. Now, I studied dancing
faithfully for four years, but 1 never could dance with ajiybody except the

dancing master, or with a chair in the privacy of my bed-room. I have
a feeling that our house is too ideal, too formal and correct ever to become
an actuality."

"You needn't worry," said Powell. "You'll make enough mistakes to

show you're human. You have already diverged enough from my ideals

to make your house essentiall)' Lydian and Horacian. Take your site for

instance. It's a perfectly good site, but I should never have picked it out.

And the style of your house. It's a perfectly good style, but I should never
ha\'e selected it if I were building for myself."

"Well, there's some comfort in that. It's always nice to go against

the authorities. What's the next step in our house building?"

"We might consider the various building materials."

"There you go again. Just as soon as I think we are about to get

something tangible, we get started in a theoretical discussion. 1 always
took building materials for granted.''

"Still," said Lydia, "we have a great many tangible things already. We
have a lot at Putnam and a deed tt) it. We have the location of the house
staked out—probably wrong—and we have a general idea of a Dutch
colonial cottage."

"And I suppose," Powell added, "that you have absorbed more sound
architectural principles than you realize. You probably think that you
have blundered along, and that a great many things I have said are esoteric.

But principles will shape together in your mind intcj some sort of system,
and maybe years hence you will suddenly understand things you may not
understand now, just as we don't imderstand rules in grammar we learned
in school until years afterward. I know there are a great many gram-
matical rules I don't understand myself yet."

I was glad Powell attenuated tliis, for it sounded conceited. E\'en as

it was, I felt a little provoked with him.
"You needn't think I don't know what l)uilding materials are," I said.

"They arc brick, stone, wood, and concrete."
"Wood," said Powell, "might be considered the original building ma-

terial. We can imagine ])ioneers hewing out their houses from the prime-
val wilderness. We can imagine the raising bees. There's something
comfortable and near the ground, cosy and com])anionable about a wooden
house. It's near nature, and it's near human nature. A wooden house
seems rooted in the soil, like the trees it was made from. Of course, I'm
not referring to the modern store box style. There can be great variety

in wooden houses. They can be constructed of siding of various kinds,

shingles, cla])boards, or matched boards presenting a smooth surface. We
can ])aint our wooden houses any color we want, and if they are shingled

all over, we can leave them unpainted, so that they get a silvery luster,

especially when they are near tlie sea. There's soiuething elastic about

a wooden house. Y'ou can alter it easily, you can modify the original pl.an,

which can grow to suit your needs and your changing ideals."

"Well." 1 sigiied. "after that elo(|uent description, no one would e\er

think of usinsj- an\- other building material.
"
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"Oh, I don't know," said Powell. "There's a solidity about l^rick houses.

In colonial times all our good brick were brought from abroad as ballast.

They were small, hand made, charming in texture. Some of the old brick

were picturesquely pink in color, and all brick where the atmospheric
conditions are at all favorable tend to assume an attractive neutral color

under the patina of time. Modern brick come in wonderful colors and tex-

tures. And if you want to paint a brick house, you can get very successful

effects. I have seen white brick houses that caught the sunlight and the

shadows of neighboring trees exquisitely."

"^^'e're not talking about a Japanese screen r)r an oil painting. We're
talking about a house. If plain people like us stopped to consider the

shadows trees cast on their houses, they'd never get anywhere."
"Both brick and wood and stone," said Powell, disregarding my inter-

ruption, "lend themselves very well to the Dutch colonial style of house
you have selected. Everything else being equal, if you want a stone house,

it's good to use a native or local stone."

"I can see that," T said. "Using a native stone is somewhat the same
thing as observing the local tradition. Isn't it too bad that there isn't a

marble quarry near our place?"

"Oh, that would never do! Marble should never be used except in a

semi-public building, and then it has to be used just right."

"I suppose," I said, "that if we really wanted to be up to date, we'd use

concrete."

I said that really to get a rise out of Powell, and I succeeded. A
shadow flickered over his face.

"^^'e have to acknowledge that concrete is the construction of the

future. In some situations, it is the only thing that will serve, and some
of my colleagues pretend to see even a great many possibilities for beauty
in it. I grant that it can have color and texture, and of course it is durable,

but when it comes to dwelling-houses. I can't help feeling- that its use

should practically be restricted to the mission or stucco style."

"The trouble with you," I said, "is that you have a New England con-

servatism which objects to any change. You are looking for tradition,

and there are no traditions in concrete. The reason you approve of mission

or stucco st3de is because it suggests plaster or adobe construction, which
already has traditions. You like concrete in these circumstances because
it copies something else. Now, speaking as a steel-hoop man. I don't

see any reason why a person shouldn't build his house of concrete and take

advantage of the freedom that the material gives him. A house of con-

crete can be of any shape ; it gives free rein to the imagination ; it's like

carving a house out of chalk or cheese. If a man w-ants to have his house
shaped like a jewel-box or a popcorn pavilion at Coney Island, let hiin have
it, say I. Tradition will come hereafter."

"Jewel-boxes and popcorn pavilions are just what many suburban
houses look like, and it's one of the tragedies of an architect's life to see

such things so common. In all the arts it's an axiom that limitations, instead

of being obstacles, are aids to expression. In concrete construction, there

are no limitations. Concrete construction is somewhat similar to a state

of society in which there would be liberty without law,. or love without
marriage."

"I see what you mean," I said. "A person can't splay all over the place.

He couldn't do it even in the steel-hoop business."

"Well. I don't know," said Lydia. "I'm a great believer in absolute

liberty. Something good will come out of concrete, in the end."
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Lydia pipes up like that every once in a wiiile. Sometimes I have sus-

picions that she is not really a conservative. With feminism and all that
sort of thing going around, it sometimes seems as if women were really

the radicals instead of us superior males. \\'hat in the world would happen
if women actually took the lead?

"Do you want our house built of concrete?" I asked.

"Certainly not. I see our house of wood, shingled all over—nice, broad,

old-fashioned shingles, if we can get them, ^^'on't it be fun to see them
become silvered with time?"

"If you can't wait," said Powell, "ycni can ha\e them bleached a Aery
nice color to begin with."

1 felt that we had got a good many things settled in this talk, and _\et

I was terribly impatient.

"This house building seems an awfull}- long-drawn-out process," I said

to Lydia after Powell had gone. "Isn't it too bad that our wishes can't

be fulfilled as soon as we think of them? I'm just wild to see our house
rise like Aladdin's palace."

Lydia came over and rul^bed my collar Ijone with her knuckles, a playful

way of soothing me she has at times.

"Let's trj' to enjoy every step of our house building while we are taking

it. That's the only way to enjoy anything. We must remember that people

don't create a homestead exerv da^."—House Beautiful.

Architect Plans Apartment House on Unique Basis

CHARLES PAFF, a San Francisco architect, is jimmoting a unique
enterprise which he declares will secure for the investor a most
substantial investment and a home which will be notable for its

studied architectural completeness and modernity. The project includes

such popular and healthful recreative accommodations as tennis, liowling

and salt water swimming, in a class ''A" building, located at the southwest

corner of Sutter and Mason streets, San Francisco.

The building will be erected under the management of a board of direc-

tors, elected by the stockholders, thus making the investor or stockholder

as secure in his holdings, as in the best known investment.

By the purchase of a block of stock, which represents an apartment oi

the desired number of rooms, the purchaser becomes the actual owner of

his apartment and may dispose of or sell his apartment by the assignment

of the stock.

As an illustration of the advantage and economy in the ownership of

an apartment in this corporation, costing $8,000, the yearly expense, includ-

ing all lights, heat and water, taxes and insurance, will be $232, or $18..^0

per month. Garage storage, the use of ball rooms and special attendants

in the natatoriums would be paid for in addition, as desired by the residents.

The direct administration of janitor, elevator and delivery service, as well

as the mechanical department, will be in charge of the building superintend-

ent, who will be answerable to, and appointed by the directors.

The following synopsis of the specifications briefly describes the char-

acter, construction and finish

:

The building is so phmiicd that every room in every apartment will receive tlie

sun a portion of the day, the main area and the roof forming solariums which are
wholly protected from the prevailing cold winds.

The building will be a steel frame construction, with reinforced concrete floors

and walls, and fireproof. The Mason and Sutter street fronts faced with architec-
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tiiral "mat-glazed" ivory white terra cotta. The bahuice of all exterior walls arc

white enameled cement finish.

The machinery or sub-basement will be 40x137 feet 6 inches and will contain the
heating plant, the electric and pneumatic cleaning machinery and exhaust fans, with
an entrance on Mason street.

The basement will be 100.xl37 feet 6 inches and will contain the men's and
women's salt water natatoriums, steam, hot and massage rooms; dressing and shower
rooms and a garage with entrance on Mason street.

The mezzanine basement will occupy the entire area of lot and contain the serv-

ice delivery room, store rooms for each apartment, the living rooms for the male
employees and the bowling alleys, with an entrance on Mason street.

The first to the tenth floors, inclusive, with the entrance on Sutter street, will

be arranged in five-, six- and ten-room apartments with finish as desired by indi-

vidual owners.
On the roof two billiard and two ball rooms will be provided, as well as two

tennis courts and the roof gardens.

The elevator service will comprise two fast passenger ele\ators, and six full

automatic service elevators.

The finish of the main vestibule and lobby will be in "Portola" Columbia and
black and white Belgian marble, with "faience"' tile floor and wainscot inserts, and
ornamental plaster cornices and ceiling.

The corridor floors and the wainscot will l)e of "Magnalith,'' the same as for tlie

floors and wainscot of the kitchens, pantries and service elevator lobbies.
All corridors and the main lobby will have Axminster runners and rugs and the

walls and ceilings will be decoratively stenciled in oil paints.

The halls and the three main rooms of each apartment will have par(|Uet
floors. The hallways and all other rooms will have hard pine floors. The bath rooms
will have encaustic tile floors and enameled tile wainscot.

The wood finish of hall and main rooms of each apartment will be in hardwood,
all natural finished, with all the balance in selected pine, enameled white finish.

Each apartment will be provided with every known fixture of convenience,
including wall beds.

All the partitions will be constructed of metal studs and plaster. The hall and
the three main rooms of each apartment will have ornamental plaster cornices and
decorated ceilings. All walls will be papered with decorative paper, and the plaster
walls and ceilings of kitchens, bath rooms and pantries will he in enamel finish.

In the natatorium, the swimming tanks will be lined with white enameled vitre-

ous brick and glazed terra cotta life rails, marble floors and wainscot. Marble walls
and divisions will be used in the shower rooms, tile floors and wainscot in the mas-
sage and hot rooms, and tile floors, walls and ceilings in the steam rooms and the
entries thereto. The plaster walls and ceilings in these departments will be in white
enamel finish.

All the glazing throughout the building will be of clear and wire plate glass.
The skylights will be glazed with rough wire glass and the large ceiling lights over
swimming tanks with art glass.

*

Instrument for Testing Floors and Walls of Buildings

A device intended to be used in testing floor.s, walls and columns of

buildings in order to determine their safety and carrying strength has
just been designed b)^ Assistant Superintendent of Buildings D. E. H'ooker
of Seattle, Wash. It is known as an "I'"xtensometer,"' and is of such sen-

sitiveness that it measures the movements of buildings to the ten-thous-
andth part of an inch. In explaining the use and purpose of the instrument
Mr. Hooker points out that when a floor or column in a building is loaded
a slight movement takes place requiring a most delicate instrument to

detect the change. \Mien a floor slab is loaded the under surface stretches

and becomes longer while the upper surface compresses and becomes
shorter. By measuring the amount of the change and taking into con-

sideration the kind and quality of the material and the amount of the load,

it is possible to figure out the safe carrying capacity of the building. In

reinforced concrete structures particular!}' this is important because in

them weaknesses of construction are not otherwise readily discernible.

—

Exchange.
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Hie ideal home is from the nature

(jf its title a thing unattainable ; which

can be only striven

THE IDEAL for, never completely

HOME realized.

Nor are the ideals

of any two persons the same, and

even one's own ideal is constantly

shifting- with his broadening desires

and maturing concepts of perfection.

Even assuming a fixed state of

mind commensurate with one's re-

sources, one cannot build a complete-

ly satisfying house ; certain features

are of necessity not compatible with

others and any house when finally

completed presents the results of a

series of compromises.

The average man puts into his

home, that is treatment of the

grounds, the house, besides the fur-

niture, from a year and a half to two
years' income, and as his income in-

creases so as a rule do his require-

ments, and a house which seems to

him as nearly as possible ideal when
built, would before long be outgrown.
"When I built my house," said a well-

known architect, "I felt that I had
gotten exactly what I wanted, and so

for a few years it continued to be,

but with a growing family it became
inadequate, nor did what seemed to

me ten years ago the complete realiz-

ation of my desires in the matter of

design, remain the final word."

EDUCATE
THE OWNER

The San Francisco Chronicle June
2.^ printed an anonymously signed let-

ter attacking the ar-

chitect for alleged

failure to design

buildings in har-

mony with surrounding structures.

The writer goes on to say

:

Please reinforce the local application of your
editorial of today on "Disfiguring Washington."
Your concluding statement that "San Francisco
would add wonderfully to her attractiveness^ if

she could persuade all architects to bear in mind
the general harmony" hits the point exactly. If

any architect ever studies Ihe building next to

the one he is to design, the results do not show it.

Walk along the San Francisco streets and it is

very clear that every architect who is set to

design a building proceeds on the theory that it

is to be the only structure on the block. TIence

we have a hoige-podge of antagonistic archi-

tecture with every building fighting its neighbors

in design, color, materials and height. Instead

of harmony we have discord, and buildings that

shoniil be an ornament to the neighborhood give

a pain to the eve of the beholder. Why not edu-
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cate our architects to consider the surrounding
buildings as physical facts, grossly inferior in de-
sign to their own creations, of course, but as
one of the sad conditions to which they must
adapt their own beautiful creations. If that were
done our streets would have something of the
beauty of harmony that gave the charm to the
exposition. S. F.
San Francisco, June 22, 1916.

Such a sweeping assertion as "'everv

architect" is unfair to those mem-
bers of the architectural profession

who are well known for their artistic

views. More than once has a San
Francisco architect sought and fought
for an harmonious design for all

buildings in a gi\-en neighborhood,
with results more discouraging than
otherwise from owners who seem to

think if the\- have something different,

something freakish, they stand a bet-

ter chance of renting their property,

regardless of how it harmonizes with

the building next door. So, after all,

it's the owner, not the architect, who
needs educating.

Once again San Francisco is being

held back by the labor unions. This

Tuir: I A Rr^D iimc it is the lum-

.TN,./^N^ ber handlers and
UNIONS longshoremen.
AOAIIN

Pqj. i^^Q^g ^]^^,^

a month the lumber industry in San
Francisco has been at a standstill.

The dealers are holding out for an
open shop and we wish they might
win out, but if they do it will be only

after a long, expensive fight. And
meantime what would otherwise be

good business conditions for the build-

ing industry are now as bad, if not

worse, as prevailed immediately fol-

lowing the fire of 1906. The records

prove this to be so. According to the

County Recorder tiie totals of building

contracts filed during the third week
of June showed a decrease over the

same period last year of 70 per cent.

But ten contracts were recorded.

Building permits showed a similar

falling oflF. Contractors predict that if

the strike continues through the sum-
mer the building industry will become
little short of stagnant. And for this

we shall have to thank the labor un-
ions, for architects claim they had
enough new work in prospect to have
given us genuine prosperit\' for the
balance of the vear.

In a few cities the daily press, when
describing or illustrating a new build-

ing, mentions the

REMEMBER name of the architect.

THE In many cities the

ARCHITECT name of the architect

is completely ignored

in a fulsome write-upof that kind. This

purblindness of the newspapers, for it

is quite evidently a matter of pure ig-

norance, was made the subject of a

letter by A. H. Rowland, Ridgway,
Pa., to the Xew York Tribune, in

which he said:

"For years I have been patiently

waiting tor the time when the public

press will consider architecture enough
of a profession to recognize its achieve-
ment as such. While the newspapers
seem to be aware that a concert virtu-

oso need not necessarily be a piano
salesman and that an artist does not al-

ways conduct a picture framing shop,
they are apparently unable to realize

that architects are concerned with build-

ings in any way at all. Most accounts of
new buildings give due mention of the
owner and the contractor and also the
renting agency, if there is such. The
architect is accorded little, if any. recog-
nition.

"Of course, there are all grades of
architects, particularly those who call

themselves such, and here again the
public fails to make any distinction, be-
ing in utter ignorance that architecture
is a profession and not a trade. An ar-

chitect ought to know how to lay bricks,

but few masons could design the New
York public library or the Woolworth
building. Sotne architects are what Ir-

vin Cobb calls "carpitects.'' but many
are even graduate carpenters. Perhaps
there are as many as 12.000 persons
listed as architects in the United States.

Of this number the profession itself

would consider not more than 4,000
trained architects in the true sense of
the word. There are few professions
so manysided or so exacting: also, it

may be added, so remimerative. in con-
sideration of the services rendered and
the results achieved.
"A building which attracts the many,

or even the few, is without doubt the
result of an architect's efforts. On the
other hand, those many dreary miles of
buildings, whose least fault is that they
are utterlj' commonplace, offend good
sense and good taste because the build-
ers are either unwilling or unable to

give the problem in hand the proper
consideration.
"Almost any newspaper will serve to

demonstrate how architecture is regard-
ed by the press. Press tradition is con-
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tent to laliel the ilhistrations of tlie

buildiiiR with this caption, 'After a pho-

tograpli,' tlioiigh reproductions of paint-

ings on the same page have the artist's

name prominently coupled with them."

In San Francisco the daily papers

are oradually awakenin;? to the .fact

that if they expect the architect to loan

them his perspective of a building,

they must give him credit beneath the

picture. If they neglect to do this,

architects, and with good cause, should

decline to furnish the publishers with

renderings of new work. This plan

has worked out very well. It is known
that some architects have paid the

newspapers money to show their work

and give them credit, but this is a

(juestionable policy and if not stopped

will eventually lead to the entire omis-

sion of an architect's name from his

building unless he sees fit to "come
through witli the coin."
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Landmarks Club Revived

The Landmarks Club, which was or-

ganized a number of years ago for the

preservation of the California Missions

and historical relics, was revived at a

convention held at Riverside recently.

The meeting was attended by Messrs.

A. B. Benton. Sumner P. Hunt, Albert

C. Martin and S. Tilden Norton of Los

Angeles. San Diego was represented by

Robert Halley, Jr. Chas. F. Lummis is

president.

The reorganization of the Club was

effected on a State-wide basis and pro-

visions made for the establishment of

local cloisters for eacli Mission in the

State. The Los Angeles branch will be

designated as the San Fernando Cloister

as the San Fernando Mission is now
within the city boundary.

A commission was appointed to make
a survey of all the Missions to obtain

their historic plans and ascertain their

present condition together with esti-

mates of cost of preservation and res-

toration. The commission will be com-
posed of A. B. Benton and Sumner P.

Hunt, oflficial architects of the club, as-

sisted by Captain Clias. T. Leeds, U. S.

A., retired; Samuel J. Storrow, and Ern-

est A. Coxhead. San Francisco member
of the A. L A. committee on Flistoric

Landmarks.
The Club expects to undertake the

restoration of the San Diego and San

Fernando Missions at an early date.

new Orpheiim theatre at Xew Orleans

to cost $300,000. and a branch library

for the city of San Francisco.

Oakland Architects Form Partnership

There will be considerable interest in

the announcement of a co-partnership be-

tween former City Architect Jno. J. Don-
ovan of Oakland and C. \V. Dickey, the

latter one of the best-known architects

in Alameda county. Both gentlemen

stand well up in their profession and un-

doubtedly they will make a winning

team.
Donovan designed the $1,000,000 Oak-

land Auditorium and many of the new
school buildings in that city, while Dick-

ey was the architect of the Capwell and

Kahn department store buildings, the

Oakland Bank of Savings building, and

many other pretentious structures. Mr.

Dickev was at one time associated with

WalteV D. Reed.

Architects for Albany Schools

The City of .\ll)any. whicli__recently

voted bonds amounting to $75.(XX) for

school improvements, has, through its

Board of School Trustees, selected Wm.
H. Weeks, 75 Post street. San Francisco,

to prepare plans for alterations and ad-

ditions to the present school building,

while John J. Donovan. Dalziel Build-

ing, Oakland, has been commissioned to

prepare plans for a new building to be

used as a coiwbination grammar school

and kindergarten. The Donovan Build-

ing will cost approximately $23,000, and

will be one-story, frame construction,

stucco exterior, and either tile or shingle

roof. Besides the kindergarten, there

will be four class rooms and an assembly

hall. The work to be done by Mr.

Weeks will consist of remodeling and

adding to the present .Mbany School

Building.

Concrete Power House

Frederick H. Meyer, the San Francis-

co architect, has completed plans and a

contract has been let to Messrs. Lange &
Bergstrom for the construction of a steel

and concrete power house on Webster

street, Alameda, for the Union Iron

Works. The building will cost approxi-

matelv $60,000. Mr. Meyer has also

completed plans and a contract has been

let to Messrs. Knowles and Matthewson

for the construction of a one-story brick

and stucco store and office building at

San Rafael for the Pacific Gas & Electric

Co.

May Build Two-Story Addition

Preliminarv plans are being made by

Washington 'Miller, architect, for a two-

story Class "A" addition to the present

three-story store and office building at

Market and Fremont streets. San Fran-

cisco, for the Lachman Estate Company.

The original plans for this structure call

for an eight-story building and were pre-

pared by 'Messrs. Cunningham & Politeo.

There is some talk of the Western LTmon

taking the two additional floors.

G. A. Lansburgh Busy

G. A. Lansburgh. architect of San

Francisco, is preparing working draw-

ings for a large Class C apartment house

to be erected on the southeast corner of

Leavenworth and Sutter streets. San

Francisco, for Dr. Albert .-Xbrams. Mr.

Lansburgh is completing plans for a re-

inforced concrete medical clinic for Mt.

Zion hospital. Preliminary sketches have

been made by the same architect for a

Cotton Mill.

T. M Farrell. 430 Chamber of Com-
merce Building. Los Angeles, states that

he is forming a company, to be known
as the Los Angeles & Riverside Manu-

facturing Co.. for the purpose of financ-

ing and erecting a large cotton mill in

the San Gabriel Valley, about two miles

east of San Gabriel. An option has been

secured on a 37-acre site.
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Market Building Will Cover Block
The Hunt Hatch Co., which operates

a nuniher of markets and produce stores

in Oakland and Berkeley, has concUuled
a deal tor the entire lilock bounded hy
12tli. Webster, 11th and Harrison streets.

Oakland. Flans will be prepared at once
lor a one-story concrete building to be

divided into stalls and separate stores

and to be used exclusively for market
purposes. Preliminary plans have been
worked out by Messrs. C. W. McCall
.ind Tohn J. Donovan.

Sacramento Carnegie Library

Loring P. Rixford, Sharon building,

San Francisco, has forwarded plans for

the new $100,000 Carnegie Library for

Sacramento to the Carnegie Institute in

New York, and as soon as the drawings
have been approved, bids will be called

for. The Carnegie Corporation has as-

sured the City of Sacramento that the

donation will be forthcoming as soon as

the city is able to guarantee a fixed ex-

penditure of $13,000 a year for mainte-
nance of the building.

Sacramento Hotel Changes
E. C. Hemmings of Sacramento has

prepared jdans for alterations and addi-

tions to the Land Hotel at 10th and K
streets, Sacramento amounting to about
$40,000. The main entrance will be en-

larged. It will be of marble panels, witli

brass and copper doors. The lobby will

be finished in ivory and gold with tile

floor. The walls will be paneled in ma-
hogany. This scheme will also be fol-

lowed in the dining room. Two new
elevators will be installed.

New County Buildings
Henry H. Meyers, formerly of Meyers

& Ward, architects of San Francisco, has
completed plans for additions and altera-

tions to the Alameda County Hall of

Records which, when completed, will

cost close to $130,000. Mr. Meyers is

now at work on drawings for an emer-
gency hospital and garage for the same
county, also a tubercular hospital, the
latter to be erected near Livermore.

Competition for a Municipal Flag

The School of Architecture of the Uni-
versity of Texas is conducting a compe-
tition for a Municipal l-'lag for the city

of Austin. The competition is open to

anyone desiring to compete. Following
are some of the more essential features

of the program:

The designs shall represent the entire

flag in definite color scheme, and shall

be drawn upon a sheet of 8x10 inch white
paper. The designs may be rendered in

,iny desired medium. There shall be no
distinguishing marks of any kind on the

design which might identify the author.

Designs shall be submitted on or be-

fore October 2, 1916, to A. P. Wool-
dridge. Mayor of Austin, Texas.

The designs will be judged by a com-
mittee of seven, appointed by the Mayor,
and approved by the general committee.

A first prize of $50 and a second prize

of $25 will be awarded to the successful
competitors, whose designs will remain
the property of the City of Austin.

Any otlier design will be returned, on
request, to the author at his own ex-
pense.
The jury reserves the right to reject

any or all designs submitted, and fur-

ther reserves the right to make selec-
tions from one or both of the prize win-
ning designs, provided neither one is

wholly satisfactory.

Further information may be obtained
by addressing Mr. F. E. Giesecke, chair-

man. University of Texas, Austin.

Features that may be expressed in the
designs are the natural beauty of Austin,
the lake and dam. the capital of the
State, the dome of the Capitol, the seal

of the city, an educational center, its in-

dustries, the sentiment of its past his-

tory, the derivation of the name—from
Stephen F. Austin, an expression of the
ideals of Stephen F. Austin in symbolic
fornv, the use of the coat of arms of
Stephen F. Austin.

Porterville Schools
Directors of the Kosedale school dis-

trict w'est of Lindsay and F. W. Griffin,

;irchitect. have awarded the contract for

the erection of a new school building for

.?4500. Plans have also been drawn by

.\rchitect Griffin for a new school house

.it Dennison.

Country House
A splendid country house for Ettorc

.\venali has been designed by Messrs.
Bakewell and Brown, the San Francisco
architects.

New Residence for Cragmont
Messrs. Wood & Simpson. French

Bank building, San Francisco, have pre-
pared plans for an attractive English
house to be erected at Cragmont for A.
U. Pope. Construction will be frame,
brick veneer and plaster. The house will

cost in the neighborhood of $10,000.

Changes to Four-Story Building

Messrs. Ward & lib. 1, me of San Fran-
cisco liave prepared jjlans for extensive
improvements to the Halscy building on
California street. The work will include
new entrance vestibule, elevator fronts,

ornamental iron stairway, bronze work,
marble and tile, etc.
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Fresno Architects Busy
Messrs. Swartz & Swartz, arcliitects

of Fresno, report the following new
work:

Selected as architects by the Board
of Education, Visalia, to prepare the

plans and superintend the construction
of the three new school buildings to be
erected under the bond issue of $105,-

000, recently voted.

Plans selected in competition by the

building committee of the Visalia B. P.

O. Elks for their new lodge building to

cost $50,000. exclusive of furniture. This
will be a three-story and basement build-

ing. Class C, pressed brick exterior and
terra cotta trimmings.

Residence at Exeter for Mr. .\. C.

Dungan to cost $10,000.

Plans have been completed for a

school building for the Bullard School
District just north of Fresno to cost
$14,000. This building is designed along
practical lines with a view of meeting
the problems of the rural school dis-

trict. The plans were prepared in con-
junction with the State Normal School
at Fresno.

Plans have been prepared for a $12,000
brick business building for Messrs.
Cross & I,illey. at Visalia.

More About Santa Fe Building
Plans for the electric wiring and illu-

mination of the 12-story office building
to be erected at Second and Market
streets, San Francisco, have been com-
pleted by Chas. T. Phillips, consulting
en.gineer. Pacific Building. A feature
will be an, illuminated sign on the top of

the building for the Santa Fe Railroad,
which has taken a lease of the first

three floors. As previously announced,
the entire construction work is to be
done under segregated contracts. The
superintendent of construction will be
;\Tr. Cnllopy, formerly with the P. J.

^^'alkcr Company.

Big Wholesale Building
Messrs. MacDonald & MacDonald,

Holbrook Building, San Francisco, will

probably prepare the plans for the big
wholesale building which John A. Hoop-
er, lumber dealer, intends to build on the
west side of Battery street, between Pine
and California streets, San Francisco. A
building to cost upwards of $200,000 is

planned.

Fine Home Planned
John X. Willys of the Willys-Over-

land Company, which has just bought the
business of J. W. Leavitt & Co., has pur-

chased a large tract of land in the coun-
try and will shortlj- build a splendid
home.

May Have Twin Towers
Preliminary plans have been prepared

by Architects Willis Polk & Co, for the
extension of the Hobart Building to Sut-
ter street, San Francisco. It is proposed
to build a twin tower the same height
and on duplicate architectural lines as the

present Market street tower, the two to

be joined by a twelve-story building.

The addition would double the pres-

ent capacity of the Hobart building,

which is already a paying proposition,

more than 85 per cent of the structure

being rented. The addition would pro-

vide excellent office facilities and would
give the structure an entrance on Sutter
street the same as on Alarket street, a

battery of three more elevators being
installed for the Sutter street end. It

is believed tliat the Hobart interests will

decide on the matter of 'building within
a short time.

Country House With Unique Features
Willis Polk & Co. of San Francisco

are preparing plans for a handsome
country house at Saratoga, Santa Clara
County, for Charles D. Blaney, State

Highway Commissioner. Many unique
features will be embodied in the plans,

including a Romeo and Juliet 'balcony, a

moving picture theatre for the children

and an observation tower. Construction
probably will be largely of reinforced

concrete. Upwards of $60,000 will be
expended.

Country Club Houses
A. A. Cantin of San Francisco has pre-

pared plans for an attractive club house
to be built at Mill Valley for the Town
and Country Club. It will cost $10,000.

A building to cost about the same
amount is being designed by Eugene
Mathewson, Fresno architect, for the

Country Club of that city.

$50,000 Residence
Louis M. Upton is preparing plans for

a $50,000 house to be erected at Vallejo
and Lyon streets, San Francisco, for J.

J. Tynan. The Italian style will be fol-

lowed, exterior to be brick and plaster

with clay tile roof.

New Palo Alto School
Plans for the new Stanfonl District

School House, to be erected on the

Campus of Stanford LTniversity at an
estimated cost of $2,3,000. have been com-
pleted by John J. Donovan. Dalziel
Building, Oakland.

Hospital for Sacramento
Dr. John L. White of the White Hos-

pital, Sacramento, will next fall erect a

fireoroof hospital with a capacity of 100
patients. The hospital will cost $200,-

000 and plans are now being prepared by
R. A. Herold of Sacr.-imento.
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Woodland Court House
For the second time, the electors of

Yolo county have voted in favor of
hondinK the county to the amount of

$200,000 for a new Court House at

Woodland. W'ni. H. Weeks of San
Francisco has plans for the new Court
House practically completed and the
Supervisors will undoubtedly call for

hids at their ne.^t meeting. The new
Court House is to be constructed of
steel, concrete and stone, and will be
two stories and basement.

Engineer Newman Resigns

The California State Department of
Engineering- has lost an efficient assist-

ant engineer in Jerome K. Newman, who
recently resigned his position to take a
much-needed rest. Newman has virtual-

ly directed the work of rebuilding the

San Francisco water front and he has
given the city types of construction and
architecture that arc a credit to himself
and fellow workers. Newman declares
his resignation had nothing to do witli

politics.

Santa Fe Plans Important Work
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail-

way will expend about $300,000 in the
construction of new bridges this summer
on the Los Angeles-San Diego line. Near
San Juan Capistrano a steel bridge, con-
sisting of two 90-foot girder spans with
concrete piers and one concrete abut-
ment will probably be constructed over
Trabucco Creek, also 680 feet of trestle,

and a pile and timber protection dyke,
650 feet long. Over the San Luis Rey
river four 100-foot steel spans on con-
crete piers and abutments will be erect-

ed.

Sympathy for Frederick H. Green

The many friends of Mr. Frederick H.
Green, secretary and treasurer of the At-

las Heating & Ventilating Co. of San
Francisco, were pained to learn of the

serious accident which befell his little

five-year-old son, George, on June 27.

The boy was playing with a sparkler, a

form of fireworks supposed not to be
dangerous. The lad's clothes caught fire

and the little fellow was quite badly
burned before the flames could be e.x-

tinguished

Will Design Two Schools

N. W. Sexton, architect, and N. G.
EUery, formerly Slate Engineer, have
been commissioned to prepare plans for

two new school houses for the city of
Placerville, El Dorado county. One will

cost about $30,000 and the other about
$5,000. They will be constructed of Den-
ison tile and stucco.

Greek Theatre in an Old Gravel Pit

Word has been received at the Uni-
versity of California that an open-air
Greek theatre, inspired by the Greek
theatre at Berkeley, is to be built at

Ganesha Park, Pomona, Los Angeles
County. An old gravel pit has furnished
the opi^ortunity for the site. The the-
atre will have a stage 120 feet long and
40 feet wide. Between the stage and
the audience will be an "orchestra" five

feet lower than the stage and measuring
50x40 feet in size, intended for use for
bonfires or as an atliletic arena.
Above will rise many tiers of seats,

excavated into the decomposed granite
and built in concrete. These tiers will

be 32 inches wide and each tier will be
six inches higher than the one below.
The distance from the footlights to the
last tier will be 150 feet.

Fink & Schindler Win Suit

li. H. Hart, millionaire of Claremont,
will have to pay $2,000 interest on a

disputed bill for finishing the interior of
his mansion which was completed in

1911 from plans bj' C. W. Dickey, and
which is now one of the show places of
Berkeley, according to the decision of

Superior Judge W. M. Conley, in a suit

brought by the firm of Fink & Schindler
of San Francisco.
Judge Conley awarded the plaintiff

firm judgment for $7,232 in its suit to

collect a balance on their books against
Millionaire Hart. The firm was allowed
judgment for $5,321 as a portion of the
amount sued for while the balance rep-
resents interest on the amount.

San Francisco Emergency Hospital

John Reid, Jr.. has completed plans for

the new Emergency Hospital to be erect-
ed in the San Francisco Civic Center at

a cost of $100,000 The building will be
Class A and is designed to harmonize
with the architecture of the other munici-
pal buildings in the Civic Center.

Hospital Additions

Plans are being completed by Alfred 1.

Coffey for a substantial addition to the
St. Francis Hospital at Bush and Hyde
streets, San Francisco. For the present
three stories will be built. Later on
there will be two more floors added.
About $75,000 will be expended.

French Residence

Plans have been prepared by Albert
Farr, Foxcroft building, San Francisco,

for a $10,000 house for Dr. Harry E. Al-

derson. It will be built on Green street

near Broderick, and will be of the French
type.
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Praise for the Building Material Exhibit

(San Francisco Chronicle)

There has been established at the cor-

ner of O'Farrell and Stockton streets a

permanent exhibit of building material

and appliances which promises to be
both interesting and useful.

Multitudes of people are concerned
with building. While most has been said

of the direct usefulness of this exhibit

to architects and builders, after all those
who are most concerned are those who
will occupj- the buildings when finished.

And that means the entire population of

the city.

Whoever occupies a dwelling desires

that the interior be made not only con-
venient but attractive, and there is con-
tinuous effort among architects and own-
ers to so build as to attract and retain

tenants. Tenants, therefore, are as much
interested as owners, at least in interior

fittings—possibly more, because they ex-

pect to secure any extra comfort with-
out extra expense to themselves. This
exhibit will do much to raise the ideals

of tenants.

Those who are building their own
homes, or buying those made ready to

inhabit, will wish to know how to get
the most enjoyment for the least monej',
and ingenious people the countrj' over
are constantly at work devising new ap-
pliances, new materials or new treat-

ment of old materials.

.\t present, the intending builder must
visit a large number of establishments if

he expects to build intelligently, and does
not have the opportunity to comprae side

by side competing means of accomplish-
ing similar purposes. This permanent
exhibit will change all that. The ad-
vantages to architects and contractors
are obvious.
Whoever has paid attention to sucli

exhibits at the exposition has seen a

wonderful arra5- of materials and ap-
pliances which he at once recognizes as
desirable although he never heard of
them before. It is believed that as a re-

sult of the exposition there will be great
changes in building in this city.

All exhibitors of such material have
been invited to transfer their exhibits

to this permanent display, where they
are sure of proper care and where they
can be seen by those who have become
interested in them. If it has paid these
exhibitors to make a ten-months' dis-

play in competition with thousands of
other interesting features, it will pay
much better to make a permanent ex-
hibit where only building materials will

be on display and which is sure to be
visited by multitudes who contemplate
immediate purchase.

Watsonite Mastic Flooring Once More
\\'atsonite mastic flooring, which will

be found giving good service in many
California buildings, but which has not
been on the market since the Watson
Roof Companv suspended operations sev-
eral j'ears ago, will again be a factor
in San Francisco building operations,
Hill-Hubbell & Company having taken
over the patent rights to manufacture
and sell the product. Hill-Hubbell &
Companj' are well known as the Cali-

fornia agents for American Bitumastic
Enamel. They have offices in the Fife
building, San Francisco, and have for a
number of years enjoyed an extensive
business in this line, particularly witli the
shipping interests. The firm is in a po-
sition to handle the Watsonite product
effectively. Mr. W. J. Watson, the in-

ventor of Watsonite mastic flooring, will

he connected with the manufacturing end
and his wide e.xperience in the roofing
and flooring game should prove valuable
assistance to the new promoters.

Addition to Old Peoples' Home
Edw. T. Foulkes. Crocker building, San

Francisco, has let a contract to Wm.
Terry for the construction of a three-
story frame addition to the Old Peoples"
Home at Pine and Pierce streets, San
Francisco, for approximately $10,000.
The same architect has completed plans

for the construction of a two-story and
basement frame and plaster residence and
garage in St. Francis Wood for Herbert
Helwig. The house will contain nine
rooms and two baths and will have a fur-

nace, brick and tile fireplaces, automatic
heater, hardwood floors, etc.

$200,000 Building for Wholesale Section

Messrs. MacDonald & MacDonald.
Holbrook building, San Francisco, are
completing plans for a $200,000 reinforced
concrete store and loft building for Mr.
John .\. Hooper. It will be constructed
on Battery street, between Pine and Cali-

fornia, San Francisco, and will be one of
the largest and best appointed structures
in San Francisco's wholesale section.

$50,000 City Home
Louis M. Upton, the San Francisco

architect, is preparing plans for a $50,000
Italian house for Mr. J. J. Tynan, man-
ager and vice-president of the Union
Iron Works. The house will have brick
veneer exterior and clay tile roof.

Oakland Market Building
C. W. McCall, Central Bank building,

Oakland, has prepared plans for a large
market building, 200x75 feet, one-story
and basement, to be erected on Franklin
street, between Second and Third, Oak-
land. Construction will be concrete and
brick, with a great deal of tile work.



The Isolated Power Plant
l!y LIIAUI.ES T. 1'

THE isolated plant, properly speaking,

is a central plant for the supply of

all heat, light and power requirements

of an office building, group of buildings,

public institution, manufacturing plant,

apartment house, etc.

The prospective buyer of an isolated

plant equipment is between two fires.

The central station salesman has nu-

merous convincing arguments in favor

of central station energy, while the nia-

chinery salesman has equally convincing

arguments in favor of the isolated plant.

To choose wisely between the two is an

impossibility unless the fundamental prin-

ciples of isolated plant design are un-

derstood and extensive data on all ap-

paratus and local conditions is at hand.

Only too frequently the designing of an

isolated plant is left to some inexperi-

enced person. The concern investing its

money is prone to believe that an in-

stallation of this nature consists merely

of a boiler, piping, engine and dynamo,
and the mere fact that this combination
will generate electricity which will liglit

the lamps and turn the motors is a guar-

antee of a thorough knowledge of all of

the requirements of isolated plant de-

sign.

The possession of an indicator outfit is

frequently a badge of distinction to the

uninitiated. The ability to determine,
from the mere inspection of an irregular

outline traced on a slip of paper, the

many defects of the steam engine, lias

led to the indicator becoming a very pop-
ular instrument. .\11 attempts to in-

crease the efficiency and economical op-
eration of a steam plant has been fre-

quently based upon w'hat is shown by aij

indicator diagram, unmindful of the fact

that opportunities for economy are pre-

sented in every detail of the plant.

The designing of an isolated plant pre-

sents items of vital importance which are

too frequently given but scant attention;

no study is given the facts surrounding
the plant, and, in the majority of cases,

actual data has not been obtained on
which the design can be based. In de-

termining w-hether or not the isolated

plant will prove to be a saving invest-

ment against central station power, the

following points should be given consid-

eration: First cost: whether or not suit-

able space is available; increase in sal-

•Pacific Building. San Francisco.
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aries, with plant operation; fuel cost;

water cost; miscellaneous supplies; in-

terest on first cost; depreciation charge
or amortization and continuity of service.

In estimating the total cost of the iso-

lated plant, there are many variable fac-

tors, all of which will not fit every lo-

cality. We must therefore ascertain

exact conditions before we attempt to

arrive at anj' definite conclusion. The
most important items to be considered

in locating the plant are: The method
of driving the generators; the accessibil-

ity for the fuel supply; possibility of ob-

taining an abundance of pure water at a

minimum cost; railroad facilities; space

for future growth; opportunity for in-

creasing the load-factor.

The expenses of the proposed plant

should be carefully estimated and the

general classification of same may be

taken as follows: Fixed charges; inter-

est; depreciation; insurance and taxes;

plant operating charges; fuel; oil; water;

waste, etc.; operators' wages; office ex-

pense; bookkeeper; stamps; stationery:

chief engineer; maintenance; repairs to

building, to steam plant, to electric plant

and to distributing system; miscella-

neous supplies.

It is not possible to give a detailed

description of all the apparatus needed,

but a few suggestions are oflfered. The
machinery lay-out should be considered

first instead of the building, as is fre-

quently the case, with a view to fitting

the apparatus into fixed conditions al-

ready imposed. The first consideration

should be the use to which the plant will

be put. If it is to be a manufacturing

concern, the motors will be the most im-

portant item, and lighting, etc., second-

ary. If it is to be an office building, a

state or government institution, elevator

motors or the lighting will be the prime

factor to be considered. Thus it will

be seen that the actual apparatus in the

plant is only secondary to the devices

that it will operate. The generator se-

lected will then depend upon its ulti-

mate use, for the reason that the kind

of current, the voltage and other features

should be selected to serve best the con-

suming devices that have been selected

as most important.

Until recently, direct current at 220

volts has been used almost entirely for

plants that have a large motor load, es-
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pecially elevator motors. It lights are

operated on the system, either 220-volt

lamps are used or some type of gener-
ator, or generator and au.xiliary appara-
tus is used where 110 volts can be ob-
tained in addition to the 220 volts. This
is frequently done with a three-wire gen-
erator, a generator and storage battery
or balancer-set or an adjustable resist-

ance. The later scheme is not used very
often, due to the energy loss and poor
regulation. The selection of the type
of direct current generator then depends
upon a number of factors. When the
load is such that alternating current can
be used, the voltage, frequency and the
number of phases have to be determined.
In any instance it maj' be well to con-
sider the kind of service furnislied by
the local central station, as the central
station may later make an attractive rate

that would justify the buying of energy,
or service may be taken at off-peak
periods.

When the use of steam for heating is

not required, as is frequently the case in

industrial establishments, the selection

of a prime mover is governed by the
balance between investment and effi-

ciency. High thermal efficiency may be
obtained in the modern oil or gas en-
gine, but there may be other factors
which would make a choice of this type
of prime mover a mistake and the less

efficient steam turbine or reciprocating
engine would be a much better invest-

ment. Occasionally a combination of

prime mover and storage battery will be
required to give the best results or a
combination of steam-driven prime
mover and gas or oil engine.

The big factor in a small plant is the

high cost of attendants, and the fuel

and other operating items are secondary
to the pay-roll, but where high pressure
steam is required for other purposes than
for generating electricity the same oper-
ating force can usually be utilized with-
out increasing the attending cost.

The cost of money can not always be
taken at the prevailing rate of interest.

It may be worth 2 per cent to one con-
cern and 20 per cent to another, and

this item should receive the considera-
tion due its importance.

Reliability is an important factor, but
within the last few years it can be said
that both central station service and serv-
ice from the isolated plant have in-

creased to such an e.vtent that it is only
on rare occasions that the service is in-

terrupted.

It is a well-known fact that tlie off-

peak operating period of the isolated

plant is where its weakness lies. The
same applies to the large central sta-

tion and every effort should be made to

increase the load factor. This, in some
instances, may be brought about by de-
veloping the diversity factor.

The introduction, on a commercial
basis, of the small steam turbine has
been responsible for many surprising
changes in ideas and general practice in

isolated plant design. The basing of
steam consumption on kilowatt-hour out-
put and the marked variation in ef-

ficiency with the different degrees of
vacuum, the introduction of the higher
pressures of steam and the use of super-
heated steam have all tended to confuse
the man that has been operating recip-
rocating engines.
The use of the steam turbine operating

against a back-pressure above the atmos-
phere, or the automatic type of turbine
of the multiple stage type, designed to

supply both electric power and e.xhaust
steam efficiently, at the same time en-
joying the benefit obtained from the use
of a high vacuum, is a radical change
from the former steam station practice.
The rating of boilers in horse-power

is another misnomer, as the quantity of
steam that can be obtained from a

boiler will depend upon the kind of fuel

used and the skill of the attendant. The
rating of the newer types of prime mov-
ers in kilowatts also adds to the com-
plications.

It is a well-known fact that the great-

est opportunity for improvement in

steam-plant economy lies in the boiler
room, and it is there that the losses are
hardest to detect. The limitations in eco-
nomic performance of the prime mover

Rec. U. S. Pat, Htfice

Veneered Panels of un-
excelled qualit> — Sold

Why do Wybro Panels

outsell all others?
Because the quality is unsurpassed and the prices are right-

Because there are no better panels made at any price.

Because WYBRO Panels are always smooth and even.

Because anyone using WYBRO Panels once will never buy

another kind.

Because WYBRO Panels are everlastingly good — always

uniform.

White Brothers ^*^f"^ ^;:t"Sr«ef
*"
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arc well understood and easily niani-

taincd, but in the process of combustion

in the furnace and the heat absorption

in the boiler many factors that effect

economy are obscure and are not seen

or understood by the operating engineer.

The forcing of the boiler to operate as

high as 200 per cent overload is now a

common occurrence and furnace temper-

atures have increased within the last

twenty years from about ISOO degrees to

3(XX) degrees Fahr. Where the peak-load

is of short duration, the forcing of the

boiler above its normal rating should be

given careful consideration.

While this article bas given briefly a

few of the factors to be considered in

isolated plant design and some of the

pitfalls to be avoided, it must not be

taken to cover the entire fieUl. as this

would be impossible. Every design va-

ries to such a large extent that, without

a detail knowledge of each particular

case, no description can be given of a

plant that could be considered as typical.

Apartment House Cooking and the Elec-

tric Stove .

THK electric range is peculiarly well

adapted for apartment house service.

The character of construction of the

buildings, and the mode of living of the

tenants, make it ideal.

Space in an apartment house especially

in the kitchen is usually limited. The
advantage of a compactly constructed

electric range is therefore apparent.

A range in an apartment is only needed

for cooking operations, as hot water and

heat are usually supplied from the base-

ment. This condition makes the elec-

tric range far superior to fuel burners.

.Apartment house tenants move fre-

quently. Each new occupant insists on

having the woodwork repainted and the

walls rctinted and repapered. The very

nature of the electric range which does

away with all smoke, grease, dirt, and

filth makes this expenditure on the part

of the owner unnecessary.
The utensils used on an electric range

are easy to clean both inside and out on

account of the absence of soot and

burned foods. This makes the kitchen

work easier, quicker and more attractive

to the tenants.
Silverware tarnishes quickly where

fuel stoves are used. Such is never pos-

sible, however, where the cooking is

done electrically, as there are no pro-

ducts of combustion.
Many people are careless and fuel

stoves in apartment houses are a con-

stant menace. The danger of loss of

life and property by fire is entirely re-

moved where electric ranges are used.

Occupants may be asphyxiated by the

use of gas as a result of the supply being

temporarily cut ofT: on account of chil-

dren carelessly opening the valves; or

tlirough mistake of the cook or house-
wife. The user of an electric range is

absolutely free from all danger.

The ventilation in apartment house
kitchens is often very poor and where
some fuels are used the fumes are pois-

onous and the fire is constantly burning
oxygen out of the air. The electric

range on the other hand gives ofT no
poisonous fumes and destroys no oxy-
gen whatever.
Small kitchens being the rule rather

than the exception in an apartment
house, the heat from a fuel range often

becomes unbearable. The housewife
using an electric range can dress before
preparing a meal and be assured that

she will suffer no discomfiture whatever
on account of the heat.

From the central station company's
standpoint the apartment house business

is very desirable. The load is mostly of

an off-peak character. The load factor

is good. The diversity factor is not ex-

celled by any other class of business and
the demand is high. Curves taken on
several large apartments show that the

connected load in cooking apparatus is

often as great as seven times that of the

maximum demand. The apartment house
business is easily the most attractive

cooking load that can be secured.

It is the opinion of the sub-committee
that the magnitude of the electric range
business in the future is largely, if not

entirely up to the manufacturers to de-

termine. In other words, the efficiency,

durability, flexibility and price of the

coming electric ranges will govern the

volume of business which is to be
handled.

It is apparent that in the Pacific and
Rocky Mountain States the central sta-

tions are alive to the importance of this

field of development, and it is also ap-

parent that an interest is being created
in electric cooking in all parts of the

country from the Pacific to the Atlantic.

The public is becoming curious as to

what are the advantages of electric cook-
ing, and this curiosity may be easily

changed to desire, if the products of the

mianufacturers fulfill the requirements
and meet the conditions laid down.
There must be constant improvements

in developing the range itself. At the

present time it has become the custom
to say "develop the electric range along
the lines of the modern gas range." This
is a good basis upon which to start, but

the future development of the electric

range may be along lines of its own.
rather than a continual imitation of the

gas range.

When the first automobiles were put

upon the market they resem'bled buggies

and carriages formerly drawn by horses,

But gradually the automobile nianufac-
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Multi-Stage Turbine House Pumps
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Pneumatic Water Supply Systems

Electric House Service Pumps
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612 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal.
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Telephone Sutter 3540 54 Natoma Street, San Francisco
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tiirors have developed niacliines with en-

tirely different lines, better adapted for

tlie work which is put upon them. It is

quite probable that tlic development of

the electric ranse will point in a similar

direction.

For some time past there has been a

fear on the part of electric range manu-
facturers and central station managers
that the electric cooking load would
seriously affect the daily and annual peak
of the central stations, and consequently
there was a tendency to keep down the

size and capacity of the burners. How-
ever, experience has demonstrated that

the cookino- load will not seriously af-

fect the peak, and that under ordinary
conditions, owing to tlie diversity fac-

tor, not more than 10 per cent of the

connected load in electric ranges is likely

to come upon the peak at one time.

Consequently there need not be the fear

of increasing the capacity of the burn-
ers so that the cooking may be done
more quickly, and thus better meet the

competition of other fuels.

The most important factor in the sat-

isfactory operation of an electric range
is the heating element. It is essential

that the burners be constructed initially

so that they will be able to withstand
the use and abuse which may be put
upon them. It is absolutely essential

that the heating elements which are

liable to burn out should be readily and
quickly replaced, so that there may be
no unnecessary delays in repairing. The
average housekeeper is willing to pay
the price for the service upon the condi-
tion that cooking can be done quickly,

and with as little trouble for repairs as
is caused by other cooking appliances
and other fuels.

The majority of central stations in-

terested in the development of the elec-

tric range business are willing and anxi-

ous to make liberal expenditures and
concessions in order to induce consum-
ers to cook by means of electricity, and
such matters as adjustment of rates and
local advertising will undoubtedly re-

ceive the attention thej' deserve from
central station managers.—Extracts from
a report of the N. E. L. A. Electric

Range Committee.

for Electrical Development. 29 West
Thirty-ninth street, New York City.

The purpose of the competition is to

obtain a design for the country-wide
electrical celebration, December 2 to 9,

to be known as ".America's Electrical

Week,"' which is backed by all the great

electrical interests of the United States.

More than 780 posters, all of a uniform
size, 32 inches wide and 38 inches high,

were received by the Poster Committee
during the two months of the competi-
tion. These posters come from practically

every large city of the United States,

Chicago alone sending more than 120

of the total number. Designs were sub-

mitted by artists of the highest stand-

ing as well as by art students and by
high school students. The works of

the younger artists were encouraged be-

cause of special art student and high
school prizes in addition to the $1,000

grand prize, the $500 second prize and
the $300 or public choice prize.

To determine the winner of the latter

prize public exhibitions of the 300 best

posters submitted will be held in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago
during the month. At these exhibitions

each visitor will vote for that design
which he or she favors. The highest
total of votes registered by the public

will decide the winner of the Public
Choice Prize. In this way the cominit-
tee hopes to obtain a very good idea

of what the public fancies in poster
art. The $1,000 poster will be the of-

ficial emblem of the national celebra-

tion. It will be reproduced on all forms
of advertising media from the poster
stamp to the bill board.
The number of posters received and

the prominence of the artists compet-
ing establishes a high mark of poster
effort in America. Although the com-
petition is anonymous and none of the

artists are known, inquiries received by
the Poster Committee indicate that, with
two or three exceptions, all of New
York's noted illustrators and poster art-

ists have submitted work in the contest.

Electrical Posters in Anderson Galleries

THE National Electrical Posters, com-
prising a collection of some 300 se-

lected poster works, many by the fore-

most artists of the United States, have
been placed on public exhibit in the An-
derson Galleries. Madison avenue and
Fortieth street. New York City.

These posters were received in a $2,200

competition open to the artists of the

world and concluded on June 1st. The
contest was conducted by the Society

When writine to Advertisers pic
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^ To Be "Low Bidder" Not Always Our Aim.
fiiyf^ :'7\ JHiT Our most particular attention is given to prompt and skillful handling of all electrical

^^:==^ work of any nature with "QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED."
Our nation-wide organization and large experience in this field assures you always of

fair estimates and absolute satisfaction.

F. E. NEWBERY ELECTRIC CO.
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TELEPHONE MISSION IIO5

Pacific Foundry Company
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Electrical Engineers and Contractors i^^^ FranciscO
JOBBING - REPAIRS - SUPPLIES California

LEO. J. MEVBERG COMPANY
LIGHTING FIXTURES
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S.\X FR.\XCISCO

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Engineers

Telephone Sutter 894 50 NATOMA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

San Francisco, Cal. Oakland, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal.

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
Electrical Engineers and Contractors

Phone Sutter 2369 149 New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

General Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Dealers

Display Rooms, Retail Department and Offices

O'Farrell and Mason Streets SAN FRANCISCO
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Contractor Must Be Paid

A decision rendered recently by the

Supreme Court in a case that dates back

to the day of the San Francisco fire of

1906 establishes the legal principle that

a contractor must be paid for work com-
pleted prior to a fire and u-^on vvliich

an installment is owing, whether or not

he receives a certificate from the archi-

tect to the effect that the work in ques-

tion is completed.

C. W. p. Ahlgren contracted to build

a nine-flat structure for Julia A. \Valsh.

He w^as to be paid in installments and

was paid $9600 prior to the great fire.

On the day before the fire he com-
pleted another part of the work, and

there was then due him an installment of

$2500. The fire came along and de-

stroyed the building. He sued for the

$2500 and won in the lower court.

The defendant appealed, contendin-;-

that Ahlgren must reconstruct the en-

tire building to the point where he left

off when the fire came before he could

claim the $2500. The Supreme Court af-

firms the lower court's decision.

Book Review

CrrV rL.\NNING. a Series of Papers Present-

ing the Essentials of a Citv Plan. Edited hy

Tohn Nolen. P. .\ppletnn & Co., New York.

$2.00.

To date there has not been issued in

English any such complete review of all

the sides of City Planning as contained

in this new and most interesting sum-

mary. Each chapter has been written by

one of the foremost authorities in prac-

tical City Plannine: and on that part of

the work on which he is most particu-

larly qualified to speak.

Mr. Nolen has himself ver.y ably dis-

cussed the Subdivision of Land and Park
Systems. There is an important chap-

ter on Zones by Frank Backus Willianis,

probably our first American authority

on this subject. Public buildings we
should expect to have discussed, as they

are, by Edward H. Bennett, who has for

many years been one of the foremost

architect City! Planners. Of the en-

gineers there are chapters by E. P. Good-
rich, George R. Wadsworth, B. A. Hal-

deman and John Vipond Davies.

The fundamental data for city plan-

ning work is most constructively pre-

sented and ably covered by George B.

Ford, architect and city planning con-

sultant to the City of New York, whose
thorough and fundamental researches

have done so much in the past few years

to get city planning out of the rut of

mere talking about it into actual ac-

complishment. The other chapters in

the book will be equally valuable to

those interested in civic development.

This country owes a great deal to

John Nolen for his consistent and quiet-

ly effective steps to get our careless

cities to planning seriously and with

forethought for their future. We all

know that every architect and engineer

has at one time or another been stimu-

lated, by contact with this problem of

the city, to work out if not to offer prac-

tical suggestions for improvements. But
we have been all working in the dark.

Tliis book will go far to clear the at-

mosphere and to put us on the track of

the side of city planning to work in.

PKOBLEMS OF COMMUNITY LIFE, an Out-

line of Applied Sociology. By Seba Eldridge.

Published by Thomas Y, Crowell Company.
New York.

More than fifty problems of commun-
ity life are presented and analysed in

this little volume, which is in the nature

of a reference or text book.

Headings of the subject-groupings are

Labor Conditions, the Housing Situa-

tion, a Health Program, Social Aspects

of Public and Private Education,

Leisure Time Expenditure. Community
Planning, Crime and Punishment, Phi-

lanthropy and the Social Problem, So-

cial Forces and Politics and Government.

While primarily descriptive and only

secondarily critical and constructive,

this study traces the lines which our

social, industrial and political institu-

tions are destined to take in their next
phase of development. The author has

offered suggestions for reform only in

those matters where the need is urged
by "the logic of the situation under
analysis." that is, wdiere reform is al-

ready regarded as inevitable.

Other Books Received.

Perspective, Ben J. Lubschez, D. Van
Nostrand Co. Price $1.50. Engineering
as a Career, edited by F. N. Newell, D,

Van Nostrand Co. Price $1.00. My
Growing Garden, J. Horace McFarland,
Macmillan Co. Price $2.00. The Lure
of the Land, Harvey W. Wiley, The
Century Co. Price $1.40. California

Garden Flowers, Wickson, Pacific Rural
Press, S. F. Price $1.50. Satellite Cities,

Graham R. Taylor, D. Appleton Co.

Price $1.50. Gardening in California.

Landscape and Flower, John McLaren,
A. M. Robertson, S. F. Price $3.75.

Personal

Octavius Morgan of Los .\ngclcs is in

New York, where he attended the semi-

annual meeting of the board of directors

of the American Institute of .Architects,

of which he is a member. Before re-

turning home Mr. Morgan will visit sev-

eral of the larger Eastern cities.
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Praise for California Schools
That the fame of Caliioriiia's school

buildings has gone far and wide is shown
liy a letter received hy State Superin-
tendent of Schools Edward Hyatt from
W. J. Anderson, director of education.
Wellington, Xew South Wales. Ander-
son requests that standard plans for
school buildings approved by the State
Board of Education, as well as by the
Sacmmento school authorities, be sent
to him.

Superintendent Hyatt will send to
Xew- South Wales plans of the California
open air schools, the William Land
school in Sacramento and tlie new
schools of Oakland.

Two Big Irrigation Projects
Two irrigation projects in Tulare

county, Cal., callin.g for a total expendi-
ture of about $2,400,000. probably wmII be
placed under contract early this sum-
mer. These improvements will require
the purchase of a large amount of pump-
ing equipment and a considerable mile-
age of pipe line. One of the develop-
ments is for the Terra Bella Irrigation

District of Terra Bella; the other is for

the Lindsay-Strathmore Irrigation Dis-
trict of Lindsay.
The total cost of this work is esti-

mated at approximately $1,400,000 in

bonds, which is to be the amount of tlie

bond issue. The entire plant will be
constructed during the coming year,

bids to be opened July 27. The secre-

tary of the district is 'Mr. C. W. Wright,
I^indsay. Cal. Mr. Stephen E. Kieffer.

consulting engineer, 57 Post street, San
Francisco, is the chief en,gineer.

Best Co. to Bitild Factory at San Leandro
The C. I,. Best Traction Co. at San

Leandro has announced its intention to
build a new plant in that citj- at a cost

of $70,000. The company had planned to

move to Hayward. but the people of San
Leandro raised $20,000 to bring the con-
cern to San Leandro. The buildings will

be constructed at the foot of Davis street

near the Southern Pacific depot. The
main structure will be 650 feet long. A
second building will be 275 feet long.

The company at present is operating a

plant in Elmhurst, whicli will be dis-

pensed with.

Theatre and Stores for Los Gatos

J. A. Marshall, owner and builder wdio

has in the past done considerable Ijuild-

ing in and around Oakland and Berke-
ley, has started construction of a two-
story moving picture theatre at Los
Gatos. He will also build four large
stores, construction to be frame and plas-

ter, with plate glass fronts.
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SPECIFY PRODUCTS OF

UNQUESTIONED QUALITY!

When THE DAHLSTROM
PRODUCTS are specified —
the standard by which all other
metal trim must be judged — is it

good business policy to accept a
product below that standard?

The credit for Hollow Metal Doors
and Trim belongs to Dahlstrom, That
we truly originated and perfected and
have consistently produced the highest
grade of hollow metal interior trim for

buildings is not an exaggeration, but
an established fact.

Sometimes, in fact quite frequently,
we are told: "Cut your estimate and
the job is yours!" We are always
willing to re-figure and to co-operate
with the Architect, Owner and Con-
tractor in an endeavor to lessen cost

or to meet a particular requirement,
but we are not willing to cut an esti-

mate merely for the commercial trans-

action of signing a contract. Dahl-
strom QuaUty has always been rigiilly

maintained and this quality will not
be lowered for the purpose of securing

an order by meeting the figure of a
competitor whose product is decidedly
inferior.

THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS
are made right in ever}- particular, and
prove not only a source of satisfaction

from the viewpoint of excellence in

unequaled finish, but the added and
greater service of standing up under
the severe tests of the two greatest

destructive forces known to mankind— FIRE and TIME.
The Dahlstrom price is not liigh.

You pay only for what you get, and
we know just what it costs to produce
THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS—
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DAHLSTROM METALLIC
DOOR COMPANY
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The Contractor
HIS TROUBLES AND SOME OTHER THINGS

The Relation of a Contractor to the Building Business

in General.
l!y TOHN C. AUSTIN, Architect.'

I believe that I am expected to say
something regarding the relation of a

contractor to the building business in

general, This is a big subject; it would
till a large book, and probably when the

book was finished it would not be worth
the paper on which it was written, as

building conditions change so often

and so materially.

In the past thirty years buildings and
building methods have changed more
than in any other technical business, so

that an expert builder of thirty years ago
(unless he had studied new conditions

as they arose) would be worse than noth-

ing in guiding the construction of a

building at the present time.

Thirty years ago our elevators were
as different from those now in use as a

modern racing automobile is to the old-

fashioned hearse. Vacuum cleaners were
unknown; electric light and power were
in their extreme infancy; steam-heating
was used in a very cumbersome way;
and buildings over four stories were very
rare owing to that being the limit of

height that one cared to walk.

The modern building might be com-
pared to a sum of compound interest.

—

every century preceding the present one
has shown some gain, each century and
each year has shown a greater propor-
tional gain than the preceding one. The
past twenty-five years have shown
greater gains than the preceding seventy-
five, and the past seventy-five years
more tlian the preceding two hundred,
and so on in the same way that interest

*,\ddre.ss delivered at the Installation Dinner of
the Ruilders' Exchange of Los Angeles, June 15,

19K).

accumulates on your note in the bank if

you neglect to pay it.

With all the new inventions and ap-

pliances it is very evident tliat the old

guessing methods must be abandoned
and eflficient systems installed, where-
b}' the contractor (like any other edu-

cated business man) will be able to sub-

mit a bid on a building, knowing that

if he is selected to do the work that he

(like any merchant) will receive a reas-

onable profit for the work done, capital

involved, and knowledge displayed.

Every reasonable human-being who
builds must and does know that a con-

tractor must make a profit; yet soine

of the contractors seem to feel that they

must pose as philanthropic institutions.

A good deal of trouble is caused to

the architect, and to the owner, and
very often to the contractor on account
of tlic careless ways in which bids are

submitted. It is a common thing for a

contractor to spend days in figuring up
the cost of a building, and then to write

out his bids so hurriedly that he leaves

out a large portion of the material.

Only last week I opened tlie plumb-
ing bids for a grammar school to be

built at Downey, and it was apparent
immediately the bids were opened that

some one had made a mistake. Can
you imagine any plumber being so care-

less as to leave out a thousand dollars'

worth of marble on a $4000 job? This
actually occurred. The contractor called

on me and stated that this was a fact,

and that if he were compelled to go
ahead with the contract he would sus-

tain considerable loss. I then took up
the matter with the next plunvber, ask-

IVIastic Flooring will stand up under the most
exceptional cnnditions. Wears like iron, will not crack
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and is imper\'ious to acids

682 Monatlnock Building, San Francisco

ROOFING
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Phone Sutter 3161
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ing him it lie were reaily to sign a con-

tract and give bond for the amount ol"

his bid if I rejected the lowest bid; and

to my astonishment he said that he also

had made a mistake, that he had failed

to include in his bid the cost of the

toilets.

This left me with the two lowest bid-

ders claiming that they had failed to in-

clude two very important items. Each
of these bidders had submitted a certi-

fied check for somewliere between $150

and $200 as guaranties that they would

enter into contract and give bonds for

the amount of their bids.

The lowest bidder could have been

taught a $150 lesson in efficiency if the

school board had wished to confiscate

the certified check and appropriate the

money to make up any deficiency be-

tween" his bid and the bid next above it.

The school board of Downey, how^ever,

considered that the mistake was not a

willful one. but one due to ignorance

and lack of efificiency. they, therefore,

returned the checks and ordered new
bids to be taken.

This has caused me a great deal of

trouble and some expense. I have re-

written the specifications. and the

school board is now advertising for new
bids, and the work of letting the con-

tract as a consequence of this mistake

has been delayed about three weeks. .MI

of this trouble could have been spared

had the contractors taken the common
precaution of back-checking their work.

Something like $8000 was lost to the

city of Los Angeles owing to the incor-

rect form of bidding and the rise in the

cost of material between the time of re-

jecting the incorrect bids and the final

bid on which the work was awarded.

There is nothing more pleasing to the

architect (who is often a buffer state

between two contending bodies, like

Belgium. Poland, etc.) than to hear the

owner say. "I am pleased with the work-

done and I am astonished at the small

amount of trouble that I have had"; and

to hear the contractor say "I also am
satisfied with the work tliat I have done
and with the profit that I have made."
The first sign of trouble in an archi-

tect's office is when the contractor tries

to substitute something "just as good."

He fails to recognize that the architect

and owner have been studying the plans

and specifications for weeks, possibly

months, before he sees them; and that

almost every time he suggests a change

that he is in a measure destroying the

hoiTiogenity of the whole scheme.
There are times when the contractor

will suggest a change which will_ have

but one purpose, viz.:—To benefit the

building; but usually the change is only

suggested to benefit his bank account.

If a contractor is allowed to substi-

tute one item for another, then those

who figured against him are not getting

fair treatment, because it then makes it

possible for a contractor to submit .a bid

at or near cost and then to obtain a

profit from the items that he can per-

suade the architect and owner to allow

him to substitute for the items specified.

The "or equal" clause is the greatest

curse that the contractor, the architect,

and the taxpayer has had to deal

with in the construction of public build-

ings. In the past it has prevented the

architect from making a definite specifi-

cation of his needs, and it has ni.ide it

impossible for the public to know \vhat

it was going to get before the building

was completed.
You all know that uniformity of price

is not an evidence of uniform working
value and efficiency, and that any "or

equal" clause is the hole through which

every one crawls in order to make a

greater profit.

In public work I have used the fol-

lowing clause, and until I can find a

better one I propose to stick to it;

SPECI.\L NOTICE TO BIDDERS.

"Every item mentioned in the follow-

ing specification is intended to repre-

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET or HARDWOODS?
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THEM

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY, KOA, JENISERO, OAK. ASH. ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD CO
Beach and Taylor Streets, SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to .^(^vertisers please mention this magazine
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Robert w Hunt jNo. J. Cone JAS. C. hallsted D W. MCNAUGHEB

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., Engineers
BUREAU OF INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION

251 KEARNY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
New York London Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Seattle Toronto Mexico City

CEMENT INSPECTION
INSPECTION OF STRUCTURAL AND REINFORCING STEEL

REPORTS AND ESTIMATES ON PROPERTIES AND PROCESSES
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

sent tlic tyi)e of materials that will be
(lenianded.

"The contractor niu>t sulmiit a bid

covering- every item that is specified;

and should he wish to suggest any sub-

stitute that he considers equal in value

and efficiency with the one specified, he
shall state what the item suggested is

and what the difference in cost is, if

any.
"If substitutions of materials (equally

good) are offered at the time the bids

are submitted they will be considered,

and arrangements made for the change
(if a change is desired), before a con-
tract is entered into.

"If no items arc suggested as substi-

tutes at the time the bids are submitted,
then no deviations will be allowed from
the materials specified."

If you will analyze the clause you will

see that it complies with the State law
and yet makes every contractor figure

on a uniform basis; it sets a time at

which all substitutions must be offered;

and it insists upon the difference in cost
"if any" being stated in the bid; it pre-
vents political pulling and hauling; and
it prevents collusion of any kind.

Every year the interest of the archi-

tect, the contractor, and the owner arc
being more definitely defined. The con-
tractor's part is not so hard provided
the plans and specifications are well and

accurately drawn, and if they arc ample
enough to fully delineate and describe
the work to be done. If there is an in-

sufificient quantity of drawings and a

meager specification, then the contractor
(if he submits a bid) must guess what
the architect means, and he is apt to be
right, or wrong as the architect's and
owner's caprice dictates.

I consider that the contractor who
signs a contract and who gives a bond
to cover the construction of a building
that is represented by defective and in-

complete plans and specifications to be
an absolute fool; he is always stuck, be-
cause the architect who is dishonest
enough to pretend to render architec-

tural service and then to do it inade-
quately is capable of exacting everj--

thing that it is possible to cajole the

contractor into doing; even to doing
work and furnishing material that he
has not figured upon.
When a contractor signs a contract

with imperfect plans and specifications

attached, he is courting trouble and
financial loss. The owner has a hazy
notion of what he wants, and whether
the plans cover the point or not "he still

wants it"; and if the architect's work
is imperfect the contractor finds himself
in the position of having to do work
that he has not charged for in his bid

or face a law suit. The law suit costs

THE BIG-AN-LITTL[ CONCRETE and MORTAR MIXER

Bijt Output — Uittle Weight
Bin Profits— Uittle Cost
Caoacit>' 3S Cu. Yds. a Day

All rounded surfaces—no comers for concrete to lodge in.

Revolves on ball thrust bearing, hermetically sealed to
prevent grit from working in.

Equipped with levers for turning over and locking device
to hold drum in place while mixing.

EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
Pacific Coast Agents

51-53 Minna St., San Francisco Tel. Sutter 1675

itinK to Advcrtii
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MODERN
PLUMBING
FIXTURES

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.

II30-1I44 RiDQE Avenue
PPLIES

Pmiladelpmia

San Francisco Office and Showroom
857 Folsom Street

monev, and so does the furnishing of

some' item that is not definitely called

for and as a consequence not figured

upon.
Efficiency and honesty must be tlie

slogan lor' both builders and architects.

To be etficient the builder must know
his business and have sufficient funds at

his command to carry on the work that

he undertakes without being dependent

on any materialmen or sub-contractors

for his financial backing. In other words,

he must (like any merchant) have funds

at his command in order that he may
buy where he chooses. TIow many con-

tractors have been ruined by having to

buy from old creditors in order to retain

their friendship, and in the hope that

they would in some way be able to wipe

out the old debt.

I have heard contractors say. "the

architect shouldn't have let that job to

— ; he knows that his figure is too low."

There is a lot of truth in that, as I

cited in my description of the careless

method the contractors pursued in sub-

mitting bids on the Downey grammar
school: yet the answer is, why do con-

tractors continuously and always make
mistakes, why are they not efficient

enough to submit a correct bid for the

work (with a profit included)? If the

lowest bidder is excluded, he claims that

the architect is a crook and that he has

shown undue favoritism to the one who
signs the contract.

The time has indeed come when the

business of contracting and the pro-

fession of architecture must each be sep-

arately and definitely defined. The ar-

chitect must abstain from doing wliat

he knows to be the legitimate work of

a contractor.

Lots of work has been done from ar-

chitects' oflfices under the guise of day-

work, which is nothing more than the

architect becoming a pettifogging con-

tractor. I say pettifogging and I mean
it. for he is trying to do something that

he is not equipped for by education or

in other essentials necessary to the suc-

cessful carrying on of the business oi

building and contracting.

The usual "day-work" from an archi-

tect's office resolves itself into the split-

ting up of the work into many small

contracts, and the only work that is

done "by the day" is the carpenters

work The excuse oflfered by the ar-

chitect is that he can get better work

done that way than by the ordinary

method.
, . , -r ,

I entirely disagree with this, for if the

architects deal with real contractors, and

if they make their needs known before

the contractors submit their bids, they

will be in a position to demand all that

they should receive under their con-

tracts. .

The time has arrived when arcliitects

must stop filibustering through a con-

tractor's territory, and parallel with that,

the contractors must "keep ofif the grass

with regard to architecture.

Xcither can hope to make a success

in a business where they lack special

training. There was never a building

erected in the world's history noted for

beauty, stability, or efficiency that was

not designed by an architect and built by

a builder.

The combination of the two under the

heading of "Construction Companies"

has never done a notably beautiful thing;

neither has it advanced art. science, fi-

nance, or efficiency one iota. All that

the "Construction and Architecture Com-
panies" have done is to place the build-

ing business before the public in a false

light by pretending to do what is an im-

possibility, viz.:—That of constructing

buildings' below a figure representing

cost and a reasonable profit.

Architects and builders must co-op-

erate in every honorable way for the

o-ood of building conditions: and m
doing so they must each follow then-

callings,—the architect follow that of

architecture, and the contractor the

business of building. If they each do

JOHISSOIN SERVICE CO.
The John-son System of Temperature Regulation

SERVICE — Is Our Middle Name
1 104 WHITE BLOG

SEATTLE, Wash

600 CITIZENS BANK BLDG . Los ANCELES. CAL,

149 FIFTH ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL,

629 LUMBERMAN'S BLDG.

When writinK to Advertisers please mentii agazine.
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their part conscientiously and well, the

'Construction Companies" who claim

to combine both architecture and build-

ing will soon see tlie error of their ways;
and if they do not the public will find

that the buildings that have been erected
in a legitimate and ethical way so far

outclass those that are erected by the

nondescript companies in beauty and
stability that only one who wishes a

good return for his money will follow

the beaten track. There are too many
men calling themselves architects who
have not the lightest claim to the dis-

tinction: the same statement goes for

many c;illing themselves builders.

One branch of efficiency is the knowl-
edge of how to do the most in the short-

est time. One step in that direction has
been taken in the establishment of the

Metropolitan Exhibit. This exhibit is

a gathering together of many items used
in the construction of buildings, and, as

I have said many times before, gives an
architect and his client and the builder

an opportunity of seeing a hundred
things at one point rather than going to

a hundred places to see one thing at each
place. I consider that this exhibit is a
step in the right direction, as it stands
for efficiency and conservation of time.

THE SALESMAN'S REVERIE
By an .\noii.vinous Contributor.

T dreamed T was in heaven

—

eontractor
Or othe
That cansi

rbitr

to despair.

T bid upon the bricks of gold
That pave the Heavenly sky.

And not a soul was there to scold:
"See here, you boob, you're high."

The architect to the builder said.

Heaving a deep, chesty sigh:

"This job I preferred to have yon had
But, you know, your bid is too high."

"Oh, never mind." the builder says:
"I'll take it anyway,
I'll cut my price ten thousand bucks

—

The Subs—they'll make it pay."

He got the job; the subs appeared
Like flies on a custard pie:

But to one and all the builder said:

"You must cut your bid; you're high."

"You stand no show,"
the dub,

your price, you know.

The buildei
While stall

"I didn't 11

But vou're ny fav ub."

"Your bid. old sport, was twice the size

It really ought to be

—

The iob is yours if you cut the price

By dividing it by three."

So the sub he cuts.

And the job he gets,

.^nd he wires the news to tlie house:
He spends all the "beans"
He has in his jeans
And he gathers a terrible souse—he does.

.•\nd the architect cries.

As the job he spies:

"See here, this will not do;"
But the salesman can't see
Why the goat he should be
When all of the job is through—but he is

(A I'd his fin

Pacific Tank Company to Have Oakland
Factory

The Pacific Tank and Pipe Company
is to build a new plant on High street
in Oakland. E. C. Pitcher, who is con-
nected with the Pacific Tank Co., and
also the National Mill & Lumber Com-
pany, states that the new buildings will

house the plants of the two affiliated or-
ganizations, and will represent an ex-
penditure of nearly a half million of
dollars. Five buildings are to be con-
structed, application for the first having
been filed with the Oakland Building-
Inspector. The buildings probably will

be of frame construction, with concrete
foundations. The Mercantile Box Co.
will also be accommodated in the new
plant. Tlie offices of the three firms
will remain in San Francisco as at pres-
ent in all probability.

OUR STANDARDS
IN

CONVEYING, ELEVATING

SCREENING AND

MECHANICAL POWER

TRANSMITTING MACHINERY

are the standards of the Coast.

WHAT HAS MADE THEM 80?

SHAFTING
BEARINGS
PULLEYS
CLUTCHES
CHAIN
SPROCKETS
GEARS, ETC.

SAN FRANTISCO
PORTLAND

LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE

Send fur Catalog
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Mueller Rapidac Bath Cock

Since the advent of tlie new recess or

bnilt-in batli tul)S H. Mueller Mfg. Co. of

Decatur, 111., and San Francisco, have

introduced a bath cock especially adapt-

ed for this device which does away with

all concealed valves or fittings, the con-

trolling valve being in shank of cock.

In roughing in it is only necessary to

bring out two nipples from the riser.

Mr. Leary. the Pacific Coast manager
of the H. Mueller Mfg. Co., reports a

gratifying increase in all departments of

their business and says that the Mueller
fixtures, which are unconditionally guar-

anteed, are in evidence in new buildings

throughout this section, including those

engineered or owned by the plumbin,g

contractors themselves—a personal and
convincing testimony to their value and
durability.

.As a result the installation is a prac-

tical one with elimination of consider-

able of the expense as compared with

the old methods and styles. They also

make basin cocks to match the bath
cocks, both being of the quick-opening
type, with either porcelain or brass in-

dexed handles and are constructed on
round body. Colonial pattern. These
cocks are being installed in many of the

new and up-to-date hotels, apartment
houses and residences.

Lane Hospital to Be Concrete

Revised drawings have been made by
Messrs. Bakewell & Brown for the Lane
Hospital, San Francisco. Reinforced
concrete will be substituted for brick and
steel construction, which will reduce the

cost about $75,000. The building is be-

ing erected by George Wagner Hearst
building, San Francisco, at a cost of ap-
proximately $400,000.

National Lead Buys Bass-Hueter and
S. F. Pioneer Varnish Works

There has been considerable discus-

sion among the trade, and many re-

ports have been circulated in regard to

the purchase of the Bass-Hueter Paint
Company and the San Francisco Pio-

neer Varnish Works by the Xational
Lead Company. With a view to secur-

ing a dependable statement in regard to

the transaction, a representative of this

magazine called upon Mr. H. T. James,
for years the directing force of both
companies.

Mr. James stated that it was well

known among the trade that the Xational

Lead Company owns and controls the

Heath & Milligan Coinpany of Chicago,
and that they concluded it would aid

their white lead business on the Coast if

they could secure a proper represent-

ative in the paint and varnish line; and
that after looking over the entire field

thoroughly, they decided that, if obtain-

able the business of the Bass-Hueter
Paint Company and the San Francisco

Pioneer Varnish Works would be prefer-

able to that of any other.

The combination of the two will elim-

inate to a certain extent the San Fran-
cisco Pioneer Varnish Works. In other

words the varnish business will be run

by the Bass-Hueter Paint Company as

one of their departments. The high

standard of the Hueter varnish will be

maintained, and the paint and varnish

liusiness both will be conducted on the

principle of expansion.

The purchase included the San Fran-

cisco business, factories, real estate and
all branches as well. The business will

be conducted as heretofore under the

name of '"Bass-Hueter Paint Company"
and there will be no change whatever in
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Hauser Reversible Windows
Protected by U. S. Patent No. 1,114,260

NO WEIGHTS NO CORDS
Manufactured in Wood and Metal Stock Lip Sashes Used.

Simple Frame Construction Reducing Cost.
Guaranteed Rain and Dust Proof.

Installed Easily.

Visit our office and inspect them

HAUSER REVERSIBLE WINDOW CO.
Office and Show Rooms:

Phone Kearny 3706 157 Minna Street, San Francisco

DIGNITY and QUIETNESS
WERE THE PRIME CON SI DERATIONS WHEN THE ARCHITECTS,

MESSRS. BAKEWELL & BROWN, ADOPTED

NONPAREIL CORK TILING
for the floor of the COUNCIL CHAMBER
of the SAN FRANCISCO CITY HALL

to be furnished and installed by

DAVID E. KENNEDY INC.
HOLBROOK BUILDING SAN FR.\NCISCO

Architects and Building Contractors
THE BINDING OF YOUR MAGAZINES
and PERIODICALS IS OUR SPECIALTY

Expert Plate and Map Mounting

THE HICKS-JUDD COMPANY
BOOKBINDERS

51-65 FIRST STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Member Builders' Exchange Residence 2909 California Street
180 Jessie Street Telephone Fillmore 1427

Telephone Sutter 6700

C C. MOREHOUSE
Plain and Ornamental PLASTERING. Imitation STONE WORK of All Kinds

Exterior CEMENT PLASTERING. Metal FURRING and LATHING
MODELING and CASTING. STUCCO WORK

Office and Shop: 872 FOLSOM ST., San Francisco
TELEPHONE SUTTER 6S09
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School Furniture riTIi?gfiflf
Blackboards

Auditorium Seating Maps - Globes - Atlases

C. P. WBBER «St CO.

S12 So. Broadv

365 Market Street. San Francisco

, Los Angeles 100 W. Commercial Re

the management, or as to the factory

superintendents.

Mr. H. T. James, who has been with

Mr. Hueter for many years, will retain

the general management of the entire

business; Mr. A. A. Schumann of the

varnish works and Mr. C. C. Del Curo

of the paint works, both of whom have

aided materially in building up the busi-

ness, will remain in charge of their re-

spective departments; Mr. J. H. Jen-

nings, who has had charge of the office,

will act as auditor for the entire busi-

ness.

Mr. James anticipates that the natural

development of the business will neces-

sitate their extending their present plant.

Of building an entire new one in the

near future.

T. P. Jarvis Co.'s New Rotary

An interesting announcement is made
by the T. P. Jarvis Crude Oil Burner Co.

of a new rotary burner which, it is

claimed, has many points to recommend
it, being most compact and of simple

mechanism, using a low-powered motor.

in sizes from Vs horsepower to ^A horse-

power, direct connected to rotary oil

pump of twin gear pattern, operated by

worm and worm reduction gear running

in an oil bath, motor shaft direct con-

nected to fan and centrifugal atomizer.

The oil is mixed in a centrifugal way and

by reason of a double nozzle in mixing

chamber there is no carbonizing of

burner or carbon formation in lire box.

The liquid fuel is changed into a spray

consisting of fine particles of oil float-

ing in and surrounded by air. In this

condition it can be easily ignited and the

value of the oil as a fuel will be directly

proportional to the fineness of the spray.

Each particle of oil is supplied with the

necessary amount of air, so the result is

complete union, insuring the highest pos-

sible efficiency in atomization of liquid

fuel, with a constant low pressure of air

from one to four ounce pressure. This

type of equipment, with its simplicity

in construction, affords accessibility to

every moving part, the system that will

run indefinitely with the minimum atten-

tion: can be operated by a woman or

child. Equipments are substantially built

to stand wear and tear with the minimum
expense in operation and upkeep, with

maximum efficiency.

A practical demonstration will be given

to anvone interested at the factory. 275

Connecticut street, San Francisco. Cal.

Phone Market 3397.

Western Equipment Company

The Western Equipment Company.

with display rooms and offices at 872-

874 Mission street, San Francisco, an-

nounces that it is sole representative for

the following lines:

Revolving door wall bed: recess, or

wardrobe wall bed, two doors: Peek's

combination kitchen cabinet and table:

Peek's superior wall cabinet ironing

board: Peek's superior wall seat (fold-

ing up).
In its booklet the company says:

"Peek's disappearing wall bed has no

rival. It is in a class within itself. In

appearance the bed equals the latest

models in stationary beds, either in brass,

steel, mahogany or other woods. They
are of the same height, width and length

of the regular bed."

VALUABLE DOCUMENTS

will be absolutely safe if

placed in the

Nrst National Safe

Deposit Vaults

The vaults are open from 8 a. m.

to 6 p. m. every day except

Sundays and holidays.

Safes rent for $4.00 a year up

Trunks stored for $1.00 a month

Post, Montgomery & Market Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers please mention this magaz
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ROBERT TROST phone m.ss.on 2209

General Building Contractor
We Specialize in High Grade Work and Employ Skilled 26th and Howard Streets

Labor in every Branch of the Building Industry. SAN FRANCISCO

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING. FANS. BLOWERS,
FURNACES. POWER PLANTS—SHEET METAL WORK

Phone Douglas 378 Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

PETERSErN=JAMBS CO.
Plumbing and Heating Contractors

Telephone Franklin 3540 730 LARKIN ST., San Francisco

HEATING Automatic Sprinkler Systems plumbing
VENTILATION FLOOR AND WALL TILING =""^ metal work

SCOTT CO., Inc.
Successor to JOHN G. SUTTON CO.

243 MINNA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

THE HOOSIER CABINET r%\V„;ii:
1000 San Francisco Apartment House Kitchens have Hoosier Cabinets Installed

THE HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET STORE
1067 MARKET ST. (0pp. Jones St.), San Francisco (o. K. brown, Mgr.i

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS

THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK

Mrs. H. C. McAfee, T>ecorator
offers her services in collaboration with aruhitetts and owners, for ijlans. suggestions, details, etc. ol

DECORATIVE FURNITURE. LAMPS aad SHADES, GARDEN POTTERY and ACCESSORIES

Phone Garfield 1627 504 SUTTER STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

MULLEN MANUFACTURING CO.
BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES—CABINET WORK OF GUARAN-

TEED QUALITY—BAR FIXTURES DESIGNED, MANUFAC-
TURED AND INSTALLED

Telephone Market 8692 Office and Factor\f: 64 Raisch St., Bet. 7th and 8tb, San Francisco
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The Le Brun Traveling Scholarship

The third bi-annual competition for tlie

l.e Brun Travelings Scholarship, founded
by Pierre L. Le Brun, will be held in

the summer of 1916. It is open to any
architect, a citizen and resident of the
United States, between twenty-three and
thirty years of age. and who is not. nor
has been, the beneficiary of any other
traveling scholarship, and who has had
at least three years' experience as
draughtsman or practicing architect. The
amount is $1,000 and the period of the
scholarship not less than six months.
Each competitor must be nominated by

a member of the Xew York Chapter. .-K

1. A., who shall certify in writing that

the above conditions are fulfilled by the
nominee and that in bis opinion the nom-
inee is deserving of the scholarship.

Applications must be accompanied
by a statement of residence, citi-

zenship, age, experience and general
qualifications and bj' the necessary nom-
ination and certification from a member
of the Xew York Chapter. A. I. A. Those
not having the acquaintance of a mem-
ber of the Chapter may avail themselves
of the services of any well known archi-

tect who can vouch for them to a mem-
ber of the Xew York Chapter, with whom
be is acquainted.

Architects throughout the country are

requested to bring this notice to the at-

tention of their eligible draughtsmen.

Bertr.\m G. Goodhue.

2 West 47th Street. Xew York City.

Chairman. Committee on Le Brun Trav-
eling Scholarship.

Brick and Tile Plant

Ground has been broken for the erec-
tion of a $20,000 plant for the Union
Brick and Tile Company, a local firm
recently incorporated, on their forty-
acre tract on the tidewater two miles
north of ilodesto.
William M. Anderson, superintendent

of the company, says that the plant will

be in operation to manufacture brick
and tile w-ithin six weeks and the kiln

for the burning of brick will be com-
pleted in three weeks. The company
intends to use bricks of their own manu-
facture in the erection of the necessary
buildings.

Country Estate Improvements

Jos. S. Bogart, Mills building. San
Francisco, is the contractor for the ex-
tensive improvements to be made to the
estate of the late D. O. Mills at Mill-
brae, and which is to include cottages,
keepers' lodge, green house and consid-
erable concrete and cement work, orna-
mental iron gate, etc.

The home
should be built

around the

bathroom
Every architect knows
the problem he faces
when planning the
bathroom.

Specifying KOHLER
Ware insures a bath-
room of most artistic

tone as well as real

value.

KOHLER
WARE

is an expression of

20th century ideas

The trade-mark perma-
nent in the enamel of
every KOHLER prod-
uct, is the purchaser's
safe guide to the best
price - value. It is a

quality guarantee to

architects.

The "Viceroy"
This beautiful built-in tub

be installed without tilinc.

Write for our free illus
trated book. "KOHLEf
OF KOHLER." It tells i.

! of the finer arts.
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"
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Have you seen it?

The Newe^ and Be^
Placer Board

KEY=HOLD LATH
The Plaster Board with

the Mechanical Key

Confonns to the San Francisco, Los Angeles and
other City Ordinances and Building Laws and can be
used for partitions and ceilings in all classes of build-

ings as a substitute for Metal Lath, at a saving of

time and expense.

A FIRE RETARDANT AND
NON-CONDUCTOR OF

SOUND
Ask for demonstration and note how this Plaster

Board differs from others and forms an adhesion to

the plaster possible only by its Dove-Tail Mechanical
Key. SPECIFY our damp-proofed KEY-HOLD
LATH for Exterior Cement Plastering thus maintain-

ing the Standard of Construction at a Lower Cost.

KEY-HOLD LATH COMPANY
J. A. Levensaler, Cien. Mgr. J. F. Makowski, Supt. of Const.

251-255 MONADNOCK BUILDING

Telephone Douglas 3472 SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to .\dvcrlisf rs pie
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Santa Barbara Exhibit

Miss M. L. Sclimidt of tlie Metropoli-

tan Exliibit. Los Angeles, is planning to

establish at Santa Barbara a branch ex-

hibition of building materials. She has

secured ground floor quarters at 722

State street and has taken some thirty

exhJbits suitable for the better class of

residences for exhibition. The exhilii-

tion will be placed in charge of Mrs. .-V.

C. .Arnoldy, for some years in the office

of Architect Myron Hunt.

Big Southern California Project

The plans for one hundred cottages,

depot, college and church buildings.

which is proposed to be built on a town-

site in San Bernardino county for thc

Industries Educational Film and Land
Company, 287 L W. Hellman buildin.g.

Los .\ngeles, are now completed. The
company is desirous of going ahead just

as soon as they have decided on an indi-

vidual builder who can give his entire

time to the company and meet recpiire-

ments.

Nev/ School House for Marysville

Plans liave been prepared by .\rchi-

tect Chester Cole of Chico for a one-

story hoUovi tile and stucco school liouse

for the city of Marysville. The building

will contain six class rooms and an

assembly hall, and will have a warm air

heating system. The estimated cost is

$20,000.

Los Angeles Apartment House

L. T. Mayo, 530 Black building, Los
Angeles, will spend $60,000 in the con-

struction of a four-story and part Ijase-

ment brick apartment house at 672 South

Rampart boulevard for F. J. Miller, from
plans recently completed by .-Vrcliitcct

Leonard L. Jones, 607 Delta building,

Los -Angeles. The new building will ci:>n-

tain 108 rooms in suites of two, three

and four rooms each. Equipment will

include wall bed, electric elevator and

steam heat.

Berkeley Stores and Apartments

It has been decided to build a two-

story instead of a four-story store and

apartment house at Mil via and University

avenues, Berkeley, for the :McCullough

interests, from plans by James W. Pla-

chek, .\cheson building, Berkeley. Con-
struction will be frame and brick veneer.

Later on the building will be enlarged to

a four-story structure.

Addition to San Jose Convent

Plans are being prepared by W'illiani

Klinkert, architect of San Jose, for an

addition to the Notre Dame Convent, San

Jose. The improvements will cost $100.-

000.

Home of P. A. McCaskey
Cleveland, Ohio

For permanence and beauty

—build of concrete and finish with

Bay State
Brick and Cement

Coating
This coating (which has stood the

practical test of 16 years) prevents

the ugly blotches caused by rain

and snow; it produces attractive,

artistic effects in white or tint. It

dries as part of the wall, absolutely

weatherproofing it. "Bay State"

insures the permanence of concrete.

It is for all kiniis of buildings. For

interiors, too.

WADSWORTH,HOWLAND&CO.,Inc.
Paint and Varnish Makers

BOSTON. MASS.
New York Office, Architects' Building

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS;
James Hambly & Sons. 268 Market St.. San Fran-

cisco and 447-449 E. Third St., Los Anseles. Gal.

J. B. Winstanley & Co.. - - Portland Ore.

F T Crowe & Co.. - - - Seattle, Wash.
Jones-Moore Paint House, - San Diego, Gal.
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Competitive Designs

The Industrial Bureau of the Chanil)er
of Commerce, Los Angeles, has received
a communication from the National
Americanization Committee, asking its

co-operation in interesting Los Angeles
architects in submitting competitive de-
signs in a prize competition for build-
ing plans which will aid employers and
otiiers who are faced witli the responsi-
bility for housing large numbers of work-
men and tlieir families in manufactur-
ing communities which have expanded
rapidly. Among the directors of this or-
ganization are: Mrs. Vincent Astor,
Frances A. Kellor, .Mrs. Cornelius Van-
derbilt and William Fellowcs Morgan.
president of the New York Alerchants'
-Association.

Eleven-Story Concrete Hotel

Messrs. Morgan. Walls & .Morgan.
1138 Van Nuys building, Los .\iigeles,
have plans for an eleven-story and base-
ment reinforced concrete hotel to be
erected at Si.xth street and Grand ave-
nue. Los .Angeles, for h'rank Simpson.
The building will be 60x80 feet and will
contain ISO rooms, with private baths,
lobby and several store rooms. Rein-
forced concrete frame and floors, brick
filler walls, brick and terra cotta facing,
hollow tile partitions, elevators, steam
heat, plate glass, marble and tile work,
metal frames and sash and wired glass,
vacuum cleaning.

Alterations to White Garage

.Arcliitect Henry H. Gutterson, 278 Post

street, San ]''rancisco, has completed
plans for alterations to the White Com-
pany's garage at Van Ness avenue and

Market street. The work is to include

a mezzanine floor, new show room, stair-

case, ladies' room, marquise, etc.

JUST

REMEMBER
that in "keeping up"
dependab le
trouble-free service

Reliance Ball

Bearing Door
Hangers

"Keep down" the cost

RELIANCE BALL BEARING
DOOR HANGER CO.

Room 3039 Grand Central Terminal
NEW YORK

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
B. V. Collins Los Angeles, Cal.
Sartorius Co San Francisco, Cal,
Columbia Wire & Iron Works Portland. Ore.
D. E. Fryer & Co.. Seattle. Spokane and Tacoma,
Wash.. Great Falls. Montana.

Arizona Postoffice Building

Grant Fee has the contract to build the
new PostofTice building at Douglas. .\ri-

zona. This is the first contract taken
by Fee for more than a j'ear.

A BEAUTIFUL HOME
Lawn and Garden Ornaments,
made of Cement, add an Indisput-
able Touch of Beauty and Feeling of

Comfort to the Real Country- House.
The Fence, Posts, and Fruit Baskets
shown in this picture were made by

G. Rognier & Co.
233 Railroad Avenue,

Designs Submitted SAN MATEO, CAL.

itinK to Advertisers please
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PACIFIC SERVICE

LIGHT HEAT POWER
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

445 SUTTER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC PHONE
Sutter 140

HOME PHONE
c 0011

Portland's Headquarters for

Building Materials

iMETAL CEILING
METAL CORNER BEAD
STEEL ROLLING DOORS
VENETIAN BLINDS
BUILDING DIRECTORIES
ELEVATORS
HARDWOOD FLOORING
STRUCTURAL AND ORNA-

MENTAL IRON

METAL LOCKERS
GRANITE
SIDEWALK LIGHTS
ROOFING SLATE AND TILE
WATERPROOFING
STEEL PRESERVATIVE PAINT
FIRE EXIT DEVICES
IN FACT EVERYTHING IN

BUILDING MATERIALS

ALBERT J. CAPRON
Manufacturers' Agency

17-18 AINSWORTH BUILDING PORTLAND, OREGON

When writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine
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Class "A" Moving Picture Theater

Mrs. Mary E. Sei.lel. 120 Sccoiul ave-
nue. San Francisco, will Iniild a Class
"A" niovinff picture theater on the south-
west corner of Clement street and Tenth
avenue. Richmond District. San Fran-
cisco. Lot is 50x130 feet. The theater
will contain a balcony and will have a

seating capacity of 1.400 persons. Mrs.
Seidel states she will spend $50,(X)0 on
the building and about $20,000 more on
the furnishings and organ.

Union Iron Works Machine Shop

The Union Iron Works is laying foun-

dations for its new machine shop at Ala-
meda. The -tructure is to be 100x500
feet and will lie con.-.tructed of steel and
concrete.

An Open Letter

To Architects
THIS LETTER is addressed to

architects in any city in the United
States where building operations

are of sufficient magnitude throughout
the year to justify a partnership such
as is contemplated, and to those who
are desirous of obtaining the coopera-
tion of a man of mature judgment,
one who is still in his prime, with all

the vim and energy of a man in his

twenties. The experience gained
through contact with men of many
minds has made the writer adaptable
and pliable rather than set or self-

centered. He carried on a successful

practice in architecture for about ten
years or until unfavorable climatic con-
ditions brought on a general breakdown
in health and a complete change was
imperative. Now, having fully re-

covered, he is desirous of taking up the
work by entering the office of an archi-

tect or constmcting engineer as asso-

ciate or partner. As to qualifications,

integrity and rating, he prefers to offer

these in a personal letter or interview,

to those interested.

He realizes, as many architects do.

that double the business is secured
and more effectively carried on when
the right combination of minds and
dispositions are joined under one unit

;

he therefore inserts this letter with the hope of
attracting the attention of one earnestly desirous
of finding a man qualified to perform any part
of the work in the profession, solicit business
and adjust disputes; a real active partner in

every sense of the word.

(Signed) MR. BROWN, care The Architect
& Engineer of California, Monadnock
Building. San Francisco, Cal.

^ It's for you — and the

thousands of other archi-

teds, contractors and own-

ers who are interested in

keeping quality up and

costs down.

^ It's a marvelous Exhibit

— a great central Market

of Materials and Methods

— and a Bureau of Build-

ing Information, all rolled

into one.

^ And it's for you.

Be sure to see the Exhibit when
you come to San Francisco.

At other times write us when-

ever you want information on

building material and equip-
ment. Whether or not this great

exhibit contains the material you

seek, we will gladly secure you

full information and bids, with-

out co^.

THE •

BVILDING
MATERIAL
EXHIBIT
77 OFARRELL STREET. SAN
FRANCISCO . Phone SVTTER 5333

When writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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MASON'S
nPAOiiP
FLAT FINISH

A Flat, Washable Oil Paint, made in

soft Kalsomine tints—a prac-

tical article for Walls, Ceil-

ings, etc., that is Economical and Durable. Agency Tamm & NOLAN CO'S high grade Var-

nishes and Finishes. These goods are made on the Pacific Coast for the climate of this Coast.

R. N. INASON & COMPANY ^ painj makers
151 POTRERO AVE —SAN FRANCISCO — 54 PINE STRr_JT

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE LOS ANGELES

SAN-A-COTE (Gloss) VFI.VA-COT (fuo
Not just wall paint, — but an improved principle of wall painting

j^^^^^ San-a-Cote, the wall paint you can really scrub with

^^^^^S^ soap and hot water.

JRHHINSTOOI Vel-va-Cote, the flat wall paint that lasts for years.

MANUFACTURED BY
THE BRININSTOOL COMPANY, Los Angeles, Cal.

Distributors— Marion D. Cohn Co., Hansford Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal. Schutz Paint Co., Fresno. Califor-

nia. Schneider, Chappell & Jones, Sacramento. California. Salt Lake Glass & Paint Co.. Salt Lake City,

Utah Griffin Paint Co., Osden.Utah. Ernest Miller Wall Paper Co., 172 First Street. Portland. Oregon.
Hickox-Crampton Paint Co.. Tacoma, Wash.. Campbell Hardware Co.. First & Madison Sts.. Seattle. Wash.

i^lljJCjO CRUSHED ROCK
Two very important aggregates that insure a Rehable Concrete Mix.

Auxiliary Plant now under Construction —
Material in storage for Immediate Delivery

Phone, Sutter 4845 SOO-4 NEW CALL BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

P A CLAY PRODUCT
AND THE

Coming Building Material

Phone
MAIN TAT71XTT

2 O 2 8
920 Forum Bldg.

WRITE NOW TO

Sacramento, Cal.
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PEUIMEXT Ol'EH MAIS EXTKAXCE F.ICIXG CIVIC CEXTIiR

The New City Hall, San Francisco*
I'.y P.. J. S. CAM ILL. A. 1. A.

OX E of the employees of the new City Hall who was kiiul enough to let

the writer into the Council Chamber of the Board of Supervisors and
turned on the litjhts to show off its beauties made several intere.-tini;'

statements which no doubt exactly expressed the sentiment of the city ^dvern-

ment from the inside, the tenant's viewpoint. In the first place he took im-

mense pride in showing off the good points of this sumptuous interior. ".\

lloston architect was in here a few days ago," he said, "who claimed that this

was the finest city hall in the Cnited States, but I , will go further, for there's

nothing to beat it anywhere in the world—and I'll tell you another thing, it

was built within the time, barring strikes, of course: it was built within the

appro]jriation and, what is more, it z\.'as built icithout any scandal and :^'ithoiit

any ,i;raft."

To one familiar with the "ins and outs" of city piilitics. this prideful admi.-.-

sion of these important "withins" and "withouts"—qualifying the city's latest

and largest building achievement—is of vital, almost sensational interest to the

architectural profession. It is an admission full of most wholesome and welcome
significance. It means the passing of darkness, the oncoming of daylight. The
architectural world feels this stir and exhilaration and rejoices in it as one
rejoices in the glory of the dawn. .\nd it seems verv timely to do a little

crowing. In the old days it seemed absolutely iniijossiljle for the cit\' tn put

up a public building without hopeless delay, extravagance, graft and scaurlal.

The old City Hall that was destroyed in the calamity of 1906 took a generation

*Tlie ilUisfi-ations for tliis iuti.le were made for The .\rehiteot iuid Engineer of California bv
.Tolm Chamiiiisr. a speiialisi in industrial and eduiational liliotOKrapliy.
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SAX FRAXCISCO CITY HALL. E\D PAVILIOS OF SIDE FACADE
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to build and cost sonic seventeen millions of dollars! Its cnnstruction was a

chaplet of jobs and scandals from tbe purchase of the lantl and first founda-

tions laid to the final placiiiii" of the leaden lady that toijped the tower dome 1

Most of us remember the murky atmosphere of chicanery that hung around

our City Hall in the old dark days. The strong, clean-cut architects of that

day instinctively kept themselves clear of this poison belt as one would avoid

a grove of L'pas trees. Once in awhile a young and adventurous individual

with wholesome ideals ventured into the jungle, but he seldom came out with-

out being more or less invalided, if he did not succumb altogether.

Now we do not wish to create the impression that the dawn of the new
era came u])on us suddenly, as dawn comes up in the trojjics. The light

came to us gradually, as it -should in these temperate latitudes. Xor is our

City Hall the first building to herald the new light that has come upon us.

Xone the less, the history of the planning and construction of the City Hall

does furnish such a brilliant example of a great and enduring work in civic

architecture being carried through with immense credit to the Mayor and

Supervisors that it may well serve as a shining example of what the new order

of things can accomplish. .\nd it is not so much a new order of things that

we celebrate here and "crow over" as it is the normal order. .\11 over the

United States today our cities are renewing themselves in splendid structures

of admirable design. .\ veritable army of architects has been in hard training

for some deca<les and has now taken the field. The number of monumental
banks, hotels and business blocks that have recently gone up all over the

country from the designs of talented and trained architects and their enthu-

siastic assistants surpasses in mere bulk of achievement anything of the kind

over seen in the history of the world, including the ecclesiastical Renaissance

culminating in the twelfth century and the secular Renaissance of the six-

teenth. This gigantic building activity does not. of course, imply the imiciue

masterpieces of the ages of Rameses. Pericles or .\ugustus. nor are we wit-

nessing the birth .of a new style such as the I<"ranks and Saracens gave imder
the sublime stimulant of religion. Ours is a Renaissance more nearly compar-
able with that of Italv inspired by ideals of this world rather than by ideals

of the next.

Xor can we claim the existence of the form-creating genius tliat made
glorious tlie revivals of Italy. France and Spain. ( )ur achievement consists

rather in taming, domesticating, as it were, the wealth of architectural ideas

so freely liberated in the mid-Europe we speak of in an age in wdiich things

artistic were more highly developed than things economic. In our time and
in our land the modern use of steel, the invention of photography, cheap

books, cheap travel, jiervasive prosperity, swift growing urban communities,

universal education and the admirable organization of the profession of archi-

tecture are all of them prime elements in explaining the origin of this great

.\merican Renaissance, in defining its drift and. perhaps, in indicating its goal.

The development of .\merican architecture exactly parallels the develop-

ment of the .\merican people. The best analogy that explains the basic essence

of each is. oddly enough, taken from the building craft. I allude, of course.

to the material known as concrete. Scientifically speaking, that is to sav as

an ethnologist, there is no such nation as the .\merican nation in the clear,

unalloyed sense that Italy. France. Spain and Xorway are nations. These
are real nations evolved in nature's genealogical laborator\' through ages of

slow growth : each with its language and religion. Xeither is concrete a nat-

ural building material in the sense that marble, sandstone, clay and granite

are : materials evolved in nature's geological laboratory through even vaster

ages of even slower growth. The original overground nations, like the orig-

inal imderground formations, are both, as we say, rooted in the soil, but the

artificial commingling of all races known as .America, like the artificial mix-
ture known as ci^ncrete, are both made up of ingredients that have been
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SAX FRANCISCO CITY HALL, ELEVATOR LOBBY, FIRST FLOOR

SAX FRAXCISCO CITY HALL. THE MAYOR'S OFFICE
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SAX FRAXCISCO

CITY HALL.

.l/.-l S'0i?'5' LOBBY.

SECOXD FLOOR
Bakc-a-cU & Bra-.i-ii.

Architect.';

SAX FRAXCISCO

CITY HALL.

FIRST FLOOR
VESTIBVLE

Bckcm-n & BroTcii,

Architects
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SAS FK.tXCISCU CIIV HALL. ROICM'A GALLERY, TllIKU 1-LOOK

BLikczfL'll & Broii'ii, Architects
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i.-/.V FRAXClSl'O CriY HALL. EAST SIDE OF ROTUNDA AXD GALLERY POME
iAKEIVELL & BROtrX, ARCHITECTS
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CITY HALL, EAST SIDE OF ROTLXDA
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SAX FR.IXCJSCU CITY HALL. DOME AXD ARCHES Ol- Knll XI>A
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SA\ FRAXCISCO CITY
BAKEIVELL & BROIVX

HALL. DETAIL OF ROTUXDA STAIRS
ARCHITECTS
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SAS FRAXCISCO CITY HALL. SVFERriSORS- LOBBY FROM ROTUSDA
BAKEUELL & BROll \, ARCHITECTS
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irMrAXL-M. tVEST WALL OF ROTUNDA

n.oved fr.nn their ori<;inal beds. In the one case we have aggregations of

en in e ther ae^^regates of materials. -\n,l snice a nation cannot be

Sed". mL^U- n.S?e l^an can a c.narry. we fin.l ^l-t ..s^he loosened u^-

vKh,als. hke the loosened rocks, that hnd their way aero, va.t ^P^^^ ^'^
^^J

come the substance and fabric of a new and
l-"-^"V'a Xstic , oS li-

these loose fragments are as hne as the marbles of aalx as pla>tic m P0^>'"''

ieTas the clav-made tiles of Spain, as serviceable as the ^an.lstone of Ian,

r as ha cl as Scan inavian granite, thev are all hel.l to stable purpose m the

om cali^orms rea 1 to receive them ; they all help to harden the "mix - hey

^re Wnl; in the ci.ent of a con.mon sentiment and the ,.ass ha. been held

from disruption and chastised to union bv the steel rods ot cn.l n ar

Tf 'rme of us have resented the familiar metaphor of the melting pot an<l

ObninaSe i.. am- one „a ural taiWing material. And ,„st as concrete ,s made

?r:tn„.da tot «end and ....*.. »j -^-1:,rX't'^flln.^d'elS

t exr ™ irt;;„™'t';.ecifca.io,.. » d„ „.^ »„, .u,v-.v «,

ami o micallv imi<liv immicrants from the latter by legiilatton.
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albeit ""artificiar' nationalit}- will differ from the architecture of the natural

nations—the ethnic bedrock quarries of old Europe. There are several that

occur to the mind at once. But we nuist separate the idea of architecture from
mere building; and we shall first note that concrete is common, cheap and uni-

versal—in a word, democratic—whereas marble, granite and sandstone are

comparatively rare, expensive and aristocratic. \Miich leads us to realize that

architecture is very much more diffused, enjoyed far more universally in

.America than in Enrojje. Immeasurably more people in America are born in

better homes, go to better schools, work in better quarters, stop at better hotel-.

are amused in Ijetter theaters, are sick in better hospitals, put their money in

better banks and are finally all buried in better tombs than is the case in

Europe. This statement will not be accepted offhand because the rare con-

spicuous thing is so infinitely more a])i)arent than what is common and all

about us. The point would be much clearer, too. if one thou,ght only of the

contemporary architecture of Europe and i,gnored the historical holdovers

accumulated from past ages. Finally, we put up more buildings and employ
more architects and draughtsmen to plan them per himdred thousand iniiabi-

tants than is the case in Europe by a very large margin. Thus we see that

American architecture is primarily and to a greater extent than anywhere
else dedicated to practical uses and enjoyed by the common people as one
might expect in a democracy typified by the most useful of building materials.

.\nd just as concrete does not lend itself well to exterior finish, we may note

how to what very different ends architecture has been employed in the old

lands of its origin. ( )riginal architecture as developed in marble, stone and
granite was never utilitarian as it has become when these materials are

triturated, transported and mixed in other places on another continent.

Vou cannot name one of the masterpieces of old world architecture not wholly

dedicated to an ideal, an inutile or a fantastic and vainglorious purpose.

.Anything but for the plain uses of the common man. because in those days no
such person existed, except to be overawed with stupendous temples, placated

in colos.sal amphitheaters or subdued by the moated strongholds of mighty
overlords.

The remoteness of .America from the sources of architectural origin and
the fact that our community is built up from various sources, just as concrete

aggregates may come from many quarries, accounts for the second character-

i.stic common to American life and American architecture, and that is our ten-

dency to an impartial outlook. Even before it was natural for us to be neutral

by reason of our diverse origin, the father of our country clearly indicated

the wisdom of political detachment. .And in architecture we are free from
entangling alliances with France. Spain, Italy or England. We of necessity,

however, draw from all of them, and though we may lean this way or that,

towards England in our home and college designing" and because of an heredi-

tary bias : towards France, because of her great school ; towards Spain and
Italv from sheer predeliction ; in the main our trend is more and more eclectic,

discriminating and selective. .And already we have achievefl a quite happy
blend—an .American composite style adapted from the fittest surviving features

of all the variants of European Renaissance. .And our general culture runs

on the very same eclectic lines.

The third marked feature of the great transjjlanting from Europe to this

continent resulting in the .American nation is a strangelv unaccountable, though
absolutely unmistakable, tendency to refinement. Of course, this cannot be

explained by noting that natural stone is used in large blocks while the ingre-

dients of artificial stone are small and fine, even to the fineness of sand. I'.ut

the fact bears out our analogy and is at least suggestive.

It is a universally admitted fact that the coarse, lumpish peasants of Europe
when transplanted to this continent produce in the first generation slender, fine-

drawn children. ( )ne can see this amazing thing in any common school in
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San Francisco. Hut the refining^ of a nation's physique carries a Hke refining

of their thoughts and actions, their manners, their art tastes and. of course, their

intellectual output. John lUirroughs long since fxiinted out this uniform ten-

dency. He noted certain l\v-products of the mania for refinement in the craze

for the white part of a loaf and the rejection of the crust and the coarse edges.

About the same time a writer in the Century Magazine showed that .\merican

art. much to the surprise of European critics, dicl not express the big abysmal
things of life, but skimmed lightly on the surface and rejoiced in the petty

perfection of vignettes and cameos rather than in the power of vast canvasses

and epic frescoes. While the poet Whitman deplores and rails against the ten-

dency to seek after bijouterie and "delicatesse."

Just why American architecture, which we have seen to be before all things

utilitarian and eclectic, should tend to refinement of detail more than any other

national architecture, is partly answered by the national psychology noted

above. But there may be other reasons.

The building problems which mainly occupy our architects are as a rule

rectangular and prismal. Our city streets are all square, a condition prac-

tically unknown! in Europe. In consequence our urban architecture is verily,

in the words of Emerson, "a builded geometry." But Emerson was speaking

of Greek architecture, the square, simple forms of which demand by the

law of compensation an intensive detail development in place of large articu-

lation of form. And no architecture developed such simplicity of mass with

such refinement of detail as the Greek.

This is self-evident. The old types of buildings. Basilicas, cathedrals, baths

and theaters, were highly articulated in their form. The three dimensions

were emphatic. And to this day all European buildings develop a similar ten-

dency to articulation, like the I^aris Grand ( )pera. But in America there is

a necessity for designing not in three but in two dimensions. Most of our

designs are faqades so many feet wide, so many stories high. The depth, that

is the third dimension, is reduced to such a minimum of window reve;(l and

cornice projection as to be negligible. Even a corner building or an entire

block with four fronts is, as we say, "four fronts" ; that is, a fagade repeated

( as in the parlance of propertv definitions, but on vertical planes instead of

lines ) "at right angles until they meet at the point of commencement." In

other words, our buildings are mostly conceived literally as one or more "ele-

vations" in planes of two dimensions and not as perspectives of three.

Now to create variety and interest in a plane, with stories of uniform

height containing windows of uniform width and spacing is a difificult feat.

^\'e have in eiTect to afifix a screen of architecture to a high blank wall car-

ried on an even row of piers and punctured all over with rows of rectangular

openings. To do this successfullv calls for intensive design of a high order.

Lacking strong and bold articulation, the interest must be developed in a far

.subtler sense of form, color and texture—all of which comes under the head

of refinement.

.\dd to these conditions the fact that our most educated designers have

been trained in a school where all architectural ideas are exjiressed in ]5lane

rather than in perspective, a decided fad of the French ateliers, and we have

another reason to account for the facility of American architecture in refin-

ing the faqade and a final explanation of our delicacy of detail.

In consec|uence of this it might be noted that in large public work wlierever

Iilanes occur our efiforts have the indigenous quality of .\merican design, which

we have seen to be utilitarian, eclectic and refined. But when in the same
building it becomes necessary to introduce articulated features, such as a dome,

a tower or a free jKivilion. we are ])rone to revert to our origins and quarry

our ideas from their European source. These features, being jjurely orna-

mental, are not so well provided for in the .Vmerican scheme of thought and

so we feel instinctively for a foreign solution. In ntlier words, in our bold.
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festive and occasional efforts, our churches, monumental theaters (those, I

mean, that are not buried in a block ). exposition buildings, capitols, millionaires

palaces and great monuments, we are less American, less a trituration and

mix of foreign ingredients as we have symbolized in concrete and more a

reversion and an atavism to our trans-Atlantic stone quarry origins.

The Citv Hall, architccturallv considered, is very plainly divided into tln;ee

parts First, the interior working departments or mnnicipal offices ;
second, the mtei loi

ceremonial or formal features typical of the pomp and circumstance of a great city; anU

third the outer shell, which unites these two with appropriate dignity and magmhcencu

At the time the bonds were voted to buy the land for the Civic Center and build

the City Hall, eight and a half million dollars, five millions of which were needed for land,

there was a large mass of public opinion clamorous for building what their pr<^tagomst^

called a "muracipal office building." It was to be square and plain and well lighted—

a

business block; something quite different from the articulated, rambling, romantic old

Hall of the past. This nation was enough in evidence to materially inHuence the pro-

gramme for the competition, in which no specific mention is made of any requirements

but practical ones. In writing of the successful plan of Messrs. Bakewell & Brown in

the July 1912, issue of this magazine, I made it clear that the winning design developed

-reater' wisdom than was foreshadowed in the programme. But the investment idea at

?ight per cent net is so strong with us that but for the larger wisdom of our archUects

we might have been punished by really getting what we petitioned for. But the influ-

ence Sf the American Institute of Architects, the impendmg Exposition, tlie

exalted atmosphere induced by the great idea of a veritable ' urbs nivicta an uncon-

querable citv, together with the particular needs of a doirunating fea ure for je gieat

Civic Center quadrilateral, so infinitely more majestic and dignified than the fussy tn-

angle so hotly advocated at Van Xess and Market street, all these considerations coni-

bined to insure for us the architectural splendor of a towering dome as well as the desk

space and meeting rooms, vaults and counters needed for our city government

The working plans which in purpose "parti'' and "pochet are prac ically identical

with the competition drawings, show very clearly how Use and Beauty have been pro-

vided for. the first with laborious minuteness and the second with inspiring magiiihcence

And it is a very remarkable and exceedingly intelligent feature of this design that

the practical parts and the festive parts are entirely separate and distinct and yet so

happilv united that each is a help to the other.

The practical part is contained in a ho.llow rectangle about 300x4tHl feet in outer

dimensions. The building is about 75 feet from street line to the Une of the inner court,

with a twelve-foot hallway running clear around the center. If we omit the dome entire \

but assume the first floor central court covered over with a skylight, we have the Lity

Hall in all its working parts absolutely complete, only lacking hi tlie practica convenience

of short cuts across the middle of the building from the Civic Center to the Van .\ess

avenue side.
i ii f

Dealim^ with this building alone, the one urged by so many taxpayers, we snail note

that all the interior details have been handled with the practical simplicity of a p am

office building There is no exception to this outside the Supervisors Council Chamhei

Even the court rooms on the top or attic floor are plain to the point of severity. And

whv not' Why beautify the walls of a court room, too soon to be saturated with the

sordid tales of human frailtv, the mean little wrangles incident to some one trying to

"do" someone else? It is true we might aim at glorifying the walls ui honor of Jus-

tice but as the lady is blind, what is the difference? However, as Justice needs to hear

well and the hard, plain walls give back sound and cause confusing reverberations, accord-

ing to her representatives on the spot, it is suggested that curtains of pleated friar s cloth

hung on the back walls of the offending court rooms would effectively absorb the eclioes_

Xow the wisdom of not attempting to impart ornament into the cornices and walls ot

all the parts of so large a building is obvious. The aggregate cost would be very great

and the appreciable effect of such enrichment, thin and diluted as it needs be, would be

hardly noticeable, whereas by concentrating all the beauty m one place where it tells,

there is a double gain. A gain in lowered outlay and a gain m heightened effect.

As to the practical lay-out of the various departments, it is needless to indicate tliem.

As we have often said iii these pages, a firm of architects embodying the training, brains

and purpose to develop a great design can be depended upon to solve all the plain prac-

tical problems with far more certainty than any man or group of men not so generously

endowed It is merely a matter of the will to work out the minutiae. And a study ol the

plans reveals most painstaking evidence of close application to all technical problems and

intimate co-operation with the departmental chiefs to solve them.
^

There are even good grounds for the assertion that the architects conception of

departmuital efficiency transcends the development of the department itself For in-

stance \ve are inclined to feel thaf there is clearer vision m the original plan of tlie
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finance group, where the rating of property, its taxing and then its gathering in. its

accounting, its auditing and its ultimate disbursement so clearly indicated in one open
department on lialf the main Hoor of the first arrangement does not seem to be improved
upon in the subdivided and sectional grouping of the final lay-out. Doubtless these depart-

ments had their way and felt justified. Biu how arc we to know for certain but what
the departments in question miglit have been graded up to the orderliness of the plan

rather than tlie plan degraded to the lesser logic of the department?

It is hardly necessary, after the architectural triumphs of the Exposition and the

Civic Center, to lay emphasis on the fact that we in San Francisco really do things in a

lordly and a lavish way, and that we have a surpassing instinct for magnificence. San
Francisco is not only a continental metropolis, it is a veritable world city. And that

is why it was inevitaible that the City Hall should be more, very much more, than a mere
municipal office block. And this brings us to consider the second or festive part of the

interior which stands quite by itself in more senses than one.

This superb feature is created by insi^rting a square center piece filling out the hollow-

rectangle from front to rear, but leaving sufficient light areas on each side. This square

centerpiece, with galleries all around it tying it to the main tuilding through its fioors,

runs clear up to the inner vaulting of the great dome. In efifect, from inside this cupola

rests on the intersection of two short transepts, forming in plan a cross. The north and

south transepts contain galleries to serve each floor and great windows to light the

interior. A monumental staircase leads straight to the Supervisors' Council Chamber
directly in front of the Civic Center entrance. Opposite this and across the rotunda is the

Mayor's office. These are the motifs magnificently framed in the east and west transept

recesses, which are entirely open from the first floor up, whereas the side transept? which

are merely cross corridors in plan are screened with tJhe main "order" carried across in

three bays (with an interpolated sub-order) to mask the floor levels and break up the

light. Each of these transept recesses is spanned with four giant arches between which

oblique pendentives merge into and carry the circular cornice which marks the base of

the dome. The inner dome springs from a closely spaced ring of Corinthian columns

and terminates in an open lantern through which the eye finally rests on a boldly carved

cartouche at the apex of the panelled upper dome. While it is possible to give a verbal

description of all the architectural details of this great composition, we are inclined to

think that this makes dry reading and gives no cleajjer ideas to a layman than the black

spots of musical notations do. The pictures will tell the tale. But it might be noted that

the clever features in the larger composition of this design consist first in dropping the

main gallery floor 'below the real floor reached by secondary flights of steps. This is the

key to the admirable vertical proportion of the interior "pedestal" story and the high,

animated "order" above it. The second admirable feature which gives organic composition

to a square interior consists in apparently lengthening it on its important axis, which

leads to the heart of the city government at one end and to the head of the city govern-

ment at the other. This is done by omitting the screen of architecture wliich on the

minor axis serves to narrow the composition just where narrowness is needed. This

produces, moreover, the effect of length and variety front end to end, from low entrance

to splendid steps and sumptuous chamber, whereas from side to side we get narrow-

ness and symmetry thus exemplifying the primal law of the highest organic structure.

This motive, it may be noted, is echoed in the dlilong character of the topmost cartouche,

which repeats in the ceiling the idea of a major and minor axis shown on the plan. A
third point, showing sound judgment and artistic ingenuity, consists in the way that the

mrOin order of the rotunda is made to mask two stories in the iivterest of breadth and

""unity. Not only is there no horizontal line running anywhere through the fluted pilasters

of tills "order," but the floor levels in the side are indicated as separate and independent

inserts—the very ballusters ending at but not dying into the larger system. Moreover, the

idea is still further emphasized by omitting any ornament or niche in the diagonal

pylons which might break the clear lift of the corner, and by avoiding all horizontality

in the details of the doors and openings at each eu'l. The door heads are purposely

shown at different heights, so as to baffle and break up any ser'sc of continuous cross

Jines.

As might be expected, the dominant note in the wonderful wealth of ornament which

enriches the wdiole of the great rotunda in refinement. The detail is remarkably well

balanced in scale and replete with a profusion of novel and interesting inotives that indi-

cate an astonishing amount of study, invenrion and design. And yet nowhere docs the

detail seem overwrought. .A delightful sense of richness, balanced with restraint, tempts

us to restore to its rightful use for once that very much overdone yet exactly right word
to express this balance, and that is "elegance." As to the style in the historic or period

sense, the design is reminiscent of many rather than a record of one pha.se of the Renais-

.sance. While in feeling it is French, in structure it suggests Italian origin. Some of the

detail is Spanish and there is even an element of English practice in the panelling. On
the whole its eclectic quality rightly entitles it to be called .American, althougli in a sense

there is less of the "T" square and more of the modeler's mettiod of design than in most
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ds-Atlam.c creations wlueh. <,f course, ranks it most nearly
-'ill

-"
oMt? d!^I.S-

work In its directness and clearness of design and in the reasonableness o", dcNelop

ment it is a worthy exponent of the hest traditions of that
P^^^^^t'' h is I t en endous

\o one can enter this glorious hall without exaltation of spirit. It is a tremcncous

credit to Ian Francisco ancl a triumph of permanent import to its

^l^^^^"''^;;^''^
whole architectural profession because, compared with so much preMous citx uork. it

is so cle-irlv the triumph of the profession at its best over poliucs at its worst

We ome finalKto consider'the exterior, which very frankly "P'-'^^^'^^/^V" Thi
'

s

office idea but with far more generosity than its advocates ever dreamed of. This is

Susly seen in the big rectangular mass of the main building, whose axis runs north

ad so h' Across this runs the° axis on which the ceremonial -"^ festive idea is func

tioned! terminating in pedimented porticoes over the regal room of the cit> lathers at

one end and the flavor's reception suite at the other.
, , r c iv .;-,,•

At the unction of these ax'es rises the mighty dome-the symbol of San I-rancisco s

corpora e existence and. to those who know and love otir city,. s™"«hmg more

•^

The ex^er or design viewed in detail, is full of charming surprises. Nowhere can

laiiiiiiil
the -reat dome of St. Paul's transhgured above the London haze-a thin„ Dj itsen, .p

grosser senses.
transcends anvtliing of the kind I have

j!;,-.,'™=*"ot &°'4\«ir''".r.o^'u;;'" * ». ,
.•. „. ., «.,

beacon flashes that proclaim some mighty victory

.

*

The San Francisco City Hall

"Thou drawest all things small or great

To thee, beside the Western Gate."^Iiret Hartc.

THE new Citv Hall nf San Francisco at last looms up all Intt complete

and one can now speak of its architecture with that conhdence that

comes onlv from seeing the thing itselt.
,

,. ., . , . ,-.,„„ ,„^

We now know that it lacks none of the majesty and dignity ot it> lammi.

foreign predecessors, and that it possesses many leatures which stamp it a.

unique among domed buildings.
. ,.;^-t;,.

The splendor of its rich facade, its impressive proportions its inaje.stK

dome, and the radiance of its gilded spire produce an ensemble that make

it the most sumptuous city hall in our country.

When the last echo of the chisel has resounded through its spacious

corridors, and the toilers have reluctantly departed, they will leave behind

them an immortal monument to the architects whose chet-d ceuvre shall De

the jov and pride of city and state and nation for generations to come.

J. C. BRAXXER.
Stanford University.
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Fk.tXCI.SCO LIIV HALL. LKAME Ul- UuMH I LLh I iffl^Kl. LOiJKIXt, LI' ISiO
DOME iHK.Iir iri'lilO. CORXER PIER OF ROTUXDA (LEFT LOWER). TYI'ICAL

FIREPROOFING COLUMNS 'RIGHT LOWER)
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Some of the Engineering Features of the San

Francisco City Hail

By C. H. SKVDER, C. E.
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signed as tliree-hinjjed arches. Tlie tutal wind shear from the dome was car-

ried down the four groups of five columns each supporting the main girders,

and one-third of this shear was distributed to each of the second, third and

fourth floors ; diagonal horizontal bracing being placed in each of these floors

near the dome supporting towers to insure the proper distribution. No wind

was figured on the main structure, nor was any diagonal bracing used below the

second floor, in order that the necessary flexibility against earthquakes should

be retained.

Structural steel work painted one sho]) coat of red lead, but the field coat of

red lead and gra])hite was applied only to the parts not encased in concrete.

Material open-hearth steel was used throughout, and was inspected at

shop and mill before shipment.

The exterior of the building is of California granite backed with brick,

and the interior of Bedford sandstone backed with tile ; in fact, all interior

stone work, including marble wainscoting, is backed with terra cotta for sta-

bility. Above the stone work of the rotunda the finish is plaster supported on a

structural steel frame work. All arches, etc.. in the dome .structure are out-

lined in structural steel to which the furring and wire lath are applied.

The fireproofing of the steel and the floor slabs is of brick concrete, the

brick being secured from the foundations of the old City Hall. This construc-

tion not only gave lightness as compared with rock concrete, but, as the ma-
terial was at hand and had to be removed, cheapness also. The typical rough
slabs are four inches thick, reinforced w'ith Clinton wire mesh 4.\12—^.
Span 6 ft. 6 in. center to center of 20 in. beams. Concrete mixed in the pro-

portion of 1-2-4. the broken brick being crusher run. Accompanying photo-

graph gives the ajipearance of the brick concrete fireproofing.

A few statistics ma}' be interesting:

Diameter of dome at spring line. 86 feet.

Highest point of steel, 299 feet above gronnd.
Top of dome ribs. 233 feet above ground. "

Spring of dome. 191 feet above ground.
Top of main dome girders. 116 feet above ground.
.Approximate weight of building. 90.000 tons.

Maximum column section, 600 pounds per foot.

Total weight of steel. 7.900 tons.

Cost of structural steel in place. $561,000.

Weight of structural steel per enclosed cubic foot, 1.S4 pounds.

There are 460 steel columns in the main building and 80 steel columns in the

dome structure that are carried on the eight 9-foot girders to the four towers of live

columns each.

The Call Iniilding could be set within tlie dome, but would project through the

top about 35 feet.

Two Large San Francisco Buildings

Among the iiiip(n-tant announcements of new building projects in San

Francisco this month are a three-story and basement reinforced concrete build-

ing to be erected on Mission street fur the Xewman Furniture Company from

plans by Smith O'llrien. architect, nnd a fimr-st«)r\- Class C warehouse and

manufacturing plant at Harrison and .Second streets. San Franci.sco. for the

United States Envelope Company, from plans by William H. Crim. Jr. The
two structures will represent a total outlay of ajiproximately $2.^0.000. Plans

for both buildings will l)e cnm])k'leil at <<m\- and construction will be started

within thirtv davs.
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rELEFHOXE SIl'ITCHBOARD IX THE SAX FRAXCISCU CITY HALL

Telephone Equipment of the San Francisco City Hail

WITH the creatiun uf the Civic Center the necessity uf a central tele-

|)hone system made itself felt and to meet this situation the Pacific
Telephone and Telegraph Company developed various plans which

finally resulted in placing in the telephone room of the new City Hall a

switchboard similar to the type used in the company's large central offices.

This board stands six feet eight inches high and is twenty feet long and
has a capacity for 1500 lines with eight operating positions. The board is

completely multipled. an arrangement by which each operator may secure
any called number. It is equipped with eighty trunk lines to the central
office, these being provided with busy signals which obviate the necessity
of the operators having to listen on the line for the busy signal or the
possibility of going in on a busy line. An au.xiliary board with seventeen
lines and seventeen locals from the main P1!X has been provided for the
Judicial Department. This was found necessary in order to allow the
secretary to receive calls for the judges and the court attache's during the
time the courts are in session and to guard against interruption of the
court. After regular hours these lines are plugged through to the main
PBX. where the calls will be handled in the regular way. Through this

private exchange the greater part of the city's business in the Civic Center
will be handled. Lines have been ]5laced to the Auditorium, Librarv,
Opera House, and the four smaller buildings.

In addition to the Civic Center Pl'X. provision has been niaile for

twenty-eight regular telephones for officials, forty for pri\-ate use. such as
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the press, title searchers, etc.: twenty lines fur pnhlic telephones, and thirty

lines have been arranged for temporary use during election time. All these

lines are run direct to central office and have no connection with the pri-

vate exchange.

The telephone suite comprises three rooms: The operating room, in

which is located the main switchboard and the chief operator's desk : the

rest room, adjoining, and the cable room, containing the main distributing

frame and the power plant. In this room terminates the 600-pair cable

from central office and all the various lines throughout the City Hall and

Civic Center. The main frame has a capacity of 1800 lines and serves as

a connecting- link between the inside and outside construction. In the new

City Hall there were placed over thirty miles of conduit with 5800 outlets

for electric light ;in<l telephone wires, and eighty-five miles of wire was

placed in these conduits. In addition to the power lines from central office

there has been installed an auxiliary battery to provide sufficient power

to care for the board under any emergencies. This battery may be charged

either from the central office or by the local power plant.

Some idea may be gained of the telephone development when we look

back over the early pages of the city's history. The first authentic record

we have of any of the city's telephones is in the directory of the American

Speaking Telephone Company, dated June 1, 1878. The City and County of

San Francisco then had but two telephones, one located in the secretary's

office and the other in the office of the Chief of Police. Opposite these two
names was placed an asterisk, which indicated that these subscribers were

connected with the central office system and could be switched into pri-

vate conversation with each other. At that time the City Hall was located

on Kearny street opposite Portsmouth Square, ft may be truly said that

this was the first of San Francisco's civic centers, for around it were

grouped many notable buildings, and much of the early history of the city

was connected with this spot.

This early telephone equipment consisted of an egg-shaped arrange-

ment which was used both as a transmitter and a receiver, it being neces-

sary to talk into it first and then hurriedly place it to the ear to hear the

reply. The bell was very much like a large electric doorbell and was rung

by pushing a button. The wires from the subscribers' premises were at

that time strung over the housetops along Kearny street to the exchange,

then located in I'ine street.

At the central office the equipment was similar to that on the sub-

scribers' premises, particularly the bells. As the popularity of the tele-

phone grew, so did the number of bells and also the worry of the operator,

until one day he found that he was no longer able to distinguish which bell

was rung, there being so many of the same tone. The matter was referred

to the engineers for a solution of the problem and after a consultation of

that august body, a recommendation was made that pieces of twine be

tied to the tappers of the bells and these would naturally shake when the

bell was rung and the operator could then locate the calling subscriber's

number. The operating force, of which there was but one, a boy, in ad-

dition to looking after the entire operating df the company's telephone busi-

ness, had to make out all the tickets for l)ins. which occupied equally as

much of his time as did his operating duties. Thus began the early tele-

phone system of San Francisco in 1878. .\long in the eighties the house-

tdjis rescmblcfl a wire net and arrangements were then made to remove

these wires and iilace lliein mi jxiles. The cumpany was granted permis-
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sion to place the poles in the streets, in consideration for which a nuniher

of telephones were granted to the city gratis. L'p to this time the city paid

for all its telephones. The poles soon became congested and aerial cable

was substituted for the open wire, with the ultimate result of the present

underground system.

They tell many amusing stories concerning the earh' telephone situa-

tion. Big Jim, a Chinaman, who used to furnish laborers for some of the

prominent politicians, having heard that it was possible to talk to Sacra-

mento, called at the telephone office and requested that he be allowed to

talk with a Chinaman at that point. After getting both on the line they

struggled along as best they could in pidgin English until it came to a

point where one of the Chinamen wanted to know how many laborers he

should send up. The Chinaman in Sacramento turned to his countryman
and asked him a question in Chinese, which was also replied to in Chinese.

The Chinaman here in the city having heard the conversation in Sacra-

mento dropped the receiver and threw his hands up in the air, exclaiming,

"Gee Chli, telephone can talky China." After that "China" was used
exclusively.

All this may seem very crude when compared with the equipment and
conditions that existed even as earl}' as 1906. The city at that time had
an eighty-line switchboard with ten trunks and eighty-five stations. This
board was located on the Larkin street side of what was then known as

the "New City Hall." \A'hen this board was installed, conduits as well as

the steam radiator were unheard of and the heating system in the City Hall
consisted of huge tunnels leading from the basement to various rooms. In

these tunnels were laid the telephone wires to guard against dampness.
While the idea of placing these wires in the tunnels may have been good
from some points of view, some of our "trouble" men seemed to feel a slight

difference of opinion, particularly upon entering one of these infernos.

LTp to the fire of 1906 the municipal officials, clerks, etc., were housed in

the New City Hall. With the destruction of the building in that year came
the separating of the various departments, each seeking its own location

and making its own telephone arrangement, which ultimately resulted in

all the large departments having their own private branch exchanges.

The completion of the City Hall in the Civic Center has brought about a

reunion (if the municipal family to a considerable extent.

Heating and Ventilating Plant of San Francisco

City Hall

By WM. E. LELAXD, S. B.*

THE heating and ventilating apparatus has been designed as a combina-

tion system with direct radiation supplying all the heat required for

the entire building with an additional mechanical system of ventila-

tion for the entire first floor and basement and for all court rooms.

The heating is accomplished by direct radiators located in each room
and supplied with steam from the municipal power plant for the Civic

Center. The piping system is arranged for the circulation of steam by
the mechanical vacuum system, with vacuum pumps located in one of the

fan rooms in the basement. The piping is arranged on the overhead sys-

tem, with down feed risers and return mains in the basement.

*Of Lelaml & Halev, consulting, mechanical engineers. 58 Sutter street. San Francisco.
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All (il the direct radiaturs in tlu' princiiial nxuns are autrniiatieally cmh-
tri:ille(l hy thermostats, so the rodiii temiierature is niaintained at a constant
])oint without attention.

The ventilatinjj apparatus for the first and basement floors consists of

two fresh air suppl_\- fans, each designed to deliver 43,000 cubic feet of air.

lier minute, together with two exhaust fans of about the same capacity,
each pair of fans serving half of the space in these two floors.

The fresh air is brought down from the roof through two large air

shafts at the side of the central dome and passes tlirough air washers and
heating stacks in the fan rooms in the basement, where it is thoroughlv
cleaned and moistened and heated to a temperature of about V^ degrees.
This temperature is automatically regulated by a thermostat in the main
duct. From the fans the air is distributed to the \arious rooms through
galvanized iron ducts on the basement ceiling.

The exhaust air is similarly collected from the ronms and is drawn out

by the two exhaust fans and discharged to the roof through two large

exhaust shafts similar to the fresh air shafts.

The court rooms on the two upper floors and the Supervisors' chamber
anil a few important rooms on the second floor are similarly ventilated 1>y

four fresh air supply fans located in the attic. Each of these fans su])plies

one-cjuarter of the building and is designed to handle an a\erage of 20,000

cubic feet of air per minute.

This air is drawn in from the roof as in the case of the basement fans

and is passed over air washers and heating stacks and heated to a temper-

ature of approximately 7}^ degrees and is discharged to the rooms through

a system of ducts and flues.

b'or all of these rooms in the upper stories vent flues ha\'e lieen pro-

x'ided running to the attic space, which in turn is vented to the outside air

by screens set all around the inner court walls.

The toilets are arranged in tiers in each corner of the building and

each tier is provided with an exhaust fan with flues connecting to each

toilet. This exhaust ventilation is also extended to all the smaller toilets

throughout the building that have no direct outside ventilation.

The four tuilet exhaust fans are designed to handle from 4,500 to 8,500

cubic feet of air per minute each, depending on the number of toilets on

the system,
A small indixidual exhaust fan has lieen pro\-ided for the chemical lab-

oratory in the basement and a similar small exhaust fan for the lilueprint

de]jartment in the attic.

The apparatus as a whole pro\ides for the sup]:)ly of approximately

19,800 square feet of direct steam radiation, 5,376 sijuare feet of indirect

\'ento radiation in connection with the fresh air supply, a total fresh air

su])pl\- (if 166,000 cubic feet per minute, a total mechanical exhaust of 112,-

(XKJ cul)ic feet jier minute and approximately 830 gallons of circulating

water per minute for the air washers.

Architectural Club Exhibit

The date for the first annual exhibition of the Alameda County .Archi-

tectural Club has been chtuiged from the latter part of September to October
2-10. at the Municipal .Auditorium. The wi>rk of San I'rancisco architects

will be sliiiwn. ;is well a> the work of ( Jakland ;ind llerkelex' architects.
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The Contractors Who Built the San

Francisco City Hall

Excavating and Grading—Contra
Costa Construction Co.

Furnishing and Faliricating Struc-

tural Steel and Iron

—

V. S.

Steel Products Co.

Crushing Brick and Stone, etc.

—

Williams & Finnegan.
Foundation and Footing Concrete

Work and Finishing Grading

—

Sound Construction and En-
gineering Co.

Erection of Structural Steel and

Cas't Iron

—

Blume Contractini;

Co.

Granite Work—McGilvray-Ray-
MOND Granite Co.

.\rchitectural Terra Cotta and

Masonrv

—

Brandon & Lawson.
Carving and Finishing Granite

Work for two large Pediments
—McGilvray-Ravmonii Gran-
ite Co.

Concrete Work. Reinforced Con-

crete and Fireproofing

—

Clinton

FiREPROOFING Co. OF CALIFORNIA.

Furnishing and Delivering Crushed

Brick

—

Enrico Biggis.

Brick and Terra Cotta Facing on

two Large Courts—Brandon &
Lavvson.

Plumbing W^ork—Alex. Coleman.
Heating and Ventilating—Robert

Dalziel, Jr.

l-:iectric Wiring, Vacuum Clean-

ing, Pneumatic Tube System

—

Xewbery- Bendheim Electric

Co.

Water Supply Svstem—Scott Co.

Marble Work—Jos. Musto Sons-

Keen an Co.

Plastering Work-C. C. Morehouse.
.Metal Furring, Partition Work,
Lathing

—

.Cornelius Collins.

Marble Bases, Stairs and Steps—
Mission Marble Works.

Interior Stone Work—McGilvr.w
Stone Co.

Carpentry, :Millvvork, etc.—MoN-
soN Bros.

Sheet r^Ietal, Roofing and Sky-

lights. Sec. B, Prop. 2—U. S.

Metal Products Co.

Composition Plaster Ornament
Work—Paul E. Dennevii.le.

Sheet Metal, Roofing and Sky-

lights, Sec. A, Prop. 1—Par.\f-

FiNE Paint Co.

Sheet Metal Covering of Dome
and Lantern

—

Forderer Cornice

Works.
Electric Elevators, Hydraulic Lift,

etc.

—

Otis Elevator Co.

Ornamental and Miscellaneous

Iron and Bronze Work—Ruu-

gear-Mf.rle Co.

Glass and Glazing—W. P. Fuller

Co.

Hardware-P. .\. Smith Co.

Painting—D. Zelinsky & Sons,

Inc.

Special Stationary Furniture,

Prop. 3—L. & E. Emanuel, Inc.

Glass and Glazing—Cal. Plate &
Window Glass Co.

Special Stationary Furniture-
Prop. 1—R. Brandlein & Co.

Prop. 2—^R. Brandlein & Co.

Vault Work — Herring - Hall
Marvin Safe Co.

Lighting Fixtures—Leo J. Mey-
berg.

Special Stationary Furniture —
Capitol Sheet Metal Works.

Window Shades—W. & J. Sloan e.

Electric Clock System—.Albert S.

Samuels.
Mail Chutes System—American
Mailing Device Corp.

Special Furniture

—

Supervisors' Chamljers—W. & J-

Sloane.
Judges Superior Court, Prop. 2

—Mullen Mfg. Co.

Tax Collector, Prop. 1—L. & E.

Emanuel, Inc.

Registration Department—J as.

B. McSheehy.
.Additional, Registration Dept.—
Mullen Mfg. Co.

Draperies for Council Chambers.

Mavor's Office and Reception

Rooms—W. & J. Sloane.

Lettering Doors, Signs, Walls, etc.

—Jas. Laib, Jr.

Sidewalks and Driveways—J. F.

DOWLINC.
Special Public Furniture, Council

Chambers—L. & E. Emanuel.
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Are Architects Too Conservative?
I!\ CHARLES F. .MAUKR

AT the general imitation of tlie editor of this pnblication. I shall en-

deavor to i|note a salesman's viewpoint on this very important sub-

ject.

"Are architects too conser\-ative?" To be conservative is an asset—

a

desirable characteristic for any professional eir business man to possess: but

for an}' professional or liusiness man to hold himself aloof from personal

interviews with those bearing the title of "commercial salesmen." who are

internationalh' known and recognized as the greatest promoters of the

world's progress and modern improvements, is not conservatism but lack

of knowledge of the real mission of a salesman.
I will grant that there are some species of men posing as salesmen who

will stoop to the most degrading tactics of misrepresentation, who have
absolutely no regard for any man's time or privileges, who are totally igno-

rant of the practical uses and merits of their own products. Also, there

are men who pose as architects who are not competent to properly design
and superintend the construction of any buildings, simply because they
do not possess the technical training, practical knowledge and experience.

So it is with every other profession or business. The statutes do not pro-
hibit any man from following any vocation he may choose, be he jiractically

adapted for that particular line of work or not.

The architect, the same as many other professional men, has nothing to

sell but his knowledge and services. To make his services valuable and
appreciated, he must know the needs of his clients, and produce them in-

telligently, that the cost may not be excessive ; he must keep up with the
continual progress of the world, so that his sales may continue. If he has
any other method or system whereb}- he can judge and criticise the merits
or demerits of any material, device or method so effectix-ely and intelli-

gently as through personal contact and interview with the men who under-
stand the use of them, it is a well-guarded secret of his profession, as no
business man claims to possess this superior knowledge.

Suppose some practical mechanic has spent from three to five years
of his time in perfecting some new device or method to be used exclusively

in the construction of buildings, which is a decided improvement over any
other device or method used for a similar pur])ose: or that a chemist has
evolved a new building material which he has given a thorough, practical

time test, and that he positively knows his product is an improvement over
any other similar product specified and used by the architects for the same
purpose. Both men know that, in order to obtain recognition of the merits
of their products, they must obtain the ap])roval and recommendations
of the architects. How can they do it w'ithout personal solicitation? To
introduce any new product through "printer's ink" alone is almost an im-
possibility, even though finances are unlimited, which is very rarely the

case. Ordinarily the man who evolves new jirdducts or new methnds has
no financial means for introducing them on the market: neither is he
adapted to solicit the v'atronage of the dealer nr ]irofessional man—hence
the necessity of the salesman.

It is true that a great manv "gold bricks" have been sold by promoters
of various kinds—sometimes intentionally and frequently conscientiously,

owing to lack of projier knowledge. This deplorable condition does not

ajjply alone to the salesman who sells materials and methods, but includes

every business and profession, the architect not excepted : no ])rofessional
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man can be a success unless he is a salesman : his wurk is not complete

or profitable until a sale is made.
Let any architect examine his past record and acliie\ements. and he

will readily detect where at some time or another his client was put to

considerable unnecessar}- trouble and expense, in order to overcome de-

fects in the construction of his building^ that could and would have been
avoided by the architect had he devoted a little more of his time to inter-

viewing "salesmen" in order to become thoroughly posted as to the merits

and practical results of various materials and methods adaptable for over-

coming that particular defect.

The writer, while not a tra\'eling salesman at this time, has served suc-

cessfully in that capacity, and previously served as buyer in both retail

and wholesale mercantile establishments. It has always been his set rule

to grant every salesman an interview, to hear his story, to see what he had.

If he had something new and better than anv other similar products, I

would consider myself under obligations to him for demonstrating the

merits of his products: if they were not as good or better than old stand-

ard brands, they were not considered. The knowledge gained by these in-

terviews is amazingly large and enables one to become qualified to select

the wheat from the chafif. to become thoroughly conversant with the various
products on the market in any line of business, and to know their merits
and their weaknesses.

So it is with the architect. If he will systematize his business so that

he can shift the minor details and responsibilities to the shoulders of his

subordinates, he will find more spare time to devote to his clients and
their interests, which can be safeguarded at any and all times only by keep-
ing abreast with the progress of the world ; to do this, without granting
the "commercial salesman" who solicits his business an interview, is a

physical impossibility for any professional or business man.
Suppose a salesman interviews a property owner who contemplates

erecting a business block. The salesman has a material or method prac-

tically unknown in this particular locality, yet far superior to any material

or method specified and used b\- local architects. The property owner is

very much interested in any material or method that will prolong the life

of his building, better the conveniences of his tenants, and increase the

value of his property, by obtaining more efficiency for the same or perhaps
less outlay of money than the customary methods employed. He investi-

gates the salesman's projiosition thoroughlv, examines his recommenda-
tions, and requests a practical demonstration of his products, which is

readily granted by the salesman. The property owner, who frequently is

a practical man, is thoroughly convinced that the material or method in

question is superior to that customarily used and would prefer to have it

specified in the construction of his building, but it must have the approval
of his architect. 'Sir. Salesman learns who the architect is, gets a little

advance information as to his likes and dislikes, his vanities and potential-

ities, presents his card to the architect for a personal interview, which, if

granted at all, must necessarily be very brief. He immediately dives into

his subject and calls attention to his interview with the architect's client,

emphasizing the fact that the owner would like to have his material speci-

fied and used in his new building. This closes the interxiew between sales-

man and architect.

The architect has no time to investigate the merits of the salesman's

product, yet he assumes the position of advising his client intelligently as

to what materials anrl meth<:)ds are best adapted and are the most practical
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and efficient in the Cdnslruction (if his l)uihlin,i;-. Shciuhl his client, the prop-

erty owner, consult him in reference to the salesman's product, he has no

knowledge of the product, and therefore cannot and will not specify it, as

he has no precedence. Does the architect's lack of knowledge of this par-

ticular product make it worthless or inefficient? Does the architect serve

his client to the best interest of the latter? Who suffers most—the archi-

tect, the client, or the salesman—through the refusal of the architect to

grant the salesman a thorough interview? The majority of commercial

salesmen are paid a salary, and are not dependent upon any particular sale

for a living. But can the architect afford to jeopardize his standing in his

own community and gain the ill will of his client (who pays the bill) by

holding himself aloof from a personal interview with the salesman?

This is a day of progress; new materials and new methods are evolved

dailv. What was good yesterday is antique today. Prejudice and prece-

dent must be discarded. The architect has no more grounds for branding

everv salesman a "gold brick artist" than the salesman has for branding

every architect an egotistical, opinionated human being, whose every move-

ment and act is guided by precedent and ])reju(lices. non-susceptible to per-

sonal interviews or open-mindedness.

An actual experience which transpired between a property owner, archi-

tect and commercial salesman demonstrates very forcibly the writer's

viewpoint of the indifference of architects towards commercial salesmen.

The property owner was the possessor of a "Class A" building, completed

about one year. Defects had developed in the Iniilding. causing interior

damage to the extent of a couijle thousand dollars, besides the necessary

expense required to put the exterior of the building in proper shape. The
salesman was called in by the property owner to assist in solving the prob-

lem of properly repairing the building. After the first interview, an ap-

pointment was made to meet the architect on the premises at a specified

time. In Ijrief. here is the con\'ersation between architect and his client

after the salesman had thoroughly explained his material and method :

CLIENT TO .ARCHITECT—•In your opinion, tliis man's material and nictliod

will j>ive me permanent relief."

.\RCH1TECT—"Yes. I would recommend letting- liis lirm do the work."

CLIENT—"How do you know it will do the work?"
.ARCHITECT—"Since your trouble came up, 1 have investigated the different

materials and methods and lind this one the best."

CLIENT TO SALESM.\N—"How long has your material and method been in

use in this city?"

SALESMAN—"For over five years."

CLIENT TO ARCHITECT—"Why did you not specify this man's material and

method in the construction of my building?"

ARCHITECT—"1 did not know anything- about this man's material and method."

CLIENT TO S.\LESM!.\N—"Do you or does anyone from your firm call on the

architects?"

SALESM.^N-"It is part of my personal duties to call on the architects at fre-

quent intervals, but 1 seldom get an audience; they are always 'too busy.'"

CLIENT TO ARCHITECT—"Instruct this man to' proceed with his work.

From this time on I shall employ an architect who has enough time to familiarize

himself with all the latest improved methods and materials for construction."

Thus, in the final analysis, the writer's conclusion is simply this; Every

architect, to be successful, must be a salesman. To be a successful sales-

man, continual training and increasing knowledge is required in order to

"keep ahead." lie owes it to hin-iself and to his clients to take advantage

of every jjractical means of broadening his knowledge and strengthening

his professional et|uipn-ient. and he will find that i^ersonal intercourse with

the "commercial salcsn-ian" is one of the siniplest. most direct and most

\-alual)lc means of doing this.
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PERSI'BCTJl-E BERKl-.LFY MEMORIAL. SCXSET riEif CEMETERY. BERKELEY
B. J. S. Cahill. Arclutc!

PLAK OF THE BERKELEY MEMOBIAL S UNSETVW CeMETEET-i'
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WILLIS I-OLKS MEMURY DESIGS OF THE SOCTHERX PACIFIC OFFICE BCILDING,

SAS FRA.VCISCO

4i^i(t r ^'d^ m '^ M ^ 'i ikUi^. I Mi U K Jki

WBfcwKgtaBaBWP^I

OFFICE BVILDIXG FOR THE SOCTHERX PACIFIC COMPAXy. SAX FRAXCISCO

Bliss & Fa:illc. Architects
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Willis Polk Puts One Over on Bliss & Faville
From Town Talk.

Wl'^
all kiiiiw lidw secretive the Southern Pacitic has been about its

new building- on lower Market street. For a long time the corpora-
tion denied that it contemplated building, and even when the for-

mal announcement was made that the structure vi'as to be erected there

was great secrecy concerning the plans. A few days ago the Chronicle
published an architect's drawing" of the building. When they saw this pic-

ture in the Chronicle Bliss & Faville, the architects for the Southern Pacific

structure, probably wondered where the drawing came from. They knew
that it (lid not come from their office. Let me enlighten them. ( )ne day
"Hill" Levings, the city editor of the Chronicle, said to Charlie Home, a

member of his staff:

"Charlie, there's nut much doing. Suppose you go out and try to get

the architect's drawings of the new Southern Pacific building."

"All right. Bill," said Ilorne. "I'm afraid the thing is out of the (|ues-

tion, but Fll try."

Florne went out, ran into Willis Polk and told him of the hopeless quest.

"Let's go over to Bliss & Faville's office," said Willis.

"It won't do any good," said Home. "They've refused time and again

to give up those plans."

They went nevertheless. Polk introduced Home to Faville, and the

three had a pleasant chat. Finally Home brought up the subject of the

plans. Could he have an architect's drawing for publication in the Chron-
icle? .\s he expected, he could not.

"Let's see the drawings," said Polk. "I'm interested to know how
you've treated the problem.

There was no objection to that, and l'"aville l^mught out the drawings.
Polk studied them a long time, criticising this detail, connnending that,

inquiring about everything. Meanwhile Home used every means known
to a reporter to induce Faville to lend him one of the drawings. But Fa-
ville was adamant; he had his instructions and must abide by them. I-~inally

Polk and Home left.

"I told you it wouldn't do any good," said Home.
"Come to my office,'' said Polk.

Arrived at his office, Polk led the way to the draughting room, shed his

coat and in a very short time had sketched an exact reproduction of the
front elevation of the building. All the time he had been studying the
drawings in Faville's office he had been drawing this plan in his mind. It

was Polk's memory picture of the plan which appeared in the Chronicle
next day.

*
* *

What Are the Ingredients of Concrete?
In my travels as an efficiency engineer, says a contributor to

Engineering-Contracting. I come in contact with many civil service com-
missions, and in reading over examination papers for concrete foreman in

a Middle XA'est city I came to this question

:

"What are the ingredients of concrete?"

A colored gentleman who was an aspirant for the position replied to the
question as follows :

"In concrete you can use miles and miles of stone and sand, so long as
you use plenty of ce-ment."
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Popular Ignorance Regarding the Profession of

Architecture

THE professions suffer from (me \'ery serious handicap wliich is nut fell

so severely by business men, namely, the inability uf their memljers to

definitel}' show their wares in a way which the public can understand.
The selection of all professional men is apt to be haphazard ; people

ii'o til a dnctnr because he is on the next block, or because he is reported

to ha\e a Invely bedside manner, or ]3erha]is because he is reported b\'

people incapable of judt^ing- his (|ualificatii:ins, tn be skillful in his

profession.

The case of the lawyer is not \-ery different; he is generally selecteil be-

cause he is a friend of John Jones, "who was in the same fraternity with

me at college," or for some reason equally good. Possibly the selection

mav be made because the person needing a lawyer has heard that some
attorney has won a great number of cases, and he goes to that attorney

without knowing how strong the cases were to begin with. Yet such a

selection, which is probably based on the slightest possible e\i<lence. is l)et-

ter than one which is made for personal reasons.

The selection of an architect is, as a rule, the result of a still wider

guess than those which people make about their lawyers and their physi-

cians. A great many people do not know what an architect is for. They
have an idea that they have to engage one to build a house,' or a com-
mercial Iniilding, but just why, they do not know, and are very apt to look

u])on an architect as a necessary evil attendant upon house building, as

measles is upon childhood. Most people know that an architect makes
drawings: some people know that he superintends the job, but very few

people know that he assumes no financial responsibility for the cost of

the building or that he does not guarantee the building to be satisfactory.

And when these things are explained to the average intending client he

wonders what the architect does do for his money.

The selection of an architect is generally due to one of sexeral reasons

:

first, because he is a neighbor ; second, because he is not the architect

who is a neighbor; third, because of some pressure of acquaintance or

financial interest which may be brought to bear to secure his appoint-

ment; fourth, last and least, because the architect is qualified to execute

the work. It is for an increase in the percentage of cases in which the

last reason is the compelling one that architects most do pray. The first

two classes offer a fair field to everybody ; we all have neighbors, and we
have even more people who are not neighbors, but nobody likes to be em-

ployed just because he is convenient without regard for his professional

attainment. Most members of the profession would prefer that the per-

centage of employment under the third class should be decreased to 00 per

cent, for most of us have confidence enough in our own ability to feel that

if we had a fair field and no favor we would get the job, and the members
of the profession are as a rule sufficiently honorable and high-minded to

wish that the time would come when favoritism or pressure of any kind

would have nothing to do with the appointment of an architect. The only

exceptions to this are the conscious incompetents who know that their

livelihood depends upon favor and not upon skill; such men are, however,

very few in the profession.

Evervbody knows that there are a great many men who go into .-irclii-

tecture simply because their financial or social connections will insure
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them a certain aiiKuint (il wurk; unc man may l)c the son nf a pruminent
operator in real estate, and anollier the son of the president of a large cor-
poration, which makes huildinL; loans, and the selection of an architect is

Uh) apt to go by favor.

\\'hen we consider the fonrth class there are certain difficulties attend-
ant upon the selection of an architect. A man is often selected because he
has done several buildings in one class of work; he ma\- be known as
an architect of l)anks or of oflice buildings, or of country houses, and
yet the fact that he has done several buildings of one class may not prove
at all that he is a competent architect. He may have secured all his pre-
vious commissions because of financial or other influence; he may be in-
capable of good design and ignorant of the principles of construction, yet
because he has built a certain number of buildings the presumption' is

that he is an expert, and other Imildin.gs of the same class come to him
for that reason.

Fortunately, however, there is something about the i)rofession which
takes hold of its practitioners in a way that few other occupations do.
After a man has been practising architecture for a little while he gets
to feel that he must produce his best, and he realizes that perhaps his best
is not entirely worthy, and that he must have help and assistance from
men stronger in design, and stronger in construction than himself. .Mem-
bers of the profession are apt to be both vain and humble, inordinately
proud of what they have done, and very humble regarding their compe-
tence to handle all sorts of problems. There is probably no other profes-
sion in which the practitioners seek so constantly for expert advice from
one another as in the profession of architecture, and there is probably no
profession where expert advice is so lightly regarded by the general puiv
lic. The attitude of the .general public is a very curious one ; a man may
be a sincere admirer of the ability of his architect, without bein.g in the
least willing to defer to the opinions of that architect. It is by no means
unusual to have clients insist on the most radical changes of design be-
cause they think they know more about desi.gn than the architects thev
employ, and yet these same men may boast of having employed extraordi-
narily good architects—and believe it—may be perfectly willing to pay a
high fee for his employment, but do not realize that advice worth paying
for is worth taking. People do not treat lawyers and doctors as thev do
architects, simply because they are not able to put their fingers on' the
places in which they might interfere. The average person would iiesitate a
long time before he told a doctor not to use nitro-glycerine for the heart,
because it was an explosive, although the same people would refuse to use
small panes of glass in the windows because they were English ; and yet
outside that one small point they might defer to the architect's judgment
with complete confidence in his ability to design a reasonable, practical

and workable house.—Architecture.

A Slight Difference

Two California en.gineers were discussing the merits cjf their stenog-
raphers. One mentioned the lack of a sense of fitness of things which re-
sulted in the statement in his annual report that the San Joaquin Valley
contains an area of 115,000 square inches instead of 115,000 square miles.
He added that the error was barely discovered before publication.
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Real Estate and City Planning
P.y JOUX XOLIvX. l-\-llo\v American Socii-ty cil Lamlscape Architects.

M(
)S'I" cif the city planning in the L'nited States heretofore has been
(l(inc tnmi the point of view of real estate interests. For example.

if we look back on the history of towns and cities, we find that nearly

all "tnwn sites" that have been deliberately planned have been laid out

in accordance with the views of the owners of the property, and these

views have been formed and controlled mainly by the prospect of success-

ful immediate sales of lots.

This has been even more true of the laying out of suburbs, and of the

extension of the city into the surrounding territory. From the standpoint

of citv planning, this laying out sometimes has been astonishingly good.

( )n the other hand, sometimes it has been bad. It should be addedthat
private real estate owners are seldom in a position to give proper attention

to the establishment of main thoroughfares, and to the reservation of the

large areas needed for public parks—two essentials of far-sighted city

planning.

In the case of outlying suburbs, the real estate owner or operator has

usually little opportunity to follow a city plan into the new territory, be-

cause none exists, and for one reason or another he has comparatively little

opportunity to make his laying out of streets and lots correspond with any

(if the larger requirements of the neighborhood. Yet many real estate

operators do all that they can do in this direction. One of the most pro-

gressive, in a public address, gave the following advice, which represents

his own practice: "Put your addition on the map. At whatever cost,

make at least one of your important streets an integral part of your city"s

Iniulevards or important thoroughfares. . . . Look ahead and provide

in the very beginning all the land ultimately needed for park and boule-

vard property, because your greater profits within a very few years will

far more than repay you. . . . Co-operation among yourselves and

with the citv authorities is surely one of the main essentials in the efficient

methiid of platting land, and it always pays."*

.\()t only has the developer of the Country Club District of Kansas

City practiced his own preaching, but the advantages of good planning

have been recognized and applied particularly in the last two or three

years by subdividers in all parts of the country : on the east coast, in Ro-

land Park out of Baltimore, and in Forest Hills Gardens, the Russell Sage

Foundation development on Long Island. N. Y. ; in the south, by the

Stephens Company, of Charlotte, X. C, and in the steel city of Fairfield,

Ala., one of the developments of the Jemison Company, of Birmingham ;

in Ohio, liy the E. H. Close Company, of Toledo, the Kissell Companies,

of Springfield, the King Thompson Company, of Columbus, and in the

Ottawa iieights development, of Cleveland; in Indiana, by the Wildwood
I'.uilders, oiVt. Wayne; on the west coast, in St. Francis \\'ood, devel-

oped by the Alason-McDuffie Company, of San Francisco, and at Atasca-

dero, a new made-to-order city in Southern California. .\nd this is only

a ]jartial list.

The public control of private real estate has been making sound prog-

ress recently. The necessity for this control has become more and more

apparent to the public, and what perhaps is more important, the advan-

tages of such control are now becoming more evident tn the private own-

•J. C. Nichols, Kansas City, Mo.
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ers of real estate. A few vears ago the proljleni of the bUghted city dis-

trict was discussed at one'of the "sessions of the National Conference on

City Planning. The question was asked, what is the blighted district, and

what has it to do with the subject of city planning? A blighted district

was defined as one in which land values, after a period of increase, are

either stationary or falling: and its relation to city planning was said to

be that it represents the absence or the failure of planning, a.nd cries out

for ameliorative treatment under the penalty of discrediting city planning,

except for undeveloped areas. Recently there is a decided change of view

as to the service that city planning may properly render to the owners of

real estate, and this view is particularly well put in an editorial in a current

number of The New Republic, in which the following statement appears:

"Citv planning hung in the air as long as the real estate interests were

opposed to it or "thought of it as esoteric and impractical. A comprehen-

sive citv plan is a chaflenge to the property owner, and as long as our laws

give him protection against the community, organized opposition on his

part can defeat such proposals. The conversion of the real estate inter-

ests to citv planning is the crux of the whole movement. A document like

the recent "Report "of the .\dvisory Council of the Real Estate Interests

in New York Citv" is therefore of the utmost significance. It may mark a

definite turning of the tide. It is an almost complete reversal of the atti-

tude of ten vears ago, when the first limitation of the heights ot build-

ino-s in Boston excited real estate rage as an attack on the rights of the

free-born American citizen. Real estate has now, it seems, turned against

its own skyscraper. It admits that the "present almost unrestricted power

to build to' any height has resulted in injury to real estate and business in-

terests and to the"health, safety and general welfare of the city. It ad-

mits that 'light air and access, the chief factors in fixing rentable values,

have been impaired bv high buildings and by the proximity of inappropri-'

ate or nuisance buildings and uses.' Here it is quite at one with the pub-

lic These are exactly the things which the community is interested in

keeping unimpaired and which the intelligently planned oity does keep un-

imimired ' \ certain degree of order and uniformity in building develop-

ment is desirable from tlie point of view of public safety and weltare, and

is essential to the safety and prosperity of real estate interests This is a

far cry from the spirit which has built our chaotic cities—the fierce insist-

ence on the right of every man to build as he liked on his own property.

-The Report of the Real Estate Interests" goes still further. It calls

for severe restrictions in the use of private property by the establishment

of zones or districts, asking the citv authorities by public action "to do for

the individual owners what the}- cannot do for themselyes--set up uniform

restrictions, that will protect each against his neighbor and redound to the

benefit of all."
. , x- a- i . i

How refreshing these statements from the New \ ork report are, and

how promising for the future of American cities. It looks as if we can now

a^ree that the planning of public features and the control ot the use ot pri-

vate land of a citv must both be done as parts of one city plan. The char-

acter and width of streets, the capacity of transportation lines, the location

and extent of public parks, must each be fixed with direct relation to loca-

tion use and character of private buildings, the density of population, etc

Therefore the restrictions imposed by the public control ot private real

estate serve the interests of property owners as well as the community at

large, and are essential to the stability or increase of land values.=^

^ r~f„ll ill-sdission of the legal aspects of the public control of private real estate, see Chapter

III. by Frank B. Williams, Esq., in the new volume on City Planning in the National Municipal League

Series.
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The larycr i)art of the subject oi real estate and cit_\- iihimiing has to do
with land subdivision especially as it relates to suburban property on the

outskirts of cities. \ow the controlling purpose of land subdivision is

]jrofit, to make money, as monev is made in other forms of lousiness, 1)y

dividing- and in some cases making "improvements"' in such a way as to

realize the largest possible profit. We do not say that this should not be

the controlling iiurpose, nor that it controls always or even usually to a

degree open to criticism. We are merely stating a fact that must not be

lost sight of. Indeed, the owner or operator who subdivides the land often

considers very definitely the eflfect of the plan upon the purchaser or user

of the land, and also upon the public, but this consideration is, and I think

1 may add, must be subordinate. His controlling purpose is profit.

a" fair question for consideration here is, should the form and character

of the subdivision of land be determined by the will of the laud owners,

whose main motive is profit? If not, who have claims for consideration,

and upon what do such claims rest? Is land different fn.ni other things

that are bought and sold?

There are really three parties to every land subdivision : the owner or

operator ; the prospective user, either as owner or tenant ; and the public.

Surely it would represent a great advance if we could come to look upon

these'three parties as partners in a common enterprise with certain over-

lapping interests in the proper subdivision and sale of land.

Therefore the central problem of land subdivision is public regulation,

coutrol and restriction. In fairness to all concerned, what should the real

estate operator be authorized to do in this very important matter of divid-

ing up and selling his property, thus changing agricultural acres into city

and suburban lots, determining their form and use, from which they can

be changed again, if at all, only at great cost.

The principle of restrictions in the subdivision and use of land is well

understood in the United States and very frequently applied. In fact, it is

so well understood and so highly valued that it is most often applied in a

thoroughgoing way by the real estate operator himself in his own interest.

The restrictions placed upon a purchaser in the conveyance of a plot of land

often include a long list of the kinds of business which are classified as

nuisances, and which may not be established or maintained upon the prop-

erty ; regulation as to stables and garages ; fences and walls ; set back of

buildings from streets and from lot lines; minimum cost of buildings; ease-

ments and rights of way for public utilities ; and in some cases, even the

approval of plans and specifications of buildings, including their nature,

shape, kind, height, material, color scheme and location ; also the grading

plans of the plot to be built upon. These restrictions, or, as some operators

happily term them, "safeguards," are often placed for a period of twenty-

five years or more with the right of renewal subject to the assent of the

owners. All this is far-sighted and desirable, provided the restrictions are

intelligently determined. But can we depend entirely upon the knowledge,

skill and motive of the owner or operator to subdivide the land and place the

restrictions? At best his action is dependent upon his own judgment, and

sometimes this judgment is at fault. The restrictions are applied only in

spots which he happens to control, and often when most pul)lic-spirited,

are not always intelligent. Again, it should be repeated, his chief motive

must be profit. He cannot reasonably be expected to have consistent and

permanent concern for the results of his methods upon the future occu-

pants of the property, nor ujion the general public. Then, as has already

been suggested, he docs not always know what is best, and if he did, not
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owning- or controUins;- all the prnperty of the city ..r tuwn, or even of the

entire neighborhood unit in which he is working, he would not be able to

make his plans effective. I-'urthermore. he has only the power of a pri-

vate citizen.

Some of the underlying principles of land subdivision which concern

real estate owners and those who have to do with the planning problems

of cities may be stated as follows

:

1. A plan for the subdivision of property should fit the t.ipography and

give due consideration to natural features. The American gridiron plan

has not been a success even for cities built on level ground. Its evils and

cost when applied to cities with a rough topography are now widely

understood.
, , ,

2. Even if the land is relativelv level, the plan should nevertheless have

interest, good organization and design. The point of view that leads to a

good arrangement of streets and lots on hilly ground gives also a good ar-

rano-ement on level ground. \\'itness the competition for the subdivision of

a quarter section of land carried on bv the Chicago City Club. Although the

land was described as level, none of the three plans awarded prizes followed

in any way the characteristic checkerboard plan which usually prevails on

such property in American cities.
. .

^ The use that is to be made of the land should determine its general

plan and restrictions. It mav be said that there is no plan that is best tor all

places, nor for the same place for all time. Merit m land subdivision is

largely a question of fitness for its original purp.ise, and Us adaptahUity

for probable future purposes.

4. Main thoroughfares and other broadly related city planning teatures

such as large parks and public reservations should be located first, and

within these lines and in conformity to them, local streets and blocks and

lots should be laid out in the best possible manner.

T The various standards for various classes of property, the lot

widths and lot depths, the block widths and block depths recognized by

the best authorities should be applied with skill and discrimination. These

are bv no means absolute or fixed; they are still open to discussion, and

in each case are largelv matters of experience and nice judgment. Still,

there is some recognized law. !"or instance, the minimum requirements

of detached, of semi-detached and of row h,iuses, in which tor this pur-

pose there is substantial agreement, determine largely the width and depth

of lots; the width and depth of lots determine largely the size ot blocks;

and the blocks determine the lav-out of the neighborhood. All these in

turn react upon street widths, playgrounds, and other public features.

6. An increase of lots or residence sites by new land subdivisions and

of the necessarv streets should also be accompanied by a proportional in-

crease of school sites, plavgrounds, parks and other indispensable public

features required bv the estimated probable population of the area when

fullv built up The best time to make these reservations of public spaces

is when the land is originally subdivided. The cost then would be low. and

should be assessed in accordance with the benefit.

7. The interests oi the real estate owner or operator, of the pros-

pective owner or user, and of the general public, should be harmonized as

far as possible. In most cases this is not so difficult as it might seem.

While the immediate interests of the three parties are not identical, they

are not in the long run normally in conflict. It is part of the responsibility

of the public, acting through well considered and equitable regulation -
'

law. to remove the causes of conflict and thus to define the rights

duties of the several parties.

and
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8. A plan for dividing land should consider nut only its immediate use,

but also its probable subsequent use, administration and maintenance, and
should endeavor to forecast and provide for it. This may be done in part
by the ])lan itself, and in part by binding restrictions, safeguards and con-
ditions providing for permanency on the one hand, or it may anticipate
a change or conversion into a different future use, on the other hand.
Opini(_)n of designers differ as to which is mtjre desirable, a plan that makes
change difficult or one that makes change easy. Here again it is a mistake
to dogmatize. One thing is clear, however, even from a superficial study
of land subdivision in its relation to city planning, namely, that the worst
results have not been due usually to the low standard or the lack of fitness

of the subdivision for its original purpose, but to its lack of fitness for the

purpose to which there was afterwards an attempt to adapt it, or the low
standard which the city permitted to be applied. Here, we believe, more
stringent public regulation and control would be of great benefit to all

parties, especially to permanent investors in real estate.

Land values are the result in the main of the collective action of the

community. They are affected but not controlled by an individual owner,
even though he hold a vast estate. After all, the city itself must make the

more important decisions, and the contributions to city making on the

part of private indi\-iduals come usually from great numbers. In the future

American cities, as at present in foreign cities, the public authorities will

plan the city. They will locate the streets and railroads, lay out the parks
and playgrounds, develop the waterways, define the boundaries of zones
for industrial, commercial and residential use respectively, and take the

initiative generally in the planning of the city. Then the owner of real

estate and the far-sighted operator will find that these more public methods
of control which are adopted primarily for the good of the community as

a whole tend also to stabilize or increase the value of city land.

One Thing New Under the Sun

THE following was sent out from Philadelphia in the sha])e of news mat-
ter under a recent date line

:

"A I''hiladelphian who started to work on the problem in 1906 has
perfected an 'invisible' show window, in which the goods on display are as

clearly visible as though no polished surface of glass interposed between
them and the observer, and one which, incidentally, by the very peculiarity

of its construction, calls aloud for the attention of the passer-by.

"He has broken no law of nature, but he has bent one to his own use

by the simple process of bending the glass.

"The glass, of course, still reflects the images of outside objects thrown
upon it, but it reflects them downward into a darkened 'shadow box' and
not tint to the eye of the observer. It was impossible to rob the polished

surface of the glass of its property of reflection, but by the very laws of re-

flection it was possible to focus them all into a space where they would do
no harm.

"The 'invisible glass' curves downward and inward from a point above
the observer's head. A barrier rising from the pavement to a height of three

and a half feet directly imder the outside line, from which the window above
starts to curve inward, prevents the observer from stepping in underneath
the curve, the only possible way in which he could get his eye in line with

any of the myriad reflections and catch any glare.
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''J'lie s])ace l)ct\veen the Ijarrier and the lower termination of the curve
constitutes the shadow Ikix which receives the ghire, and, being- jjainted

with a dull black pigment, absor1)s it. For practical considerations the bot-
tom of tiiis barrier is constructed as a series of l)affles and a wide, open
drain with a deep slant to the bottom of the barrier, which is open under-
neath. This is to prevent the accumulation of rubbish, and by it anything
thrown into tlie box will simply be thrown out again onto the i)avement.

"liut, while the principle is a simple one, the inventor discovered that
the finding of the correct angle of curve for every fraction of an inch of the
glass was by no means a simple matter, and he spent years in the task. In
all he has made several hundred models, starting with sections of glass
placed at angles to one another with ground joints, gradually increasing the
number of sections and decreasing the size of each until he arrived at a
base from which to construct his curve.

"One of his last models, l^efore entering this stage of the work, was con-
structed of narrow strips of glass somewhat like a roll top of a desk,
mounted in a brass frame, so arranged with screws that any section could
be tilted to any desired angle. From this, l)y endless adjustment and obser-
vation, he finally arrix'ed at the series of angles which formed the basis of

his curve.

"Theoretically this curve could be plotted on a drawing board. And for

a single source of glare it can, by drawing radiating lines about the selected
point, covering the space between the top and bottom of the window and
calculating the proper angle at which to bisect them so that the angle of
reflection to the shadow box would equal that of incidence. The trouble
with this method was that there might be an infinite number of sources of

glare. The more practical way proved to be the series of very narrow ad-
justable strips of glass, checked up on each adjustment li}- running the e\'e

up and down and sidewise over the entire field.

"But even then the work was not over. A mold would be made accord-
ing to the basic plan and the glass bent over it, but a series of surfaces,

unless infinitely narrow, do not constitute a curve, so that the plotted curve
would not be quite true. There would be points here and there where the
eye would catch a glare, and just one of these flaws would be enough to

necessitate fhe making of an entire new mold and the bending of another
curved sheet.

"He repeated the process many times, each one entailing considerable

expense, until the perfect mold finally was produced.

"One of the most surprising features of his invention was that when
he applied at Washington for a patent, in all that mass of successful and
unsuccessful attempts on file there was none ever submitted which was de-

clared as an attempt to eliminate glare from a polished surface, proving
there is at least one thing new under the sun."

Cause and Effect

Little Boy—.\ penn'urth each of liniment and licjuid cement, please.

Chemist—Are the}' both for the same person, or shall I wrap them up
separately?

Little Boy—\\'ell. I dunno. Mu\-ver's broke 'er teapot, so she wants
the cement, but fav\-er wants the liniment. 'E's what muvver broke 'er

teapot on.— Exchange.
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Too Much Water Spoils Good Concrete

M()l\l'".
tlian lialf uf our concrete work is Ijeiny dune l)y contractors

who have learned their trade by working for a short period on two
or three jobs under the direction of a capable engineer, and afterwards

applying the hints and suggestions so jMcked up by the rule of thumb.

These contractors invarial^ly put too much water into the concrete mass.

When mixing is done by hand it is usual for the small contractor to

provide a Hat l)oard or floor about ten feet scjuare upon which his batches

are made. The materials are measured l)y wheelbarrow loads, usually

tlirce of crushed rock, two of sand and a bag of cement, and for richer mix-

tures a bag and a half of cement is used, h'our men with shovels turn the

mass over completely a couple of times while all the materials are dry, and
then the water is added by dipping pails from a barrel or through a garden

hose, if such a convenient supply of water is at hand. The laborers then

are supposed to give the wet material three complete turns before it is con-

sidered to be properly mixed. Xow it just happens that as the water

goes into the mass the shoveling process becomes heavier and heavier. It

clings together, sticks to the board, balls up into chunks and only becomes
an easier process as more water is added. When mixing is done by this

process there is no distinct and settled measure for the water that goes into

the mass. The contractor merely wants it as completely mixed as he can

possibly get it, and the men with the shovels want that process to be just

as easy as possible. The dry materials continue to take up water and to

retain it for a period after it has accumulated all of the water that it can

possibly retain in the mechanical and chemical processes that take place

in the hardening of the resultant concrete. As a consecpience of this pro-

cedure from 10 to 15 per cent of excess water is taken up by the concrete

mass, which within a very short time becomes evident. \Vhere the ma-

terial is placed after mixing, the excess water is excluded and rises to the

top of the mass. It is much better that this excess water should never be

put into the concrete at all, for water is practically incompressible and

the squeeze required for its exclusion causes weak veins in the concrete,

which tend to make it spongy. It is probable that this e.xcess of water is

one of the causes, at least, of the crazing of some slabs and floors.

\\'hen a mixer is used the procedure is to charge the drum of the

machine with a given volume of aggregates and cement and then give the

drum from three to five turns so as to mix the dry materials, and then add

a measured amount of water—the water being put into the drum just as

])rom])tlv as can be done, while it is spinning. .\s soon as the water

strikes the mass a very pronounced increase of power is required to drive

the drum, which gets less and less as the mixing process becomes more

complete. Right at this point the time element becomes an important

factor in the mixing, for there is always a tendency to increase the amount

of water to shorten the length of time to secure the mix. With 10 or 1.=;

per cent decrease of the water and twice as nuich time devoted to the

mixing, what seems to be about the same result will be obtained, l)ut a

very great difference in the material and the resultant concrete can easily

be oljserved. These proportions are not intended to be exact, because

they vary with different types of material, but this is mentioned to draw-

attention to the fact that there is no good sul)stitute for the time element

in securing a good mixture, and the aiijjarently simple method of giving

it a little too much water is the very worst thing that could be resorted to

in whoo])ing up the speed of the work.
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For several years there has been a great deal of concrete laid by the

use of towers, having gravity chutes to convey concrete from the mixer
to the various parts of large jobs. The process has seemed to meet with

very surprising success to those who know that when concrete is mixed
so as to be somewhere in the neighborhood of its maximum in the values

for which it is made, that there is a pronounced tendency when chuting

it through a trough for the larger pieces of aggregate to separate from the

mass and roll down ahead of the smaller particles, after this the stiffer

mortar, and last of all wet slush. Observation shows that the wetter the

mass up to a certain point, the faster this separation will occur, and yet

when it comes from the mixer just about right it will not flow with any-

thing like the promptitude necessary to clear the chutes. It is apparent

that if a large proportion of the heavier pieces of the mass did separate

and rattle down the chute ahead of the bulk of the batch, that the forms
would not be filled with the same kind of a mixture that w-as produced at

the mixer, Init a regrading of the concrete mass would occur.

Having seen a great deal of work that has been sent through the

chutes, which to observation appears to be all right, and this being backed
Ijy the assurance of tests made upon such structures, one is tempted to

withdraw all objection to the use of chutes. Yet the principles cited are

always present and consequently it is to be doubted if such a method is

really good practice, and will always give the good results which the pres-

ent wide adoption of the use of chutes for placing concrete seems to

promise.
It is certain that too much care or too much attention can never be

expended upon securing the perfect mixture of the materials that go to

make up the concrete mass, nor for getting them uniformly and properly

placed. These are the main points of good concrete work.— Rock Products.

* *

The Artistic Temperament
A writer in The Hospital. London, quoted in The Literary Digest, says

that it is a mistake to suppose that the artist necessarily possesses the

artistic temperament. If the artistic temperament be as defined by this

writer, it. is e\ident that no artist would be worthy of respect if he pos-

sessed it.

He says that the artistic temperament is characterized l)y excesses in

adult life, by lack of discipline and self-restraint, l)y selfishness, by in-

capacity for steady industry, by unwillingness to undertake any task that

is not pleasant and congenial, by inefficiency, procrastination, by commenc-
ing things that are never finished. In short, by imperfection in every

detail of human character.

Those who are so unfortunate tc) possess this temperament he declares

are in business affairs unthrifty and extravagant. "They s])end dispropor-

tionately on present indulgence, on personal adornment and p'sasure. and
have little regard to future wants, and none whatever for the welfare

of others, even of those nearest to them. They borrow w'ithout any inten-

tion to repay ; they cadge without shame, and care not of how much they

mav deprive others so that their own immediate wants are satisfied. Any-
one—father, mother, sister, wife or even child—may work for them or want
for them and they take all that is given to them as their natural right, for

which thev e.xpress no gratitude. Even the ordinary obligations of moral-

itv are not acknowledged as applicable or binding to themselves, etc."

The above quotations are enough to convince one that someone with the

"artistic temperament" must have done this writer a grievous injur}-.
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Perhaps scmie item from the afdrementioncd calemhir of roguery or maybe
a combination of several.

It is griex'ous lil^el on the profession of the artist to denominate such a

catalogue of crimes as "the artistic temperament.
"

*

Compressive Strength of Portland Cement Mortars
and Concretes

ArL'lSLICATION has just lieen issued by the Bureau of Standards.
Department of Commerce, on the "Compressive Strength of Portland
Cement ]\Iortars and Concretes," which will be of interest to contrac-

tors and engineers and, in fact, to all users of cement.
Concrete dififers from most structural materials in that it is not manu-

factured at a mill or plant according to chemical formula, under the observa-
tion of skilled specialists, subject to rigid inspection and test and such con-

trol as to produce a uniformly homogeneous product : nor is the process of

manufacture completed in a few hours or days as in the case of steel prod-

ucts. Furthermore, concrete is made from materials obtained from sources

differing widely in characteristics which affect its quality. The propor-

tions of the ingredients, the amount of water used in mi.xing. the thorough-

ness of mixing, the manner of placing, the atmospheric temperature and
humidity, exposure to sun, rain and wind, immersion in fresh water, sea

water, or other natural solutions, all affect the quality of the concrete.

All these matters are discussed in the Bureau's publication, which con-

tains the results of some 20,000 tests. The general eiTect of variation in the

methods of preparing the concrete is shown, and suggestions are given as

to the proper methods to follow in order to obtain the best quality of

concrete.

Many users of cement believe that the strength of concrete is entirely

dependent upon the quantity of cement used in the mixture. This is not

true, as a mixture lean in cement but properly made may have much greater

strength than a rich mixture improperly prepared.

While there are not a great man)^ failures of concrete structures, the

majority of those which do occur are due to careless methods of preparing

and placing the concrete, or ignorance of the effect of variable treatment.

Most of the concrete used in building construction work today is mixed

with an excessive quantit}' of water, which permits of economic transporta-

tion from the mixing plant to the forms by means of chutes and troughs,

but this excess of water may result in reducing the strength 50 per cent or

more from that which could be obtained by using a lesser quantity of water.

The paper states that certain generally accepted methods of testing

aggregates and proportioning mixtures are incorrect and sugg-ests methods

of selecting concrete ag'gregates, proportioning the mixture, mixing, placing

and curing:

Copies of the publication, Technologic Paper .\o. 58, may be obtained

free upon request to the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

* ' *

Cracking in Concrete Roads
PROBABL'^' more criticism of concrete pavements is centered on

the cracks which occur than upon any other features of this

kind of construction. A. N. Johnson, state highway engineer

(if Illinois, in a paper before the .'\merican Road Congress, attrib-

uted the formation of cracks to une(|ual settlements of the sub-
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crrade supplemented bv external stress due to the passage o!

heavv traffic or to the movement of the slab under temperature changes.

In commenting upon this, Henry S. Spackman refers to expenments con-

ducted bv hnn which showed that when concrete is mixed as wet a> it

oenerallv i. m modern road work it shrinks during the hrst twentv-tour

hours and then expands during the next three or lour months the shrink-

age being undoubtedlv due to a draining out of the water and the expansion

S the continuation Of the chemical action, which continues or mnnt s

uid even for vears in a continually lessening degree. In view ot this

si rinka'^e which begins almost as soon as the concrete is laid, it seemed

mpos lb e o prevent the cracking of the pavements unless the exudation

could be prevented. Mr. Spackman has experimented with the addition ot

hvdia ed lime for this purpose, and compared 18 test pieces to which

d a ed In^ie had been added to the extent of 10 per cent of the amount

o cement 1 some instances and 20 per cent in others and 9 test pieces

contamn^^ o ime. During the first twenty-four hours the average contrac-

10 for those containing hydrated lime was ^007 per cent - against 01

ner cent for the pieces containing no hydrated lime At his suggestion

also the Office o? Ptiblic Roads laid a short stretch ot road at Uiev>

rhase \\^^^noton D. C. using hvdrated lime, and another ^vas laid
Lhase Wasnin ion,

^ exneriments all lead him to believe that the

'T/-.^ i'\Ttor^'Jrce^^^^^ ime will be found beneficial not

^nh irr^iucu g r^a?ks btit at\^ eliminating the formation of holes and

so t soots Such addition, he says, not only causes the mor ar to hold he

va er^but the more plastic and viscous mortar eliminates the segrega khi

oTthe cem 1? from fhe sand and secures a ..ore homogeneous mixture,

kssening the liabilitv of pockets of material deficient m cement.

The Modern Apartment House

There seems to be no end to the- inducements oft'ered by owners ot flat

build 1- o prospective tenants. An interesting folder recently issued in

Chicago cove'^ing' the feature of a court apartment enumerates the tol-

lowing advantages.
:\IaTd service by hour or day.

Grecian cafe at reasonable prices

Vacuum cleaners at your own disposal

Extensive lawns and attractive shrubbery.

Rp-iiitifnl flowers, tennis courts. .

movements. . ..- , ,. „^ .

The following are classified as innovations

.

iSS^'^I^Sed :^:;c^^:"""Buffets with plemy oi drawer space and shelf

'shower baths mosaic floor and beautiful bathroom equipment.

'^^
The architecture is said to be of a new and unique design with sunpark-r.s

and private screened sleeping porches, containing apartments ot o, 4 :^

and 6 rooms each. The approaches to this building are by means ot beauti-

Jilcourrand lanes, protected by self-locking front doors with electric

openers controlled from each apartment.
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.\ wiilely prinlcd achertiscment
111' iIk- ciiLiineering societies tells us

that "in the United
THE ARCHITECT states five great
^^^ engineerino- socie-
PREPAREDNESS ties-civil, mining,

mechanical, electrical and chemical
—have pledged their services to the

( i()\ernment of the United States,

and are already working hand in

hand with the Government tt) pre-

])are industry for national defense."

These societies are doing a great

patriotic service in seeking to mobil-

ize industries so that they ma_\' be
able to come to the aid of the c(jun-.

try in the event of threatened war.

To many members of the Ameri-
can Institute of .\rchitects, says the

lUiilding Review, the thought has no
doubt occurred as to what can an

architect do to help in the way of

prejiaration against war? The arts

can tliiurish only in times of long-

continued peace and architecture is

no exception to this general prin-

ciple. Therefore it is a foregone
conclusion that the architect does
not desire war but insurance against

war. W hat else can he do except

to enlist and fight if it comes to

that?
( )n the first day of mobilization

in I'raiice twelve of the thirteen

hundred students of the Ecole des

lieaux .\rts immediateh^ reported

for duty and we are told that the

architects both at home and a1)road

were among the first to offer their

services to the defense of their

country.
The architect has a highly trained

eye and ought to make a good
marksman, but we confess that we
are at a loss for a suggestion as to

how he might co-operate professimi-

all.v in matters of "pre])aredness."

There are many persons of intelli-

ence even in this age of efficiency

whiT fail to under-

stand the necessity

of employing an

architect when
nstruct a building.

I'ossessing an unlimited ignorance

f the profession of architecture.

BUILDING

HOUSES WITH=

OUT ARCHITECTS

tlie\' want to
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they totally fail to coni))reheiul the

duties of an architect. Hut they do
understand that he gets a percent-

age for his work. And so to save

money they often go ahead, treading
with the calm confidence of igno-

rance in paths which are I^eset with

pitfalls and which they would most
sedulously axuid if they knew tlieir

existence.

This penny-wise policy is respon-

sible for many architectural mon-
strosities throughout the country. It

has been the cause of a great deal

of litigation and worry. But con-

ditions are not as bad as they once
were. There are probably fewer peo-

ple today who are confident of their

own natural, though untrained, aljil-

ity to plan a building than there ever

has been in the past. That is one of

the reasons why the standard of

architecture in the cities and towns
is improN'ing. This is especially no-

ticealjle in the construction of

small residences. There are more
small and comparatively inexpensive

homes of architectural excellence be-

ing iDuilt today than ever before. A
residence doesn't necessarily have to

be of expensive construction to be

of pleasing appearance and correct

arrangement,
\\'hen a uian wants to draw up a

legal document he consults a law-

yer. Yet he would be just as foolish

to plan a hou.se, attend to the many
details that precede the lieginning

of construction work, and attempt
to solve unaided the problems that

arise during the period of construc-
tion, as he would be w-ere he, being
unskilled and unversed in law, to at-

tempt to draw complicated legal doc-

uments or enter upon a law suit un-

aided by legal advice.

—

Inipr(i\enient

lUilletin.

.'-lo far as courteous treatment,

consideration, fair dealing, atid an
opportunity to inves-

PREFERRED tigate and bid on
CONTRACTORS

^^.^^i, ,„ited to

their various abilities and resources

is concerned, there should be no pre-

ferred favorite among honest and re-

liable contractors.

This does not, h(.)\\e\er, mean that

all contractors are entitled to invi-

tations to bid on all contracts or

that the awards should necessarily

l)e made in all cases to the lowest

bidder. The owner, especially in the

case of an indixidual, is as much en-

titled to personal preferences as is

the contractor himself in choosing

his lieutenants, developing his or-

ganization and selecting his business

methods. The contractor should be

treated openly and fairly so long as

his work is elTicient and satisfactory

and his dealings upright. If these

conditions cease to obtain, then it is

not desirable to include him among
the l)idders and he should automatic-

ally cease to be permitted to con-

tract, l-'ortunately, says Engineer-

ing-Contracting, the proportion of

undesirable contractors who remain

in business or are connected with

important work is small.

The selection of contractors for

given work, either large or small,

will generally to a certain extent de-

termine itself on natural lines. .\s

each man will be interested in and
prepared to bid on work of a magni-
tude and character adapted to his

experience and capabilities, his

standing in his line will already be

more or less estalslished and the

number of bidders will ordinarily

conduce to proper competition and
reasonable prices. The exception is

the new man without experience or

reputation in the field who is trying

to break in, and the unduly low bid

that he may be willing to make for

a chance to enter the field is oiifset

with an experienced and conserva-

tive engineer or owner by distrust

of his efficiency, or, on the other

liand, his uncertainty regarding the

attitude of the owner or engineer

and the interpretation of the speci-

fications leads him to protect him-
self bv a higher liid than he would
otherwise make.
Such discriminatiiins on eitlier

side do not imply favoritism, Init

merely the application of sound, con-

servative principles. The chief hard-

ship likely to be involved is that of

permitting, inducing, or virtually
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compelling a lumihcr (jI cdiitractors

to duplicate costly work in the in-

vestigation of a contract and the

preparation of estimates where sev-

eral bid and only one can be awarded
the work. This has always l:)een an
irritating and wasteful feature which
can l^e largely eliminated by a more
careful and authoritative presenta-

tion of data by the owner and en-

gineer. They cannot e\'ade the final

responsibility and payment and it

will in the end be much cheaper and
more satisfactory if they furnish the

contractor in the first place with
sufficient reliable data for the prep-
aration of an accurate l)id, make pro-

vision for uncertainties and contin-

gencies by determining compensa-
tion for special modifications or de-

velopments either on a unit basis or

some other equitable arrangement.
The economic advantage of thus do-
ing the work once instead of five or

twenty times is obvious and will

benefit both the owner and the con-
tractor alike. Besides this, it sim]ily

puts all the contractors on an ex-

actly le\'el basis and gives the owner
the great advantage of easy compar-
isons of Ijids on precisely the same
lines.

The contractor who has had long
exi^erience in a certain class of work,
whn is expert in difficult construc-
tion I if one kind or another, is al-

ready pro\-ided with a large amount
of suitable plant or he may have
special facilities for utilizing by-
products or reducing costs. He is

entitled to consideration on these

counts, just as one who is reputed
to be reckless or financially unsound
may be unacceptable in some cases
and permissible in others. Larger
selection and discrimination there-

fore should be maintained and the

best results will be secured when the

owner or his experienced engineer
issues invitations to bid on impor-
tant work only to a number of con-
tractors known t(i be well qualified

to execute it.

Personal
Fred E. St. John, architect, announces

the removal of his Fresno office from the
Cory hnilding to 333 Rowell huilding.
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Large Produce Building

Hunt, Hatch & Company are to erect
a one-story store building covering an
entire block at Second and Franklin
streets. Oakland, from plans by Architect
C. \^. McCall. Structure will have a
total street frontage of 800 feet and will
be divided into stores, the size of which
will depend upon the tenant. Construc-
tion will lie steel, brick and terra cotta.

Sacramento Masons to Build

R. A. Herold. Forum building. Sacra-
mento, has resumed work on Sacra-
mento's new Masonic Temple to be built

on the northwest corner of Tenth and
J streets at a cost of $300,000. Structure
is to be Class A. five stories high, 100x160
feet, and built of steel, concrete and terra
cotta. George Stevens is president of
the Masonic Temple Building Associa-
tion.

Arthur Brown a Benedict

The marriage of Miss Jessamine Gar-
rett, daughter of Mrs. Thomas Garrett
of Seattle, Wash., and Mr. Arthur
Brown, Jr., occurred July 19th at Trinity
Parish Church, Seattle. ^Ir. Brown is

junior member of the firm of Bakewell
& Brown, architects of the new San
Francisco City Hall.

New Architectural Firm
Jilessrs. Morrow & Garren, a new firm

of architects, with offices in the Chron-
icle building, San Francisco, have com-
pleted plans for a $25,000 one-story high
school to be built at Lakeport, Lake
county. Thvy have also made prelimi-
nary sketches' for a $12,000 Berkeley resi-

dence.

Oakland Apartment House
Messrs. Richardson & Burrell. Albany

building, Oakland, have completed plans
for a three-story frame apartment house
for A. F. Eliel. It will cost $35,000 and
will occupy an attractive frontage on
Alice street, Oakland.

Theater Alterations
E. C. Hemmings of Sacramento has

prepared plans for extensive alterations
and additions to the Heilbron Estate the-

ater on J street, that city. Nearly $100.-

000 will be expended in improving the
playhouse.

San Jose Office Building

Actual construction has been started
on a five-story Class A store and office

building at First and San Antonio streets,

San Jose, for Judge John Twohy. The
general construction is in charge of

Twohy Bros. Building was designed by
William Binder.

Trees and Shrubbery Not Wanted
George W. Kelham, architect for the

new San Francisco library- building in the
Civic Center, has written the Supervisors
asking that no trees or decorations of
any character be planted around the
structure. The plans were drawn, Mr.
Kelham says, to give a wide base of
simple lawn for the building to rest

upon. Any other kind of planting,

whether trees or flowers, would break
the simple grass surface, he thinks, and
entirely ruin the effect for which he was
striving.

S. P. to Do Much Building
Within the next twelve months the

Southern Pacific Company expects to

spend fully $1,500,000 in new construc-
tion work in San Francisco. Contracts
have been let for a ten-story office

building for the company on Market
street, between Spear and Beale, and
plans have been completed for two large
freight terminal sheds, one 60.x825 feet,

to be erected on Berry street, and the
other. 60x150 feet, to be erected at Six-

teenth and Harrison streets.

Telephone Building
Plans have been prepared by George

W. Howard of Howard, Maybeck &
White, architects in the Lick building,

San Francisco, for a $15,000 telephone
exchange building for the Pacific States

Telephone Company. The building will

be constructed of brick and will occupy
a business site in Hillsborough, being
intended to answer the needs of the

company's subscribers in that city, San
Mateo and Burlingame.

Eleven-Story Concrete Hotel
Messrs. Morgan. Walls & .Morgan, 1138

Van Nuys building, Los Angeles, have
made plans for an eleven-story and base-
ment reinforced concrete hotel to be
erected at Sixth street and Grand ave-
nue, Los Angeles, for Frank Simpson.
The building will be 60.x80 feet and will

contain 150 rooms with private baths,

lobby and several store rooms.

Extensive Residence Alterations
Messrs. Welsh & Carey. Merchants

National Bank building. San Francisco,
are preparing plans for extensive altera-

tions to the two-story and basement resi-

dence at 3650 Washington street of Mrs.
W. P. Hammon. A contract for a small
portion of the work has been let.

Will Build Costly Residence
Fred B. Henderson, of the Orpheum

Theater, has purcliased the northwest
corner of Washington and Laurel streets.

San Francisco, upon which he intends

to erect a city residence to cost in the

neighborhood of $40,000. G. A. Lans-
burgh is preparing the plans.
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San Jose Architects Busy
The San Jose arcliitects liave more

work tlian for several years past.

Architect K. D. Wolfe, Auzerais build-
ing, has taken figures for the construc-
tion of a $6,000 two-story residence on
Thirteenth street, Xeglee Park, for
Tlieo. Keech. The exterior will be of
plaster, with shingle roof.

Figures also have been received for

remodeling the e.xterior of a three-story
brick business building ;it Los Gatos
for Walter Prider.

Plans have been completed for remod-
eling the Canipen garage on San Pedro
street, at an estimated cost of $3,500. A
new front, new roof and entire new in-

terior are included in the work.
A contract has just been let to R. S.

Herschbach for $4,975. for the construc-
tion of a two-stor3- house at Palm Haven
for C. F. Allen.

Plans have been completed by Archi-
tect V\'m. Binder, Rea building, for the
construction of two buildings on the
high school grounds. One will be a gym-
nasium, 100x70 feet, with a concrete and
tile lined plunge 20x60 feet. The other
building will be one-story frame for the
study of home economics.

Plans are being prepared by Architect
Binder for a tubercular ward at the
Santa Clara County Hospital. The build-

ing will be 40x100 feet, with sliding glass
windows and screens throughout. The
roof will be shingle. Estimated cost is

$10,000.

Plans have been completed b\- Mr.
Binder for the construction of a two-
story reinforced concrete store and lodge
building at HoUister for the Grangers
Union. The estimated cost is between
$40,000 and $50,000. Steel rolling fire

doors are to be used.
Contractors have been figuring the

general construction of a large Class C
addition to the Xotre Dame Convent on
Santa Clara street, San Jose. The plans
were prepared by Architect \Vm. Klink-
ert, Minnesota avenue, San Jose. It is

said the building will cost between $75,-

000 and $1(10,(M.X).

$200,000 Office Building for Oakland
The Pacific Gas and Electric Company

has concluded a deal for the purchase
of the southwest corner of Seventeenth
and Clay streets, Oakland, upon which
will be erected an eight-story Class A
office building to cost not less than
$200,000. .Messrs. Dickey & Donovan
will be the architects.

Personal

Octavius Morgan of Los .•\ngeles re-

cently returned from Washington. D. C,
where he attended a meeting of the
board of directors of the .American In-

stitute of -\rcliilects. of whicli he is a

member.

Suffers Loss by Fire
Friends of Mr. J. \\ . 1-ricke, president

and general manager of C. F. \\'eber &
Lompau}-, manufacturers and distributors
of school, church and office furniture,
365-367 Market street, San 1-rancisco,
were shocked to read in the daily papers
of the partial destruction of his home on
July IStli. The lire started from a de-
fective grate in the liouse adjoining the
Fricke home and spread rapidly. The
upper stori- of the Fricke house was prac-
tically destroyed, while the lower floor,

with most of the furniture and draperies,

was badly damaged by water and smoke.
A valuable library which Mr. Fricke
had accumulated for twenty years was
ruined. This collection contained many
valuable works, including some rare
de luxe editions which never can be re-

placed. A book expert had, previous to

the fire, placed a valuation of $3,000 on
the collection. The fire also destroyed
a valuable fishing outfit, which was the
envy of many a sportsman. Among the
collection was a fly book containing a
large assortment of rare domestic and
imported flies.

Fresno Hospital
Plans have been completed liy Julius

Krafft & Sons of San Francisco for a
four-story reinforced concrete addition
to the Burnett Sanitarium, Fresno. Bids
will be taken at Fresno and also by the
architects. The building will cover a

ground area of 130 by 41 feet, with a 60-

foot wing and will be four stories and
basement. Walls and floors will be of

reinforced concrete, the beam and slab

type being used. Partitions will he metal
lath and stud, stairs of concrete and ter-

razzo, all floors will be coverd with either

tile, oak or linoleum, rooms and corridors
will have tile wainscot. Operating rooms
will be enamel tile. Roof will be tar

and gravel, with galvanized iron cornice.

There will be two fire escapes, stand
pipes and hose reels for fire protection,

hot water circulating system, steam heat
with oil burner, and two elevators.

Clarence Ward Puzzled
I'riends of Clarence Ward of Ward &

Blohme. architects, will ap))reci.ite tlie

following, which appeared in the S.in

Francisco Chronicle:
Clarence Ward couldn't lielp but overhear a

portion of a conversation at the Orpheum the
other night, and lie has been wondering ever
since wh,it the rest of it was.

Directly in front of him sat two women. One
was of middle age. the other a girl of about
twenty. Kosloff had just finished one of his

wonderful dances.
"My, isn't he handsome?" exclaimetl the young

woman.
"Yes. but he has a sensual face." replied the

older of the two.
"What's that?" asked the girl.

The older woman leaned over and whispered
something. That's the part Clarence Ward didn't
hear. Hut he did hear the girl's reply.

"I don't think the audience noticed it." she
said. "They apiilauded like everything."
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Vallejo Enjoys Building Boom
Building permits aggregating :fl84.520

were issued in Vallejo during the three
months ending July 1st, this amount be-
ing the highest record for a similar
period ever established in Vallejo.
The building during the last quarter

represents eightj' permits, and includes
everything from a small repair job to a

$47,000 apartment house.
The high figures are due to the fact

that several business buildings have Jately

been started, including one for the Bow-
man Furniture Company, another for

the Solano Brewing Company. S. .\1.

Levee and an addition to the Schwartz
building.

Succeeds Engineer Newman
Mr. Frank G. White, a resident of

Palo Alto, wlio has been in the harbor
engineer's office in San Francisco for
live years, has been promoted to be en-
gineer for the State Board of Harbor
Commissioners, succeeding Air. Jerome
Xewman, resigned. His promotion
brings with it almost a doubling of his

salary, the State Commission's engineer
drawing $5,000 a year. White is a grad-
uate of the University of Iowa and prior

to becoming a member of the State har-

lior force was emploj'ed in engineering
work for the citv of San Francisco.

Oakland Architectural Exhibit

The following announcement has been
received:

The Alameda Countv Society of .\rchitects will

hold their first exhibition in Oakland, October
Jd to 10th. The exhibit will consist of the
selected work of all architects on the Pacific
Coast.

Heretofore San Francisco has always been
favored with the exhibition, but through the co-

operation of the architects of San Francisco
Oakland has been selected as the exhibition city

this year.
The object of holding the exhibition is to bring

the selected work of the other exhibitors and
architects before the public and in this way stim-
ulate building activity.
The exhibition will consist of architectural

draW'ings in pencil, pen and ink and colors: also

photographs of completed work with plans;
sketches for mural and interior decoration, fur-
niture, stained glass, ornamental iron, sculpture,
ornamental architectural decorations in bronze
and plaster, and scale models of buildings: pot-

tery and pictorial tile and terra cotta: specially
designed lighting fixtures and lamps and building
material.

Will Have Larger Offices

.After September 1 the liusiness offices

and editorial rooms of The Architect and
Engineer will be on the sixth floor of the
Foxcroft building, 68 Post street, San
Francisco. The growth of the magazine
and various additions to the working
force have made it necessary to seek
larger quarters. The new offices will

be especially fitted up for the business
and editorial departments. The location
is considered one of the best in the city.

Competition Announcement
The Board of Control of the State of Cali-

fornia announ<-e.s to the architects of Cali-
fornia ;

That the people of California have author-
ized the issuance of bonds to the amount of
$1,1>()II.UOO.(10 for the pun^iose of constructing,
furnishing and equipping the San Francisco
State Building, to be located on the Civic Cen-
ter in the Citv and Countv of San Francisco,
California; that these bonds have been sold and
the money is now available; that the Board of
Control has instituted a competition for the
selection of an architect to design and supervise
the construction of this building.

Section No. 11 of the Department of En-
gineering law of the State of California, which
enii.owers the Board of Control to institute this
compel ition. provides that the State Architect
shall act as architectural advisor* in connec-
tion therewith.
The competition will be conducted in two

stages and is confined to California. The first

stage is open to all certificated architects of
the State of California who have had the nec-
essary ex])erience, subject to the conditions
prescribed in the Program of the competition.
The second stage will be open only to eight

architects selected by the -Jury from those com-
peting in the first stage.
No comi)etitor shall receive anv remunera-

tion unless chosen bv the .Turv and submitting
drawings in the second stage. The Program
for this competition is approved bv the San
Francisco Sub-Committee on Competitions of
the American Institute of Architects.

.Vrchitects desiring to compete must file with
George B. McDougall. State Architect. Forum
btiilding, Sacramento, California, a wrtiten re-
quest for a copy of the Program. On Septem-
ber 1, 1916, copies will be mailed simulta-
neously to all architects from whom written
requests for same have been received. Copies
will be mailed to architects making written
request for same after September 1st, at the
time of the receipt of such later requests.

BO-\RD OF CONTROL OP THE ST.VTE
OF CALIFORNIA.

(SiRued)
.lohn Francis Nevlan. Chairman.
Paul Herriott,
Freeman H. Bloodgood.

Members Board of Control.

P. .7. Tehanev. Secretarv.
Dated, August 1. 19ai5.

Plans Large Apartment House
Messrs. Richardson & Burrell, Albany

block, Oakland, have completed prelim-
inary plans and will prepare working
drawings immediately for a nine-story
reinforced concrete apartment house
costing about $200,000— to he erected for
a syndicate of owners in the apartment
house district of San Francisco. The
building will be faced with pressed
brick and terra cotta, have five passen-
ger and service elevators, steam heat,

hardwood floors and trim throughout,
tile baths and wall beds. On the first

floor will be the social rooms, lobliy and
offices, with billiard rooms and service
in the basement and ballroom on the
roof. In all there will be forty-eight
six-, seven- and eiglit-room apartments.

Partnership Dissolved
The architectural firm of Mitcliell &

Hodges, Bankers Investment building,

San Francisco, announce the discontinu-
ance of their association.
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Fitzpatrick Would Standardize
Bank Buildings

Editor The Architect and Engineer of
California :

Thanks to you and to Mr. Weeks for
;i splendid text for a favorite sermon of
minel Xo better material has ever been
put into my hands.

I've long advocated the standardiz-
ing of minor buildings for Governmenl
purposes. It would expedite building,
save money and time and be better in
every way than for the supervising archi-
tect (or the commissioner of public
buildings soon to be) to painfully and
expensively "design" and detail every
$50,000 building so beneficent!}' ordered
by a wise and public-spirited Congres.s

—

albeit some do call the act "pork."
The arcliitects have reviled me and

called me unblessed tlierefor, and clamor
not only for special plans for every
building but for their being made by
outside architects instead of the super-
vising architect, whom they would rele-
gate to the superintending and mere
routine office work attendant upon such
construction. The principle reason al-

leged (note that I say alleged) for this
desire on their part is to secure real
beauty, variety, originality and individ-
uality in Government buildings. That
sounds mighty good and thousands of
laymen have taken it up as a chorus so
that the word "standardize'' is utterly
taboo in the circles of the elect. The
really good piously roll their eyes at

it and believe me to be a perfectly aw-
ful person, inartistic, laboring for the
overthrow of art, etc., etc., for father-
ing such a project and urging its adop-
tion.

Xow. keep well in mind the terms
Variety, Originality, Individuality. Then
look at your June frontispiece, the D. O.
Mills Xational Bank at Sacramento, then
the Bank of California at San Francisco,
page 40; the Stockton Savings Bank,
page 46; the People's Bank at Santa
Cruz, page 49, and the Italian-.\merican
Bank at San Francisco, page 52. These
five and their half dozen first cousins
on the other pages of that particular
article are all good banks, quite artistic

and all that, I'll admit, but. come now,
are they not most thoroughly standard-
ized, indeed stereotyped, fac-similes one
of the other? Wouldn't any one of
them have served as well as any other
for every one of them? Can you tell one
from the other? Did you ever see a

stronger, more convincing argument for
standardization? Could anyone liave
played more thoroughly into the hands
of the "common enemy" than did the
kind gentleman wlio gathered those pho-
tos and wrote that article? Could I pos-
sibly have a better text for all future-

sermons on standardizatioin and pre-
pared by tlie very men who bucked me
tlic most? Variety. Ori.uinalitv. Individ-

uality, forsootli!

If one State can stand sucli painful
uniformity in its banks, prepared by the
best of its talent, surely can forty-eight
States stand having a dozen widely sep-
arated buildings from identical plans. 1

submit that the blueprints of any one
of those bank buildings could have been
used for all the others and no one would
have been the wiser. It certainly would
have saved some architectural fees, much
paper, time, pencils and ink. For, mark
you, every blessed molding and quirk
about all those buildings had to be spe-
cially studied (?), and detailed, and that
by men wlio take duck fits if you but
mention stock patterns of doors or win-
dows to them.

Indeed, in the interest of economy, ex-
pedition, accuracy, certaintj- of cost, ef-

ficiency and art, I'm going to advocate
the standardization of plans for much
private as well as Government work,
stock plans of high degree and abso-
lute correctness for various classes of
building, and I'll point mj' arguments
with the splendid object lesson of those
California banks so carefully, nicely and
compactly assembled for me. Variety,
Originality and Individuality! Zounds,
gadzooks and then some. It is to laugh 1

Merci.
F. W. FITZP.\TRICK.

Banks Read The Architect and Engineer
Santa Clara, Cal.. Tulv 11. 1016.

Mr. W. H. Weeks. San Francisco Cal.

Mv Dear Mr. Weeks: I enclose herewitli page
cut from the June issue of The Architect and
Engineer of California.
We certainly do not appreciate the fact that

a rival institution is given credit for owning .-i

modern building designed and built by your
good self. Feel sure that some error must have
emanated from your office.

Will you kindly give this your attention and
have the publishers rectify this error.
Kindly let me know what can be done in the

matter and oblige.

Yours very truly,
F. .\. BIRGE.

.\ssistant Cashier Bank of Italy.

Upon receipt of the above letter ilr.

W'eeks, architect of the building, wrote
us the following:

July 14. 1016.

Tlie .\rchitect and Engineer.
Monadnock Building, City.

Gentlemen: The enclosed letter, with picture,
was received from Mr. Birge, former cashier of
the Santa Clara Valley Bank. The name of the
bank was formerly the Santa Clara \'alley Bank,
but was changed when the bank was taken over
by the Bank of Italy.

If you will kindly make some mention of this
next issue it will be greatly appre-

ated.
trulv

W IT. WEEK.S

[.As Stated in Mr. Weeks' letter, tlie

1>uilding was formerly known as the
Santa Clara Valley Bank, which explains
why that caption was used wlien cut of
the buildin,g was pulilished. Tlie' old
name still appears on the top of the
building and the bank should put up a
new si.gn if it wishe> the press to lie cor-
rect in its annnnnoenients.— Editor.!
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Simple Methods of Spot-Lighting in the Home
By HERBERT E. IVES in The Lighting J

This article describes tivo simple arrangements

o,, existine liehling Hxtures for spot-llghtmg a

Vtat"et>e aid ! fJ.ne. on-.hich the •'-^'^
j;

light from the general lighting i.i the room .uii

insufficient.—Editor.

BECAUSE spot-lighting is usually as-

sociated with the theater there is nc

reason why it should not be used else-

where, even in the home. While ot

course it would hardly be in good taste

to thus make a "star" of the hostess or

'•lion,'" there can be no objec-

tion to emphasizing by special

illumination some favorite pic-

ture, bit of statuary, or other

object of art.
.

, , ,

Usually siich special ocal

lio-hting calls for additional light

sources, with the attendant

bother of extra piping or wiring.

It sometimes happens, however,

that bv the use of specially de-

signed shades or reflectors all

the advantages of spot-lighting

may be secured without multi-

plv'ing the lighting units. Two
examples of such devices form

the subject matter of this note.

One case of home spot-lignt-

ing is illustrated by the first

<^rouo of photographs. Here a

small copy of the Xike of Samo-

thrace, standing on a pedestal

in a corner of the room, is

htrhted solely by diffused hght.

Under this illumination it does

not stand out from its back-

ground nearly so conspicuous

as is desirable. To light it prop-

erly the expedient shown in

Fig. 4 was adopted. .\ small

ornamental mirror was at-

tached to the supporting chain

nf the suspended bowl "windo-

lite" fixture which furnishes the dif-

fused lighting for this part of the room.

The mirror, while subtracting a negli-

gible amount from the light going to

die ceiling, nevertheless sends a strong

beam to the statue. .\s a result the Vic-

tory now stands out brilliantly, an ob-

ject of gleaming beauty.

The second home spot-light shown

was arranged in order to properly hght

Before.

Fig.

does not
the spotl

.\fter.

1 The statuette as lighted solely by diffused light

stand out from other objects in the room. L nder

ight it takes on a proper emphasis.
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a picture which, while chosen for its

abounding deep reds and lirowns. em-
phatically needed higher illumination jjy

night than the regular light of the room
afforded. This picture hangs over the
lireplace, and for its spot-light, use is

made of a small lamp intended primar-
ily for the hreside seat. This light is a

"Junior" VVelshach with a cretonne

A'li'/i/, I..inip sha.lc ln-i.li r,.ci.l;i

IinK of tin- picture in Fig. i.

shade, mounted on a newel post at the
front of the seat, as shown in tlic pho-
tographs. Here, instead of using a mir-
ror, a simpler scheme was followed, that

of cutting a small aperture in that side

of the shade facing the lireplace and the

picture. Thus there is directed to the
picture a beam of light which is not
missed from beneath the shade, nor can

it strike the eye of

anyone in the room,
unless he takes the un-
usual position of stand-
ing with his back
a.gainst the fireplace.

Here again the ef-

fect is a striking im-
provement. The pic-

ture, which was for-

merly altogether too
dull in the evening,
now takes its proper
l)laee in tlic decorative
scheme of that part of

the room.
The conditions which

called for intensified

local lighting in these

cases are, first, the dif-

fused character of the

general lighting, which
tends to undesirable
uniformity of bright-
ness: and second, the
low intensity of illumi-

nation, a> compared to

s|Hit. light thu
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davlight, with tlu- result that many ob-

jects which are chosen tor their <la>-

light appearance lose their appeal by

night. These conditions are very gen-

eral in modern artificial lighting and

suggest the desirability of giving some

study to the best means for relieving

them by the introduction of well-con-

sidered local or spot-lights.

Lighting Fixtures

There is one thing that architects,

builders and people who have houses

built for speculation seem to forget, or

rather ignore entirely, and that is the

lighting fixtures. Oh, yes, they put fix-

tures in the houses, but only tor the

same reason that they put m windows.

The trouble is. wiiile they usual.y dis-

play some intelligence in locating the

windows and determining the number
and size of them, so far as the law makes

this work mandatory, lighting fixtures

seem to be without the pale of the law

and are put in just as a matter of course,

fearful, perhaps, that the owner could

not get a tenant if he omitted such a

trifle.

Apparently it makes no difference huw
large a room may be or how high tlie

ceiling, you will hud a common gas pipe

stuck through the center of the ceiling

just far enough to permit the gas to be

lighted without setting tire to the place.

Possibly it is a combination fixture

—

they are quite common these days. In

such a case it is the same, with the gas

jet sticking off at one angle and the

electric bulb at another. These are so

high that the average woman has to

use a chair or a taper in order to turn

on the light.' Xo effort is made to place

the fixtures where they will be of the

greatest service.

In designing a house much effort is

given to economizing on space and ar-

ranging every room so as to provide the

greatest amount of space and comfort.

The aim is to get as much room as pos-

sible with the expenditure of the least

possible material in order to secure the

greatest amount of interest on the in-

vestment. Vet. where is the person who
builds, unless it be for his own occu-

pancy, who takes any thought of provid-

ing sensible lighting fixtures? It need

not be a question of cost. The same
fixtures commonly used now could be

placed more advantageously and dropped
a foot lower so the women of the house

could reach them.
Manufacturers of fixtures endeavor to

educate the public, but so far have had
limited success with arcliitects and build-

ers. There are medium priced fixtures

on the market that are pleasing to the

eye, and if some effort was made to

show how fixtures should be placed to

render the greatest amount of light, it

would pay not only the manufacturer but

also the landlord, for the tenants would
feel more satisfied. They would be get-

ting more light units at a less expendi-

ture of money.—Exchange.

The Broadened Field of the Illuminating

Engineer

.\ well-kill iwu consulting illuininating

eng.neer in advising the management of

a large office building on matters per-

taining to its lighting, recommended the

use of certain paints and paint surfaces

on the walls and ceilings of this building.

On actual tests made, it was shown
that a change from the colors that had

been used would result in increasing tlie

effective lighting thirty per cent and re-

duce the charges for energy $14,000 per

year. By many, the illuminating engi-

neer is not expected to go beyond tlie

lamp and reflector. The real illuminating

engineer, however, is concerned with

everything having to do with the pro-

duction, distribution and use of light.

For a strictly utilitarian proposition, an

investigation of this kind is well worth
while. It should be added that the old

walls were not black, nor are the new
walls recommended to be white.

Wybro Panels never

Blister or Crack.
; guaranteed not to blister or crack. They

Kei;. r. S. Pat Ottic

Veneered Panels ofjjr
excelled qualit> -

•n"i'BRO Panels :

are guaranteed to look

first use them.

Xo other panels on the market give better service than do the

WYBRO Panels. And yet. these panels cost no higher than the

"just as good" kinds.

Insist on Wybro Panels—the blisterless :

; good years after as they do when
:

ikind.

NVhite Brothers 5th and Brannan Sts.
San Rrancisco
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Lighting the San Francisco City Hair
By LK(J .1.

THE problem of tlie artilicial illumina-
tion of public buildings always has

been and very likely will continue to be
a source of considerable worry to those
whose efforts are bent on seeing their
work completely and absolutely satisfac-
tory, not only to themselves but to the
general public as well.
The illuminating of public buildings is

to a certain extent not a very difficult
proposition, inasmuch as at the present
time, particularly within the last ten
years, this science has developed to sucli

an extent that there are in the held a
great many competent engineers who
have specialized on this work, and whose
services are always at the command of
the architect. But wliile the matter of
the quantity and quality of the light can
be determined with absolute accuracy,
the real difficulty is found in supplying
the fixtures to support or suspend the
source of light. The fixture, either sus-
pended from the ceiling or as a bracket
or standard, is really a part of the fur-

niture of the building and a very con-
spicuous part, and where there is any
lack of harmonj' between a fixture and
its general surroundings the unsightly
contrast strikes us at once.
We have always with us glaring exam-

ples of how the wrong lighting fixtures
can mar an otherwise beautiful building,
but one of the most conspicuous exam-
ples in the \\'est, if not in the entire
country, of an installation of lighting
fixtures as they should be is to be found
in our new City Hall.t Anyone, layman
or loiterer, is at once struck by the or-
iginality and beauty of the designs, and
close inspection will reveal to those in-

terested a perfection of execution in the
details that reflects tlie highest credit on
both designer and manufacturer. The
poet, the painter and the sculptor dream
their dreams, and with their own hands
make them permanent: the architect also
dreams his dreams, but other hands must
endeavor to interpret them, and that
architect is fortunate indeed whose paths
lead him to men who have the mind to
comprehend and the hand to execute,
not what they want but what he wants.
There is no question but that the

architects have succeeded in having their
ideas executed to their entire satisfac-
tion in the installation of lighting fix-

tures in this beautiful building.
Space hardly permits a detailed de-

scription of the fixtures, but atten-
tion might be called to some of the most
conspicuous examples of the ornamental

"Fixtures in the building were modeled, fur-
nished and installed by the Leo J. M'eyberg Com-
pany. Moulds for the glassware, and the glass-
ware itself, were manufactured under their direc-
tion by the Gleason-Tiebout Glass Company,
Urooklyn. N. V.
ISce ilhistraticins on page 74.

MKYLUCKll.

fixtures. The exterior, crosier shaped
standards, support a beautiful lantern,
in itself a work of art, and the soft
light of the frosted lamps as seen
through the crystal panels of the lan-
terns give a dignified effect harmonizing
with the e.xterior of the building. The
crj'stal stalactites suspended by chains in

the entrances, though inconspicuous dur-
ine the day, shed a soft radiance when
illuminated and bring out all the beauty
of their surroundings.
The rotunda, the wonderful rotunda, is

lighted by four thirteen-light standards,
marvels of grace and beauty—four won-
drous gems in a wondrous setting. Each
standard is set off with thirteen cut crys-
tal globes, each enclosing a frosted
lamp which when lighted will, coupled
with the brackets in the upper corridors,

illuminate the rotunda with a soft

restful light that will bring out the
carvings in the granite and the de-
tail of the ceiling. There is one of
these standards placed in each corner of

the rotunda. As one stands at the foot
of the stairs, the full beauty of the
stairs and walls of the rotunda is

revealed. Looking up to the mezza-
nine corridor entrance to the Super-
visors' chambers, the full beauty of the
lighting fixtures installed on this floor

is apparent. On each side flanking the
entrance are two standards, and looking
through the archway there hangs from
the well on the third floor a lantern, and
on each corner of this well are four
brackets. The lantern is indeed a work
of art, and the time alone spent model-
ing this fixture was over six weeks. The
corridors on the main floor and the ro-

tunda are lighted by large bronze brack-
ets, the weight of each one being over
forty pounds, each arm being surmounted
by a clear-cut stalactite inside of which
is a frosted 100-watt Mazda lamp.

Tlie Supervisors' chambers are lighted
by eight sixteen-light bronze candelabra
chandeliers, which in design and manu-
facture are beyond criticism. Each fix-

ture has si.xteen 40-watt round frosted
lamps, and these are a finishing touch
to a very wonderful room.
Both architect and contractor have

worked indefatigably to make this in-

stallation of lighting fixtures a dignified

and harmonious finish to the building,
and anyone who takes the time to study
the harmony between the fixtures and
the building will agree that their efforts

have been successful.

Mabro Used on New City Hall
Magner Bros.' "Mabro" stipple paint

was used throughout the new San Fran-
cisco City Hall and is a good specimen
of the superior results which can be se-

cured by using tliis specialty.
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SPECIFY "CHICAGO ^^

jMulli-Stage Turbine House Pumps
Single and Duplex Electric Sewage Ejectors
Automatic Electric Bilge Pumps
"Little Giant" Electric Cellar Drainers
Pneumatic Water Supply Systems
Electric House Service Pumps

A Complete and Well Designed Line

General Offices and Factory i Pacific Coast Agentj

CHICAGO PUMP COMPANY TELEPHONE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO.
901 W. Lake Street, Chicago, III. 612 Howard Street. San Francisco, Cal.

HIGH GRADE

[LKTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK
FOR BUILDINGS

BUTTE [N6INHRING AND ELKTRIC CO., 683-87 Howard Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

Heating and Ventilating, Electrical In-

stallations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
Main Office: so/ MONTGOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

( 117-118 Colman Building Seattle Wash.
Rrnn^V, Cifftr^^- J 504-505 McKay Building Portland. Ore.crsncn wmccs. j ^^^ Paulsen Building Spokane. Wash.

( 563 I. W.Hellman Building Los Angeles. Cal.

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
Incorporated

Electric (1-1 and 2-1) Gearless Traction Elevators, Electric

Geared Elevators, Full Autoinatic Electric Elevators

and Dumb-Waiters, Hydraulic, Belt and Hand
Power Elevators for Every Service

Telephone Sutter 3540 54 Natoma Street, San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers pie
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t

Bracket used in Entrance Corridor to Supervisors* Chamber,
San Francisco City Hall

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Modeled, furnished and installed by

Leo. J. Meyberg Co.
49 GEARY

742 MARKET
Phone Douglas 5338

Weatinghouse Lamps used exclusively

All Special Moulds and Glassware for lighting fixtures New City Hall

Manufactured and furnished by

GLEASON TIEBOUT GLASS CO.
San Francisco Office, 669 Mission St.

BROOKLYN
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WM. F. WILSON COMPANY
MODERN SANITARY APPLIANCES

Special Systems of Plumbing for Residences, Hotels, Schools, Colleges, Office Buildings, Etc.

Phone Sutter 357 328-330 Mason Street, San Francisco.

CARNAHAN & MULFORD
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Telephone Kearny 419S 504 LUNINQ BLDQ. 45 Kearny St., San Francisco, Ca

Ecctncai CHARLES T. PHILLIPS i'"^
^II ummating CONSULTING ENOINEER Speahcat.ons

Mechan.cal
p^^;^^ Building. San Francisco ^^P'^'"^

Phone Sutter 2176

The Economical Production, Distribution and Application of Light, Power, Heat and Ventilation
Illumination Efficiency Physical Reports Electrolysis Investigations Estimates and Tests

C. JORGENSEN & CO.
BUILDING MATERIALS

Phone Kearny 2386 356 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO

HIGH GRADE PLUMBING FIXTURES for SCHOOLS and PUBLIC BUILDINGS

JAMES B. CLOW & SONS
Hearst Building SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Engineers

Telephone Sutter 894 60 NATOMA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

San Francisco, Cal. Oakland, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal.

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
Electrical Engineers and Contractors

Phone Sutter 2369 149 New /Hontgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

General Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Dealers

Display Rooms, Retail Department and Offices

O'Farrell and Mason Streets SAN FRANCISCO
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The Contractor
HIS TROUBLES AND SOME OTHER THINGS

He That is Fond of Building
By NOBLE FOSTER HOGGSON.

<<l—IE that is fond of building will soon
I I rnin himself without the help of

enemies," was the confident declaration

of Plutarch, while Kett, who proves him-
self to have been an ardent prepared-
ness advocate, cautioned: "Never build

after you are five-and-forty ; have five

years' income in hand before you lay a

brick, and always calculate the expense
at double the estimate." Good advice,

or bad?
Philosophers and jokesmiths of all

ages have had their various says about
the man who puts his trust in fate, leaves
his safe open and plunges blindly or
otherwise into a building ooeration. To-
day in the comic weeklies and in the
dailies his troubles are made light of
and he is as prolific a source of cheerful
ridicule as a certain justly well known
make of motor car.

.\ thing is tragic or humorous accord-
ing to the point of view. The man who
sits on a tack does not share the on-
lookers' amusement. In fact, he is not
only pained at his own misfortune, but
he is pained because he occasioned some-
one else to find a degree of pleasure at

his unseemly plight. Now it is per-
fectly safe to make this positive state-

ment in this connection: The person
who witnessed the other's unfortunate
encounter with the tack never deliber-

ately sits on the same tack himself; in

fact, he is particularly cautious about sit-

ting down anywhere soon thereafter
without looking for a tack. Nor is this

an indictment of tacks. Tacks serve a

very real and useful purpose in this

world, but they have their place, which
is not in localities where they may be
sat upon.
Now let us apply the principles of the

tack episode to building. The man did

not sit on a tack. He built a house or
a skyscraper or a garage— it does not
matter much—^and when he finished he
discovered, among other things, that he
was called upon to pay a great deal more
money for the completed product than
he had expected to pay. He had come
in contact with a pretty l)ig tack, and,
for people who find amusement in such

things, he presented a most ludicrous
figure, a subject for much hilarious

laughter. He told about his experience
and he wrote about it, but he could not
produce the tack to prove his case, so
the people who laughed at him did not
profit by his lesson, and they went about
building in the same way he did. They
regarded his warnings as a "wet paint"
sign. They had to rub their fingers upon
the painted surface to see if it had not
really dried and the sign left on as a

sort of -April fool joke.

It narrows down in the final analysis

to a matter of ego. The man who in-

tends to build will not take heed of the
man who has had an unfortunate experi-

ence in building, because he feels that

he is shrewd enough to look after his

own interests and safeguard his own
rights, notwithstanding the fact that he
is engaging for the time lieing in a busi-

ness enterprise that is totally foreign to

him. Benjamin A. Howes, in his book
on "Building," recounts a typical case:

"Once upon a time there was a famous author
who wanted to build a house—to build a home,
as the real estate advertisements put it. He had
plans drawn by an architect and got bids for

its construction in permanent and tireproof

material. 'But that's half as much again as I have
allowed!' he cried. So it was decided to build in

cheaper construction and 'by day's labor,' with
the direct supervision of the author's family
thus saving the contractor's profit. When the

house was finished—and it was very attractive,

even though it would never be a family home-
stead, because it would hardly last long enough
for that—and the famous author was happily
ensconced, he was asked, '.\nd was the house
built for your original allowance?' 'Half of it

wasl' replied the famous author."

When a man sets out to buy a five-cent

loaf of bread he gets a loaf of bread for

hve cents. When he sets out to build

a residence for twenty-five thousand dol-

lars there are no good reasons wliy he
should not be able to build it for that
amount.

The man who is going to build should
definitely know two things:

First—E.xactly what he is going to

get for the price he expects to pay.
Second—The outside limit of cost for

tlie completed structure.
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To demand these safeguards is per-

fectly fair and natural. In every phase

of business today, except building, one

knows in advance just what the cost of

any specified piece of work will be.

In a building operation, as ordinarily

conducted, no one participant is in a

position to guarantee the work of all

participants. The responsibility of the

various contractors who execute differ-

ent portions of the work is individual;

the responsibility of each ends with the

completion of his particular part; no

one of them is in a position to guar-

antee anything beyond his own sliare

or detail of the whole operation.

Usually the owner proceeds without

adequate guarantee of the limit of cost;

he does not protect himself against er-

rors in plans, specifications and esti-

mates. If the discovery of errors neces-

sitates extra charge later, he must pay

them; if such errors go undetected his

building may be defected and he may
suffer from its diminished equity and

earning power; if the plans and speci-

fications are slighted in execution, if

mismanagement occurs, if the building

is not ready to earn income when ex-

pected, he must suffer loss.

A watch, an automobile, an engine or

a printing press consist of hundreds ot

parts, assembled, adjusted and harmon-

ized, by a single responsibility, to pro-

duce the finest unit, the maximum of

effectiveness in every phase at the min-

imum of cost. It is the same with a

building. All the separate branches and

processes of a building operation re-

quire similar assembling, adjustment, and

harmonizing. A building is to be con-

sidered a building, in its truest sense,

only wdien'it is complete in every de-

tail, ready for occupancy, in perfect or-

der to answer all the needs, and to ful-

liU perfectlv the purposes for which it

was designed. A building operation may
be considered successful when seven es-

sential elements join to that end, m
perfect harmony. The all-important

units which combine to constitute the

total of a magic seven are arrangement,

decoration and furnishing, appearance,

cost, stability, speed, service. The
making of the architectural plans is

merely the first step, the construction

i^ second; equipment, decorating and fur-

nishing, other steps or processes. .A.11

are elements in the final unity. They

must be considered together in the be-

ginning, prior to the time of actual work.

Nothing concerning a contemplated

building should be definitely decided un-

til all tilings concerning it are ready for

decision. To prevent excessive expendi-

ture on one part, and inadequate ex-

penditure on another, work should not

be begun until all features are brought

into proper relation.

SPECIFY PRODUCTS OF I

UNQUESTIONED QUALITY!

When THE DAHLSTROM
PRODUCTS are specified —
the standard by which all other

metal trim must be judged — is it

good business policy to accept a

product below that standard?

The credit for Hollow Metal Doors

and Trim belongs to Dahlstrom. That

we truly originated and perfected and

have consistently produced the highest

grade of hollow metal interior trim for

buildings is not an exaggeration, but

an established fact.

Sometimes, in fact quite frequently,

we are told: "Cut your estimate and

the job is yours!" We are always

willing to re-figure and to co-operate

with the Architect, Owner and Con-

tractor in an endeavor to lessen cost

or to meet a particular requirement,

but we are not willing to cut an esti-

mate merely for the commercial trans-

action of signing a contract. Dahl-

strom Quality has always been rigidly

maintained and this quality will not

be lowered for the purpose of securing

an order by meeting the figure of a

competitor whose product is decidedly

'"the dahlstrom PRODUCTS
are made right in every particular, and

prove not only a source of satisfaction

from the viewpoint of excellence m
unequaled finish, but the added and

greater service of standing up under

the severe tests of the two greatest

destructive forces known to mankind
— FIRE and TIME.
The Dahlstrom price is not high.

You pay only for what you get, and

we know just what it costs to produce

THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS-
the unequaled standard of hollow metal

interior trim.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC
DOOR COMPANY

34Blackstone Avenue

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

li^o ^nd Representatives

All Principal Cities.

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:

M. G. West Co.. 353 Market St.. San Francisco.

LouS R^Bedell. 522 W. 9th St.. Los Angeles. Calif

.

Camn?reRoller 530Colman Bldg.. Seattle. Wash.

TiTms. Cress & Co.. 184- 186 Second St., Port-

land, Ore.
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Use of Hardwoods in Home-Building.
The general use of hardwoods in

home-bmlding is having a wonderful in-
crease on the Pacitic Loast. Hardwood
for interior trim, Hoors, doors, etc., etc.,

is becoming more popular every day.
The public is beginning to realize that
hardwood is not a luxury but an econom-
ical investment, and the continual de-
mand for hardwood is due, in no small
part, to tlie concerted action of the
hardwood dealers around the San Fran-
cisco Bay. They have all joined in fos-
tering the use of hardwoods and have
issued an interesting booklet entitled "A
Treatise on Hardwoods for Interior Fin-
ish," which shows specific comparisons
in cost of hardwood as against softwood,
carpet, linoleum, etc. Hardwood proves
the more economical.

Tile shipbuilding industry is on the
crest of an enormous wave of activity.
Wooden vessels are being built all along
the coast, wherever facilities are avail-
able, and the demand for all hardwoods
occasioned by this industry has brought
about new conditions. Eastern oak tim-
bers for rudder stocks, stern posts, etc.,

were almost entirely supplanted fifteen
or twenty years ago by .Australian iron-
bark, but the scarcity of bottoms to
transport, and of .Australian labor to get
out the timber, has caused a correspond-
ing decrease in the stocks of Australian
ironbark in this country and American
oak has again come into the field and is

proving very successful; 16xl8s and
18x20s. 30 to 40 feet long, are obtainable
in .American oak at the same price as
ironbark, and their delivery can be de-
pended upon, which cannot be said of
.Australian woods. California laurel,
while not obtainable in such long tim-
bers as ironbark and American oak, is

used to a very great e.xtent for friction
surfaces.

The hardwood dealers have been
forced to listen to such continual and
general complaint as to the poor quali-
ties of Japanese oak when made up into
Hooring or trim that many of them are
declining responsibility for the wearing
(jualities of Japanese oak flooring or
interior finish. This wood, being soft
andbrashy, cannot be expected to hold
up like the genuine American oak.

The use of California laurel fcjr bridge
planking is becoming quite general. The
planking on Webster street bridge, be-
tween Oakland and .Alameda, which was
the first instance of laurel being used for
this purpose, was laid several years ago
and shows practically no signs of wear.
This is also the case with the Petaluma
drawbridge and the Fourth street bridge
over the San F'rancisco channel. The
economy of laurel for this purpose is in-

disputable.

American walnut is coming liack into
fashion for furniture and interior trim
and Southern red gum (known some-
times as satin walnut) is having an enor-
mous call on the Pacific Coast. .As a
suggestion for a harder and higher class

cabinet wood than Southern red gum.
and a lower priced wood than American
walnut, .yenezero or jenisero presents
itself.

High Prices Stop Building

How speculative builders feel aliout

the disposition to jump costs in certain
lines of material is shown by the reluc-

tance with which investors approach
large work in this particular field. A
builder who contemplated the erection

of a twelve-story apartment house in

Xew A'ork City, but who has decided to

wait until prices get back to normal be-

fore going ahead with the project i>

quoted as saying;

It is a cold fact that it costs twenty-five per
cent more to build now than it did a year ago.

Do you know that last year I paid but $}5.37'A
lier ton for structural steel at tidewater and that

this year the price asked is $70 to $75? Twenty
per cent of the cost of a modern building goes
into the steel frame. Take a building requiring
4.000 tons at $80 per ton, and you have a charge
of $.i20,000 for the structural steel alone. Then
there is the iron and steel going into the piping
for heating, plumbing and lighting, and into stairs,

elevator enclosures, reinforced concrete floors, and
metal-covered trim, not to mention innumerable
otlter things made of metal.

I want to send one thought home, that it is my
opinion there is rto justification for the current
prices of most of these materials, especially steel,

because it is the result of pooling among the
producers.

It would have been a wonderful year for build-
ing but for that. Renting was never better. We
shall wait until prices return to a moderate basis.

In the case of a million-dollar building going
ahead now would mean an extra cost of $250,000.
This would be lost when prices returned to a
normal level. Besides, nobody will buy property
imjiroved at such an extra cost.

If~'c I fht tf3f^r% Mastic Floorins will stand up under the most
^^ ^-'*^.^^' • exceptional conditions. Wears like iron, will not crack

and is imper\-iims tc acids FOR WAREHOUSES, FACTORIES AND BREWERIES.

I

Get otfr Prices and I ^ijtt I xx ^ Itt x -, ROOFING I

Specifications. iHalou ^ iari^rHnu, ^nt. contractors
682 Monadnock Building, San Francisco Phone Sutter 3161

riting to Advertisers please mention this magazii
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Brick Styles Change Frequently

One of the perplexing problems of the
building material dealer is to meet the
demand for the various styles of face
brick. It has often been said that the
styles and colors of building brick
change in any given market as often as
do the styles of a woman's clothing.
The reason for these changes is easily

discernible and can be attributed to ag-
gressiveness on the part of architects,
contractors, brick dealers or brick manu-
facturers. In cities where retailers have
made a specialty of boosting a particular
style of brick, evidences of their work are
to be seen in buildings throughout the
town. Because of this fact, every wide
awake building material dealer should
carefully study the various stj-les of brick
offered by the manufacturer and place
such brick in stock as he has absolute
confidence in and for which he believes
he can create a demand. When such se-

lection is made a systematic campaign
of educating the public through the news-
papers and by other means should be
adopted. The results will speak for them-
selves.—^Rock Products.

Something Red, Anyway
-\n Irishman recently went ]jefore a

judge to be naturalized.

"Have }'Ou read the Declaration of In-

dependence?" the court asked.
"I hov not," said Pat.
"Have you read the Constitution of the

United States?"
"I hov not, yer honor."
The judge looked sternly at the appli-

cant, and asked:
"What have you read?"
Patrick hesitated but the fraction of

a second before replying: "I hove red
hairs on me neck, yer honor."— D. C. C,
Meadow Creek, W'^ash.

Cost of Highways
The public is to know exactly how tlie

$18,000,000 highway bond issue was ex-
pended, according to an announcement
made bv Austin B. Fletcher, engineer of

the State Highway Commission, who is

drafting a report to answer newspaper
and other attacks.

The worst complaint comes from Hum-
boldt county, where the charge has been
made that the county has failed dis-
mally in an effort to get data on high-
wav construction.

Government to Spend $10,000,000 on
Good Roads

One of the provisions of the l-'edcral

aid road bill which was signed by the
President on July 11th appropriates
$1,000,000 a year for ten years to be
spent by the Secretary of Agriculture for
the construction and maintenance of
roads and trails within or partly within
the national forests.

The bill provides that, upon request of
the proper officers of the States or
counties, the money shall be used for
building roads and trails which are nec-
essary for the use and development of
resources upon which communities
within or near the national forests are
dependent. The work is to be done in

co-operation with the various States and
counties.

California Federal Buildings
California lias not been overlookeil liy

Congress, which has apjirovod appropri-
ations for new I'ederal buildings to the
amount of $1,625,000. Of this sum $650,-
000 is for a new postoffice building at

Oakland and $600,000 is for the 'new
Marine Hospital in San Francisco. Fol-
lowing is a summary of the bill:

San Francisco Marine Hospital $600,000
Oakland postoffice 650.000
Sacramento addition to Federal Court .... 50,000
Venice, site for postoffice 20,000
Santa Monica, site for postoffice 20,000
Placerville. site for postoffice 10,000
Susanville, site for postoffice 10.000
Petaluma, postoffice 50.000
San Bernardino, postoffice 70.000
Palo .\lto, site for postoffice 15,000
San Mateo, site for postoffice 15.000
Modesto, postoffice 65,000
Redlands, site for postoffice 50,000
San Jose, postoffice additions 15,000

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET or HARDWOODS?
WE IVIAKE A SPECIALTY OF THEfVI

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY, KOA, JENISERO, OAK. ASH, ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD CO.
Beach and Taylor Streets, SAN FRANCISCO
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Robert w Hunt JNO. J. Cone JAS. C. hallsted D. w. mcNaugheb

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., Engineers
BUREAU OF INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION

251 KEARNY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
New York London Chicago Pittsburgh St. Louis Seattle Toronto Mexico City

CEMENT INSPECTION
INSPECTION OF STRUCTURAL AND REINFORCING STEEL

REPORTS AND ESTIMATES ON PROPERTIES AND PROCESSES
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

Building and Industrial

Notes

Fine Interior Woodwork
The Home M;uulfacturill,^ Company,

cabinet makers, of 543 and 545 Brannan
street, San Francisco, is winning golden
opinions on account of its original de-

signs and superior workmanship in fine

special furniture and office fittings re-

cently completed. Among these may be
mentioned the two Period Rooms (Louis
XVI and Empire) recently executed
from their own designs for the well-

known jewelry house of Houston, Dill-

man & Co., Post and Stockton streets,

San Francisco: also the altar furniture

and railings of St. Luke's Church, Van
Ness avenue, San Francisco, from de-

signs by Vickery, Atkins & Torrey. It

has just completed the cabinet work
for the Pacific Mail Steamship Company
(Grace & Company), also that of the

Hartford Insurance Company. Special

mention should be made of the counters,

tables and fixtures (also the white floor

in Brenierwarra, inlaid) for the exten-

sion to Foster & O' Rear's candy store

on (Jrant avenue. San I''ranci'~co.

Sloan Valves in City Hall
In line with the general excellence of

the material employed in the construc-
tion of the new San Francisco City Hall,

it was decided by the architects, Messrs.
Bakewell & Brown, and their engineers,
Messrs. Hunter & Hudson, to specify the

Sloan Valve Company's Royal flush valve

as being best suited for the exceptional
service that would prevail in the City
Hall.

Though competition for this business
was very keen at the time, the Sloati

Royal valve, after an exhaustive series

of practical tests, proved much superior

to the substitutes offered and accordingly
this valve was installed.

There are about 245 Royal flush valves
in the building constantly in use on
variable water pressures without the
necessity of regulation or adjustment to

meet the changing conditions, and in

general giving perfect satisfaction.

Paving Brick Again Popular
The California I'axint; I'.rick dimpany,

Oakland, has supplied vitrified paving
brick for the United Railroads of San
Francisco, this product having proved
highly satisfactory for paving between
street car tracks. The city of Oakland
is also about to use a large quantity of

"))avers" on several city streets as an
cxiH'rinient. I'". .\. Costello. presidint

THE BIG-AN-LiniE CONCRETE and MORTAR MIXER

BiK Oijtp»4t — Little Weieht
Bie Profits — Little Cost
Capacity 3S Cu. Vds. a Day

Ijj^Q,
All rounded surfaces—-no comers for concrete to lodge in.

Revolves on ball thrust bearing, hermetically sealed to

prevent grit from working in.

Equipped with levers for turning over and locking device

to hold drum in place while mixing.

,- '^?^ '^'^'1^^®\ EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
* Pacific Coast Agents

<r# 51-53MinnaSt., San Francisco Tel. Suiter 1675
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MODERN
PLUMBING
FIXTURES

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.
MAKERS OF PLUMBCNG SUPPLIES

1I30-II44 RiDGE Avenue. Pmiladelpmia

San Francisco Office and Showroom
857 Folsom Street

of the company, says that they can man-
ufacture the highest grade paving brick

from their shale mined at the Calaveras

county holdings, and put them upon the

San Francisco market much cheaper than

would be the case with paving brick

made in the Northwest. The com|)any

expects to operate on a much larger scale

in the near future.

Local Tile Situation

At a recent meeting in San Francisco

of the Northern California Mantle and

Tile Dealers' Association the matter of

improving the tile situation was taken up.

A resolution was passed urging the mem-
bers to put in no lump sum bid to any
contractor or architect while the job

was being figured, in cases where more
than one thousand feet of tiling w^ere to

be used. .After the contract has been

awarded, lump sum bids may then be

given to the successful contractor. The
officers elected by the association were:

Charles Halloway, Jr.. president; G. Mc-
Elhinney, vice-president; F. T, Connor,

secretary-treasurer; and Ed. Flulse,

Thomas F. Rigney and Carl Ericksen,

trustees.

Ornamental Brass Iron Work in New
City Hall

In the construction of San Francisco's

new City Hall the architects and various

contractors, and sub-contractors were

called upon to furnish the most modern
and up-to-date equipment and in a great

many instances the material reciuired to

be manufactured has never been at-

tempted on the Pacific Coast before.

Among the California corporations do-

ing work on this building the West Coast

Wire and Iron Works of San Francisco

constructed for the Capitol Sheet Metal

Works, also a California corporation, m
connection w^ith their contract for metal

furniture, all the tellers' cages and run-

ways in the Treasurer's and Tax Col-

lector's departments.
This work was all baked enameled and

was the first of its kind attempted in

this State. This portion of the contract

being successfully completed spelled a

birth of the new Pacific Coast industry,

as prior to this time all work of this

nature had been manufactured in the

Eastern States. In addition to this work,

there was a great amount of brass rail-

ing used in the Supervisors' committee
rooms. Auditor's department and Elec-

tion Commissioners' office.

The high class construction of this

building naturally meant a very rigid in-

spection on all work and to the gratifi-

cation of the manufacturers all work was
passed without one single objection.

New Ventilating System

Professor E. P. Lesley of the Depart-

ment of Mechanical Engineering at Stan-

ford University has just completed the

plans and specifications for a new sys-

tem of ventilation for the Emporium
building in San Francisco, including the

installation of air-pumping fans and air

washers. The Emporium is doubling the

selling space of its basement salesrooms

and is adding a large area of floor

space to its third story, so that the old

ventilation and air supplying system

would have been inadequate. Professor

Lesley was called in to work out an en-

tirely new and improved equipment.

Mullen Company's New Work
The ?\lullen Company have been

awarded the contract for all special fur-

niture in the new San Francisco public

library. They are also fitting up the

Felix KaufTman fur store under the Hotel

Stewart. Their cabinet work in the new
City Hall includes the flat top desks for

the judges of the Supreme Court, all

desks for offices of the Auditor, fancy

glass top octagon lobby desk for the

Ireasurer, complete fixtures and fittings

of the chemical laboratory, eighty steel

lockers for the Recorder's department,

and various special furniture for all de-

partments of the building.

JOHISSOIN SERVICE CO. ^^
The Johnson System of Temperature Regulation J^^^Pk

All important rooms in the new City Hall have Johnson control

629 LUMBERMAN'S BLDG. 1104 WHITE BLDG
SEATTLt. Wash

600 CITIZENS BANK BLDG.. LOS AiMCELES. Cal.

149 FIFTH ST., SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

c^
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The Fallacy of "Direct Returns"
IPiiulcrs liik.J

I )ut of the morning's mail we cull the

following interesting, not to s.iy affect-

ing, document:

Monlclair, N. J., June, 1916.

To Alumni and Friends:

Years of experience have demonstrated that

newspaper and magazine
needless expenditure. Tli

ister a single student a

ing campaign; in spite

largest
Kor

dents h;

graduat

advertising results i

is year we did not rej

the result of our adverti'

of this, our enrollment i

history.

years, practically all of our
recommendation of under-

d friends. We find that those

his way are apt to be a better

pe of boy than those few who enter through the

of adverti'
has adnWe feel that the

to the school should be conditioned upon the rec-

ommendation of the undergraduates, alumni and
friends. The board of trustees has, therefore, de-

cided to withdraw from public advertising. We
feel sure that we may depend upon your cordial

co-operation in placing Montclair Academy among
the schools which do not find it necessary to ad-

vertise. This explanation is sent to make clear

the change in our policy.

By order of
Board of Trustees, Montclair .\cAutMv.

Far be it from us to quarrel with an

institution which, after years of need-

less expenditure for advertising, has at-

taiited the largest enrollment in its his-

tory and has decided to be advtjrtised

only by its loving friends in the future.

"Will you kindly get busy," it says to

the loving friends aforesaid, "and prove
that we don't need to advertise. This
explanation is sent because we aren t

going to have the benefit of that useless

expenditure any more, and the future is

up to you."
Not that we think the lapse of Mont-

clair Academy from the advertising ranks

is a serious matter. We don't. But tlie

type of reasoning set forth above some-
times leads larger advertisers to similar

conclusions, with results which are dis-

astrous. Direct, traceable returns are

still looked upon in many quarters as

the one conclusive test of the value of

advertising. "We have not sold a dol-

lars' wortli of goods as the result of our

advertising; in spite of which our sales

are the largest in our history. So for

the future we shall depend upon our good
friends in the trade to push our goods."

"We are advertised by our loving

friends' 'was a grand good slogan be-

cause its friends were never allowed to

forget it. A satisfied customer is the best

advertisement only so long as he stays

satisfied and bears the product in mind.

Oftentimes there is no greater service

advertising can do than to keep the

friendly spirit alive in those who already

know the merits of the goods.

Kellastone Under New Management
Kellastonc. the imperisliable stucco, i

()\v 1)eing (lislrilmted in San Francisc

and the bay section by the Blake Plas-

ter Company, T. H. Blake, general man-
ager, with head offices in the Bacon
building, Oakland. Kellastone has here-
tofore been handled in tliis section by
the West Company, which latter firm

will become the manufacturers. They
liave a good sized plant in West Oak-
land. Kellastone is said to be especially

adapted to exterior plaster work and,
unlike cement, will not crack or ex-
pand.

Stockton Apartment House
Franklyn Warner, San Joaquin l)uild-

ing, Stockton, has completed iilans for

a $25,000 apartment house to be erected
on the northeast corner of Minor avenue
and Grant street, Stockton, for George
E. Ball of that city. There are to be
fourteen two and three-room apartments,
with a large store on the grmnid fioor.

Part of an ifl S: (6 Rock and Qravcl Plant

Let in & <l» design and equip your

rock or gravel washing and screening

plant and you will be assured of a

successful installat'on.

M ic (& experience in this line is the

broadest and iffl & (6 facilities for do-

ing the work are the best on the

Pacific Coast.

Oil

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

CONVEYING, ELEVATING, SCREENING AND ME-

CHANICAL POWER TRANSMITTING MACHINERY

San Francisco

Portland Seattle Los Angeles
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Thirteen-Story Building with Buttonlath Partitions

THE photograph on tliis page sliows
the new thirteen-story building in

Los Angeles which has been converted
into a colony of retail shops known as

''The Brack Shops." It is a rather unique
enterprise, comprising eighty-four com-
plete shops under one roof, with luxuri-

ous lounge, reception and dressing rooms
and each floor having a drawing room
promenade fronted by glass-enclosed
shops. The exterior of the building is

of white tile with ironwork painted a

grass green. The windows are latticed,

bordered and ornamented with flower
boxes and other floral decorations, and
there are brilliant electric lighting ef-

fects.

The interior p'.an provides for seven
units of space on each floor, the individ-

ual shops being separated from each
other by partitions and each with its

French glass doors fronting a hand-

somely furnished reception or lounge
room, offering all the conveniences of a
club.

The partitions throughout the build-
ing on all floors have been built of But-
tonlath—the new lathing material which
is creating so much comment in archi-
tectural and building circles. Being lire

resistant to an exceptional degree, as
we'I as water proof, and having great
sound-deadening qualities, it makes an
exceptionallj- good material for the pur-
pose. Buttonlath is also used on the top
floor of the building, which is occupied
by a tea room, card room, private din-

ing rooms and women's exchange.
The Brack Shops are rented to stores

at rentals as low as $35 and $50 a

month for a single shop and $125 a

month for double shop, this price includ-
ing all service, comforts and conveni-
ences for the shopkeeper and his patrons.
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An Improved Rotary Oil Burner

Al-'TER twu years of expcri-

nicnting. Mr. J. C. Jolin-

son of the S. T. Johnson
Company, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Oakland, has

perfected an improved rotary

oil burner which promises to

meet with instant favor from
architects, engineers and
others who specify or use oil

burning equipment. The
new Johnson multiple disc

rotary burner is said to pro-

duce absolutely perfect atom-
ization. The old type burn-

er, with its open cup, af-

forded but a single surface

for throwing the oil. The-

new multiple -disc will throw
oil from no less than six

lips, breaking it up and giv-

ing a perfect mixture. One
of the secrets of a satisfac-

tory oil burning equipment
is thorough atomization of

the oil. The more perfect

the atomization the better

the comliustible mixture and
the lower air pressure can

be used. With- this rotary

burner a less air pressure is

required than was practical

formerly with other types of burners,

and this produces a quiet fire and more
complete combustion.
The new Johnson patent sends the oil

supply direct to the atomizer instead of

passing through a hollow shaft, conse-

quently there is no packing in the shaft

to cause friction.

Already the coinpany is working over-

time filling orders for the new burner,

whicli may be used in school buildings,

apartment houses, hotels, office struc-

tures and residences. Some of the latest

installations are the Eleanor apartments
on Sixteentli street, San Francisco; two
burners in the Hotel Dale. San Fran-

cisco; government transport dock No. 1,

San Francisco; apartments for Joseph
^Menard, corner Leavenworth and Broad-
way; Overlook apartments, at Sixteenth

and Market streets; Cogswell school, and
apartments of Mr. Brun, 1385 Clay
street, all in San Francisco.

The company is also quite busy in-

stalling low pressure air crude oil burn-
ing apparatus in the following buildings:

Red Blufif high school, Lodi liigh school.
Lincoln union high school, Paso Robles
school, St. Francis Orphanage, Watson-
ville; Scottish Rite Cathedral. Sacra-
mento- the Wasserman building, San
Francisco; Petaluma high school, Wilt-
shire Hotel, San Francisco; St. Dun-
stan apartments. Hotel O'Farrell,

•*>i

Women's Athletic Club building, Wash-
ington school, Alameda; Southern Pa-
cific depot, Fresno; St. ijermain restau-
rant, San Francisco Dairy, and many
others.

The Johnson Company has just com-
pleted making some extensive improve-^
ments to its Mission street building, and
is now occupying three full floors, Vifith

enlarged and well-appointed offices on
the ground floor, stock room on the sec-

ond floor and machine shop on the top
floor. The growth of this company has
been little less than phenomenal, since

in ten years its business has increased
more than 200 per cent.

The San Francisco offices and factory

of the S. T. Johnson Company are at

1337 Mission street. The Oakland offices

and factory are at Grace and Lowell
streets. Agencies are maintained as

follows:

Thos. Russell, Los .\ngeles; P. .A. Cos-
tello, Seattle, Wash.: E. M. Keller,

Fresno; Santa Rosa Oil and Burner Co.,

Santa Rosa; Garden City Oil and Burner
Co., San Jose; Sacramento Oil and
Burner Co., Sacramento; Schroeder &
Hildenbrand, Marshfield, Ore.; Reno
Plumbing and Heatin.g Co.. Reno;
.Vppling-Grig,gs Co., Tacoma; C. C. De
Marais, Chico; H. S. Gray Co., Hono-
lulu. T. H.; Ingle Mfg. Co"., San Diego;
Ihos. J. Ross, Portland, Ore.
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J-M Aertite Boiler Wall Coating
Every engineer who has trouble get-

ting perfect fuel combustion will be in-

terested in J-M Aertite, a new boiler
wall coating which has just been placed
on the market by the 11. W. Johns-Man-
ville Company.
The necessity for an easily applied

coating to prevent air inhltration was
brought about by the growing realiza-

tion that imperfect combustion, with its

corresponding heat loss, is due to tlie

use of too much air in firing, and partic-
ularly to too much air leaking into the
lioiler. Each crack and crevice in the
boiler setting allows air leakage—allows
air to mix with the flue gases before per-
fect combustion takes place and prevents
their giving up the ma.ximum number of
heat units. Not only this, but the air

which leaks in is cold and uses up heat
units which should be developing steam.
The result is decreased boiler efficiency.

J-M Aertite boiler wall coating, applied
to the outside of the boiler wall, entirely
eliminates air inhltration. It provides
a tough rubbery coating or blanket over
the entire boiler setting, which remains
tight on account of its adhesive and duc-
tile qualities.

It is easily applied by troweling on
the outside of boiler walls. The best re-

sults are obtained by keeping the thick-
ness as near one-sixteenth inch as pos-
sible.

The quantity required to cover 100
square feet depends upon the nimiber
and variety of cracks and the way the
wall has been pointed up. For one-six-
teenth inch thickness it will take approx-
imatelj' twenty-five to forty pounds per
hundred square feet.

Three Acres of Marble Floors in San
Francisco City Hall

It is intercNting to know tliat tlie

contract for the interior marble work
of the San Francisco City Hall is the
largest contract of the kind ever let

on the Pacific Coast, amounting to

nearly a quarter of a million dollars.

There are over three acres of marble
tile floors, as well as va--t iiuantities of

marble wainscoting, carved stairways,
marble pilasters, ashlar walls, etc.

Particular care has been taken in the
treatment of the Tax Collector's office
and Registration Bnreau, the marble
used being of a light golden vein color,
having a hone finish and embellished
with just enough carving and ornamen-
tation to lend tone and richness to the
rooms.
This marble work was installed by the

Joseph ^lusto Sons-Keenan Co., whose
extensive marble mills are located in

San Francisco and Los Angeles. The
high class of work executed in this build-
ing will stand as a lasting monument to
this companj-'s skill and mechanical
ability.

Victory for Burned Clay Sewer Pipe
Possibly one of the biggest defeats

that burned claj- sewer pipe has ever ad-
ministered to cement was realized re-

cently at Long Beach, Cal., when, after
a hot contest between the two materials,
lasting many months, the local commis-
sioners, acting upon the citj' engineer's
findings of net percentages on cement
and clay petitions, awarded to clay sewer
pipe the victor}- in every lateral, the ma-
terial for wliich had remained undeter-
mined. In all of the thirteen districts

under consideration, the cjay product
received the preference liy a decisive ma-
jority, with the exception of one that

went to cement with but a very ^mall
plurality.

Frederick Thompson in the Harness
Again

The many acquaintances of Mr. I'red-

erick Thompson, formerlj- sales man-
ager of the Pacific Portland Cement
Company and later with the Standard
Portland Cement Company, will be in-

terested to learn that Mr. Thompson
who recently returned to San Francisco
after a year's absence in Mexico, is now
in business for himself as broker for
some of the bi.g surety companies. He
has offices in the First National Bank
building.

PAUL E. DENNIVILLE
San Francisco

Decoration Specialist

in Plastic Materials

When writinK to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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ROBERT TROST PHONE MISSION 2209

General Building Contractor
We Specialize in High Grade Work and Employ Skilled 26th and Howard Streets

Labor in every Branch of the Building Industry. SAN FRANCISCO

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING, FANS. BLOWERS.
FURNACES. POWER PLANTS—SHEET METAL WORK

Phone Douglas 378 Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan. SAN FRANCISCO.

THE INVINCIBLE VACUUM CLEANERS
Comprise the Largest and Most Complete Line of Vacuum Cleaning Machinery on the Market.

They also Stand First in Simplicity, Efficiency and Durability

R. W. FOYLE, General Agent
416 Harriet Street Telephone Park 2667 San Francisco, Cal.

HEATING Automatic Sprinkler Systems plumbing
VENTILATION FLOOR AND WALL TILING =""^ metal work

SCOTT CO., Inc.
Successor to John g. sutton go.

24-3 MINNA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

THE HOOSIER CABINET JisVLVoSI
1000 San Francisco Apartment Huuse Kitchens have HoMsicr Cabinets Inst.alled

THE HOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET STORE
1067 MARKET ST. (0pp. Jones St.), San Francisco (o. k. brown. Mgr.i

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS

THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK

Mrs. H. C. McAfee, T>ecorator
offers her services in collaboration with architects and owntrs. lor plans, suggestions, details, etc. of

DECORAFIVE FUI^NITURE. LAMPS and SHADES, GARDEN POTTERY and ACCESSORIES

Phone Qarfield 1627 5tW SUTTER STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

MULLEN MANUFACTURING CO.
BANK STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES CABINET WORK OF GUARAN-

TEED QUALITY—BAR FIXTURES DESIGNED, MANUFAC-
TURED AND INSTALLED

Telephone Market 8692 Office and Factorv: 64 Raisch St., Bet. 7th and 8lh, San Francisco
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Brininstool Company Expands

AX announcement of considerable im-
portance to architects and builders

generally is made by the Brininstool
Company of Los Angeles, manufacturers
of the well-known gloss and flat wall

paints—San-a-Cote and Vel-va-Cote. Mr.

J. L. Brininstool, whose photo appears
herewith, is now permanently located in

San Francisco with a full stock of the
well-known Brininstool line of paints,

ready to supply the demands from tlie

bay territory.

Mr. J. L. Br iistool

The increased call for Brininstool
products renders this step nece.ssary and
the company feels that the business will

warrant having a representative on the
ground all the time. Mr. Brininstool is

a cousin of F. M. Brininstool, the presi-

dent and directing head of the Brinin-
stool Company, and is well known in

San Francisco, Oakland and around the
bay. His assignment to the San Fran-
cisco field exclusively will undoubtedly
have the approval of architects and tlio

trade in general.
The success of the Brininstool Com-

pany in placing their lines has been phe-
nomenal. They now have stock of

goods all over the coast, having recently
entered Oregon, Washington, Utah,
Idaho and Montana. The San Francisco
stock will be carried in the Haslett
warehouses and will include Vel-va-Cote,
San-a-Cote. shingle stains, enamels, in-

terior stains, linoleum varnish, etc.

The factory,

the product and the

trade-mark
Kohler,Wisconsin, where

KOHLER WARE is made,
is a community which is

devoted solely to this in-

dustry.

Its single activity is the pro-
duction of enameled plumbing
ware of one quality— the highest.

KOHLER
WARE

IS notable for its beauty

Every KOHLER bathtub,

lavatory and sink has the trade-

mark KOHLER in faint blue in

the enamel.

Architects specify KOHLER
WARE and purchasers choose
it with full confidence of its su-
periority

KOHLER designs are modern
and hygienic. The beauty of

KOHLER WARE is enhanced
by the clear white enamel.

"Write for a free copy of our new
book "KOHLER .if KOHLER," which
contains a full description of the pop-
ular "Viceroy" om-piece built-in bath

"Ks In the Kohler Enamel"

KOHLER CQ
Founded IS73

Kohler. Wis. U.S.A.

BRANCHES
Boston New York Philadelphi!
Pittsburgh Chicago
Detroit St. Paul
St. Louis Houston
Seattle Los Angel
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A $60,000 Plumbing Contract
One of the largest and most exacting

contracts to be carried ont in the new
San Francisco City Hall, which is so
extensively illustrated in this issue, was
for the plumbing, the installation of

which consumed nearly two years and
represented an outla}- of over $60,000.
Tlie fact tliat the entire job—plumbing
and sewering—was done under a single
contract and without hitch or delay,

speaks well for the efficiencj- of the con-
tractor, Alex. Coleman, and stands out
as a striking example of modern methods
of contracting. Old timers will recall

that no less than eighteen different con-
tracts were let for plumbing the old San
Francisco City Hall, and even with the
letting of all these contracts the work
was at no time pronounced complete.
Some idea of the size of 'Sir. Cole-

man's contract may be had from the
statement that over 649 fixtures had to

be installed and connected—the list in-

cluding basins, toilets and urinals of the
most approved designs and complicated
patterns. Eighty-eight separate leader
outlets had to be provided just for prop-
erly draining the great dome. Aluch
skill was required in working out this

vast system of drains. ^Ir. Coleman also
had charge of the installation of all

piping for the fire system, extending from
basement to roof. .\ double system of
sewerage was put in to take care of both
the storm and chemical drainage.
Crane and Pacific fixtures were used

to a large extent.

An Artificial Stone Expert
Paul E, Deniville, whose decorative

plaster and artificial stone work in the
new San Francisco City Hall has re-

ceived so many words of high com-
mendation, is also the successful con-
tractor for similar work on the new San
Francisco public library. Mr. Deniville
came to San F'rancisco under an engage-
ment with the P.-P. I. E.. where he held
the official position of supervisor of
texture and modeling. Mr. Deniville was
formerly engaged in the hydraulic com-
posite stone contracting business in

Xew York City, where his concern was
known as the Deniville H. C. S. Com-
pany.
He did the interiors of the Pennsyl-

vania depot, Xew York, the ^Manhattan
Opera House, Xew York, new Munici-
pal Building. Xew York City. Empire
Theater, Xew York City, besides many
high-class residences, including those
of Messrs. \\'illiam Rockefeller. P. A. P.

Widener, William L. Elkins. Robert Goe-
let, Orme ^Vi!son and General Howard
Carroll. Mr. Deniville did also the in-

teriors of the Central Union Station, Ot-
tawa, Canada, and the Windsor Station,

^lontreal.
Mr. Deniville will probably take up his

permanent residence in San Francisco,

if business conditions continue favorable.

Stained u:lh Cah^l's

CABOTS CREOSOTE
STAINS

Preserve Your Shinsles — Rich,
Velvety, LASTING Colors

You are sure of beautiful coloring,

durable wearing qualities, and thorough
preservation of th^ woodwork if vou
insist upon CABOT'S !5TAINS. Their
colors are the strongest and finest

natural pigments, ground in pure linseed

oil and mixed in specially'refined Creosote,

"the best wood preservative known."
They will not wash off or blacken, and
are the only stains that are not danger-
ously inflammable.

Quality Proved by 30 'Vears*
Use — The Original

Shinsle Stains
You can gel Catol's Slains all over Ihe country.
Send for samples and nanu '

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.
Mfg. Chemists, BOSTON, MASS.

Pacific Coast Agents

S. W. R. Dally. Seattle and Tacoma
Pacific Building Materials Co.,San Francisco

Timms, Cress & Co., Portland
Mathews Paint Co., Los Angeles
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Monson Bros. Do Good Job
Monsoii Bros., who did the cai'pcntr\'

work and the rough and linish mill work
on the new San Francisco City Hall, are
receiving many compliments tor the ex-
cellence of their workmanship. This wa^
one of the largest contracts taken on this
building, the figures running to more
than $200,000. The work was started
very soon after the contract was signed
and was completed in record time. rhi>
firm operates its own planing mill and
was therefore in a position to turn out
the millwork quickly and in splendid
condition. All the interior trim is oak.
In finishing the interior, particularly the
immense dome, it was necessary to con-
struct a vast network of scaffolding.
This was erected and later taken down
with such skill that not a particle of dam-
age was done to any of the finished
work ana not a single accident was re-

corded.

A Satisfactory Screen
Hipolito window screens are being

used in San b'rancisco and the bay cities

more e.xtensively than ever before, due.
lirst, to the improved qualities of the
product, and, second, to the aggressive
handling of the article by Messrs. Simp-
son & Stewart, who are now sole fac-
tory distributors in the Northern and
Central California territory. Their head-
quarters are in the Dalziel building, Oak-
land. Besides tiipolito screen doors and
window screens, which are manufactured
in Los Angeles, Messrs. Simpson &
Stewart are handling for the same com-
pany its metal window screens, disap-
pearing roller screens, sunlight shade ad-
juster and portable cottages and garages.
The Hipolito goods are specified in prac-
tically all the California State work,
George B. i^McDougall, architect. Two
jobs are now under construction, the
Napa State Hospital and Eldridge State
Hospital additions. A practical display
of screens may be seen at the Building
Material Exhibit on the third floor, 770
O'Farrell street, San I^-rancisco.

Following is a list of recent installa-

tions of note:
Alameda County Infirmary, C. P.

Weeks, architect, San F'rancisco; Hipo-
lito screens.
Detention Home, Alameda count}'.

Henry Meyers, architect, San Francisco;
Hipolito screens.
Residence for C. C. McLenegan. B.

McDougall, architect, San Francisco:
Hipolito screens.
One hundred thousand dollar residence

for Miss J. .-Mexander of Oakland, C. \V.
Dickey, architect, Oakland: roll screens,
Hipolito doors, Jamestown metal
screens.

Mt. Zion Hospital, San Francisco. Hip-
olito screens.

THE BALL AS USED IN

RELIANCE

Ball Bearing
Door Hangers

Means maintenance costs

kept at rock bottom

After-costs practically
eliminated

DEPENDABLE
Trouble-Free Service in

your Buildings.

Write for the facts

RELIANCE BALL BEARING
DOOR HANGER CO.

3039 Grand Central Terminal Bldg.

NEW YORK
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

Sartorius Co San Francisco, Cal.
B. V. Collins Los Angeles. Cal.

D. E. Fryer & Co.. Seattle, Spokane Tacoma,
Wash.. Great Falls, Montana.

Columbia Wire & Iron Works Portland, Ore.

German Hospital, San F'rancisco; Hip-
olito screens.
Sacramento Country Club, Sacra-

mento: Hipolito screens.
Residence of j\lrs. Hiram Johnson, Jr.,

San F'rancisco; Hipolito screens.

Hipolito screens installed in eight

large apartment houses of Sommarstrom
Bros., Oakland; Richardson & Burrell,

architects.

Hipolito screens installed in Sydney
Newsom's own residence in Oakland.

Hipolito screens installed in five-story

apartment house for Roger Coit, Oak-
land.
There are many other large jobs un-

der way, indicating tliat a large number
of architects throughout the State are

now specifying Hipolito screens, disap-

pearing roller screens, and metal screens.

.\ feature is made of special screens for

casement windows.

to Advertisers please mention this magazine.
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Shirley Houghton Now Sole Owner

The extensive contracting business of

the Van Sant-Hoiighton Co. will remain,

for the present at least, under the name
of Van Sant-Houghton Co.. although
Robert H. Van Sant, Jr., lias witlidrawn

from the firm and Sliirley Houghton con-
tinues as sole owner and director. .As-

sociated with him are D. F. Keating,

who will act as manager; C. E. Myers,
chief engineer, and J. J. Smith, general

superintendent of construction.

The Van Sant-Houghton Co. arc

among tlie best known of the general
contractors in San Francisco, making a

specialty of reinforced concrete) con-
struction.

Of the work now in hand, the follow-
ing will be completed on or before Sep-
tember 1st:

Second Church of Christ, Scientist,

Oakland (Thirty-fourth and Elm
streets).

Reliance theater and office building.

Oakland (Seventeenth street and San
Pablo avenue).
Sperry Flour Company's garage, San

Francisco (Sansome and Green streets).

UNIT-BILT reinforced concrete
roundhouse for Southern Pacific Com-
pany, Watsonville Junction, Cal.

Seven thousand linear feet UNIT-
BILT reinforced concrete umbrella
sheds and passenger, express and bag-
gage subways for the Denver Union
Terminal Railway Company at Den-
ver, Colo. Will be completed Octo-
ber 1st.

Reinforced concrete e.xtensions to ma-
cliine rooms of Crown Willamette Paper
Compan\', Camas, Wash.

\\ ork on reinforced concrete paper
plant for Pacific Mills, Ltd.. at Ocean
Falls. B. C, is being pushed with the
greatest rapidity in order to complete
the structure tefore the rains set in.

In addition to the above the follow-
ing new jobs may be enumerated:
Moving the Buckley building, Market

and Spear streets, San Francisco, for the

Southern Pacific Company.
Construction of reinforced concrete

UXIT-BILT roundhouse for S. P.,

L. A. & S. L. R. R. Co. at Milford, Utah.
Foundry building (reinforced concrete)

for Union Iron Works Company, San
Francisco.

Mr. Houghton has the best wishes of

the building trade for success in his fu-

ture operations. He will adhere strictly

to the old policy of the firm, which may
be described as the confinement of op-
erations insofar as practicable to rail-

road and industrial type buildings and
adherence to the cardinal principles of

success—honesty, efficiency and cour-
tesy.

MARYSVILLE
SAND PLANT
The Pratt Building Material

Co.'s sand plant at Marysville pro-

duces the best sand in California,

so architects and contractors say.

Phone Pratt Building Material Co.

in the Hearst Building for prices.

California Casualty Company
The California Casualty Company has

been engaged in the surety business for

a year and a half, and while its rates

have been of the lowest its losses have
been nil—so that it may be said that its

moderate schedule of fees has been justi-

fied by results. The report of the Cali-

fornia Insurance Commission, in sum-
marizing their statement of the com-
pany's condition as of April 30, 1916, says

:

"The experience of the company in

the fidelity and surety class has been

extremely favorable; the fact that no
losses have been incurred is due mainly
to the careful investigation and scrutiny

to which every application is subjected."

Studebaker to Have New Oakland
Building

The Studebaker Company is to have
a new sales building and garage for its

Oakland business. The structure is to

be erected at the corner of Hawthorne
street and Broadway by K. C. .\bels.
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Glauber Company's New Catalog

The publishers are in receipt of a copy
of Glauber Brass Mfg. Co.'s new cat-

alog "H" in the architect and builder's

edition, which those who have seen it

pronounce a wonder in its comprehen-
siveness and practical value, especially to

architects.

It is claimed to be the most extensive

work of its kind ever issued, being a vol-

ume of nearly 400 pages with some 200 il-

lustrations, besides tables and useful data

for the hydraulic, steam, gas and sani-

tary engineer.

A specialty is made of illustrating the

most improved designs in concealed lav-

atory and bath fittings, including the

very latest in fixtures for the new re-

cess—or built-in tubs.

This catalog shows nii.xing valves for

showers, baths or basins, that are guar-

anteed to mix the water to any desired

temperature. There is also shown a

great variety of plumbing appliances, in-

cluding bath and basin fixtures, traps and
wastes, valves for all sorts of fixtures,

with different escutcheons or handles and
showers for the moderate bungalow or

the finest mansion; also sanitary drink-

ing fountains for schools or public build-

ings, straight and angle basin and bath
supplies, all styles of brass traps and
strainers, ball-bearing, self-closing basin
cocks and bibs, Nu Rapid work, compres-
sion and Fuller work, ground key work
in all designs used for water, gas or
steam.
The Glauber Brass Mfg. Co. began

business in a modest way in 1889 and
has grown until its factory covers an
entire block on Superior avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio. The name Glauber has be-

come a synonym for the first and best
production of the plumbing brass goods
makers, skill and art being always in evi-

dence. Superiority of workmanship, sj-m-
metry of design and perfection in qual-
ity and finish characterize the Glauber
products.
A five-year guarantee covers all

Glauber brass goods.
Architects will recall the company's

success at the Panama-Pacific Interna-
tional Exposition, where three meda's of
honor and three gold medals were
awarded, the most and higliest award
ever given any plumbing brass goods
manufacturers at any exposition.
The Glauber San Francisco office is

in charge of Mr. M. W. Wuesthoff and
is located at 1107 Mission street.

.'V postal card or phone call—Market
9285—will bring one of these valuable
catalogs, which should be in the refer-

ence library of everyone interested in

building construction.

When writing to Adv

^ It's for you— and the

thousands of other archi-

teds, contractors and own-

ers who are interested in

keeping quality up and

costs down.

^ It's a marvelous Exhibit

— a great central Market

of Materials and Methods

— and a Bureau of Build-

ing Information, all rolled

into one.

^ And it's for you.

Be sure to see the Exhibit when
you come to San Francisco.

At other times write us when-

ever you want information on

building material and equip-
ment. Whether or not this great

exliibit contains the material you

seek, we will gladly secure you

full information and bids, with-

out co^.
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NASON'S
OPAOUE
FLAT FINISH

A Flat, Washable Oil Paint, made in

soft Kalsomine tints—a prac-

tical article for Walls, Ceil-

ings, etc., that is Economical and Durable. Agency TAMM & NOLAN CO'S high grade Var-

nishes and Finishes. These goods are made on the Pacific Coast for the climate of this Coast.

R. N. INASON & COMPANY J& painj makers
151 POTRERO AVE —SAN FRANCISCO - 54 PINE STREET

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE LOS ANGELES

SAN-A-COTE (Gloss) VEL-VA-COTE (fuo
Not just wall paint, — but an improved principle of wall painting

^gn^^ San-a-Cote, the wall paint you can really scrub with

^^TOm^^k soap and hot water.
.! i "'

Vel-va-Cote, the flat wall paint that lasts for years.

MANUFACTURED BY
THE BRININSTOOL COMPANY, Los Angeles, Cal.

Distributors— Marion D. Cohn Co., Hansford Bldg.. San Francisco. Cal. Schutz Paint Co., Fresno. Califor-

nia, Schneider, Chappell & Jones. Sacramento, California. Salt Lake Glass & Paint Co., Salt Lake City,

Utah. Griffin Paint Co.. Ocden. Utah. Ernest Miller Wall Paper Co.. 172 First Street. Portland. Oregon.
Hickox-Crampton Paint Co.. Tacoma. Wash.. Campbell Hardware Co., First Sc Madison Sts., Seattle. Wash.

XTTT T?C CLEAN GRAVEL and
IMLjUjO CRUSHED ROCK

Two very important aggregates that insure a Reliable Concrete Mix.

Auxiliary Plant now under Construction —
Material in storage for Immediate Delivery

California Building Material Co.
Phone, Sutter 484S 500-4 NEW CALL BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

P
Phone
MAIN
2028

DENISON INTERLOCKING TILE
A CLAY PRODUCT

AND THE

Coming Building Material
WRITE NOW TO

DENISON BLOCK COMPANY
920 Forum Bldg. Sacramento, Cal.
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SARAH COOPER SCHOOL, JONES STREET. SAN FRANCISCO

HOUGHTON SAWYER. ARCHITECT

Exterior of

MEDUSA WATERPROOFED
WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

lllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll

MEDUSA WHITE PORTLAND
CEMENT and MEDUSA WATER-
PROOFING COMPOUND sold by

The Building Material Co.

Telephone, Kearny 621 583 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers please mention this magazine
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A RELIABLE
EVER READY
ECONOMICAL
AUTOMATIC
GAS HEATER

for

every purpose

Medal of Honor
Highest Award
at P. P. I. E.

The Hoffman Heater Co.

LORAIN, OHIO

Factory Branch: 441 Sutter Street,

San Francisco. Phone Kearny 4325

Are You Leaving Town?

A little over one Cent a

day, will assure you ab-

solute protedion for your

jewelry and valuable

documents.

Trunks ^ored for $1.22 a month

FIRST NATIONAL
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS

FirftNational Bank Building
Post and Montgomery Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

please mention this magazine.
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DOMH FROM fUH'iJtO. cAKKL' J'lIERS UXIOX HIGH SCHOOL
ERNEST J. KUMP, ARCHITECT
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C.-IRRUTHERS VXIOX HIGH SCHOOL.
Er„csl J. Knmf Arclul.-rt.

Some Recent Work of Mr. Ernest J. Kump

IX
the succeeding pages of this issue will he I'dUiul scuiie interesting pictures

showing the recent work of ^Ir. Ernest J. Kump of Fresno, reputed the

youngest practicing architect in California. Barely twenty-eight years

of age, Mr. Kump points with pride to the forty or more school houses and

other public and private buildings designed and built under his supervision

in the last four years—a record that many older architects may justly envy.

It is only in exceptional cases that a good architect is also a good busi-

ness getter. Mr. Kump enjo3's both of these winning attrilsutes. To
his personality and untiring aggressiveness is attributed his success in

getting so many attractive commissions, while his ability to design has made
it possible for him to carry out these commissions successfully. School

house architecture has had a dominating influence in Mr. Kump's four

years' practice and he is credited with having planned no less than thirty-

three such structures, ranging from the modest two-room district school to

the pretentious high school of 20 or more class rooms and assembly hall.

These schools have been built in Tulare, Kings, Stanislaus, Fresno.

]\Ierced and Kern counties. For excellence of design they stand

comparison w'ith any other school building costing the same money
in the State. They represent a new and popular type of school architecture

on the Pacific Coast—the low. one-story building with abundance of

light and good ventilation. The pictures show what this young student

of architecture has done—a record that is indeed very much to his credit.

It will be noted that the predominating style of his work is Spanish Renais-

sance and modified Mission. The Carruthers Union High School is prob-

ably the best example of the combined types. The coloring of this struc-

ture was given special study by the architect, who may be said to be the

first to make use of Exposition colors on a building outside the Exposition
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SOrrH \lEiV. CEXTRAL FACjnE. CARRrTIIEKS VXIOX HIGH SCHOOL
ERSEST ]. KUMP, ARCHITECT
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DETAIL OF EXTRAXCIi. C . /A'AT ///EA'.S rV/O.V HIGH SCHOOL.
Erncsl J. Kump. Archilcrl.

UEST PARK SCHOOL. FRESNO.
£nu-.(/ J. Kinni'. Architcil.
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WASCO UNION HIGH SCHOOL.
Ernest J. Kiimp. Architect.

Ward & Goodanii. Builders.

FLOOR PLAN, irASCO UNION HIGH SCHOOL.
Ernest J. Kumf', Architect.
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JACKSOX SCHOOL. CITY OF FRESNO.
Ernest J. Kunip, ArcluU-L-t.

NElI'M.iN CARNEGIE LIBIiARY. XEll'MAN, CALIFORNIA.
Ernest J. Klimf. Architect.
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n <il IliKS COLOXY SCHOOL. FRESXO
l:l<M-:sr J. KUMP, ARCHITECT
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irOLTERS COLOW SCHOOL. FRESXO.
En:csl J. Kiimf. Arcliilcct.

otv Hi. experiments pn,ved most satisfactory. 1 he Tipton and W asu

schools are considered Lmong his best works. The Hotel Johnson, soo

to be ;tarted in \-isalia, will be Mr. Ktimp-s most important commisMon

aside from his public work. This buildin,- will be a ^^-^^^ ^)^^'^^'''''-
^^^

st.-ries in heii^ht, and will represent an outlay m e.xcess ot ^U.->,UUU.

One of the first successes achieved by Mr. Kump was in connection

with the Kern countv jail, the plans upon which he worked being the

ones adopted out of fourteen sets of drawings submitted by as many noted

a cl itects from all sections of the country. It is not generally known that

Mr Kump is an engineer as well as an architect and business getter-a

combinati .n of talents that should in themselves insure success. As archi-

ll" and engineer he drew the plans and superintended construction ,. a

S200.030 open-hearth steel plant for the West Least Iron ^°"^P^">- '" ^^° '^

San Francisco, pronounced one of the best designed and most up to date

plants of the kind in the world.

Mr Kump-s college cUication was rounded out with several years prac-

tica rahiing ,n the offices of some of the most distinguished architects .^

he Pacific Coast. Mr. Kump has held a certificate to practice arcl >tecture

since Tq12, It having been i.sued lo him by the C-ahtorniu State Hoard o,

Architecture. Southern District.

OROSI r.V/O.V HIGH SCHOOL.
Er„cst J. K„mr. .-Irdulcct.
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CUSTIXE rXIOX HIGH SCHOOL.
Erncsl J. K,(mt^. Architect.

FLOOR PL.4X. Gl'sriXE UXIOX HIGH .SCHOOL.
Enic.'.-I J. Kiiiiifi. .-trchilec!.
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Uri U,o\ iW i0:0:< PLAN. ALTA CRAinLlR SCHOOL

ERSEST j: KUMP. ' ARCHITECT
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'^'-ncs, J. K,„„r. Architccl.

COURT EXTRAXCE. riPTOX GR.nj:,,
Enu-st J. Kumf. Arcluu-ct.
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LIXDE.y BUILDISG. TULARE. CAL.

Etnc.'l J. Kiinip. Architect.

mw-

RYAN BUILDING. TULARE. C.IL.

Ernest J. Kuii}!'. Architect.
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11 ^ a m. BIB

SACKED HEART HOSriTAL. HANFORD.
Ernest J. Kiimf. Architect.

Ol'ERATING RiliiM. HAM-ORD HOSPITAL.
Ernest J. Kiinil'. Arcllilect.
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sterilizim; ;.-',, i;, operatixg departmext. haxford hospital.

Er,:,-st J. Knwr. Arclnlcct.

HOOVER RESWEXCE. -HOME OF REDirOOP." FRESXO.

Ernest J. Kumf. Architect.
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HOUSE OF MR. JOSEPH MARACCI. FRESNO.
Ernest J. A'iom/-, .-irchitcct.

BKE.iKF.lsr KOOM (L.II-Ii.XnER. I'E.-iCOCK 7 . 1/7;.S 7 Ml , //OC.S/; OF
MR. JOSEPH MARACCI. FRESXO.

Ernest J. Kifrnfi, Architect.
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IxrilR/OR ST. JOHys CllVRCH. FRESXO.
£r;io( /. Kiiwl^. Architect.

HOTEL JOHXSON. VISALIA.

Ernest J. Kumf, Architect.
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City Planning on the Pacific Coast
By CHARLES H. ALDEX, F. A. L A.*

IT
is now some years since the people of Seattle had actively before them

a plan for the city's de\elopment. Althoui^h the plan then presented was
conceived on broad lines of economy and ntility as well as beant}' with a

resulting commercial value, the disinterested study given the subject un-
hajjpily resulted not in avoidance of troubles as was intended, but in mis-

understandings and controversies. The planning of the city in the interests

of economy, utility and beauty with a ^'iew to its commercial as well as its

aesthetic value is obviously too important to be permanently neglected.

Other cities, profiting by the consideration of plans for city development
and efficiency resulting therefrom, are encouraged to profit still further.

Now that we, in Seattle, can review this matter calmly in the absence of

conflicting issues, it seems appropriate that we should again take account of

our faith in the city and consider how its physical development can be

guided to meet its true ends—in other words, give thought to the city plan.

( )n the writer's retirement from the chairmanship of the League's city

plan committee some three years ago he presented through the columns of

the press some views on the local situation. Since that time residence in

the two great California coast cities has presented to him striking examples
of how these communities have suffered by neglect, and have profited and
are now profiting by serious attention being given to the ph3'sical develop-
ment of the city. Seattle and other cities on this coast have suiTered by
lack of interest in each other's civic endeavors, having failed to observe
and consequently to profit by each other's failures and successes in the
working out of civic problems. This is eminently true of efforts toward a

city plan and it is the purpose of this article to present some observations
suggested by what was found in these great C(jast cities to the south.

San Francisco, like other cities, presents examples of both the gond and
the bad; the bad, however, is not presented obtrusively to the visitor. It

is mainly evident in the older portion of the city to the north and east
devoted to wholesale commercial use. Here the narrow streets and rec-

tangular platting regardless of grades handed down from earlier days have
seemed impossible of correction. That this condition occasions continual
financial loss through congestion and indirect routing of traffic is evident.
Apart from this direct question of street traffic, a conspicuous example of

the injurious effect of this lack of attention to a city plan occurs here in

the location of the Custom House. Appropriately situated in this whole-
sale business district it was located apparently without thought of conform-
it}' with surroundings. A monumental building fittingly expressing its

character and the dignity of the Federal Government, its impressiveness is

lost, hemmed in as it is between narrow streets, the narrowness of the

streets operating against the value of the building for purposes of business
as well as architectural effect.

Passing south and west to the newer portions of the city, we see the pleas-

anter side of the picture. The ferry station, at the natural gateway to the

city, has the wide business thoroughfare, ^larket street, leading directlv

*Mr. .-Vlden is wel! known in San Francisco through his connection with the Bureau of Archi-
tecture of the Panama-Pacific Exposition. He is a former president of Washington State Chapter,
A. I. A., and is at the present time a resident of Seattle. It is from the Seattle man's point of view
that this article is written.
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.1 lURDSEYE riEir OF THE S.-tX' FR.IXCISCO CIVIC Cf.WliH JS ORIGINALLY PROrOSED:

AS NOW DEVELOPED. THE POSITIONS OF THE LIBRARY AXP PROPOSED
OPERA HOUSE ARE REVERSED.
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fruin it tij the w csturn iiills where ascent is made lj_\' w indiiig streets adapted
to the topography of the land. About midway in the length of Market
street another wide thoroughfare. Van Ness avenue, leads across the city

to the bay. Logically an appropriate place for locating its' important pub-
lic buildings, the city voted some five years ago to acquire sufficient land

in the angle formed by the intersection of Market street and \'an Xess
avenue to place these buildings in an eiYective group with an appropriate

setting. The necessary bond issue to acquire the land and begin the con-
struction of the buildings passed by an overwhelming vote and plans were
at once made by the city's consulting architects to make this civic center a

reality. The land was acquired and signs appropriately displayed un the

sites for the different buildings served to enlighten the people, and all

sections of the city appeared to be a unit in supporting with enthusiasm

this expression of the city plan.

The Citv Hall, a building for both city and county, which are one in San
Francisco, was naturally made the dominant feature of the group. It closes

the vista on the main a.xis of the Civic Center facing towards Market street,

but with an imposing fagade on Van Ness avenue, its singularly beautiful

and graceful dome giving expression to this center of civic interest.

Flanking the open area in front of the City Hall were planned tn be

placed the Civic Auditorium and a building for state uses. The Auditorium

is ideally located for accessibility ; in addition to the open area in front

where crowds and vehicle traffic can find ample accommodation, the rear

of the building adjoins Market street with its superior traffic facilities. This
Auditorium, the first of the buildings to be completed, has been in use for

conventions during the Exposition and for balls, concerts and other civic

functions. Opposite the City Hall and flanking the main approach from

Market street on the axis of the Civic Center sites were reserved for a pub-

lic library and an opera house. The public library is now under construc-

tion, its design adequately conforming with the dignified treatment of

other buildings in the Civic Center. Plans were made for the opera house,

but owing to certain features proposed for its management the mayor of

the city felt obliged to impose his veto for the safeguarding of the public's

future rights. Bonds have been voted for the State building, thus pro^•id-

ing for the completion of the Civic Center group on the opposite side of

the Audit! irium and plans for the construction are now under way.

Cit\' plan conditions in I^us Angeles are interesting and significant. The
rapid growth of the city without any intelligent plan has resulted in a seem-

ingly hopeless congestion and confusion in its busy business district.

Streets of ample width before the city had attained its present business

importance are now so crowded that a passage through them is dreaded

and avoided, traffic is constantly delayed and it is only by the earnest ef-

forts of the traffic officers and the patience and forbearance of the public

that business can proceed. It is evident that some measure of relief must
be found if the city is to continue any further growth.

The development of the city has been rapid. Its business district, ob-

structed at the northern end by hills, has spread rapidly to the south.

Through these hills tunnels were resorted to as a means of street exten-

sion, the nature of the soil and absence of a convenient place for depositing
material making impracticable the regrading that solved the problem for

Seattle. This growth to the south was anticipated by a business building
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which years aqr, was estal>lishcd in svhat was then an niulevelopea area.

The move then looked upon as radical, has since been amply justified i ne

city's public buildings remaining in their old locations at the north did not

appear to interrupt this deyelopment of the city in the southerly direction

Los Angeles has another aspect pleasanter than this confusion in the

down town streets. Famed as a residence city, its wide avenues and boule-

yards outside the business section ofTer a signihcant contrast One ot hese

handsome avenues skirting the business section extends to the south three

miles to Exposition Park, where there has been erected an impressne

group of buildings around an ample area. These buildings are
.
An arm-

OTV a county museum containing historic and scientihc relics and a sta e

mu;eum displaying the resources of California. Another park o entirely

iS-erent natur^ ,s practically within the city's business area and demon-

strates the value of having an open space for relief from crowded thorough-

fares This park occupies an entire city block and ,s attractively provided

with 'shade trees, fountains and with seats which are in constant use. fhis

citv park eft-ectivelv accommodates on its busiest street frontage tl e

rJublesome cn'ic problem of the comfort station, which is inconspicuous y

located under the surface of the ground and admirably equipped, contrib-

uting materially to the park's public value. For more extensive parks and

boulevards the" city is now developing its opportunities in the hills and

valleys to the north, where there is located a public golt course and connec-

tions' are made with state and county highways.

Both these California cities have city planning problems immediately

before them for consideration. In San Francisco the recent great Expo-

sition left a legacy not only of pleasurable memories but of lessons as to

ihe practical and commercial value of art, expressed in planning as well as

oS er phases. Although the Exposition has served the allotted time al-

lowed foHn its construction, the people of San Francisco are reluc ant to

have it disappear and committees of influential citizens have been ormed

obrin- about the retention of some features as a permanent addition to

the city A city planning commission, authorized by vote of the peopl,

and soon to be appointed by the mayor, is to take this subject under consid-

Ir^tion with the directors of the Exposition company. Whatever may be

tie re ult of efforts to preserve buildings, the development of the grounds

V Ul Ave the city a valuable water front area, and a new street to the scenic

water front beyond, already begun by the necessities of Exposition con-

struction, will 'undotibtedly be further developed and made a permanent

addition to the city's highway system.

Los Angeles for some time has had projects to open a wide avenue of

approach from her railroad station terminal and to develop open areas or

cJeate c Vic centers where her postoil^ce and city and county buildings are

Sea ed A citv plan commission to handle these and similar projects when

auXrized by 'the public already exists in Los Angeles as a part of the city

government.
^^^^^^^

^.
^^^^^^^ observations in 'other cities may be

illumhiatin; It is illuminating to find that "civic center is not a cause

o Teaio al controversy and a signal to promote or defeat at -ny cost a

su4es ed public improvement that might be connected therewith. I

woidd for example, be absurd to suggest to the down town business man

n San Frandsco^hat he might be expected to show antagonism becau e

he C vie Center is not located in the business district where he has h s

reSltv holdings. Similarly in Los Angeles, these public buildings seem to
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be ignored in any resentment that ma\' be felt toward a movement of the

business district. This movement in the business district of Los Angeles

is somewhat similar to Seattle in that it was precipitated by radical devel-

opment at a distance away from the older business section. It is apparent

that in Ixith instances it was wise for owners in these older districts not

to oppose schemes for expansion but to endeavor by healthy competition

with the newer developed section to provide as attractive Ijuildings and

surroundings as the new portions of the city ofifer. In this way tenants

can be retained and new business attracted without the city being torn by

sectional controversy.

Seattle, with its enormous natural advantages and its accomplishments

in Iniilding canals, removing hills and developing public utilities, serves

but to illustrate the value of a i)lan to provide intelligently for growth in

logical directions. A breadth of vision in providing for the needs of the

citv in all its related parts is the function of the city jjlan.

*

To Standardize School Architecture

A]\lL)\"EMEXT has been undertaken Ijy the Department of School

Administration of the National Educational Association to standard-

ize school architecture or rather to determine minimum essentials in

the general plan and construction of school houses. The committee is

headed by Mr. Frank Irving Cooper of Boston and includes in its member-
ship Mr. S. A. Challman, school building commissioner for Minnesota: Mr.

C. E. Chadsey, superintendent of schools, Detroit; Dr. Louis M. Terman,
professor of hygiene at Stanftird University, and Dr. Leonard P. Ayres of

the Russell Sage Foundation.

The committee will find a wide field of useful investigation, ^^'hile

some essentials of classroom size, stair width, etc., have been fairly well

established, we have no data for judging the economy of a building, eithe'r

for layout or construction. There are no figures to show whether a build-

ing is wasteful in corridor space, whether special rooms are too large,

whether the fireproofing is reasonably adetpiate ; whether the cost of the

heating plant is out of proportion to similar plants ; whether the finish and
ornamentation are extravagant: whether the exit facilities are fully safe; or

whether the sanitation complies with minimum requirements.

\Miile absolute standardization of school houses cannot be hoped for

as a result of the committee's efforts, there is much that it should do. Its

findings should form the basis not only for practice in individual cities and

towns, but should be utilized in outlining state legislation.

The committee deserves the heartiest support of school boards and

school architects. Its findings will become common i)roperty f<ir the bet-

terment of American school houses, and thereby for the betterment of

American education.—School i'.oard Journal.

$600,000 Library for Stanford University
Messrs. I'.akewell iK: Urown, architects of the new San b'rancisco City

Hall, are preparing plans for a $600,000 library for Stanford University.

Preliminary drawings have been approved by Librarian George T. Clark

and the board of trustees. The building will be constructed of steel and
stone and will have a capacity of one million volumes. A feature will be a

great reading room with dome and galleries. There will also be special

rooms for various departments, a circular delivery room, lilirarian's office.

catalogue room, etc.
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Making the Country House More Beautiful*

y.y IRKDI-.KICK .n:NXIN<.^-

S(
) nianv hmiie builders

think that |4-ardens are

merely accessories to the

h. >use—extraneous, incidental

decorations, desirable enough

t(i be sure, but not necessary to

the welfare of the scheme. So

manv amateur gardeners think

that'a garden is a garden—that

is to "sav, they believe that

.rreen foliage and bright bloom

arranged hit or miss will prove

a garden, nevertheless.

"So many think they know-

all about gardens and flowers-

like the woman who told her

„„,.,„., .„o«., ., >.. architect he needn't call in a

landscape expert as she was
^-^J^ .^^'^IJ^oT^ "Ins^L ^e

shrub and she could t^ll l-'-.,8;^;dene
Jt^^^^^^^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^.^^^^

would have a row P^•^^'^^•^/}°"^,
*^

injure her feelings, sug-

S;:dia;\Se^;iXi^^>"-"--^--'^ ^ -^^--"^'';^ -^-'-

tunias." . ,
• . ,.i,„t ^ landscaoe gardener is as nee-

" t!fys::r^«e»., .,...->-)-- r^i;.'s>;!;:.T^s
which crowns the root. I "*°[tjat"l>i-

.oHe^tion of no special beneht to

den: frequently it is merely ^ '^°^^
"F^i J° ^^'.""to c^ardeners.

the house and grounds-ot only
Pf^XSaoe architecttire before the house

Thought should be given to ^^"d.cape areh tect
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^_

is planned, for no architect or o;\""^^=^;;, P^P^n.^; havJ been considered.

tion of the house on the ot ^^^ ^^^^^^ -TJ e-^he best location for the

What will be lawn and what—gai den.

service yard? ,, problems to be carefully consid-

Walls, gateways and tence. ^^5 '^^ P;;'^'^",e,.ories of the landscape

ered. Nothing could be prettier than de>eacce..or
^^^^^^ ^^^

architect when they are handled b>
^.^"^^ f'^^,f'.'enUlots oif the land-

more displeasing than ^«"^^^^,^
''-;^^

, / .^^er than attracting,
scape-expensive-ottentime. det^^acu^^^^^

^^ .^^^^ ^^^^^^ ,vell prnpoi-

Plain bnck gate po.t^
^^ f .^/"^P'^.^lieve the monotony of plain l^ick.

crumble and require repairs.
practical. They are

es^peciail.^ dma.^ .

f„,.„;,„rp ^liown in the accom-
_JL . , .. fl„,>.pr nriTi gate posts ai"\ garden furniture sno«n

,.„,'-v^tur"ar:^cj:^'t'&. --- - -" -'-
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GARDEN. ESTATE
OF

MRS. ASDREW WELCH.
SA.\' MATEO

GARDE.y. COUXTRV ESTATE OF MRS. ANDREW WELCH, SAN MATEO.
Si'ccial Garden Furniture by G. Rognicr.
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COVRT.

COVSTRY HOUSE OF

MR. TEMPLETOX CROCKER,

HIIJ.SBOROUGH.

Il'ilhs Pell; <S- Co., .irchitccls.

CORNER OF THE
GIRVIN COUNTRY PL.tCE,

MENLO P.4RK,

CAL.
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COLOSNAPE AND GARDENS, COUNTRY HOUSE OF MRS. GEORGE T. MARYE,
HILLSBOROUGH.

Ho-.i;i:<l & llliitc. Architect.':.

Sin.\L\JING POOL. JAMES Fl.nni' ; s/ I IE. MENLO PARK.
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STAIRS AXD FOCXr.UX. COU.XTRY ESTATE OF MR. THOS. DRISCOLL. HILLSBOROUGH.
Louis P. Hobart, Architect.

COrXTRY HOUSE OF MR. R. 0. HOOKER. HILLSBOROUGH.
Howarti & IVtnte. Architects.
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COUNTRY PLACE OF MRS. P. T. MURPHV.

wmm.
HOUSE OF MR. FRED McNEAR, MES'LO PARK.

Bliss & Faville, Architects.
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posts harmonize with the trees. Hickory is an excellent material for

rustic work. When well seasoned it lasts for a very long time.

Brick walls are very effective, and are durable when properly huilt.

Paving brick can be used, or hard-burned red brick, set on edge. I'.nck

walks laid directlv on earth soon get out of shape on account of the up-

heaval by frost. To overcome this difficulty a brick walk should be built

on a sub-walk of concrete on cinders. Such construction is expensive, since

it involves practically two walks (a concrete walk as well as a brick walk).

Summer houses, large or small, are excellent features for garden or

grounds and landscape architects are much inclined to use them whenever

there is opportunity. Many summer houses are little log cabins or small

cottages with shingled sides and roof; others, more pretentious, are of

rock-faced stone or of concrete. Pergola construction with posts and open

roof can frequently be effectively applied to a summer house.

Pools fountains, sun-dials, urns and flower boxes are all parts ot the

successful landscape project, and landscape architects have been quick to

realize their possibilities. Concrete is the material most frequently used

for pools Fountains used in connection with pools are of great variety,

from the simple "bubble" to the more extravagant sprays. Nothing pro-

duces quite the effect of a pool or fountain, and one will get more pleasure

from even the simplest arrangement than almost any other feature of the

house and grounds.

When it comes to what one might call the "architectural arrangement

of the garden itself there is every possibility for skill. Many good ideas in

the use of flowers, shrubs and trees can be gained from examination of old-

fashioned gardens. HoUvhocks are frequently used, and contrary to mod-

ern gardens (in which hollyhocks are almost always planted against a

wall), they were often massed independently in large clusters.

In many old New England vards a surrounding hedge of tall, flowering

shrubs was frequently employed, and in this enclosure the garden was laid

out. Thus one had a delightful place to read or rest, with the busy world

shut out.
, • r

Sculpture lends itself readilv to landscape architecture, being fre-

quently employed for flower urns, sun-dials, fountains, tables and seats.

Sculpture has come to be considered an integral part of any garden plan,

and the use of garden sculpture and pottery opens up endless possibilities.

Both simple and elaborate effects may be secured, as best suits the whims

of the owner.

House of Mrs. D. T. Miirl^liy. Hiilsborongh. Gates. Estate of Mrs. D. T. Murphy.
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Criticism of tiie San Francisco City Hall

By \V1LLIA^[ L. WOOLLETT, Architect.

IH.W'E just finished reading- a very impressive article in the August
Architect and Engineer by Mr. B. J. S. Cahill, entitled "The New City

Hall, San Francisco." The unalloyed praise of this skillful paper sug-

gests to my mind that perhaps a truly critical article might be acceptable

—

especially from one who conscientiously seconds the splendid compli-

ments of Mr. Cahill. IMessrs. Bakewell & Brown are modest gentlemen,

who would hardly think of their work as being perfect, and who are un-

doubtedly broad enough to be amused by genuine criticism. Being con-

scious of their ultmiate achie^-ement. the splitting of hairs concerning some
ultra viewpoint of their work savors more of compliment than otherwise.

Having safely passed the Rubicon of this prologue, I "opine" that the

City Hall is too small in scale. In this I think that we all agree, except

perhaps the uninitiated public. And to him who says me nay in this, my
reply is—betake yourself to the new "Tech" buildings at Cambridge and
stand between the coUmins of the Greek portico and sense there the value

of "scale" as an element in architectural composition. The giants who live

in such buildings could pick up the San Francisco City Hall and carry it

under their arms through the main portal.

This is picturesque language, but the implication of triviality applies

measurably to the conditions of the Civic Center taken as a wMiole quite

as mtich as to this individual building. On account of the small scale of

the buildings San Francisco's Civic Center is not "heroic," it is not "grand,"
it is not "sublime," it is not "classic," it is not even modern ; it is "delicates-

sen, to use one of ]\Ir. Cahill's tertns. Just why I think of the steam calliope

at this time I do not know—probably because I always think in extremes,
but to me as an individual the City Hall proclaims very loudly its impor-
tance with gilt and flounces of rich ornament which "she wears not unlike

a prima donna." The City Hall apparently exists for a supine glory.

In the days of Benvenuto "people fought in the streets" over just such

questions as these my criticistns evoke. And they differed to good pur-

pose, for beautiful things in art were turned out in those days, presumably
a partial result of the high temperatures evolved. Today we are sufficiently

pleased, no matter how artists perform their functions as public decorators.

One observation that I would like to make is evolved from a purely

"archaic" point of view—a view which very few moderns, even the most
cultured, care to bother with. I refer to the overcoming of optical illu-

sions by introducing irregularities in architectural forms. By way of illus-

tration, if you will notice the Civic Center and \'an Xess avenue entrances

you will observe that the doorways at the top lucik wider than they do at

the bottom. This observatioii is true of other openings in the building.

One of the ancient architects, a Greek or a Florentine perhaps, would have
corrected this seeming error by actually building the openings smaller at

the top than at the l^ottom. Again, if you will look up into the dome, you
will observe that the columns of the rotunda look squat, and that their

-

api)arent heaviness qualifies, to its disadvantage, the detail below. This

difficulty could have been obviated by tipping the columns in toward the

center and rearranging the entisis of the columns to combine with this

arrangement. As it is not the "style" in this age to take account of optical

illusions in btiilding, there is no "faux pas" implied by this observation.

And the r(_}tunda—what does it all mean—all the ornament and the

trimmings? They are exquisite in their various parts. In Athens, in

Rnme. in X'enice and in nld IHurence tlicse carxings and tablets and statues
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and busts always meant siiniethino- to the contemporaneous pnpulace.
What do these ornaments mean to us? As Mr. Cahill implies, are we a
heterogeneous mass of humanity and ha\c we nothing to express? Are
we a people without ideals or moral purpose? At least it would be difficult

for a stranger from Mars to obtain from this rotunda any idea as to our
ideals or progress in science, commerce or religion. If this bit of modern
architecture proclaims anything it is this—I am pretty, I am nice and I

cost a lot. That this message is put over with dexterity goes without say-
ing. As I remember, the dean C)f the profession in this community said to
me in connection with the City Hall : "That man Brown is a wonder."
But oh, how banal ! The masterly spirit of a people who builded on ashes
has only this, a "parfait," as a monument to its vigor, whereas in immortal
stone and mural decoration history might have been preserved. The whole
range of our western spirit could have been here idealized. The naive Bohe-
mia that San Francisco was and in part still is should have been expressed.
And the great men who have gone before, like Stevenson and O'Henry and
Huntington, and the deeds of ^^lackay. Fair, Flood and O'Brien, and the
romance of the still earber Spanish time—all these and more should speak
from the walls. Why should not the public building be a monument to the
men whose lives have made possible the history of a community? And it

is not a criticism of architects but a commentary on our civilization and
the shallow and superficial character of our aesthetic ideals that a great
structure, builded in the pride of a daring and enterprising people, should
declare its builders so feebly.

And yet in our eyes this is a beautiful building, ^^'hat is beauty? It is

the sense of a satisfaction in the arrangement of values. .\nd we are sat-

isfied and alas contented also.

Public Duty of the Architect

ALL things seem to mo\e in circles, yet the interval of recurrences may
at times be so long that the movements are not readily seen. For
centuries all social effort has been more or less pronouncedly indi\'id-

ualistic, but today we are in a measure turning back to the principles of the

times of the patriarchs. Under such conditions the government of the city

must become something more than a restraining and protecting force, for

cities are no longer sovereign states and do not wage war one against the

other. Their functions are limited to conserving the health, morals and
commercial interests of the people. City government is no longer military

in spirit, but a centralized social force, and since the nation has also passed
from the earh' constructive stages when the lawmaker was the all-impor-

tant factor, so have we also come to the time when the lawyer should in

great measure give way to the constructive expert.

Organic and efficient methods of control, of which city planning in the

broadest sense of that term has become a fundamental factor, are now far

more imperatively necessary for the citv than ever before.

The architect, because of his artistic and technical training, has a greater

measure of responsibility than the average citizen, and he should be a force-

ful factor in all movements for civic reform and advancement. That he

has signally failed to recognize the obligation is too often evident. At a

conference on city planning the architect is noticeable by his absence, and
in most cities a public discussion of harbor improvements, railroad termi-

nals and the like will bring out the fact that apparently the architect, with
but few exceptions, has given little or no consideration to such projects.

Tiven hciusing reform is passed by with mucli the same indifference.
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^\ liilc all sucii matters may imt be directi}- "grist to the mill." yet it is

indisputable that the architect who does study such problems and takes

part in their discussion is both broadening his outlook and ideals, and em-
phasizing the importance of his profession in a way that must ultimately

work to his betterment—there are still far too many people jiossessed of

the fancy that the architect is a mere maker of pictures.

The city needs the architect's help in the development of a right cix'ic

ideal just as much as it needs the help of the engineer, social worker

or banker, and the architect nuist give this help even at the risk of being out

of favor with the powers that be, if he would secure for his profession the

respect due it from his fellow citizens.

—

William \\'. Rnimart in .\atinnal

Architect.

More About the Proposed Bay Cities Bridge

THREE distinct projects for bridging San Francisco bay have now been
submitted to the L'nited States Engineering Corps and the good and
bad features of each will be reported to the proper go\ernment author-

ities in due time.

Only one plan has the approval of the special committee from the San
I'rancisco Commercial Club—the one executed by three collaborating East-

ern engineers, Harlan D. Miller, Wilbur J. Watson and W. R. Davis. It

is the plan described very fully in the July Architect and Engineer, antl

only one of three proposed bridges that does not contemplate a lancting

place on Yerba Buena island. The other two plans are by .\llan C. Rush
and Charles EvanS Fowler.

Joint committees from the four Chambers of Commerce about the bay

reported, under the Miller-Watson-Davis approved plan, that:

With a clearance of 100 feet, 95 per cent of the ships entering San
Francisco harbor will be able to go under the bridge.

The proposed bridge is to be so located that only 9 per cent of the

vessels entering the harbor will be required to pass under it.

The San Francisco end of the bridge will go o\er the top of Pier

44, so that only two of the thirty-five piers under control of the State

Harbor Commissioners are beyond the bridge.

The value of the freight docking beyond the bridge is only 11 per

cent of the total in the harbor, composed largely of oil and lumber.

Oil, 30 per cent of the total tonnage of the harbor, and lumber, 25

per cent, comprise the bulk of freight to be carried beyond the bridge.

Only three ships a day exceeding 1,000 tons gross and only two
ships a day exceeding 100 feet in height now pass the line of the pro-

posed bridge, not excepting vessels docking at Hunter's Point.

Forty million persons are carried by ferries across the bay each

year, at right angles with the shipping lanes. Ferryboats make 150,000

trips a year.

The annual ctimmerce of the harbiir amounts to '),')07,54'> tons of a

value of $554,003,227, handled by 11,130 steamships and l,5~(i sailing

ships.

Engineers Watson and Miller state that they have prepared estimates

of the additional cost of raising the bridge above 100 feet, so that all ves-

sels might pass under it, should that be deemed necessary.

Reports favoring the project have been received from fifty civic organi-

zations ab(.)Ut the bay.
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WEST PORTAL. Til IX PEAKS TU.W'HL. SAX FRA.WCrSCO.
M. M. OShaxglnicssy, City Engineer.

Some Engineering Features of the Twin Peaks Tunnel
By W. J. FITZGERALD.

THE dauntless spirit with which the citizens of San Francisco prosecuted
the giijantic labor of rehabilitation after the disaster of 1906 did not
seek retirement with the completion of this work, but. on the contrary,

has taken unto itself a series of tasks, the realization of each of which is

an appreciable stride toward the firmer establishment of that city as the
^iletropolis of the ^^'est, the gateway to the Orient, and one of the leading
cities of the nation, at the same time stamping- her as tlie most marvelous
city in the w'orld. Of these various undertakings. Twin I^eaks Tunnel, the

largest single project in San Francisco or on the Pacific Coast at the pres-

ent time, bids fair to do more for the rapid growth of that city than an}-

other project since her inception.

\\'hile contributing n-iuch to her natural charm and adding greatl}- to her

scenic advantages, San Francisco's hills ha\-e forn-ied a phj'sical barrier which
has retarded the populating of the district in the southwesterly portion of

the county, ^^'ith the advent of the present progressive and energetic ad-

ministration, steps were taken to bring this very desirable residential dis-

trict into immediate contact with Market street, the city's main thorough-
fare, by the construction of a 12,000-foot bore for rapid transit trains

through Twin Peaks ridge.

Robert C. Storrie & Compan}- entered into the contract for this work
for the estimated sum of $3,372,000 on November 2, 1914, the tinie allowed
being 1,000 days, making the date for completion July 29, 1917.

(iround was broken at Seventeenth and Castro streets, the easterly ter-

minal, on November 30, 1914, and the first three months thereafter were
spent in forming an organization, in constructing drains and in reconstruct-

ing sewers and high pressure mains and other appurtenances. During the
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la.-^t eighteen months the equivalent of 7.*>30 feet of tunnel has Ijeen con-

.structed, to_q;ether with the Eureka \'alley .station, 60 per cent of Laguna
Honda station, both portals and the two ventilating stations, one in the

Relief Home tract and the other at Eighteenth and Hattie streets. In the

light of past progress and with a going organization, it is assured that the

remaining 3,363 feet to be constructed will be done well within the time

allowed. The diligence exercised by the contractors in keeping the prog-

ress apace with the schedule merits much praise.

The. following table, arranged in the order of stationing which starts at

the westerly end, has been prepared to permit of a ready understanding of

the alignment, subdivisions, etc., of this work

:

SUB-DIVISIONS STATIONING GRADE
Ascending Descending

0+00. to 0+83.
+ 83. to 17 + 27.26

17+ 27.26 to 30+ 31.44
30+31.44 to 30+ 73.

30+ 73. to 33 + 73.

33+ 73. to 34+30.10
34+ 30.10 to 36+60.10
36+ 60. 10 to 47 + 13.00
47 + 13. to 47 + 26.00
47 + 26. to 98+ 64.00
98+64. to 100+44.00
100+44. to 100+ 74.00
100+ 74. to 103+ 76.81
103+ 76.81 to 104+96.23
104+96.23 to 108+ 52.73
108+52.73 to 109+ 72.15
109+ 72.15 to 111+45.76
111+45.76 to 114+45.76
114+45.76 to 114+ 85.61
114+85.61 to 117 + 35.56
117+ 33.56 to 117+38.76
117+38.76 to 119+25.76

.015

.015

.015

.015

.015

....

.0424

Tunnel Section .03

.03

.03

.03

.03

.03

29' d" Tunnel Section .... .03

.0287

.0287

.0287

.0287

.0287
0140
.0140
.0140
.0140

SUB-DIVISIONS
DISTANCE ON CURVE

Tangent, ft. Curve, ft. Direction Radius, ft.

West Approach 83.000
1,644.260

1,304.183 Right 5,729.65
41.557

300 . 000
57.103

Laguna Honda Station

230.003 Right 5,729.65

1,052.894
13.000

5,138.000
180.000
30.000
302.816

29' 6" Tunnel Section

119.420
356.500
119.420

Right
Right
Right

1,555.49
1,017.95
1,555.49

173 610
Eureka Valley Station 300 . 000

39 . 850
247.950 Left 861.37

5.200
187.000

9,548.290 2,377.476
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OPEN CUT EXCAVATION FOR 5C7B»'.-n" .^EClioX. Tll'IX TEAKS TUNNEL.

MATERIAL BUNKERS AND CONCRETE CHUTE. LACUNA HONDA STATION,
TWIN PEAKS TUNNEL.
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The subway section was cluisen because of the shallow depth of

covering- near the portal. This unit consists of a two-compartment rein-

forced concrete tube with each compartment measuring 14x13 feet in the

clear, above rail grade ; the side walls measure 21 inches in thickness, the

roof slab 18 inches, the floor slab 20 inches, and the center wall 12 inches.

The concrete is hipped in all corners on a 43 degree angle, giving the clear-

way the appearance in section of a blocked figure eight on its side. Refuge
niches 6 feet 4 inches high by 4 feet wide are located every 50 feet

in each of the three walls, those in the center wall alternating with
niches in side walls. Two 8-inch tile drains are located at each side of the
floor slab, the upper surfaces of same sloping 2 inches from its juncture with
the center wall.

Over the westerly termination of the flat top section is situated the
Eighteenth and Hattie streets ventilating station, which forces air through
a duct into the space above the ceiling slab of a 30-foot length of arched tun-
nel section which adjoins the subway, whose inside dimensions below ceil-

ing are 29 feet 6 inches wide by 13 feet high. Apart from its 29 foot 6 inch
dimension, this section is identical with the typical tunnel section for soft

earth described below. Junction between the 29 feet 6 inches and the 23-

foot section is made by a transition section 180 feet hmg.
Three different thicknesses of reinforced concrete lining, 22 inches, 18

inches and 8 inches, are planned for the standard tunnel section, dependent
on whether the gnnuid jienetrated is soft earth, soft rock or hard rock. The
upper half of the standard soft earth section is a semi-circle of 12 feet 6
inches radius in which, parallel to and 7 feet 6 inches above the central

axis is constructed a 4-inch reinforced concrete ceiling slab, suspended from
the arch lining by 1-inch rods at 10-foot centers and bonded to main arch

by reinforced bars and supported thereat by continuous curved brackets of

4-foot radius. Below the center a.xis for 9 feet, side walls extend on a 40-

foot radius, when they join a 20-foot radius curved invert. On the center of

this invert a 12-inch ironstone pipe drain is laid and an earth fill placed to

20 inches below rail grade. The side walls are 2 feet 9 inches thick opposite

the diameter, the outer surfaces being plumb. The invert is 18 inches thick

and the arch 22 inches thick. Tile drains are set in the side walls with weep
holes leading into the tunnel at 25-foot intervals. Electric conduits are also

imbedded in the side walls.

The soft rock section is the same as the soft earth section, save for the

footings being stepped instead of being square, the absence of concrete in-

vert and fill, and drain being imbedded in broken rock filled trench.

The hard rock section difl^ers from the soft rock in that the semi-circular

arched portion is 8 inches thick, joining a side wall 12 inches thick at the

height of the center axis. Opposite the rails these side walls reduce to a

6-inch thickness.

A simple tangental alignment and one continuous grade between the

two portals was voted down because of a desire to follow under easy sur-

face grades to the intersection of Eighteenth and Hattie streets and to be
within convenient distance of the surface at Laguna Honda station ; the

former in order that the surface of the 90-foot right of way which was ac-

quired in fee simple might be paved and constitute part of the ^larket street

extension ; the latter to bring rapid transit service to those residential tracts

around Laguna Honda station, already well along tow-ard development.

At Laguna Honda station connection will later be made with the future

Seventh avenue car line.
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FRONT ELEfATWN, LACUNA HONDA STATION. TWIN PEAKS TUNNEL.
HI. M. O'Shaiighnessy, City Engineer.
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FLOOR PLAN, LACUNA HONDA STATION, TWIN PEAKS TUNNEL.
M. M. O'Shaiighnessy, City Engineer.
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Laguna Honda station is a reinforced concrete structure situated 3,000

feet from the west portal at the summit of the grades. Its lower part is

an expanded section of the tunnel lining, with two platforms, one on either

side, extending the full length of 300 feet to accommodate four-car trains

on each track. Three elevators on the north side afford communication
with the surface sixty-two feet above. Passengers reach the south plat-

form by traversing a passageway over the arch and stairway leading down
therefrom. On the surface a superstructure to serve as a depot is to be

erected, the architecture of which will be in keeping with the high-class

residences being constructed in this vicinity. At the floor of the tunnel

the station is 300 feet long by 44 feet wide, with an arch thickness of 3 feet

and invert thickness of 26 inches.

Eureka Valley station, an underground structure of steel frame imbedded
in concrete, is situated 300 feet west of the east portal. Like the I^aguna

Honda station, it is an expanded stretch of the tunnel, is 300 feet long by
52 feet 6 inches wide and has two platforms to accommodate four-car trains.

At each corner of the roof slab are openings for stairways to the street

level. Ornamental kiosks will ofifer covering and entrances to these stair-

ways. In designing this station future connections were borne in mind,

one with a Mission-Sunset tunnel to have its southerly termination at this

station and to run in a general northerly direction under Seventeenth street

and another with a subway in Market street.

There are two ventilating intake stations, each equipped with a set of

blowers. One plant is located at Eighteenth and Hattie streets and the
other in the Relief Home Tract, 4,600 feet east of the west portal. The
arched portion of the tunnel is constructed with a ceiling slab, the compart-
ment above this slal) is to be used as an air duct, 2 feet square openings be-
ing left in the slab at intervals of 100 feet as outlets to the tunnel for the
forced air. Shutters over these openings permit the regulating of the air

flow.

Drainage tile imbedded in the concrete walls and leading to a center
drain in the ballast will carry off the seepage water. Power and lighting

ducts are also imbedded in the side walls, access to same being arranged for

every 400. feet on each side in deep niches. Between these large recesses,

at 50-foot centers, are refuge niches of smaller dimensions.
Material was excavated at the west approach by means of steam shov-

els, loaded into dump carts and spread in filling a near-ljy ravine, the aver-

age haul to which was one-quarter of a mile. Scrapers removed about 11,500
cubic yards from the surface over the 478 feet of tunnel adjacent to the west
portal, the cut here ranging from 30 to 50 feet. Steam shovels then brought
the excavation 35.000 cubic yards to invert grade, dump carts conveying
spoil to dump mentioned above. \\'hen this section of the tunnel was com-
pleted the material previously removed with scrapers was backfilled with a

drag-line scraper. Tunneling was then started and continued for a distance

of 2,500 feet, when it broke through into the open-cut excavation for Laguna
Honda station and 22 feet of tunnel at either end thereof.

All tunneling to date has been done by the wall-plate drift method, with
solid timbering. Three parallel drifts were kept 24 feet in advance of the
next operation ; one of these was driven at the key. the cap of the drift tim-
bers being high enough to permit the setting of the crown segment, the

other two were driven, one on each side, with l)ottoms at spring line level.

A fourth drift at invert grade for drainage purposes was kept about 600 feet

ahead of the main excavation west of Laguna Honda station. Wall plates

cut from 12xl4-inch timber were set in the two side drifts and then the
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grouiiil hclwi'fii drifts was (i])cne(l tnr a distance along lens;tli of tunnel of

from 1 to 4 feet, dependent upon nature of soil. The seven lixli-inch tini-

her st'tjnients were then set, one sprin,s^in.sr from each wall ])latc, une gn
each side of the crown seg;ment and one between on each side to complete
the set. A bench the width of the tunnel between this timber linins^ and
the spring^ line is then excavated ; two other benches occur in the opening of
the groinid below. Under the wall plates temporary plumb posts were set,

the bottoms of which were about the level of the second bench. Side
trenches were deepened and these posts replaced by permanent ones rest-

ing- on foot blocks, after which the third bench was cut. Invert excavation
follows the concreting of walls and arch, trenches being made for the wall

footings and a key joint being jjrovided for the invert connection. The soft

earth section requires 1,200 feet B.M. of timber and 39 cubic yards of exca-
\'ation per lineal f(MJt. Aluck placed in cars was hauled by mules to the

dump in the ravine at the west end. At the east end the muck was con-

ve3'ed to the surface in cars by means of an endless chain termed an esca-

lator, through an opening left in the roof slab of the subway section, whence
it was carried and used as backfill over this section. \\'hen this backfilling

was completed motor trucks were loaded right at the east face and used
the completed tube as a street, emerged at the east portal and carried the

muck to Islais Creek District, four miles distant, to fill swamp lands. The
poisonous gases from the exhaust of the motor trucks have caused the

abandonment of this scheme, since which time cars have been hauled from
the face by mules and conveyed to the top of bunkers, into which they are

dumped on an automatic electrically operated elevator situated in the slab

opening originally occupied by the escalat<ir.

.\ brick-lined water duct of the Spring \'alley A\'ater Company con-
structed in 186.S crossed at a sharp angle eight feet above the tunnel arch,

about 1,800 feet from the west portal. It was conveyed by means of a by-
pass over the completed tunnel. A shaft was sunk, the water duct tapped
by a 30-inch pipe, which ran west 275 feet in a drift previously driven,

crossed the tunnel at right angles and connected with the original duct
again. Later the water was permitted to follow its original course.

Excavation for Laguna Honda station and 22 feet of tunnel section on
each end was done in open cut, the maximum depth being 70 feet. Steam
shovels carried the cut to within 15 feet of rail grade, the sitlcs of the pit

being retained by piles. Trenches were then dug by hand for the side walls
and footings of the station, after which the concreting was (lune and then
the core of earth was removed. The waste material, a sandy clay, hauled
an average distance of one-third of a mile in motor trucks, was used in fill-

ing low portions of the valley in which the station is built.

Because of an ascending grade, excavation between the \ent shaft and
the Laguna Honda station was started from the former. The shaft, when
completed, will have an inside diameter of 13 feet, but the cxcaxation was
made 20x32 feet so as to take in full width of tunnel sectiim and to permit
of construction of forms for concreting. I'Vom the bottom of this shaft,

which was 110 feet deep through water-bearing sand and timbered with
piles held by 12.xl2 bracing and walings hung with steel hangers, a drift

was carried 300 feet westerly at inx-ert grade through sandstone, when it

broke through the sandstone into a water-bearing sand, causing 300,000
gallons ])er day to be lifted out at the shaft, .\nother drift was then started

and kept in the sandstone until after the sand deposit was passed, when 'the

second drift was brought ii]) to line with the first one. Easterly from
Laguna Ih'nda, tunneling has been projected o\er 414 feet on the descend-
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ing grade triward the \ent shaft, the drift ])re\i(_>usly (h-i\en (h-aining the
ground penetrated.

Due to the fact that the ground opened was a filled in creek bed, the
excavation from where the timneling goes underground at the east end to
500 feet easterly therefrom, some 30,000 cul)ic yards removed by pick and
shovel, was done between two rows of piles and heavy timljering with
the necessary cross braces. The remaining open cut section, 1,,^00 feet, on
the east end, requiring no timbering, was done by steam shovels, the cut
ranging from 15 to 40 feet, was made in two benches in the deep
stretch; 100,000 cubic yards of surplus in auto trucks was hauled an aver-
age of four miles. The east approach is 29 feet wide between two rein-

forced concfete retaining walls.

The timber segments and plumb posts act as the outer forms for the
concrete lining of the tunnel. Inside forms for the footings are in 8-foot
sections of timber, liolts are imbedded in the concrete footings for the
securing of a 6x6-inch timber stringer to hold the ribs of the side walls and
ceiling slab steel forms. These consist of 3/16-inch steel plates stiffened by
angle iron rilDS 2 feet on centers. They are hinged at the junction of each
side with the ceiling slab, are divided in the center, ancl have no cross
bracing-, thus a\'oiding obstructing the tunnel space. These collapsible
forms are permitted to remain in place seven da3's, when from a timber plat-

form, mounted on four posts braced between by trusses, resting on wheels
which operate on a rail near each footing, four jacks engage the lowered
forms and convey them to their new position, all other construction oper-
ations being unimpeded. Forms for the arch are of 2x6-inch timljers set

longitudinally on 7-inch I beam ribs 30 inches on centers. All open cut
forms were of timber, those for the two-compartment suljway being in 8-

foot sections and in four parts to each tube.

The tunnel concrete consists of J4 cubic foot of river sand and 1} 2 cubic
feet of bank sand to each sack of cement and sufficient rock added so that
the mortar fills the voids—which ranges between 5 and 5^^ cubic feet, ac-
cording to the rock used. Eight pounds of hydrated lime to every 100
pounds of cement was mixed dry for waterproofing.

All open cut concrete was mixed in standard rotary mixers placed on
the edge of the bank, whence it was conveyed generally by gravity in

chutes to the forms. Buggies conveyed the concrete to the forms when
the distance was too great to be negotiated by chutes ; this, however, was
kept at a minimum. A pneumatic system of placing the concrete is in use
now for construction of the entire tunnel lining. Before installing this sys-
tem a small section of the lining at the west end was placed by hand and
140 feet of arch was constructed of brick.

There are two complete pneumatic mixing plants, one near the west end
and the other close to where underground work starts on the east end.
On the surface are located rock and sand bunkers which connect with a
short concrete-lined shaft leading to the mixer set up on the ceiling slab.
Cement is also delivered through the shaft by gravity. The mixer consists
of a steel cylinder whose bottom is a tapering cone with a 90 degree special
reducing elbow attached to its apex leading into the 8-inch steel conveying
pipe which has flange joints bolted together and rests on the upper surface
of the ceiling slab. The charge is dropped from the measuring hopper into
the mixer through a door opening at the top, controlled by an air-operating
piston. Water is turned on and the door is closed. The air valves, located
at the side of the cylinder and one in the elbow, are then opened and the
material is shot through the pipe, being given a rotary motion by two spiral
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prujectiiiiis in the ellnnv. The force of jjlacins' the concrete direct into the

forms had to be broken by a receiving hopper to protect the conduits and

reinforcing- steel. The absence of conduits and steel other than at the

soffit permits the shootino- of the concrete directly into place for the arch.

At the west end. concrete has been conveyed pneumatically 2.500 feet up

a 1.15 per cent grade and it is anticipated that a distance of 3,000 feet will

be served up the 3 per cent grade from the east mixing plant.

The following quantities will give some idea of the magnitude of this

work :

Required:

90,000 cubic yards concrete— 512,500 cubic yards excavation—

21,176 cubic yards sand; 2.50O Laguna Honda ventilating sbaft;

49,411 cubic yards rock; 75.000 Laguna Honda station;

63.526 barrels cement; 125.000 east open cut;

1.016 tons hydrated lime. 46,500 west open cut;

2.500 tons of steel rods. 116,000 in tunnel (to date^;

1 •, ,^,v^ A,>n r> T- . u 147,500 in tunnel (luture).
13,000,000 B.F. lumber.

340 tons steel frame Eureka Valley station.

The tunnel was designed and is being constructed under direction of

M. M. O'Shaughnessv. Citv Engineer.

Mural Painting in Public Schools

In a recent issue the American Architect calls attention to the value of

mural paintings as a form of decoration for school buildings. It says:

"To serve a patriotic purpose and to encourage a beautiful phase of the

])ainter"s art, the Education Committee of the London County Council has

approved an offer to provide decorative paintings for the Council schools.

The scheme of subjects will be to illustrate life and industry to the British

Dominions.
"This method of decoration has been followed in the public schools

of a great many cities in this country, particularly in New York. The re-

sults have proved so entirely satisfactory, as means of inculcating patriot-

ism and arousing interest in the better forms of art. that as fast as possible

each new school will receive some mural painting as a part of its decora-

tive treatment.

"The competitions held by boards of education in this country have

called forth elTorts from some of our best artists and the results now in

place in many of the later high schools are material evidence of the possi-

l)ilitics of mural painting, both educational and artistic."

An Architect's Son's Idea

".My father is an arciiitect," said the new l)i>y nn the lilnck. proudly.

"What does an architect do?" asked the boy ne.xt door.

"( )h, he tells people how to build their houses, and they have to pay
him fur telling them."

"\'es, but s'posin' they d(.)n't Iniild the hnuse the way he tells 'cm to?"

"Win', then they have to pay him more ninney for changing the plans."

replied the architect's son,—Chicago News.
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A Few Don'ts for Concrete Contractors— and
Architects, too.

UNLIKE any other structural material, reinforced concrete is manufac-
tured in the field, and to this fact is due the somewhat uncertain results

which are sometimes obtained. Elwyn E. Seelyc in The American Ar-
chitect writes

:

As it is more economical and suitable than fireproofed steel in certain classes

of construction, every architect and builder should be equipped with a knowl-
edge of how to conduct reinforced concrete operations in a safe manner.

First, the design should be correct. The flexural, shearing, direct, tem-

perature and shrinkage stresses should all be analyzed and provided for by a

properly qualified engineer. With design we are not concerned at this time.

Assuming a correct design as a basis, the practical man may proceed to con-

struct with confidence if he will follow the directions laid down in this article.

First and most important is the cement, which should be Portland, manufac-
tured preferably by a well known company. Cement should be tested as fol-

lows : From each shipment, after it has arrived at the site, take one sample
of a quantity of about two quarts, made up by taking a small handful from
every tenth bag. Ship this to a cement testing laboratory and request a chem-
ical and physical test according to the Am. Soc. C. E. standard tests. The labo-

ratory report will call attention to any deviations from the standard re-

quirements.

Slow setting or too rapid setting of concrete are faults often met with in

the field. The causes are often obscure, but too little lime will cause slow
setting. Or the proportion of silica to iron and alumina if too high will cause
too slow a set.

A rapid set is objectionable because the time for placing same may be too
short and the coefficient of shrinkage is apt to be too high, causing cracks.

Cement may not set up properly because it has become partially hydrated.
Consequently cement should be tested after arrival on the site and shortly

before using, and should always be stored in a waterproof shed.

Another cause of slow setting and a serious one is the occurrence of or-

ganic matter in the sand.

Sand should approximate a clean quartz and it should not contain more
than 7 per cent loam. The percentage of loam may be determined by shaking
the sand in a milk bottle, pouring off the wash into another bottle and allow-
ing same to settle. The relative heights of sand and loam may then be scaled
off and the relative amounts determined.

The occurrence of mica in sand is objectionable as it is liable to cause dis-

integration. The occurrence of pyrites is objectionable because of possible
chemical action. If sand is very fine, it is to be looked on with suspicion be-
cause it is liable to lead to disintegration. Sand formed by breaking up soft
rock is to be avoided.

Broken stone should be of a clean hard rock, preferaldv trap. The occur-
rence of mica or pyrites renders stone objectionable.

Gravel should be of a clean quartz or hard waterworn pebble.

Broken blast furnace slag should be looked upon with suspicion because of
its high porosity, possible chemical reaction, and because the modulus of elas-
ticity of slag concrete will vary from the constant assumed bv the designer.

The maximum size of stone for reinforced concrete requiring a distribu-
tion around the steel should pass a -J^-in. sieve. The material is preferably
graded from a small to a large size. A well-graded aggregate produces a
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denser, more water] in lof ami strniiLjer concrete than one in whicli the at;L;Te-

gate is of uiiiforni size.

Aggregates should be free from loam, as the latter is injurious to concrete.

They .should be free from sand to simplify the process of proportioning.

The specifications generally call for a ratio of one part cement, two parts

sand and four parts stone or gravel by volume for reinforced concrete. .\ bet-

ter method is to measure the voids in the stone or gravel and provide enough
sand to fill the interstices. In the same way measure the voids of the sand

and provide enough cement to fill them.

A simple method of determining the volume of voids is to take a culiic foot

of stone or sand and siiak it. Then drain same. Place the cubic foot of damp
material in a watertight receptacle, and weigh the water which it takes to fill

the voids. Divide the weight of water by the constant (iI.S and the volume

of filling necessary will be obtained.

The water should be clean and fresh and in sufficient quantity to make
what is well named a "quaking" mixture.

The mi.xer should be what is known as a "batch" mixer. Tt generally con-

sists of a drum in which the ingredients are placed and rotated. The process

is assisted by curved guides and should be continued for at least one minute,

and always until the mixing becomes homogeneous, and until the particles

of sand are covered w^ith cement and the stone or gravel are well coated with

mortar.

A practical method should be adopted to insure that the correct. proportions

shall at all times go into the concrete. Here lies a danger. A standard batch

mixer will hold two bags of cement, four cubic feet of sand and eight cubic

feet of stone or gravel.

Both bags of cement should be introclucecl at one time, as if introduced

alternately, one may be forgotten. Cement bags should be well shaken out.

Often the cement and sand is measured by bringing up barrows of material,

and depending upon the number of these to measure the amount of coarse

and fine aggregate in each batch. This is a very loose method, and the author

prefers two hoppers, which are filled, one with sand and the other with stone.

The storage bins must be entirelv closed off before the aggregate is admit-

ted to the mixer, otherwise more than the allowable aggregate will find its way
into the batch, especially if the contractor has a tendency to economize on
cement. Many other methods of proportioning are in vogue, and the inspector

must use judgment in approving a method.

A common cause of accident is the use of improperly designed forms. The
dead weight of concrete should be calculated, and all compression should be

proportioned accordingly. The unsu]5]5orted height of such struts should be
taken into consideration, and where this is excessive, bracing at the middle or

third points should be resorted to. The caps and joists should bear directly on
top of the vertical members, and in no case should heavy loads be carried by
spiking.

The lateral pressures due to the hydraulic qualities and wedging action

by spading should be duly taken care of bv means of wire lies an<l bracing.

This is especially great in deep girders and in columns. Colimms should be
poured slowly for this reason.

Forms should be constructed to remain tight, as a loss of the finer par-

ticles is injurious to the concrete and tends to produce Voids. If forms deflect,

the finished work is unsightly.

In the case of the first tier where the uprights rest on soil, there is grave
danger of settlement due to the li.iad apjilied and the gradual softening o( the

ground. If this settlement occures after the initial set, serious cracks will
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occur. To obviate this, mudsills shouUl he placed under all uprights and
opposed wedges placed between the uprights and the struts. The forms
should be carefully watched with a level and any points indicating settlement

should be wedged up. This wedging up should not be carried on after the

concrete has obtained its initial set.

The interior surfaces of the forms should be oiled to obviate swelling and
warping.

On the e.xterior of a concrete structure and elsewhere it is desired to have
a finished surface free from marks and imperfections, it will be essential to

expose the surfaces for the finishing mason while the concrete is still friable.

For this purpose the forms should be so constructed that they may be removed
without disturbing the main supporting members.

The concrete elevating tower and its guys should be free from the struc-

ture so as not to cause vibration, during the process of setting.

It should be borne in mind that the failure of any portion of the forms
will cause impact on the floor below and may result in a serious accident.

Before allowing concrete to be placed it is highly important for the in-

spector to assure himself that the beam and column forms are according to

the sizes shown on plans. Plvunb all column forms. An interior column
should not be more than 'X-inch out of plumb and face columns where sash

is to be placed should be plumbed and spaced with the utmost accuracy.

The sizes of beam and girder forms should be checked up with that shown
on the plans.

The sizes of steel should be carefully checked with especial attention being

paid to the effective depth of the beam, i. e., the distance from the top surface

of the concrete to the center of gravity of the reinforcing steel. The beam
steel should be wedged up with concrete blocks cast for the purpose or sus-

pended upon stirrups so that the requisite space will be maintained under the

bars of the concrete soffit protection. Bars should be carefully separated so

that no voids will occur between the bars and so that the bond will be developed.

All stirrups and bars should be accurately spaced and wired to insure

against displacement during the concreting operation. The main beam rein-

forcement should extend well on to the column or wall bearing. Indeed, it

is advisable for this reinforcement to lap or be spliced with dowels as the

shrinkage stresses before the beam is stripped may cause a crack in the under-
side of the beam at the column.

It should be borne in mind that the compression area of a beam or girder

extends well into the slab, and consequentlv openings should never be per-

mitted adjacent to both sides of a girder or Ijeam and on one side only where
called for on the plans.

Great pains should be taken to see that the reinforcing steel in footings

is placed in the right surface. A cantilever footing requires reinforcement in

the bottom while a combined footing requires it in the top.

It is reported that on one job after a floor was poured, an e\tra beam frame
was left over and it was discovered that the beam where this was to have gone
was poured without it.

All column forms should be provided with a slide door at the base for the
purpose of removing shavings. This should be kept ojjen until the barnnv of

concrete is standing over it ready for pouring.
Particular care should be taken to see that the footing is free from loam,

as in another instance it is reported that a six-story building column was found
to be supported on the steel bars because an inch of loam covered the column
footing when it was poured.
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Column forms >lioulil be tiiilit at ihc l)oltoni. as acciilents have occurred

by the fine aggrej^^ate seeping out and leaving the column at the base standing

on a loose gravel. This is an important point, and the many columns when
stri]>pcd show a tendency to this fault.

Columns and beams should be flushed out with water before pouring to

clean the surfaces and imijrove the bond. Column concrete should be tamped
from the top with a long wooden strip, and great care should be taken to see

that the concrete flows around the outside of the reinforcing bars and hooping.

There is a tendency for the concrete to catch on the horizontal ties and leave

voids just beneath same.

A column should be ])oured slowly so that the process of setting may re-

lieve the hvdraulic head and prevent the bursting or warping of the forms.

As to freezing weather, the writer feels that the pouring of reinforced con-

crete where the temperature is below 32 degrees Fahrenheit should never be

permitted. In the case of mass concrete the heating of the water, sand or ag-

gregate, or the use of calcium chloride in the water, will permit concreting at

tem]ieratures below freezing.

if concrete is frozen before initial set, it will never recover, and should be

replaced. If it is frozen after initial set, but before final set, it may recover

80 per cent of its normal strength if it thaws out gradually.

.\fter the concrete has been poured, follow the processes of removing the

forms, finishing and testing.

This is the danger zone, and the following "don"t" might be suggested

:

1. Don't remove forms until the concrete is thoroughly set and rings like

a stone when struck with a hammer.
2. Don't mistake frozen concrete for concrete thoroughly set.

3. Don't remove permanently shores under beams and girders for at least

three stories below the ne.xt floor to be poured.

4. Don't permit the placing of a cinder fill on the roof until the roof con-

crete is thoroughly hard.

3. Don't permit heavv sections of ceiling forms to be droii])C(l onto the

floor below.

6. Don't |)ermit heavv concentrated loads of material or machinery on
"green" concrete floors.

7. Don't accept structural work which exhibits considerable voids or

places where the cement and sand is lacking around the coarse aggregate.

If the inspector is in doubt about the quality of a portion of the work he
should order a test. This test should be made by a load of at least 1'/ times

the live load. .\ beam should not show a deflection of more than one six-

hundredth of the span.

The test should be conducted with due regard to the safety of all concerned
and the writer suggests the use of shores slacked off about 34-inch from the

beam soffit.

The deflection may be measured liy a level or by a lever pointer which will

magnify the deflection.

To sum u])

:

Watch the ingredients.

Watch the mi.xing.

Check the placing of steel and sizes of forms.

Watch the strength of forms.

Avoid frozen concrete.

Never strip concrete until it gives ])hysical evidence of having set.

Test a doubtful construction or condemn it, and:
Your work will endure with the rvramids.
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Fire and Smoke-proof Stairways
By FRAXK HAUSLE. Architect,

THE construction of stairways as a safe exit in case of emergency is still

the unsolved problem which has puzzled the builders of the past and
is likeh' to continue to perplex them in the future. For several years

there was a remarkable desire for a betterment in stair construction among
architects, which resulted in the construction of fireproof stairways, enclosed

with fireproof or fire-retarding material, and provided with self-closing, fire-

resisting doors. This may be recognized as an improvement in construction

of modern buildings. But with the increase in the height of buildings, the

common fireproof stairway does not satisfy the demand of a safe exit : on the

contrary, the fireproof stairway enclosure will act as a veritable chimney
flue, connected to each story by its door openings.

The sole protection depends upon the door or doors which by all means
are of secondary value. Therefore, most of the new laws and building

codes require for tall buildings tower stairways, separated from the rest

of the building by fire walls and provided with outside balconies or vesti-

bules for communication between the floors of the building and the stair-

way to break the air current and to avoid heated air or smoke from drift-

ing from any i)art of the building into the staircase. Tower stairways are

no new invention ; they were constructed long before Columbus set his

foot upon the land of this western hemisphere.

Comparing tower stairways with outside fire escapes in regard to archi-

tecture, we may say it turned from bad to worse. The outside iron fire

escapes are a shameful disgrace and a testimonial of poor architecture be-

stowed upon the building. Its value as a safe means of egress depends
upon imcontrollable conditions. We know from experience that more per-

sons have lost their lives by them than were saved.

The disadvantages of the tower stairway, now recommended by many
laws, in lieu of fire escapes, are its location at the exterior of the building,

where it obstructs a valuable space of frontage and light, and by situating

the stairway at an extreme end of the building a large, valuable floor area

is wasted by the required hallways. As to its value as a safe exit, such
exterior tower stairways, which are solely to be used in case of emergency,
depend upon an easy access and servicealde condition, and to maintain
this it must be kept under constant control. But a steady control means
an additional expense of labor, and as there may be no fire within tens of

years, such expense may be reduced to a mtmicipal inspection possibly

once a year. In the meantime tenants come and go, and all kinds of rub-

bish may find its place in the tower. The doors which are exposed to

weather may soon be out of working order, and, besides, who in town will

ever notice a stairway at an extreine end of a building?

The construction of a tower stairway is at a remarkable cost, and the

loss of the most valuable floor area makes it more e.xpensive. A building

is proposed to be planned and constructed for the occupancy of the avail-

able floor area, but such exterior tower stairways, which Ijecome a useless

and costly appendix to a building, discredit the skill of architecture. Neither

the outside iron fire escape nor the exterior tower stairway improve archi-

tecture in regard to safe exits, ^^'hat is needed is a stairway serviceable

for daily use as v^'ell as in case of emergenc}', where the public has it under
steadv control : a stairwav which can be located anvwhere within the build-
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ing to suit the acconunodation most fa\(iral)ly ; a stairway whicli offers a

safe and serviceable passage to and from all stories al)o\e or below any

floor where a tire may rage, for the public and firemen.

The fireproof pul)lic stairway already constructed by architects was
the first step in this direction. To make these stairs also smokeproof we
have to observe the elementary rules of air and fire. Heated air expands in

all directions if enclosed, but if freed its current is upward, carrying with

it smoke and flames. To prevent it from spreading into the staircase it is

necessary to provide a proper check and contrary air pressure, balancing

oflf a sudden expansion of air. This can be obtained by lowering the stair-

way landing platforms below the respective floor levels to check the air

current from the floor into the staircase and then to provide a ventilation

shaft of sufficient size to convey the heated air out of the building in a direc-

tion opposite to the stairway. This ventilation shaft can also be used for

daily services in airing the building, which would improve the sanitary

condition.

Architecture is the art and skill to house people safely, priitectcd against

the elements for their hoalth and welfare.—American Contractor.

Program for State Building Competition

COI'IES of the program for the competition for the selection of an archi-

tect for the San Francisco state building have been received by sixty

or more applicants throughout the state. The program is very fully

outlined in a book of some twenty pages. The preliminary competition will

close November 15, 1916. Only pencil drawings, including floor plans and
one elevation on a scale of 1/16 inch will be required in this competition.

Each competitor will be expected to submit at this time a statement regard-

ing his education and professional training' and experience, a list of not ex-

ceeding five buildings which he has executed, and two photographs and
the com]jlete plans and specifications for one of these buildings. The com-
petition will be conducted in accordance with the rules of the American
Institute of Architects. The jury will be composed of the Governor, Chief

Justice of Supreme Court, Attorney-General, chairman of the Board of

Control and three architects to be selected bv the Board of Control from a

list of five names of members of the two California chapters of the A. I. A.,

not more than three of which shall be from one chapter.

Eight architects will be chosen from among those submitting prelim-

inary sketches, for the final competition. These eight shall prove their

fitness by their credentials and they alone will receive remuneration, the

commission for the work at 6 per cent going to the architect who is first

choice and $1,000 each to the other seven. Drawings for the final compe-
tition will be rendered in ink and will comprise floor plans, elevations and
sections on a scale of I-'IG inch. The final competition will close February
15, 1917, and the jury will be the same as in the preliminary competition.

.\n appropriation f)f $1,000,000 has been made for the proposed state

building. P'or the pur]5ose of the competition the cost is estimated at 50c

per cubic foot and the maximum of cubical contents is fixed at 1,800,000

cubic feet. Any excess above this maximum will disqualify a competitor.

The building will be erected on the Civic Center in San Francisco and the

style of architecture must be in harmony with the City TTall. Public Library
and .Auditorium which are groujied about the public square. These build-

ings are all classical in design ;ind faced with California granite.
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A Fifteen Story Residence Apartment House

Ur(
).\' a site on the imrth line (if Jaekson street, east of Cherry street,

San l""raneisco, and o\-erlookin,^- the l)ay, llarvey Toy and his associ-

ates phin to erect an apartment buiUling- of fifteen stories, containing

the latest ideas in apartments and intended for exclusive tenant-owners.

Plans for the building have been made by Kenneth Macdonald. Jr.,

architect of a number of unique structures in San Francisco. The enter-

prise is being worked out on the community basis, so that those purchas-

ing apartments in the building will be stockholders and participate in the

earnings of the company. Such expenses as heating, hot water, ice. clean-

ing, insurance and service will be prorated.

The building will be of the Class A type, with steel frame and thorough
fireproof construction, and its interior will be finished in selected antique

hardwood, in the same character of design as used in the finest residences.

A combined Pompeian garden, dance hall, men"s and women's cafes and tea

room will occupy the roof, and a novel feature will be an exclusive cafe

for women.
The first story is arranged for garage space, gasoline storage, oil, etc.,

and apartments for garage attendants, with a small repair shop. The mez-
zanine floor will be divided into twenty-eight rooms for Oriental servants.

The second to the fifteenth floors, inclusi\e, will be devoted to twenty-eight

apartments of eight rooms each.

Living-rooms will be in the Italian Renaissance and command ^iews of

the bay and Golden Gate, which the conservatory and dining-room will

likewise have. All bedrooms will have a southern exposure and each will

have a communicating bath.

Equipment for the comfort and luxury of occupants of the aiiartments

will be installed, as it is the aim of the promoters to have the building rep-

resent the highest state of perfection in apartment house planning.

"Floor for Doctors" A New Skyscraper Wrinkle
An interesting architectural development in connection with recent office

building construction is the setting aside of a floor especially equipped for

the exclusive use of physicians, surgeons and dentists. A feature of this

kind is found in the ninth floor of the Third National Bank Building in

Springfield, Mass., which was designed and erected by Hoggson Bros, of

New York City, who have made an extensive study of the specialized build-

ing question. The floor in the building named has been fitted up as offices

for one, two, three or any number of associated practitioners, with operating
rooms, laboratories and rest rooms, as may be required, opening from the

reception room used in common.
Here the associated doctors may have the combined service of a staflf of

assistants consisting of nurses, a secretary and a maid, which under the
ordinary arrangement of offices is often prohibitory by reason of the ex-
pense. There is provided gas, electric light and power, compressed air, and
special basins with hot and cold water under ]X'dal control. In each dental
laboratory are suitable work benches, coni])ressed air, gas, electric light

and ])owcr outlets, hot and cold water and other necessary dex'ices and
equipment.— 11 nil ding Age.
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Architects Welcome Real "Service"
By O. P. SHELLEY.*

LET me preface these remarks by statini,'' frankly that I have very gen-
erally found architects most courteous and jileasant to deal with, ex-

ceptionally so when you remember we all have our mannerisms and
peculiarities, and far be it from me to cast the first stone— I feel my own
shortcomings too keenly. I state my own feelings so clearly because the
articlef in the July issue of The Architect and Engineer on architects and
salesmen put me in mind of one of the all too few remembrances of a

good Quaker upbringing, that remark of the old Quaker to his wife:
"Everybody's queer but me and thee and sometimes I think even thee is a

little queer."

It seems like an anachronism in this day and age to have modern selling

methods questioned as to their soundness and the only cause for this is a

confusion as to what salesmanship is or should be, and we will s])eak of

this and its relation to the architect.

Salesmanship is, of course, divided into printed advertisements, commonly
spoken of as advertising, general letters (i. e., where the same letter is sent
to many), individual letters and personal calls (i. e., the salesman) and
salesmanship should be defined and kept in mind as "the art of creating
business."

The vast scope of the printed advertisement, due to large circulation,

and its certainty of being seen by nearly every reader, gives the advertise-

ment a power that can be neither ignored nor replaced, but its very nature
makes it general in appeal, and the business that stops with the printed page
only will either create a vague impression or will merely generate business
for a more wide-awake competitor. When an architect gets a job started
he is too busy to write hither and thither to find out if something that
appealed to him in a general way will suit his present design. Also it is

indubitably a fact that only the most intimate knowledge of any certain
material gives that necessary intuition as to its suitability and availal)ilitv

in a given case.

So you see advertising alone cannot cover everything and general let-

ters have much the same limitations. You can narrow the appeal and re-

strict the class of recipients, but you cannot make them individual. Per-
sonal letters are wonderfully effective, but if the first letter does not sug-
gest and work out in its entirety some problem, then it devolves into cor-
respondence, something most irksome and also expensive for the archi-

tect, and at best too slow and cumbersome.
The personal call (i. e., the salesman) is left, and that is, or at least

may be, the most potent business getter and time saver of all. Architects
do not object to real salesmen—those who create business—but they do
object to the mass of order takers who pester them. "Salesman" is a much
abused word. The clerk who ties up sugar when it is asked for, without
even suggesting a second purchase, calls himself a "salesman"; so does the
order clerk who takes down phone orders, and so it goes. To appeal to

architects you must know all about your subject, which means more than
they themselves know, and more than your competitor knows. Yet the
number of men calling on architects as "salesmen" who know enough about
their goods to really render service is startlingly small.

*Sales Engineer the Pacific Building Materials Company. San Francisco.

t".\re -Vrcliitects Too Conservative?" by Frederick Jennings.
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It is very certain that with the average building material ^ervice

given before the sale is made is more \aluable than service given after the

sale, and this is a point not realized by most salesmen.

The architect of today is, above all things, a practical man—the day of

the mere artist has vanished—and the best architects are good business

men, so to claim that they do not wish to do business in a modern business

way- is ridiculous. As long as an architect meets only that salesmanship

which is really the art of creating business it is very certain that he will

continue to give it a uniformly courteous reception.

The Mission of the Architect

WHEN a little ship or a big ship, manned by skilled mariners and able

seamen, comes to port, she stops outside the bar for a pilot to take

her into the harbor. Not because he knows how to handle the ship

any better than the crew, but because he knows his business—the safe way
into the port—and mariners of the deep do not.

The shoals, reefs, tides and currents of the building game are just as

dangerous, financially, and far more numerous than those of any harbor

in e.xistence. And even if the voyager is not in any danger of his life, his

other troubles will probably cause him to regret the lack of this risk.

Just as the pilot guides the ship and its crew to a safe anchorage, so the

contractor guided and assisted by the architect carries the builder's plans

to a happy consummation, piloting them safely through the many dangers

that beset all unguided builders.

In the first place the architect gives individuality to your house, how-
trer simple, and assures correctness of ftjrni and detail, that onl_\- education

and e.xperience can give.

If you have ideas of }'our own, he expresses them for y<_iu, blends and

harmonizes them into the styde that best suits them and adapts them to

the surroundings and also your pocket.

Xow there are some persons wise enough to get a book of the best plans

of the greatest architects (that's what the fellow who sold you said) and
they choose their plans from them. Well, these plans are—if an architect

ever saw them—a job lot, that either wouldn't sell at all or have been sold

too often, out of date, and sold in a bunch to save having to pay the janitor

extra for burning. Don't you know that if they were any good that they

would cost you what an architect's plans would and not be sold for thirty

cents a gross? But if you are willing to use them, you are not man enough
to tell what you are paying for, and if you draw your own contract you
are liable to leave out such items as a roof, lighting, bath tubs, or other

similar unimportant details.

No, don't try to beat another man at his own game. The chances are

that )'ou won't win. The architect can be had for a small fee, which he

earns in the increased beauty and utility of your building; in insuring the

use of proper materials and construction ; in the relief to you from worry

;

in the protection from loss through incompetence, fraud or carelessness;

in the increased value of your property, and which fee he saves many times

to you by his knowledge of all the economies in construction and by secur-

ing competitive bids on the same plans and specifications to pilot you
through that troubled and dangerous water that borders the Sea of Dreams
into the calm waters of the Harbor of Realization.—W. Elliott Dunwody,

Jr., in the Industrial Index.
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Screens in the Home
MAXY peiiple dn nut realize how much Hfe is simplified by screens. To

begin at the front door ; If there is not a vestibule, a screen arranged
a few feet from the front door will give a feeling of privacy, and this

is especially necessary where the door opens directly into the living room.
There can be a chair and small table placed against it for waiting messen-
gers, and the people on the living-room side of the screen need not be dis-

turbed at all. This screen may be as handsome or as simple as you wish,

but it must accord perfectly with the room. The color and style must har-

monize : in fact, it must prove itself a necessary part of the scheme. It may
be of leather or paneled wood, or some fabric tacked to the frame. Heavy
dull gold Japanese paper makes beautiful screens, and is a fine background
for a stenciled or painted design. The same material of which the cur-

tains are made may be used for the screen covering.

A carpenter can make a frame any desired size, and paint or stain it, or

cover the outer edges with cloth or leather, so no wood will show when
the outside covering is put on. A three-fold or four-fold screen is generally

tised. and an average size is 5' 2x20 inches for each leaf of a four-fold screen.

A three-fold screen is wider, say from 24 to 30 inches for each leaf. They
cost to make from SI to $3 a leaf, and the painting and covering would be
extra. They must always be strong and well braced and heavy enough not

to tip over easily, and should have double hinges. If paper is to be used,

the frame must have coarse unbleached muslin stretched on it, and the

paper is pasted to that just as if it were the wall.

Another useful screen in a large living room that is used by all the

family is a low one by the owner's small private desk. This gives her a

chance to do her household writing in comparative peace, and makes a

prett3' corner. A fire screen of glass may be added, so we may watch the

cheering blaze and not feel the heat.

A dining-room screen b}' the pantry door is a necessity, as it hides the

household machinery and gives a place for an extra serving table behind it.

Leather makes one of the finest and most dignified screens possible for

dining-roonis, living-rooms, halls and libraries.

Bedroom screens may be covered with cretonne, and are reallv lijvelv.

They can be placed at the foot of the bed to keep the light from the sleep-

er's eyes, they may be placed in front of the bathroom door and have hooks
on the back to hold many small and useful things ; they are a great com-
fort in case of sickness, for the bed can be protected and the door left open.

A nursery screen is often necessary and one which gives vast pleasure

is a heavy frame covered with denim, on which the children are allowed
to paste pictures. There may be a certain amount of oversight about it,

but not enough to take the "snap" out, for children dearly love their own
artistic ideas.

Porch screens are useful, but they must be heav}- enough to stand in

spite of the wind, and serviceable enough not to be spoiled by a sudden
shower. Chinese matting stretched on a wooden frame makes a good kind.

A wicker screen is attractive with wicker porch furniture.

There is a long list of small screens which are pretty and useful. One is

a sewing screen. It is about 24 inches high, two-fold, and has handles on
the top so it can be carried easily from room to room. The frame is first

covered with cretonne. The inside is cleverly fitted with bags and cush-
ions, pins for spools, scissors, tape measures and all other needfuls.
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Another small and nseful screen is a tea-kettle screen. With out-nf-door

meals these screens are invalnable. They are nsually a curved piece of

silver about seven inches high, and made on a hall circle or oval lart^e

cn<nii;h to fit around the kettle and ]irotect the flames while lea\'ing the

front oi)en.—S<iuthcrn Architect and lluilding; News.

Combination Brick and Concrete Roads Outlast

All Others

F(
)RTY-r~OUR years ago the first lirick rc^iad in the United States was
constructed in Gharleston, \\'. Ya.

"The experience of the forty-four j-ears," says the United States

office of good roads, "has demonstrated that it is entirely practical to con-

struct satisfactory brick roads."

"These roads," says Uncle Sam's experts, "now are giving general sat-

isfaction, when properly constructed, and it is probable that their mileage

will continue to increase rapidly."

The principal advantages of the brick road, according to the government

road service, are

:

1. Durability under practically all traffic conditions.

2. Easy traction and good foothold.

3. Easily maintained and kept clean.

The only disadvantage attributed to this type of road is the high initial

cost. This'is largely offset, it is figured, by the low maintenance and gen-

eral stamina of the road.

The best type of brick road, in the opinion of the government road ex-

perts, is a good brick laid on a sand cushion, with a substantial concrete

foundation.

The most essential factor in the building of a good brick road is the

selection of a suitable brick. The United States road men recommend
bricks made from shale and fire clays of the "lean" varieties. The shales

are red, while the fire clays produce a light-colored road. The brick chosen

should be hard, rough and uniform in size.

Although a definite siJeculation as to crushing strength is not necessary,

good paving brick should withstand a pressure of from L^.OOO to 20,000

pounds per square inch.

For the brick road a concrete foundation is advisal)le, but where the

traffic is light, broken stone will often suffice. Should stone be used, it

should be put on in courses, the largest stones at the bottom, and should
be from eight to ten inches deep.

The more satisfactory concrete base may be a composition of one part

Portland cement, three parts sand and five to seven jiarts broken stone

or gravel. This should then be covered to a depth of two inches with a

clean sand, spread dry. On this sand cushion the bricks are laid mi edge
and at right angles to the line of the road. Each alternate row should be-

gin a half a brick in. Ramming and rolling comjilete the road.
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EXTRASCE. FIRST XATIOSAL BAXK. SAX FRAXCISCO.
If ill is Poll; & Co., An-hitCi-ls.
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First National Bank Entrance and Vaults

THE accompanying pictures of the First National Bank building, San
Francisco, are interesting, one showing a detail of the spacious en-

trance at Post and ^Iontgomer_v streets, while the other photograph

shows the interior of the massive safe deposit vaults in the basement of the

bank. The entrance picture illustrates the possibilities of night pho-

tography, the details being almost as sharp under the electric light rays as

they would be under the glare of a mid-day sun.

Some idea of the strength of the safe deposit vaults in this bank may be

had from the statement that the two vault doors alone weigh twenty-three

tons apiece. They are made of solid armor plate, guaranteed to withstand

the most crucial tests of fire and dynamite. The doors are automatically

opened and closed by a time lock equipped with triple mechanism. There

are twentv-four locking bolts which fasten the doors securely. The vault

itself is 24 by 30 feet, with a cajiacity sufficient to store all the gold in San

Francisco.

Merchants Exchange Building to be Extended
The fourteen-story San Francisco Merchants F.xchange building is

likelv to be extended to Montgomery street, with the ground floor especially

fitted up for the American National Bank. The corner lot is 60:9 by 157:6

and is the site of the defunct California Safe Deposit and Trust Company's
building. ]\Iessrs. Willis Polk & Co., who designed the ^Merchants Ex-

change building, have prepared preliminary sketches for the proposed

extension.
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The Art of Planning
By FRANK H. HOLDEN.

THE art of planning, that is, the conception of a building plan and the

dexelopment of its structural and aesthetic design, is called architec-

ture. To apply the principles of architecture means the skillful em-
ployment of practical and artistic resources to the accomplishment of a
fixed purpose, and to do so practically and comprehensively, as well as beau-
tifully, is good design.

For the purposes of conveying the expression of design there are two
graphic elements, the plan and its elevation ; both are essential. The draw-
ing of a plan, as a mere indication of the arrangement of utilitarian details,

has no value unless it expresses a sense of solid content. Also, the pictorial

delineation of the front of a building, no matter how excellently presented,
fails unless expressing the purpose of its groimd work.

The art of planning, therefore, demands the presence of a third dimen-
sion, as an indication of volume and the knowledge of phrasing it into read-

able form on paper. We have, then, in the mind of the designer as he starts

to "spin and weave" a plan, not only the length and breadth of things as

they appear on the drawing, but also the idea of the mass of the building as

standing on that plan. This is expressed by the thickness of the walls, the

distribution of the points of support, the size of the window and door open-
ings and other essential construction elements, all gauged in proportionate
value to each other, as well as to the various functions which they perform.
These details, properly arranged and adjusted in relative sequence, are sig-

nificant of their purpose, as well as the means of indicating the volume of

the structure which the plan conveys. A drawing of a plan may therefore

definitely denote whether the building in mass is low or high, and whether
of wood, masonry or other construction.

The elevation or drawing of the outward appearance of a building, being
the study of the vertical dimension of the plan, must be the artistic repre-

sentation of what occurs behind its walls. It is illustrative of the practical

functions of the plan and aims to establish in moulded material a definite

expression of the purpose. It is consequently for this reason that there

exists in our minds well defined types, which are as familiar to us as the

letters of the alphabet, such as the dwelling, the bank, the church, the ofifice

building, railroad station. Each denotes its purpose.

There is further involved in the art of planning the ability to fulfill con-

ditions imposed, to develop them skillfully according to requirements and

to the end that convenience is fotmd.

The solution of the layout constitutes the most important unit in design

;

the designer must understand the fundamental conditions of the problem in

that these requirements may be arranged and disposed in an orderly man-
ner. The largest degree of personal comfort and convenience in all their

details must be considered in the best interests of those who are to occupy

and use the building: the different spaces studied as to their relative se-

quence and value to each other.

The plan is the vital thing—on it de])ends the success of the building. In

considering the arrangement of details there must be proper co-ordination

of engineering principles, the economic employment of construction mate-

rials and the expert use of modern agencies of heating, ventilating and

illuminating. Good design furthermore includes a thorough knowledge of

economic values, so that the proper ai)])ortionment of costs may be made
and that all items may be appropriate and orderly.
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With essential construction elements, necessary tci comfort and welfare,

there further enters into the design of the building- the indispensable knowl-
edge of building materials. All that is strong and durable, and all that is

beautiful, go to make up the colors of the designer's palette from which he
may choose to form and beautify his artistic conception. The success of his

effort depends on the judicious selection of those materials which most con-
sistently fit the problem.

The extent of our country, embracing as it does different zones of climate
with extremes of temperature and combined with the wide variation of the

land's natural aspect, affords a scope of unlimited possibilities and a wide
field for the development of original design. This tends to create many
styles, each characteristic of its particular locality. Our life to-day, with its

countless forms of industry, also offers the opportunity for the solution of

new problems, and it is these overwhelmingly rich possibilities that confront

the designer of to-day. He has the use of unlimited natural resources at

his command to meet the demand for every requirement of the. art of plan-

ning, thus laying the foundation for the creation of an architectural devel-

opment such as history has never known. Such conditions constitute our

foundations of style.

Art is advancing to-day as it has through the ages by the stepping stones

of tradition ; there is back of us the wealth of classic style, the ghiries of

Greece and Rome, the imperishable beauty of the Renaissance. We have
this fund of example to draw upon for inspiration, but we need not adopt
or even adapt those forms which changing conditions have robbed of much
of their value ; we have only to realize the advantage of our natural gifts.

Modern building conditions with such a background of precedent present

a rare opportunity from which splendid types of architecture may be
evolved. Xew modes of living are developing new styles, opportunities

imdreamed of are arising in the development of the truly typical American
architecture.

*

Registration of Architects

ADEBATABLE point regarding the registration of architects was
brought out by the report of the Committee on Legislation at the last

convention of the American Institute of Architects. It is discussed in

an article entitled "State Registration of Architects," by D. Everett Waid,
who says in part

:

"The report assumed that a registration law must be liased on the power
vested in the State to protect the public against unsafe buildings. It further

took issue with most of such State laws, at least as they are being enforced,

by assuming 'that public safety has no concern in those qualifications of the

architect which enable him to practice a fine art, and that on such lines he
should be no more subject to examination than is the painter or sculptor.'

"\Miether the power which is founded on the right to protect life can be
extended to protect the public against bad taste may be questioned, but such
an attempt is made ])y refusing to admit to practice all who have not, in

the opinion of the examiners, a proper knowledge of artistic design. That
attempt is enforced by forbidding anyone except registered architects the
right to file drawings and take out permits for building. Incidental abuses
grew out of that law, such as the case of a carpenter who, desiring to build
a shed or shop, took his drawing to a licensed architect, secured the impres-
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sion 111' his seal lUr S3 and tlieii was free to file his own drawinn" and nbtain

a permit.

"That such a law is drawn on a wrong' hasis is indicated by the fact

that the Illinois law is now imperiled by legislation soufjht by the enjjineer-

ing profession in its l)ehalf. If they succeed in their efforts, the architects

may be in worse condition than if no license law whatever existed.

"The Xew York law for registration of architects is drawn on a different

theory. It is an educational measure and its most important or all-

important object is to raise the standard of qualifications of architects and
thereby their efficiency and value to the public. Incidental to the purpose

it prevents imposition on the public by providing that when it does employ
an architect it shall be guaranteed some e^idence that he is entitled to the

name.
"But the New York law does not interfere with the right of any car-

])enter, builder, engineer, contractor or owner, to plan and erect any build-

ing for himself or others, provided he does not use the title 'architect.'

"The building laws and the building departments charged with the en-

forcement of the building laws sht)uld protect the public against unsafe con-

struction. The architect must protect the public against liad design by the

merit of his own. It is the only possible way. The profession has no right

and should have no wish to legislate business into its control. If we cannot

command the respect of the public without legislation and cannot sell our

brains to willing purchasers, then architecture is in a bad way indeed."

Gas Company and the Architect

THE third mid-}ear conference of the National Commercial Gas Asso-
ciatiim was made notable by an address by ]\Ir. D. Knickerbacker
Boyd of Philadelphia on "How the Gas Company and the Architect

Can Cooperate to the Best Advantage."

"I naturally approach this subject of cooperation," said Mr. Boyd, "from

the standpoint of the architect and will suggest to you what you may
do to assist us, leaving it to those members of your association who take

part in the discussion to tell us in what respect the architects ma}' assist

you in accomplishing the results for which we are both aiming—the service

of the ])ubiic.

"Architects, unfortunately, are not familiar with all that you have been
doing in the rendering of service to the owners and occupants of buildings.

This is largely because you have not informed them. It can be said at the

outset that architects ought to welcome your cooperation in securing for

the owners of buildings and all occupants the fullest return for the invest-

ment and the greatest amount of comfort and convenience.

"It is true, however, that large buildings, and other kinds also, ha\e been

erected without provision for gas. My feeling is that the architects and
owners of these buildings have done themselves an injustice, due, I should

say, to a lack of foresight and of knowledge of the diversified uses to which

gas may be jnit.

"You must n(_)t overlook the fact that your commodity is but one of a

countless number of mediums with which an architect must deal in order

to render a building completely ready for occupancy. About each of these

he must know something—often a great deal. Do you realize what a task

this imjioses? While we all apjjcar anxious to cooperate in rendering full-
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est service to the occupants of buildings, the very first thing which you
could do in this direction is to make our task lighter by furnishing us with
information in regard to the installations necessary to make your product
available for every possible use.

"This is the age of cooperation and of nationalization. You represent a

great national industry and you ask our cooperation in utilizing its products
to the greatest advantage of all. It ought to be very simple, ^^'e agree to

cooperate and we ask you to furnish the information."

Cost of Applying Mortar with the Cement Gun*

THE upstream face of the Elephant Butte dam of the United States
Reclamation Service is being waterproofed with Portland cement mor-
tar mixed in the proportion of one part cement to two parts sand and

applied with a cement gun in a coating about 1 inch thick. Advantage has
been taken of rising water in the reservoir to work from rafts specially con-
structed for the purpose. There are two of these, each 9x13 feet, made of

planking on a framework laid on and attached to sixteen oil barrels. One
raft contains the machine, operator and helpers, small mixing box and a

few sacks of cement and sand, while the other is loaded with cement and
sand.

The coating is applied in horizontal strips about 10 feet high and the
length of the dam at water level. The surface is first cleaned thoroughly
with scrapers and wire brushes and is then gone over with a sandblast, using
coarse sand, passed through the machine to obtain the necessary pressure.
This roughens the surface sufficiently to cause the mortar to adhere to it.

The surface is then thoroughly moistened with a hose and the mortar im-
mediately applied. The mortar is put on in four layers, each about 54 inch
in thickness. It was found that a thicker coat than this applied on a vertical

wall, without reinforcement, would, on account of its weight, slough ofif

before setting. Each layer follows the preceding one before it has attained

its final set, and so far there is no indication of a parting of the lavers.

Numerous samples taken from the face showed perfect adhesion to the con-
crete, it being impossible in every case to break the mortar from the con-
crete at the line of contact. The cost per square foot for the first 100,000
square feet of this coating is as follows

:

Operating and repair work, including cost of air and water $0,015
Staging, cleaning wall, moving, etc 006
Cement 024
Sand, including labor, screening and hauling (sand only 20c per cubic yard) 007
Depreciation of gun and equipment 020

Subtotal $0,072
Overhead 007

Total cost per square foot $0,079

In using the cement gun the sand must be clean, sharp and not too fine.

It must not be bone-dry, or trouble with feeding will occur. The air pres-

sure should be about 30 pounds in the gun and the water pressure over 60
pounds. It has been figured at Elephant Butte that 30 feet of free air at 100
pounds pressure at the point of delivery to the gun and 10 gallons of water
are required per minute.

•From the Reclamation Record.
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The Value of Incomplete Estimates

THE increasing complexity of modern industry introduces so many
variable factors into investigations of initial and running costs that a

feeling has grown in some organizations that incomplete estimates
are of little value in the determination of future policies, says the Engineer-
ing Record. Engineers meet this attitude from time to time in presenting
studies of plant development, in analyzing before busy executives the

economies of different operating methods, and in recommending specific

action based upon necessarily incomplete test data. It is frecjuently as-

sumed by clients that because some of the elements in a computation have
to be selected arbitrarily, the results of the figuring are to be given little

weight, and the outcome is often accordingly disadvantageous to the best

interests of those who refuse to give proper credit to the assumptions and
judgments of the expert adviser.

It ought not to be necessary to urge the real value in incomplete esti-

mates in connection with engineering propositions, for the time-honored
maxim that half a loaf is better than no bread applies forcibly in such cases,

provided that the outside limits of the problem are recognized. There is

the real difficulty, and it can best be overcome by carrying through the

analysis in particular instances with maximum and minimum allowances

for the uncertain factors involved. The sense of proportion in making
studies of industrial cost is consequently invaluable, and it is this which is

cultivated by the specialist in fore-casting the total expense of a program
within a stated field of practice.

To illustrate, a central station desiring to install its service in a factor}'

sends a force of power engineers to the spot, lists all the machines in use,

determines the average and maximum power demands of the installation

from the indicator cards taken at the engine cylinders, and after making a

studv of advisable rearrangements for the use of the motor drive, prepares

an estimate of the yearly cost of operation under the new service, including

fixed charges. The degree of completeness of the estimate is likely to vary

a good deal according to the conditions present, but whether the data set

forth are based almost entirely on tests or on existing records of the plant,

some assumptions will inevitably have to be made before the report is

finished. The reason is that the determination of total costs, including

fixed charges, is not an arithmetical process pure and simple, but includes

the application of skilled judgment, to the depreciation factor in particular,

and often to such a question as the limit of fuel economy in installations of

specified types and with prices of coal ranging between stated limits.

Despite these uncertainties, some of which can be cleared away if enough

time and money are expended in the work, a more or less hypothetical

estimate mav be sufficient to determine whether the existing plant should

be continued or central station ptjwer substituted, and in such cases the

problem is often solved without the refinements of investigation which

theoreticallv at least should never be omitted in a determination of the

issues.

The difference is that between an analysis which is thoroughly scientific

and one which is sufficiently accurate for commercial purposes. Where to

draw the line between the two is the critical decision for the engineer. His

reputation dei^ends upon his ability to weigh the factors involved and to

avoid the unpleasant experience of having his results entirely vitiated by

some overlooked condition. The proper line of attack in work of this kind

is laborious ; it requires a willingness to work out many estimates with the

factors changed one by one or perhaps in groups ; and finally, in relation to

the influence of the report on the client, it calls for the preiiaration of esti-

mates for the extreme conditions of the case and tlu- careful marshalling
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i)f assunii)tiiiiis in a forni in which they can easil}" be checked nr andited

by an acute ciuestioner. Engineers of broad-minded type realize that noth-

ing is lost by setting forth such assumptions, either in the body of the

report or in an appendix, in such manner that another engineer can weigh

the work and comjxire the methods employed with his own. Nothing is

intended in these comments to deprecate the making of tests in the field

as a basis for report recommendations, but in engineering the question of

cost should determine the expediency of the detailed practice followed, and

a sound appreciation of the commercial side of industrial researche

valuable asset in relation to the preparation of estimates.

s a

The Engineer — A Constructive Criticism

As I see it, savs a writer in The Engineering News, one of the greatest

faults of the' engineer is that he relies too much on his technical train-

ing, and confines himself entirely to too small a field, taking little

interest in the affairs of the day outside of his own chosen profession and not

mixing with clubs and organizations as other business men do.

Surely there is no business or profession which is more certainly founded

upon sound business principles than is engineering. "Engineering is the

theory of economy" expressed in a few words. No engineering business can

ever be truly successful until it takes on a sound business system. We have

often heard that an engineer is "a man who can do for one dollar what any

fool can do for two." How can this be true unless, in addition to technical

engineering knowledge, a man employs business methods in his calculations

and transactions?

Most engineers are inclined to lack confidence in themselves when it comes

to mingling with men of afifairs, or else their outward demeanor does not show

that this is" not the case. We cannot expect to always talk "shop," and in our

intercourse with men it is exceedingly important to our success that we be able

to converse on other subjects. It is the big, broad man who accomplishes things

in this day and age, and we must enlarge our field and become conversant

with the events of the day.

We have read a great deal of late in the engineering publications on the

subject of public speaking by engineers. Right here is one of the greatest fail-

ings of the men in our profession. The eng-ineer should train himself to speak

in simple, well-selected, plain words, and be able to show his hearers the advan-

tage to the community at large of engineering works. Surely there is no other

profession which should be "more interesting to the public than engineering,

but the great trouble has been that we have not been trained to present our

side of the case.

The engineer should lie versed in legal procedure, labor conditions, socia'

problems and all general questions of city, .state and country. In order to be

successful, he must be able to express himself in good, clear, sound English,

and not simply sit back with the air that "I am an engineer and I can make no

mistakes," or "you must take my word for it, for you would nt)t understand

even if I tried to explain, because you have no technical education."

I have found that the knowledge of legal procedure relative to public im-

provements which are constructed from funds derived from bond issues or

special assessments is one of the most valuable assets.

The writer believes that technical schools could not make a better move

as an improvement in their courses than to include one on public speaking. If

every student of engineering were required every so often to deliver a lecture on

his subjects he would soon lose his "stage fright," and this training would be

of incalculable value in life later.
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Figures showing the fire loss of

the United States and Canada for

the first four months of the year are

far from encourag-
INFLAMMABLE ing. The total
BUILDING MATE= losses in that time
RIAL SHOULD aggregate $97,555,-

BE BARRED 420. So much ef-

fort has been made
til teach the jieople to take precau-
tions against fire that it is astonish-
ing to find that the losses for the
first four months of the year reach
that immense sum. One would nat-

urally expect them to show a de-

crease from the corresponding fig-

ures of last year ; but such is not the
case. The losses in the United
States and Canada for the first four
months of 1915 were $70,108,600,

while for the first four months of

1914 they were $88,162,456. The
1915 record showed a considerable

improvement over 1914, but the im-
provement Was not kept up.

Carelessness is perhaps the main
cause for this heavy fire loss, but
it is certain that much of it was due
to the flimsy construction of so
many buildings. There are few
cities in the United States whose
building regulations could not prop-
erly lie revised. The employment of

inflammable material in building

construction should be more strictly

regulated by law. This is especially

true of buildings of large size in the

business sections of cities. It is true

that some of the factories and man}^
I if our warehouses are veritable fire-

traps, not only in the former case

endangering adjoining property but

human lives. It is only when a big

fire ends in catastrophe that we
awake to a realization of that fact,

and then we proceed to forget it.

In all the important cities of the

L'nited States during the past few-

years large sums have been spent

for improving the apparatus of the

fire department, yet we find that the

fire loss in this country and Canada
for the first four months of the year

IS actually $26,000,000 greater than

that for the corresponding period of
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last year. This is simply disgrace-

ful. If as much money was ex-

pended in actual fireproof construc-

tion as on new fire apparatus the ap-
palling; fire losses would be reduced
to a minimum.

A man does not build to himself
alone. A house is not merely a pos-

session ; it is a contribution to many

THP PXPBPS
''''^®- "^^^^^ ^'^'^ ^''"

SION OF
t e r i o r necessarily

INDIVIDUALITY
should conform to its

environment, the m-
terior, because it is the expression
of the individual, is far more impor-
tant. The inside of the house should
express without reserve the individ-

uality of the owner, his interpreta-

tion of life and love.

Discourse to no purpose and to

no end mig'ht be indulged in as to

the kind of furnishings, the color

scheme of walls and hanging's, floor

coverings and the like for any home,
speaking in the abstract. It matters
not that a particular style or period

of furniture or decoration, which
might be selected, be perfectly good
in itself, or that it be consistently

followed. Unless they possess soul

and reflect the nature and spirit of

the occupants, the result will be far

from satisfying. The spirit of the

ensemble, to fulfill its very definite

purpose, must carry and express in

its atmosphere and in its being the

essential elements of charm, com-
fort, graciousness and hospitalit}'.

Although intelligent use of mate-
rials is necessary, underlying mere
knowledge of detail there must be

a comprehensive vision of the

whole. The temptation is often ir-

resistible when it comes to making
use of some long-cherished posses-

sion, because of its individual beauty
or for reasons of sentiment or at-

tachment. Many a tall clock, innu-

merable pairs of old vases, and
pieces of "antique" furniture have
been intruded in otherwise perfectly

good and agreeable schemes of fur-

nishings. Completely out of char-

acter and out of keeping', they clash

with the general plan and sound a

discordant note. These heirlooms
and relics had better be discarded

altogether unless by some remark-
able chance they fit in perfectly and
aid in the creation of an atmosphere
that is so enveloping- and pleasur-

able that no feeling of obtrusiveness

is apparent.

Rooms should open into each
other as one mood melts into an-

other ; each one expressing individ-

uality but possessing the essential

elements of the general elTect to an
extent that there is no break in con-

tinuity.

Hariuony of color may be said to

be the real secret of atmosphere in

the home of exquisite grace and
comfort. In a room where pictures

serve to provide the crowning note
of glory nothing in the background
should be permitted to intrude or

detract from their loveliness of color

and composition ; every detail of fur-

nishing should be subservient and
lead toward the pictures' most per-

fect expression. The drawing-room
walls are hung with materials of

soft colors and the room is carefully

furnished with gracefully designed
furniture. It is skillfully lighted so

as to afford an agreeable setting for

the real ornaments—the people

—

and accentuate the lovely lines in

costumes, jewels and faces, while
mirrors, aiTording charming vistas

and perspectives, hold and repeat the

colorful scenes.

The dining-room, most severe in

treatment, is intended to give charm
to the single occasion. Quiet in its

appointments, simple in gracefulness
of design, the note of freshness and
color is furnished by the flowers on
the table, the genial faces around it,

and the soft, subdued lighting.

When a particular object is de-
signed as the controlling motif in

any room, its charm and spirit

should be distributed throughout the
entire room, either in form or color,

or both, until it has completely
melted into the scheme of the ag-
gregate. Every other detail of color
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and lurnishiiii;s shtiuld lead up tn

and enhance its peculiar beauty and

distinction. The room should he

the setting-—the object, the jewel

itself.

High Tax Will End Billboard Evil

I'^raiice lias found a way to abolish the

unsightly liillboards which disfigure the

streets of cities and the landscape of the

country. She proposes to tax them out

of e.xistence.

Finance Minister Klotz lias introduced

a bill in the Chamlicr of Deputies whicli

imposes an annual tax of $10 per square

yard upon billboards having less than six

square yards, $20 per yard for those up

to ten square yards, $40 up to twenty
square yards, and $80 per square yard

for all billboards containing more than

twenty square yards. The tax will be

doubled if two advertisements are on

the same board, tripled for three, and
quadrupled for more.
The bill also proposes to hold the land

upon which the billboard is built respon-

sible for non-payment of the tax. An-
other clause makes the owners of the

land pay an additional tax based on the

sum received from the advertising.

The courage of the French govern-

ment in taxing the billboard nuisance

might be emulated with gratifying re-

sults in the United .States.—Exchange.

Fireproof Warehouse

The Sperry I-'lour Company will start

work at once on a new concrete ware-
house to replace its Vallejo plant, re-

cently destroyed by fire. The company
will probably spend $150,000 on a new
structure.
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With the Architects
Building Reports and Personal Mention of

Interest to the Profession

C. W. Dickey Returns

C. W. Dickey, the Oakland architect,

has returned from HonoUilu, and states

that he has been commissioned to pre-

pare plans for the following buildings:

A one-story reinforced concrete high

school building on the island of Maui,
costing $30,000.

A two-story frame and plaster resi-

dence with Cordova tile roof for H. A.

Baldwin at Kaluanui, Island of Maui,
costing $40,000.

A one-story frame and plaster resi-

dence for Dr. W. K. Baldwin on the

beach near Kalului, Island of Maui, cost-

ing $12,000.

A two-story frame residence for .\. H.

Rice at Honolulu, costing $10,000.

Remodeling the Bishop Memorial
Chapel, a stone building at Honolulu,
costing $10,000.

The work will be turned out jointly

with J. J. Donovan, Messrs. Dickey &
Donovan having formed a co-partnership

with offices in the Perry building, Oak-
land.

Spanish Church

Albert Parr, Foxcroft building, San
Francisco, is preparing working draw-
ings for a unicjue Spanish ]Mission de-

sign church to be built in the Piedmont
foothills for the Piedmont Interdenom-
inational Church. The estimated cost is

$40,000. The edifice will cover ground
area 125x100 feet. Construction will be
frame, with cement plaster or Kellastone
exterior, clay tile and composition roof.

The building will contain a social hall.

Sunday school room, kindergarten,
kitchen and pastor's study, in addition

to a large auditoriu4n. There will he
stained glass windows, an organ and a

heating plant.

Stockton Store and Hotel Building

Messrs. Sal.i & Mayo. Commercial and
Savings building. Stockton, have pre-

pared plans for a three-story brick build-

ing to be erected on South El Dorado
street, Stockton, for the Sanguinetti Es-

tate. There will be stores on the ground
floor and rooms for hotel purposes on
the second and third floors. A steam
heating plant will be installed.

Big Casino for Los Angeles
Alec E. Curlett, son of the late \\"m.

Curlett of San F'rancisco, who is now
practicing architecture in Los Angeles,
with offices in the Merchants' National
Bank building, that city, has been com-
missioned to prepare plans for a large

theater to be built at Broadway and
Twelfth streets, Los .Angeles. It will

have a seating capacity of 12,000, in ad-

dition to forty boxes. The owner is

Rudolph Aronson, who built the Casino
Theater in Xew York, and was its man-
ager for sixteen years. Associated with
Mr. Curlett will be Francis Kimball,
architect of the New York Casino. A
Japanese tea garden, European spa, stu-

dios for artists and a roof garden will

be features of the building.

Architectural Student Work
The San Francisco Architectural Club

is the western headquarters of the So-

ciety of Beaux Arts .Architects, by whom
the programmes and prizes for the va-

rious competitions are arranged.

Through the kindness of Messrs. John
Reid, Jr., and John Bauer, every stu-

dent receives personal criticism of his

work as the problem progresses.

Active Atelier work will start about
September 26th. A calendar showing the

dates for all problems will be posted in

the club rooms shortly.

San Francisco Architectural Club

A class in structural engineering under
the instruction of R. S. Chew, C. E., who
has conducted verj- successful classes at

the San Francisco Architectural Club
during the past two years, is again be-

ing organized. Owing to requests from
a number of members who wish to take

up this work, it is proposed to form a

new class and start from the beginning.

The Naming of California

A correspondent furnishes the follow-

ing, wliich is interesting at least: The
word California is derived from the two
Spanish words Caliente. meaning "hot,"

and Fornalia. meaning "furnace." Join-

ing the first four letters of Caliente with
the first four and last two letters of For-
nalia we have the word California.
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Sudden Death of William Saving

While working at his desk in the of-

fices of Maurice C. Coiicliot. C. E.. Wil-
liam Saving, an Oakland architect, fell to

the floor dead. August 31, from heart
failure. Saving was thirty-six years of

age and resided with his mother at 768
Fifty-fourth street, Oakland. According
to his employers, he had been working
for them but a few days and had com-
plained of serious headaches.

Saving was a graduate of Columbia
University and for nine years was em-
ployed in the office of Palmer, Horn-
bostel & Jones, New York City. He
came to the Coast to work in the office

of J. J. Donovan during the construc-
tion of the new Oakland Cit)^ Hall. Sav-
ing was also employed at different pe-
riods by W. H. Weeks, George W. Kel-
ham and a number of other arcliitects.

Interesting Engineering Feat

The removal of the Ohio building in-

tact from the Exposition grounds to a

point twenty-three miles down the San
Francisco bay w-as successfully accom-
plished the latter part of August. The
building, which weighed more than 1,000

tons, was moved from its site to the

water front on rollers. It was then
mounted on barges and towed to its

destination at San Carlos, where it is to

be converted into a country club house.
Considering the length of the voyage

and the proportions of the building, the

undertaking was regarded as one involv-

ing unusual engineering features. The
building is 131.5 feet long. 80 feet wide
and 43 feet high.

New Hotel for Old

What is reported to be the oldest hotel

in the San Joaquin Valley, the Visalia

House at Visalia, Cal., is to be torn

down at once to make room for the pro-
posed $125,000 new hostelry. The old

hotel is a brick structure built a few years
after the gold rush of '49, and it has
claimed as guests some of the country's
great men. President Grant, Mark
Twain, Bret Harte and dozens of famous
men who were in California in the early

days had written their names on the reg-

ister of the hostelry. Ernest J. Kump
is architect of the new' hotel.

Marysville School

Miss Julia Morgan. Merchants' Ex-
change building, San Francisco, has

completed plans for a one-story frame
and plaster school building to be erected

in Marysville. The roof in all probabil-

ity will be terra cotta tile. A hot air

heating system will be installed. An esti-

mated cost of $20,000 is placed on the

work.

Work in Charles Peter Weeks' Office

Charles Peter Weeks of San Francisco
is preparing plans for additions to the

Alameda County Infirmary and a new
ward building for patients suffering from
contagious diseases. The improvements
will cost $20,000.

Mr. Weeks has completed plans and
has taken bids for a one-story country
house to be erected near Napa for Mir-
ven Hollinger, chief chemist for the
Standard Portland Cement Company.
The house will be completely equipped
with all the latest electrical devices for

housekeeping, including electric stoves,

hot water heater and lighting.

Elaborate Theater Lighting

There are 4,aX) electric lights in the

sign on tlie roof and in the front of the

new Reliance Theater in Oakland. The
house is equipped with an emergency
lighting system, so it will be utterly im-

possible for the theater to be without

lights. The scheme of interior lighting

is with semi-direct fixtures equipped with

the new Edison nitrogen lamps. The
front of the structure and the thorough-
fare are lighted with a heavy bank of

flood lights installed on the opposite

corner.

W. H. Crim, Jr., Busy
Wm. H. Crim, Jr., is one of the busiest

architects in San Francisco. He has

more than $250,000 worth of work in his

office or under way, including a large

fireproof factory on Brannan street for

the Pacific Envelope Company, a two-
story Class C factory for M. A. Mc-
Laughlin at Harrison and Bryant streets,

and which already has been leased to

A. G. Spaulding Bros., a store building

for Mr. White and some residence work.

A Polk Prophecy

A neat prophecy was that uttered by
W'illis Polk at the Commercial Club
luncheon to Hughes. Polk was intro-

duced to the Governor as "the architect

who rebuilt San Francisco." Instantly

he transformed this compliment into a

far greater one for the distinguished

guest. "And j'ou, Governor," he said,

"are the arcliitect who is going to re-

build the nation.''

Tulare County Jail

Ernest J. Kump, Rowell building,

Fresno, has been commissioned to pre-

pare plans for the new county jail at

Visalia at a cost of $40,000. Construc-
tion will be similar to the present build-

ing, with granite and brick exterior, con-
crete walls, wood floors and thirty steel

cells. Building will be two stories and
basement.
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Preliminary Plans Made
Engineer Henningsen, Security Bank

Building, Oakland, has made prelimin-

ary plans for a large water front enter-

prise to be located in the vicinity of

Moore & Scott's plant on Oakland's

waterfront. There will be a wharf and

a one-story mill construction dock build-

ing. There will also be a six-story re-

inforced concrete warehouse for storage

and manufacturing purposes. The m-
vestment will represent an expenditure

of several hundred thousand dollars.

Two New Catholic Churches

Messrs. Shea & Lofquist of San Fran-

cisco are completing the working draw-

ings for St. Peter's and St. Paul's

Church on Filbert Street. Edifice is be-

ing designed in the Italian style and will

cost close to $150,000 when completed.

Construction will be steel frame, brick

walls and brick and terra cotta exterior.

The same architects are preparing

plans for a Mission type church for La

Merced de Dios parish at Merced, to cost

$20,000. •

Designing Santa Clara Convent

The architectural firm of Shipley, Rou-

tan & Coolidge of Boston are preparmg

the drawings for the new Catholic Con-

vent to be erected at Santa Clara for

the Carmelite Sisters. The buildmg is

to be of brick construction, three stories

high, and will cost approximately $150,-

000. Some preliminary estimates have

been taken.
Six-Story Building

Edward G. Bolles of San Francisco is

preparing plans for a six-story rein-

forced concrete store and loft building

to be erected on the northeast corner of

Mission and Ecker streets, San Fran-

cisco, for C. 'W. Burgess. Building will

cost in the neighborhood of $100,000.

Alterations to Flats

Messrs Heiman & Schwartz, Nevada

Bank building, San Francisco, are pre-

paring plans for alterations and addi-

tions to a flat building on McAllister

street east of Devisadero, San Francisco.

The present building will be converted

into four four-room apartments, with

English basement.
The same architects are preparing

sketches and will shortly make working

drawines for a two-story frame and plas-

ter residence in Forest Hill, San Fran-

cisco, to cost $5,000.

Practicing Architecture

Architect George M. Lindsey, for a

number of years employed in the archi-

tectural and construction department of

the Los Angeles City Board of Educa-

tion, has resigned to take up the general

practice of architecture.

San Francisco Apartment House

Plans have been prepared by Hough-

ton Sawyer, Shreve building, San Fran-

cisco, for a three-story apartment house

to be erected on California street, near

Gough, for Dr. Edith H. Williams. The
building will have a number of unique

features, including a roof garden, gym-
nasium and swimming tank. The esti-

mated cost is $45,000.

More Garages for 'Van Ness Avenue

Clarence A. Tantau has prepared plans

for an automobile sales building and gar-

age, which will be erected on Van Ness

avenue near Post street, and William H.

Weeks also has plans under way for a

two-story reinforced concrete garage on

the same thoroughfare. Both buildings

will cost in the neighborhood of $35,000

each.
Making Preliminary Sketches

Architects Schirnu-r-Bugbee, Dalziel

building, Oakland, are preparing prelim-

inary sketches for a large, impressive

Catholic church to be erected in L'ver-

more, Cal. An estimated cost of $50,0(JO

is placed on the work. Sketches are also

being prepared by the same architects

for a $15,000 two-story frame residence

to be erected in Oakland.

Modesto Bank to Be Enlarged

The First National Bank building, Mo-

desto, plans to spend $35,000 for im-

provements and remodeling the struc-

ture. Preliminary plans have been made

by San Francisco architects. The changes

will include an entire new front and an

addition of possibly one or more stories.

The interior will also be altered and new

fixtures installed.

Contracts on Kohn Residence

Messrs. Cunningham & Politeo, F'irst

National Bank building, San Francisco,

have awarded contracts for the construc-

tion of a two-story and basement frame

and plaster residence on the north side of

Tenth avenue, east of Clement street, San

Francisco, for Philip Kohn, Kohl build-

ing, San Francisco. Total cost, $15,000.

Oakland Creamery Building

Plans have been drawn by Architect

Claude B. Barton, First Savings Bank
building, Oakland, for a $15,000 two-story

and basement Class C creamery building

at Fourteenth and Willow streets, Oak-

land, for the Oakland Cream Depot.

Plans for Residence

Sidney B. New^som, Nevada Bank
building, San Francisco, has prepared

plans for an attractive two-story frame

and plaster residence to be built on Elev-

enth avenue, San Francisco, for Attorney

Frank L. Fenton.
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What Los Angeles Architects Are Doing
Harrison Albright is completing the

plans for a group of reinforced con-
crete buildings, including a bank, thea-
ter and stores and apartments, for the
Spreckels Bros. Securities Company at

Coronado.
E. J. Borgmeyer has completed plans

for a moving picture theater at South
Pasadena for Edward \. Jarecki. It will

cost about $25,000.

W. J. Dodd and William Richards are
finishing the drawings for a large two-
story store and apartment building to be
built in Hollywood for A. C. Hollins.

C. M. Winslow, who recently opened
an office in the Van Nuys building, has
plans on the board for a large fireproof
residence to be built at Santa Barbara
for William H. Bliss. It will be Span-
ish Renaissance style of architecture and
will cost $150,000.

R. D. Farquhar is working on sketclies
for a large residence to be built in the
San Fernando Valley for W. F. Holt.
The house will cost about $50,000.
Arthur R. Kelly is finishing the plans

for a three-story reinforced concrete hos-
pital building, to cost approximately $80,-
000, which will be Ijuilt at Clarkdale,
Ariz., for the United Verde Mining Com-
pany.

'Messrs. Train & Williams have plans
on the boards for a four-story reinforced
concrete building to be erected for the
Los Angeles Creamery at its plant at
Eleventh street and Towne avenue.
Robert H. Orr is engaged in planning

a group of buildings for the Claremont
School for Boys at North Claremont.

Messrs. Marsh & Howard are com-
pleting plans for the new high school
building to be erected at Kingman, Ariz.
The buildings will be chissic in design.

Architects' Chapter Resumes Meetings
The Southern California Chapter of the

American Institute of .Architects resumed
its regular meetings, following the sum-
mer vacation, Tuesday evening, Septem-
ber 12th. The meeting was held in the
i\Ierritt Jones Hotel at Ocean Park. A
splendid program was arranged by the
entertainment committee, of which Ly-
man Farwell was chairman. An inter-
esting address was made by Robert B.
Lammens, a concrete engineer, who
spoke on waterproofing for concrete
vjrork. The subject is one in which archi-
tects generally are very deeply inter-
ested.

Two-Story Richmond Building
Plans are being prepared by James

Narbett, 704 Macdonald avenue, Rich-
mond, for the construction of a two-
story business block in that city for

.Miss F. Whiting of San Francisco. Build-
ing will contain stores and rooms.

Two Arched Gravity Dams
The city of San Diego will shortly

submit to the voters a proposition to
vote a bond issue for constructing at
least one of two arched gravity dams.
One will replace the Lower Otay dam
which failed on January 27th during the
period of great flood, and the other at
Barrett. The cost of these two dams,
which will increase the city's water sup-
ply by approximately 10,000,000 gallons
per day, is estimated at $1,372,600. Plans
for both of the structures have been pre-
pared by Consulting Engineer M. M.
O'Shaughnessy of San Francisco.

A Roof Garden Novelty
.\ New York hotel, the Bossert, has

fitted its roof garden to resemble the

deck of a palatial yacht. Deck chairs,

cabin accommodations, ship's bell and a

huge smoke stack add to the illusion.

The waiters are attired as stewards and
sailors. The effect is said to be highly
attractive.

Sacramento Carnegie Library

Loring P. Rixford, Sharon building,

San Francisco, has completed working
drawings for the new $100,000 Carnegie
library for Sacramento, and the plans

are now in the hands of the Sacramento
Library Trustees. Building is to be of

steel, stone, pressed brick and terriii

cotta and will cost $100,000.

Addition to Fresno High School

I'lans have been prepared by Messrs.

Coates & Traver, Rowell building, Fres-

no, for the construction of an annex to

the Fresno high school. The plans pro-

vide for seventeen class rooms. The
estimated cost is $55,000.

New Fresno Garage
.Architect P. F. I-'elcliin has prepared

the plans for a one-Story brick garage,

50x150 feet, to be erected on J, near
the corner of Merced street, Fresno, for

Messrs. Peacock & Robins, agents for

the Hupmobile and Oakland cars.

Residence Contract
Messrs. Falch & Knoll, Hearst build-

ing, San Francisco, have let a contract
for the construction of a one-story frame
residence on Twentv-fifth avenue, San
Francisco, for S. W. Richardson.

Making Hotel Plans

Architect P. Rigbetti is preparing ])l,ins

for a large hotel for Santa Barliara, also

for alterations to the Simon-Jacobs build-

ing at Merced.

Personal

Mr. Cass Gilbert received tlie hono-
rary degree of Doctor of Laws at the

last commencement exercises of the L'ni-

versity of Michigan.



Electrical Department
Economical House Wiring

r.y II. CONGER BOWERS.*

IT is an unfortunate fact that many
people consider the lighting of their

homes of slight importance. The switch-
ing arrangement is given little atten-
tion and is far from being either con-
venient or economical. They make no
provision for any of the convenient heat-
ing appliances now on the market, and
give absolutely no thought to the type
of electrical fixtures they propose to use.

The electrical work is given scant
consideration, except to see how cheaply
it may be done. They will let the con-
tract to the lowest bidder, regardless of

standing or knowledge and, when too
late, wake up to the fact that they have
an unsatisfactory installation and are
barred from the use of many conveni-
ences, which, perhaps, for the same ex-
penditure, they might have had.

We have in mind a large residence

which we inspected just a few days ago.

The house is perfectly planned, well

finished and commands a magnificent
view; each room shows that every de-

tail was given considerable thought;
the kitchen appointments are all that

could be desired—the plumbing fixtures

are perfect. The electrical work was
let to a friend of the general contractor
and merely called for the installation

of so many outlets, so many switches,
so many lights and so many telephones.

The work is, of course, unsatisfac-

tory. After careful inspection, I could
but tell the owner that he had gotten
just what he ordered, that the work
was in accordance with the contract. I

also found that for the same money he
could have had what he wanted. I did

not tell him that the "worst was yet to

come"—that owing to the manner of

wiring he could not have electrical fix-

*Electrical Engineer for Southern California
Elecfrical Contractors, and Dealers' Association.

^'ith the rest of thetures m keeping
house.

I have before me the data on a six-

room cottage in the city of Los Angeles.
The house in question was wired some
time ago. A few days ago he bought
and paid for some $65 worth of electrical

fixtures. This morning he rushed into

the office complaining that it was im-
possible to hang the fixtures. Upon in-

vestigation I found the house wired for

about half the load required. And so it

goes.
In laying out the electrical work, in

a residence particularly, there are many
points to be considered which do not
add one cent to the cost, but do add
immeasurably to the convenience.
Beginning with the lighting, it is es-

sential that the lighting scheme be
laid out and that the type of fixtures

be determined before your house is

wired in order that you may get your
ceiling outlets in the right location and
your bracket and receptacle outlets at

the proper height and—this is one of
the most important items in the wiring
and the one given the least attention
until time to hang the fixtures—every
outlet equipped with the proper outlet
box.

We could fill a page telling of the
trouble and expense caused by neglect-
ing this one item. We inspected a re-

inforced concrete apartment building
less than a year ago, on which the elec-
trical contract was approximately $1,500.
The specification was silent regarding
outlet boxes; the owner did not know.
Upon completion it was found impos-
sible to hang the fixture ordered and we
are informed that it cost nearly $250 to

make the necessary alterations. Had a
little forethought been given, the proper
boxes could have been installed for about
$1.50, as the difference in cost to the con-
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tractor between tlic box installed and the
box required was one cent, there being
some 150 boxes affected. This is an ex-
treme case, but trouble with outlet boxes
is the rule rather than the exception and
can be avoided.
Next comes the switches and switch-

ing arrangement. This is where the aver-
age owner pursues a "penny wise and
pound foolish" policy.

The most economical appliance, and
one of the most convenient, is a three-
way switch.
When a price of $3, $4, $5 or more is

quoted for installing such a switch one
is apt to say, "We cannot afford it," for-

getting that they pay for a switch but
once and for electric current every
month.
The more convenient the switch the

less current used.
Electrolier switches on the heavy fix-

tures, especially the dining room, add
very little to the cost of the wiring and
save a great deal of current.

Assume a six-light fixture connected
on a two-circuit electrolier, the first con-
tact lighting two lamps—the next light-

ing the entire number; or assume a four-

light fixture connected one and three-
it requires no argument to show the sav-

ing. The one or two lamps give ample
light for the housewife or the maid to

set the table or clear away the dishes.

The above are merely illustrations.

Electrolier switches may be had in two
or three circuit and connected to suit the
requirements.
Under the head of economical, money

saving appliances comes the electrical

laundry equipment. The iron has be-
come a household necessity, and re-

quires no comment, but many people
have yet to learn the actual advantage
of the washing machine and mangle.
While the first cost of a washing ma-

chine may seem high, nevertheless they
are a good investment, and may easily

be paid for in two years out of the
laundry bills; possibly in one year if

there are babies in the house. The
current consumption of a washing ma-
chine or mangle is very small, prac-
tically negligible, but their greatest
recommendation is as labor saving de-
vices.

The necessary receptacle outlets should
be provided in the laundry for these ap-

pliances and especially for the iron, as

the common practice of operating an
iron from a fixture socket is unsafe.

The proper receptacle outlet should also

be provided in the dining room for a per-

colator, toaster, chafing dish, etc. This
adds very little to the cost of the wiring
and is very desirable.

Under the liead of "conveniences" come
the various heating devices.

Technically all the above are classed

as heating devices, but for our purpose
we will refer only to air heaters. There
are a number of excellent heaters on
the market and their use is becoming
more and more general.
Proper provision must be made in the

wiring for appliances of this class, as
otherwise satisfactory results cannot be
obtained.
Another matter of importance and one

often overlooked is the location of cut-
outs, the location of the meter and the
manner in which the service wires enter.
This is a difficult question to discuss in

general and we suggest that a competent
electrician be consulted.

Finally two items apparently so sim-
ple tliat in the average specification they
are given but a line, but which really

cause more grief and expense than all

the rest, are the bells and private tele-

phones. A bell system improperly in-

stalled, cheap wire nailed to the joist,

insufficient battery and no-account bells

can make a man forget his religion.

A telephone system improperly in-

stalled with cheap instruments is a con-
tinued source of annoyance and e.xpense
and worse than none. This is one part

of the electrical work where you must
pay for iirst-class equipment if you want
satisfactory service. A cheap telephone
will not work satisfactorily and cannot
be made to do so. In laying out your
telephone system there are several things
to be taken into consideration. The first

two absolute essentials are a first-class

instrument adapted to the service, and
high-grade wire properly installed.

As to the instruments there are sev-
eral good telephones manufactured,
which, if properly equipped, will give
good service. The equipment depends
on the system and service required.

As to the system, there is the com-
mon talking, code ringing; common
talking, selective ringing; selective

talking, selective ringing non-interfer-
ing; and the central exchange or master
station. The type of instrument, the
equipment and the system must, of
course, be selected to meet the require-

ments. Here again we would suggest
that a competent electrician be con-
sulted.

As to the wiring, experience has

taught practical telephone men that

there is only one way to wire for tele-

phones, and that is to use braided and
twisted rubber-covered wire supported
by Ijridle rings or a standard telephone
cable. Wiring must be kept free from
dampness, and clear of other metallic

conductors. Dampness causes cross talk

and metallic conductors cause grounds
and short circuits.

This method of wiring will give satis-

faction and on large installations is as

cheap, if not the cheapest.
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San Franciscan Winner of Electrical

Week Poster

By H. W. ALEXANDER.

IMAGIXE nearly 800 posters, all in col-

I ors, all by individual artists, and you

have an idea of the task before the judges

who recently selected the prize winners

in the America's Electrical Week poster

competition conducted by the Society

for Electrical Development.

The competition closed June 1st. Oyer
800 posters were received, representing

over $100,000 worth of designs. The
winner was Harold Von Schmidt, em-

ployed in San Francisco, and whose
home is in Alameda.

The number of posters submitted is

more than four times greater than the

returns of any previous poster competi-

tion in the United States. Also, in the

character of posters submitted, and the

standing of the artists, the contest far

exceeded all previous contests in Amer-

ica and was ahead of any of the great

competitions in recent years m Europe.

As a publicity venture it has already

exceeded expectations. In each of the

cities where the exhibit has been shovvn

thousands of dollars' worth of space in

the reading columns of newspapers have

proclaimed the importance of the ex-

hibit and its purpose. In the advertis-

ing magazines and in the trade press

do'zens of pages have told of the record

made by the contest. Hundreds of news-

papers directed attention to America's

Electrical Week and the contest during

the two months it was in progress. Con-

siderable more publicity will be given

during the months to follow. Thousands

of persons saw the posters at the various

exhibitions.

It is fair to assume that the results ot

this two months' study of electricity by

artists who are daily making designs for

all kinds of industries will be reflected in

the posters of the future. The electrical

touch is sure to be in the poster of to-

morrow. .

The big idea was to get an official

poster for the week which would most

appropriately depict the influences of

electricity—and at the same time be a

fitting design for this great national un-

dertaking. The design had to be strik-

ing to get attention, and it had to be a

design which could be faithfully repro-

duced in everything, from a poster stamp

to a bill poster.

Since America's Electrical Week ap-

peals alike to rich and poor, men and

women, merchant and customer, artist

and engineer, everybody was asked to

suggest a fitting design to drive home
into every hamlet and city in the land

the message "Do It Electrically."

The judges were unanimous in their

choice—which is shown here. In colors

it of course is many times more effec-

tive.

The judges are recognized as repre-

sentative commercial art critics:

John Quincy Adams, secretary of the

Municipal Art Commission;
Dr. James P. Haney, art director of

the Xew York High Schools;

Veneered Panels that ARE
good—order today from

White Brothers ^^'^^

Avoid Complaints— Use
Wybro Panels

When that particular .Job requires SERVICE
PIXELS, then be sure you use Wybro veneered

panels. No other panels on the market can approach

the AVvbro quality.

Wybro Panels do not blister or crack—they are

always smooth and even.
Trri-T^-Dr.

To avoid complaints, protect yourself with VfYUtiO

QUALITY PANELS.

id Brannan Sts.
San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers please mention tliis magaz
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llcrbiTt S. Houston, president ot tlic

Associated Advertising Clubs of the

World;
Artluir 1'. Wiener, president of the

International Art Service;

P. L. Thomson, advertising manager
of the Western Electric Company.
Henry L. Doherty. president of the

Society for Electrical Devek.pment.
The poster might well be entitled

"Aladdin; Symbol of Service."

Of all the Arabian Xights Tales, the

story of .Aladdin is perhaps the most fas-

cinating.

The all-powerful slave, who could be

summoned by the mere rubbing of the

mysterious lamp; the treasures thus at

the command of tlie lamp's owner; these

make a narrative which will li\e as long

as the world lives.

Yet the modern .\laddin, pictured in

this poster, performs wonders that make
the adventures of our Arabian Xights

hero fade into insignilicance.

Gone is the ancient lamp. Xow it is

the gentle touch of a button and forth-

with comes the Genie, Electricity. He
bears, not precious stones, but things far

fore precious—light, heat, power. It is

the power that makes the world go
'round, the heat that forever drives out

cold, the liglit that turns night into day.

This design will be used throughout

the campaign, millions of poster stamps,

window and car cards, lithographs, bill

posters, in newspapers, magazines, etc.

It will be reproduced at least 200,000,000

times.
After many deliberations the judges

eliminated all posters not entitled to be

considered for the public's choice prize.

Soine 125 posters survived this test. The
judges then determined the winners of

all of the prizes except the public choice

prize.

The prize winners were then voted on,

with the following result:

No. 717. The fiv.-it prize of $1000—Harold Von
Schmidt, San Francisco.

No. 174. The second prize of $500—John A.

Bazant, lironx, N. Y.
No. 452. The Art Students prize of $200—

Edward Staloff, Jersey City. N. J.

No. 392. The first school prize of $100—Har-
old H. Kolb, Sommerville, Mass.

No. 80. The second school prize of $50—Wil-
liam E. McKee, Jr., Hollywood, Cal.

No. 64. The third school prize of $25—Armand
Moreda. Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 576. The fourth school prize of $15—
Ruth M. Jameson, Buffalo, N. Y.
No. 720. The fifth school prize of $10—Edna

E. Crowley, Chicago, 111.

Review of Recent
Books

Cooking by Wire
I'rom Southern California comes the

news that "cooking by wire" is gaining
in popularity. Two transmission line

short circuits were recently caused by
birds dropping snakes across the line.

Xeedless to say the snakes were bcauti-
i\\\\y roasted.

.V SllDKT lllsrilkV OF .\KT. By Julia B.
dc Forest. Edited and revised bv Charles H.
Caffin. Published by Dodd, Mead & Com-
pany. New York. 289 illustrations. Price
$3.00.

Preserving the arrangement of Julia

B. de Eorest's former standard History
of .Art. Charles H. Caffin has brought it

down to date with a wealth of new illus-

trations and a fuller knowledge of art

history than was available when this

work first appeared. He has freshened
the original considerably and tied in the

modern movements, particularly in paint-

ing, in a manner which will give all who
care to read and look over it a broad
view. One is impressed with the re-

productions of paintings selected from
each period. They show not only good
judgment, but a general understanding
of the "living fire," whether expressed
in the refined and e.xquisite beauty of

Greek sculpture, the massive dignity of

Gotliic architecture or the exhilaration

of modern French painting.

This book is more than a dry history.

It is a well presented and a well illus-

trated summary of the known art of the

world.

NIGHTS— RO.ME. VENICE IN THE AES-
THETIC EIGHTIES; LONDON. PARIS IN
THE FIGHTING NINETIES. By Elizabeth
Robins Pennell. Lippincott. Price $3.00.

It is a characteristic of memoirs that

the more truly they record the more sub-

tlel3^ they radiate the untoward whimsi-
cality of life. Such are these latest me-
moirs of Mrs. Pennell's. They are a tale

of the artists who reached the height of

their powers in the eighties and nineties,

and if they are alive, pulsating, glorious
with a portrayal of ideals striven for and
achieved, they are no less poignant with
admissions of hard labors that brought
no rewards, of dreams that were per-

sistently unrealizable, of faltering pil-

grimages that led to no 'Mecca.

In Rome and Venice, wliere, as in Cali-

fornia, the natives are so proud of cli-

mate that they are impervious to the

need of stoves and steam heat, the meet-
ing ground for the discussions, for the

sake of warmth, was usually a cafe. -A

man might hesitate to tell another man
that his work was hopeless, if he were
the guest of his best friend. But in a

cafe, where the proprietor cared not what
opinions were expressed so long as the

bill was paid, there was no cause for dif-

fidence.

The care-free convenience of the cafe

being unknown in London, the meetings
there took the form of "Thursday
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|
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Niglits" in tlie Buckingliam street liouse

of the Pennclls. And liere it was, to

the accompaniment of Henley's roar and
Whistler's laugh and Phil May's "golden
silence'' that the energetic campaigns
were planned for battering anew at that
well-nigh unyielding Victorian portal.

The scale on which these "Thursday
Nights" were carried out was much
greater than that of the Nights in Italy.

To them came Henry Harland, Aubrey
Beardsley, Louis and "Bob" Stevenson,
numerous and staunch disciples of Hen-
ley—called by Mrs. Pennell Henley's
Young Men—Kenneth Grahame, Walter
Crane, George Moore. John Lane, Max
Beerbohm, Arthur Morrison and un-
numbered others, great and less great.

On rare occasions there even appeared
G. B. S.

Mrs. Pennell visualizes the spirit of

the fighting nineties in Paris by the fol-

lowing:

"I feel how long ago the nineties were
when I hear young people in Paris today
talk of the two Salons as the Artistes-

Francais and the Beaux-Arts. In the
nineties we who watched the parting of

the ways knew them only as the Old
Salon and the New Salon because that

is what we saw in them and what they
really were. W^e could not write about
either without a reminder of the age of

the one and the youth of the other, the

Old Salon remaining the home of the

tradition that has become hide-bound
convention, and the New Salon offering

headquarters to the tradition that is be-
ing 'carried on,' as we were forever
pointing out, borrowing the phrase from
Whistler."

A review of these Nights would not

be complete without mention of tlie

place, which, according to Mrs. Pennell,

the architects occupied in these gather-

ings. The architects, it seems, were
"with them but not of them"; for they
were prosperous. They were dandies

as compared with the modestly attired

pursuants of the less utilitarian branches
of art. In that group "the man who sold

was looked down on, rather." In Lon-
don at the Thursday Nights the archi-

tects were conspicuous for their "fashion-

plate correctness." In Paris on one oc-

casion the most correctly garbed mem-
ber of the fraternity created a veritable

sensation. The place was a cabman's
eating house, at which the group were
lunching to atone for previous extrava-

gances. The architect, being a "good
fellow," though prosperous, came along
—in top hat and frock coat, the tails of

the coat being dragged in the gutter as

he sat at the cabman's table. "He had
the grace to be ashamed of himself,"

writes Mrs. Pennell. "apologizing for his

clothes and assuring us that he could not

help himself, which was his reason. I

fancy, for accepting at an early age the

professorial chair where the decorum
of his hat and coat was in need of no
apology."

THE LIFE OF THE SPIDER. By J. Henri
Fabre. Dodd, Mead & Company. New York.
$1.50.

Maeterlinck, in a brief preface to this

interesting book, says of J. Henri Fabre
that he is the insect's Homer. Again he
is spoken of as possessing "the patience,

the precision, the scientific minuteness,
the protean and practical ingenuity, the
energy of a Darwin." Whimsically he
may be referred to as the insect's Ernest
Thompson Seton, for droll humor is an-
other of his assets.

Yet with all this likening to others,

one notes another quality—the charming
simplicity, akin to child-like wonder, with
which he writes of a world we usually
shrink from or ignore.

In writing of the spider he displays

the same ingenuous spirit as in writing

of less sinister forms of life. No mat-
ter what astonishing habit or cruelty he
details for the reader, whether it be the

architectural skill with which one spe-

cies fashions its burrow or the geomet-
rical precision with which another fash-

ions its web; whether it be the spider's

fierce cunning in the hunt, her marvel-
ous fecundity, her unwearying patience,

the mysterious manner in which the

young grow to maturity with apparently
no nourishment, or the tragic nuptials so

often ending in a cannibal orgy, he does
so always with the fresh wonder of a

pioneer exploring the depths of a vir-

gin land.

PERSPECTIVE. An elementary text book by
Ben J. Lubschez. A. I. A. 2nd ed.; enlarged;
111 pages; 36 illustrations and plates. Van
Nostrand Co., New York. $1.50 net.

This book should be of use to draughts-

men because it presents very simply and
clearly what they need to know about
perspective. It is valuable principally to

the struggling student who is endeavor-
ing to better himself by home study and
who can get but little assistance, if any,

either personal or from books, the lat-

ter usually being too difficult for him
to read. It gives him a beginning, so

that he may be able to solve the ordinary
problems of every-day practice, and. as

stated in the introduction, qualify him-
self for the reading and study of more
profound books on the subject. The
general discussions may also be read

with profit by laymen who wish merely
a general knowledge of the science. The
author states that the text is the result

of many years' experience in making
perspective drawings in an architect's

office and in teaching the science to l)e-

ginners.
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The Contractor
HIS TROUBLES AND SOME OTHER THINGS

Low Bidders on Contract Work
CHARLES EX'AN FOWLER.'

THE speaker has been pleased to note,

dni'ing his travels about the State, the

splendid character of the improvements
that are being carried out by the various
county governments, under the direction

of the county engineers, and to note the

improved character of the work that is

being done under the present engineer-
ing system of the counties.
The county commissioner form of gov-

ernment is the oldest form of commis-
sion government, as now being adopted
by so many cities, and it must be due to

your success in county government as a

general rule that such a method has
grown in favor. The fact that most
boards constantly consult their engineer
on all of the important problems in the
county is a very pleasing indication as

to the value of being placed upon en-
gineering services by those in positions
of trust and authority.

The fact that many counties are now
authorizing their engineers to call in

consulting engineers for special work
represents a broad-minded policy, as the

county engineer cannot lind the time to

study special problems that come up in

a busy season, nor can they find the

finances to employ experts regularly.

That the attempt to gloss over such
work by inexperienced help so often re-

sults in loss or at least in getting poor
structures is now generally recognized.
The practice of accepting free plans

from contracting firms is now pretty

well corrected, as bot'h the commission-
ers and the engineer realize that they
cannot get something for nothing, and
to accept a poor plan in this way only
reflects on their intelligence and their

integrity.

The immense amount of capital in-

vested in contracting is at the present
time unproductive, as nearly all contracts
are being let at cost or at a loss, and
before we can have really good times
we must make this capital productive.

The acceptance of a bid that is too

low means an indirect financial loss to

your county; it means trouble for tlie

^Consulting luigineer. Seattle. Extracts from
address at joint meeting of county engineers and

"iiith Yakima, Wash.

engineer in his endeavor to get good
work; it means trouble for the commis-
sioners in enforcing the contract, and
probably a lawsuit at considerable loss
and expense to the county.

The low bidder, as a rule, has not the
necessary experience, plant or resources
to properly carry out a contract and
some remedy must be found to have your
work done by proper contractors, as you
know only too well that poor results are
bound to be the effect of having your
work done by a beginner or one who
lacks proper plant.

The first and quickest remedy for this

condition would be for the county of-

ficials to make all the bond companies
understand that no bonds would be ap-

proved from a company who made a

practice of writing bonds for such bid-

ders.

The final remedy must come from a

change in the State laws, and might con-
sist in a provision which automatically
rejects the lowest bid and inakes it man-
datory upon the board of county com-
missioners to select from the next two
bidders, the one having the greatest e.x-

perience, the best plant and the great-

est resources.

The most advisable, perhaps, would be
to have the law changed so as to make
it mandatory upon the commissioners to

select from the three lowest bidders the
one having the best experience, plant and
resources.

The legitimate contractors at the pres-
ent time and under present conditions
are not making any, or at least reason-
able, dividends on the enormous invest-
ment in this line of business, and they
are justly entitled to be paid the cost
of the work, their operating cost or gen-
eral expense, which is usualh- about 6
per cent, and on all this a 10 per cent
profit.

You can rest assured that, under such
a proposed system, the ultimate cost of
work would be less and that the quality
would be of the best, and not such as is

gotten now in too many cases, and which
will prove in the end the wisdom of rele-

gating the "low bidder" to oblivion.
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Sub-Contracting*

r.y CHARLES VV. CARKEEK.

W!-:
are all well aware that there are

certain existing evils in the build-

ing trades of today that should be rem-

edied, and it is my candid opinion that

most of the deplorable conditions that

now exist can be improved through the

earnest and mutually helpful co-opera-

tion of the architects and the master

builders, for they are, respectively, the

author and the iinisher of every build-

ing of any importance in our land today.

With a concerted effort, led by the

architects and the master builders, we
have every reason to believe that a large

measure of good results will be obtained

in the very near future.

An important movement in that di-

rection—a movement now well under

way—is intended to eliminate the wrong-

ful, squeezing and grinding methods that

many have employed in connection with

sub-contracting.

As one remedy for this evil, we pro-

pose that we will not sublet the carpen-

ter, the brick or the concrete work, but

instead, will employ competent foremen

for each of these branches, with the fore-

men under the direct charge of the gen-

eral contractor. This rule in itself, prop-

erly enforced, should go a long way to-

ward improving conditions in these lead-

ing branches of the building industry.

The success of this movement will not

merely tend to eliminate the irrespon-

sible and the incompetent contractors,

but should have the consequent effect of

greatly improving the class of workman-
ship, which, I am sure, is greatly desired

by the architect as well as by every

legitimate and conscientious master

builder.

These branches of work, if you will

remember, include the structural—the

principal part of the building, that por-

tion of the building that, in my judg-

ment, should be more closely safeguarded

against faulty construction methods than

any other, for on the framing, on the

structural part of the building, lies the

greatest element of risk to the life and

limb of the occupants and, I should add,

to the capital invested in the building

by the owner.

I believe that tlie better way to insure

the public against this element of danger,

to assure the owner the best returns

from his investment, to reduce the care

of and to increase the satisfaction of the

architect—w^ith the fullest realization of

the architect's plans—is by entirely do-

ing away with the sub-contracting sys-

*An address before the Seattle Conventi

Architects and Builders.
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or to meet a particular requirement,

but we are not willing to cut an esti-

mate merelv for the commercial trans-

action of s'igning a contract. Dahl-

strom Quality has always been rigidly

maintained and this quality will not

be lowered for the purpose of securing

an order bv meeting the figure of a

competitor whose product is decidedly
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THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS
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tfin as it applies to the branches of the
work under consideration.
One important result of the application

of this remedy would be to throw the
entire responsibility for the mechanical
excellence of the work involved directly

on the general contractor.

I am not prepared to say that tlie pro-

posed remedy can be made immediately
effective, but master builders now pro-
pose to put it to the test, to give it a

fair trial and, meeting with the approval
and with the co-operation of the archi-

tects, I feel assured that the result will

be a vast improvement over the present
practice of so often sulj-letting these
branches of the work of building con-
struction.

It will doubtless be of interest to some
of you to learn that the Seattle Struc-
tural Building Trades Alliance, that is

composed of the journeymen carpenters,
bricklayers, hoisting engineers and build-

ing laborers, is heartily in accord with
the movement. In fact, they have placed
themselves on record and have pledged
their support to each other that they will

refuse to work for any one wdio shall

take a sub-contract involving labor in

any of their trades.

You can readily see by the action of
the Building Trades Alliance that its

members are determined to take the
same attitude as that assumed by the
master builders in their effort to remedy
the evils in the sub-contracting of labor.

It has always been my contention that
where there is a recognized and reason-
able standard of wages that the same
should be maintained, for if we disre-

gard that recognized wage standard we
at once upset the established idea of
the cost of labor and begin inevitably to

engage in unfair and unjust competition,
with the result of lowering or debasing
the standards of workmanship.
This is a matter which, to my mind,

should be given the fullest consideration,
for unless we are prepared and do meet
all wage earners on the same fair and
equitable basis, it is useless to expect
their co-operation as workmen in return.

A natural consequence of a failure to

insure reasonable and equitable condi-
tions among the wage earners in the
building trades is that in the mcclianical
work of constructing the stable, useful

and, especially, beautiful buildings de-
signed by the members of the architec-
tural profession, there will be such a

slighting of the workmanship that the
sensible and the finest purposes of the

architects will never be realized.

I have touched on the wage earner, in

addition to referring to the architectural
requirements, so that vou may clearly

understand that the Master Builders' As-
sociation in formulating their general
plan of action, are considering not merely
themselves but all others engaged in or
related to the building industry, includ-

ing, especially, the owners of the build-

ings, and recognizing, in the broadest
sense, our obligation to society in gen-
eral.

Now, to my mind, when a sub-con-

tractor is invited to submit a tender, in

his particular line of work, to a general

contractor and that tender is used in the

final making of his estimate, the general

contractor should accord the same con-

sideration the sub-contractor as he him-
self expected from those to whom he has
submitted a bid on the work as a whole.

It should be understood, however, that

such sub-contractor's hid is to be used
subject to the approval of the architect.

By adopting this method, or one along
similar lines, the result would be that

the most competent and responsible sub-

contractors would be placed in the po-

sition where they belong; that is, at the

front in their special lines.

They would soon realize that in order

to maintain their position they would he

obliged not only to earn the good will

of the general contractor but the ap-

proval of the architect as well.

Another point that is worthy of con-

sideration is a plan to destroy the evil

temptation, the unmanly practice of what
is today referred to as "peddling of sub-

bids.'' This is really a clear case of

"peddling without a license," and should

always be condemned. A general con-

tractor often being awarded a contract,

to secure wdiich he previously depended
on the assistance of a sub-contractor,

should feel morally bound to enter into

a contract with that sub-contractor for

the work on which the latter submitted
his sub-bid. I might offer, merely as a

suggestion, a method that may be worked

lf-9^ f^m tCf't'% Mastic Flooring will stand up under the most~ ^^ ' ^-'^^.^i^ * exceptional conditions. Wears like iron, will not crack
and is impon.-ious tt

'' - — --
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out to guard against the "auctioncei-iiig"

or peddling system.

The suggestion is something along tliis

line:

That where a general contractor has

invited sub-bids, prior to the tiling of his

general bid for the various sub-branches

involved in the building, he, the general

contractor, should acknowledge by mail

the receipt of each sub-bid, at the same

time advising each successful sub-con-

tracting firm of his (the general con-

tractor's) intention to use their bid, and

that in event of being awarded the gen-

eral contract he will expect the sub-

contractor to enter into a contract at

the price quoted in his estimate. I am
not, however, offering this as a final so-

lution, but simply to give e.xpression to

the thought as it has presented itself to

me.
There is one thought m my mind that

is underlying and intermingled with all

others: It is that the plans for the rela-

tions of the master builder and the sub-

contractor, as well as all others engaged

actively in the building industry, must

be so made that in their final applica-

tion they shall result in an efficient, eco-

nomic and harmonious whole. And this

to the end that the useful and beautiful

creations of the architectural mind shall

be adequately realized through the

trained mechanical ability of the master

builder.

must prevent unpreventable interference

with his job.

He is the wizard who must put up his

plants in a temporary location with all

the efficiency of a permanent estalilish-

ment.
His mission is to do "real con.^truc-

tive work." It is symbolical of the

right kind of enterprise and activity. It

is the contractor who turns projects into

realities. He stands for the "realiza-

tion" of things planned, which is the es-

sence of all achievement.

Here's to the contractor, the man who
literally builds up the country I—Knick-
erbocker Komments.

A Toast to the Contractor

He deserves a double toast—one for

his burdens, the other for his mission

and the larger meaning of his work.

He is the peg on which every one con-

nected with a building enterprise wants

to hang his troubles—and his delinquen-

cies.

He is the wizard whose reading of

plans and specifications must be free

from error, even if they are not.

He is the wizard who must be able

to foresee unforeseen circumstances, who

Big Irrigation Project

In a recent issue was printed an ac-

count of a proposed irrigation project for

the Lindsay-Strathmore Irrigation Dis-

trict in Tulare county, subject to the vot-

ing of bonds for the purpose.

At the election held last month the

property owners by a vote of 191 in

favor to IS against, decided to issue

bonds to the amount of $1,000,000 for the

purpose.
The decision of the voters favoring

the bond issue opens the way for the

development of hundreds of acres of the

most fertile foothill orange land in the

State. Water will come from the delta

between the Kaweah and St. John's
Rivers, north of Exeter, where test wells

have proven there is an abundance only

a few feet from the surface of the

ground. It is the beli'ef of the en-

gineer and officers of the district that

water can be had on the lands by 1917

irrigation season.

The directors of the district are: E.

L. Daniells, Charles K. Towt, D. .\. Eck-
ert, John Burr and F. M. Pfrimmer. Of-
ficers are: E. L. Daniells. president; C.

\V. Wright, secretary; McKee Mhoon,
treasurer; E. B. Gould, assessor and tax

collector.

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET or HARDWOODS?
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THEM

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY, KOA, JENISERO, OAK. ASH, ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD CO.
Beach and Taylor Streets, SAN FRANCISCO
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Notes

Mott's Modern Plumbing

One of tlie handsomest and most com-
plete plumbing fixture catalogues we
have ever seen has just been published

by the J. L. Mott Iron Works, Fifth ave-

nue and Seventeenth street, New York.

It is a book of 138 pages, with attractive

cover in soft gray and blue tones. The
catalogue is illustrated with very fine

halftone plates, showing the wide variety

of fixtures manufactured by the Mott
company. The following preface gives a

good idea of the contents .of the cata-

logue and the line of fixtures carried;

"In this catalogue we show a large

variety of well-designed fixtures, thus

making it possible for the good taste

and individuality of the architect and

owner to be reflected in the character of

the fixtures chosen. Moreover, the pres-

ent prices of imperial porcelain and vit-

reous ware make their installation pos-

sible, not only in the finest residences but

also in those of moderate cost.

"The cost of installation for first-class

pluml)ing fixtures that can be depended
upon a^ giving ciinipletc and lasting sat-

is tr thisfac-tiim is aliout tlie ;

of the cheaper grade.
"Tiling for the bathroom is the most

practical as well as the most beautiful

material that can be used. Many of our
designs are exclusive and cannot be du-

plicated elsewhere.
"The same taste and judgment may be

shown in the tiling of a very simple room
as for the most elaborate.

"It is also essential that the tile shall

be set by skilled workmen; our experi-

ence of many years in this particular

branch of the tile business has developed
a high class of these workers."

Laurel the Efficiency Hardwood
Do you know that California laurel,

being one of our native woods, is the

cheapest hardwood obtainable in this

market? Its value is becoming more ap-

preciated every day. Here in San Fran-
cisco some of our largest buildings, for

instance the Palace and St. Francis ho-
tels, are finished in mahoganized birch.

California laurel achieves the same or
better results at a much lower price.

California laurel does not cost very
much more than redwood or Oregon
pine. It costs considerably less than
any other hardwood. It can be used for

practically any purpose where hardwood
is required, eitlier for strength or adorn-
ment, and it is fast liecoming a general

m BIG-AN-LinL[ CONCRETE and MORTAR MIXtR

BiK Output — Little Weight
Bisr Profits — Little Cost
Capacity 3S Cu. Yds. a Day

All rounded surfaces^no corners for concrete to lodge in.

Revolves on ball thrust bearing, hermetically sealed to
prevent grit from working in.

Equipped with levers for turning over and locking device
to hold drum in place while mixing.

EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
Pacific Coast Agents

51-53 Minna St., San Francisco Tel. Sutter 1675

itinff to Advertisers pie
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MODERN
PLUMBING
FIXTURES

Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.
II30-II44 Ridge: Avenue Philadelphia

San Francisco Office and Showroom
857 Folsom Street

utility hardwood. It makes line furni-
ture, dural)le -tore, bank and office fix-

tures, and lasting and dependable inter-
ior trim. Like birch, it mahoganizes
easily and well and it is much cheaper
than birch. It is easily worked and at

the same time very strong, so that,
whether desired for strength or adorn-
ment, California laurel will fill the bill

most economically and efficiently.

Rebuilding Destroyed Cities

Anticipating the possibility of a boom
in business incident with the rebuilding
of destroyed towns and cities in Europe,
after the war closes, business men on
both sides of the Atlantic are already
taking steps to establish a foundation for
the transaction of business between the
United States and Europe.
The following letter has been received

from an architect in Paris:

RENE CRUET
Architccte

La Jlerciedi de 2 a 5 h

77, Rue Reaumur

Paris, 12th July, 1916.

The Architect and Engineer, San Francisco.

Dear Sir : Your address was given me by
the United States Consulate here, and I beg to

ask you to kindly advise your country's manufac-
turers, by means of your paper, that:

I am establishing in Paris, with the
some of the best builders of the place

portant firm for building materials, mat
plant. I would be glad to be given the
agency for France and Belgium of one
articles having regard to building.

With my best anticipated thanks, I

si"". Yours faithfully,

help

clusiv

dear

Re Grue

Hills Bros. Plan Addition

Hills Bros. Coffee Company, 17S Fre-

mont street, San Francisco, have pur-

chased the southeast corner of Howard
and Fremont streets, upon which they

intend to build a substantial addition to

their present factory. It is believed that

construction will be started this year

and that a building at least five stories

in height will be erected.

"Be-ver" Cork Tiling
A new material for tloor covering is

now being offered for the consideration
of the architects of the Pacific Coast in

the "Be-ver" colored cork tile.

This tiling, while enjoying a phenom-
enal sale in the East, has not been ex-
ploited to any extent in this section of
the country, but from the many advan-
tages it possesses we feel certain that it

will come quickly to the front and be
largely used in libraries, public buildings,
hospitals, theaters, bathrooms and kitch-
ens, and, in fact, wherever an artistic,

quiet and durable flooring is desired.
The material is granulated cork and

rubber substitute; the colors are perma-
nent and do not vary. The tiling is made
in an interlocking design or in squares
and oblong shapes; it is soft, very resili-

ent, will not stain and is easily kept
clean. A wide range of colors makes it

possible to secure a design that will har-
monize with any scheme of interior dec-
oration.

A sample installation of the "Be-ver"
cork tiling may be seen at the rooms of
the Building Material Exhibit, Inc., 77
O'Farrell street, San Francisco.
W. L. Eaton & Co., 112 Market street

(phone Garfield 372) are the agents.
They will be pleased to show samples
and give any information required on
request. .

Infringement Notice
To Whom It May Concern:
Intending purchasers of thermostats,

oil burners and liquid fuel governors are
cautioned against purchasing and in-

stalling devices constructed by a local

manufacturing firm in imitation of our
patented structures. To protect our
rights we have been forced to file suits

for infringement in the United States

District Court for the Northern District

of California against such manufacturer
for infringement of our letters patent No.
843,381, No. 986,791 and No. 1,178,118,

covering thermostats, oil burners and
liquid fuel governors.

G. E. Witt Co., Inc.

JoHiNsoiN Service Co.
The Johnson System of Temperature Regulation

" SERVICE — Is Our Middle Name "

629 lumberman's sldg.
Portland. Oregon

600 citizens bank bldg . los anseles. c«l.

149 FIFTH ST.. SAN FRANCISCO. GAL.
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Duration of Closure to Traffic of Con-
crete Roads

Few demands on the concrete road

builder are more urgent than the call of

traffic for a quick opening of the road.

Indelible evidence is furnished by too

many concrete roads either that road of-

ficials are over lenient to the demands
of traffic or that their barriers have been

forced by traffic! One cannot travel far

on almost any concrete road without see-

ing the marks of wheels in its surface, or

the prints of horses' hoofs or the cuts of

corrugated wheels of tractors. Each
mark is proof that the road was opened

to traffic too soon after construction.

Each rut and depression is a lesion for

the attack of traffic. Wear begins at ir-

regularities. None of these facts are

unfamiliar to the experienced concrete

road builder and no concrete road builder

is so unfamiliar with concrete as not to

know when it can safely bear traffic.

Prints of traffic in a concrete road sur-

face indicate only one thing, which is

carelessness. Either the engineer has

taken a chance with his concrete or his

watch on the work has not been close

enough to prevent trespass. The specih-

cations are only rarely at fault, unless it

be a fault that they stipulate arbitrary

periods of closure to traffic instead of

basing the time on direct test. Why not

adopt a magnified Vicat or Gillmore

needle test for concrete roads to deter-

mine when traffic shall be admitted to

them? Concrete roads become hard

enough to bear traffic in varying pe-

riods of time depending upon a number
of conditions. Occasionally seven days

is ample time, more often two weeks are

required and in rare cases safety is cer-

tain only after three or four w-eeks. Why
not determine the matter by test and
not leave it to a numeral in the specifi-

cations?—Engineering and Contracting.

Building Industry Needs Organization

Returning from the annual convention

of the National Association of Builders'

E.xchanges held in Baltimore, Delegate

Ralph McLeran of tlie San Francisco Ex-
change says:

"The system of organization in most of the

Exchanges of the country and which
nditi. ideal Maprospei

the Exchanges have their weekly luncheons, wiierc

the diflferent members attend with their name or

badge pinned on their coat, thus enabling them
to become better acquainted one with another.

They often invite prominent men to attend the

assembly. There is a positive tendency of the

builders of this country to get together and there

is no doubt in my mind that within the next few

years, with a continuation of the existing spirit

among the men engaged in this business as dem-
onstrated at the convention in Baltimore, the

building industry of the country will be properly

organized."

Western Equipment Company
The Western Equipment Company,

with offices at 72 Fremont street, San
Francisco, and display rooms at Build-
ing Material Exhibit, 77 O'Farrell street,

San F'rancisco, is sole representative for

the following lines:

Revolving door wall bed; recess, or
wardrobe wall bed. two doors; Peek's
combination kitchen cabinet and table;

Peek's superior wall cabinet ironing
board; Peek's superior wall seat (fold-

ing up).

In its booklet the company says:

"Peek's disappearing wall bed has no
rival. It is in a class within itself. In
appearance th e bed equals the latest

models in stationary beds, either in brass,

steel, mahogany or other woods. They
arc of the same height, width and length
of the regular bed.''

ORDER IT

FROM

EVERYTHING
FOR THE MECHANICAL
TRANSMISSION OF POWER

Pune\-s, Bearings, Hangers,

Clutches, Gears, Sprockets,

Shafting, Couphngs, Collars,

Take-ups, Belt Tighteners,

Chain Belt, Etc.

MOST COMPLETE STOCK ON
THE PACIFIC COAST

ilfrsp^^nttfrtfJi

(Eompauy
ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

CONVEYING, ELEVATING AND
SCREENING MACHINERY

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
660 Mission Street 400 East 3rd. cor. San Pedro

SEXU FOR C.\T.-\LO(:

riting to Advertisers please
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Use of Metal Sash Growing

The practice of building in metal such

devices as window sash and frames, also

doors of varying description and require-

ments, as well as a wide range of in-

terior fixtures of both utilitarian and or-

nate character, not to mention the many
lesser structural parts commonly used,

dates back a great many years. Indeed,

as a manufacturing industry this has

grown to enormous proportions.

But during the last decade a number
of improvements and additions have been

made to the former ordinary and some-
what crude forms of construction, as well

as many new and practical lines brought

out. Noteworthy among these are the

improved steel casement windows, which
have proven to have many line points of

merit and to meet in a most admirable

manner the many varying and difficult

qualifications required in sash for first-

class buildings in general from a utili-

tarian standpoint, as well as affording

little short of the ideal with respect to a

dignified and becoming architectural ap-

pearance. For, made as they are in very

light size members, as compared with the

ordinary wooden sash, formed from fine

mild steel of great tenacity, structural

strength is increased rather than sacri-

ficed, at the same time obtaining very

light and graceful lines in appearance.

These windows, it should be realized,

while being of solid rolled section, are in

a class quite apart from the factory or

warehouse type of sash now so exten-

sively used. The casement type of win-

dow has for some time been recognized

and endorsed by architects in general

from the different standpoints already

mentioned as the most desirable form for

residences, hotels, hospitals, institutions,

office buildings and others.

And in the metal construction the

adaptability to any of this class of build-

ings is increased, for the desirable feat-

ures are magnified and rendered depend-

able to the greatest degree. The manu-
facturers of these windows emphasize

such qualities as absolute weather tight-

ness under the most extreme conditions;

fire resisting; maximum light area; per-

fect ventilating, through widely variable

methods of placing and swinging the

opening sash and with the very carefully

constructed hardware furnished, which

is of very handsome and neat design

with choice of styles. Moreover, as will

be appreciated by the practical mind, the

durability and freedom from warping or

shrinking of this construction is of great

importance.
A very high-grade window of this

kind is that built by the International

Casement Company, with their original

factory at Liverpool, England, and hav-

ing operated a very thorough American
factory in Jamestown, N. Y., for the past

five years. Their sash has three con-

tacting jamb members or points, rolled

in fhe solid shape, which, together with

great precision in fabricating, renders

these windows absolutely tight to

weather. All the other features men-
tioned above are found to be very thor-

ough in this company's make of win-

dows. They have equipped a great

many buildings of varying classification

througihout the East and in other sec-

tions of the country, where they have
received high commendation from the

architects, builders and owners alike.

Mr. E. C. Dehn, with offices in the

Hearst building, San Francisco, is their

representative for this vicinity, and states

that some of the buildings in which they

have now installed work or have it in

progress are the following: Mrs. Phoebe
A. Hearst, "Hacienda," Pleasanton; Miss
Juliette Alexander residence, Piedmont,
C. W. Dickey, architect, Oakland; Claus
Spreckels building, Market and Third
streets, in remodeled plan, J. R. Miller,

architect; Ch. De Guigne residence, San
Mateo, Bliss & Faville, architects;

smaller equipments in the State Hos-
pitals at Napa and Stockton, State De-
partment of Engineering, architects. Be-
sides these, Mr. Dehn announces that

his company's product is being specified

in several plans that are on different

architects' boards at present, and he

will be pleased to co-operate with own-
ers, architects and contractors in mak-
ing suggestions for the use of metal
casement windows in all types of build-

ings, and through his personal experi-

ence in the metal industry can serve

without the necessity of taking all mat-
ters up with the Eastern fa ctory.

Should Details Be Furnished Before a

Contract Is Signed?
To the Editor:

I read with great interest the ar-

ticle by G. Alexander Wright, entitled

"Should Details Be Furnished Before a

Contract Is Signed?" and it seems to me
that in addition to the reasons put for-

ward by him there is another and equally

important reason why all details should

be in the hands of a contractor either at

or before the time of signing.

As soon as an owner gets ready to

award his contract be demands to know
definitely just when the work will be
completed and having given a date it is

the duty of the contractor to get the

work done on time if possible.

Therefore one of the first things which
a really efficient organization does upon
being awarded a contract is to draw up
a detailed time schedule. This schedule
indicates the latest date upon which each
individual item must be started and com-
pleted in order that the whole operation

may proceed efficiently and be completed
on the agreed date.
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Often, liowever. it happens that a jol)

will he started and well nnder way and
then have to he held np while waiting for

details, sometimes for days and some-
times for weeks

In addition to disarranging the time
schedule, the lost time and loss of ef-

ficiency cause a financial drain on the
contractor which cannot readily be cal-

culated. C. I-". l)l-\GM.\X.

tcrior wall covering 1^4 inche.-. thick with
the metal lath so imbedded that the wall
is practically a reinforced concrete slab.

Tunnel More Pracrical Than Bridge
It was something like a show of Stella

at the Exposition the way the several
engineers presented their drawings and
propositions covering the three designs
for a bridge to span the bay waters be-
tween San Francisco and Oakland. Ear-
nestly as the representatives spieled the

strong points of their bridges, they failed

to make a dent in the judgment of the

adepts in such big spanning structures.

The representatives of the government
present put a bomb under their hopes
when they declared that the bridges pro-
posed were impracticable in this case be-
cause they interrupted ship courses on
the full bay, were a menace to moving
vessels during fogs and an obstruction
to commerce. The chance of a bridge
being built in the near future and for
that matter at any time, is remote. The
proposition of a tunnel under the bay
from the ferry building to Oakland
seemed far more practicable and at-

tracted consideration. The proposed
tunnel is a lithe and sinuous- course of
concrete lying far below any passing
vessel moving on the bay above. Ac-
cording to the engineer, proper ventila-

tion is easily supplied. Two tracks are
proposed, and the time of passage
through the tunnel would be approxi-
mately four and one-half minutes. The
engineer claimed that ample backing was
behind him in the enterprise. According
to the figures produced, the company
would get its investment back in twenty
years. The applicants have built num-
bers of tunnels of this kind, and are con-
fident of making the San Francisco-Oak-
land tunnel a success. The proposition
is on the cards to be considered.—San
Francisco Xews Letter.

Solid Stucco for Exterior Walls
An autliority on the subject says the

type of stucco construction that is giv-
ing the best results is tliat known as
solid stucco. No sheathing is used, the
latli being applied directly to the stud-
ding and plastered on both sides. Three
coals are used on the outside and one
on the inside of the lath. The first coat
is usually about one-half inch thick, the
second the same, and the same thickness
is used for the back plaster. The finish-

ing coat on the exterior is about one-
quarter inch thick. This gives an ex-

Thinks Architects Should Prepare Their
Own Specifications

Editor The Architect .\xn K.vgixeer:

The practice, followed by certain archi-
tects, of allowing material men, contrac-
tors or representatives of manufacturing
companies to prepare specifications
should be discouraged. In addition to
being unethical, an architect cannot serve
his client's best interest by this pro-
cedure. The first law of architecture
should be to guard the client's interest
and the architect should either prepare
the specifications himself or obtain the
services of some competent and unat-
tached engineer or other expert.

Architects are prone to criticise the
layman who has the plans and specifica-

tions for a building prepared by a con-
tractor, and he is, no doubt, right in

his contentions that the building will cost
more than one designed by a competent
architect, including his fee. The archi-
tect, therefore, who entrusts someone's
else interests to one of these so-called
experts should be doubly censured.

It cannot be expected that specifica-

tions prepared by the representative of a
concern that has something to sell will

not favor the tradesman. Other lines are

excluded from the specifications and
healthy competition, which should be
the essence of all specifications, is de-
stroyed.

Contractors are loath to bid on speci-

fications in which they can see partial-

ity being shown some particular firm or
contractor, and, in every case where the
specifications have been revised by some
unbiased expert, there has been a ma-
terial reduction in the bids, and ultimately
resulted in better and more satisfactory

work to the architect, client and con-
tractor.

The architect should be the last per-

son to encourage a practice of this na-
ture, and it would be far better for him
to prepare himself an indififerent speci-

fication than to resort to a practice that

places his client's money at the mercy
of some party who certainly cannot have
tlie client's interest at heart. An archi-

tect who attempts to save money at his

client's expense soon discovers that the

public gradually becomes aware that he
cannot be trusted and, where a few dol-

lars may have been gained, the cotitin-

ued patronage of the public is being
withheld.

C^x^^LT,x,; Ex,;.xeek.

Another Use for Concrete
One of the newest uses for concrete

is safes or filing cabinets for storing
valuable papers in offices and commer-
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cial liouses. Its advantage over steel is

that it is aljsolutely tireproof. A number
of cases are upon record of papers being

reduced to ashes in a steel safe which had

apparently stood the heat without serious

damage. But the high temperature had

penetrated the walls and destroyed the

papers within.
Concrete safes are not burglar proof,

as they can be readily blown up, biit they

are much cheaper than steel. Their con-

struction is not a simple matter, be-

cause they must have the minimum thick-

ness capable of sustaining the bolts,

hinges and locks in order that their

weight may be as small as possible.

Tiie tire at the Edison plant at East

Orange demonstrated the feasibility ot

the concrete safe, as some papers left

in concrete cabinets built into tlie walls

were found in perfectly good condition.

Concrete safes in small sizes are be-

ing made for the fireproof storage of

deeds and other valuable documents.

They are designed to be placed inside

of the large steel safe supposed to be

burglarproof.—Exchange.

More Sales Offices

Three more sales offices have been

opened by the Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.,

manufacturers of enameled plumbing

ware. The new branches are as fol-

lows:
St. Louis, 1010 Chemical Bldg.. J. W.

Keicher, manager; Los Angeles, 802 Vaii

Nuys Bldg., Garland Mitchell, manager;

Houston, 703 Mason Bldg., J. H. Inman,

manager.
In addition to these the company now

has offices in Boston, New York, Phila-

delphia, Pittsburg, St. Paul, Atlanta, De-

troit, San Francisco, Seattle, Chicago

and London.

More Buildings for Atascadero Colony

Bhss & Faville, Balboa building, San
Francisco, have plans completed for an-

other large building to be erected at At-

ascadero, San Luis Obispo county, for

the Colony Holding Company. The
structure will probably be put up by the

F. O. Engstrum Company of Los An-
geles, which is doing most of the other

work there. The building will be a com-
bination department store and hotel and

will have a frontage of 240 feet by 100

feet deep and two stories high.

Sales Manager Returns

Mr. Joe Jinnett, sales manager for the

Brininstool Company. Los -\ngeles. re-

United States Mint, San ( rancisco

All stone work on this building has

been treated with

IMPERIAL WATER PROOFING
to prevent absorption and disintegra-

tion. The process leaves the stone in

its natural color.

WE SPECIALIZE
IN

WATER PR00riN6PR0BL[MS
Above Ground — Under Ground

IMPERIAL COMPANY
Builders Exchange Building

1S3 Stevenson St. San Francisco

cently returned from an extended trip

through Oregon, Washington, Idaho and

Montana. He has been extending the

company's lines through that territory

and reports splendid success. Mr. Jin-

nett was met at the gateway to Yellow-

stone Park by his wife and son and
toured through the park in their ma-
chine and thence through Wyoming,
Utah and back to Los Angeles.

C. O. Clausen Designed Jordan Park
Court Apartments

In the Building Material Company's
attractive advertisement on page 1 of the

August issue of The Architect and En-
gineer the caption beneath a cut of the

Jordan Park Court Apartments in Jordan
Park. San Francisco, credited Mr. Wil-

liam Little with being the designer and
builder. This was an error, as the build-

ing was designed by C. O. Clausen, archi-

tect, with offices in the Hearst building,

San Francisco. The exterior of the build-

ing is finished with Medusa waterproofed
white Portland cement and presents a

verv attractive appearance.

A. C. SCHINDLER. Pr. CH.AS. F. ST.AUFF.ACHER. Secretary

THE FIINK & SCHIIXDLER CO.
Manufacturers of INTERIOR WOODWORK AND FIXTURES

BANK, OFFICE AND STORE FITTINGS
SPECIAL FURNITURE

THIRTEENTH ST S.-KN FRANCISCO C.AL.

ssion and Howard Sts. Telephone: Market 4/4
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ROBERT TROST PHONE MISSION 2209

General Building Contractor
We Specialize in High Grade Work and Emplo> Skilled 20th and Howard Streets

Labor in every Branch of the Building Industry. SAN FRANCISCO

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING. FANS, BLOWERS,
FURNACES, POWER PLANTS—SHEET METAL WORK

Phone Douglas 378 Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

THE INVINCIBLE VACUUM CLEANERS
Comprise the Largest and Most Complete Line of Vacuum Cleaning Machinery on the Market.

They also Stand First in Simplicity, Efficiency and Durability

R. W. FOYLE, General Agent
416 Harriet Street Telephone Park 2667 San Francisco, Cal.

HEATING Automatic Sprinkler Systems plumbing
VENTILATION FLOOR AND WALL TILING ^"^" metal work

SCOTT CO., Inc.
Successor to JOHN G. suttoim CO.

24.3 MINNA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

TELEPHONE MISSION II05

Pacific Foundry Company
18th and HARRISON STREETS SAN FRANCISCO

Hand Hot Rollers, Tampinc Irons, Smoothing Ir

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS

THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK

Mrs. H. C, McAfee, T)ecorator
offers her services in collaboration with architects and owners, tor plans, suggestions, details, etc. of

DECORATIVE FURNITURE, LAMPS and SHADES, GARDEN POTTERY and ACCESSORIES

Phone Qarfield 1627 S04 SUTTER STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

MULLEN MANUFACTURING CO.
BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES—CABINET WORK OF GUARAN-

TEED QUALITY—BAR FIXTURES DESIGNED, MANUFAC-
TURED AND INSTALLED

Telephone Market 8692 C)[Y\i:r and Factnrv: 64 Raisch St., Bet. 7th and 8lh, San Francisco
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The Ideal of the Play Movement

Henry S, Curtis in the American Cily.

The play moveiiieiit. as it first ap-

peared oil the horizon, was "as a man's
hand." and. later on. a small movement
intended to furnish amusement for the

leisure hours of children. As time has
passed, however, it has steadily enlarged

in scope and purpose until now we have
a vision of a movement which shall

some time furnish to every little child

at its home a play outfit, including
swings, seesaws, sand-bins and similar

equipment; that shall see that the streets

in residence sections are suitably sur-

faced, and. if no better place can be
found, that special sections shall be
roped off at certain liours for the chil-

dren's play. It means that there shall

be a small playground or children's

house on the Montessori plan in the

center of every tenement block; and that

the roofs of our public schools and other

public buildings shall be utilized for play;

that our schools shall be built with am-
ple grounds, and that there shall be at

least an hour a day of organized play in

the program for all the children of the

elementary schools; that school grounds
shall be open and in charge of compe-
tent play leaders during afternoons, even-

ings, Saturdays and summer vacations.

The new ideal includes swimming
pools, gymnasiums and auditoriums in

connection with our new schools, where
during the colder weatlier there may be

swimming, dancing, games, theatricals

and moving pictures for general enter-

tainment. Where it is impossible to fur-

nish adequate facilities of this sort in

connection with the schools, the munici-

pality should provide swimming pools,

ball and tennis grounds and adequate fa-

cilities for field athletics. Under the

play authorities tliere should be organ-

ized excursions and camping trips to

places of beauty or interest lying round
about the cities, and the children should

have opportunities to become acquainted

with the birds, trees, flowers and nat-

ural beauties of the neighborhood. Our
national holidays should be suitably cele-

brated with festivals by the people. More
and more great comnninity centers

should be developed, where the people

could meet together frequently to hear
music, vocal and instrumental, to see

pageants, festivals and the like. .\s time

goes on. moving pictures, and very likely

the theater itself, will probably become
public institutions in our cities.

In order tliat tlicse ideals may be real-

ized and that each man and woman and
child may lead a life worth living, the

play movement proclaims to everyone the

right to leisure. It bespeaks the uni-

versal weekly half-holiday, and. wher-
ever possible, the eight-hour working

For the consideration of

architects

Hygienic designs which have
artistic simplicity, are character-

istic of KOHLER Bathtubs,

Lavatories and Sinks.

The superior enamel, with its

clear whiteness, is another of the

noticeable features of

KOHLER
WARE

The "Viceroy" one-piece built-in bath,

shown in this illustration, is a remark-
able achievement in the manufacture of

enameled plumbing fixtures.

Patterns provide for right and left cor-

ner, recess and wall installation.

Owing to manufacturing economies the

price is surprisingly modest.

All KOHLER WARE is of one quality

—the highest. The permanent trade-

mark, in faint blue in the enamel of every
KOHLER product, is our guarantee of

excellence.

Write for a free copy of our interest-

ing book, "KOHLER OF KOHLER."
It contains illustrations of the many
styles and types of KOHLER

WARE.
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day. This is no small program. It will

not be realized at once, but we are mov-
ing in the right direction, and rapidly.

We have made a good beginning along
nearly everv one of the lines mentioned.

Goes to the Orient
Mr. H. M. Friesleben, vice-president

and foreign manager of the Pacific San-
itary Manufacturing Company, has just

sailed for Japan on an extended business
trip through Jajian, China, Siberia, the
Philippines and Hawaiian Islands. He
carries with him a sample line of the
"Pacific" sanitary specialties, which
should demonstrate to the architects and
others visited the excellence of Pacific

Coast goods and lead to the introduction
of "Pacific Fixtures" in all parts of the
Pacific. Mr. Friesleben is not only a

gentleman of pleasing personality, but
is also an accomplished linguist, and
we are certain that the large trade his

company already enjoys in the Orient
will be greatly increased by reason of

Mr. Friesleben's visit.

A New Rock Plant at Niles
A new gravel, sand and crushed rock

plant, the Niles Canyon Stone Products
Co., has just been completed at Niles,

Alameda county.
It is located directly on the Western

Pacific railroad tracks and bordering on
the Southern Pacific Company tracks.

The company was established in Cali-

fornia by a well known engineer, A. C. F".

Locke, who has made the plant one of
the most efficient in the West. Mr.
Locke has combined in this plant all of
the latest ideas and achievements in con-
struction and machinery. The capacity
of the plant is indicated by the size of

a shovel which is used, the latter haul-
ing three tons gravel at one scoop.
The plant will be under the manage-

ment of Mr. Locke.

"Thru-an-Thru" Terra Cotta
The Steiger Terra Cotta and Pottery

Works, San F'rancisco, reports a fa-

vorable reception for its new product

—

"Thru-an-Thru" terra cotta—a ware with
coloring intermixed in the texture of

the body and hence the same all thru.

This material is suited for the highest
class of work. Already numerous inquir-

ies have come in from architects and
builders. The Steiger company is sup-
plying terra cotta for the new wings be-

ing added to the City and County Hos-
pital; also terra cotta for the Hall of

Justice at Sacramento; a new depart-
ment store at Logan, Utah; the Langc
and Bergstrom apartments in San Fran-
cisco and numerous other buildings
throughout the State.

A. F. SWOBODA
ArchitecturalM odeler

Build-ng Exter or and Interior

Plaster and Cement Ornaments.
Chandeliers, Patterns for Iron

and Bronze Castings in Wax or

Plaster, my Specialties.

204 Second St., San Francisco
Phone, Kearny 3203

PHONE FR..\NKLIN 55o8

THE TORMEY CO.

Versatile Decorators

General Painters

Wall Paper

681 Geary St. San Francisco, Cal.

HAUSER
Reversible
Wind ows
Protected bv U. S.

Patent 1. li4, 260

157 Minna Street,

SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Kearnj 3706

The McGilvray Stone Company

MASONRY AND STONE CONTRACTORS

OPERATING

Duntrune Quarry, at Sites. Colusa County, Cal.

The McGilvrayRaymond Granite Go.

CONTRACTORS
For and Dealers In Granile Worli of Every DescriplJoa

Quarries at Rajmond, Cal.

Offices, 634-666 Townsend Street, San Francisco

When writing to .Xdvcrliscrs pkav
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National Paving Brick Manufacturers'
Annual Meeting

The Xaticmal Paving Brick Manufac-
turers' Association lias arranged the de-

tails necessary for a study and confer-
ence in brick pavement construction, to

take place Friday. October 6th, at Paris,

111. The annual business meeting of the
association will be held October 5th, at

10 o'clock a. m., at the Denting Hotel,
Terre Haute. Ind.

Headquarters for the occasion will lie

the Deming Hotel, Terre Haute, Ind.,

from which place those participating in

the paving conference will go by inter-

urban railway to Paris, 111.—an hour's
ride—where the construction demonstra-
tion will take place, which will consist
largely of steps showing the economy of
construction details in building a brick
pavement by laying the brick in green
mortar.
An important purpose of the effort

will be to show how such a pavement
can be built witli the least possible cost
and yet maintain all the essentials of
worth.
Engineers who are deeply interested

in the study and inquiry into the econ-
omy of monolithic construction will be
pleased with this announcement. The
money expenditure for roads is so great
that a deep interest as to their economic
value is manifest everywhere by cham-
bers of commerce and automobile clubs.
This occasion will afford bodies of this
character an opportunity to make a care-
ful investigation and examination into
the merits of this kind of road that can-
not be gained in an ordinary inspection
trip.

The conference will be cliaracterized
by a critical 'study of what may be seen
in every phase of the construction and
the finished pavement.

All wdio e.xpect to be present are re-
quested to notify Will P. Blair, secretary,
Cleveland, Ohio, to that effect.

Suit for Architect's Fees
An echo of the case of Robert M. Tay-

lor, architect, vs. the Huntington Park
Union High School District was heard
recently in Judge Shenk's department of
the Superior Court at Los Angeles, when
the court overruled the third demurrer
of counsel for the High School District.
The original suit was instituted in 1913

by Mr. Taylor's attorneys and was de-
murred to by counsel for the defendant
school district.

The demurrer was sustained by the
court and Mr. Taylor's attorneys sub-
mitted an amended complaint to which
the school district again demurred.
The court again sustained the demur-

rer and in consequence the action was
not pressed during the past three years.

When writing to .^dv

Gas Water Heater.s

Sell
In the past nine years we have sold

more than 400,000 " Pittsburg" Gas
Water Heaters of different types— we
will soon have half a million heaters in

service.

The many easily demonstrated points
of superiority, large variety of types
and sizes, high mechanical standard
and attractive appearance of

"Pittsburg"
Gas Water Heaters

have made a strong appeal to the discri-

minating members of the architectural
profession.

The confidence that the architect has
had in the "Pittsburg" line has been
strengthened by the satisfactory Hot
Water service his clients have univers-
ally enjoyed.

Specify "Pittsburg" for particular
clients.

Catalogs and specifications gratis.

PITTSBURG WATER
HEATER COMPANY

OF CALIFORNIA
Phone Sutter 5025

478 Sutter St., San Francisco

Oakland Branch

402 - 15th Street
Phone Oakland 3265

please mention tliis magaz
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However, about two nionlhs ago j\Ir.

Taylor brought the case to the attentiou

of Mr. Raymond P. Smith, former ma-
terial man, who, after investigating it,

placed the case before Mr, Robert E.

Abbott, attorney-at-law, with whom he

is now associated. Mr. Abbott advised
Mr. Taylor as to the merits of the case,

with the result that a third amended com-
plaint was submitted to the court, to

which the defendant school district again
presented a demurrer.

After several weeks' deliberation the

court overruled the demurrer of the

county counsel representing the Hunt-
ington Park Union High School District

and decided the points of law sufficient

to sustain Mr. Taylor's action.

Both Mr. Abbott and Mr. Smith are

confident that the final outcome of the

suit will mean a judgment in favor of

Mr. Taylor.

The action was brought in 1913 by
Mr. Taylor to recover fees due him for

drawing plans and specifications for a

new high school for the Huntington
Park Union High School District. The
school board did not use the plans, etc.,

owing to a legal controversy, and re-

fused to recompense the architect for

his services.

Spencer Gets 'Watson Screen Agency

Richard Spencer, Hearst building, San
Francisco, has been appointed sole Pa-

cific Coast representative for Watson
wood, steel and bronze frame screens

and screen doors. Mr. Spencer is also

California agent for Monarch metal

strips, ^lesker steel sash, Walger awn-
ings, "Sanitread" safety treads and Guar-
anty Wire & Iron Works' wareliouse.

folding and elevator doors.

THE BALL
and its

Tale -Telling

End Figures
THE RELIANCE BALL BEAR-
ING DOOR HANGER costs more

on the invoice but less in the build-

ing. This is due directly to the prin-

ciple of construction. They cost

more to manufacture but less to in-

stall and maintain. The absence of

complex mechanism minimizes wear

in service and reduces cost in instal-

lation. These are "end-figure" facts;

they tell the tale of actual cost.

Write for catalog and data.

Tell us your needs.

RELIANCE BALL BEARING
DOOR HANGER CO.

Grand Central Terminal Building,

NEW YORK
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

B. V. Collins Los Angeles, Cal.

Sartorius Co San Francisco. Cal.

Columbia Wire & Iron Works Portland, Ore.

D. E, Fryer & Co.. Seattle. Spokane and Tacoma,
Wash., Great Falls, .Montana.

PRATT BUILDING MATERIAL GO'S TOPPING SAND

THE PRATT BUILDING MATERIAL CO., C. F. Pratt, Pres,, Hearst

Builclinji, San I-'rancisco, can .yivc you 15 different kinds of sand, rock and

gravel from such counties as Alameda, Contra Costa, Yuba, Sonoma, Monterey,

Sacramento and Solano—either rail or water deliveries.

Phone Douglas 300—easy to remember—for prices and sample.
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)PAQUE
FLAT FINISH

A Flat, Washable Oil Paint, made in

soft Kalsomine tints—a prac-

tical article for Walls, Ceil-

ings, etc., that is Economical and Durable. Agency TaMM & NOLAN Co'S high grade Var-

nishes and Finishes. These goods are made on the Pacific Coast for the climate of this Coast.

R. N. NASOIN & COMPANY j& painj makers
151 POTRERO AVE —SAN FRANCISCO —

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE

1

(Gloss) (Flat)

Not just wall paint, — but an improved principle of wall painting

San-a-Cote, the wall paint you can really scrub with

soap and hot water.

BRINIWSTOOL! Vel-va-Cote, the flat wall paint that lasts for 3'ears.

MANUFACTURED BY
THE BRININSTOOL COMPANY, Los Angeles, Cal.

Distributors'— Marion D. Cohn Co., Hansford Bldg..San Francisco. Cal. Schutz Paint Co.. Fresno. Califor-
nia. Schneider, Chappell & Jones. Sacramento. California. Salt Lake Glass & Paint Co.. Salt Lake City,
Utah, Griffin Paint Co., Ogden, Utah. Ernest Miller Wall Paper Co., 172 First Street. Portland. Oregon.
Hickox-Crampton Paint Co.. Tacoma, Wash.. Campbell Hardware Co.. First & M.adison Sts.. Seattle. Wash

\l I I I^^W <^l-l^AiN CjrKAV EL and
1^ iJUJCiO c ^ ^^^"^ ^ ROCK

Two very important aggregates that insure a Reliable Concrete Mix.
Auxiliary Plant now under Construction —
Material in storage for Immediate Delivery

California Building Material Co.
Phone, Sutter 4845 500-4 NEW CALL BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

P
Phone
MAIN
2028

.LHlldUt ^nU I ILL
A CLAY PRODUCT

AND THE

Coming Building Material
WRITE NOW TO

SON BLOCK COMPAM
920 Forum Bldg. Sacramento, Cal.
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The Oakland Architectural Exhibition

By IRVIXG F. MORROW.*

THE fir.t exhibition of the Alameda County Society of Architects was

opened on October 2 in the Oakland Municipal Auditorium. The u.e

oftle ar illerv and of the balcony foyer of the opera house tor thi.

purpoeer'ed^s another demonstration of the adaptability of this stt;uc-

fure to varied ends and of its value as an investment to the communit)

T ro°om:ar'e agre'eably arranged and lighted and PO-- J-^the proper

balance between decorative interest and restraint to make them appro

priate for exhibition requirements.
, , ,,i .ttr.,rtivp The

In -eneral appearance the galleries were orderly and attrac ue i t

e

han-"n- of the exhibition was neatly arranged. Pictures were almo.t un -

fomv'oaced close to a normal line of vision, and without undtie cn.xNd-
torml) placed clo.e to

^j ^^ j^s nature-monumental, educa-

^^^^'"^^^"^.f w:r;he f"::;;^."s^^Sg^f ii^s^^L^s^Um: bmid-

™;S" 1 vlti!;i ;e;;"tives, detatls-through widely separated parts

ohhe Series In an architectural exhibition this is unpardcmable.

The" work di.plaved was almost without exception from othces in San

T^ .^rtk la 1 and Berkelev. In quahty its average was acceptable,

brtliiSSi^^^S. Th re was little work of outstanding merit, and no

PviibtswW?h either bv method of presentation or by position in hang-

h^' created a^- important focus of interest. On the other hand, there was

. fommendablv small amount of work which tailed to measure up to the
commendaDi> n

warrants exhibition. It the general

S:^:? 1^ by tSethSic:^ was one of smallness. it was not because

:^b.r of the firm of Morrow & Garren, .Xrcln.eCs. Chronicle Building, San Francsco.
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the galleries were really too restricted for an ample and interesting dis-

play. It prol)abl\- was due in part to the general monotony of achieve-

ment—acceptable, as I have said, but undistinguished—and in part to the

fact that almost everything shown was already familiar, either through
previous exhibition or publication, or through the com])letcd structures

themselves.

To single out of such a display many indi\idual e.\hil)its for comment
would be a tedious and unprofitable task ; yet there are a few things w hich

should not go unnoticed.

Bakewell & Brown's San Francisco City Hall was surely rightly placed

where it was the first thing seen on entering and the last thing seen on
leaving the main galleries. This is not to say that the building is not

open to various, and some serious, criticism ; but neither is this the place

for a detailed critical discussion. The fact remains that it was the most
accom])lished architectural achievement in the exhibition. Beside the

beautifully rendered elevation and the photographs of the completed build-

ing it would have been of the greatest interest to set the original compe-
tition drawing.

Of great interest to the general public as well as to the profession was
the Southern Pacific building of liliss & Faville. Looked at in the light

of the opportunities which should lie in a building so large and so impor-

tant, this seems a rather uneventful performance. Yet considering the

sobriety of the design and recalling the careful choice of materials and the

finished execution which we have grown accustomed to expect from these

architects, there is no doubt that it will be a notable addition to the city's

main thoroughfare. Our streets would be places of far greater dignity and
repose if all their fagades were designed with equal restraint.

The office of John (ialen Howard showed perspectives of new buildings

at the University of California. These are designed in the reserved, almost

reticent, classical spirit already made familiar in the existing Ijuildings on

the Campus.
Louis Christian Mullgardt exhibited work in Yosemite \'alley which

showed an unusual (but his usual ) sensitiveness in the handling of irregular

masses: al'so a design of notable freedom and vigor for the Market Street

Realty building.

Rather prominentl}' jjlaced were drawings of "the ( )akland museums.''
b}' A\'. H. RatclifY. Jr. A\'ithout disparaging Mr. Ratcliff's design, we may
hope that this is nothing more than a scheme for the employment of idle

moments, bearing no sanction of the City Park Department. For to locate

buildings in the city's one large and accessible park, and in that part which
contains almost the only remaining oaks in Oakland, would siirel}' be cpiite

unwarranted.
Beyond this, a discussion of individual exhibits would mean a repetition

of familiar comment on familiar liuildings, or a perfunctorv catalogue <.if

buildings good but of secondary importance, nut justifying detailed notice

in a general review.

Turning from the architecture itself to its presentatii m. the exhibitidU

was not lacking in drawings of interest in all media.
A number of drawings by C. K. Bonestell, Jr.. in a modern convention

characterized by flatness of plane and pallor of color scheme, showed notable
success in allowing the architecture to clearly emerge thrt)Ugh the manner-
ism of the presentation. Mr. Bonestell also had a number of pen sketches
of merit (most of these from the ofiice of \Villis Polk & Co.) and a couple
of tree subjects of unusual effectiveness.
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In the aforementioned flat-pallid vein were also a number of drawings

by Wood & Simpson, interesting, but architecturally less efifective.

Woollett & \\'oollett have made applications of various broken color

methods with no small degree of cleverness. But the inherent characteristic

of all such methods—the emphasis of atmosphere at the expense of form--

can not be escaped, and renders the drawings more interesting as experi-

ments than appropriate as architectural presentations.

Of the more traditional types of rendering there were equally conspicu-

ous examples. The above-mentioned drawing of the San Francisco City

Hall is a model of delicate India ink work. Few draughtsmen today pos-

sess the courage (or the ability) to execute a drawing with such simplicity.

.Albert Farr showed a number of drawings in pencil and in water color

which were handled with exquisite charm and facility.

For sound, vigorous draughtsmanship, and an extreme subtlety in the

suggestion of the atmosphere of a building's surroundings, no drawings

exhibited were comparable to those of Louis Christian MuUgardt. It is

safe to say that no one of the many painters who have lavished time and

paint on the portrayal of the Yosemite \'alley has so adequately rendered

the monumental scale of our mountain cliffs as do these drawings which

were designed primarily to explain, and do explain, an architectural

composition.
The paucity of sketches from nature rendered all the more refreshing a

number of delightful Furopean sketches in jiencil and water color by
Henry H. Gutterson.

The Year Book published in connection with the exhibition is fairl}' rep-

resentative—in fact, more than representative; for it contains illustrations

which diligent search failed to reveal in the exhibition. The presentation of

the cuts is poor in quality, and illustrations are arranged according to no
recognizable plan ; incorrect attributions of authorship have also crept in.

A list of e.xhibitors would have been more to the point than the list of

members of the San Francisco Chapter of the .\merican Institute of

Architects.

-~^p,

OFFICE nriLniXC for the SOVTHEKS I'.ICIFIC CO.MI'.I.W. S.tX FR.IXCISCO
Bliss & Farillc, .Irrliilcils
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J. J. DOXOVAX. .-IKLliriECT
HEXRY HOFiXBOSTEL. COXSULI !XG ARCHITECT
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B4LDiriX MEMORIAL CHURCH. ISLAXD OF MAUI, T. H.

C. ir. Dickey. Architect

SACRAMENTO PUBLIC LIBRARY
Loring P. Rixford, Architect
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CHURCH. SAN MATEO
Aiigrst C. Headman. Archilc,

l.\ I A l-h SI .11 l(l\. .S.l\ IHUGO
Bal;c-a-cll 6- Brown. ArchiU-its
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.1/ A R K E T STREET THEATER
LOUIS C. MCLLGARDT. ARCHITECT
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PACIFIC CXITARIAX SCHOOL BERKELEY
IVILLIAM C. HAYS. ARCHITECT
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SYNAGOGUE FOR FIRST HEBREW CONGREGATION, OAKLAND
G. Albert Lansbuigh, Architect

COLONNADE. SyNAGOCUE FOR FIRST HEBREW CONGREGATION. OAKLAND
G. Albert Laushurgh, Architect
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UESr FA'OAV, Ai.,l<K I I.I I k II i,hiiir. r.\7 / 7;A'.s / / T (If CALiri'KXI.I. BERKELEY
/(./ill GnU-„ //,.:™r,/. Architect

CHEMISTRY BUILDING. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. BERKELEY
John Calcn Hoivard. Architect
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J. J. UOXOVAX. ARCHITECT
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J. J. Dniwrai: and J. G. Ho-.varil. Associate Architects

MISSES RAXSOM AXD BRIDGES' SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, PIEDMOXT
Jolia Morgan. Architect
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LOCKWOOD SCHOOL. OAKLAND
J. J. Donovan and trtfi.t P. Hobart. Associute Archllccts

LOCKWOOD SCHOOL. OAKLAND
J. J. Donovan and Lcms P. Hobart. Associate Architects
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uiisinEXCi-: t\ n. Mii.uiR
Harris Allen. Anhilccl

RESIDES'CE HORATIO P. l.liERMORE
C. IV. McCall. Arcliiiect
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^.-I.V FR.-iNC/SCO COMMERCIAL CLUB
W. H. Ratcliff. Jr., Architect

WkWj Rt* li CO ncciiTS. —

h'IiSII>I-:\Lli ir. «. BOCRX. S.l\ \L-iTEO COVS'lY
Willis I'vll; & Co.. Architects
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SPANISH COURT, Hcl \l: Inh' Ml<\. .l\l'l-:n\' ilELCU
Willis Full; ^ Co., Arclulccls
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RESWEXCE HEXRV H. GUTTERSOX. BERKELEY

H. H. C.Htlcrson. Architect

RESIDEXCE CHARLES M. Dl'TTOX
H. H. (.iillcrson. Arcllltcct
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RESIDEXCE DR. C. CAGLIERI
Albert Farr. Architect
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BEVERLV HILLS SCHOOL. BEVERLV HILLS. CALIFORXIA
If. /. Dadil. .Architect

The Charm of a Tile Covered Roof
By FREDERICK JEXXIXGS.

THE artist or writer, seetcing to portray the cliarm or picturesqueness
of some remotely situated cit_\-—of a foreign land, for instance—invar-
iably gives us first a glimpse of that city's roofs. And, moreover, the

character of its roofs, actuall}' remaining as the dominant note of the
former's picture or the latter's description, usually resolves itself into our
most lasting impression of the city depicted. The explanation, perhajis, is

found in the simple fact that, at a distance, it is the roof of a building, save
in the matter of the modern skyscraper, which stands forth with greatest
prominence.

However, back of this explanation lies much that is w(.)rthy of extended
consideration. For one thing, the explanation itself illustrates something
of the roof's importance, especially from an aesthetic point of view. Be-
cause it is the feature first seen from a distance, and because the first

impression has much to do with the last, the roof should be attractive

—

and attractive to the extent of adding to, rather than detracting from, the
beauty of the structure as a whole. It. in other words, should comprise,
whenever the style of architecture will at all ])ermit, a sort <if decorative
crown; and, furthermore, to a certain extent at least, it should be distinc-

tive—possess character, individuality.

In America, until recently at least, we have too commonly regarded the
roof from purely a utilitarian viewpoint. We have designed architectural
creations that, in other respects, have shown masterful, conscientious work-
manship, but when it has come to the roof we have seemed to consider
only the necessity of providing a covering, with little or no display of appre-
ciation of the full possibilities therein afforded. However, in recent years
we are beginning to manifest a realization that a properly executed work
of architecture does not mean only a matter of wall design, but that it also
may include a certain consideration for the style of the roof. Also, although
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we Iiad ojnnvn accustomed tu seeing it so universally employed as to

imagine it to be thoroughly adaptable to all styles, we are likewise learn-

ing that the shingled roof does not always do full justice to our archi-

tectural eflforts. Init that there arc other types of roofs of nuich greater

effectiveness.

And as a result of this awakening, the tile-co\ered roof, the oldest type

of r(_)of in e.xistence, is again coming into its own. Its popularity in the

last few years, in fact, has become almost phenomenal. And, furthermore,

we find it being adapted, with e.xcellent results, to buildings of all kinds

—

public institutions, industrial plants, homes of e\'ery description from the

modest to the most palatial, and so forth.

In California tile as a roof covering has become particularly popular.

This State, in fact, ranks in its production and use of burned-clay roofing-

tile as the second largest State in the Union, which, perhaps, has much
to do with the fact that California's architecture has 1)een more widely com-
mended and copied than has been that of any other section of the country.

At least our architects have come to be recognized as masters of their

craft ; and it is equally true that they were among the first, in America, to

realize the real importance of the roof's design, as affording a means of

accentuating the beauty of their creations. They have recognized the fact

that the tile-co\ered roof possesses character, artistic qualities, and is max-
imumly efl:'ective in producing desirable color schemes: and as a result our

landscapes, city and country, hillside and valley, have been graced with

architectural creations which elicit admiration from all who behold.

In the popularization of roofing tile the manufacturer also has played a

very important part. In fact, it is he, collectively speaking, who has given

it its extensive practicabilit\'. Through the use of improved machinery
and by devoting close study to the needs, he has succeeded both in getting

its cost down to a point well within reasonableness and in broadening the

scope of its possible adaptability. Also, as compared with the earlier

machine-made product, he has perfected it into one of the most substantial

and lasting kinds of roof covering that can be obtained. I5riefly. therefore,

burned-clay roofing tile—because it is obtainable in many styles and
colors, is suitable for practically every tj'pe of architecture, is maximumly
durable, and possesses, when laid, true character and beauty—may be

accounted as solving the roof problem from both the aesthetic and the

utilitarian angle.

In order to enumerate some of the styles and colors in which roofing

tile is manufactured today, it seems necessary to mention the Los .Angeles

Pressed Brick Company. This company, with its output of this kind

amounting to over seventy per cent of the total production in California,

manufactures the tile in nine distinct styles—namely, large, small and

special Alission, large and small Spanish, Granada, Italian, "Oxford," and

shingle tile. Without going into detail, it may be stated that the seven

first named belong to the corrugated type, and that the last two produce

a roof which, at a short distance, has every appearance of being covered

with ordinary cedar shingles. However, between each style there is a

considerable difference which becomes readily discernible on close in-

spectitMi, and which is especially important when it comes to carrying out

certain architectural schemes. It is possible to produce the tile in colors

ranging in shade from light to dark red, and in gray, golden and bronze, as

well as the glazed \ariet\- in soft green tones.
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From the precedins? paragraph it is easy to understand the broad or

versatile appeal of this material. In some one of these styles or colors it

can be employed in almost any scheme. Although it may not be the kmd

best adapted 'to use in everv particular case, surely it enables a greater

variety of treatments than is possible through the use of any other roofing

material. And the roof thus covered is. above all, a permanent roof. W hen

properly laid, it is free from leaks, wear or repairs, is fireproof, is a non-

conductor of heat and cold, and its natural colors never require renewing.

Briefly, its first cost, although somewhat greater than that of some other

roofing materials, is the only cost.
_ . .

In further proof of how appropriately burned-clay roofing tile is adapt-

able to different styles and classes of architecture, we are here presenting

a number of illustrations which speak for themselves. In California the

tile roof has not only been used for residences of nearly all classes, costs

and architectural styles, but also we find it employed for schools, colleges,

libraries churches, museums, railway depots, postoffices, industrial plants,

and many other structures. The United States Government is a particu-

larly extensive user of the material : and not only has it used such roofing

for "many of its postoffices in the State, but also for many of its military

structures—notably for over thirty of its buildings at the Presidio and

Fort Winfield Scott, at San Francisco.

Naturally the old Missions of California have been a considerable in-

spiration toward arousing interest in the tile roof in this State, and due

acknowledgment therefor must be made in this connection. These ancient-

looking structures, comprising picturesque and romance-endowed monu-

ments "to the earliest appreciation of the greatness of our land, have been

long and much admired, but, perhaps, were it not for their roofs of tile,

hand-made bv or under the direction of the old padres, their charm would

have been only half as great. lUit the tile roof, as a type, is ages older than

these Missions. A hah'-thousand years before Christ it was popular m
Greece, in the building of temples, and ever since then it is closely inter-

woven into the history of architecture.
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Does it Pay to Skin Concrete?

Ax exani])le of the danticrs nf "skinnint;' on cement" was witnes.sed in

1 Xew ^\)rk City on Aujjnst 23 last when a tenement buildins.;^ in course
of construction collapsed, killing two men and injuring fifteen others.

.\ bricklayer testified to the fact that he overheard one of the owners oi

the apartment house tell another that he feared the building would fall if

more cement was not used in the mixture. Strict inspection on the part
of city officials would have averted the catastrophe. The apparent laxity

on the part of the New York inspectors should be an incentive to l:)uilding

commissioners of every municipality in the country to watch their own
inspection force and see that the}' are cai)able of fulfilling their jobs and
honest enough to (k) it for the welfare of the community.

"Skinning on cement" has brought many a building tti ruin and taken
many a contractor ofl:' his feet. Despite the fact that being "stingy" with
cement is a liad business, a dangerous business, and that the leading con-
tractors condemn such action, ever}' once in awhile a new building or a

building under construction will crash and at once goes up a howl, "Muue-
Ijody was trying to skin on cement ; they all do it."

The following by C. W. J. Melville, C. E., was published recently in the
New Orleans Building Review, and is a timely warning of the dangers tt)

he encountereil in tr\-ing to ])ut up a concrete building with a lean mix:

In making up specifications architects and engineers are sometimes
tempted to use a leaner mix for concrete than their good judgment would
indicate, with the idea that the\' are making a considerable saving in the

ultimate cost of the work.

Some small and unreliable contractors are also in the hal)it of skinning
the mi.x of concrete—that is, leaving out as much cement as the\- think the

architect will stand for—under the impression that they are making con-
siderable financial g'ain for themselves.

The following table is worked out with the \'iew of showing that there
is \ery little economy to the owner when the architect specifies a lean

mix, and also \er\' little financial gain to the contractor when he skins his

mix without the consent <if the architect, even though he gets awav with

MIX

Cost per

Cubic Yard
Materia's

Only

Total Cost

per

Cubic Yard

Complete

Crushing

strength

per

Sq. Inch

Saved over
1-2-4 MIX

Loss OF
STRENGTH FROM

1-2-4 MIX

Cents
per

Cu. Yd.

Per
Cent

Pounds
per

Sq. In.

Per
Cent

1-3-6. . . .

1-3-5. . . .

1-2-5....

1-2-4....

S4.44

4.57

4.93

5.16

S15.44

15.57

15.93

16.16

1950

2030

2200

2440

.72

.59

.23

4.5

3.6

1.4

490

410

240

20

17

10

il. This table is based u])on the average crushing strength of concrete as

given by the best authorities on tests made when the concrete is thirty

(lays old. It is based on the following prices for materials:

Cement, $1.90 per barrel net.

.Sand, $1.35 per cubic yard.

(travel, $1.80 per cubic \ard.

.Ml ])rices are for the materials dclixered at the job.
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In niakinj; up the tutal cost idr the concrete, the carpenter labor, luni-

l)er, mixing' and placing-, and the reinforcing; steel have l^een assnnied at

Sll ])er cubic _\'ard, which is a very cc)nser\ative assumption when the pres-

ent price of steel is taken into consideration.

'I he first colnn.in of this table gives the mi.x of the concrete; the second
the c ist of materials re(]uired for one cubic yard of concrete; the third col-

umn gives the total cost per ctibic yard of reinforced concrete in place, in-

cluding carpenter labor, lumber, labor of mixing and placing the reinforc-

ing sieel. l"he riext c(^lumn gives the ax'erage crushing strength of concrete
per scpiare inch. The next two columns show the amount in cents per

cuVhc }'ard and also the percentage saved using a 1:2:4 mix as a basis.

The last twn cilumns show the loss of strength in piiunds and also the

percentage of loss, using a 1 :2 :4 mix as a basis.

15y studying this table it will be observed that the difference in cost be-

tween a 1 ;J :4 mix and a 1:2:5 mix is only 23c per cubic yard, or 1.4 per
cent, while the loss in strength is 10 jier cent; it will also be noticed that

the amcjunt save;l between a 1 :2 :4 mix and a 1 :3 :6 mi.x is only 4y2 per cent
t)f the cost of the concrete work, wdiile the loss of strength is 20 per cent.

If we take into consideration the total cost of the entire btiilding and
assume that the concrete work is one-fifth of the total cost of the entire

l.niilding, which is the usual percentage, we note that by changing the mi.x

from 1 :2 :4 to 1 2:5 we save only one-third of 1 per cent on the total cost of

the building, while the strength is cut down 10 per cent; wdiile if we change
the mi.x fron: 1 :2 :4 to 1 :3 :6 we save less than 1 per cent on the total cost

of the building, while the strength is cut down 20 ]>er cent.

From this tabulation it is easil\' seen that it is poor econoni}' to skin
the mix of concrete; and the old saying that "The best reinforcement for

concrete is cement" is fully verified.

Thirty-six Million Cords of Wood Waste Annually

THERE are more than 48.000 sawmills in the United States, and their
output of waste in the form of sawdust, shavings, slabs and other
wood refuse is estimated as 36 million cords per year. This is equal

to over 4>^ billion cubic feet of waste, which is the capacity of a bin one-
half mile high with a base covering a forty-acre lot. Or, considering each
cord to contain eighty cubic feet of solid wood with all the cracks and air

spaces taken out, these 36 million cords would make a block of wood
more than a qtiarter of a mile on each edge.

Perhaps one-half of this so-called waste product is not strictlv speaking
wasted, but serves a useful purpose as fuel under the boilers. ^luch of
the remaining 18 million cords not only serves no useful purpose, but in

most cases is a source of inconvenience and danger, and costs the mill time
and mone\'.

Sawmill waste is disposed of in various ways. Some goes to the local

fuel market, some to pulp mills or to wood distillation plants. Shavings
and log cuttings, as well as other mill waste, are sometimes used to fill

low places in the yard. However, the most common method of getting rid of

waste is by burning either in a fire-pit having an open fire which sometimes
has a protecting wall on the side towards the mill, or in a burner enclosed
on all sides and having a spark-arresting screen at the top and a fire grate
near the bottom. In both cases some kind of a conveyor is necessarv to
Iiear the waste from the mill to the fire. This is usually a sort of trough
with a metal bottom along which a slowly moving chain or cable, equipped
with cleats or buckets, carries the waste to the fire.
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Rebuilding the Foundations of a Portland, Oregon
Packing House

By W. R. PHILLIPS, M. A. S. C. I^:.

THE packing- house of the Union Ijeef Co., recently constructed on the

south shore of Oregon Slough. Columbia River, North Portland, Ore.,

is a seven-story 122xl66-foot building originally designed to have

deep, concrete foundations supjiorted on wooden piles. After the con-

siruction of the foundation serious settlement occurred before the comple-

tion of the building and the weight of the latter was transferred to entirely

new foundations and the old ones were abandoned.
The wooden piles were driven to a dejith of about 16 feet, the concrete

foundations were built on them, in trenches which were backfilled with

sand, after which settlement of the foundations and of the adjacent ground

commenced and continued until the foundations were replaced by the new
ones. An exploration of the ground indicated that a large amount of water

below the bottom of the wooden piles permitted the upper stratum to be

displaced and that it was necessary to carry the foundations down to ce-

mented gravel about \Ui feet below the surface of the ground.

New foundations were designed and constructed and the weight of

the building was transferred to them. While this was in progress, the

settlement continued in an irregular manner at a rate in some places of

one-tenth foot per day and varied from nothing at one corner to 2 feet at

the maximum. To compensate for this settlement the brick walls were

cut free of the footing and jackscrews inserted and operated as required to

lift the building as fast as the foundations settled. The adjustment of the

jackscrews was followed up by blocking and wedging, but the blocking

developed so much tendency to roll that it was displaced laterally and

occasioned wide cracks in the brick wall that recjuired considerable rej^airs.

This difficulty was overcome when brick piers were substituted for the

blocking.

The new foundations consisted of 1.^3 concrete piers from 21 to 32

inches in diameter, and from 100 td 112 feet long, sunk to bearing on the

cemented gravel. The piers supporting the wall were set in pairs on oppo-

site sides of the wall, their to])s were connected by reinforced concrete

girders to which the weight of the wall was transferred, and similar piers

v^'ere used for the support of the interior columns.

The piers, although referred to as concrete columns, were in reality

steel sectional, cylindrical caissons sunk by jetting and loading and after-

vvards concreted in exactly the same manner as has been used where cir-

cumstances pern-.itted for larger caissons, shaft linings, and the like, as, for

instance, in several lake intakes for city water works, and in some cases

of bridge piers and other heavy foundation work where caissons are sunk
by interior dredging.

These caissons ha\e (lciul)le concentric steel shells connected by conical

edges and having the annular s])ace between the shells concreted before

sinking. This left an open central shaft with a flaring Ixittom correspond-

ing to the working chamber of a large caisson.

The shells were assembled and concreted u]) to a convenient height

above the surface of the ground and a water jet with a horizontal nozzle at

the bottom was inserted through the central opening and operated to scour

out and undermine the caisson which sunk under its own weight, care be-

ing taken to maintain it in a vertical position by means of guys engaging
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the upper end. Additiimal leni^ths of the steel shell were assembled with
inside sleeves anil the- sinkinjj continued as long as the weight of the cais-
son sufficed to o\-ercoiue the resistance, usually to a depth of about fifty

leet.

Sometimes the increasing" friction could be overcome bv closing the
upper end of the central shaft so that the pressure of the hydraulic jet

would force the water under the cutting edge and escaping upwards around
the sides of the caissons would lubricate the latter and decrease the fric-

tion enough to permit the descent of the caissons. When this did not suf-

fice, the caisson was loaded with pig iron or other ballast and the sinking
was continued until the caissons penetrated the cemented gravel and were
dug out and filled solid with concrete. Although difficulties were encoun-
tered in sinking the caissons, they were all satisfactorily overccsme and it

was believed that the process would have been feasible even if larger or
deeper caissons had been required.

The interior caissons were sunk in the same manner as the exteriiir

ones except that jacks reacting against the weight of tlie Iniilding were
used instead of ballast for forcing down the caissons. Intermediate rows
of caissons were sunk in line with the original column jiiers and connected
by reinforced concrete girders to which the column loads were transferred.
The erection of the superstructure was carried on simultaneously with the
construction of the new foundation, all of the walls and columns being
maintained independent of the settlement liy jacks and wedges previously
mentioned.

The 33x52-foot four-story tank house adjacent tu the packing house
was built on similar wooden pile foundations, which also settled. These
were replaced by concrete piers as above described, but located entirely
outside of the house, and after they were completed the house was mo\ed
laterally to position on them. ^

Life of a Steel Frame Building

WIIAT is the life nl a steel frame building? When these structures
were first erected, a little more than a quarter of a century ago,
many predicted that the steel would rust, and within ten or fifteen

} tars the condition of the structure would become dangerous.
lUit there now are standing a number of buildings more than twenty-

five years old, constructed on the steel frame principle, with the weight
sup|)orted by the skeleton and the walls merely a shell.

These buildings are in good condition, practically as solid and sul)stan-
tial as when thev were built. But recently the razing of the old Champlain
building on the northwest corner of State and Madison streets. Chicago,
according to Straus's Investors ^lagazine, ga^•e the 0]}portunity to exam-
ine the condition of the frame work and allow experts to draw the deduc-
tion that a properly constructed steel frame building will last for hun-
dreds of years.

The Champlain building was constructed in 1893 on a lot ()3 bv 106
feet. The building was fifteen stories in height, with one shallow base-
ment. It had structural steel framework, with joists five feet apart; flat

tile arches and fireproofing of terra cotta brick and terra cotta curtain
walls, and a so-called floating foundation—shallow spread footings on blue
clay. The steel frame was painted with iron oxide paint, two coats.

When the building was torn down after standing for nearly a quarter
of a century it was found that the steel was practically unafTected by rust,
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tlic greatest (.•nrrnsidn \isible under tlie microscupe beiu^ .00'^ of an inch.

Tract ically s])eaking-, tlie steel was in as smnul condition as when it was
first put in place, and all si.yns indicated that the building was good for an

indefinite |)eriod. The footings, steel 1-beanis—unpainted—imbedded in

I'orthuKl cement. shov>ed no corrosion whatever.

llolabircl & Koche. the architects of the building, who conducted the

examination when it was torn down, came to the following conclusions as

a result of their investigation:

"'i"he condition of this building seems to indicate that the exclusion ol

air and moisture is essential for the preservation of the steel and also of

the i)aint. The appearance of rhe rust suggests that it may ha\e been

formed soon after the building was constructed, and that it has not been

progressive. l'".\en if the worst case of rusting has been ])rogressi\e and

shoidd continue at the same rate, it would be more than a century before

failure of the members would result.

"The present practice of incasing all structural steel in concrete, or

plastering it with Portland cement mortar, separating the ])i]>c shaft from

the steel and of using greater care in covering terra cotta anchors, certainly

safeguards the framework of the structure for a much longer period than

the ])rol)ab]e economic life of such buildings."

Government Makes Paper from New Woods
Tll.XT satisfactory wood pid]) can Ije made from a number of heretofore

little known woods is e\'idenceil by a go\ernment i)ublication just

issued which contains se\'enty samples of paper manufactured by
different processes, chiefly from woods heretofore ])ractically unused for

this ])urpose.

It is pointed out that the spruce forests of the country are threateneil

with e.xhaustion and that the ci)st of spruce pul]nv(_iod has steadily in-

creased. If the price of news print paper is to be kept at a reasonable
figure, say the experts, more efficient metht)ds of converting spruce into

])ul]i must be developed or cheaper woods sul>stituted for it.

The bulletin goes on to sa_\' that the method of manufacturing groiuui-

wood l)ulp has changed very little since its introduction into this country

in 18fi7. It was with the idea of develo])ing new methods and improving
the old that tests were undertaken at the Porest Service laboratories at

W'ausau and Madison, Wisconsin. As a result, the relation of the different

steps in the manufacturing process to each other has been definitely estab-

lished and the merits of each treatment determined. The paper made from

new woods was given a practical tryout by two large newspapers with

satisfactory results.

'J'he tests showed that eleven new woods gi\e promise i-)f being suitable

for the production of news print paper, while a number of others will ijro-

duce nianila paper and boxboards. Most of these woods are confined to

the West, wdiile the ground-wood industry now obtains the bulk of its raw
material from the ILast. It is thought that i)ul])-making plants nntst

excntnally mo\e to points where the}' can obtain a plentiful supply ol wood
and an abundance of chea)) water-power, two i)rime recpiisites in the

business.

The experts say that because the national forests contain immense
(|uantities of the suitable woods and abimdant opportunities for i)ower

clevelo])ment. they will undoubtedly play an important part in the future

of the w 1-pidp industry.
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Dwelling Houses — Common Faults in Their

Construction
.-Ifprcciafiii,^ -thai not , iw pri-ratc lumsc in u tluiusund is coiislnittcd icilh any

serious thoui^ht rcgardinii tin- safe escape of the <ucut>ants in case of tire, altliou^h the

annual loss of life due to dicclliiig house fires is afpalling." the Xatiomil Board of Fire

Under'a-riters has issued a report entitled "Dz^'eUing Houses: A Code of Suggestions for

Construction and Fire Protection." the obserTance of which by architects and builders

ivould go far toz^rd reducing tite heavy toll i)i life and properly paid the tire fiend

each year.

THE following statistics, furnished by the new Actuarial Bureau of the

National Board of Fire I'nderwriters, are compiled from true insur-

ance loss values furnished by the insurance companies which are mem-
bers of it. This is the first time such exact data has ever been collected

and the figures given are undoubtedl}' the most accurate information upon
the subject thus far published.

The compilers believe the \alues gi\en represent over 'JO per cent of the

total insurance losses. They do not by any means represent the actual loss

to the property owners, for large values not covered by insurance are de-

stroyed in every State annually. State fire marshals who have studied this

subject, and who have some data upon which to base an opinion, estimate

that the actual property loss would be an increase of 25 to 33 per cent upon
the insurance loss.

Only thirty-eight States are included in the statistics given, these being

the only ones available at this time—complete data for all States

will be published later. It will be noted that many of the States given

are those having a scattered population with probably a preponderance of

frame construction and a minimum of public fire protection. These facts

do not distort the results so far as the States themselves are concerned, but

may lessen their value somewhat for forecasting general conclusions for

all States.

The term "dwelling," as used in the statistics, includes tenements

and apartments, e.xcept those which have ]3ortions of the buildings devoted

to commercial purposes; those are classified elsewhere. In the majority of

States reported, the proportion of the tenement class of residence buildings

would be relatively small, so the figures given probably indicate fairly well

the losses on ordinary dwellings. The figures cover both buildings and con-

tents, and no distinction is made here between buildings protected by public

fire service and those unprotected.

Total insurance fire loss from all cause.s on dwellings in thirty-eight

States for the year 191.^ :

Brick dwellings and contents $ 2.343.655

Frame dwellings and contents — 22.310.524

Total - - ..$24,654,179

These values are distributed anmng the different States as follows:

Brick Frame
Dn.'etlings. Dzcellings.

Alabama - $11,218 $1,093,670

Arizona 13,651 84,116

Arkansas 9,199 681,418
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Brick Frame
Dwellings. Dwellings.

Califdi-nia $17,189 $2,078,989

Colorado 53,418 200,183

Connecticut 72,888 456,390

Delaware 9,785 32,245

Florida - 3,916 618,379

Cieorgia 12,387 1,093,178

Idaho 2,049 231,726

Illinois 591 ,487 2,022,666

Indiana :. 2,^,226 1,020.970

Iowa 22.303 683,501

Kansas 10,165 456,357

Kentucky 50,889 780..576

Maryland 177,924 303,063

Michigan 117,072 1,07'',7()7

Minnesota 2%.y:^Q 7i2,.2')2

Mississippi 19,498 921,749

Missouri ^ 487,370 1,280,755

Montana - 1,834 181,280

Nebraska 7,666 275,687

Xeyada 475 25,661

New Hampshire 4,377 347,650

New Mexico 10,597 61,708

North Carolina 5,934 416,100

North Dakota 1,104 \y?.2y:^

Oklahoma 1,453 463,787

Oregon 1,664 411,384

Tennsylvania 388,402 l,32fi,567

Rhode Island 81,244 318,(.(,0

South Dakota 89 96,870

Tennessee 24,1.39 926,377

Utah 19,191 67.047

Vermont 1,633 92.484

Virginia 28,196 515.198

V'i.sconsin 18,658 568,990

Wyoming 995 26,429

The three leading known causes of fire in nearly every State were chim-
neys and flues, sparks on roofs, and gasoline or other petrtjleum products.

While accidental causes occasionally reversed the order in which the haz-

ards operated, or gave unusual prominence to a minor cause, the general

facts are clear and in accord with previous conclusions. The necessity for

special ])recanti(ins to counteract these devastating influences is plainly

indicated.

The wide variation in loss upon frame and brick buildings for every

State recorded is significant. However, as the number of buildings in-

volved in the figures is unknown, it is impossible to draw definite conclu-

sions regarding the relative fire hazard of the two types of construction.

Considering the States concerned, it is probable that the risks covered a

considerable excess of frame buildings, and if so. would account in some
degree for the disjiarity in losses; nevertheless the fact that there is extreme
difference in favnr (if Itrick buildings in every .State named is worth}' of

consideration.
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\. a -eneral proposition the cost of a dwelling bears htt e re at.on to

its fi e-re^lsting ^abi itv. The effects of a fire are practically the same

J-hetier a hens'; costs $3,000 or $300,000. The same detective construct on

i i^t both, and nnless the fire ,s controlled by
«"t-^^./f---^fj'^e

.kstruction is swift and complete. In recent years t'^^-"^,
l^^^^, ^^^" f^^"Z,^',

number of verv costlv suburban and country houses burne<l in different

parts of the country with an aggregate loss o many .™.1''^>"^ °^ .^^ollars^

t is a practical certainty that the owners of these buildings ^^ould ha^ e

iadh incurred the additional expense necessary to have made hen n

"ome de-ree fire-resistive, if their architects had called attention to he sim-

Xity o1 sn'ch precautions and the resulting decreased hazard^ Ordinary

bus ness prudence should insure that such costly residences be made as

tire resisti^ve as possible, particularly when remotely situated trom public

fire protection.
i i r

The proportion of dwellings which catch fire a"d are a total h-ss. or

which have building and contents ruined, is very high. The reasons are

pla n First, in cities such buildings are usually located in outer areas more

o T;s remote from fire fighting apparatus. Many are situated outside o

citv limits or in villages or suburban developments where hre protection

applia ces'are meager and unreliable. Then there are vast numbers sea -

Tered all over the couutrv which are entirely unprotected. Second, dwell-

nls are ^enerallv small and low. so that a fire well started betore discov-

e V is likelv to envelop all portions before outside assistance can become

effective Third, the majority of dwellings are ot very combustible con-

StructVon. with open stairways lined with varnished or painted woodwork

connecting all stories, and with no provisions tor

-^-^'^f ,

^
^^^^^t

fire from floor to floor or from room to room. The cellar, ^^lere the heat

n' appliance is usually located, often contains much combustible mate-

rkl a cmbmation which is dangerous. Moreover, the cellar is more or

kss dirSc Iv connected by open channels with all parts of the house includ-

ncr the oarret This results from lack ..f proper protection around water,

la's and%team pipes, hot air pipes, dumb waiter shafts and open spaces

rhroti"h waits and^artitions. Fourth, the nature ot the occupancy is such

that much of the time there are not enough able-bodied occupants present

to do effective fire fighting from within.

These four conditions combined result in the enormous annual property

fire OSS and the sacrifice of many lives. The lamentable teature of the situa-

tion iihat a large part of this loss could be prevented bv reasonable pre-

ca°"tions in constnicfion and careful observance ot the ordinary rules ot fire

pro ectio The cost of the former would be comparatively small
:
the only

expenditure for the latter would be a little thoughtful vigilance.

'

The cost of structural fire barriers necessary for reasonable protection

to a dwelHng house amounts to but a small percentage ot the total cost o

a buH ini For this reason it is hoped that architects and owners will

ado t em once their attention is directed to the reduced hazard resulting

?rom a ittle intelligent thought and care. Specuatne builders who erec

Ses to sell, and build them as cheaply as possible with
fg^ -S,^'-^ ^o

mility will perhaps be disinclined to adopt alterations which will add any-

Sing to the cost. However, even these should be convinced to the advan-

a^e .anted as an advertising medium by the introduction of such structural

s-ifetv features It is reasonable to assume that a prospective home pur-

chaser would be very favorably impressed with the idea of buying a house

in which all precautions had been taken against the spread ot hre.
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Dwellings in this country consist essentially of lour types as regards
their method of construction.

Tyjie I. I'lUildings fully ])rotected, ])roi)erly called "fireproof." in which
all structural ])arts, including doors, windows and trim, are of incombustible
construction. Some buildings which belong in this class have minor doors
and windows of comliustible construction, but where these do not serve as

impcirtant cut-ofTs. or are not likely tn be subject to serious fire exposure,
their ])resence in the building wciuld prnbabl}- not materially increase the

hazard.*

T}'])e II. lUiildings with partial protection; commonly (though im-
pro])erl\i called "tireproof."' The term "semi-fireproof" would properly be
ajiplicahle. Such buildings have walls, floors, roofs, and partitions of in-

Cduibustible construction, but with wooden floor finish, wooden trim, and
ordinary wooden doors and windows.

lluildings of this type usually have masonry walls with steel beams
filled between with fireproof material for floor and roof construction, and
partitions of terra cotta, gypsum, metal lath and plaster or other equivalent

material: or they are of reinforced concrete construction throughout: or

any other combination of the foregoing materials. Some moderate priced

dwellings of this type iiave recently been erected with a light steel frame-
work covered with metal lath with stucco and plaster finish on walls and
partitions, and having concrete floors.

Type III. lUiildings with walls of incombustible construction, but ha\-

ing all interior construction, including the roof, of wood. The roof cover-

ing being either wooden shingles, or some type of fire-resistive material.

The walls of such buildings are either stone, brick, concrete or terra cotta.

Usually generous wooden piazzas are attached.

Type I\'. Buildings constructed entirely of wood, either with or with-

out fire-resistive roof covering. Sometimes the walls are xeneered with

Ijrick, iir covered with stucco.

Except for precautions against open stairways, or other passageways
through a house, very few of the recommendations of this pamphlet apply
well to dwellings of T}'pe I. Such l)uildings are in a sense ideal: and
although an increasing numl)er is lieing erected each year, the total is still

\ er}- small.

The same is essentially true in reference to buildings of Type II. They
are not subject to spread of fire through concealed spaces, which is the

v'orst constructional defect in dwellings ; nevertheless, they are liable to

destruction due to fire communicating from one portion of the house to

another through open stairways, aided by the free use of wooden trim,

door, and windows. Many houses of this type have been built in late

years, some being costly and others medium priced buildings erected in

groups for workingmen's houses in connection with industrial plants. L'n-

fortunately their occupants are taught to have a feeling of security which
often does not really exist. Experience has shown that because of faulty

design, even expensive structures of this class frequently sufi^er a complete
burn-out from an interior fire when outside aid is not promptly rendered.

With a little thoughtful care in the design of such buildings, and the

exercise of prudence in selecting materials for trim, particularly where

*.\11 varieties of interior trim are now made of slieet steel, and so beautifnlly finished they arc

difficult to distinguish from handsome wooden trim. Metal trim costs more than wood, and requires

a sliilled artisan to install it, but il will not hum. and this is a compensating advantage that should be
seriously considered by those who can afford to buy it.. Wooden trim treated by some process to

render it fire-resistive would be entirely suitable for use in a house where the owner desired an incom-
bustible trim but wished to preserve the artistic effect of wood color and grain. There are companies
which make a commercial business of treating lumber for such purpose.
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tiiey are used in the planes of fire barriers, this class of residences can be

made exceedins^lv safe. There are several methods of constructmg non-

combustible dwellings nf this type which cost but little more than a frame

building.

There is a prevailing belief that incombustible dwellings are nnprac-

ticable because of excessive cost; as a matter of fact this opinion is not jus-

tified for numerous dwellings of this class are being erected in different

parts of the cc.untrv at costs not exceeding 10 to 15 per cent over that of

first-class combustible c<.nstruction. Reputable contractors claim that in

>^ome localities the difference in cost is even less than this. If properly de-

signed, such buildings not onlv furnish complete safety to the occupants,

but reduce to a minimum the danger of a complete burn-out from an in-

terior fire, and greatly lessen the hazard of ignition from burning of neigh-

boring buildings. They are also rat and mouse proof, as well as having

increased sanitary advantages.

As regards the last two types of dwellings there is little to be said m
defense ni their fire-resisting properties. Their weakness is well recog-

nized So far as the exterior fire hazard is concerned. Type III—that is,

iniildings with incombustible walls—has a marked advantage. W hen an

interior fire occurs, the chances of a complete burn-out m either t}i>e are

more nearly even.

It should be borne in mind that many of the fire prevention measures

recommended can be put into a house at the time it is built with practically

no extra expense, if specified in the plans before being submitted to con-

tractors for bids.

Oak Floors Cheaper Than Carpels

TH \T oak flooring combines (|ualitv, distinctiveness and durability m
the highest degree is acknowledged by all, and, despite the fact that

it has "been associated with extravagance, facts undeniably establish its

economv. Few realize that oak flooring is vastly cheaper than carpet, but

it is true. 'Carpet prices on the Pacific Coast range from $1.10 per yard up

to as high as you care to pay, but for the sake of comparison let us take

the medium grade at about $1.7.S per yard. Good carpet cannot be bought

for less. As carpet runs generally 27 inches wide, this price would repre-

sent approximately 26c per square foot. To this must be added a good

grade of pine floofinsj-, which is about $50 per 1,000, laid, or .-^c per square

r,,ot bringing the C(ist of carpet up to 31c i)er square foot. The finest

quality ot'^iiiain oak flooring, laid and finished, costs less than 20c per

square foot. Taking it conversely, a yard of carpet 27 inches wide costs

$1.75, in addition to "the under flooring. It may cost as high as $6. A yard

of oak flooring 27 inches wide costs $1.35. The dift'erence Ijetween a yard of

hardwood and a vard of carpet is therefore from 40c to $4.65, plus the cost ()f

the pine flooring. This difference in the entire yardage of the floor will

more than pay for the rugs which one may desire. It is therefore seen

that hardwood floors are cheaper than carpets on the original cost and

they do not have to be replaced after a matter of five years or so, as is the

case with carpets. A hardwood floor properly laid will last a lifetime and

will prove a constant source of satisfaction, besides being both sanitary

and elegant. It adds to the rental and selling value ..f the hwuse and

attracts a better class of tenants.
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rL.IX. RESIDEXCE l-OR MR. J. S. MALLOCH. FOREST HILL.

H.-tiiuin ir S.hvnrlz. .irchilcils

Some Recent Work of Messrs. Heiman 6c Schwartz

S(
)M 1'" of tlie more recent wnrk of MessrN. I leiiiiaii & Schwartz, architects

oi San ]"'raiicisco, is shown in this nnniher. 'ilie firm has heen doing

some very creditable designing, covering a wide range of construction.

The residence of Mr. J. S. Malloch in Forest Hill is unique in many respects.

The simple lines, imitation thatched roof, plaster exterior and background of

tall trees all contribute to that restful atmosphere which should characterize

the i<leal ctnmtry home. A feature of the house is the living room—a fine

cxamiile of ( )ld iMiglish architecture. .\n ajwrlnient hou.se of rather pleasing

treatment is also shown, as well as four buildings containing two flats each on

I'ourteenth avenue—a type of construction popular with investors, as it brings

good returns on a com]iaratively small outlay. The ajiartment or residence

flats are for Mr. M. Spiro and were built for ap|iroxini:itely $1S.(X)0.
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RESIDE.XCE. FOREST HILL. SAX FRAXCISCO
Heimaii & Sclm-art:, Architects

J. S. Malloch. Ozciicr ami Builder

RESIDEXCE FLATS FOR MR. M. SPIRO. SAX FRAXCISCO
Heimaii 6- ScliTvarl:. Architects

J. S. Malloch, Builder
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APARTMENT HOUSE FOR MR. A. BIRREK.
SA\' FRANCISCO

Hciwaii Sr Schwartz. Arihitcct!:

FI..II\ iKi; liiris FRIEDMAN. SAN FRANCISCO
;;,Miiii« & Scliwarla, .Archilccis
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RESinEXCE FOR J. J. BJUMCARTXER
Loins M. Cttoii. Archilcct

PIE5T CHURCH,OP CHEI^T.^CIC/^iTI^T,

TBEA/^O, CAUPOD/SIA - -

Bcbei-i B MotchK.in Ar^ihitect.

li^j hI y M y ti
j |1 , 1 II

N^Sr

Si

F/y^i^r CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIEXT!ST, FRESXO
Robert B. Hotchkin, Architect
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The Importance of Waterproofing*

V,y LOL'IS G. MAUIiR.

THE laws niliniL;- the furces of nature are strani;e and difficult. To con-

trol them it is necessary to understand cause and effect. Thou.n'h they

may seem simjjle. they oftentimes are difficult to con(|uer, hut, once

this is accomplished, they may l)e made our servants.

The force of which 1 wish to say a few words is one with which, jjossibly,

only a few of you are familiar, although many of you have been more or less

worried and annoyed l\v the action of this force. Possibly you have been

required to spend many dollars, endeavoring to control and overcome the

damaging effects caused by this force when given an opportunity to find its

affinity, an element of nature, in working order, not as a producing factor,

but one of destruction. This element of nature is—water.

The cause and effect of this force (it may even be named one of the

mysterious forces of nature) can be given much thought, careful study and

a comprehensive analysis. By so doing, you will find many interesting

problems. To understand how to control and use this force may be of more
or less value and aid to many o{ you in oxercoming difficulties in some
branch of your particular line of business.

This is: The force of absorption, known as capillar}- attraction. E\-en

a law of nature, gra\ity, under certain conditions, must give way to this

superior power.

This subject, al)sorption, a force of nature, and water, an element of

nature, their relationship, cause and effect, is a broad and comprehensi\e

one and will permit of long discussions with many practical and interesting-

demonstrations to prove the vast influence, nearly always destructive, upon

everv material or substance where absorption e.xists, and where coming

in contact with water.

.\s an illustration, you often hear the ex]3ression "poor and porous
stone," "brick," "concrete," or "plaster."

Naturally you assume that this is the sole cause of "basements leak-

ing." and the "walls of buildings leaking" above ground.

This is a minor cause of leaks in buildings.

The absorptive nature of the material itself is the predominating cause

wlicn subjected to and coming in contact with water.

The eft'ect is caused by capillary attraction drawing the w-ater in all

directions through the absorptive materials. This will steadily and gradu-

ally draw water through the heaviest concrete and Ijrick walls.

When once they are saturated, this acts as a conduit for free ])ercolation,

and the results are leaks and damages.

A n-iost forceful example of the far-reaching effects of disintegration can

be seen on the beautiful stone work of the Palace Hotel, Mechanics Lilirar}

and other San Francisco buildings. You n-iay then con-ipare them with the

Masonic Temple, (lern-ian House and A. 11. Spreckels residence, which
buildings were treated with a preservative liv the .Mc(!ilvray Stone Com-
])anv, or all buildings of the German Savings and Loan Society's branches,

wliich were treated 1)y the Colusa Sandstone Company. .\11 these buildings

are constructed with the same kind of stone.

*.-\ short talk before the San Fvancisco Rotary tluh.
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Frank Dempster Sherman

PROFKSSOR Frank Dempster Sherman, head "f
t'^V''"''"''>v "ai.^1

oraphics m the School of Architecture at LoUmib.a Ln,ve,..t> d

m New York on September 19th after an operation for appendie t .

\ny Adequate appreciation would be out of the question at th's.tm.e u

fc alf hose who have had the privilege of knowing and studying mder

Profes or Sherman his death must come as a very personal l^^reax ement.

Called back to Columbia bv Professor Ware in the earlier da>s-in 88 -
he became one of the splendid trio-Ware. Hamlin and Sherman-that car-

ried the School ..f Architecture through its most glorious years Of he

work of these three his courses were without doubt the least interesting,

from oir prematurely professional point of view. They were jus plain,

ird work in pure mathematics, descriptive geometry ^"d ^he hke, 1-

ow^d bv the "orders" with their shades and shadows. L nder his ouch.

ZSer: everything became important and hel,>tul. nc.thmg -as mer^, rm^

erv There was a considerable achievement m thi>. 1-or the man vvlio

Jould ransmute or at least relieve the ungrateful preliminary tasks and

vitalize even the calculus to anxious students of architecture, was by o

means an odinarv teacher. In the classroom he was exceedingly rig.:,rous

a::f^:^i^(as-became his subjects,, but "-l^eraby generous and air,

and with riper acquaintance we invariably came to place lim
.

'^ere
1
e

belonoed as pupils inexorably will, to prize and lean upon his tnen.lship

and to revere his innate nobility and gentleness.

Part of the secret of his success, no doubt, lay in his remarkable versa-

tility A mo^t able and original mathematician, he was the author otsev-

era volumes of lyrics, co-author with John Kendnck Bangs and L inton

Scollird ii some lighter ventures, and used to publish exquisite and pol-

^,hed sonnets, occalionally. in the Century Magazine. Once he "ed to

jlustrate to mv class a transference of co-ordinate axes (or something like

t a by ref rence to a certain modulation of musical keys, scientihc ha -

nonv happening to be at that time one of his favorite recreations Doi^ -

esT he his had manv other pastimes equally abstruse and playful, but

above all he brought about everything that was best of his var ed ai d

stinnUating personalitv into the classroom and gave us freely of himselt.

Professor Sherman was still in the prime of his aca.lemic lite-he was

c>nly f^fty'^x-S^ many years he had thus splendid y borne the brunt

o the mathematical and graphical teaching of the school, specializing t to

tie studv of a'chitecture\.fter the self-containing policy which has bee

*'!!
'.I , L°' .f„„v there for so many years. Consequently-at least at this

ursned uccessfullv there for so many years. Consequently-at least ai u ^
.ursneci ^"eee.

.

impossible to f^ll. Some of us

S.uld "ri d irk would hardly need be cfosed up. while others leave

. "an whkh a OS of rare qualities and abilities can hardly repair and c^n

'ne^e^r real v take their places. And if, with all his quiet I""desty. the se -

ce of thi^ man to Columbia's School of Architecture is gauged bv hi.

standard of replacement, his untimely passing will have proved a loss

"'^^*^'^^-
Charles Sumner Kaiser.

October 10. 1916. Mechanics Institute Building. San Francisco.
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The Yolo Basin Concrete Trestle

Till'I \'ok) Uasin trestle, Iniilt Ijy the California State Highway Coniniis-

sion, is considered one of the most expensive undertakinj^s the State
?Iighway Commission has carried out since it commenced the con-

struction of new roads throughout California. I'^ir forty years the people
of Sacramento \'alley had been dreaming of the day when the basin would
be permanently bridged, and at last the dream has come true.

The so-called Yolo Basin is flooded annually for six or eight months,
and is a part of the great marshy district extending from a point some fif-

teen miles north of Marjsville to Rio V^ista, a distance of more than 120
miles. The flooded territory is as wide as three miles in places.

South of the bridge at Meridian, which lies due west of Marysville,

there has been no way of crossing the overflowed area in vehicles during
the flood periods; and the east and west sides of the great Sacramento
Valley have had no means of intercommunication by highway at such
limes.

For a few months during summer and fall, when the flond waters from
the Sacramento have subsided antl the marsh lands ha\'e dried out some-
what, a precariously passable road, knnwn as the "Tule Jake" road, was the
only means of crossing the basin.

It is unnecessary to say that "Tule Jake's" road was usually a concate-
nation of ruts and chuck-holes.

The building of this trestle of concrete was in pursuance of the policy

of the California Mighway Commission to construct the State highwav
system in a durable manner, and choose routes that would most directly

and strategically connect the centers of population, regardless of engineer-
ing difficulties and false theories of economy in first cost.

The design of this trestle was worked out l)y the engineering fc.irces in

the Commissit)n's office in Sacramento.
The westerly ^,000 feet of the trestle is of timber construction for the

reason that some day a levee to define the westerly margin of the Y(3lo By-
pass is to be built. Thereafter an earth fill may be substituted for the
wooden trestle.

Including this wooden portion, the entire trestle is over three miles in

length, and is reported, as stated, to be the longest trestle in the world.
Its average height is twenty feet and it provides a clear driveway of twenty-
one feet in width.

The contract for the wurk was let July 31, 1914. Driving the wooden
piles on the west end began November 1st of that year, and the first con-
crete pile was driven on January 3, 1915, and the last on October 1, 191.^.

On Saturday, March 18, 1916, the general public was given the first and
long-looked-for opportunity to use the trestle ; and on the following day
over 2,000 automobiles, conveying 8,000 people, traveled over it.

Nearly 1,100 carloads of material were used in the construction of this

great bridge, including 21,692 tons of crushed stone, 12,553 tons of sand,
32,000 barrels of cement and 2,200 tons of reinforcing steel. These mate-
rials, which cost $148,000, were supplied by the Commission under its

special half-rate freight schedule agreement with the railroad company.
The contractors, the GrafT Construction Company of Seattle, received

$246,000 under their contract. The total cost of the trestle was therefore a

little under $400,000.

The trestle, as shown by the accompanying illustration, is a structure
resting upon reinforced concrete piles from 32 to 50 feet long, driven in
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groups of four abreast, called "bents," tu an average depth of 20 feet. These
piles are 14 inches square, the lower five feet being tapered to facilitate

driving. They weigh from three to five and one-half tons each, according

tn length.

Thev were conveyed frcmi the casting grounds to position by a narrow
gauge railroad, cspeciall}- built b}- the contractors for the purpose. The
piles were cast with the ends of the heavy steel reinforcing bars projecting

two feet from their tops. The two inside piles of each "bent" were driven

vertical, the outside piles were sent down at a slant, giving the structure

a widened and a braced foundation.

. Each group of four piles is capped and bnund together b\- a concrete

cap. This cap is reinforced by heavy steel rods, and is cast in place, form-

ing a solid monolithic member, with the i)rojecting ends of the steel rein-

forcing bars of the piles embedded and anchored into the cap when cast.

Spanning the twenty feet from "bent" to "bent," the reinforced concrete

Eoor slabs were placed directly upon the caps. These slabs weigh about

six tons each. They are formed like a huge inverted box with side and end

walls eighteen inches high and top six inches thick. Five of these slabs,

side bv side, bound by reinforcing steel and cement to the caps, form a

practically solid stone structure three miles in length.

This trestle, together with the connecting roadways, reduces the dis-

tance from Sacramento to San Francisco by automobile to 98 miles, a sav-

niij of 30 miles via Stockton and Altamont.

Stucco and Concrete

STl'CCC ) o\'er frame has added a valuable and attractive building cnn-

struction which has the advantage of adapting itself readilx- to methods
already well understood by workmen in every localit}-.

A danger lies in the use of stucco from the fact that the puldic, having

caken kindly to this material, is often apt to overestimate its value. The
man in the street refers to so and so's "concrete house," which is in reality

entitled to no claim on the word concrete, for it is a typical frame structure

designed perhaps along lines that give it. when plastered, the appearance

cf massiveness associated with masonry.

It is to be regretted that the owner too often considers this type of

house as having superior fire resisting cpialities. True, a stucco covering

will present considerable resistance to fire from exterior sources, but a.->

the greater number of fires originate within the house the stucco exterior

mu.st not be too highly regarded when placed on frame. In this particular

it is comparable to brick veneer—a great improvement truly on the wood
exterior—but not to be considered in the class of the masonry structure.

At this time builders will do well to realize that non-burning walls of brick,

tile or concrete add little to the cost of a house and fireproof concrete ri<inrs

are within the reach of the builder of a home of average cost.

The great drawback is not the high cost of fire resisting constructii>n.

except as that cost depends upon ignorance nf the more modern construc-

tion and in the lack of disposition on the part nf designers and builders to

change methods. That the home building public is ready to take advantage

of better construction is evident to anyone who has ct)nstructed a well-

designed fireproof residence.—Concrete.
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Beautifying a Smokestack

101

ClCARHl'S Garden Restau-

rant is considered the most

beautiful place of its kind in

the country. Many people who

have traveled extensively in nearly

all countries of the civilized world

say thev have not seen any build-

ing used for the same purpose that

could equal Cicardi's. It is one of

the show places of St. Louis, and

it is as unpardonable to visit St.

Louis without visiting Cicardi's_ as

it was in the old days to visit

St. Louis without visiting Tony

Faust's. Cicardi's has always been

where it is now. but the recent

building, plans for which were

made by Architect T. P. Barnett

and erected under his supervision,

has considerably enhanced its rep-

utation and increased its popu-

larity. ., • ,

The building itselt is strikingly

attractive, and Air. Barnett has

snared no effort to introduce novel

''''""^^^i^^'i^BS^v'^^
™'

features which have won for it the

CICARPrS GARDES RESTAURAST. SHOiriXG EFFECTIVE
"^^

TREATMEXT IX FIXAL PLAX
ARCHITECrVRAL
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cmitrast was so great that it was decided that the uld Ijuikling must be

improved as soon as possible to harmonize with the new. It is worthy
of note that the architect not only made the old l^uilding harmonize so

well with the new that anyone who did not know would insist that both
were built at the same time, but also he added an additional story without
interfering with the business for a minute. The beauty of the building is

not confined to the e.xterior. The interinr nf the dome is constructed to

resemble a beautiful starlit sky. When the main lights are dimmed the

effect is wonderful beyond description, and the ap|dause which follows is

a splendid tribute to the architect's efforts.

There was one thing that caused the architect much worr}- and that

was that one view- of this magnificent building was spoiled by a not \'ery

beautiful but necessary smokestack. He realized that in order to get the

best results from the boiler, the smokestack must exist, and that it must
necessarily be of a size that would to some extent interfere with the
appearance of the building. Mr. Barnett overcame the difficulty in a very
ingenious way. He built around tlie stack with the same material as the
rest of the building, and thereb}- turned what was considered a necessary
evil into an adornment. ^

The Return of Bidder's Checks
CRITICISM has been aroused on two occasions recenth" in the West

because certified checks were returned to low bidders who failed to

enter into contracts. The reason given in each case was that errors

had been made in preparing the bids. That such criticism is justified this

journal feels sure the great majority of responsible contractors will agree.

Individual cases are apt to arouse one's sympathy, and it is unquestion-
able that even the best contractors make mistakes in their computations
sometimes. As against these there are a very large number of irresponsible

or actually dishonoral^le individuals who place bids merely as a feeler, to

find out from others better informed what a job is worth, or how prices

are going, figuring on getting their checks back on some technicality or

other, even if they have to go to court to do it. Then, too, there is the

ignoramus who prepares his bid from the tabulations of previous lettings

of somewhat similar work, only to discover that lie is all wrong on the par-

ticular job for which he is bidding.

It costs a responsible contractor an appreciable sum of money to pre-

pare a bid for a work of average magnitude. To be sure of what he is

bidding on he must make a trip over the site of the proposed work and do
some very careful figuring. If an irresponsible bidder happens to confuse
the whole thing, his expense has been for nothing. Also, he is placed at a

disadvantage at the second letting. In preparing his first bid he figured the

job would cost so much and he allowed himself a certain profit. In [irepar-

ing his second bid he knows his competitors are aware of what he thinks

the job is worth. To throw them of? the track he must either cut into his

profits or do some skillful unbalancing. The latter subterfuge being pro-

hibited in most work nowadays, the only course left open is to be satisfied

with a lower profit and a smaller allowance for contingencies. The job was
spoiled for him at the first letting.

If there were no ijenalty attached tn a failure to enter into a contract b}'

the lowest bidder or if, in general, such a penalt}- should become merely a

figure of speech and not be exacted, the profits of contracting would soon
be a matter of history. Lettings would become mere auctioneering and no
contractor could expect to survive.— luigineering Record.
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California State Building Competition

THE publication ni the iJiMj^ram fnr the State- I'.nililiiiL;- o inipetition has

brought out some interesting inijuiries, of which the following are

samples

:

Septcnilier 15, 1916.

.1/)-. Gcornr B. McDougatt. State Anhitcct.

Sacramento, Cat.

Dear Sir: Referring to paragraph seven (7) of the "Program of Competition," for

the State Building to be erected at San Francisco, I wish to ask the following question

:

Does this mean that a competitor may associate with him an architect residing in

another State?

Awaiting reply at your early convenience, I am,

Verv truly yours.

R/H A. F. Rosenheim.

Sacramento, Cal., September 22. 1916.

.1/)'. A. F. Rosenheim,
H. /('. Hellman Buildin:^.

Los Annclcs. California.

Dear Sir: Answering your inquiry regarding Section Xo. 7 of the Program for the

San Francisco State Building competition

:

This Section No. 7 does not furnish the answer for your inquiry. The "Competition
Announcement," also the two paragraphs under caption "Concerning the Nature of the

Competition," make it clear that the competition is confined to "certificated architects of the

State of California who have had the necessary experience." Therefore, an associate

arcltitect. or the members of a firm of associated architects, as provided for in Section
Xo. 7. must be certificated to practice in California.

Yours very truly.

(Signed) Geo. B. McDoug.\ll,
GBMcD:K State .Architect.

Another inquiry of considerable interest came from a San I*"rancisco

architect, who asked

:

In regard to the Program for the San Francisco State Building competition, may 1

be permitted to make the following inquiries

:

In paragraph 27, under the head "Credentials," reference is made to a statement set-

ting forth the .competitor's experience and a list of the work executed by him. If the

competitor has gained his education in the best schools in this country and abroad, but has,

as yet, been in active practice for only four or five years and done no monumental work,
is he likely to be excluded from the competition?

When are the architectural members of the jury to be settled upon? If they have
already been chosen, when will their names be announced?

In answer to the first inquiry, Mr, McDougall wrote

:

The fact that a competitor has done no monumental work will not be considered as
having any bearing upon the requirements of paragraph (C) in Section Xo. 27.

The answer to the second inquiry was :

The architectural members of the jury have not yet been chosen; it has not l^een

determined when they will be. The selections, of course, must be made not later tlian

Xovember 15, 1916, the date set for the submission of the material required in the first

stage of the competition.

Facetious
It is announced that in a new building to be erected in this city in which

there are to be bachelor quarters a dumb waiter is to be installed. It would
be well, too, if she was also deaf and blind.—The Sapulpa (Okla.) Herald.
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( )iie (if the provisions of the pro-

i;ram fur the competition for plans

for a State ISuild-

ANENT THE ins to be erected

STATE BUILDING in the San Fran-

COMPETITION Cisco Civic Cen-
ter is that a can-

ilidate, tt) be eligible, must show blue

])rints and actual working drawings,
tiigether with a photograph of a

ctinipleted building that he designed

and supervised the construction of.

The provision called forth the fijl-

lowing inquiry from Air. \\. S.

Hirschfeld, formerly with Messrs.

Ilakewell & Brown, and now a prac-

ticing architect in San Francisco:

September 1,1 1916.

Subject: San I'Vancisco State Biiild-

inj4' Competition, witli reference to lirst

stage.

Siatc Architect,

foniin Building,

Sacrtiiiiciito, Cal.

Dear Sir: Paragraph 27, referring to

(C) and (D): If the competitor is a

member of the American Institute of

Architects and has worked for other

firms, he could not furnish these cre-

dentials. In such a case would the com-
petittir be cast aside?

Yours truly,

Ben J. S. HiKscHFELii.

Sacramento, Cal., September 18, 1916.

Bcnj. S. Hirschfeld, Architect.

251 Kearny Street,

San Francisco, Cal.

IX-ar Sir: Answering inquiry regarding

the lirst stage of the San Francisco State

I'liiililing CDiiipctition, contained in your let-

tfi- i.f the l.^th inst.:

Alenilier.ship in the .\inerican Institute of

Architects has no hearing upon admission

to the coiTipetition.

If an architect, although certificated to

practice in the State of California, has

never, in independent practice, on his own
account, or as one of the members of a

firm of architects, designed and supervised

the construction of a building, he is not

in a position to comply with the require-

ments of paragraphs (C) and (D) imder

Section No. 27, and since these require-

ments are mandatory he is not eligible to

enter the competition.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) Gi-:o. B. McDougai.i,,

State Architect.

As a whole the program has been

very favorably received, although

some think that members of the pro-
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EAST COAST
VERSUS
PACIFIC COAST
HARDWOODS

fession should be in the majority in-

stead of in the minority on the jury

and that the selection of judges

should be made from architects out-

side the State, inasmuch as many of

the most capable ones within the

State are themselves competing for

the prize.

The use of hardwood needs no

urging with the up-to-date architect.

W i t h the present

moderate prices of

hardwoods there is

no good reason, even

on the plea of econ-

omy, for using soft

woods. Unfortunately, however, the

hardwood consumption is made to

suffer by the lack of knowledge of

the various kinds of wood on the

part of the specification writer.

Some architects fail to recognize

that the West coast hardwoods, by

reason of superior sawing and bet-

ter qualities, are infinitely superior

to the East coast products. To begin

with, the woods are grown in iden-

tically the same latitude, being ship-

ped either to the East or West coast

as may be most convenient. \\'hen

they arrive, however, some decided

dift'erences occur. For example, the

veneered woods are shaved in the

East but sawed in the West. The

result in the Western method is con-

ducive to better effects and wear. In

the case of mahogany, the run of the

logs is used in the West for lumber,

while in the East the figured mahog-

any logs are separated from the

others and not so used. A curious

fact is that Eastern mahogany is

quoted at from 22c to 24c per foot,

while \\'estern product is quoted at

19c to 20c. As a matter of fact, the

West coast mahogany (being much
of it figured) should be worth 10c

per foot more than the East, instead

of 3c to 4c less.

All things being equal. Pacific

Coast prodiicts should have the prefer-

ence, but where the home product is

so greatly superior it is gross igno-

rance—or worse—for the Eastern

hardwoods to be either preferred or

accepted.

.\ few months ago the editor received

a visit from nn .Australian engineer m
.•\merica to study

STRUCTURAL Imilding construc-

ENGINEERS WORK tion. "I am calling

FnP ARCHITECTS "" Chicago struc-
FOKAKtniltCIS

^^^^^j engineers, or

more properlv, Chicago architects," he

said, "l find that all your structural en-

gineers work for architects." Xow the

structural engineers of Chicago do not

all work for architects, but enough of

them are so employed to excuse the con-

clusion by a visiting stranger that the

practice is universal. And in this re-

spect Chicago practice fairly represents

practice in the United States. .-Kctually

as well as in the opinion of the public,

the architect is the principal in building

construction and the engineer is the sub-

ordinate. And it counts little to the

benefit of engineering that its practition-

ers themselves know that modern build-

ing construction and design are essen-

tially engineers' work.
Let us illustrate again. Two days be-

fore this writing the editor was convers-

ing with a friend—a physician of broad

intelligence. Said the physician, point-

ing to a new tall building; "That is a

marvelous structure. It is just as much
a great piece of engineering as is Brook-

lyn Bridge." "Very true," said the edi-

tor, "who was the engineer?" The an-

swer w-as: "I haven't the slightest no-

tion. Smith-Williams was the architect.

I suppose the engineer was one of his

men." The editor knows who Smith-

Williams' engineer is, for it is a part of

his duty to know such things. So do

many Chicago architects and engineers

and building contractors know this man
and esteem his professional w-ork; it is

their business to know. But how many,

whose occupation does not make this

knowledge essential, have it? The edi-

tor's physician friend did not, yet he

did know that Smith-\\'illiams was the

architect. .\nd there are many others

no more concerned personally who have

learned the architect's name and remem-
ber it. And moreover, if any of these

men happen in the future to require a

building to be designed and constructed,

he will think of Smith-Williams.

We therefore repeat: It counts lit-

tle to the benefit of engineering that its

practitioners know that modern build-

ing construction and design are essen-

tially the tasks of the structural engi-

neer. To count much this knowledge

must be had by the merchant, the finan-

cier, the physician, the lawyer as he

now has knowledge of the architect.

These men must know the engineer as

the principal, not as one of the archi-

tect's employes, and if they are to know

the engineer in this way engineers must

take concerted action to force the knowl-
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edge on them. The position of the archi-

tect is fortified 1)y precedent, Init this is

not the whole reason why he maintains

it so firmly. He has organized his pro-

fession for concerted action to a degree
of strength nowhere approached by or-

ganizations of engineers. To combat
organized architects, structnral engineers
ninst organize. Tliey must organize as

structural engineers.—Engineering and
Contracting.

.\ rather sensiti^'e subject, we
think. The npininii of the Chicat;(i

editor that the time has come for the

.strtictural engineers of the cotintr}-

to organize and compete with the

architect is questionable. As already

stated, this is an extremely delicate

subject. The architect belongs to

a profession that is supposed to em-
brace certain defined branches id'

construction work. The engineer,

too, has his specific duties to per-

form. .\n architect is not necessar-

ily an engineer, any more than an

engineer is an architect. There is

ample field for both. If it is the idea

of the editor of Engineering and
Contracting to have the engineer de-

sign a building architecturally as

well as structurally, then we would
Ijetter advocate an engineering

course for every architect, and the

ultimate end would be a merging of

the two professions with the undig-

nified titles of "architectural engi-

neer" or "engineering architect."

Persruially we think the two profes-

sions should remain independent.

There is plenty of dignified work for

both.
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With the Architects
Building Reports and Personal Mention of

Interest to the Profession

University of Arizona Announces
Architectural Competition

Tlie University of Arizona announces
another architectural competition, this

time to secure plans for a building for

the College of Mines and Engineering,
for which there is $lSO.(KiO available.

Plans are to be submitted by noon of

December 15. according to the following
official announcement:
The Board of Kegems of the University of

Arizona, in accordance with the provisions of
the laws of Arizona, hereby advertises for plans
and specifications in detail for a College of
Mines and Engineering Building, to be erected
upon the grounds of the University of .\rizona,
near the city of Tucson, county of Pima, state
of Arizona.
The amount authorized to be expended for the

erection of said structure, including architect's
premium and the fee for superintendence of con-
struction is the sum of $150,000. The premium
which is to be awarded to the architect whose
plans and specifications for said building may
be adopted is 3 per cent of the total amount
appropriated for the purpose aforesaid, and the
fee for superintending the construction of said
building is 2 per cent of the total amount so
appropriated.
The architect whose plans and specifications

may be adopted, before any premium shall be
awarded therefor, must execute and file with
the said Board of Regents a good and sufficient
bond with an approved suretv companv as such,
in the penal sum of Five' Thousand Dollars
($5,000.00), said bond to be approved by said
Board of Regents, conditioned that within sixty
days from the date of said l>ond the said archi-
tect will, on presentment to him, enter into a
contract containing such conditions and pro-
visions as may l>e retjuired by the said Board of
Regents, and also that he will give such further
bond to secure him in the faithful performance
of such contract with such sureties as may be
required of him, in the event that said I'.oard

of Regents should within 5i.\ty days reciuire said
architect to enter into such contract to erect
said structure at the price aforesaid.
The preliminary plans and specifications in de-

tail for such building must be submitted to the
said Board of Regents at the office of the Presi-
dent of the University of .\rizona upon the grounds
of said University by 12 o'clock M., of the fifteenth
day of Uecember, 1916.
The said Board of Regents reserves the right

to reject any or all of the plans and specifica-
tions which may be submitted according to the
program of the competition, and also reserves the
right to make its own provision for the superin-
tendence of the erection of said building.
The program of the competition, including gen-

et al specifications for said building, information
relating thereto, blue prints of suggested floor
plans, a map of the University grounds, and pic-
tures of several of the University buildings, may
be secured on application to Dr. R. B. von Klein-
Smid. President of the University of .\rizona, at
his ofiice upon the grounds of said University.

Board of Regents of the University of .\ri-

zona.

(Signed)
By \ViLLi.\st jEXxrxc.s P.ry.vx, Jr.

Dated Tucson, .\rizona. September 25, 1916.

New Partnership

Charles IVtcr Weeks, arcliitect, and
W. P. Day, consulting engineer, an-

nounce the new firm of Weeks & Day,
for the practice of architecture and en-

gineering, with offices located at Xo.
9.^3 Phelan building, 760 Market street.

.San h'rancisco.

Mr. Weeks will conduct the architec-

tural department, transferring his offices

from the Mutual Savings Bank building.

Engineering design and construction
will be under the direction of Mr. Day,
lately succeeded to the good will of the

firm of Leonard & Day, consulting en-

gineers, now dissolved, tratisferring his

offices from the Rialto building.

Branch Carnegie Library

Preliminary plans have been approved
and working drawings are being made
for a one-storj- Class "C" branch Car-
negie library at Green and Octavia
streets, San Francisco. Ernest Coxhead,
Hearst building, San Francisco, is the

architect. Building will have steel frame,

brick walls, terra cotta trimmings, tile

roof and steam heat. Besides the main
library and reference rootn, there will

be a chi'dren's room, reading room, etc.

Estimated cost $40.IMH).

Architects Compete for School Plans

The Merced school conifietition has
lieeii sifted down to a choice of four

architectural firms and from this quar-

tet a final selection will be made shortly.

The firms "in the running" are .\llison &
.\llison of Los .Angeles, W. H. Weeks,
San Francisco; Stone & Wright, Stock-

ton, and C. H. Biggar of Bakersfield. In

Palo Alto the contest for an architect

for the proposed $100,000 high school lies

between W. H. Weeks, J. J. Donovan
and -\lIison & Allison.

Physician's Residence

.\lliert Farr. Foxcroft building, San
Francisco, has let a contract for the

construction of a two-story and base-
ment frame, plaster and brick veneer
residence on Green street, between De-
visadero and Broderick, San Francisco,
for Dr. Harry .\lderson. Contract is for

about $12,000 and includes a garage.
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Watsonville School

A two-story rtinlorccd concrete higli

school building will be erected at Wat-
sonville, Cal., from plans by Wm. H.

WeeKs. ihe estimated cost is $lUO,UUt».

Construction will be concrete with plain

cement exterior, treated with a water-

proof paint, Bay State or equal. -All

entrances will be of ornamental terra

cotta. Roof will be clay tile and tar and
gravel. Simplex or Hauser windows will

he used and Hyloplate blackboards.

Tlicre will be sixteen class rooms and an

auditorium; latter will have a balcony

and will seat 600 pupils. Mechanical
equipment will include a steam pleninm
heating system, with oil burner, sani-

tary drinking fountains, vacuum clean-

ing and program clocks.

Vallejo Masonic Temple
Plans are being completed by John

Davis Hatch, Humboldt Bank building,

San Francisco, for the construction of a

four-story and basement Masonic Tem-
ple at Vallejo. Building w'ill cost $85,-

OOO. Construction will be Class C, with

either brick or hollow tile curtain walls,

and terra cotta fagade. The ground floor

will contain stores. Mr. Hatch is also

working on plans for two other lodge

buildings. Mr. Hatch paid The Archi-

tect and Engineer a nice compliment the

other day by renewing his subscription

and stating that he had discontinued all

otlier architectural publications.

Personal
Prominent among the visitors to Los

.Angeles the past several weeks was Mr.

C. S. Patterson of Texas, son of Archi-

tect H. M. Patterson of the southern
city. Mr. Patterson is a civil engineer

and has been engaged in railroad work
for many years, at the present time hold-

ing tlie position of Division Engineer of

Wichita Falls District, of the M. K. and
T. Railway system. Mr. Patterson was a

guest of the Southern California Chapter
of the American Institute of .-\rchitccts

at its September meeting.

$100,000 Berkeley Theater

Berkeley is to have another large

moving picture theater. It will be built

on the south side of University avenue,

between Shattuck and Alilvia streets, by
Messrs. Bradshaw & Williamson, and

will cost approximately $100,000. It will

seat 2.000 persons. James W. Phicliek

is the architect.

San Mateo Park Home
Charles S. Kaiser of San I<"rancisco has

prepared plans for an attractive subur-

ban home to be erected in San Mateo
Park for J. E. Woodhridge, engineer for

the Sierra Power Company. House and
garage will cost $7,.S00.

Prohibition and Building

.\ phase of the effects of the States of

Washington and Oregon going "dry" is

found in many of the arcliitect's oftices,

where orders for remodeling former
saloons for legitimate business purposes

are on the boards. The effect has been
to raise the quality of store fronts, in-

crease the sanitary conditions and add to

the moral tone of the whole neighbor-

hood. A booze joint was not only bad
in itself but bad as a neighbor. Con-
verted into a store building, it is hav-

ing a good effect on adjoining store

rooms and the result has been a trans-

ferring and improving of many build-

ings besides those formerly used for

saloon purposes. Hundreds of thousands
of dollars have been expended in this

way in the city of Seattle, Portland, Spo-
kane and Tacoma the past few months,
resulting in marked improvement of the

whole business sections of these cities.

—

Pacific Builder and Engineer.

Changes of Office Location

Messrs. Edelman & Barnett have
moved their offices from the Black build-

ing to rooms 826-7 H. W. Hellman build-

ing, Los Angeles. Edelman & Barnett

were the architects for the Black build-

ing.

-Mr. John Parkinson has moved his

offices from the Security building, Los
Angeles, to a large suite on the Fifth

street side of the fourth floor. Title In-

surance building. The entrance will be

at room 420, wdiere a commodious recep-

tion room with marble walls and floor is

provided. Mr. Parkinson has had of-

fices in the Security building for nine

years, this being one of the first large

office buildings which he designed for

Los Angeles. Mr. Parkinson was also

the architect for the Title Insurance

building.

Allen D. Fellows Recovering

Friends of Allen D. Fellows, architect

of East Auburn, will be pleased to learn

that Mr. Fellows is again able to be

about, after having been under treat-

ment for several months in the Califor-

nia Hospital, Los .Angeles. Mr. Fellows

has been a subscriber of The .Architect

and Engineer of California for more than

ten years. In forwarding his check for

his 1916-17 subscription, Mr. Fellows

writes:

"Yon give the best magazine for the

money I have ever taken and I receive

some twenty-four different ones."

S. F. Chapter's New Officers

San Francisco Chapter. .A. I. .A., has

nominated the follownng officers for the

ensuing year: President. Edgar A.

Mathews; vice-president. Sylvain Schnait-

tacher; secretary. Morris M. Bruce.
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Nurses' Home for St. Mary's Hospital
Plans arc being prepared hy Willis

Polk & Company. Hobart building, San
Francisco, for a nurses' home to be Iniilt

at St. Mary's Hospital, and which will

occupy a portion of the block bounded
by Stanyan, Hayes and Grove streets.

The new building will be in harmony
with the hospital, which was also de-
signed by Mr. Polk. Funds are now be-

ing raised.

Residence Flats

Plans have been completed by B. J.

Joseph of San Francisco for a preten-
tious set of residence flats to be erected
on Pacific avenue, near Laguna street,

San Francisco, for Harry P. Franklin.

The building will be 30x90 feet, two
stories and basement, and each flat will

contain eight rooms and three baths.

The estimated cost is $12.0(¥).

A. W. Burgren Busy
Two commissions of considera1)lc

magnitude recently have been filled liy

.\. W. Burgren. formerly of the archi-

tectural firm of Ross & Burgren. 310 Cali-

fornia street, San Francisco. One is a

three-story Class C apartment house to

be erected on Powell street south of

Jackson and to cost $20,000.

Berkeley School to Be Enlarged
Preliminary plans are being made by

.\rchitect Ernest Coxhead, Hearst build-

ing, San Francisco, for an addition to

the new Garfield School in Berkeley.
The plans provide for anotlier story on
the east wing of the building, which will

give six additional class rooms. The
estimated eost is $15,000.

Architects Are Busy
Messrs. Falch & Knoll. Hearst build-

ing, San F'rancisco, are quite busy. Xew
work includes a four-story Class C apart-
ment house for J. B. Schroeder. a one-
story Class C store and market build-

ing on \inth avenue for the Eisenbach
Company, and a $12,000 residence for

West Clay Park.

King Residence
The residence for Mr. Frank King, to

be erected at Jackson and Walnut
streets, San Francisco, from plans by
]\Iessrs. Bakewell & Brown, will prob-
ably cost close to $50,000. The design
is in the French style, with steep slate

roof and brick veneer exterior.

Library Plans Rejected

.\I1 plans fur the Carnegie librarv at

Madera have been rejected and will be
redrawn so as to permit of a heating
system, the cost of the entire work not

to exceed $12,500.

Designing Big Movie Theater

It is announced that plans for the big
moving picture theater at Fourth and
Market streets, San F"rancisco, are be-
ing made by Alfred Henry Jacobs, arclii-

tect of the recently completed St. Fran-
cis Theater on Geary street. The latter

theater has occasioned some favorable
comment on account of certain unique
features, one of which is the placing of

the picture screen at the entrance end of

the theater, instead of forward. The seats

all face the rear, the idea being to avoid
the glare of the pictures when entering
the theater. The new Market street pic-

ture house will seat close to 3.0tM")

persons.

San Francisco Office Building

John -V. Hooper, who is building a

large concrete loft building on Battery
street from plans by Kenneth Macdon-
ald, Jr., has purchased the lot adjoin-
ing the new Sub-Treasury building on
the south side of Pine street, and will

erect an eight-story Class A structure
there, part of which already has been
leased by an Eastern insurance com-
pany.

Architect for Y. 'W. C. A. Building

Lewis P. Hobart has been commis-
sioned to prepare plans for the new home
of the San Francisco Y. W. C. A. The
site is adjoining the Women's Club build-

ing, now under construction on the north
side of Sutter street, .\bout $150,000 will

be expended on a Class .-V building, a

feature of which will be a large gym-
nasium and swimming tank.

Class "A" Hotel Planned

Alfred I. Coffey. Humboldt Bank
Iniilding. San Francisco, is understood
to be making plans for a six-story Class
".\" hotel to be erected in the down-
town section of San Francisco. It is

estimated the building will cost between
$100,000 and $200,000.

Noted Architect Dead
R. Phene Spiers, the noted architect,

died in London, October 4th. Mr. Spiers,

in addition to being an architect, was a

well-known pan-archaeologist. having
done much research work in Eastern
lands. He was an honorary associate of
the -American Institute of .Architects.

Moral—Employ an Architect and
Contractor

Jack Sprat, he built a flat.

His wife she drew the plan.

Between the two. when they were
through.

It wasn't worth a d .
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Architects' Chapter Elects Officers

Mr. J. E. A.lison. senior nicnilier of the

arcliitcctural i'lrm of Allison & Allison,

Los Angeles, was elected president of

the Southern California Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects at the

tenth annual meeting held at the Clark

Hotel, Octoher lUth. J. J. Backus was
elected to tlie office of vice-president.

Alljert R. Walker, secretary, and August
V\ ackerbarth, treasurer, were re-elected

to their respective offices without oppo-

sition.

Percy A. Risen was eiected to serve

a three-year term on the lioard of di-

rectors and S. B. Marston a two-year

term.
.Me>.-rs. .Mbirt C. Martin, S. Tilden

Norton, Albert R. Walker. J. E. Alli-

son and J. J. Backus were elected as dele-

gates to the annual conxention of the

Institute to he held at Minneapolis dur-

ing the first part of next December.
ihe names of Architect John C. Aus-

tin and Robert D. Farquhar of Los An-
geles have been selected by the San
Francisco Chapter of the American In-

stitute of Architects to be submitted

to the State Board of Control for con-

sideration as judges of the competition
being conducted for the selection of an

architect to design the new State build-

ing to be built in the Civic Center in

San Francisco. The San Francisco Chap-
ter is to submit hve names, the other

three lieing members of the northern
Chapter, to the State Board of Control,

which will select three architects from
the names sulmiitted to act on the jury

for the comiietition.

Among the Los Angeles Architects

Henry E. lican is checkin,y up the

plans lor the Markwell steel frame store,

theater and office building at Long
Beach for the owner with a view to re-

financing and finishing the project.

Robert H. Orr is completing plans for

the Claremont School for Boys at Clare-

mont and work will be pushed as rapidly

as possible. I'oundations for three of the

group of proposed buildings have been
started. The buildings will be frame con-
struction.

John Parkinson is rushing the working-
plans for the six-story and basement
steel building for the Blackstone depart-

ment store to be built at Xinth and
Broadway and bids on the general con-

tract will be called for soon.

Elmer Grey has prepared plans for a

pergola 450 feet in length to be built on
the residence grounds of G. W. Wattles
at Hcjllyvvood. The pergola will be built

along a winding walk following the con-
tour of a hill and will be constructed with
concrete iiosts .ind rough cedar limbers.

.Montgomery & Montgomery have
l)l.ins on the board for a twelve-room
classical style residence to be built in

\\ est Hollywood for a man prominent in

the realty world. The house will be con-
-tnicted with hollow concrete walls.

Portland Architect Visits San Francisco

Mr. R. 1". Tegen, architect of Portland,

Ore., vis. ted the offices of The .\rchi-

tect and Engineer recently. He and Mrs.
Tegen were en route for Portland, hav-

ing made a trip overland, extending
through to Mexico, in their touring car.

Mr. Tegen has specialized on hospital

work, having completed nine hospitals to

date, with a new one under contract, for

which he will start the plans upon reach-

ing home. He has just completed the hos-

pital at Walla Walla, Wash. A previous
commission of Mr. Tegen's was the

$450,000 hospital at Vancouver. British

Columbia.

$100,000 Church and Monastery

1^'lans have been completed and bids

taken for a church and monastery at

Santa Clara for the Carmelite Sisters.

The building will be constructed of steel,

concrete and brick and an estimate of

$100,000 is placed on the work, The
arcliitects are Messrs. Maginnis & Walsh
of Boston. Albert M. Caldwell of San
h'rancisco will act as resident and super-

\ising architect.

Store Building and School

Miss Julia Morgan has made plans for

a $16,(X;0 brick store and office building

to be erected on Piedmont avenue, Oak-
land, for -Mrs. E. L. Turner. The ex-

terior will be of pressed brick with pat-

ent store fronts. iMiss Morgan has also

completed plans for a $25,000 frame and
stucco school for the city of Marysville.

House for Miss Vrooman
Messrs. Bakewell & Brown will de-

sign the new bungalow which Miss
Beatrice Vrooman will liuild on the east

side of Gough street, south of Clay,

San h'rancisco.

$15,000 Alameda Home
Plans are living prepared by John R.

Miller. Lick building. San Francisco, for

a two-story frame residence in Alameda
for Charles Page. The house will cost

in the neighliorhood of $15,000.

Contract for Store Building

T. Patterson Ross. ,310 California

street. San h'rancisco, has let a contract

for the construction of four brick stores

on Bush street, near Kearny, adioin-

ing the Russ Hotel, for the Shiels

I'.statc.
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points out llie imposstbtUty of laying dozen set

rules for the lighting of buxldings that are not

alike in other respects.

<</^lVILIZATION is properly ad-

\^ vanced by cooperation." No-

where, perhaps, can these words hy

Doane of the National Lamp Works of

General Electric Company be more aptly

applied than in the realm of architecture

and illumination. There are few cases

if any, where cooperation between two

distinct fields is more important or nec-

essary. They are so related that each is

essential to the other. The beauty of the

landscape, the grandeur of architectural

design, the charm of a painting, amount

to little unless there be light to bring

out the esthetic qualities that appeal to

the mind and soul of man. On the other

hand, even an abundance of light may
avail nothing unless there be some ob-

ject to illuminate and to bring to the

attention of man.
The need of cooperation is being real-

ized more and more by those engaged in

the two lines of endeavor—structure de-

sign and illumination. The architect no

longer attempts to master all the de-

tails pertaining to the completion of a

building, nor does the mechanic inter-

ested in the lighting installation dispense

with the advice of the architect. Each

one is and should be the master mind m
his particular specialty, but consultation

and cooperation are also necessary. I'l-

asmuch as no two buildings are alike m
every respect, it is impossible to lay

down set rules applicable to all cases.

Therefore, it is readily apparent that be-

tween the two parties concerned, contin-

uous cooperation is desirable. Each

building presents a problem distinct from

all others, and the purpose for which it

is intended must decide the form of

lighting.
,

.
, ,

The idea of sameness must l>e avoided

in lighting as well as in many other

fields. Conditions, environments, dec-

orations, the use to which the building

is put, and a good many other matters

must be considered in designing a light-

ing system. Though it must not be given

the most important consideration, usu-

ally it is given altogether too little

thought and time. The lighting shou d

not attract particular attention to itself,

but it should enhance rather the object

illuminated. It should be a means to an

end not an end in itself. If U is too

much in evidence it may be detrimental

both to the eyes of the observer and to

the effectiveness of the object which it

is supposed to set off.

On the other hand the energy spent on

artistic design brings little return unless

the design can be presented to the eye

in such a way as to bring out the desired

etTect. This can be accomplished only

by proper lighting. The case of lamp

fi.xtures will pro=bably illustrate the point

both from the standpoint of artistic de-

sign and from that of lighting. Light-

ing fixtures are sometimes so elaborate

in'' proportion to their illuminative ca-

pacity that the artistic chandelier loses

all of its effectiveness. Service first and

ornamentation second is a good practice

and is gaining in favor.

The great need of cooperation between

the two subjects under discussion is also

well marked in the fact that seldom is a

change made in the design of a room

or of a building without the necessity

of a corresponding change in the light-

ing installation. What the effect of the

gas-filled lamp upon architecture will be

is difficult to foresee, but it must be evi-

dent from the present tendency in the de-
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sign of sliailes and ri'rtectors tliat its

effect will he nothing short of revolu-
tionary.

There is perhaps no held where tlie

lighting expert and the architect have so

good an opportunity for combined effort

as in work with churches. Few classes

of buildings present a more complex
lighting problem. This is due partly to

architectural arrangement, partly to the

demands of tradition, partly to practical

considerations. In a church, lights may
have to perform varied functions. They
may be used for ordinary purposes, but

may also form an essential part of tlie

ceremonial of the church. They may be
selected not for their illuminating ef-

ficiency, but for their symbolic effect and
their religious associations. For this rea-

son the old law prescribed a seven-
branch candlestick to be kept before the
eyes of the people. Christ said, "I am
the Light of the World." As a symbol
of Him, the Light of the World, Chris-
tians for a long time have preserved the
custom of lighting candles. Primarily
the candles were symbols, though they
served the added purpose of illumination.

The light kindled in the Temple of

Solomon was to signify that God was in

the midst of His people. For that rea-

son the windows in the Temple were
narrowed from without to signify that

the light came from within. Frequently
stained glass windows were and still are
introduced solely to increase solemnity
by shedding a "dim religious light," "a

many-te.xted gloom" over the building.

In these and various other ways tradi-

tion has influenced the mind of man
both in the use of light and in the plans
of buildings. So the architect must still

consider light both as a symbol and as
an illuminant whether he design a lofty

cathedral or lowly church.

Returning to practical considerations,

proper control should be available both
before and during service. Consequently
the lamps should be grouped with con-
tro'ling switches under the charge of an
official who at the right moment can
turn on all or a part of the lights with-
out disturbance to anyone. But at all

times the beauty of structural projec-

tions, the cornices, the mouldings, etc.

—

all these must be maintained and tlie

lighting so arranged as not to lessen

their effectiveness. Here, as elsewhere,
glare should at all times be absent. This
suggests that bare lamps should not be
placed in the range of vision.

Since even those who do not profess

interest in the religious service itself

are influenced by the effect of the church
as a whole and place great value upon
the associations and architecture of old

churches and cathedrals, one can see the

importance of effective illumination and

can ap|)reciate the opportunity for abun-
dant experiment in this field. Xor can
one fail to realize the importance of

apiilying such experimental results when
once they have been obtained. It is

only through the eyes that these features
arc perceived. It is therefore essential

to minister to their comfort by securing
an illumination physiologically correct,

and to exercise great care that the light-

ing adopted make the contents of the
church both interesting and readily

visible.

There can be no question but tliat

lights are a meajis of decoration in

themselves, provided there is a total ab-

sence of glare. Artistic color effects are

produced by the proper arrangement of

lamps; and the use of colored light

sources lends itself to the production of

results not otherwise to be attained. Few
of us fully realize the importance of the

proper use of color both in schemes of

lighting and in ornamental displays.

Before the World's Fair at Chicago
the possibilities of exterior decorative

illumination were little appreciated, lo
show how much can be done and is to-

day being done in that direction, we
need only consider the recent Panama-
Pacific Exposition. Here the lighting

system was planned to bring out ail thai

was best in the architectural display and
in the various artistic color schemes,
using both electric and gas lighting,

though other illuminants could have
been used with equal effectiveness. The
complete success of this project was
possible only through the cooperation
and assistance of all departments, archi-

tects, designers, sculptors, engineers, etc.

The real value of a lighting system is

judged by its effect on the eye and the

brain, from the physiological, esthetic,

and psychological points of view. Ef-

ficiency and economy are not the only
items worthy of consideration. If they
were, much of the artistic both in lamp
fixtures and in other decorations could
well be omitted. From a psychological
point of view we must consider the effect

upon the user. Even if the degree of

illumination is sufficient, the effect will

not be satisfactory unless the lighting

equipment harmonizes with the spaces
in which it is installed, and unless the
decorative features arc displayed in their

true values.

The Perfect Electric Water Heater

In the present active campaign that is

being made to equip the modern .Ameri-

can home throughout as an electrical

palace, inventors are alert in all quar-

ters in an effort to displace by electrical

means the present methods of heating

water for household purposes.
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Although scientists have spent over a

hundred years since the days of Joule in

establishing beyond cavil the fact that

heat is one form of energy whose units

bear a fixed ratio with other units of

energy, still even in this enlightened day

inventors claim to be perfecting elec-

trical devices for heating water m such

amounts as would represent more en-

ergy imparted to the water than is sup-

plied in the electric circuit that ener-

gizes the electric heater.

There is perhaps no other ratio more

thoroughly and accurately established in

modern science than the fact that a Brit-

ish thermal unit of heat energy is equiv-

alent to 777.5 ft. lb. of mechanical en-

ergy and that one horsepower hour is

equivalent to .746 kilowatt hours.

Using these unit ratios, it at once fol-

lows that a kilowatt hour of electrical

energy is equivalent to 3412 British ther-

mal units of heat energy. Assuming that

one gallon of water weighs 8.33 b., we

find at once that 3412 British thermal

units will raise 4.09 gallons of water 100

degrees in temperature. In other words

were an inventor to perfect an electrical

water heating device with no wastes or

losses at all, the best he could hope to

accomplish would be to raise say tour

crallons of water to one hundred degree^,

fncrease in temperature for every kilo-

watt hour of electrical energy applied.

On a three-cent rate it is at once seen

that even the perfect electric device

could not heat water at a better hgure

than 0.750 cents per gallon heated one

hundred degrees.

On the other hand, let us see what the

modern perfect gas heater could accom-

plish A cubic foot of gas contains

about six hundred British thermal units.

Hence every thousand cubic feet con-

tains 600.000 heat units. With gas at

85 cents per thousand, this means that

the perfect gas heater could raise a

gallon of water one hundred de.sJrees m

temperature for a cost of 0.118 cents.

Thus it is seen that the gas rate of 85

cents as opposed to the electric rate of

3 cents will heat six and one-half times

the water for the same outlay in money,

assuming that the heaters operate under

the same efficiency factors.

It is not true, however, that gas heat-

ers can be made to operate as efficiently

as an electric heater. It is a well-known

fact that gas water heaters as a rule

seldom exceed 50 per cent efficiencies

as compared with electric heaters which

commonly run from 85 to 90 per cent.

Indeed it is generally conceded that the

modern gas range operates at as low as

25 per cent efficiency.

It is these low efficiencies which it

seems impossible to better that make
possible the early triumph of cooking

and heating by wire.

Western hydroelectric companies are

recognizing this disparagement in fig-

ures and as a consequence rates under a

half cent per kilowatt hour are being

granted for electric heaters operating on

the storage systems. Such rates where

practicable to grant are doing wonders

in winning over new electrical loads

that will be enduring and at the same

time loads that present ideal conditions

for hydroelectric plants.—Journal of

Electricity.

Better Let a Contractor Do It

In the role of bridge builders, says an

.Arizona correspondent of the Times, the

Xavajo (.\rizona) county supervisors are

said to have scored a very small degree

of success. The bridge at Taylor, of iron

with concrete piers, fell into the creek

soon after completion. It was fished out

and put up once again, only to sag in

the center and to be denied once more

to traffic. It is told that the structure,

which should have cost about $3,500, will

represent about $15,000 of the taxpayers'

money on its third erection.

:. U. S. Pat Uttic

The Panels that are

good as they are famo

White Brothers

Why "Wybro" Panels?
Wybro Panels have a distinctive quality all their

own. They have been chosen as leaders by careful

test.s.

The (luality of Wybro Panels is always uniform.

You take no chances of getting inferior panels when
you ask for WYBRO PANELS.

Wyl>io Panels are smooth and even—they are of a

lasting- kind. Wybro Panels improve with age—other

liin.ls .In not.

Sth and Brannan Sts.
San Rrancisco

riling to ,\dv
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Electric Curbstone Signs

At an intersection of two thoroutili-

faris in the Imsiness district of San
Francisco an experiment is being ni;icle

with a novel plan for displayino; street

names. Electrically illnminated signs

l)earin!r the street titles have been im-

great, and when one considers the edi-

fication afforded, the trouljie and expense
involved is small.

bedded in the vertical sides of the

curbs. These consist of waterproof
cast-iron boxes, 40 inches long and 8

inches deen. perforated with the street

names and illuminated by means of tubu-

lar electric lamps which are connected
with the city lighting system. Two of

these signs are installed at each of the

four corners at the intersection.

Flood Lighting for "Old Glory"

Perliaps one of the most novel illumi-

nations of "Old Glory" at night is found
in a residence of a citizen of Schenec-
tady, N. Y. The scheme of light pro-

jection on a roof has already proven
successful, but under certain conditions

this is not feasible.

The apparatus in this instance was at

once simple and inexpensive. The flag

measures S by 8 feet, and is suspended
in front of the house from a staflf pro-

jecting from an attic window. On the

roof of the piazza below are mounted
two 60-watt Mazda lamps and reflectors.

These lights are not discernible from
the street and the rays are directed on
the flag from both sides at an angle.

Current is supplied from an ordinary
lamp socket in one of the nearby rooms.
The effect is strikingly lieautiful, every

ripple of the flag standing out in vivid

contrast with the surrounding darkness.

The colors are strongly emjjhasized liy

the artificial light. The possibilities of

this form of illumination of the .-Nmeri-

can flag throngliout the country arc

Pioneer Brick Man Dead
As we go to press word comes from

Los .Angeles of the death there of Mr.
Charles H. Frost, pioneer brick manu-
facturer on the Pacific Coast and founder
of the Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com-
pany. Mr. Frost died at his Southern
California home on October 9th. Until

two years ago Mr. Frost was the active

head of the brick company, and for

eighteen years he did more to alter the

skyline of Los Angeles than any other
single individual in the cit}'.

In November of last year Air. Frost
became ill and retired from business life,

lie was attended at the time of his death
Ijy his son. Howard l-rost, who succeeded
his father in the presidency of the build-

ing material concern; his daughter-in-

law. Mrs. Howard Frost, and a son-in-

law. Dr. L. J. Fluff. Mr. Frost was a

Mason, a Shriner and a member of the

Jonathan Club.
Mr. Frost's grandfather was Captain

George P. Frost, who served through
the Revolutionary War, Captain I'rost

was also a lineal descendant of the Eng-
lish Lord Pepperel, for whom the town
of Pepperel. Mass.. and Pepperel Mills

were named.

Honor for San Francisco Designer
A press dispatch of recent date says

that designs submitted by Charles G.

Beersman, young San Francisco archi-

tect, for a Masonic temple in Yonkers,
N. Y., were selected in competition with
some of the most eminent architects in

New ^ ork. Beersman studied in Italy

after graduation from the University of

Pennsylvania.

An Ornament to Market Street

The four-story addition to the b'ife

building at the gore of Market and Cali-

fornia streets, San Francisco, is being
completed by Messrs. Lange & Berg-
strom, contractors. Mr. Schnaittacher,
the architect, has worked out a highly
satisfactory design and tlie luiilding is

now an ornament to lower Market street.

Partnership Dissolved

Mr. John T. Vawter has witlidrawn
from tlie arcliitectural firm of Walker &
Vawter, and .\. R. Walker will continue
business in the offices of the Arm in

the Hibernian building, Los Angeles.

Frederick Soper lias prepared plans for

a large modern English style residence
to be built on a six-acre tract at Brent-
wood Park for G. E. Hazard.
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SPECIFY "CHICAGO"
Multi-Stage Turbine House Pumps
Single and Duplex Electric Sewage Ejectors

Automatic Electric Bilge Pumps
"Little Giant" Electric Cellar Draniers

Pneumatic Water Supply Sj'stems

Electric House Service Pumps

A Complete and Well Designed Line

General Offices and Factory i

Pacific Coast Agents

CHICAGO PUMP COMPANY TELEPHONE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO.

901 W. Lake Street. Chicago, 111. 1
612 Howard Street, San Francisco. Cal.

HIGH GRADE

[IKTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK
FOR BUILDINGS

BUTTE ENGINEERING AND ELECTRIC CO., 683-87 Howard Street,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Heating and Ventilating, Electrical In-

stallations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
Ma.n Office: 507 MONTGOMERY STREET. ^AN FRANCISCO. CAL.

f 117-118 Colman Building I'^'J^'O^/^'
n u offi.-.O 504-505 McKay Building - " P°"'a"'Ji,°^5-
Branch Offices.
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J

5p^5^l^^^ gj.|^._^^ Spokane Wash.

( 563 l.W.Hellman Building Los Angeles, C«l.

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
Incorporated

Electric (1-1 and 2-1) Gearless Traction Elevators, Electric

Geared Elevators, Full Automatic Electric Elevators

and Dumb-Waiters, Hydraulic, Belt and Hand

Power Elevators for Every Service

Telephone Sutter 3540 54 Natoma Street, San Francisco
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D'Arcy Ryan Compliments Willis Polk

l;> \V. D'AUCV KVAX

TH Id illumination of Marl<et street now
subinittcd to tlie public for its ap-

proval lias been a lalior of love, not only

on my part but upon the part of many
others. Whether it is good or not re-

mains to be seen. We have all worked
earnestly and seriously, and personally

1 am deeply appreciative of the sympa-
thetic assistance that 1 have received.

The history of lighting has been a

long one and its evolution has been
slow. What little credit is due for this

splendid success 1 desire to share with

Willis Polk, architect, and Leo Lentelli,

sculptor. Mr. Polk, at the inception of

the scheme, looked up every lamp post

in history. He raked the Champs d'Ely-

see, the Place de la Concord, Trafalgar

Square, The Ring Stasse, Unter den Lin-

den, the Piazza San Marco, and every
other example available, down to the

last word in decorative lamp poles on
Michigan avenue in Chicago.

Mr. Lentelli spent months in studying
the model for your Patli of Gold poles.

The most interesting feature of this

work, to my mind, is this; These poles

are primarily trolley poles. If the trol-

ley ever becomes obsolete then these

poles will still be lamp poles. Only
compare the unadorned trolley poles on
any side street and you will see what I

mean, then you will know what Mr. Polk
has done.

In any event, San Francisco has now
set an example in street lighting. She
has once more done something. San
Francisco knows how.

"A Loss There Was"
Why does an electrical contractor in-

vest a thousand dollars or twenty tliou-

sand dollars in supplies and equipment
and then work himself down to white
hair and a five-cent cigar just for the
honor of paying rent and being called

a contractor? Why doesn't he charge
a profitable price for his work so that

his payroll may be met with a smile, his

jobber seek his business and his banker
welcome his goings out and his com-
ings in? Because he doesn't know his

costs. Isn't that the reason?
Just because some competitor foolishly

bids too low is a mighty poor reason for

bidding still lower in order to get a

job. Is it not better to lose a job
which a cost system shows to be un-
profitable than to do the wild guess act,

get it, and lose the profit on two other
good jobs?
The man who gets tlie losing contract

is not the only loser. He also robs the
man who charges a fair, honest and
just price based on a knowledge of costs.

He befogs the minds of the architect
and owner, putting mmiey into their

pockets and taking it out of the indus-
try where it legitimately belongs.
Why not put a stop to this foolishness?

Let the contractor admit "a loss there
was" but make up his mind that in the
future a profit there'll be, not only for

himself but for the other fellow.—Jour-
nal of Electricity, Gas and Power.

Proposed Laws Stir Up Opposition

The San Francisco Real Estate Board
has been stirred to opposition by cer-

tain proposed changes in the building
laws of the State of California to meet
some of the suggestions of the Housing
Commission and others regarding tene-

ment houses. A committee has been
appointed by the president of the real

estate board to take part in the discus-
sions and to fight some of the proposed
changes. President Samuel G. Buckbee
of the board says:
Among other things it is proposed to cut down

the height of building.s at least one story, to make
material changes on buildings already constructed,
to increase the size of light courts in new build-
ings, to increase the areas of yard space, do away
with basements altogether and make many other
changes that will materially affect financial invest-
ments as well as make it difficult to build econom-
ical business structures on small lots. This is an
important question and has stirred action among
board members. There is no more important legis-

lation that could be enacted and that would affect

this city so much as the legislation proposed V.y

Engineer to Design Proper Bathing Suit!

The question of what constitutes a

proper attire for bathers along the beach
at Santa Monica has aroused serious

controversy involving city officials of

that beach city, as well as members of

the clergy, club women and the bathers
themselves. So heated has the discus-

sion Ijecome that the city officials now
are endeavoring to decide upon an of-

ficial batliing suit that will meet with
approval from all the residents. * * *

In a final effort to restore friendly rela-

tions, the city authorities decided to take
action. City Engineer John A. Mor-
ton is reported to have assumed the task

of designing an official costume for bath-
ers which the city fathers say must be
modest yet stylish and of sufficient brev-

ity to allow free use of the limbs in

swimming. Mr. Morton declared re-

cently that his task was proving one of

the most "difficult pieces of engineering"
he lias yet undertaken.—Southwest Con-
tractor.'

No Diving for Pat

An Irish laborer working on the roof of

a building was too nervous to come down.
Pausing at the top of the ladder for awhile,

Pat saw the foreman watching hini. "Come
down." said lie to Pat. "I'm afraid, sir,"

replied Pat. "Come down the same way as

you went up," addressed the foreman. "Xo
fear," retorted Pat. "I went up head first;

I'm nut coming down that way."
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To Be "Low Bidder" Not Always Our Aim.
iHT Our most particular attention is given to prompt and skillful handling of all electrical
'^^ work of any nature with "QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED."
\ ^ Our nation-wide organization and large experience in this field assures you always of

fair estimates and absolute satisfaction.

F. E. NEWBERY ELECTRIC CO.
103 Sutter St. (413 Lick Bids;.) San Francisco, Phone Sutter .S2I

LEO. J. MEYBERG COMPANY
LIGHTING FIXTURES

Electrical CHARLES T. PHILLIPS 5;'"^.
,

Illuminating ^ CONSULTim BNOINBER R^foonTMechanical p^^j^^ Building. San Francisco
Reports

Phone Sutter 2176

The Economical Production. Distribution and Application of Light. Power. Heat and Ventilation

Illumination Efficiency Physical Reports Electrolysis Investigations Estimates and Tests

C. JORGENSEN & CO.
BUILDING MATERIALS

Phone Kearny 2386 356 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO

HEX ELECTRIC AND
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.

1174 Sutter St
Electrical Engineers and Contractors g,,„ FrancisCO

ii/f ouittr cTi JOBBING - REPAIRS - SUPPLIES CaliforniaPhone Prospect 90 \^ a i i i u i n i ci

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Engineers

Telephone Sutter 894 60 NATOMA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

San Francisco, Cal. Oakland, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal.

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
Electrical Engineers and Contractors

Phone Sutter 2369 149 New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

General Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Dealers

Display Rooms, Retail Department and Offices

O'Farrell and Mason Streets SAN FRANCISCO



The Contractor
HIS TROUBLES AND SOME OTHER THINGS

Relations Between the Architect and the Sub-
Contractor*

Ilv II. KNICKEKliACKEK BOVD, F. A. I. A.

IX
tlie matter of direct letting of con-

tracts, I have read all the literature

on the subject, including your own "Re-
port on the Evils of Sub-contracting."

I can subscribe to the principal objec-

tions which you raise because I know
that these evils have existed, but you
must not condemn all general contrac-

tors. And. after all, what you are aim-
ing to change, it seems to me, is not so

much the sub-contracting evil as the

sub-estimating principle.

I personally feel that too much stress

has been laid on the sub-contracting evil

without due regard to any perfectly feas-

ible plan of controlling tlie estimating.

Perhaps you have found this method
the means of most quickly checking an
abuse rather tlian the slower process ot

education.
All branches of the building trades

have suffered alike from the "farming"
and "huckstering" of sub-estimates and
dickering with sub-contractors which is

practised by some, but by no means all,

general contractors. Sub-contractors
who allow themselves to take part in

this are equally at fault.

When work is awarded under one gen-
eral contract, architects can help all the

trades and very largely control the whole
situation by requiring that a complete
list of all sub-contractors be submitted
with the estimate, the same to be sub-

ject to the approval of the architect and
not to be changed without consent after

the contract is awarded.

t

In my own practice we invariabh- do
this, to protect all interests and insure a

selection of capable men. But in the case

of heating we practically always take

the estimates direct, and, whenever pos-
sible, do the same with plumbing. We
turn over the lowest of these to the gen-
eral contractors, who estimate with the

understanding that they must accept
them as sub-contractors' bids if they
want the contract.

•Extract from an address before the National
Association of Master Steam and Hot Water
Fitters.

tit mav be of interest to know that .\rchitect

J. J. Doiiovan of Oakland has adopted this plan

with splendid results.

This gives us the opportunity to care-

fully select the bidders—a most impor-
tant consideration. Only the men we
deem best qualified to do work of the

kind and size in hand are asked, and the

number limited to from three to five.

This is quite sufficient. Others should
not importune for the privilege and so

lessen their prestige. .-Vrchitects should
be resolute and not allow any one to

estimate who does not do the high grade
of work as those selected. This will

save disappointments and insure to all

an equal chance on the basis of good
work. Under these favorable conditions

the lowest figure should prevail in the

award. Under general and open com-
petitive bidding the low estimate is often

to be regarded with suspicion.

In selecting those to whom they will

entrust the work, architects ought to

inquire and know whether they have the

respect and confidence of their associ-

ates, as well as whether they are mem-
bers of their respective associations.

In this way architects can help to con-

trol the situation and you can cooperate
with them in many ways.

I feel that it is quite right and only
proper that, except in the case perhaps
of advertised work, contractors should
not be required to pay for blueprints for

estimating purpose. Heating contrac-

tors should also retain one set for their

files and records. They are doing their

full share in bearing the cost of estimat-

ing, which under our present sj-stem is

but a contribution to our enormous na-

tional waste and a factor in the high

cost of building. It has been computed
that there is spent in this country each
year for the privilege of estimating the

sum of over $85,000,000, more than one-

half of which, on a conservative basis,

could be saved if efficient methods along
the lines of the so-termed "quantity sur-

vey system" were generally adopted.
Instead of hopefully waiting for proper

methods of estimating to be evolved,

let us do our share now in improving
them in every way possible. Architects

can help greatly in conserving waste of

money and human energy in the heat-
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ing lield alone if thej' will do some very
simple tilings, vvliich 1 suggest that j'ou

can call upon them to do. Some of these
are now being done by those architects

whose first thought is real service to

their employers—the clients. One of

these is the preparation of clear and
complete drawings and precise specifica-

tions which lessen the time and risks

contractors take in estimating and which
convey to them the assurance that they
will not, if they secure the contract, be
expected to make up for shortcomings
of the architect.

I have seen some architects' drawings
without figures outside or inside of the
plans, and have read some specifications

almost as brief as this: "Heat all por-
tions of the building to 70 degrees in zero
weather and guarantee these results."

Here we have steam-fitters, say twenty
to thirty, if under the sub-contractor
evil, spending their time scaling ofif every
office or room or enclosed area, when
all this time could be saved if one drafts-

man in an architect's office had taken
the time necessarj- to do this work
once—and properly.

In that large number of every-day
cases where no consulting engineer is

employed, and wliere you are expected
to do your own calculating and engin-
eering, and assume all responsibility for

results—only to be beaten out if you
have figured even conservatively by some
one not so scrupulous, intelligent or
careful—why not refuse to estimate un-
til you are furnished with a reasonable
amount of data upon which to base your
estimate?

I would ur^e you, individually and col-

lectively, assuming that you are willing

to estimate under these conditions, to

insist upon certain basic requirements
as a precedent to estimating. Archi-
tects can help you greatly if they will

become accustomed to putting on every
plan both dimensions of each enclosed
space—perhaps even to computing either

the area or the cubical contents of each
enclosure—moreover the addition of fig-

ures to indicate the area of window and
outside door openings would in man}'
cases save much time and handling of
prints to refer back and forth from plans
to elevations and sections. Can you not
take this up and perhaps consider sym-
bols for drawings?

And in the matter of incomplete and
indefinite specifications or of those
equally as bad, imposing conditions or
guarantees impossible to provide—even
if they have been prepared merely in ac-
cordance with the routine of an anti-
quated custom—why not return them to
the architect or the engineer responsible

SPECIFY PRODUCTS OF

UNQUESTIONED QUALITY!

When THE DAHLSTROM
PRODUCTS are specified —
the standard by which all other
metal trim must be judged — is it

good business policy to accept a
product below that standard?

The credit for Hollow Metal Doors
and Trim belongs to Dahlstrom. That
we truly originated and perfected and
have consistently produced the highest
grade of hollow metal interior trim for

buildings is not an exaggeration, but
an established fact.

Sometimes, in fact quite frequently,

we are told: "Cut your estimate and
the job is yours!" We are always
willing to re-figure and to co-operate
with the Architect, Owner and Con-
tractor in an endeavor to lessen cost

or to meet a particular requirement,
but we are not willing to cut an esti-

mate merely for the commercial trans-

action of signing a contract. Dahl-
strom Quality has always been rigidly

maintained and this quality will not
be lowered for the purpose of securing
an order by meeting the figure of a
competitor whose product is decidedly
inferior.

THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS
are made right in every particular, and
prove not only a source of satisfaction

from the viewpoint of excellence in

unequaled finish, but the added and
greater service of standing up under
the severe tests of the two greatest

destructive forces known to mankind— FIRE and TIME.
The Dahlstrom price is not high.

You pay only for what you get, and
we know just what it costs to produce
THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS—
the unequaled standard of hollow metal
interior trim.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC
DOOR COMPANY

34 Blackstone Avenue
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

ches and Representatives
All Principal Cities.

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:
M. G. West Co., 353 Market St., San Francisco,

Calif.

Louis R. Bedell, 522 W. 9th St.. Los Angeles. Calif.
Camp-TeRolIer. 530Colman Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Timms, Cress & Co., 184-186 Second St.. Port-

land, Ore.
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lor tluMii and frankly state your reasons
for not estimating? Be courageous and
do tliis for the good of the cause 1

Obviously the architect who makes
every heating contractor perform gratui-

tous calculating and engineering saves
himself time, labor and cost, and trans-

fers these not to one but to a large num-
lier of heating contractors—and, eventu-
ally, to the owners
And yet one of the singular factors in

this condition of affairs is that the
trouble often begins with the owners,
who too often do not select their archi-

tects on the basis of competency and in-

tegrity. After allowing for the younger
and inexperienced men who are se-

lected on the basis of friendship or other-
wise and should be given every practical
assistance possil)le by associations of
their fellows and of others in the crafts,

the facts are that many architects who
render full and proper services are the
ones who charge a greater fee than those
who do not, or rather, I should say,

those who do not render or do not ex-
pect to render the nicer and fairer and.
in the end, the more economical service,

do not charge the owner as much as

those architects who do. Unfortunately
some owners give too much considera-
tion to the question of fee in selecting
their architects and do not always dis-

criminate between the kinds of service,

where the recollection of the qualitj-

will remain long after the fee is forgot-
ten. You heating men have the same
thing to contend with, so you know all

about it, but the ov^fners do not discover
their mistake until it is too late.

Of course, for all work of any size,

for power plants, and mechanical equip-
ment and for work of a specialized na-
ture, it is to be presumed that the serv-
ices of a competent engineer have been
engaged and the drawings and specifica-

tions prepared with accuracy and pre-
cision. Presumably such a man will he
a member of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers. If

not. he ought to be.

While we are speaking on the subject
of clarity, why not let us cooperate to

get rid of words in specifications which
say but do not mean "very best quality"
and the "or equal." in favor of calling
for the brands, thickness and weight of
pipes and for the various other products
liy the several names which will be ac-
ceptable?

More and more frequently .-i distinc-

tion is being made as to quality in ma-
terials of building construction and
stronger encouragement is being given
to those producers w-ho, in spite of rigid

competition, adhere to their standards of

manufacture and make names for them-
sehes under established brands.

Contractor's View of Specifications

THE following satire on the architect's
' specifications, from Engineering and
Contracting, must have been written just

after a bill for extra work had been re-

jected:

General: The plans and specifications

are to be taken together. Anythin.g
shown in the plans not mentioned in the
specifications and anj^thing mentioned in

the specifications and not shown on the
plans is to be considered as both shown
and specified; and anything wanted by
the architect or any of his friends, or
anybody else (except the contractor),
shall be considered as shown and speci-

fied, implied and required, and shall be
provided by the contractor without ex-
pense to anybody but himself. If he
can do the work without expense to

himself, the work shall be torn down
and done over again, until the expense
is satisfactory to the architect.

Architect: The term architect herein

appearing shall be understood to mean
the architect or any engineer that he
foolishly but courteously employs to as-

sist in making trouble for the contractor.

Plans: The plans are to be consid-

ered diagramatic. and are to lie followed
only where space conditions make it pos-

sible to avoid so doing. Coincidence be-

tw'een the plans and executed work shall

not be considered a claim for extra com-
pensation. The architect is not required
to recognize coincidence. Anything that
is right on the plans is to be considered
right; anything that is wrong on the

plans shall be discovered by the con-
tractor, and shall be made right with-
out telling on the architect or on the

bills. Anything that is forgotten or
missed out of the plans and specifica-

tions, but which is necessary or required
for the comfort and convenience of the
owner, shall be provided by the con-
tractor, to the satisfaction of everybody
(except the contractor) and in full ac-

cord with the evident intent and mean-
ing of the specifications without extra

cost to anj'body but the contractor.

Rules and Regulations: The work
throughout shall comply with all rules,

regulations, caprices and whims of all

city, county, state, national and interna-

tional departments, bureaus and officials

having or not having jurisdiction.

Materials: .-Ml the materials shall be
the best of their several kinds. The con-

tractor is expected to know and provide
the best, irrespective of what is speci-

fied in detail. The architect reserves the

right to change his mind about what is

best. Any changes necessary to make
work and material fit the mind of the
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architect sliall l)c made by the contractor

without extra charge.

Permits: The contractor shall ohtain

and pay all fees, annual dues, assess-

ments and subscriptions to masked balls,

organizations and coat and hat checks.

Guarantee: The contractor shall guar-

antee and does guarantee that he will

keep in complete working order, any-

thing that the architect asks him to,

so long as there is more work m sight

in the architect's office.

Arbiter: In case of any dispute aris-

ing as to the nature, character or extent

of°\vork shown, specified or implied, the

matter will be decided by referendum

and recall, after which the decision shall

be set aside and reversed by the archi-

tect and resigner-in-chief of the national

government.

Payments: Payments, if any. shall be

made on the architect's certificate. Archi-

tect's certificate shall not be considered

negotiable, nor are they legal tender.

When once issued, the architect assumes

no responsibility for their future useful-

ness. Partial payments shall be made

as the work progresses in the amount of

85 per cent of the value of the work done

as judged by the architect. In no case

shall the judgment of the architect cover

more than enough to pay the wiremen

and helpers every Saturday night. The

material men must take the customary

chances. The final payment, if any, shall

be made when everybody is satisfied (but

the contractor). Any evidence of satis-

faction on the part of the contractor

shall be considered a just cause for with-

holding final payment.

The contractor shall accept and hereby

does accept the conditions hereinbefore

appearing, for himself, his ancestors and

progenitors, his family, heirs, executors,

his ox, his assignee and the stranger

within his gates.

To Stop Leakage in Tile Curtain Walls

Editor The .\rcliilict .lii.l Engineer:

licing a subscriber of your valuable magazine.

I beg the liberty to ask for some information, pro-

viding it does not conflict with your standing

rules.

I am about to plaster, for the owners, a cer-

tain building of this city over all exterior tile

curtain walls and exposed concrete beams and col-

umns. Between the lower side of concrete beams
or girder and where the tile for curtain walls joins

to It is where the water beats in when we have

Ihe driving rains, and I find cracks in the court

walls, although their exterior walls have been

plastered.

Tliese cracks can be seen with the naked eye

on the exterior surface.. By plastering over tliese

cracks will they be permanently closed? The
shrinkage of the tile mortar joints is over with,

for the building is nearly four years old.

Jly remedy is to take strips of close-woven

gunny sack about 2 inches wide and soak them

uith roofers' cement (the prepared tar that comes

with rubberoid or other composition roofing) and

cover the aforementioned cracks

When the ro ifers' cement becomes set I would
ov r the strip. Now the point 3f in-

wi sh to ask is, what would be your
fo • the plaster mortar with Vvater-

nrp irated that \ 'ould in ure the per-

naucnt rlosi ig of the cracks ?

Your very t ruly.

H. H. Preibis I'S.

San Diego, Cal.

The method suggested by our corre-

spondent ought to work out satisfactor-

ily. A good waterproof cement is Me-

dusa, manufactured by the Sandusky

Portland Cement Co., or Duncan's ce-

ment, a Chicago proiluct.— Editor.

Architect Herold Busy

R. .\. Herold, h'orum building. Sacra-

mento, has started the working drawings

for the $350,000 Masonic Temple to be

erected in that city. He hopes to have

the plans ready for figures in sixty days.

Mr. Herold will start working drawings

for the new White Hospital very soon.

This will be of fireproof construction and

will cost $150,000. He will also make
plans for the Sisters Hospital in Sac-

ramento at an approximate cost of

S20o.oon.

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET or HARDWOODS?
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THEM

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY. KOA, JENISERO, OAK, ASH, ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD CO.
Beach and Taylor Streets, SAN FRANCISCO
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Building Out'.ook in Portland, Oregon

At last Porllaiid is going to 1iu\l- a

new postotficc bnilding—a new one right

up to the minute and for which we have
been waiting, it seems, a century.

Time was when we had hopes, but

now, right now, hope has been realized.

Grant t'ee of San Francisco is the con-

tractor and Lewis P. Hobart of the same
city is the architect.

True, the building is going to be lo-

cated in what was formerly a swamp,
or duck pond, but what matters that

—

we get the building!

Down in the "North End," bordering

on the old "Red Light District" that was
—that is the location where our benevo-

lent Uncle Sam is going to spend a mil-

lion dollars. The memory of many an

old timer runs back to the days wlien

he bagged a string of ducks in that

swamp and came home to his hearth to

regale himself in stuffed bird and a cool

bottle.

Just where the contractor will find a

foundation for the building, the inquirer

knows not. Perhaps he will bring it

with him, but as buildings need to have
something on which to grow, so he will

find something on which to erect this

—

maybe floating pontoons.
The flood of '94 overflowed this land

and may again, in which case the dear

public may have to hire boats in which
to reach the delivery window.

Some consideralde feeling has come
out over the question of stone. Oregon
folks claim that home stone is just as

well adapted for building purposes as

Indiana, Washington, or Idaho, but in-

asmuch as the Indiana was included and
with its use Grant Fee was enabled to

be "low" man, he gets the job and the

Hoosier product goes into it.

Bedford stone has not shown up any
too well in this climate, as we observe.

Look at the public library, for instance.

It resembles a bad case of smallpox, and
seems to be getting into the advanced
stages of that none too attractive mal-

ady. Subjected somewhat to salt air in-

fluences and a very wet climate, lime-

stone gets into a tangle of chemical ac-

tion and the damage is done.
Some of the stone, possibly from other

quarries, seems to do better. The Wells
Fargo building, for instance, looks quite

well and seems to stand the conditions

which obtain here.

We bid Grant Fee a hearty welcome
and, despite some kickers who are re-

puted to have worked against the award,
we think he will find the glad hand here

and we trust, nay, believe, he will have
smooth sailing—down in the former
swamp of the Xorth I'.nd.

The new Auditorium building is drag-

ging on in the usual way of civic build-

ings, and while extension of time has

been granted the contractor, yet, we
think, most of us will live to see it fin-

ished.

What with taxes beating the high sky

line, this building should never have
been projected. Portland needs this as

badly as a canine needs two tails, and
we, being of the opinion that civic con-

struction just to give work for mortal
man is ill advised, yet we will share the

joys and sorrows of others and make the

most of the job.

A few years since Portland went into

the public dock business and expended
about $2,500,000 for land and buildings

—

thus far the paint looks nice and peace-

ful, not a scratch thereon—still it "put

money into circulation," and what mat-
ters all else? Maybe we will get back
our shipping, if Astoria or Seattle doesn't

hog all of it—then we will be happy that

we have a place for ships to berth.

* * *

.\rchitect Doyle is completing plans

for the $750,000 U. S. National Bank
building, location of which is one block
from the white marble palace of the

First National Bank.
The new Benson "Tech" will be con-

structed by Messrs. Frieberg & McClen-
nan for $169,917, of which S. Benson
gives $100,000. hence its name.

.Architect J. V. Bennes is doing the

.•\nton Hutch building on Broadway

—

a "fur store" it is.

The Willamette Steel Works is

doubling its capacity to take care of its

share of the shipbuilding boom, which,

by the way, has struck Portland hard

—

over $15,000,000 in contracts having been
signed for sea floaters. The Northwest
.Steel Company does the metal work, the

Willamette the "insides," while two or

three otliers are engaged in wooden ship

construction.
Fortunate we are that this business

came along just now, wlien building

operations are practicallv at a stand-

still.

W. L. Morgan, "father of the apart-

ment house" in Portland, has gone to

Detroit to show that "Tin Lizzie town"
how to build apartments.

Chief Engineer Loney of the .American
Can Company is here consulting with the

local manager as to the $600.(XKI plant

which they are erecting—not here, but

over in Seattle.

Tlie Goheen Manufacturing Company,
one of the oldest and largest paint man-
ufacturing houses in the country, is

a))out to erect a $300,000 plant in Seattle.

These people are exclusive manufactur-
ers of what are known as "chemically
jirepared paints." a high class article and
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MULLEN MANUFACTURING CO.
BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES—CABINET WORK OF GUARAN-

TEED QUALITY—BAR FIXTURES DESIGNED, MANUFAC-
TURED AND INSTALLED

Telephone Market 8602 Office and Factory: 64 Raisch St., Bet. 7th and 8th, San Francisco

sold the world over. This plant will

take care of the business on both sides

of the Pacific, while the Eastern plant
will serve the Eastern coast and the
London plant handles the European
business.

Duringf the campaign which initiated

the prohibition law it was urged that it

would, among other good things, reduce
the police force, but our city has just
added twenty-five men to it. Perhaps
the brand which is being imported is the
cause—it comes from California, you
know—"the land of milk and honey."

.\. J. C.SPKdX.

Painting and Decorating

For the past two years Mr. I. R. Kis-

sel has been doing much residence work,
including exterior painting and some
very fine interior decorating, including
enameling and frescoing. Prominent
among the residences painted and dec-

orated are those of Mrs. William Haas,
2007 Franklin street; Mrs. .\braham
Haas, 2001 Van Ness avenue; Mrs. Sig-

mund Stern, Fair Oaks, Menlo Park;
Mrs. Henry Sahlein, 1718 Jackson street;

Mrs. Herman Schussler, 1905 Van Ness
avenue, and Mrs. W. C. Graves, 2820
Scott street. Mr. Kissel has the con-
tract for painting the building now being
erected at Bush street and Van Ness ave-
nue for the Overland Company.

According to Mr. Haigh, Bashlin com-
pression and self-closing faucets differ

from ordinary faucets in that they are

unique in construction and have exclu-

sive features. The success of the Bash-
lin valves with the renewable seat ring

and disc led to the incorporation in

Bashlin faucets of those advantageous
features upon which the valves owe their

success. The chief feature is the sim-.

plicity with which the faucet may be re-

paired under water pressure. This alone
commands considerable interest and
comnient. Both seat-ring and disc are easily

renewed in Bashlin faucets. Further-
more, the seat-ring, most subject to abuse,

may be replaced under pressure.

When an ordinary faucet is handled by
many people it is liable to get out of re-

pair, because of the tendency on the part

of some people to close it with unusual
force or unintentionally e.xert extra and
unnecessary pressure at the handle. No
matter how much force is applied to the
handle of a Bashlin faucet, neither the
seat nor the disc is harmed, since the
excessive strain is not communicated to
the seat ring or disc.

S. C. Haigh Takes Over Bashlin Agency

Mr. S. C. Haigh succeeds the Brock-
mann Supply Company (in which he was
formerl5' a partner) and will continue
his energetic work of convincing the

architects that the Bashlin valves and
faucets are superior to all others.

Prometheus Now Have Los Angeles
Agency

The Prometheus Electric Company,
manufacturers of electric heating appli-

ances, main office 232 East Forty-third
street. New York, and represented in San
Francisco by IM. E. Hammond, Hum-
boldt Bank building, have established
an additional agency in Los Angeles,
the new representative there being J. E.

Dwan, 602 Citizens National Bank build-
ing, and well known in San Francisco.

THEBIG-AN-LinLECONCRETE and MORTAR MIXER

Big Output — Little Weight
Big Profits —Uittle Cost
Capacity 3S Cu. Vds. a Oay

All rounded surfaces—no corners for concrete to lodge in.

Revolves on ball thrust bearing, hermetically sealed to
prevent grit from working in.

Equipped with levers for turning over and locking device
to hold drum in place while mixing.

EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
Pacific Coast Agents

51-53 Minna St., San Francisco Tel. Sutter 1675
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Growth of a Young Enterprise

The architectural and building world

notes with grat.lication the expansion of

another home industry—the Roman
Paint Company, which was incorporated

August 21st with a capitalization of

$S0.0CO.

It w-ill be remembered that this com-

pany started in a very modest way a lit-

tle over two years ago. doing business

in a small plant located in Richmond.
Approximately a year ago they took

a lease of a large piece of property on

Folsom street, near Eighteenth, San

Francisco, the owners constructing,

under the lessees' supervision, a modern

paint factory, where they are now lo-

cated and in a position to liandle orders

of any size.

'1 he young men connected with the

Roman Paint Company are distinguished

for their energy and success under the

trying circumstances that have existed

during the past two years. The com-

pany's progress is due to the quality of

its product and the aim is to keep up

this high standard.

The following is a summary of the

diflferent products manufactured or

handled by the Roman company:
Graphite, paste, semi-paste, liquid; No-

Damp, waterproofing, black and clear;

paste colors, for master painters; house

paints; washable wall, flat and gloss;

special paints; quick drying black, as-

phaltum varnish; "Technola," cement

paint; Cub Brand, Gilsonite for barns.

roofs, etc.; shingle stain compound; bar-

rel head; Ferro carbon for steel, bridges,

stacks.

Oak Tree Dentistry

.\rchitccts and owners will be inter-

ested to know that an expert in arbori-

culture may be obtained in S. P. Mc-
Clenahan, who has offices in the Mer-

chants Exchange buildjng, San Fran-

cisco. Mr. McClenahan is a graduate in

tree surgery, spraying and orchard work.

He is at present engaged in treating a

number of "sick" oak trees on the Uni-

versity of California campus, Berkeley.

Some of these trees, through age and ex-

posure, have commenced to decay rap-

idly. To save them Mr. McClenahan is

treating them in much the same manner
as a dentist would operate upon a de-

cayed tooth. The dead wood is first

cleaned out. after which the cavities are

thoronglily sterilized to prevent fur-

ther decay. The tree is then reinforced

with iron bolts or steel rods, the cavitic>

arc filled with cement and the surface is

treated witli waterproofing paint that

covers up any outward defects and at the

same time keeps out the moisture. There

are over four hundred oak trees on the

campus and they will be treated in

groups as money is available. Mr. Mc-
Clenahan has also treated the big oak
trees at Herbert E. Law's country places

and a number of the larger trees at

Thousand Oaks and Xorthbrae, Berke-

lev.

CoUman & Duncan Dissolve
Mr. .\. 1). Collman and Mr. \V. C.

Duncan, co-partners in the firm of Coll-

man & Duncan, announce that their part-

nership has been dissolved, excepting in-

sofar as tlie partnership relates to work
taken under the firm name of Collman &
Duncan now under construction.

Hereafter Mr. Collman and Mr. Dun-
can will solicit work in their respective

names, trusting that they will individu-

ally enjoy the same consideration which
was accorded them as Collman & Dun-
can.

AN ^^^

IDEA fc

of the coni-

pleteness

of the M$C<^ Une of CONVEY-

ING, ELEVATING, SCREENING

AND MECHANICAL POWER
TRANSMITTING MACHINERY
can be gained by consulting the

M $i(^ catalog.

IF YOU HAVEN'T A COPY
SEND FOR IT TO-DAY.

QIom;ianu
ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

SAN FRANCISCO

660 Mission Slreet

SEATTLE
558 First Ave. So.

PORTLAND
67 Front Street

LOS ANGELES
400 East 3rd St.

Cor. San Pedro

Wl .\dv
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A Numerical Designation

Jobbers ol plumbing tixtures have had

a (lit t".cult problem to solve in the mat-

ter of securing any benefit Irom their in-

troductory or exploitation work, as like

hxtures are sold to a dozen or more

different jobbing firms in the same city.

Holbrook, Merrill 6: btetson of San

1-rancisco have just opened for the spe-

cial convenience of architects an ex-

tensive showroom on the ground floor

of the Holbrook building, where many
of the leading lines of plumbing hxtures

are displayed. They hope to reap a

benefit from their enterprise from the

fact that each style of fixture they show

has an exclusive number. If the archi-

tect uses this number in his specifica-

tions, and if the general contractor in-

sists on this number, and if the plumbing

contractor supplies this particular num-

ber (although it is identical with the fix-

ture which can be supplied under a dif-

ferent number by any other jobber), then

Holbrook. Merrill & Stetson will reap

the benefit. -^ long shot—but it may
win.

laying them, is also included. The book-

let ir concluded with a list of a large

number of other buildings that have used

the company's product as a roofing ma-
terial.—From Brick and Clay Record,

September 5, 1916.

Roofing Tile in the Golden West
-\n interesting and valuable addition to

the practical literature dealing with the

use of burned clay roofing tile has re-

cently been made by the Los Angeles

Pressed Brick Company. With the ex-

ception of the foreword, which gives an

enlightening description of the general

uses to which this product may be put,

and the many styles to choose from, the

booklet is a collection of beautiful pic-

tures of private homes and residences,

churches and industrial buildings that

have been enhanced in permanency and

attractiveness by the use of this ma-
terial.

Photographs of models of each sep-

arate style of tile, accompanied by de-

tailed drawings showing the method of

laying them, take up a part of the "new-

addition." w-hile a page of specifications,

detailing the conditions under which the

tile should be laid and the manner of

Practical Course in Concrete

Wentworth Institute, Boston, is about

to add to its courses of instruction one

on practical concrete work, having for

its object the training of young men for

the work of concrete foremen and con-

tractors. The Institute has set aside

one of its best laboratory rooms for this

concrete course, and is fitting it up with

modern testing machinery and other nec-

essary equipment to make possible va-

rious determinations that will illustrate

the technical as well as the practical

sides of the applications of concrete.

There Are Not Two Kinds of Dollars

Who is responsible for the capitali-

zation placed on the possible dollar that

may be saved for lighting service? The
average householder will work harder

and worry more in an endeavor to efifect

a reduction of one dollar in a lighting

bill than a saving of ten dollars in any
of the other household expenses. The
one dollar saved on lighting w ill not buy
any more of something else which they

may desire than any other one dollar.

It is up to the lighting man to hammer
through an appreciation of this situa-

tion. Vou can find in any home, ex-

penditures for milk, groceries, meat,

clothing, amusements, which, by care-

ful management would result in greater

savings to the householder than any
possible saving on lighting, and in the

better class of homes the telephone

charges are invariably greater than the

lighting charges. .\s to whether a con-

sumer would rather do without light in

his home than telephone service is usu-

ally easily answered. It is up to the

lighting men to secure an appreciation

of lighting at least equivalent to that

of telephone service and some of the

other necessities in the home.

ROBERT W HUNT JNO. J. CONE JAS. C. HALLSTED D. W. MCNAUGHEB

ROBERT W. HUNT &, CO., Engineers
BUREAU OF INSPECTION TESTS AND CONSULTATION

251 KEARNY ST., SAN FRANCISCO
New York London Chicago Pittssurgh St. Louis Seattle Toronto Mexico City

CEMENT INSPECTION
INSPECTION OF STRUCTURAL AND REINFORCING STEEL

REPORTS AND ESTIMATES ON PROPERTIES AND PROCESSES

CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
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Kitchen in Mr. RedilcWs Home, 2S7S Biieiui i-'i'-v/u, Avenue,

Hoosier cabinet installed, "Pullman" breakfast root

arrangement of gas range Ufith overhanging hood)

erkeley, shozi

i« connection
relation to si:

g treatmc
Note til

and kitchen cabinet

,f kitchen with

We Have Made the Correction

Editor The Architect and Engineer;
You probably will be interested in the

following letter just received by us:

Envelope opened by censor and stamped "Opened
by Field Censor JO 82."

August 28, 1916.

M'hite Bros.. San Francisco.

Dear Sirs: Will you kindly ask your publicity

agent to remove me from the list of your pros-

pective customers, hy some mistake or other he

has secured an address where I have never resided,

although I have spent a few months in Santa
Ana on business, but that is such a long time since

that I fear he has never troubled for at least

three years to keep his list up to date. Your cir-

culars pursue a devious course from Santa .\na to

San Francisco and from there to my home in

England and from there they are sent to me
vhere

It Illy ill

to .America, when I shall be glad to get into touch
with you again.

Yours very truly.

(Sgd.) R. R. Christien (3711).

.A. Coy. Artists Rifle Corps, B. E. F.. France,

P. S.—Tell your agent to expiate _his crime by
sending enough cigarettes "bond free" for the men
in our platoon

!

Mr. Christien's name was taken from

your List of .\rcbitects, so you can con-

sider yourself the "guilty party," and
send on some cigarettes, as we intend to

do. taking bini oiT the arcbitects' list, as

he retiuests.

The letter was in answer to a circular

letter we sent out to the architects on
August 2d. Yours very truly,

wiin 1-: i;riiiiikks.

name pending the 1,1 of llu C. II, W .\1,

OUR LEADING CIGAR BRANDS

FLOR DEL MUNDO
ALL HAVANA TOBACCO

FLOR DE UPMANN
A MILD, PLEASING BLEND

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
SAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND
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AXEMOXES — Thi
Spring and make ;

planted in a bed c

\/OUR garden for the
-*- Country Estate or

City Residence must be

made ready for Spring.

Time for Winter Planting

of Roses and Shrubbery

is close at hand—Novem-
ber and December.

SEND FOR BULB an!
SPRING CATALOGUE

HALLAWELL
SEED COMPANY

256-258 Market Street

Phone Douglas 3147 San Francisco

His Estimate Was Partly Correct

"Once upon a time there was a famous
autlior who wanted to build a house,"
said Benjamin A. Howe in his book on
building. "He had plans made by an
architect and got bids for its construc-
tion in permanent and fireproof material.

'But that's half as much again as I have
allowed,' he cried. So it was decided to

build in cheaper construction and 'by

day's labor,' with the direct supervision

of the author's family, thus saving the

contractor's profit. When the house was
finished—and it was very attractive, even
though it would never be a family home-
stead, because it would hardly last long
enough for that—and the famous author
was happily ensconced, he was asked:
'Was the house built for your original

allowance?" 'Half of it was.' replied the

famous autlior."—Imprnvemcnt Bulletin.

New San Francisco Buildings

Several large building projects for San
Francisco have been announced the past
month. Captain John Barneson is re-

ported as being tlie promoter and prin-

cipal financial backer of a $3,000,000 fire-

proof warehouse and wharf at ^fission

Rock. It is also proposed to construct a

bridge from the shore at China Basin
a distance of 1,000 feet.

.Announcement has also been made
that Captain William Matson, head of

the Matson Navigation Company, had
acquired from Henry C. Callahan the

south corner of Market and Main streets,

a full 50-vara lot, for the purpose of con-
structing thereon a large Class A office

building to be occupied exclusively Ijy

the local shipping interests. The size of

the building, the cost, etc., will be de-
termined within the ne.\t few days.

A. C. SCHINDLER. President, CH.\S. F. ST.'^UFF.'iCHER. Sccretarj

THE RIINK & SCHIINDUER CO.
Manufacturers of INTERIOR WOODWORK AND FIXTURES

BANK, OFFICE AND STORE FITTINGS
SPECIAL FURNITURE

218-228 THIRTEENTH ST S.-^N FR.'^NCISCO. CAL.
Bet. Mission and Howard Sts. Telephone: Marliet 474
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MOnFRNT Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.

T»T TTH /r-r»T-ik.Ty^ II30-II44 Ridge Avenue PhiladelphiaPLUMBING „-..=„„- ..v..H.^>o.o ,^ „..c,.co

ITTVT'TTD 1? C ^^" Francisco Office and Showroom
J^IA 1 UKtL» 857 Folsom Street

ROBERT TROST phone mission 2.0,

General Building Contractor
We Specialize in High Qrade Work and Employ Skilled 26th and Howard Streets

Labor in every Branch of the Building Industry. SAN FRANCISCO

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING, FANS, BLOWERS,
FURNACES, POWER PLANTS—SHEET METAL WORK

Phone Douglas 378 Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

SPECIFY HOOSIER CABINETS
IN THOSE APARTMENT KITCHENS

THE HOOSIER MFQ. CO.. Newcastle, Ind. SHERMAN, KIMBALL CO., Agents, 199 First

Branch, 1007 Market Street, San Francisco St., San Francisco. Telephone Douglas 1710

HEATING Automatic Sprinkler Systems plumbing
VENTILATION pLOOR AND WALL TILING =""^ metal work

SCOTT CO., Inc.
Successor to John g. sutton co.

243 MINNA STREET SAN FRANCISCO

BARRETT & HILP
Concrete Construction -^ General Contractors

SHARON BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO SUTTER 4598

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS

THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK

Telephone DOUGLAS 4109

GRACE & BERNIERI
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

511 513 Claus Spreckels BIdg. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
~~

Whun writing to .\dvcrtiscrs please nwiition this m.ig.izine.
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'•pacific" Catalog
An

tion

logs is intro-

duced by the

manufacturers

of " Pacific
"

plumbing fix-

tures in the

new "C" edi-

tion of their

catalog.

Decided ad-

vantages have

resulted in the

g r o u ping of

wares, index-

ing these sec-

t i o n s with
protrud-
ing tabs, and

e 1 i m i n a t-

i n g lengthy

descriptivcs.

Arcliilects suggested many of the im-

provements contained therein, one of the

most favorable being the reduction in size

so as to facilitate handling. The sugges-

tion carried out has resulted in a neat, com-

pact 6x9 inch illustrative and accurate guide

for plumbing fixture specifications.

This progressive firm is to be commended

for the enterprise shown in conducting the

extensive plumbing fixture industry located

in California, and the issuance of a time-

saving catalog and handbook.

Architects, contractors and plumbers not

alreadv supplied with a copy of this cat-

alog should send for one immediately. Ad-

dress •Pacific," 67 Xew Montgomery street,

San P'rancisco.

Manual Training School

Plans have been completed by Charles

E. Hodges for a two-story manual train-

ing building to be erected for the Red-

wood City school department. The
structure will rest on wood piles and will

be frame with stucco exterior. The esti-

mated cost is $12,000. Mr. Hodges also

has made plans for alterations to the

countrv residence at Woodside of Mr.

William Fitzhugh.

Hotel Addition

Messrs. Reid Bros., architects of the

new hotel at Byron Hot Springs, have

l)een commissioned to prepare plans for

a substantial addition to that hostelry.

Construction will be of reinforced con-

crete. The building prolialjly will be

two stories high.

Spreckels Refinery Addition

The San Jose Brick Company has re-

sumed operations, with a number of large

orders on hand, one of which calls for a

million brick to be used in the erection

of the Spreckels Sugar Refinery at

Spreckels, Cal.

IVs the beauty of the

enamel that distinguishes

KOHLER SINKS

KOHLER Enamel is accepted as

the highest expression of excellence

in the enameler's art. It gives con-

spicuous elegance and value to every

KOHLER Bath Tub, Lavatory and

Sink.

The hygienic one-piece construc-

tion of KOHLER Sinks gives them

added value.

KOHLER
WARE

IS of unvarying quality— always

the highest

No matter what the pattern of a

KOHLER product maybe, its qual-

ity is sure to be the best. Special

manufacturing economies enable us

to put extra value and beauty into

KOHLER 'WARE, without making

thi prices prohibitive.

KOHLER Balh Tubs, Lavatories and
Sinks are specified for houses and apart-

ments of all classes. These products

have the elegance that makes them suit-

able for the most elaborate homes. At
the same time they are available for in

expensive houses and bungalows.

Wr for

••KOHLER OF KOHLER." 1

you some new ideas about
Plumbing "Ware.

ng bock.

"Hs In the Kohler Enamel''

KOHLER CQ
Founded IS73

Kohler. Wi:i.U.&A.
BRANCHES

Boston Indianapolis

New York St. Paul

Philadelphia St. Looi.

Atlanta Houston

Pittshurgh San Francisco

Detroit Los Aogelet

Chicago London Seattle

Plate Kltxn-KOHl.ER enameled
one-piece s nk •ufith right-hmid
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Institute Journal Is Scored

Since tlic Institute Journal was brought
into being, there has developed a

wide diversity of opinion regarding

the real usefulness of this publication.

Institute members are by no means unan-
imous in its praise. On the contrary,

what the Journal contains and what it

does not contain are subjects being dis-

cussed with almost cruel frankness, as

witness the following excerpt from a

contribution in the Architectural Review
on "Advertising in Relation to Archi-

tecture," by Mr. Thomas P. Robinson,
A. I. A.:

Why not make the Journal over into an organ
of publicity in itself? This would necessitate cer-

tain changes of policy, editorial and financial.

The contents would tend to become readable for

the public, and might approach as a model in this

respect another "Jouniar' which goes to our

homes. After all there must be some generally

interesting things to be said about architecture.

If it is thought undignified to be interesting, it

may be suggested, as a compensating factor, that

by this means we are not losing our dignity, but

merely shifting it from the editorial t

cial side. A popular magazine, by
an audience, would command at the

the support of legitimate and extensive adve

ing. It doesn't take a publisher to know th

subscription list of half a million is more at

tive to an advertiser than one of perhaps a t

sand. Purely professional matter could be
out as leaflets with no advertising at all. As
Journal now stands, it is thought in some quarter

ding

be kind of architects

itself, and kgitii

paid for it

!

the
nough

Sanitary
Plumbing
The proper installation of plumli-

ing sliould be of paramount interest

to the architect. Too often is it

discovered that plumbing doesn't

work as it should—that material

purchased with the thought of

economy proves to be unsatisfac-

tory.

We liave been in liusiness many
years in San b'rancisco. have

earned an enviable reputation for

reliability.

Our showroom, complete in

every detail, is open for your own
or yntir clients' inspection.

Wm. F. Wilson Co.
328 Mason Street, Nr. Geary

Sutter 357

^ It's for you — and the

thousands of other archi-

teds, contractors and own-

ers who are interested in

keeping quality up and

costs down.

^ It's a marvelous Exhibit

— a great central Market

of Materials and Methods

— and a Bureau of Build-

ing Information, all rolled

into one.

C| And it's for you.

Be sure to see the Exhibit when

you come to San Francisco.

At other times write us when-

ever you Vk'ant information on

building material and equip-

ment. Whether or not this great

exhibit contains the material you

seek, we will gladly secure you

full information and bids, with-

out cofl.

THE •

BVILDING
MATERIAL
EXHIBIT
77 OTARRELL STREET. SAN
FRANCISCO • Phone SVTTER 5333

ng to .\dv
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NILES CANYON
STONE PRODUCTS CO.

The Modern Plant, Producing

CLEAN SHARP RIVER SAND
WASHED GRADED GRAVEL
TOP FINISH GRAVEL
CREEK RUN GRAVEL
ROOF GRAVEL
CRUSHED ROCK

BOULDERS

PROMPT AND IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES ASSURED
SAMPLES FORWARDED UPON" REoLEST

Plant Located on Western Pacific Railway
Connection with Southern Pacific Co. Soon Completed

WRITE TO

NILES CANYON STONE PRODUCTS CO.
NILES, CALIFORNIA

Hotel St. Francis
SAN FRANCISCO

Most Beautifully Decorated Public Rooms in the World

European Plan from $2.00

Management :: :: :: JAMES WOODS

ting to Adver
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Resigns Institute Membership

Cliarles S. Kaiser. graduatL- of Co'iiin-

liia University, whose clever work is well

known to San Francisco architects, has

resigned his membership in the San
Francisco Chapter. It was Mr. Kaiser's

plans, submitted in competition for the

Sacramento Carnegie Library, that failed

of judgment, due. it is clainieil, ti> an

oversight on the part of the jury.

San Francisco's Magnificent $3,000,-

000 City Hall is equipped with

Haw^s* Sanitary
D rinking
Fountains

of which the above is a model.

No better drinking fountain made
and a home product.

Main Office and Factory:

1808 HARMON STREET
Berkeley, Cal.

A Ball Bearing Unit
Complete in Itself
This hatager differs from others in

that it is a ball bearing unit in it-

self; the balls are not accessory

to wheels as ordinarily implied by
the term "ball-bearing."

RELIANCE BALL BEAR-
ING DOOR HANGERS

—by reason of this principle of

constrtiction, effect an economy
in both installation and mainte-
nance. There is no assembling of

parts, no adjustinent of arms,
levers and other devices on the job.

The elimination of such parts also

means less friction, less wear and
tear and less expense for repairs

and maintenance.

Write for all the facts as related

in your buildings

RELIANCE BALL BEARING
DOOR HANGER CO.

70 EAST 45th ST., NEW YORK
Grand Central Terminal

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
B. V. Collins Los Angeles. Cal.

Sartorius Co San Francisco, Cal.

Columbia Wire & Iron Works. . . . Portland, Ore.
D. E. Fryer & Co.. Seattle, Spokane and Tacoma.
Wash.. Great Falls, Montana.

PRATT BUILDING MATERIAL GO'S TOPPING SAND

THE PRATT BUILDING MATERIAL CO., C. F. Pratt, Pres., Hearst
Building, San I'rancisco, can give you 15 different kinds of sand, rock and
gravel from such counties as .\Iameda, Contra Costa, Yuba, Sonoma, Monterey,
Sacramento and Sol.mo

—

cither rail or water deliveries.

Phone Douglas 300

—

easy to remember—for prices and sample.
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NASON'S
OPAQUE
FLAT FINISH

A Flat, Washable Oil Paint, made in

soft Kalsomine tints—a prac-

tical article for Walls, Ceil-

ings etr.. that is Economical and Durable. Agency TaMM & NOLAN Co'S high grade Var-

nishes and Finishes. These goods are made on the Pacific Coast for the climate of this Coast.

R. IN. MASON & COMPANY j£^ painj makers
151 POTRERO AVE ~SAN FRANCISCO — 54 PINE STREET

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE LOS ANGELES

ilnitnr

SAN-A-COTE Gloss
(CAN BE SCRUBBED!

I'or bath rooms and kitchens, hospitals, schools,

office buildings, etc., S:in-.\-Cote came as a wel-

come relief—the durable, sanitary, washable, eco-

nomical wall covering.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE BRININSTOOL CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

Rrininstool Co., care of Haslelt Warehouse Co, .110 California St.. San Frnnciscu;

iiitz Paint Co., Fresno, Cal.: Schneider. Chappcll Jv ioncs, Sacramento. Cat; Salt Lake Class &
nt Co.. Salt Lake City, Utah; Grifhn Paint Co.. Og.le'n. I'tah: Ernest Miller Wall Paper Co.. 17J

St St.. Portland, Ore.; Hicko.x-Crampton Paint Co., Tacoma, Wash.; Campbell Hardware Co., FivM
I Madison Sts.. Seattle. Wash.

AJTT TTC CLEAN GRAVEL and
IMIjILo crushed rock

Two very important aggregates that insure a Reliable Concrete Mix.

Auxiliary Plant now under Construction —
Material in storage for Immediate Delivery

California Building Material Co.
Ptione, Sutter 4845 500-4 NEW CALL BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

P
Phone
MAIN
2028

DENISON INTERLOCKING TILE
A CLAY PRODUCT

AND THE

Coming Building Material
WRITE NOW TO

DENISON BLOCK COMPANY
920 Forum Bldg. Sacramento, Cal.
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COLONNADE. KLAMATH COUNTY COURT HOUSE
BENJ. a. McDOUGALL, ARCHITECT
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The Work of Benjamin G. McDougall, Architect

With a Few Words on Criticisms

By B. J. S. CAHILI,, A. I. A.

FROM its Greek derivation the \v(_)rd criticism means
literally a judgment. But somehow, in the course of

ages, the word, in the minds of many, has come to

stand exclusively for censure. In a world where things

are always well done, Mars possibly, the word might
have come to mean the opposite; and a judgment on any
question of art or morals might mean pure praise. As a

matter of fact, criticism in the scholarly and correct sense

still means judgment, in spite of the daily press. Now
there is a mean little quirk in human nature which enjoys

every process of picking holes. There is always real zest

in an evening spent in the sport of backbiting. It is nat-

ural to "knock," whereas boosting only comes by effort.

The criticism of a piece of architecture which roasts is

generally much more interesting reading than one which
only explains and perhaps praises.

The habit of withholding praise is part of the same
instinct which fears to give anything. It is part of that

mean and niggardly temperament which is the basic ele-

ment of big business, the instinct to take the very most
and give the very least. I have heard it said of a certain

close-fisted, tight-wad New England Yankee that he never
gave anyone a hearty handshake lest he might be furced

thereby to }'ield a little ui the natural warmth cif his

own body

!

( )n the other hand, in the interest of good art, fools

should be discouraged. In face of the deplorable taste of

our generation (and if you doubt it go to the nearest movie ),

the critic who can chastise bad art wherever he sees it surelv

ranks high among the saviours of civilization.

Hut the trouble is that most so-called criticism is no more than one
school of thought carping at another. This sort of criticism serves no par-

ticular purpose whatever. It is as though apples and oranges could e.x-

l)ress themselves and started to find fault with each other. The oranges
would find that apples were the product of a cold and miserable climate,

that they lacked vivid color, were hard, dry and—everything unlovely.

Wasn't it an apple that brought discord into the world, both in Eden and
Olympus, and caused The Fall and the siege of Troy, etc. ? The apples might
say that their rivals were false alarms, all screaming color on the outside
but mostly pulp and skin within. They might ruin digestions in a Bronx
cocktail, but they could never mend it with malic acid. And if the apples

Federal Realty

Building, Oakland
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DETAIL. UPPER STORIES. FEDER.-iL RE.-iLTY BUILDISG. O.IKL.4.XD

BESJ. 6. McDOUC.AI.L. .-IRCHITECT
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FIRST SrUDV. FEDERAL REALTY BUILDIXG. OAKLAND
BENJ. a. McDOVGALL. ARCHITECT
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rERSPECTirE LIXE DRAHIXC. FEDERAL REALTY BLILDIXG. OAKLAXD
BEXJ. a. McDOUCALL, ARCHITECT
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HKO.lDir.lY EXrii.-IXCH. FliHtiKAl. KEALIV Bl'ltniSG. OAKLAM)
BliXJ. a. McDOCCAI.L. ARCHITECT
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ESTRAXCE LOBBY. FEPIiKAL Rfi.U.I) Bl llJIIXd. OAKI.AXD
BH.XJ. G. iUDOVGALL. AIXHtlBCT
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l-.LLzt AIOK l-R(J\ IS. INDERAL REALTY BriLni\(.. OAKLAND
BE.WJ. G. McDOVCALL. ARCHITECT
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had made trouble, was not the apple of discord an orana^e after all, inas-

querading- as a golden apple? And was not the Garden of Eden as much a

myth as the Garden of the Hesperides? Moreover, when it came to the

Fall of Adam, have not many a score of the sons of Adam broken their

necks on bits of orange peel since, whereas it was the fall of an applcthat
inclined Xewton"s mind to the greatest scientific discovery of all the ages?

And so the controversy might go on. In fact, it does go on, and instead

of our critics condemning oranges that are juiceless and pulpy and reject-

ing apples that are withered or worm-eaten, they waste their temper and
their time in worrying because the best Spitzenburgs haven"t an orange
skin and prime navels can't be made into hard cider.

This is exactly the attitude of the romanticist view of the classic spirit

in architecture ! He is out of sympathy with the classic spirit and bewails
the lack of moral, sj'mbolic or poetic expression in our City Hall, which is

conceived along lines that do not lend themselves to any such expression.

A few days ago one of the very ablest painters in the country worked him-
self into a fine frenzy over the same question. His pictorial outlook,

steeped in character, color and "calor," failed to see anything worth while

in the more rigid, frigid formality of French Renaissance, the apparent
froideiir and fadeur that Taine found to be so often a concomitant of classic

excellence.

When Ruskin made his famous comparison between the Gothic Griffon and
the Roman Chimera, he expressed the antagonism of one school of thought
towards another in a manner that has never been surpassed, only that as advo-
cate for the Griffon in the days when classic practice had degenerated to the

limit of cold, dry formalism he. of course, did not state the case for the Chimera.

Obviously there is much that is dry about the classic and the fervid ones of

each age clamor for what is "juicy. " Ruskin, in this famous comparison, was
plainly praising oranges at the expense of apples. He was an artist by train-

ing and preferred the pictorial fruit, the stimulating and provoking thing,

rather than the drier, milder thing.

All this is controversy and not criticism. To everything" made or conceiv-

able there are at least two sides, just as there are two sexes, just as there is

(lav and night or Hughes and Wilson

!

The critic's function is to render a verdict whether work is good or bad
of its kind, and overwhelming arguments can be adduced to show that the

judge should wholly praise or wholly blame.

In the architectural field a public building like the City Hall of San Fran-

cisco is already judged by several successive tribunals and placed positively

among the elect—and I use the word literally, because elect means chosen ( in

politics we sav elected), and a competition wherein over ninety trained archi-

tects—^the best we have—take an eager part is i['So facto an elaborate final

and emphatic judgment that this plan these architects have proposed on paper

is the best that our elaborate and expensive machinery of selection can hit upon.

If still further judgment is to be rendered on top of this judgment, it would
seem that it must be mostly in the nature of further endorsement or explana-

tion, with perhaps some well considered suggestions where improvements in

minor matters seem reasonable. .\nd this only because it is possible to modify
and improve in the period preceding the perfecting of the working drawings.

These suggestions, moreover, should express a consensus of various persons'

opinions rather than a personal opinion. This sort of criticism is very welcome
and serves a definite, useful purpose, whereas a belated wail when the structure

is finished, that it is all wrong, serves no purpose but to provoke a snicker
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DETAIL OF BLEI'ATIOS. STAXDARV OIL BVILDIXG. SAX FRANCISCO
BEXJ. C. McDOVGALL. ARCHITECT
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' /'/.Vt;. SAX FRASCISCO
.liillllCCt

"/ / ( / nriLDiXG. i.i.v /AM-
Bciij. C. Mi-Dougall, Arclnlcct
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among' the groiindlings, tickle tlie controversialists of the hostile camp and
arouse the instincts of those more keen for the lower contentiousness than for

the higher criticism.

It is human nature, hut not the hest in human nature, that loves a dog fight.

Criticism or judgment must not mix up its rules and standards. Oranges
must be judged by orange standards and apples by apple standards.

If radical objection is made to the whole spirit and character of any impor-
tant building re])resenting the genius of the time and place so completely as

does the new City Hall of San I'rancisco, objections can onlv have value that

include also all other building done at tlie same period and in the same spirit.

It is reasonable to insist that ap])les are better for us than oranges, or vice

versa, but rather silly to condemn oranges because they won't make pie or

apples because they won't make marmalade!
Assuming then that the right architectural criticism won't look for symbol-

ism in classic work which is all form or insist on pure form in Byzantine
motives which are mostly symbolism, but will confine itself to the good points
inherent in each ty]ie. it remains to indicate the chief uses of criticism within
these limits.
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EXrR.IXCE ro .-If.lR-IMEXrs AT S„„ BLSH STKEEr. SAX FRAXCLSCO
BEXJ. <;. McDOVGALL. ARCHITECT



\TR4\CE LOBBY. APARTMESTS AT Soo BCSH
Benl. C. McDoiignll. Archil,'

'REET. SAX FRAXCISCO

THE COCRT BUSH STREET APARTMEXTS. SAX FRAXCIsCO

Ben,. G. ili-Dougall, Archilect
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FIRST FLOOR PL.tX. KLJM.ITII CorXT)' CUiRf HOUSE
Ben). G'. McDoiiKull. . I r.luU',!

SKCO.\L> FLOOR I'LAS. KL.I.U.IIII COCXIV COL'R'I HOUSE
Bc-iij. C. MrPuiianll. Architect
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)•. M. C. A. BLILDIXG. BERKELEY, CALIFORMA
ISUXl. G. McDOVGALL. ARCHITECT
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\ll.lllli! ::• KERKEl.F.y. CALIl-Oh
Ucni. G. MiUuiigall. .Inlnlrcl

LOBBY. SHATTLXK IIOILL. bhKKBLI-.Y . i ALl l-OKS I

A

Dciij. C. Mc-Uuiigull. Arclnfcrt
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I'KOrOSED Al'AKTMESTS FOR THE NIGHTINGALE ESTATE, SAN FRANCISCO
Bcnj. G. ilcDoKgall, Architect
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ATARTMEX'T HOUSE FACING LAKE MERRITT. OAKLAND, CALIFORNL-i
Bciij. G. McDoiignll, Architect

It is assumed that a criticism or judgment is in the main a verdict for or,

in rare and exceptional cases, against ; that the work criticised is in the main
good and to be praised, or bad and to be condemned. This is of course in

direct variance with the pedantic notion that criticism consists in picking out

the flaws. This notion is of course a hold-over from school days, when the

patron or professor makes a point of showing up defects for purposes of edu-
cation. In executed work of an accredited architect this is seldom necessary

unless the defects are excessive, because it is clear that in most cases the fault

is but a fraction of the sum total of good qualities, and in a brief review, unless

due credit is given for the good of any work, any stress of the defects is very
much over-emphasized. An architect whose work is in the main sound deserves

no such discouragement. Xor can one lightly accuse any work without knowl-
edge of all the conditions of the design, including the intentions of its author. In

iiiany cases so-called defects in a design are merely defects in the critic's apper-
ception. If strictures are made, they should be proportionate to the general
result, and the critic's reasons for stricture should be clearly and frankly stated.

Nothing is easier than destructive criticism or ridicule. Nor is any good end
served by condemning well-meaning mediocrity or the slips and fumblings of

the young and the sensitive, so long as our verdict is in the main favorable.

When a work is bad and shows shallowness, ignorance or insincerity, it should

be damned without fear or favor, especially if important work fall to the hands
of an incompetent. These cases may be rare—they may seldom be dealt with
at all—but in no way can the profession be served better than by ridiculing

thoroughly bad work. The consciousness that some one may some day pick

out a building for professional censure will be a powerful and persistent force

in the discouragement of slackers.

As to the ability to detect bad design, nothing is easier. Anvbody can see

defects, particularly the author of them. But some skill and practice is needed
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IXTERIOR, ST. LUKE'S CHURCH. S.IX FKAXCISCO
BE.yj. G. ilcDOUCALL. ARCHITECT
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Bciij. G. McPoiigall. Architect
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INTERIOR. ST. P.AUfS Et'lSCOP.^L CHURCH, O.IKL.I.XO. C.U.I FOR.\'I.^

BESl. C. yicDOCG.ALL. .-{RCHITECT
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RESIDENCE, CLAREMOXT COURT. CALIFORMA
BENJ. G. McDOUGALL. ARCHITECT
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AN ENTRANCE DETAIL. RESIDENCE
IN CLAREMONT COURT

to show why they are defects. Much more

difficult is it to see merit in another man's

work than weakness in our own. It is amaz-

iui;- to note the general lack of appreciation

ont- architect has for the work of another,

h can onh- he compared to the indifference

of the puh'lic at large to all of them. There-

fore, it seems that the habit of pointing out

the merits of current work from time to

time and occasionally indicating shortcom-

ins^s nuist do a certain amount of good_ to

the profession and through the profession

to those related to it, and so by diffusion

finally to the outside public.

Nothing- could be better for the profes-

sion of architecture than to stimulate pub-

lic interest in the mysteries of design aiid

since the average man in our modern civili-

zation gets his ideas through print rather

than through pictures, the plain citizen needs

his architecture translated into words before

he can attain to a full and c(.)mi)lete inter-

est or understanding of it.

Therefore, in describing brieflv the work of various architects, a new and

wider interest is given to their output through the owners, the occupants and

the constructors of each building. This interest, once aroused, spreads in ever-

widening waves until finally

at least some faint ripple

of it reaches the remotest

units of the community.

With the increase of well-

trained men and very

marked improvement in

architectural practice, it is

not out of the way to look

to a growing interest in

architecture among the

people through magazine

and newspaper discussions

when once the writers of

the day have discovered

the possibilities of interest

in the fascinating field "f

architectural criticism.

Such diffusion of inter-

est in architecture by way

of literature has an unlim-

ited field and already we
see signs of it on the news-

stands of the nation.

Very few people who live on

the west side of the Bay reaUze

tlic rapid growth of Oakland
CORXER OF RECEPTION ROOM. HOUSE OF BENJ.

McDOUGALL
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and, more important, the ilcvolopnioiit of the civic spirit which lies l)ack of the remarkable

improvements of the last decade. The mere wealth and ])oi)iilation of a town counts lit-

tle if, hack of it all, there is not a certain pride, ambition and will to excel, which have

done so much for cities like Chicago and I.os Angeles.

A remarkable example of this spirit, and it is not pure business that inspires such

ventures, but a genuine, an almost poetic, enthusiasm, is embodied in the Gothic gore

building at the rather sharp intersection of Broadway and Telegrapli avenue, Oakland.

That a modern skyscraper should logically garb itself in Gothic raiment has been a

conviction and a hobby with the writer long before the West Street building or the Wool-
worth Cathedral were even thought of.

As far as I know, this Federal Realty liuilding is the only considerable example of its

kind on the Coast. The ingenuity of its plan, the lioldness of its composition and tlie

massed interest of its bewildering detail comljine to place its architect, Mr. Benjamin
Geer McDougall, in the front rank of the profession. From the start this was a difficult

problem, and not only must we congratulate the designer on his triumph, but also the men
who put their enthusiasm and their money into a venture whose yield is so much more
in the interest of t'me arts than of finance.

The shape of the lot, with an apex of eight and a half feet only, was dead against a

profitable plan. To make it florid Gothic, the most expensive of all styles to build in, was
practically to abandon all hope of adequate returns. None the less, owners and architect

vient bravely ahead to develop a building that is not only the most finished ornament to

the streets of Oakland but a triumph of architectural adaptation on difficult and untried

lines that would be notable even in New York. The essence of the plan lies in its bay
windows, which project to the limit of the law and of course add substantially to the rent-

able floor space. The narrowness of the lot can best be appreciated in noting that through-

out the whole area there is but one solitary inside column ; nor are the girder spans exces-

sive or even exceptional. For the rest, the space economy of the plan rivals that of an

ocean liner, to wdiich the building in its steel frame stage bore a peculiar resemblance when
viewed on edge.

The real success of the design, apart from the multiple verticality of the lines and the

recession of the front at the seventh story, lies in. the bold use of a high-pitched slate roof

edged and ridged with terra cotta and crested with bold perforated crenellations.

This roof not only encloses water tanks and elevator inachinery, but it immensely
contributes to the dignity of the silhouette, while the plain slopes of slate serve to make
a dark field and a foil to bring into sparkling relief the pointed pinnacles, the crocketed

spires and the tapering baldachins of the many-gabled dormers of the attic.

Naturally mucli of the real spirit of Gothic must evaporate when its features are

machine molded in warm, creamy terra cotta instead of being hand-cut in cold grey stone.

None the less, a surprising amount of Gothic is .somehow infused into this pile, which

serves to prove what is possible on these lines in the hands of a skillful designer.

So successful a design in so difficult a field, where there is little or no precedent,

argues very eloquently that in other and more familiar problems Mr. McDougall will

surely show an accomplished hand, and in a brief contemplation of the following perform-

ances the reader will not be disappointed.

The Standard Oil building, as it stands in the photograph, might tempt a casual critic

to say what Montgomery Schuyler said of a certain skyscraper design with a somewhat
redundant crowning piece

—
"one ought not to say 'amen' twice." As a matter of fact, in

certain church music We have heard amen said, sung and chanted in four solos, chorus

and fugue—not twice, but a hundred times. Moreover, ancient Persian and Pontifical tiaras

had three crowning rims, while Buddhistic topes have nine, so that analogies in art are

not always conclusive. In this case the double crowning colonnade tells of an additional

tv\-o stories not anticipated in the original design. The old cornice might have been re-

tained and the addition treated as a stilted attic, but we think that lifting the cornice l)odil\'

over an added order is the better solution. The original exterior is according to the estab-

lished formula for all tall office buildings in the classic mode.
An unexpected feature of the first floor interior consists of a quite sumptuous entrance

and elevator hallway, which runs magnificently the wdiole length of the building. It ex-

presses to a nicety the princely character of one of the world's wealthiest corporations,

and it impresses the visitor most profoundly with the importance, the perfection and the

power of this most efficient and most successful of all America's business organizations,

one of the few really big concerns that invariably lives up to its contracts.

The plans for the Klamath County Court House will repay careful study, as a very

clean-cut and classical solution of the problem. The parts all fit together so neatly that one

wonders why the rear pavilion was not cither wider, to include the upper rooms, or else

narrower, to express the stair systeiu, in either of which arrangements it would have

yielded, we think, more rhythmic proportions to the massing of the outside and more dig-

nified outlines to the departments inside.

The Berkeley Y. M. C. A. is a strong design in sober Georgian, less effective in

photogravure than in fact, because the real contrasts of color cannot be fairly interpreted

in mere black and white, so that a certain harshness in the picture is not at all felt in the

.-ictu.il building.
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TERRACE. KESJDEXCE OF BEXJ. G. MlDOVGALL. CLAREMUM COL'KI

Another Berkeley buikling of a freer and more picturesque type is the Shattuck Motel,

originally designed in the garden city spirit but finally assuming a more urban aspect, as

though Berkeley aspired to be something more than just a university town.

It is perhaps the test of the architect of today that he can adapt himself at choice to

various styles and types of structure and excel in all of them. In the design for St. Luke's

Church the spirit of what might be called static Gothic adaptable for modern church iise,

where form is suggestive rather than structural, has been expressed with singular sim-

plicity. The interior in particular conveys a fine sense of the quiet and devotional beauty

so well expressed in current English practice. Nothing of its kind has been better done
anywhere on the Coast.

Not quite so successful is St. Paul's Church in Oakland, though it contains features of

much interest, and particularly along lines of structural reasonableness and candor.

Among residences a glance at the few e.xamples shown reveals so much that fills and
satisfies the eye completely that one feels that this is, after all, this architect's strong-

est suit.

The picture of the home on Oak Knoll Terrace leaves nothing to be desired. In

setting, composition, detail, material and approach it is beyond cavil. It looks like a per-

fectly comfortable and beautiful home, without a trace of pretentiousness, yet every wall

and mullion of it stamped with distinction.

Of an utterly different type is the residence of banker Carlston. Here again the set-

ting is perfect and the house itself designed in that ultra quiet Colonial vein which by

its very simplicity and unobtrusiveness I sometimes think is the real thing, the only thing,

for residences. As I have often stated in these columns, most homes have suffered from
too much rather than too little architecture. The absolute unconsciousness of this type of

square verandahed house has a quality as subtle as the quality of a fine manner as dis-

tinguished from the quality of fine manners. Perhaps it is the quality of self-effacement

or modesty, which, in spite of Goethe's "niir lumpe sind bescheiden," is, after all, the very

finest of all the qualities of men.

While with the architect himself lies the chief praise or blame for good or Ixid work
done in his office, it is always true that, without competent assistants, the consummation
of his dreams would be impossible. In Mr. H. R. Buckingham, chief draughtsman, and
Mr. J. S. Nichol, outside superintendent and engineer, Mr. McDougall feels that he has

been peculiarly fortunate in this respect.
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The American System of House Building

MR. I'RAXK LL()VL) WRlLil I'J", famous Eastern architect, recently

talked before a body of Chicago business men concerning his Ameri-
can System of House Building. This system is being handled in a

commercial way by the Richards Company of Milwaukee, but the directing

genius back of the plan itself and the designer of all the houses is Mr.

Wright. In his talk Ijefore the Chicago business men. Mr. Wright said :

"I hesitated a long time before I decided that I would undertake a thing

of this nature. It is something I have always believed could be done here

in America better than anywhere else in the world. In all of my work from
the beginning, I have had faith in the machine as the characteristic tool of

my times, therefore an artist's tool. I have believed that this tool put into

an artist's hand could be a real benefit to our civilization. 1 believe that the

architecture in America that fails to take into account the machine and mod-
ern organizaticm tendencies is going to be of no great benefit to the people.

Of course, I know that it is going to take a more subtle art within more
severe limitation to build houses beautifully while utilizing the machine.

But I believe this efYort is the logical conclusi<in of m\' studies and my archi-

tectural practice.

"T believe the world will find in the American System of house con-

struction, the only instance in the world toda}- of a work which has absolute

individuality due to a central idea which is the organic integrity of the

work.
"If the whole organization of the ])lan by which the .\merican models

are to be merchandised is worked out in a broad, healthy way, great things

will come of it. Xaturall}'. I do not want it exploited like a flash in the pan,

nor do I want anything done that will make the plan seem an expedient of

the moment.
"The idea back of the American System h;is been in my head fiir years.

I have guarded it carefullw 1 wanted time to think in ipiiet of how the idea

might be brought to the public without injury to the integrity of my own
art. Any student of design will know that the designs of these houses are

not architectural attempts at reform. They are developed according to a

principle. Tliey grow from the inside out, just as trees or flowers grow.
They have that integrity. The dift'erence between my work and the work of

other men is all a dift'erence in grasp and treatment of old principles.

"I do not want an\- mistake made about this new 'System.' These huikl-

ings are not in any sense the ready cut buildings we have all heard of where
a little package of material is sold to be stuck together in any fashion. The
American System-Built House is not a read}- cut house, but a house built

by an organization, .systematized in such a way that the result is guaranteed
the fellow that buys the house. I want to deliver beautiful houses to people

at a certain price, key in packet. If I have made progress in the art of archi-

tecture, I want to be able to ofter this to the people intact. I think the idea

will appeal also to the man in the street. Every man would love to have a

beautiful house if he could pay for the tremendous amount of waste usually
involved in building such a house. The American Plan y^ou see, simply cuts

t:iut the tremendous waste that has in the past made house-building on a

beautiful scale possible only to the very rich, and any integrity in the result

possible only to the especial!}' enlightened individual. I'nlimiteil nicjue}' has
failed there most loudly.

"Somehow in .America, architecture has never been appreciated. We are

perhaps the greatest nation of house builders in the world, and the most
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slip-shod nation of home l)uilclers. Architecture has for the most part been
let go by the board, because we have had to have buildings, and have them
fiuick.

'The result is that the old log cabin, built in the woods by the frontiers-

men, is rcall}- much more beautiful than the modern house with all its

affectation, fussiness and ugly waste.
"Xow, I believe that the coming of the machine has so altered the condi-

tions of home building that something like this American Svstem was in-

ex'itable, but I have not borne in mind purely the economical side of it. I

would like to explain to you men some of the impulses back of my work in

this direction.

"When I, as a young American architect, went abroad. 1 found many
tilings that astonished me. I expected to find over there a great variety

—

great interest. I went from one city to another, and for the most part found
beauty in the very old buildings only. The Germans who really built Ger-

man iSuildings, and the Italians who built really Italian buildings, built

beautifully. I naturally came to the conclusion that much of the hideous-

ness in the architecture of modern day was due to the academic 'Renais-

sance,' that Europe has so nearly standardized. To my mind, the renais-

sance, although academic, never was organic. And, for centuries, archi-

tecture, like other arts, touched by the renaissance, had been divorced from
life, divorced from any organic relation of cause and effect.

"Now, when we go back to the old architecture, we find something (|uite

dift'erent. The Gothic, for example, was a true style. It was a real archi-

tecture. It was an organic architecture. In all of my work I have always
tried to make my work organic.

"Xow, in America, you understand that we have been all of these years

borrowing bad forms. The result is that our buildings have no life, no
meaning in them, and if we are ever going to have a living architecture

again—an architecture in which there is really joy and which gives joy—we
have got to go back to first principles. We have got to go beyond the

renaissance to reality, to truth.

"And now there comes a thought which is really back of this whole effort

and which to you business men may sound like a highly sophisticated affair.

You see, you in America have been led to believe that an artist is necessarily

a queer fellow—one divorced from the life about him. The contrary is true.

The perfect artist should be a better business man than any of you here sit-

ting l:>efore me and he would be if he had time and the need.

"In America, the natural tendency of our times is away from the old

handcraft. The railroad locomotive, the great electrical dynamo—these are

some of our truly beautiful products—beautiful because of their perfect

adaptation of means to ends. Now, I do not believe any architecture in the

time of commercialism, of industrialism, and of huge organization, can be

real architecture unless it uses beautifully all of these great tools of modern
life. And that is just what the .\merican System of building Imuses jirn-

poses to do.

"(If course, 1 realized the danger in all this. I would not dare go into

it if 1 did not believe I could in the midst of industrialism and commercial-
ism, keep on top with my art. In the designing of all these houses, I have
kept close to first principles, but I look with horror at what might easily

happen in spite of all the care with which I have handled this matter. I do
not want to lose sight of the central idea of using the machine and all mod-
ern industrialism to produce beauty.

"Simply selling houses at less cost means nothing at all to me. To sell

beautiful houses at less cost means everything. A beautiful liciuse means a

finer, better house in every way."
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A Modern House of Hopi Architecture

Wlll{.\' the first S])aniards exjilored what is now Califiirnia and the

surrounding- states, they found a style of architecture among the

Indians which has seldom been equaled for adaptability to environ-

ment. The sole idea of the builders was to erect dwellings which should so

blend with the surroundings that, even to the keen eye of a hostile Indian,

they would be barely distinguishable from the encircling buttes.

^lodern ingenuity has taken this old style of architecture and selected a

type which, although common to many tribes of Indians, yet presents

features saliently Hopi, and patterned after it a dwelling in La Jolla. a small

town about ten miles from the city of San Diego. Cal.

The house is built against a bluff which towers, tier on tier, back into

the distance, while in the front, the sparkling blue of the Pacific Ocean lends

a beautiful tone to the view.

Keejiing this environment in mind, a house was designed to be built of

stucco in the shades of tan which would match the sands of the bluiifs. An
original note, not found in the prototype, was introduced in the deep shade
of blue which seems to have been stolen bodily from the palette of the

ocean to tint the doors and window casings. This same color scheme of

tan and blue is carried out in the interior decoration so that nowhere might
the hand of man sound a discord in the suggested color scheme of Xature.

Huge beams, hand hewn from telegraph poles, form the floor levels and
project beyond the walls.

The house is approached by means of a narrow, irregular flight of stairs,

which takes full advantage of the inecjualities of the ground so that they
might appear impromptu and inconspicuous. Entrance is had high up, almost
to the roof, leading into a small hall containing a dressing room on one side

and a staircase leading down to two bedrooms, a bathroom and a sleeping
porch, which constitute the first floor plan. There is also a separate first

floor entrance. The upper hall also leads, by way of two steps down, to a

large living room done in plaster and with a front composed entirely of glass

windows opening upon a balcony or terrace. Back of the living room is a

small kitchen with a tiny bedroom adjoining it. Interior decorations are of

Hopi desigii and various knickknacks of the same tribe lend their pic-

turesque aid to give local color.

The flat roof, so characteristic of this tj'pe of architecture, is reached by
means of a Hopi Indian ladder, which has one side much longer than the
other. A more convenient and equally picturesque ascent can be made by
means of a flight of broad steps that go up outside of the house on the oppo-
site side to the regular entrance. A square chimney, huge enough to throw
a protecting shade, aft'ords shelter from a too warm sun. The house is in-

tended to perpetuate some of the traditions and architecture of the Hopi
Indians who inhabited the deserts of Arizona.

Work of Mr. Elmer Grey
The architectural work of Mr. Elmer Grey, one of the foremost architects

of the Pacific Coast, and who has been practicing in Los Angeles for a ntunber
of years, will be shown in the December number of The Architect and En-
gineer of California. Mr. Grey has written a splendid article on \\"estern

Architecture to accompany the forty or more ]ilates of buildings designed
and erected under his supervision.
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The Tragedy of St. Paul's
I!y XOI'.LI': FOSTKR IIOGGSO.W

A(j1\Iv\'I" huildiiin is a great personality. The huilder who has not

knitted wood and stone and iron and bronze and glass and jjigments

into a unit of vital character cannot say that he has builded. All

I (.'ally great buildings have within them that harmony of design, material,

workmanship, and decorative artistry which make their inorganic sub-

stance seem alive. The Londoner who stands for the thousandth time
l.'cfcjre St. i'aul's Cathedral and protests that it l)reathes"' is gixing \'oice

to something nuire than liritish pride, lie is paying homage tn (ine of

the most tragic geniuses that e\-er gave titanic expression U> his ciwn s])irit

ami that of his time.

it was to make visilile the spirit of the England ni his day that Chris-

tn])her Wren, one of the greatest builders the world has known, poured his

flaming, persistent genius into the fabric of St. Paid's. And because the

authorities, as authorities, ha\c done from time immemorial, interfered,

after a season, with the builder's efforts, St. I'aul's is at once a marvel and
;, tragedy.

"What building in its exterior form does not bow its he;ul befc^re St.

I'aul's?" exclaims Dean Milman. "What eye trained to all that is perfect

in architecture does not recognize the inimitable beauty of its line, the

majestic }'et airy swelling of its dome, its rich, harmonious ornamenta-
tion? ^Ir. l'"erguson, though sternly impartial and impatient of some de-

fects which strike his fastidious judgment, wrote: 'It will hardl_\' be dis-

puted that the exterior of St. Paul's surpasses in beauty of design all oilier

examples of the same class which have yet been carried out; and \\hether

seen from a distance or near, it is, externally at least, one of the grand-
est and most beautiful churches in Europe.' But, with the matchless ex-

terior ceases the superiority, and likewise, to a great degree, the respon-
sibility of Wren. His designs for the interior were not only not carried

out, but he was in every way thwarted, controlled, baffled in his old age,

to the eternal disgrace of all concerned: the victim of the pitiful jealousy
of some, the ignorance of others, the ingratitude of all."

Christoi)her ^^'ren was a builder in the most comprehensix'e sense of

the word. It was in his brain that the designs had Ijirth : it was he who
drew the plans, who directed the architectural draughtsmen, and the en-

gineers. His was the genius that organized the forces of craftsmen: his

was the all-seeing eye under which the dream became substantia! beauty..

The circumstances that defeated and rendered distraught Sir Chris-

tojiher, the same circumstances to which is due the traged}- of .^t. I'aul's.

have been the despair of owners since the art of building was in its in-

fancy—the working of many minds and hands in seeming liarnK.iny but

in. reality at hopeless cross purposes.

He who is to erect a great structure must, first of all, be an artist who
comjirehends within himself much of the predominant ideals of the societx'

in which he li\-es. lie must also be able to fashion the visilile representa-

tion of that ideal into a structure unified, harmonious, beautiful, and
])ractical. ^

Competition for Fire House
A competition for jilans for a $13,000 fire house at San Rafael was held

recentl}- by sanction of San I'rancisco Chajjter, A. 1. .\. Messrs. I-'dgar A.

Mathews and W. !'>. I'aville were members of the jury, .\mong the com-
])etitors were Milton Lichtenstein, O'lirien ISrtis., Thos. ()'L'onnor. J. W.
Dolliver and Masten & Lobet. the latter a new firm of architects with offices

in the I'irst National Hank building, San h'rancisco. They were awarded
the commission.
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A Plea for Civilization

By E. 11. RVDAl.L. Los Angeles.

THFRl'' i-^ no doubt that the names used in CaHfornia for localities are a

fearful black eve for the interests of the State, with all due consideration

to esthetic ideas and the respect that is due the antique. A stranger

in dear old Boston, for instance, looking over the map of Calitornia. be-

holds these extraordinarv Latin names and draws the conclusion hastily

and without reflection that the entire land is a Mexican settlement, where

me rebos.is are plentiful and at everv corner of every street in every village

is found an unwashed Mexican plaving a guitar to a dark-skinned senonta

located on a balconv in some Iniilding ornamented with iron bars like a

countv jail, after the manner of th-se old edifices so numerous in .Spam.

It is doubtless proper and pnlitic t.. keep these dark beauties behind iron

oars in those ancient communities, but m America—well, things are dit-

forent This stranger in PKiston therefore decides to look elsewhere tor

ibe investment of his funds, the ultimate of which is that California loses

M-at capital and the presence of that citizen with his interesting family.

There is no .Imibt that if he came from Ikiston he would be a benefit to

'""^

\ few of the names in use m California might be wisely abolished and

civilized cognomens substituted. Take, for instance, Capistrano. LI ioru,

Temecula San Jacinto. El Casco. Cucamonga. La Mirada. Santa Ana

(doubtless called after an infamous Mexican general whose name was at

one time a soubriquet for crueltv). Laguna, Cerritos, Dominguez. San Lu.s

Uev San Luis Obispo (relevant of the odor of the cloister). Moreno. San

Die-o Los Angeles. Santa Sussanna. Santa Clara. Mojave. San 1-ernando.

^anta' Monica. Santa Paula. Pacoma. La Crescenta. La Canada. 1
uente.

P.uena Park, Los Amitos, San Gabriel, San Juan, and Tehachapi.

The o-rasshopper-feeding Indians who occupied Calitornia some Inm-

dred vea^rs ago had doubtless something to do with this last name.

Tehachapi f()r Christopher Columbus never mentions it in his memoirs.

Now there are plentv of nice names for localities supplied by the Anglo-

Saxon race that are 'now in full use and effect and have been for many

vears- for "instance. Ravenwood. RushviUe. Parnell. Parkville. Ainherst

\uburn Beaver Citv, though there are no beavers in Calilorma. but it,

on account of the name, the perusing capitalist in Boston to whom we

have referred comes this wav to cultivate beavers and finds only horned

toads it will be no great loss, for he will likely invest in something else-

alfalfa for instance.^ Bethany. Brewster, Lincoln. Garfield. Blame. Grant.

Colerid-e Comstock, Danburv. Dorchester, Emerson, Fairmount. hrank-

bn Riverton ( Riverton would be a good name, for we have rivers in South-

ern California sometimes that cause a lot of damage in winter but none

in summer). Scribner, Springview. Sterling. French names might be used

to attract the French—Montreal. Lachute. Paris. La Crosse. Racine; or

(German such as Milwaukee and Berlin. There is an immense variety ot

civilized names familiar to civilized nations that can be selected to

ornament these California localities and thus tell the civilized world that

a modern people are dwelling here and that capital can be safely invested.

Otherwise with the well-known impression abroad in the world regard-

in<r Mexican cutthroats and the experience of Mexico during many years,

capital and good sense mav hesitate m coming in this direction, tor the

impression conveyed by the Latin names prevalent here suggests to the

civilized mind another Mexico.
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Protective Coatings—the Prevention of Rust
lly I'. \V. TURXKR.*

[^ I'ST. that arch eiK-niy i if iron and steel, is the direct result of the action

1^ of moisture and air upon metallic iron. Iron and steel manufactured
under different conditions, and of dififerent composition, will disin-

tegrate by rusting more or less rapidly. Heat treatment, forging, and
rolling, have a great effect upon the resistance of iron to the destructi\"c

action of the elements.

\\'ithout examining the various theories promulgated as to the why ami
wherefore of the phenomena of rust, it is a truth to say : that rust does
not occur if moisture and oxygen are absent; that acids stimulate rusting;

that alkalis prevent or inhibit rusting; and that certain metallic salts of

chromic acid such as lead and zinc chromates, lead oxides, and treated iron

oxides, have a marked tendency to retard or check corrosion. Iron and steel

protected from the action of moisture and oxygen, or immersed in strong
alkali water, which prevents electrolysis and hydrolysis, will not rust. It is

a simple matter then to prevent rusting by excluding air and moisture.

This can be done in a greater or lesser degree l>y such methods as case

hardening or heat treatment of the iron itself, by nickel and copper plating,

by galvanizing, or by excluding the air and moisture with various coatings

of paint.

As the result of research and practical test, the paint industry is pos-

sessed of the most advanced information regarding paints for metal pro-

tection, and for this purpose there are manufactured anti-rust products
which have, under test, given e.xcellent service for years. It is now gener-
ally conceded that the prevention of rust depends upon the application of a

])aint containing pigments which do not excite corrosion, either through
the presence of acid impurities or electro-negative tendencies. Pigments
must be used which actually prevent corrosion either on account of their

basic nature or chromate content. Of all the pigments experimented with
by the American Society of Testing Materials, lead chromate, in the form
of American vermilion, and red lead stand out as the best commercial pig-

ments suitable for priming coats on iron and steel. There are certain mix-
tures of treated iron oxides and also mixed lead and zinc pigments which
give favorable results under certain conditions.

For imderground pi])es and iron subjected to acid mine waters, black

compounds of Gilsonite with treated oils and gums ha\'e proved to be the

cheapest and best. Sometimes the i)i])es are heated and dipped, and in the

case of water pipes, etc., underground, it has been found that a wrapping of

cheap muslin or other fabric, and a second coat of waterproofing hel])s the

strength of the paint film. These black coatings should be waterproof as

well as non-conductors of electricity.

The inside of iron tanks for water storage should be gi\-en one or two
coats of pure red lead ground in linseed oil and thinned down with boilefl

linseed oil. \'ery little thinner, if any, is necessary, l^ecause there is no
need for ]5enetration. Two coats of the lilack waterproof paint referred to

as a coating for pijies are now a])plie(l, care being necessary to follow the

manufacturers' directions and to obtain a paint that will not taint the water,

if used for drinking purposes. The outside of these tanks, like the inside,

should be given two coats of red lead i)aint, and then two coats of a pure
mixed paint of the color desired.

'The amli.ir of this .ulicU- is Cluinical Eugimir fci W. P. Fuller & lnm|.aiiy, San Francisco.
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-^troiv- alkali'^ are perfect rust protectors. Iron imbedded in concrete

need not'^be covered with paint at all, for the alkaline reaction of the con-

crete will keep the iron clean and bright so long; as it is completely sur-

rounded bv the concrete. .

The best of paints or other coverings will fail unless the surlace has

been properlv prepared. All rust must be removed, the surface perfectly

drv and free' from grease, and as smooth as possible. Sandblasting is the

best method of preparing the surface of iron and steel for the reception of

any protective paint, although cleaning the surface to be painted with wire

brushes is perhaps the most popular. A little time and labor spent in clean-

ing the surface to be painted will be repaid many times over by the increase

iiAhe efficiency of the applied covering, be it zinc galvanized, black water-

proofing, or inhibitive mixed paint.

The'treatment of galvanized inm with copper acetate solution prepares

the surface to receive thoroughly inhibitive paints without the danger of

peeling. Tin roofs and copper flashing should be cleaned thoroughly with

benziife or benzole before the red lead or iron oxide inhibitive paints are

applied.
*

Engineers and Architects

The activities of the architect and the structural engineer are related in

many respects. In large modern buildings there is a tendency to consider not

only' the design from a purely engineering standpoint, but also to regard its

architectural efifects and its relation in a general scheme of city planning and

improvements. The same applies to bridge construction, where the bare and

ugly structures are being abandoned for the more ornamental and more grace-

ful 'designs, but quite as correct from every engineering standpoint. This has

called forth from the structural engineer his best efiforts to cope with the

problems of ornamental and architectural art. Engineers as a whole realize

their lack of knowledge of the rudiments of architectural design and this has

meant the co-operation of architects and engineers in the planning of these

ornamental structures. This has a disadvantage, possibly, in that it creates

a tendency 'for each to unduly emphasize his own share in the work and real

co-operation is often lacking. There is a call for a person combining the abil-

ities of both architect and engineer, and by slight readjustment, engineering

schools should be able to supply this lack. Heretofore, they have not, as a

rule striven to sufficiently broaden their courses, but by the exercise of ju-

dicious care in the elimination of old and substitution of new subjects, there

is here an opportunity for giving engineering students such an insight into

the fundamentals of art and architectural design as will fit them for such

work of this nature as they will come in contact with.—Exchange.

*

Judges for State Competition

The architects selected to serve on the jury which is to judge the com-

petitive plans for the $1,000,000 State building, to be erected in the San

Francisco Civic Center, are lames W. Reid of Reid Bros., San trancisco:

Edcrar \ .Mathews, who was a member of the jury in the Sacramento Car-

necrle Library competition ; Bernard Maybeck, designer of the Fine Arts

Building at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition ;
Robert D. I^ar-

nuhar. and John C. Austin, the last two of Los Angeles. From these five

three will be selected to serve on the jury.
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Pacific Coast Shredded Wheat Factory

I'.y II. J. r.RL'XNIF.R

TlIK Shredded Wheat Companv of Niagara Falls, organized the Pacific

Coast Shredded Wheat Company, and huilt a large factory at 14th

and Cnion streets Oakland. Cal. On account of the large western

business, thev located on San I'rancisco T-ay. t..r the convenience and sav-

ino- in transportation, and will supplv all the territory west of Denver. The

plant was located on the edge of the residential district, and on the main

car lines for the convenience of their employees and visitors. They have a

social hall, rest rooms and first aid emergency hospital equipment to stimu-

late healthy co-operation and sociability among their employees, and pleas-

ant reception and rest rooms for guests. They have spared no expense to

make their plant a show place of the facific Coast factories, and visitors

are alwavs welcome. While the building has been finished for some time,

the plant will n.)t be in operation until about January 1st. on account of the

delay in receiving machinery from the East due to the war conditions.

The plant consists of a group of buildings located on artistically laid out

grounds covering two citv blocks. The wheat is received in cars from a

spur track of the^Kev Route R. R. System, dumped into a hopper, and from

which it is taken bv'a screw conveyor into the scale house. (See drawing

4. ) It is then hoisted by bucket conveyors to the elevator head house
:

( see

drawing .^
I and from here taken by screw conveyors to various bins for

storage. As recpiired for manufacturing, the wheat is drawn out from the

bottom of the elevators to a tunnel running under the bins, and by a screw

convevor. it is taken to vertical bucket conveyors, which again hoi.st it to

the head house, where by screw conveyor, the wheat is taken to the mam
building, cleaned and stored in auxiliary concrete bins on third floor and

running through fourth floor. (See drawing 1.)

The wheat then goes through the various processes of manufacture, and

the finished product is again loaded on to cars from the shipping platform,

between the main building and scale house.

Drawing Xo. 1 shows the fourth floor framing plan, which is typical of

the others. "^The reinforcing was divided into panels by two ^" spacer bars

directly over each other; one in top and the other in bottom of slab. Be-

sides acting as spacers, the bars take stress, and by their distinction of two

bars thus placed, made the panel lines clear: even after all the other bars

were in place. Thev were of great advantage in simplifying the placing of

steel, and made easv checking up in the field. Drawing Xo. 2 shows a large

detail of floor panel, and is the key to the floor plans. All floors sloped 2"

from center of building to exterior walls and scuppers were placed m
the spandrels. All openings in floors had a raised collar around them to

prevent water from flooding floor below. On account of accurate spacing

of holes in floors being necessary, two datum lines were formed at right

ano-les to each other. These lines were carried from floor to floor by means

of 3" diameter plumb line holes in slab; which, later on. were filled up with

concrete.

The stairs are reinforced concrete. The stairways and elevator shafts

were placed in a panel and shut off from balance of building by concrete

or tile partitions with automatic fire doors. Drawing Xo. 3 is the details of

the spandrels and pilasters showing how the terra cotta trim is attached

to the concrete frame and the details of concrete in the exterior walls.

•Scructural Engineer of the plant.
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Drawing's Xo. 4 and 3 show the details of construction of the wheat
elevators, elevator head house, and scale house. The main bins are circular

and use is made of the interstices between these, making a total capacity of

60.000 bushels. The bins are supported on a solid reinforced concrete mat
foundation. The elevator head house is supported on the bins and hoisting

machinery is in the overhanging end. The walls are designed as a canti-

lever girder to support this. The wheat elevators were made water-tight

b\' plastering the exterior with "gunite" by use of the cement gun. Figure
Xo. 2 shows how the elevators were constructed by forming up the inside

of tanks, placing the steel, and the outside was as a movable form 4 feet

deep, and raised after each successive pouring.

Figure Xo. 3 shows the contractor's plant and the method of forming.

Figure Xo. 1 is a view of the rear of the plant, showing the main building,

grain elevators, head house, scale house, boiler house and sprinkler tank.

Five thousand nine hundred cubic yards of concrete and Hi tons of

reinforcing steel were used. .All the concrete work was done by the Clinton
Construction Company, for $80,'XX). The buildings complete cost $175,000,

and total investment, buildings, equipment, etc.. was $400,000.

Hobart & Chenev are the architects.

Addition to Red Cross Hospital

Lewis P. Hobart of San Francisco has been commissioned to prepare plans

for a $100,000 addition to the Red Cross Hospital at San Mateo. The cost of

the improvements will be met by ?vlrs. W'hitelaw Reid. whose philanthropy

made possible the construction of the first unit of this hospital several years

ago. On the hospital grounds a new rectory for St. ^lathevv's parish will also

be constructed from plans by Mr. Hobart, and a little later it is intended to

build a new parish house. All of these buildings will he designed in the Gothic

period.
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The Owner, the Architect and the Engineer

By OTTO E. GOLDSCH.MIDT, ConsuUinfr Engineer. Xc« York,
in The Modern Hospital.

IX
fiirnitT \'ears. wIkmi mir wants were small, it was a siiii])k- matter to

hiiild a linuse. .\ man ihns disposed vvonld Icnik abont in liis particular

commnnity and engage a relialjle carpenter, to whom he wonld e.xjjress

verbally his simple plan of the house he wished to construct, and the car-

penter would develop this mental plan a little further in his own mind, or

perhaps even draw a little sketch of what he thought was wanted, and pro-

ceed to construct his building. In those days the architect was unknown.

As time went on and the demands and the wealth of the community in-

creased, the man who wished to build a larger Ijuilding to meet his demands
found that it was to his advantage to employ a man who was specially

trained and familiar, not only with carjientry, but also with mason work,
plastering, hardware, etc.. and who had some knowledge of plans and of

costs. In those days the contractor was both builder and architect.

L'nder this procedure the owner soon found that the builder or con-

tractor did not always fulfill his promises—that work did not always stand

up as it should, it would show defects and omissions, extra charges came
up which should have been foreseen and avoided, and which were excessive

and difficult to check; all oi which not only brought about endless disputes

and unpleasant relations, but, worst of all, unsatisfactory results in the

Iniilding which must serve the purpose for which it was built for many
years. All of these troubles were caused by bad planning, a lack of proper

study, improper supervision, etc. Furthermore, under this system the ar-

tistic side, to say nothing of the most economical construction, was entirely

overlooked, and the results spoke for themselves. Actual competition under
this .system was out of the question..

On the next development the owner finds tiiat it is to his ad\antage to

engage a man, called the architect, to de\elop his mental ])icture of the

building under consideration, and amplify it and present it in the form of

carefully studied plans, in which changes and alterations can be made with-

iiut Cdst, and all details can be carefully developed and studied before the

work is executed. These plans, together with the specifications, can then be

given out to various builders for estimates and actual competition can be

obtained, as all builders are estimating on the same construction. There is

no opportunity for excessive profits to the builder, and, with the regular

and honest supervision on the part of the architect or his superintendent,

the work is executed in a dependable and businesslike manner as provided
by the jilans and s])ecifications. The owner is relieved of the responsibility

of an immense amount of details, and gets the results which he wished to

oljtain at a lower cost than could he jjroduced in the old-fashioned manner.
The contractor has made a reasonable ]5rofit and is content, and is pleased

to have satisfied both owner and arcliitect.

With the tremendous progress nf the age. nur buildings have gmwu
from the modest homes, institutions, or business buildings, one nr two
stories in height and covering only small ground areas, to the gigantic office

and hotel buildings from twenty to fifty stories high, to hospitals and simi-

lar ])ublic institutions housing tlmusands. and to industrial plants em|)loy-

ing \ast mnnliers of men and wnmen. 'Idle development and ci instruction

of these \ast enterprises is entirely due tn the Iremendnus progress nf the

en"ineering sciences.
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The deiiiaiul iur the tall building was met by the structural enj;;ineer by
an entire revolution in the art of building construction, together with de-

velopment of the present elevator. But, in all of our modern buildings of

whatsoever nature, the engineer becomes more prominent every day, for

it is through the development of our modern systems of heating and ven-

tilating, of electric lighting and power distribution, and the systems of

water supply, plumbing, and drainage, that the comforts demanded above
all things are supplied. Without these comforts our modern buildings

would l)e impossible.

( )ur modern buildings, therefore, are far different from the sim|)le

cottage or home which required only a single trade—the carpenter—to con-

struct, but instead require the employment of a vast number of different

trades and, in addition, the sciences of architecture, of structural, mechan-
ical, electrical, and sanitary engineering.

Naturally the vast expansion of the building requirements ha\e greatly

increased the demands on the architect, and, in place of a single man now
being able to handle the problems which arise during the planning and con-

struction of the building, the architect must have an experienced and highly
trained organization, each member of which has specialized in the various

lines, such as architectural design, building construction, foundation and
structural engineering, heating and \entilating, electrical engineering and
sanitary engineering.

The contractor also expands, and now becomes the general contractor,

with many subcontractors under him, who handle the work of the diff'erent

trades, including those of an engineering character.

In the business arrangement for the construction of one of these large

building projects, the relations of the owner, the architect, and the con-
tractor remain as before, but a new factor enters here in the form of the

engineer, or engineers, to assist the architect in these specialized branches.
That such engineering services are essential is readily admitted by anyone
who has had any e.xperience in the building lines, but how they should be
best obtained and arranged for is a c|uestion which has already gone through
a considerable transition, and unfortunately has as yet not entirely become
a fixed practice. Many men trained both scientifically and practically in

their particular engineering branches have entered this field and devote
themselves exclusively to the consulting work.

Just as in those days before the architect had come into his own, when
an owner would ask a contractor about the advisability of employing an
architect, he would receive the information that an architect was a useless
ornamentation and of no practical value, and. further, would only cost him
(the owner) money ; that he, the contractor, would take care of all the plans
and such work as the architect usually provided, at no cost to the owner.
We all know what was the lamentable result of such arrangements.

Today we have in many instances practically the same thing, except that
the architect now steps in between the owner and the contractor. The pro-
ceeding is something like this : The owner makes a contract with the archi-

tect to furnish all plans and specifications, and to supervise the building
under consideration. This includes all engineering services of whatsoever
work may be involved, and is based on the usual architectural fee for com-
pensation. The architect starts his working plans, and, as formerly was
done by the owner, so now the architect calls on one contractor in each of
the structural, heating and ventilating, electrical, and sanitary lines to assist

him to prepare his plans and specifications. These contractors, eager for
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the advaiitat^e fur oljtaining- cuntracts in their lines p;i\en them lj\- such an
opportunity, usually ])repare these jjlans and specifications without cost to
the architect in dollars and cents. In most cases, however, the plans and
specifications prepared under this arrangement are not only hastily pre-
pared without proper study, hut, far more important, the>- are prepared so
that, while to the uninitiated, which frecjuently includes the architect, they
appear perfectly fair and open, actually they are arranged so as to give the
contractor who prepared them a decided advantage over his competitors,
who naturally are forced to figure on these specifications and dare not criti-

cise them to the owner or architect for fear of injuring his standing. In
most cases the contractor who ]5repared the ])lans and specifications obtains
the contract for this work—sometimes because his estimate is below those
of his competitors, sometimes because the architect will offer the work
to him at the figure of the lowest competitor, and sometimes because the
architect will even induce the owner to award the work to him at a price
above the lowest estimate received on account of special recommendation
by the architect. In almost every case he is sure to get the contract, and,
when it has been awarded to him. let us see what becomes of the position
of the architect.

1. If the contractor had to cut his price, and naturally he had to figure

the cost iif i:)reparing the plans and specifications as a part of the cost of
the job, the architect still feels under obligations to him for rendering him
this service, and the contractor will readily take advantage cjf this situatiun
if he finds any evidence of it.

2. The architect, not being able himself to prepare the specifications and
plans, while able to interpret them in a general way, cannot be expected to

interpret the technical details and recpiirements, and must therefore depend
(in the contractor for such interpretation. Such interpretation would natur-
ally be biased, and, in short, the contractor is in a position to interpret his

own specifications. Omissions, reductions in weight, and the cheapening
of the quality of material can readily be accomplished as long as the instal-

lation in itself is one that will operate or stand up. Of these changes the
architect will have no knowledge.

3. If changes or additions to the original work come about, the architect
has no one in an unbiased position on whom he can depend to check the
estimated charges for such changes or additions.

4. Where a mechanical plant of some considerable size is required, in-

cluding boilers, stokers, engines, electric generators, hot water heaters,
refrigerating machinery, and the many electrical devices, as is the case in

our modern hospitals, hotels, and large office buildings, the architect, who
can be expected to have only a general knowledge of such equipment, would
be completely lost unless he had someone with whom to consult who is

thoroughly familiar with this form of apparatus, without having a direct

monetary interest in the recommendations he makes therefor. The owner
can always buy such apparatus direct from the manufacturer at the same
price as it would be sold to the contractor. If purchased, therefore, through
the contractor, he must expect to pay a profit of from 3 to 15 per cent to the
contractor for handling this equipment, though the owner gains nothing
thereljy. and all that is demanded of the contractor is that he transfer this

part of his contract to the particular manufacturer. He may, however, go
even further and "shop" this equipment, and purchase it of a make or type
w-hich is inferior in quality and less in cost, but to the architect would seem
the same or equal to that specified and originally figured in the estimates.
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On this basis, in every case, thout^h he may not realize it, it is the owner
vvhu pays the bill, and, while he thinks he is paying only his 5 to 6 per cent

for architectural and engineering fees, he is really paying a considerable

additional sum for engineering services without getting the results to

which he is entitled for the money so spent. The architect is not only sav-

ing for his own pocket the fee which would have been demanded l)y a

reputable considting engineer, but clearly has transferred such charges in a

manner not discernible to the owner who pays the bills.

A concrete example of this method of operating was experienced by the

writer a short time ago, which will ser\'e to demonstrate the methods in use.

This architect, having experienced some of the depression in the archi-

tectural business of recent times, concluded that on a certain job of moder-
ate size he would dispense with the services of a consulting engineer and
therefore made the usual arrangement with a firm of contracting engineers

to prepare the plans and specifications for a certain part of the work, in-

structing them generally as to the character of the work wanted. The archi-

tect had had many years of business relations with this firm of contractors

and had given them previous to this time a very considerable amount of

work, and he had therefore the fullest confidence in them. The contractors

were one of the largest and most prominent in their particular line, and had
executed some of the largest contracts in this country. The plans and
specifications were duly issued for competitive figures. One of the con-

tractors who received the specifications had shortly before this time ex-

ecuted a similar piece of work, which had greatly pleased the architect, and
had brought forth special commendation, and had been informed Ijy him
that a similar job was wanted. ?^Iuch to the amazement of this contractor,

he found the specifications issued entirely contrary to this statement. He
therefore took it on himself, based on the architect's remark, to send in an
alternate estimate based on the character of the work as previously exe-

cuted on the particular job referred to by the architect. When the bids

were received they all ran between $7,500 and $8,000, except the alternate,

which amounted to $5,500. Fortunately for the architect, the owner did not
get to see these figures. The contractor who had prepared the specifications

was called in and at once instructed to modify his specifications, which he
agreed to-do, and they were again sent out for revised estimates. The
figures returned were only slightly below those first submitted. The archi-

tect, theretipon realizing the position in which he was placing himself be-
fore the owner, called in the writer to go over the plans and specifications as

prepared and to revise them according to good practice. It was found that

the specifications had been what is commonly called "loaded"—that ma-
terials were specified that were ridiculous for the class of service, but verv
high in price, and would never have been installed by the contractor who
prepared the specifications, for substitutions would have been absolutely
necessary. It was found that certain specialties were called for, but that

the data supplied was so meager that the one manufacturer specified was
the only one in possession of the necessary conditions on which to quote,
and his price, of course, was very high, to say the least. Other material was
so specified as to absolutely eliminate the possibility of competitive prices,

and the manufacturers specified were not slow to see their opportunity. The
writer hiodified the specifications and plans according to good practice, and
actually added to the equipment so far as results obtained bv the owner,
and the job was let for a little over $5,000—a difference of $2,'50O to $3,000
for engineering services, to be paid for by the owner, without his knowledge
of course, Init still [said for by him, when it should not have cost him one-
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tentli I if tliat anidunt in the rcmilar way, and, as the architect had agreed

to furnish these services, it shmild nut have cost him anything, which was
finally the case.

The writer does not claim that all work handled in this manner as be-

tween architect and contractor is proportionately as expensive to the owner,
but does claim that it is fundamentally a bad business arrangement wdiich

invites such practice, and cannot be expected to .give satisfactiiry results to

any of those concerned.

The architect cannot always be held responsible for resorting to this

method, as the many changes in construction of buildings in our modern
times have placed more and more responsibilities on his shoulders, and
made greater demands of him daily without any material compensating
effect in increased fees. In many instances he is, therefore, forced by the

owner to resort to these means.
.Many of the most prominent and reputable architects ha^e recognized

the fallacy of this method, and regularly employ consulting engineers for

the various lines. Only a few of the largest firms are able to maintain a

competent staff of engineers re.gidarly on their force. Unfortunately some
architects claim to have such a staff only to deceive the owner, and actually

are dependent on the contractor for their information, or their staff' in these

lines is so lamentably weak that little can be expected of them.

It seems very evident that the average architect cannot aft'ord to main-
tain a staff of competent engineers to handle the work of this character

which comes to his office for the reason that this class of work should be

done only by men who have specialized in their particular lines, and have
had such technical training and practical experience that they command
salaries which the average architect cannot afford to pay.

It would seem, therefore, that the consulting engineer indepenelently

established, just as the architect did many years ago, must become a part of

all building operations of any size, and this transition is now under way.
It wt)uld seem, however, that no owner who is arranging a contract for a

building operation of any size with an architect should authorize such an
arrangement or sign such a contract without having definite knowledge of

how and by whom the engineering features of his project are to be handled.

Generally, it is preferable that the consulting engineers work under the

direction of the architect, so as to have no division in the responsibility of

the head and absolute unity of action, but frecjuentl}- the owner reserves the

right to select such consultants or pass on their acceptability.

As to the fees to be ])aid for such services, it is generally considered, and
pro])erly so, that where a building operation involves a considerable amount
of engineering, the owner pay in addition to the now generally established

architectural fee an additional fee to cover this engineering expense.

\\ here architects are forced to a certain amount of competition, this is fre-

quently lost sight of, and then the various means already described are re-

sorted to, or incompetent and inexperienced engineers are employed, with
the usual lamentable results for which the owner has to pay in the form of

extras, changes, or in coal, electric current, and water bills for many years
to come.

It is, therefore, equally important to know that your engineering work
is in competent hands as it is to know that your architect is competent, and
the same cpialities of ability, honesty, and inte.grity must be sought for in

the engineer that ha\e been scnight for in the architect. Without these, no
confidence can l)e estal)lished, and without confidence no man can do his

liest wiirk fur his client.
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Temple of Minerva

The above charm.no- pen and ink sketch is by a Los Angeles student,

who writes in explanation of his efforts as follows:

"I am sending under separate cover a pen and ink sketch entitled • 1 cm-

ple of Minerva, Athens, Greece.'
. ^ t. n„.i

-Tt has occurred to me that many architects, engineers, contractors and

others would enjoy seeing again the ruins of this temple

"I served mv apprenticeship of two years under the late Frank h. Kid-

der and am novv in the City Engineer's office, Los Angeles.

Yours truly,

EDWARD H. TATU^L"
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A Private Outdoor Theatre

T1II{ private oiitdour theatre in connectimi with cnuiitry estates is com-

paratively new in American architecture. One of the first in faUfornia

was designed a number of years ago by Lewis P. Hobart, San Fran-

cisco architect, at Bakersfield. A most interesting example of the private

outdoor playhouse has just been completed on the estate of George G.

Booth, Esq., Cranbrook, Michigan.

Situated in the heart of the lieautiful lUoomfield Hills district of Oak-

land County, Michigan, and set on the highest point of ground on the estate,

the theatre affords a wonderfully impressive view of the surrounding coun-

try, particularly \vhen seen through the openings at the rear of the stage.

The planting around the building has been most carefully planned by Mr.

Booth and his associates so as to afford a proper setting for the building

and to harmonize with the surroundings. An arbor vitae hedge about eight

feet in height is carried about the seating on the side of the hill and extends

down both sides of the swimming pool.

The plan of the buildings includes the seating, stage, swimming pool

and dressing rooms. The circular stone seating is set into the side of the

hill, similar to the method adopted in early classic theatres. Directlv in

front of the seating is the stage with small dressing rooms at either end,

and a pierced wall forming the back. Directly behind this is the swimming
tank, which is surrounded on all sides with a concrete and brick pavement.

At the north end of the pool is placed a bathhouse with dressing rooms for

men and women.

The buildings are extreniel}" simple in design and color. The detail and

ensemble are inspired by early Greek architecture. The design of the pilas-

ter caps and cornices is taken from some of the better-known examples of

archaic Greek work.

Cement stucco and Bedford limestone are used throughout. The build-

ings consist of concrete blocks plastered with Portland cement mortar con-

taining a small percentage of lime. The cornices, pilasters, columns, etc.,

are of Bedford limestone finished with a rubbed surface. The seating is

built of Bedford stone slabs supported by stuccoed blocks. The roofs of all

buildings are constructed of concrete slabs reinforced with rib bars. Red
roofing tile are laid over these slabs.

The swimming pool, which is seen through the pierced wall in back of

the stage, is built with monolithic concrete walls. This pool is supplied with

filtered water from the main supply tank on the premises, and the overflow

is carried down oxer a succession of small platforms to the lake at the foot

of the hill.

The accompanying photographs and plan are shown by courtesv of

Modern Building and they give an excellent idea of the attractive appear-

ance of the theatre. Performances have already been given in the play-

house with great success.

The architect of this work is ^larcus R. Burrowes, Detroit. Mich.
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Third California Conference on City Planning

By CHARLES H. CHENEY, A. I. A..

Architect and City Planner. Secretary of the Conference.

THE Third California Conference on City Planning, recently concluded

at Visalia, was particularly notable for the able discussions held, and

for the prevailing emphasis upon the importance of the social and

economic side of city planning as well as upon the perhaps more attractive

esthetic considerations. Although the attendance was not large the ten

most important out of the eighteen City Planning Commissitms of the State

had present one or more representatives, whom it was hard to restrain, in

their eagerness to have their own particular problems discussed.

The "foremost problem of all the cities seemed to be the question of zon-

ing or districting. The general desire to provide a plan for protecting homes

from the intrusion of apartment houses, flats, business, nuisances and in-

dustries brought out much discussion of the new Berkeley Zone Ordinance.

The city attorney of Berkeley, Frank D. Stringham. in a paper on "The

Police Power and Its Application to Districting and to Excess Condemna-

tion," took a conservative yet most hopeful view of the probable attitude

of the courts toward further extension of the city's use of this power. Many
recent decisions were quoted which seemed plainly to show^ that the higher

courts are becoming more and more liberal in their recognition of commun-
ity rights versus individual rights. There was evident a much wider interest

and understanding on the part of all present, on districting as a means of

housing protection. A general and marked advance in ideas seemed to have

taken place since last year's conference.

Chester H. Rowell of Fresno summed up the methods n{ city planning

attack, and legislation needed, in an address in which he declared that there

w-ere three things necessary to do to make the American cit}- grow in an

orderly and healthy fashion. The first of these is proper public acquisition

power or what is sometimes called the right of excess condemnation, for

which in California a constitutional amendment is required. The second is

the early adoption of a comprehensive and well thought nut zone or dis-

tricting system. The third is a system of extensions of the city outside its

limits by planning for future growth in some such way as the Germans dn

by condemning farm lands for future city use. "When this is done the mil-

lenium will not have arrived, but we shall have become partially civilized,"

he said.

A proposed legal method for the establishment of uniform building set-

back lines from streets was brought out by William J. Locke, Secretary of

the League of California Municipalities. He suggests that a system be

adopted similar to that in street proceedings providing for the resolution of

intention, publication of notice, hearing of protests and assessment of dam-
ages and benefits over the district benefited in order to meet the require-

ments of "due process of law." It was brought out that the establishment

of such set-back lines brings about great protections to public health and

safety. Also, by requiring all buildings to set back a given distance from the

street, the city can anticipate necessary future widening if traffic in the

future should increase to any great extent so as to require it.

President Duncan McDuffie of the Berkeley Civic Art Commission fin

reality a city planning commission), presided at a session devoted to the

problems of the City I'lanning Commission. As most of the eighteen plan-

ning boards in California have been established within the last few months,

they are still trying to find themselves, and many of them seem to he floun-

dering without any constructive program.
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Discussicm hnm^lu uut tliat the cdinniissidii slicnild first (k-tenniiK- and

list what are the vital ])r()l)lenis of the coiumunity as to street plan and ini-

pruvement, transportation. ])arl< system, zoning, civic center, etc. It should

then select two or three of the most urgent of these and contine its investi-

gations to them. It was agreed that if the problems were vital enough
there would be no difficulty in securing appropriations from the city council

or funds from a group of citizens. Mr. McDufifie pointed out that the City

Planning Commissioners generally have knowledge of conditions but are

not experts and that the commissions which are acconqilishing definite and

constructive things are those which call in a consulting exi)ert on city

planning.

In a characteristically forcible address at the Annual Round Table
Luncheon, Professor Thomas H. Reed, city manager of San Jose, made evident

that the only real authority a city planning commission has in this State

is to pass on plans for new subdivisions, with the veto power, which is a

negative function. The great positive functions of these boards are to

initiate and present well thought out ])lans and suggestions for orderly

civic improvement. City councils dare not take any initiative to speak of

because of their political character.

Charles F. Stern of the State Highway Commission pointed out how the

motor traffic of the State has doubled in the past three years and will un-

doubtedly double again in a like period. lie showed that the increasing use

of the motor car is breaking down all city limits, pushing the city far out

into the country, thereby increasing enormously the demands for city

planning and the extension of city con\-eniences to a heretofore undreamed-
of distance.

"The Relation i>f Parks and Playgrounds to the City Plan," discussed by

Professor J. W. Gregg, President of the Berkeley Park Commission, is one

of the most important and necessary of early study in the preparation of

proper breathing and open spaces for the city. Charles Dudley Warner said

that "literature is the foundation of all human existence." Professor Gregg
disagrees and says, "Landscape or gardening is the foundation of all human
existence. It surrounds us from birth until death."

"A Home-made Cit}' Planning Exhibit and Its Results," was explained

by Dean George A. Damon, Throop College of Technology, Pasadena. His
graphic charts of where the tax money goes, where the assessed valuations

are high and the blighting influence upon them of most of the railroad-

owned property in the city, provoked great interest and discussion. The
fact that seven per cent of the taxpayers paid over half the annual taxes

and that half of all the taxpayers in his city paid less than twenty-five dol-

lars each for the city's support annually, gave an interesting sidelight on
who ])ays the bills for improvements and whom to educate.

The conference unanimously decided to recommend the following legis-

lation to the State Legislature at its session next January :

—

Extension of the State Housing laws to include a more comprehensixe
and stringent tenement house act; the regulation of all types of dwellings;

the establishment of a bureau under some existing commission similar in

function to the work of the -Massachusetts Homestead Commission to sup-

ply information and encouragement to all the city planning commissions
of the State ; asking the submission at the next general election of a con-

stitutional amendment for the Public Acquisition Pcjwer ('sometimes called

IC.xcess Condemnation) : passage of an act further strengthening the power
of cities to restrict the building of flats and tenements in single family

resident districts; and passa'^e of an act permitting cities to cst.-ililish Iniild-

ing set-back lines.
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The officers elected tor the ensuing year are as follows: President. !•". C
AMieeler, Councilman, Los Angeles ; Vice-President, Duncan ]\IcDuffie.

President Civic Art Commission, Berkeley; Vice-President. Thos. H. Reed,
t'it}- Manager. San Jose; Secretary and Treasurer. Charles II. Cheney,
Architect and Citv Planner, San I'Vanciscn.

Steel Houses for Soldiers

An interesting scheme is at present being iliscussed in connection with

the building of large numbers of portable houses for the war zone. Certain

of the Allied Governments are negotiating with manufacturers for the de-

signing and building of these shelters, which, though intended to be tem-
porary in character, mtist be durable and complete enough to accommodate
family life for an indefinite period. Originally inquiries were put out for

vast quantities of lumber from which to construct these houses, but it was
found this material would make the cost excessive, and the plan was
dropped. Now it is proposed to employ steel construction, which, if a uni-

form design is adopted, can be produced in great numbers at a minimum
cost.

The proposed houses are to be 12 by 24 feet in gruund diniensinns and
9 feet high. The_y are to contain two rooms. A plan now designed calls

for the use of a framev,'ork of light channels and a covering of 26 to 28
gauge galvanized sheets or some other un-inflammable material. Each of

these structures will contain about a ton of steel. If this type is adopted
the aggregate steel requirements will be enormous in A'iew of the great

numbers required. France alone has been considering the ordering of

100.000 houses, and the other entente powers are expected to order in equal
proportion.

The houses are to be used both to shelter the soldiers at the front and to

provide comfortable accommodations for the general inhabitants in de-

vastated territory until the final reconstruction work in these districts can
be safely inaugurated.

Paper Mills to Use New Woods
As the result of studies which \vd\c been made at the l''orest Products

Laboratory on methods of handling wood chips suitable for paper pulp, it

is announced that Wisconsin paper companies are now negotiating with

the railroads for shipment to their factories of experimental train loads of

chips of Western woods adapted to paper making.

Previous investigations by the Forest Service l^ne demonstrated that

good grades of paper can be made from a ntimber of Western woods. The
experts now estimate that some of these woods, when cut into chips and
dried and baled, can be delivered to the mills in \\'isconsin at a very small

advance over the cost of chips made from local timber. If a favorable freight

rate can be obtained, they say, the great quantity of pulpwood on the

National Forests should prove to be a considerable factor in supplying
favorably located paper mills with the necessary raw material. In ^^'iscon-

sin alone, it is stated, there is an annual market for over 300,000 cords of

pulpwood.
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I'lic i|ue.stion as to whether or not

architects overcharg'e for their services

is one in which the

THE ARCHITECT'S hnildint;- pubhc is

PAY vitally interested

and cone e r n i n sj

which there is much ignorance and
niisinforniation.

Reputai^le architects do not charge
more than their services are worth.

The minimum commission fee of 6 per

cent, recognized by the American In-

stitute of Architects, is not exhorbi-

tant. Any fee charged by some of the

disreputable architects—of whoiri there

are most unfortunately too many

—

is e.xhorbitant ; because, not only out

of proportion to the services rendered.

but virtually graft or plain robbery.

liy reason of his theoretical educa-

tion and jiractical training any archi-

tect worthy of the name is able to

save for his client as much as, or more
than, the amount of his fee. And then

his initiative in suggestions and his

creative ability can give to the owner
whose building he designs those de-

tails which mark the difference be-

tween a mere house and an ideal home.

The established charge is recog-

nized as being a proper minimum
charge, and architects are perfectly-

justified in charging a higher fee for

certain classes of work where the prob-

lems involved are more difficult than

are found in the ordinary classes.

This is especially true in the case of

monumental work, where the special

character of the building is determined

by a high quality of design in the orig-

inal conception rather than by the

overcoming of peculiar difificulties in

construction. This is a comparison

and a distinction that it is hard for the

average owner to see, perhaps because

overcoming difficulties in construction

is more spectacular than overcoming
difficulties in jilanning and artistic

composition.

Yet it is C|uite commonly thought,

says the I'.uilding Review, that archi-

tects are highly ]iaid for what services

they render, and the employment of

an architect is still held by many own-
ers to be an ex|)ensive lu.xury. This

i^ aniong the many examples of that
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false economy which shortsiyhtecl peo-

ple practice in building as well as in

other transactions, proving to he the

most expensive thing in the long run.

In connection with the California

State Iniikling competition, the ques-

tion has been fre-
FAIR JUDGMENT q^ently raised by com-
PROMISED IN petitors that inasmuch
STATE

jj^ there is to be a
COMPETITION double judgment there

sliduld be some plan followed by which
the jury shall not become infurmed uf

the real authorship of the drawings
till after the second or final judgment.
Writing to the Architectural Adviser,

one competitor says

:

The evident intention of the program
is to have the second stage similar to an
invited, anonymous competition. But
as the same jurors are to serve for both
stages, the individual distinctions which
are to he e.\pected in the eight success-
ful schemes will practically identify them
with their authors,' especially in the
minds of those jurors wlio are archi-

tects. Hence, unless proper arrange-
ments are made, the final judgment can-
not be strictly anonymous.

To avoid this difficulty it is sug-

gested that the jury and the architec-

tural adviser take measures not to

identify' the credentials or cards with

the competition drawings submitted in

the first stage. This may easily be

done, since drawings and credentials

are to be judged independently, and
the program does not require that the

jury shall personally open the envel-

opes and credentials and thus learn the

authorship of each individual scheme
or design.

.\ letter from Mr. ]\IcDougall, the

architectural adviser, states that it is

the purpose of the jury to proceed

along the lines stated above.

"The proposal to

superintendents, a:

ANENT THE
PROPOSAL TO
LICENSE BUILDERS

to serious question,

W'aid.

license builders and
; a means of pre-

venting disasters

such as the recent

collapse of a new
tenement house in

the Bronx, is open
writes D. FIverett

"Its adoption woukl involve the cre-

atinn (if an additional piece of nuniici-

pal gnvernmental machinery which
would be costly to operate. It would
introduce one more complication in

the already complex operation of liuild-

ing, and add another burden of cost

to building.

"If the department organized to ex-

amine and license the many thousands
of men engaged in the structural de-

sign and erection of buildings should

be an efficient organization, it would
inconvenience and hamper the huilil-

ing world seriously.

"If it should be less efficient than it

ought to be, it would actually increase

the dangers it is intended to obviate.

Hundreds of poorly equipped con-

structors would secure badges of conv
petency which would obtain for them
greater opportunities than they would
otherwise have to do bad work for the

public.

"In the work of structural design

and erection of buildings many thou-

sands of people in New York Cit}'

alone are engaged, and that with in-

numerable gradations and variations

of functions. An)' attempt to license

would tend to make more difficult

and comjdicated the execution of

work on a just basis and would be

most likel}' to result as class legisla-

tion of the most vicious sort."

The new bridge across the St. Law-
rence river at (Juebec is apparently

doomed to bad luck.

THE QUEBEC The fall of the sus-

BRIDQE FAILURE pended span before

arrival on its per-

manent supports on the ends of the

two cantilevers, while serious in its

consequences in loss of life and prop-

erty and a source of heavy expense

and loss of time in replacing the span,

is no such indictment of the bridge en-

gineering profession as was the for-

mer failure of one of the great canti-

levers while under construction. That
failure involved a complete re-design

and reconstruction of much of the

bridge.
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The recoiistruclicin on the new de-

sign has progressed to the point of

closing the opening between the pro-

jecting ends of the cantilevers with an

ordinary truss bridge supported on

those ends. This truss had been com-

pleted, floated out on barges under its

proposed final position, hung from the

suspender links from the cantilever

ends above, and lifted a few feet on

its way up to its place in the bridge.

It is sup])osed that one of the cast

blocks which were bearings for pin

connections of the ends of trusses at

right angles to each other broke and

thus threw the weight of the structure

upon two diagonally opposite points

of support, there being four such

points in all. The accompanying mo-

tion threw one or more of the truss

ends out of the stirrups in which they

rested. The unequal stresses, for

which no provision had been made,

caused the collapse of one or more of

the panels of the trusses, and the whole

span fell into the river, carrying with

it the men at work upon it.

While the loss is by no means as

serious as that in the first accident, it

is said that it will cost some $600,000

and a year's time to replace the truss

and mnunt it in pc:)sition.

San Francisco Chapter

American Architects to Compete
.\merican architects have Ijeeii invited

by the government of .\nstralia to par-

ticipate in an international competition

in designing the federal Parliament

House at the new capital city of Can-
berra in Australia and the date of clos-

ing the competition has been extended

to January 31. 1917.
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With the Architects
Building Reports and Personal Mention of

Interest to the Profession

The Palo Alto High School
(.Fiom Southwest Conti-actor, Los Angeles.)

Architects Allison & Allison have for

the second time been selected as archi-

tects for the proposed union high school
buildings at Palo Alto, Santa Clara
count}'. They were lirst selected about
two years ago. 1)Ut no attempt was made
at that time to vote bonds for the project

and it was allowed to rest. Since the

project was revived recently the Palo
Alto newspapers have given space regu-

larly to discussions relating to the se-

lection of an architect. Various organi-

zations, from the Chamber of Commerce
to the labor unions were alarmed over
the prospect of Los .Angeles architects

securing the job. All the work would
go to Los Angeles, it was contended;
local contractors would not understand
the plans and they would have no
chance against southern competitors.
And out of the hubbub came a most re-

markable procedure. The school trus-

tees called a committee of local contrac-
tors and submitted to them a typical

set of working plans and specifications

furnished by three architects under con-
sideration with a request that the con-
tractors examine the plans and pass
judgment upon them. The contractors
after due deliberation reported that the
best plans were those made by Allison
& Allison. With such plans to figure

from the contractors were certain they
would have a square deal in the bidding
and the trustees gratefully accepted their

judgment.

Architects' Chapter Committees
J. F.. .\llison, president of the South-

ern California Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects, has appointed the
following standing committees to serve
for the ensuing year:
Chapter Membership—F. Pierpoiit Davis, chair-

maTi-H. H. Martin. VVinsor Soule.
.\. I. A. Sub-Committee on Public Information

—

S. Tilden Norton, chairman; H. F. Withey, A. K.
Walker.

-'\. I. .\. Sub-Committee on Competitions—.\. F.

Rosenheim, chairman; Myron Hunt, George E.
•Bergstrom.

Ethics and Practice—H. M. Patterson, chair-
man: A. B. Benton. O. VV. Morgan, Jr.

Citv Planning—H. F. Withey. chairman; A. C.
Martin. Sumner Hunt. J. T. Vawter.

Institute Membership

—

A. F. Rosenheim, chair-

man; John C. Hillman, W. S. Hebbard.
Entertainment—J. C. .\ustin, chairman; Lvman

Farwell.

.\. I. .\. Sub-Committee on Education—R. D.
Far(|uhar, chairman; S. C. Clements, D. C. Alli-

son. Elmer Grey, R. C. Farrell.

Contracts and Specifications—George E. Berg-
strom, chairman; .\. C. Martin, F. L. Stiff.

Special Committee on Building Companies

—

Percy A. Eisen, chairman; J. P. Krcmpcl, Rob-
ert H. Orr.

Architect Sues Client

John J. Foley, architect, with offices

in the Maskey building, San brancisco,

has brought suit to recover $6,242.71 from
Francis J. Sullivan, brother-in-law of

United States Senator James D. Phe-
lan, as fees for plans for the home for

Carmelite Xuns at Santa Clara, which
was provided for by .\lice Phelan Sulli-

van, the Senator's sister, in her will.

Foley prepared plans as provided for

in the bequest, but all contracts were
rejected by Sullivan on the ground that

they were too high. Alahoney Bros, are

said to have submitted the lowest liid tor

about $120,000.

Later the work of making the draw-
ings was given to Messrs. Alaginnis &
Walsh of Boston, whose plans were only
recently sent out here for figures, the

])ids being taken through the office of

.\lbert M. Caldwell, who is to act as

resident and supervising architect when
the work is started.

New Sacramento School
It is stated tliat within thirty days

plans will be completed and bids called

for for the construction of the new
school house at Sacramento in the block

bounded by Seventeenth, Eighteenth, E
and F streets. Messrs. Shea & Lofquist,

San Francisco, are the architects. Build-

ing is to be modeled after the William
Land School, now being completed in

Sacramento, and which was designed by
the same architects. The estimated cost

is $200,000.

Bids Wanted for Trees, Shrubs, Etc.

Bids will bo received Ijy tlte Supervis-

ing .\rchitect. Treasury Department.
Washington, up to 10 a. m.. December
4th, for planting trees, shrubs, etc., on
the grounds of the Federal buildings at

.\lbany, Eugene, Pendleton, The Dalles,

Ore.; Idaho Falls, Idaho; Bellinghain,

Everett, Walla Walla, Wash.; Chico,

Grass Valley, Pasadena ;ind Santa Bar-

bara, Cal.
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Not Competitors
liditov The Architect aii<l Kngineer of Califovnia:

W'e \xg to call your attention to an error in

your October issue, referring lo the Merced and
Palo Alto high schools, in which you state thai

our firm was among the competitors.
This is not correct, as we do not enter conijie-

titions unless conducted in accordance with the

Competition Code of the American Institute of

Architects.
While we are being considered with the two

architects named for the Palo Alto high school,

the I>oard is not holding a competition.
In reference to the Merced high school, we

were invited to compete with the other archi-

tects named, but declinctl because no program
had been approved by the Institute's sub-committee
on competitions.

VVc trust you will correct this error in your
next issue.

Thanking you for same, we remain.
Respectfully yours,

Allison & Allison.

Since receiving the above tlie i'alo

Alto Board of Education has appointed
Messrs. Allison & Allison architects for

the proposed new school building, the
estimated cost of which is $100,000. The
1-os .Angeles hrm has also been appointed
architects of the Pierced school, which is

to cost $135,000, exclusive of furnishings
and equipment. The building probably
will be constructed of hollow tile and
brick.

American National Bank Building
(jeorge W. Kelhani, Sharon building,

San Francisco, has been commissioned
to prepare plans for a bank building to

occupj' the site of the old California Safe
Deposit and Trust Company building on
the southeast corner of California and
Jlontgomery streets, San Francisco, for

the American National Bank, The lot

is 60:9x137:6 and was recently trans-

ferred to the Mercliants Exchange by
H. U. Hind. The Merchants Exchange
in turn has sold the property to the
.\merican National Bank. It has not
been full}- determined how large a build-

ing will lie put up.

Fresno Office Building
p'resno is to have a new si.x-story

Class .\ store and office building. Mrs.
Nellie Mason of New York will erect the
building at a cost of $165,000, to replace
the old Mason Block on J street.

The plans of Eugene Mathewson, Fresno
architect, have been accepted.. The new
building is to be of steel and brick con-
struction, with two elevators, steam heat,

vacuum cleaning and all modern con-
veniences.

Engineer Designs "Eveready" Factory
.Maurice C. Couchiit, C. I'"., has com-

pleted plans for a four-story reinforced
concrete factory building to be erected

at Eighth and Brannan streets, San Fran-
cisco, for the Eveready Dry Battery
Company, The site, while 275 feet

square, will be only partly built upon for

the pre.--eiit. The building will be llX)x275

feet, with a one-story wing. Construc-
tion will be reinforced concrete walls,

floors and roof, freight elevators, auto-
matic sprinklers, steel sash, etc. Build-
ing will cost in e.xcess of $100,000.

C. A. Meussdorfler Busy
The office of C. .\. .M eussilurffer, Hum-

boldt Bank building, San Francisco, re-

ports considerable work on the boards
and in prospect. Contracts have been
awarded for two live-story brick build-

ings for Mr. N. Wood and Mr. A. L.

Peyser, on the north side of Jackson
street, west of Franklin street. Each
building will contain ten apartments of

seven and eight rooms each and will

cost $142,000.

For the lot adjoining these buildings

Mr. Meussdorffer is preparing plans for

.\. \V. Wilson for an eight-story Class B
lireproof reinforced concrete building,

each Moor to be devoted exclusively to a

nine-room apartment with three baths.

Cost approximately $105,000.

At the northwest corner of Jackson
and Franklin streets Mr. Meyer Wood
will erect a seven-story Class B fireproof

building on a lot 40x127:6, each floor to

contain one apartment of nine rooms and
three baths. Cost about $110,i;»0.

Mr. Meussdorfifer has also made plans

for a three-story frame apartment build-

ing for Mr. D. H. Green and Ray G.

Saalfield, to be built on the southwest
corner of Pacific avenue and Franklin

streets, San Francisco, at a cost of $36,-

ono.

$1,000,000 to Be Expended at Avalon

The Santa Catalina Island CompaiiN'
has completed arrangements for im-
provements to be made at Catalina
Island. A trust deed in the sum of

$1,000,000 has been executed in favor of

the Security Trust and Savings Bank
of Los Angeles for the purpose of financ-

ing the improvements. Since the fire at

Avalon, which destroyed the Metropole
Hotel and other buildings, only tem-
porary structures have been built. The
plans of the Banning Company are said

to contemplate the construction of a

summer resort on a magnificent scale.

Hunt & Burns, Laughlin building, Los
-Angeles, have prepared preliminary plans

for a hotel at Avalon.

Bungalow and Garage

.\ugust G. Headm.in. new Call build-

ing. San Francisco, has prepared plans

for the completion of the upper story of

the pathological ward building of the

San Francisco City and County Hos-
pital. Mr. Headman lias also made plans

for an attractive bungalow, garage and
gardens at Cl;iremont for Mrs. Blanche
Whiteside. The imiiroveiiients will cost

$10,000.
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Cover Design Competition
A competition lor a cover design has

been arranged 1)y the pnblisliers of this

magazine. A number of prizes will be

offered for the best poster eii'ect in two
colors. The competition is open to any
architectural draftsman in California.

There is no fee attached nor will a com-
petitor be required to subscribe for the

magazine. Full details will be mailed on
application—a two-cent stamp to be en-

closed for return postage. Address
"Editor ."Xrchitect and Engineer of Cali-

fornia, Fo.xcroft building, San brancisco."
The competition will close January Z,

1917, and judgment will be made as soon
after that date as possible. The jury

will be composed of three architects and
a representative of The Architect and
Engineer. After judgment, the draw-ings

will be placed on exhibition at the Build-

ing Material Exhibit, 77 0'l-"arrell street,

San Francisco.

$60,000 Mission Home
.\. B. Benton of Los .\ngeles lias pre-

pared plans for a twenty-room ilission

style residence to be built on West
Adams street, in the 320O block, for Dr.

E. A. Bryant. The house will be frame
construction with plastered exterior and
^Mission tile roof. In order to make deep
reveals in the windows and doorways
and give a masonry effect, the building

will be constructed with double walls.

The house will cost about $60,000.

Hollow Tile Hotel
Messrs. J. M. Cooper and W. Douglas

Lee, associate, of Los Angeles are pre-

paring plans for a brick and hollow tile

hotel building to be erected at Palm-
dale, in the Antelope Valley. Mr. Cooper
has designed a number of buildings of

various kinds for Palmdale during the

last few- months, most of tlieni of hol-

low tile construction.

New Store Building for Tulare
E. J. Kump, Rowell building, Fresno,

has been commissioned to prepare plans

for a new fireproof building to replace
the one badly damaged by fire recently at

Tulare. The owner is the Linder Hard-
ware Co. The new building will be of

fireproof construction, either one or two
stories in height, and will cost $30,01X1.

$40,000 Business Building
Lawrence Myers. Foxcroft building,

San Francico. has purchased the full 50-

vara lot (137:6x137:6) on the northeast
corner of Pine and Franklin streets, San
Francisco, for appro.ximately $40,0(X). A
three-story business block to cover the

entire lot is planned. It is understood
Mr. Alyers will spend in the neighbor-
hood of $60,000 on the improvements.
MacDonald & Kahn are the designers
and builders.

Brick Factory
R. I). King of Los Angeles has plans

on the boards for a brick factory build-

ing for the R. W. Pridham Company.
The building will be on the site of the

Union warehouse, which was recently

damaged by fire, and the walls of the

warehouse, which are still intact, will be
utilized. The building will average about
2O0.x30O feet ground dimensions. Mr.
King has also prepared plans for a one-

story brick commercial garage to be
built at Eleventh and Figueroa streets

for .Melville Dozier.

Paper Box Factory for Berkeley
-\ site has been secured by the Carlton

& Huiskamp Co. of Seattle at Dwiglit

way and Parker, Fifth and Sixth streets.

West Berkeley, for a box factory.

Ground has been broken for the first

unit of an immense plant 186.x272 feet.

The building will be of brick, with con-
crete fioor, saw-tooth roof and metal
sash.

Nine-Story Apartment House
G. A. Applegarth, Clans Spreckels

liuilding, San Francisco, has prepared pre-

liminary plans for a nine-story Class A
apartment house, the location of which
and owner's name are withheld for the

present. Building will have a 50-foot

frontage and depth of 137:6, and will con-
tain high-class apartments of seven or

more rooms each. It is estimated that

the building will cost close to a quarter

of a million dollars.

Carnegie Library
Messrs. .Mlison & .\llison of Los .An-

geles have forwarded the plans for the

Carnegie library building at Calexico
to the Carnegie Corporation for final

approval. Plans for this building were
completed months ago, but progress has
been delayed by difficulties encountered
in securing a site. The building will

cost about $10,000.

Addition to Coffee Plant
Frederick Whitton, manager of con-

struction, is designing and will super-

intend the erection of a four-story brick

addition to Hills Bros.' coffee factory at

Howard and Fremont streets, San Fran-
cisco. :\n estimate of $100,000 is placed

on the work.

New Officers of Oregon Chapter
Oregon Chapter, .Xmerican Institute of

.\rchitects, has elected the following of-

ficers for the ensuing year: President,

Joseph Jacobberger; vice-president, J. .\.

Fonilhoux; secretary, W. C. Knighton;
treasurer, Folger Johnson; trustees. Ion

Lewis, M. H. Whitehouse.
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Busy Times Ahead

Indications point to some lively times
in the bnilding line in San Francisco dur-
ing tlie coming months.

Willis Polk has a $40.01)0 garage for

Van Xess avenue.

Messrs. MacDonald & Kahn have a

like structure for Mr. Myers, to be
erected on the same street.

B. G. McDougall has a class A office

building to be erected next to the Sub-
Treasury building on Pine street for the

Aetna Insurance Company. The Federal
bank may occupy the ground floor.

Messrs. ^lacDonald & Kahn are de-

signing an eight-story reinforced con-
crete ofhce building to cost $200,000.

Bliss & Faville have a $50,000 residence
for Jas. E. Walsh at Broadway and Bu-
chanan streets.

The P. J. AValker Company will build

the new Stanford University library at

Palo Alto, the estimated cost of which is

$500,000. Bakewell & Brown are the

architects.

Reid Bros, will design a ten-story Class
.\ office building for Captain William
Matson on Main, near Market street, San
Francisco. The building will be es-

pecially iitted up for the shipping inter-

ests. 'Probably $250,000 will be expended
on the improvements.

Licensed to Practice

At a meeting of llie California State

Board of .Architecture (Northern Dis-

trict), held on September 26th, the fol-

lowing were granted certificates to prac-

tice architecture in this State: Howard
E. Burnett, E. N. Curtis and Gertrude
Comfort. The following were granted
certilicates at the meeting held on Oc-
tober 31st: John F. Beuttler, J. New-
ton llolden and R. R. Irvine.

Concrete Warehouse

Messrs. Kahn & McDonald, construct-
ing engineers, Rialto building, San Fran-
cisco, will erect a four-story concrete
warehouse in the Mission district of San
Francisco for the Goodyear Rubber
Companv. The estimated cost of the
structure is $75,000.

Episcopal Rectory

Lewis P. Hobart of San Francisco h:is

completed plans and let contracts for the
construction of a rectory at San Mateo
for St. Mathew's Episcopal Church. It

is designed in the Gothic period, with
cement plaster exterior and slate root.

It will cost $17,000.

Example of Good Building Construction

Last month there was celebrated the
twenty-lifth anniversary of the comple-
tion of the Catholic Cathedral on Van
Ness avenue, San Francisco. An inspec-
tion of the work has shown tlie thorough-
ness and care with which the edifice was
constructed.

It was situated on the very verge of
the Are zone, the east side ot the street

having been completely devastated by the
flames.
The damage from tlie earthquake was

comparative!}' slight, the plastering suf-
fering most.
The contractors for the basement were

O. E. Brady and James W. Smith and
for the superstructure Mahoney Bros,
and McGowan & Butler.
The entire work was carried out under

the supervision of Thomas J. Welsh,
architect, now of the lirm of Welsh &
Care}'. .

The School Site

Unfortunately, the architect and con-
tractor are rarely consulted on this im-
portant matter, though both of them
might give invaluable advice. Walter H.
Killiani, a prominent school architect,

says in a recent issue of Brickbuilder:

Much of the current American school archi-

tecture seems to ignore the- fact that a school-
house is an educational institution, and not a
political monument.

In the smaller cities a spirit of civic pride often
impels the authorities to select a conspicuous site

and give the building an unduly important char-
acter, but the practice of placing school houses of
any sort upon maiii thoroughfares is unwise. Not
only is there an ever-present danger to small
children from swiftly passing automobiles and
trolley cars, but the noise and dust are extremely
objectionable, as well as the exposure of the chil-

dren to miscellaneous traffic on their way to and
from school. It is far better to locate the
school on a quiet side street, where land is

cheaper and a commodious jdavground can be
easily provided.

Highway Engineer Promoted

Arthur E. Loder. division engineer of
the California State Highway Comtiiis-
sion for the last five years, has resigned
to accept the post of assistant chief en-
gineer of the United States Office of
Public Lands, with headquarters ai

Washington, D. C.
In his new office Loder will ))e one

of a corps of expert engineers who
will have charge of the construction of
highways in national forests, for which
Congress recently appropriated $85,000,-

000.

Prior to becotiiing division engineer
nf the State Highway Cotiimission,
Loder for four years was chief engineer
of the Los Angeles County Highway
Commission. Before comin.g to Califor-
nia Loder was connected with tlie United
States Office of Puldic Land> at Wash-
ington, D. C.
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Church Window Flood Lighting

By A. O. n.WIS in Lighting Journal.

it was done is most helpfu[_to those u'ho

seeking fxact information. Mr. Davis tie-

, ... 'e.rcellent detail the successful tllumina-

tion of an art glass church iifindow using txo

flood lighting projectors with incandescent lamps.—
Editor.

SINCE the introduction of flood light-

ing many unique applications for the

use of this type of unit have been found.

There is a large field for just this kmd
of installation in the lighting of stained

glass windows in churches, memorial

buildings, etc.

The particular window here described

is in the Central Presliyterian Church,

XeVvark, N. J.

Throughout the country there are

many windows similar to the one m
question, but doubtless few people real-

ize the amount of work and thought nec-

essary to produce the effects so beauti-

fully portrayed in many of these large

stained glass windows. The subject of

the window above referred to is "The

\scension." The dimensions are approx-

imately 18 feet by 22 feet and the cost

was about $2,500.

The first process in producing these

art glass windows is the making of a

design for composition and color scheme,

then a cartoon full size and from this in

turn an outline transfer which is cut

into sections, of the size and shape of

each piece of glass. This pattern is

then fitted together and pasted on a large

plate glass, upon which has been traced

the outline. This glass, which is tech-

nically called an easel, is then raised

against the light. Each section of the

pattern is then removed and a piece of

glass is selected and cut to take its place.

These pieces are fastened to the easel

by means of wa.x. When the glass is

all selected the pieces representing the

flesh, face, hands and feet are painted

on two or three thicknesses of glass and

burned in a gas kiln, then fitted into

their places. Finally the glass is re-

moved from the easel and glazed and

leaded. In a window of this kind the

eflfect of light and shadow is obtained

by the unequality of the surface of the

glass, which varies in thickness or by

placing several thicknesses of glass one

upon the other or sometimes by both

means. The leads are so arranged as to

help the drawing. The glass used is

opalescent, in many cases made espe-

cially for the work in hand; the artist

having the glass completely under his

control in form, color and te.xture.

By illuminating windows of this char-

acter from the outside their beauty may
be enjoyed during the evening service

as well as at services held during the

daytime, and, while it is hard to beat

old "Sol" as an illuminant, we think in

some respects the detail of color derived

from proper artificial illumination is even

more pleasing. The position of the

units as shown in the .sketch was found

to be the most advantageous in this par-

ticular case. This, however, is a matter

to be determined by local conditions.

This method, as you will see, does_

away with the unsightly appearance of

reflectors, etc., attached to the building

and the window frame. The number of

units necessary depends on the nature

of the window as to color and thickness.

By placing the units on the side and

projecting the beams at an angle, more

surface can be covered and by crossing

the beams the intensity may be in-

creased at the center of the window,

which, in this case, was necessary on

account of the color in the center fig-

ure. Because of the great absorption of

Hght by the colored glass in this type

of window, it is necessary to have a

rather high intensity projected on it so

that sufficient light is transmitted to

show up the beautiful colors and designs.

With the two units placed as here shown,
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the average intensity would be about IS

foot candles, the units being 500-watt

concentrated lilament lamps. This ar-

rangement also overcomes any shadows

which miglit coine from the mullions.

These mullions, in many cases, are four

or live inches thick.

The height of the units from tlic

ground is determined by the position ot

the window. As is shown in the illus-

tration. Fig. 2, the units in this case were

placed on a 10-foot post, which allows

the direction of the rays to enter the

building at an angle out of the hue ot

vision of the audience. Units should be

placed on a separate circuit with con-

trol switch conveniently located, so that

they may be turned on or off any time

durino- the service. Where a building is

surrounded by trees the units may be

placed so as to practically conceal the

source of 'ight from almost any angle

of approach." giving a very pleasing ef-

fect on the .lUt-ide frnm the distance.

America's Electrical Week Plans

Tlic first meetings of many city com-

mittees, appointed in 268 towns and

cities to manage local celebrations of

•.\merica's Electrical Week," have been

held and in most instances reported to

Mr. J. M. Wakeman. general manager of

the society, the entire personnel of these

committees were present.

The Coast cities particularly are oft

to an early start, as is evidenced by big

meetings held in Seattfe and Spokane.

Seattle, at the first meeting of the local

committee, decided to conduct an Elec-

trical Show. Mr. M. C. Osborn. new
jiresident of the Northwestern Electric

Light and Power .\ssoi5iation, reports

that Spokane will also have an Electrical

Show, where special emphasis will be

placed on moving e-xhibits.

Reports from .Aberdeen. Northern

Yakima. Hood River and Walla Walla

show strong activities in behalf of the

K.-.:. U. S Pat (.Iffice

Veneered Panels of un-
excelled quality— Sold
nly
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\\ fck. Geiifral Manager Davidson of

tlic Pacitk Power and Light Company
lia-i advised the society that he will want
material for branch offices of his com-
pany in these cities.

The Portland, Ore., committee pre-

sided over by Franklin T. Griffith, named
financia! and arrangement committees
at their tirst meeting and decided to have
representatives of all the Portland civic

organizations meet with the committee
at electrical lunches each day during the

Week.
The Denver, Colo., committee, which

will this year handle the celebration

throughout the State, has met and con-
tributed details for the State-wide cele-

bration. Th festival in Denver last year
was one of the most picturesque in

America, the occasion taking on all the

aspects of a Mardi Gras. Denver plans,

this year, to outdo its record last year

To Flood Light Statue of Liberty

THE statue of Lilierty, gift of the Re-
public of France to the United States,

will be illuminated for the first time with

its new permanent flood-lighting on the

night of December 1st, according to a

program announced by the Society for

Electrical Development.
The statue belongs to the nation and

not to any one city and its flood-lighting

on the eve of America's Electrical Week
most appropriately inaugurates the na-

tional electrical celebration starting De-
cember 2d. It is proposed to reconse-

crate it, with the President, possibly, and
the Atlantic fleet, prominent civic and
governmental officials present at a not-

able program of dedication.

Through the activities of the society,

in co-operation with the New York
World, and with leading Government of-

ficials and electrical engineers, plans

have been made to lay a cable from the

New Jersey shore to Bedloc Island,

which will carry current for the illumina-

tion. This will provide all P.edloe Island,

where the statue is located, with central

station service instead of the isolated

plant as was originally proposed.
This installation will endure as a na-

tional e.xhibit of central station service
and, in a picturesque way, be an inspira-

tion for flood-lighting civic buildings,

arches, statuary, etc., throughout the

cities of America.

Office Building Lighting

Will light CI lb. red walls reduce the
expense of illuminating office buildings
30 per cent? -\t the recent convention
of the Illuminating Engineers' Societj',

Mr. Samuel G. Hibben, of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, read a paper on "The Economics

of Office Building Lighting," and, among
other valuable pieces of information,
gave data showing that the annual cost
of illuminating a moderate sized office

building can be cut from $1.S,000 down to

?U),00(>, merely by the use of light-colored
interior painting.

Timber Conservation by Electricity
A new process has been discovered lor

drying and conserving timber which is

being tried in Europe with a great deal
of success. The "Nodon" process, as it

is called, makes use of electricity. A
strong electric current passing through
freshly-cut wood appears to cause a
chemical change resulting in oxidation
of certain parts, together with a physi-
cal change m the cellulose. On account
of this, the wood is better preserved
against the action of fungi and is more
suitable for mechanical use. It is said
that in a few hours a thorough o.xida-

tion of the wood sap takes place by this

process, which ordinarily requires sev-
eral months in free air. The method
can be so successfully applied to green
timber that it is thoroughly seasoned in

a few weeks. The moisture in the wood
helps to carry the electric current and
hence, when the process is applied, the
timber should not be too dry—in fact,

immediately after cutting is advisable.

The electrical energy required is 3 to 6

kw. per cubic yard.

Would Raise Height Limit of Concrete
Structures

Asserting that there is now no real

reason why reinforced concrete struc-
tures should not be allowed to go to

the height of ISO feet, as are steel frame
buildings, that there are buildings now
contemplated which would be built to
that height if the existing ordinance per-
mitted, and that the additional cost of

steel frame construction should not be
forced upon builders who want to go to

the ISO-foot limit. Raymond G. Osborne
recently addressed the Los .Angeles City
Council with an urgent plea that the

new building code be revised to put re-

inforced concrete and steel frame con-
struction on the same plane. The pres-

ent Los Angeles ordinance limits rein-

forced concrete to 133 feet.

Mr. Osborne accompanied his letter to

the Council with a copy of a letter sent
to the revision cotnmission in May in

which he states that "it is my firm con-
viction that while several years ago this

difference might have been justified, at

the present time there is no reason for

maintaining this difference in allowed
height. The letter goes on to state that:

Peniiaiicnt safety and street congestion are the
two main factors governing the height of build-

ings. As for permanent safety it has been un-
questionably established that reinforced concrete
buildings may be designed and constructed equal
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in strength ami safety to those constructed with

the skeleton of structural steel. The second point

to be considered in limiting the height of build-

ings, that of street congestion, does not depend
in any way upon the materials of which the build-

ing is composed.
The argument used to establish the difference in

the allowable height of these two types of Class

*'A" buildings, namely doubt and uncertainty as

to the permanency and safety of reinforced con-

crete, have become obsolete and in the light of

the experience gained during the past few years

no new arguments have been advanced to justify

retaining this difference.

It is generally conceded that a reinforced con-

crete building may be built for less money than

one of equal size and strength constructed with
skeleton of structural steel, therefore I feel that

the additional cost incurred in constructing build-

ings with structural steel should not be forced

upon the builders who wish to build to the full

licight of l.io feet.

Succeeds Sound Construction Company
The J. M. Dougan Company succeeds

the Sound Construction and Engineering
Company in San Francisco. Offices of

the new company are in the Hearst build-

ing. The personnel of the J. M. Dougan
Company is composed of James M. Dou-
gan, Roy E. Chrisman and Charles .-X.

Whitton. The following interesting an-
nouncement has been sent out:

James M. Dougan, Roy E. Chrisman and Charles
.V, Whitton announce that they have opened offices

at 716 Hearst building, San Francisco, for the

purpose of carrying on a general contracting busi-

ness under the name of J. M. Dougan Company.
The Sound Construction and Engineering Com-
pany, of which Mr. Dougan has for years past

been president, and where the other two members
of the new firm were associated with him, will no
longer maintain offices in this locality, and what
work they now have on hand will be completed
by the J. M. Dougan Co.

Partial list of buildings constructed by members
of J. M. Dougan Company:

Building and Location— Cost

Moving High School of Commerce. San
Francisco $160,000

New City Hall Foundations, San Fran-
cisco 40,000

Rainier Brewery, San Francisco 563,000
Lockwood School, Oakland 75,000
Concrete of Hilgard Hall, Berkeley 106,000
Pumping Plant 1500, Sacramento 75,000
Post Office, Los Angeles 1,250,000
Wilmington Wharf, Los Angeles 52,000
Foundations Citizens National Bank, Los

.\ngeles 65,000
Southern Pacific Commissary Buildings,
Los Angeles 40,000

Benson Hotel, Portland 750,000
Two Telephone Buildings, Portland 450,000
Reed Institute, Portland 525,000
Creen Building, Seattle 425,000
Stander Hotel, Seattle 310,000
Puget Sound Drv Dock, Puget Sound
Navy Yard 625,000

West Wheeler St, Bridge, Seattle 200,000
Sprague Building, Tacoma 225,000
Fife Building, Tacoma 200,000
Mohawk Building. Spokane 150,000
Spokane High School, Spokane 210,000
(ionzaga College, Spokane 100,000
Brown Building, Spokane 120,000
Agricultural College, Pullman, Wash... 400,000
V. S. .\rmy Post, Fort Worden, Wash.. 330,000
Silver Bow Court House, Butte, Montana 700,000
P,.sl Office, Idaho Falls, Idaho 101,000
I'..st Office, Lewiston, Idaho 92,000
I'., si Office, Missoula. Montana 190,000
Pdst Office, Medford, Oregon 90,000
Hudson Bay Co.'s Store. Victoria, B. C. . 425,000
I'nion Club. Victoria. B. C 250.000
Clatsop Co. Court House. Astoria. Ore.. 250.000

Exposition Site to Be Residence Tract
I'ians lur converting tlie E.xposition

area into a residence park de luxe are
being prepared by -Mark Daniels, the
landscape engineer. .\lready over 85
per cent of the 100 property owners
have approved the project.
The chief owner.s of the land are the

Oelrichs, Fair and Vandcrbilt estates.

Mrs. Virginia Vanderbi.t looked over the
plans a few weeks ago and was con-
vinced of the wisdom of the scientific

planning which will constitute a splen-
did city achievement.
The undertaking is a big one. With

the Palace of F'ine Arts, California Build-
ing and the Marina as a nucleus Daniels
has worked out a scheme of scientific

planning bringing the locality to a level

worthy of the Exposition's setting.

The property, consisting of 125 acres,

will be divided into about /50 lots. There
will be three main boulevards. The main
east and west a.xis centers on the dome
of the Palace of Fine Arts. The Mall
connects Baker street with the junction
of the two main boulevards and forms an
imposing setting for one of the finest

parking conceptions in the country.

Big Ford Plant at Emeryville
It has been announced that the Ford

Automobile Companj' of Detroit is plan-
ning to build a plant on the coast sec-

ond only to its Eastern factory. It is

stated that the coming year will see
work started on the new plant on the
site of the old Emeryville race track.

It is said that the companv will spend
not less than $1,1X10.000 on the enter-

prise.

Steel Tank and Pumping Plant
Arrangements are being made by the

Crocker-Huft'man Land and Water Com-
pany for a complete transformation of

the present city water system of Mer-
ced, which call for the development of
an adequate well supplj- of water, re-

placing the service from the lake reser-

voir used heretofore. The company es-

timates that the improvements will mean
an outlay of $30,000.

Cause of the Collapse

The foreman employed liy a big con-
tractor rushed into the office of the lioss.

wild-eyed and palpitating.

"Boss," said he. in a greatly agitated

voice, "one of them new houses of ours
fell down in the night."

"What's that?" exclaimed the boss,

jumping right up and beginning to take

notice. "What was the matter? How
did it happen?''

"It was the fault of the workmen,
boss." answered the •foreman. "They
made the mistake of taking down the

scaffolding before they put on the

wall paper."
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I lRSv=^^=^ work of any nature with "QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED."

Our nation-wide organization and large experience in this field assures you always of1 r" W. -, \ ^ \j\JT naiion-wiae organization ana lai

(.'. '.-^ ^
' A fair estimates and absolute satisfact:

F. E. NEWBERY ELECTRIC CO.
163 Sutter St. (413 Lick Bldg.) San Francisco, Phone Sutter 521

LEO. J. MEYBERG COMPANY
LIGHTING FIXTURES

49 GEARY STREET. 2nd FLOOR
Phone Douglas 5338

Eectncal CHARUES T. PHILLIPS P>"=^
.

Illuminating CONSULTING BNQINBER ^''ZrT'°'^''Mechanical
p^^j^^ Building. San Francisco ^'^P"'''

Phone Sutter 2176

The Economical Production. Distribution and Application of Light. Power. Heat and Ventilation

Illumination Efhciency Physical Reports Electrolysis Investigations Estimates and Tests

C. JORGENSEN & CO.
BUILDING MATERIALS

Phone Kearny 2386 20 Crossley Building, SAN FRANCISCO

HEX ELECTRIC AND
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.

1174 Snl-for St
Electrical Engirieers arid Cox^tractors San FranciSCO

pLeP^sp/ctQO JOBBING - REPAIRS - SUPPLIES California

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Engineers

Telephone Sutter 894 60 NATOMA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

San Francisco, Cal. Oakland, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal.

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
Electrical Engineers and Contractors

Phone Sutter 2369 149 New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

Office Phone Market I.SIS Res. Phone Pacific .SI99

H. MAUNDRELL
320 Ha.\es Street

Painter ^
San Francisco



The Contractor
HIS TROUBLES AND SOME OTHER THINGS

Awarding Contracts to Lowest Bidders

THE time-honured policy of awarding-

contracts to the lowest bidder seems
to be coming in for general criticism.

There appears to be a widespread trade

awakening to the fact that this "lowest
bidder" system has developed an order

of competition that is not compatible,

either with good work or with healthy

business standards. Indeed, the time

would seem to be ripe for a movement,
practically nation-wide, to supplant this

system with something based upon a

clearer recognition of the essential mutu-
ality of contract obligations. This interest

in doing away with the lowest bidder idea

is by no manner of means confined to the

building trades, as a letter to the En-
gineering Record from Zenas W. Car-

ter, field secretary of the Granite Pav-
ing Block Manufacturers' Association of

Boston, goes to show. Writing on the

basic unwisdom of the present method.
Mr. Carter says:

In my opinion most city engineers and city of-

ficials recognize that tliis is a pernicious practice,

and that many times a city spends more money for

its work through this method and gets a poorer

job than if the contract were awarded at a higher

price. It may be that the difficulty of changing
the practice is entirely due to the attitude of the

average citizen, who so frequently comes to the

conclusion that city ofiicials are dishonest unless

contracts are awarded to the lowest bidder. At
the same time it is certain that the citizen in his

private life and the manufacturers do not place

their orders solely on the basis of the lowest bid.

it seems to me that some method by which cities

w-ould award contracts to the bidder whose price

was nearest the average would tend to improve
the class of contractors, raise the standard of

work, and make city work more attractive to ef-

ficient, responsible parties. Some such method
of awarding contracts to the bidder nearest the

average would prevent a contractor from receiv-

ing excessive prices and at the same time would
prevent the city from accepting bids from irre-

sponsible men, who bid so low that they must
either fail before the work is completed or skin

the job. * • * By making the avei;age bid

the standard, the aim of the contractor in every
case would be to make the price absolutely cor-

rect and just for the work. It would give the

engineer an opportunity to demand that the

specifications be lived up to and relieve him of

the feeling that it would be unjust to in.sist upon
right adherence to the specification when the con-

tractor had taken the job at a losing price.

This average bid suggestion is a good
one, but like every other suggestion ad-

vanced in this connection is open to a

serious objection, comments the Build-

ers' Guide of Philadelphia. Tn the case

of public work it might conceivably oper-

ate tn throw contr.'icts to a favored bid-

der. In the matter of private work it

would enable the architect in every case

to arbitrarily control the award. What
the Guide would like to see, and we feel

that it will come in due course, is a thor-

ough and searching analysis of this en-

tire question liy a committee represent-

ing jointly the .-Kmerican Institute of

Architects and the National Association

of Master Builders' E.xchanges, with a

view to arriving at an equitable and mu-
tually satisfactory solution of what has
come to be a ve.xed and highly compli-
cated pro'lilem.

The ideal solution would seem to lie

in the quantity surveying idea in vogue
.•iljroad. Certainly with an expertly com-
puted table of the quantities at the com-
mand of every bidder on a given job the

probability of irresponsible biddin.g

would necessarily be largely reduced.

Keith's Magazine discusses one of the

many phases of this problem—that re-

1,-iting to the man who is building a home,
in the following terms:
There is a more or less widespread feeling

among home builders that the contractor is a

"cunning" one, against whom it is necessary
for the hapless owner to guard himself by all

the arts of which he may be master—that he is

a wizard who by the use of a few pieces of

paper and the practice of his own "rites" and
mysteries, converts the great piles of lumber,
brick, and stone, with other curious things, first

into the confusion of the half-built house and
then after a lapse of time and the clearing away
of the debris, accomplishes the bringing forth

of another new home.
Does this new home meet the ideals of the

owner? Yes, provided jjerchance he is generous
in his allowance for the work, that he has been
wise in the choice of his contractor, that the

contractor and all . of his workmen have at all

times been particular, so much so as the house-

wife herself, and lastly, though not least in im-

jjortance, that the contractor has fully under-
stood what has been in the mind of the owner:
then it is that the new home proves to be just

what the owner expected.
Now. if the new home is not perfect, wherein

lies the trouble? We may generally say that it

is because of one of two reasons or both; first,

a misunderstanding between the owner and the
contractor as to what the owner really wanted,
and secondly, there not being a clear agreement
as to what the cost of the completed house was
to be. If both of these reasons apply, the owner,
as well as the contractor, is going to have some
"fun."

It is easy to see where the architect comes in

and where his services are to the interests of

the owner and to the satisfaction of both owner
and builder, for it is up to him to see that there

is a perfect understanding on all of these mat-
ters, to leSrn what the ideals of the owner are

and his actual needs and to reconcile these with

the size of his pocketbook_, and this should all

be done before a contract is made with the con-

tractor, and by so doing the architect helps to
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interpret clearly to the contractor what is wanlcti
and to look out that it is secured.

While some contractors may take advantage
of the unsophisticated owner, we think that much
consideration is really due him. The present
system of "bidding" for a job works a good
deal of hardship on the contractor. lie must
spend a great deal of time and effort in figur-

ing estimates on many a job he does not get.

If he figures low enough to get under his com-
petitors, he may have to take it "out of the
job," or dig down into his jeans. After all,

the best results are secured by cordial co-operation
in the triangle relation between the owner, the
architect and the contractor.

A License Law for Builders

NEW YORK is seriously di^cu^si^g the
advisability of licensing its builders.

As the result of a careful study and con-
sideration of the recent collapse of the
building at 188th street and Marion ave-
nue, in the Bronx, by experts of the
Advisory Council of Real Estate Inter-
ests, it lias been suggested that builders
be licensed. This action, it is claimed,
would cure numerous e.xisting evils and
lix the responsibility. Discussing this

subject, Julius Franke, o£ the lirm of
Manicke & Franke, said: "There is an
ever-increasing demand for safeguard-
ing buildings during construction. The
Building Department is supposed to be
responsible for the proper erection of
buildings, but it no more can undertake
this great task efficiently- than could the
Board of Health or any other medical
board undertake to prevent carelessness
or malpractice in the treatment of sick

persons.
"Some system should be adopted

whereby inefficient or ignorant persons
or persons ignorant of the practice and
principles of building be not allowed to
supervise or direct the erection of struc-
tural parts of a building.

"In Europe' this is mostly done by
licensing or in some other way allowing
only those who are proficient to have
charge of the erection of buildings.

"I would suggest some law whereby
tlie proper supervision of buildings in the
course of construction, or when altered.

is made mandatory.
"I would further suggest that when

plans are filed the name of the individual

or lirm who supervises construction be
inentioned in the application for a build-

ing permit and that when any change is

made the department must be notified.

"The supervisor, who may be an archi-

tect, engineer, or builder, should possess
the proper qualifications. These qualifi-

cations, to be arrived at by stipulating

members of certain architectural socie-

ties, licensed architects (licensed archi-

tects are now provided for by Xew York
State and other State laws), also by ac-

cepting members of certain builders' so-

cieties as competent, and also any other
individual who has the proper qualifica-

tions arrived at through examination.

SPECIFY PRODUCTS OF

UNQUESTIONED QUALITY!

When THE DAHLSTROM
PRODUCTS are specified —
the standard by which all other
metal trim must be judged — is it

good business policy to accept a
product below that standard?

The credit for Hollow Metal Doors
and Trim belongs to Dahlstrom. That
we truly originated and perfected and
have consistently produced the highest
grade of hollow metal interior trim for

buildings is not an exaggeration, but
an established fact.

Sometimes, in fact quite frequently,
we are told: "Cut your estimate and
the job is yours

! '

' We are always
willing to re-figure and to co-operate
with the Architect, Owner and Con-
tractor in an endeavor to lessen cost

or to meet a particular requirement,
but we are not willing to cut an esti-

mate merely for the commercial trans-

action of signing a contract. Dahl-
strom Quality has always been rigidly

maintained and this quality will not
be lowered for the purpose of securing
an order by meeting the figure of a
competitor whose product is decidedly
inferior.

THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS
are made right in everj- p:irticular, and
prove not only a source of satisfaction

from the viewpoint of excellence in

unequaled finish, but the added and
greater ser\'ice of standing up under
the severe tests of the two greatest

destructive forces known to mankind— FIRE and TIME.
The Dahlstrom price is not high.

You pay only for what you get, and
we know just what it costs to produce
THE DAHLSTROM PRODUCTS—
the unequaled standard of hollow metal
interior trim.

DAHLSTROM METALLIC
DOOR COMPANY

34 Blackstone Avenue
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

nd Representative
All Principal Cities.

PACIFIC COAST REPRESENTATIVES:
M. G. West Co.. 353 Market St.. San Francisco,

Calif.

Louis R. Bedell. 522 W. 9th St., Los Angeles. Calif.

Camp-TeRoUer. 530Colman Bldg.. Seattle. Wash.
Timms. Cress & Co., 184-186 Second St., Port-

land, Ore.

When writing to .\dvertii mention this magazine
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"\ iiiiglit add tliat if the insurance and
trust companies making building loans
would he more particular about tlie archi-
tect and the supervision on tlie part of
the architect or responsible supermtend-
ent it would be a great step toward elim-
inating the irresponsible supervisor.
"Most of the insurance companies have

their own representative, who approves
of the plans and who from time to time
goes to the building to look over tlie

work. This supervision on the part nf

these companies is, however, mostly fur

the purpose of making payments and it

is impossible for them to go into all tlie

details of proper supervision.
"They must rely upon the architect or

builder and for that reason they should
be more particular about the architect

and tlie builder and that the work sh.ill

be jiroperly supervised by tlieni."

The Architect and the Contractor

A iMirtiiin of an article by F. E. David-
son in the .American Contractor is here
reprinted, lielieving that such a plan rig-

idly adhered to would aid the building
interests of Pacific Coast cities very ma-
terially, assist the architect in the ac-

comp'ishment of his work, and do the

contractors a real service:

I am of the firm belief that tlie v.Tiioiis archi-

tectural societies should establish a credit rating
bureau to rate the work of contractors as to

their record for giving service. There are many
firms of contractors in all lines of work who
do not know how to give service and who have
absolutely no business being in the contracting
field. Every architect knows of the inevitable

injuries and annoyances which are caused on
work by the unskilled and the unscrupulous con-
tractor, and every architect knows what a pleas-

ure it is to do business with any contractor wlio

gives even reasonably good service.

If the architectural societies will establish a

rating bureau for the use of their members and
if their members will only use same, the unskilled
and unscrupulous contrastors would be driven
from the contracting field and the architectural
societies will have done more to improve the
standards of service by contractors than any one
thing ever suggested.

.\n architect who will award or permit an
owner to award a contract to any firm of con-
tractors whom he believes will not do the work
so awarded to tlie best of their ability, in my
opinion not only is gambling with his own reputa-
tion and his client's money, but will find that
the increased cost of sui)ervising the work, not

chitect, and
The only

npetent con-
ess with them,
er will be suc-
taken a chance

show that the work was actually handled at a loss.

If we take into account the dissatisfaction of the
client in the result obtained, if we consider the
disappointment of the designer, the final result is

disastrous to the reputation of the -—•-••

consequently belittles the professii

way to eliminate dishonest and in

tractors is to refuse to do busint

No other method has been or evt
cessful. Every architect who lia^

has lost.

Court Decision of Interest to Contractors

In July last the Supreme Court of Cali-

fornia rendered a decision that should
put on their guard building contractors
in that State at least. The court found
as follows: that a contract had been duly
entered into between the contractor and
the owner of a lot in San Francisco for

the erection of a house thereon. The
contract was filed and the work begun.
After the foundation was constructed a

second contractor took over the contract
and erected the house. When the con-
tract was completed and the balance of

the contract price paid, e.xcepting the
sum of $660, it was discovered that the
foundation had been constructed and the
house erected partly on an adjoining
street, whereupon the owner refused to

pay the balance claimed by the con-
tractor. It appears that from the be-
ginning the work had progressed, and, in

fact, was finished, without the contractor
or owner realizing their encroachment
on the street.

In the cotitractor's suit to recover the
balance of the contract price, the court
found that it would cost the owner more
to correct the fault than the amount
withheld on the contract price; that as
the contract specified that the house
was to be built on the owner's lot it

would have been manifestly unfair to

compel the owner to pay the contract
price and then pay the cost of having
the building moved on to the owner's lot:

that although the cotitractors were inno-
cent of their error they were, neverthe-
less, violators of substantial terms of the
contract. Hence, judgment was awarded
against the contractor.
This ruling should cause contractors to

determine with more cire the meets and
bounds of owners' properties before be-
einning work.

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET or HARDWOODS?
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THEM

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY, KOA, JENISERO, OAK. ASH, ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD CO.
Beach and Taylor Streets, SAN FRANCISCO
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Handsome Residence with Stucco Evterior Finish on a Base of Armco Iron Lath

THE home illustrated above is such as is planned by a man who looks to the

future. All of the sheet metal work as well as the lath which fonns the

base of partitions, ceilings and stucco is of the Iron That's Made To Last.

ARMCO IRON
Resists Rust

and it has other merits of the first import-

ance. Because of its work-ability, and its

unequalled enameling qualities, '1 he Chatta-

nooga Stamping and Enameling Company, of Chattanooga, Tennessee, has

chosen Armco iron for its quahty line of enameled products, of which the table

top here shown is a good example. Porcelain enamel on an Armco Iron base has a

beautiful finish, because of the almost complete absence of the gaseous impurities,

which are the cause of blemishes when ordinary material is employed.

and fidelity associated with its prod.
uc'.s. and hence can be depended up-
on to possess in tile highest degree

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL COMPANY
Lu.nsid Manu'acturcrs under I'alenls'granlc.l l,^ Ihr

Jnlt-riMlional Mclal ProJucU Company

MIDDLETOWN, - - - OHIO

Armco Iron Sheets, Roofing, Metal Lath and other Building products

Pacific Coast Sales Office— jWonadnock Building. San Francisco; Other
Branch Offices in New York, Chicago. Pittsburg, Cleveland. Detroit,

.Atlanta, St. Louis and Cincinnati.
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Automatic Drainage of Tidal and Flooded Lands
I'.y P.. G. MARSHALL.

77ir.v (ir/iV/f hv Mr. Marshall uad«uhu-dlv -.dll he

mill rcdamalion tiwrl:. II Iclls of a casi iron draiiu

the pressure of water on one side or the other and
pumping plants.

VAST areas of fertile lands along the

I'acilk Coast and in our inland val-

leys are below the high water level of

the sea or the neighboring river. Dikes
and levees serve to exclude the waters

at all times except those of unusual

floods, but the natural drainage of these

areas during rainy seasons and, still

fhieh has h.

.rs ideal tlied

nd closed bv
nb.ltitule for

F]i; 1 .)//,'. DM/i, Urainase Gate. Ralph Bull

ranch, near .l,,ala, California, on Humboldt Bay.
Concrete conduit and n'ooden corer. Area of con-

duit appro.ximatcly l6 square feet. Approximate
thickness of concrete 6 inches. The -Mood gate is

not sufficiently scnsiliic to water level changes.

more, the excess water of irrigation,

tends, of course, to collect in the lowest

places, from which it must be drained

or pumped away if these portions are not

to become water-soaked and worthless.

It is often necessary to draw this water
to a certain point and pump it over the

levee and back into the river. Pumps
and engines and necessary attention for

this work constitute a continual expense;

and this is one of tlie conditions which
make the work of the rancher in the so-

called "Island Country" in the Sacra-

mento and San Joaquin valleys so dif-

ferent from that of the farmer of otlier

localities. The American, however, brings
native ingenuity to bear on such prob-
lems, and makes the sun and wind and
the force of gravity do many things for

him wdiich in the old countries would be
accomplished with back-breaking labor.

These lowest portions of cultivated land

are always well below the level of the

river at high tide, but it is often the case

that the surface of the river at ebb tide

i.s quite a little lower than that of the

Fig. 2—Intake end of 36-inch Automatic Drain-
age Gate installed on Russ Island, Hve miles west
of Vallejo, California. Due to the absence of
seepage, the gates in this locality handle rain ".xater

drainage only. Si.v 36-inch gates are noiv render-
ing satisfactory serz'ice on this particular island.

water to be drained away. It follows that

a pipe through the levee, which was
opened at low tide and closed when the

river was high, would accomplish the

drainage witliout the use of power of

any sort. Some ranchers employ such
pipes, opening and closing the gates by
hand at the proper times, and dispense
with the use of a gasolene engine.

The further step of making these gates

automatic so that the pressure of the

water on one side or the other would
open or close them when the conditions
required it. was very easily taken. The
most successful of these devices seems
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direction. The result is that it infallibly

closes against the water which, under

conditions of high tide, floods, etc., would

tend to run back from the river or other

waterway on to the land to be dranied.

and. on the other hand, instantly and

surely opens to permit the draining out

cif such water from the land being im-

roved whenever the water level on this

:ind is higher for the time being than

iliat of the contiguous waterway. This

lelicacy and certain operation is one of

the chief superiorities of this type of cast

iron drainage gate over the rougher con-

trivances frequently employed for the

same purpose.

The quality which makes corrugated

pipe espccialiv useful for levee work is

the same as that which is probably re-

to be the cast iron automatic drainage

gate shown in the accompanying illustra-

tions and intended for use in connection

with pure iron corrugated pipe.

Although these gates were first devel-

oped for tidal conditions, it very soon be-

came evident that there were a great

many situations where they were equally

usefiil, although there is no tidal rise

and tall. Figures 5 and 6. illustrating in-

stallations on Russ Island, near \allejo,

California, show the use of such appara-

tus under tidal conditions, but those re-

lating to Reclamation Districts Xo. 1000

and \o. 1001 in the Sacramento Valley

show the use of these gates and pipes

under drainage conditions wholly unaf-

fected by tides. The fact is, of course,

that this device may be successfully em-

ployed wherever there is land to be

drained into a body of water the level ot

which is sometimes lovver than the water

level of the land itself.

For several reasons this type of gate

is economical and effectual. It is so hung

and counterbalanced as to be extremely

sensitive to water pressure from either

Fic 5—Gaff forth- dosed, u-ater nsmg. 36-mch

Automatic Drainage Gate attached to 50 feet of cor-

rugated pipe, installed on Russ Island, iive miles

west of Vallejo, California. This picture was

taken just at the turn of the tide, and shows the

gate, slightly open, discharging water. The
'f

Inetal extensions which are shown were supplied for

the purpose of carrying counter-weights, which

were found to be a hindrance rather than an aid

and were subsequently removed.

p,c g

—

.Automatic Gate dosed against high

water 36-inch Automatic Drainage Gale instaUed

on Russ Island, five miles west of Vallejo, Cali-

fornia This picture was taken about ten minutes

after the turn of the tide and shows the gate

closed. This gate was installed by means of a

dredger at appro.rimatdy one-half the estimated

cost of a wooden gate of equal capacity.

sponsible for its immense popularity m
the form of road culverts. The corru-

gated form enables it to bend and adjust

itself to changes of its bed and to con-

tinue to do its work under conditions

which would cause any rigid materials

to crack and break. Of course, the re-

markable rust resistance of .\rmco iron

is of great importance in respect to

these pipes, especially wdiere they are in-

stalled, as is often the case, where the

water is salty or brackish.

The gate itself is water-tight, and

where absolute water-tightness in the

pipe itself is desirable it may readily

be attained by extra close riveting and

soldering or by dipping in some ot the
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Fig. 7

—

IVooden grating for
Automatic Drainage Gate. RatHh Bull
Areata, California, on Humboldt Bay.

substances of asphaltic base commonly
employed for this purpose and for fur-

ther protection of the iron against cor-

rosion.

This material has been collected with
the co-operation of Messrs. Symmes &
Means, agricultural engineers, San Fran-
cisco, who have furnished data on in-

stallations in Napa and Solano counties;
and Mr. Emery Oliver, general manager,
and Messrs. E. M. MacKusick and R. G.

Clififord, engineers of tlie Natomas Con-
solidated of California, with re,gard to

Reclamation r:)islricts Xo. 1000 and No.
1001.

I^iG. S—Intake end standard dram for water
focket. The lower pipe has Autoinatu Drainage
Gate on opposite end, and runs ihio gh levee into

canal. The upper pipe is an inverted siphon used
to carry the run olj beneath the canal when flood
water in the canal is too high to permit operation

of the gate. Water thus entering the District is

permitted to drain naturally li< the river levees,

where it is caught in sumps and pumped into the

The reclamation of flooded or sodden
lands is one of the fields of engineering
the importance of which is just beginning
to be realized. Already many thousands
of acres are, as a result of the applica-

tion of modern drainage methods, pro-
ducing abundant crops of fruit, grain or
forage instead of insects, fever, and ma-
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1(1-
,-<f Jrains auj aiilomolic gale control Reclamalion District \o. mil.

laria. A Southern planter before the war,

commenting on tlie fact that he and his

neighbors for the most part remained
poor and debt-ridden in spite of posses-

sion of fertile lands and numerous ser-

vants, while the inhabitants of cold and
barren hill regions of Xew Hampshire

throve by the sale of ice and granite, ex-

plained that the Yankees prospered by
"selling their disadvantages." The same
spirit tinding expression in wider I'lelds

will add to the wealth of the nation by
converting swamps and bayous into

liealthful and fruitful liebls and g.irdens.

PORYOURWATERPROOF^ING GOFFETTE FLURO
GOPPETTE TIiUBO is a natural Liquid I'ement and by applying it on stone, brick,

masonrx. tilins;. artificial stone, concrete, cement lloors, stucco, etc., it will harden
and render them absolutelv impermeable and resisting to deteriorating atmospheric
action. It does not become a superficial coaling, but by penetration, becomes an inte-

gral part c.r tile stone. It d.ies not stain nor change the natural color of the stone.

J. L. GOFFETTE CORPORATION, 227-231 San Bruno Avenue, San Francisco

AlacGRUER <& CO.
Members Builders Exchange
180 Jessie St. Phone Sutter 6700

CONTRACTING PLASTERERS
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL S.'\X FRAXriSCO

INTERIORS FLRNITLRE

THE B. STONE CO.
, HT'oZl

CABINET MAKERS FIYXIIRFS
381 10th St.. San Francisco Phone Market 776 J^ J^-^ ^ ^ IVll/

J

Twisted and Deformed

OPEN HEARTH STEEL BARS
For Reinforced Concrete Construction

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IRON & STEEL CO.
FOURTH and MATEO STREETS LOS ANGELES

WM. F. WILSON COMPANY
MODERN SANITARY APPLIANCES

Special Systems of Plumbing for Residences, Hotels, Schools, Colleges, Office Buildings. Etc.

Phone Sutter 357 328=330 Mason Street, San Francisco.

A. C. SCHINDLER. President,

THE PIINK «& SCHIINDUER CO.
Manufacturers of INTERIOR WOODWORK AND FIXTURES

BANK, OFFICE AND STORE FITTINGS
SPECIAL FURNITURE

218-228 THIRTEENTH ST ~-''^ /^''^^^,i.- .i-I"
Bet. Mission and Howard Sts. Telephone: Marlcel 4/4

ing to Adv pie mention this magaz
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A New Contracting Firm

L. Dioguardi and Charles Tcrranova
(the latter formerly of Terranova Bros.)

have formed' a partnership as general
building contractors, with offices in tlie

Westbank building. Although new in

business as a tirm, the partners individ-

ually have done work for KrafTt & Sons,
including a residence in St. I'rancis

Wood for H. Carnahann, also work for

Cliarles Paff. C. O. Clauson, Charles Fan-
toni and other architects. This firm se-

cured the brick contract for the Daly
City pumping plant. They are prepared
to figure on any size job and promise
faithful execution of any order entrusted
to them.

Ring Around the Piling Kills Teredo

An extremely novel method of attack-

ing the teredo problem, whicli is a se-

rious one to marine construction in many
parts of this countrj', has just withstood
a sixteen months' test on the pier of

Long Beach, Cal. These little destroy-
ers attach themselves to the piling or
other woodwork standing in the water,

at some point below the high tide mark
and down to about two feet below low
tide, and several days are necessary for

them to effect an entrance into the fibre

of the pile. The present invention takes

advantage of this fact and the animal is

killed by the action of a metal ring

which is placed loosely around the pile

after it has been driven. With the action

of the water this ring automatically trav-

erses the affected area, and the repeated
blows of the ring against the pile are

said to kill the teredo before it has the

opportunity of entering the wood. The
abrasion resulting from the movement of

the ring is inconsiderable.

TRANSMISSION ii

EQUIPMENT
FOR MILL OR FACTORY

Pulleys

Hangers

Sprockets

Floor Stands

Belt Tighteners

Shafting

Bearings

Clutches

Gears

Rope Slieaves

Take Ups
Chain Belt

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

CONVEYING. ELEVATING. SCREENING

AND MECHANICAL POWER
TRANSMITTING MACHINERY

HAVE YOU OUR CATALOG

VULCAN IRON WORKS
(Established l.S.Sl)

.STRUCTURAL STEEL—CAST IRON COLUMNS, ETC.—ORNAMENT.AL IRON

Works and Office—Francisco and Kearny Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

OUR LEADING CIGAR BRANDS

FLOR DEL MUNDO
ALL HAVANA TOBACCO

FLOR DE UPMANN
A MILD. PLEASING BLEND

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
.SAN FRANCISCO
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The Architect Wants Service

THE following telegram was sent by a Sacramento architect to

the Secretary of the Building Material Exhibit. It is one of

many like reque^s which are received almo^ daily and which are

given immediate attention

—

Building Material Exhibit,

77 O'Farrell Street, San Francisco

Get in touch with makers of marble and tile mosaic for outside wall

decoration. 1 want e^imate and would like to see samples for outside show

window. I will leave prints with you Wednesday before noon so make

appointments between 2 and 3 for me.
^ ^ CUFF

BUILDING MATERIAL EXHIBIT
ENTIRE THIRD FLOOR.

77 OFARRELL ST., SAN FRANCISCO
COMING EVENTS : - ,.„„ARCHITECT AND EXIUXEER POSTER CO\ ER

DISPLAY.
ARCHITECTS' EXHIBITION OF DRAWINGS
AND SKETCH WORIC

COMPETITION PLANS FOR CALIFORNIA
STATE BUILDING. Watch Pai" Iiates.

Not a Salesroom-

A FREE ExKitit mm^KmjjmMiM^mMmmmmmmMMmm

Hotel St. Francis
S.\N FRANCISCO

Most Beautifully Decorated Public Rooms in the World

European Plan from $2.00

Management :: JAMES WOODS

nention this maga
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ii/r/-vi-iT-r» VT Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.MODERN -K.H3 OK PLUMB,r,C. S.PPU.S

-pjl- T TT» /fr>TXT/^ II30-II44 RiDQE Avenue Pmiuadelpmia

IT'T'V'T'TTD T? C San Francisco Office and Showroom
t^lA 1 UKJb^5> 857 Folsom Street

ROBERT TROST phone m.ss.on 220,

General Building Contractor
26th and Howard Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING, FANS. BLOWERS,
FURNACES, POWER PLANTS—SHEET METAL WORK

Phone Douglas 378 Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

L. DIOCiUARDI, Phone Randolph 2479 CHAS. TERRANOVA, Phone Randolph 2362

DIOGUARDI & TERRANOVA
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS

Office, Westbank BIdg., 830 Market St., San Francisco Phone Qarlield 921

HEATING
VENTILATION

243 MINNA

Automatic Sprinkler

FLOOR AND WALL

SCOTT CO
SUCCESSOR TO JOHN G.

STREET

Systems

TILING ^"^"

., Inc.
SUTTON CO.

SAN

PLUMBING
METAL WORK

FRANCISCO

BARRETT & HIUF>
Concrete Construction -^ General Contractors

SHARON BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO SUTTER 4598

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS

THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK

Telephone DOUGLAS 4109

GRACE & BERNIERI
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

511 513 Claus .Spreckels Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO, CAI.

Wlitii uiitiiiK to .XdvLilisers l)lease mtution this magazine.
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Judson Iron Works' New Plant

Ground lias lieen liroken for the build-
ing of the first open hearth steel furnace
at the plant of the Judson Iron Works
in Emeryville.
The matter of constructing such a

plant has been considered for several
years by the management of the big iron
works and action was delayed from time
to time until business and financial con-
ditions would warrant the outlay.
The total investment will pass the one

hundred thousand dollar mark, as the
completed plant will cover approximately
ten acres of ground, necessitating spe-
cially constructed buildings and expen-
sive equipment.
One of the difficult problems to be

solved was the securing of brick able to

stand the terrific heat units reciuired.

However, this was overcome with a silica

l)rick that cost $115 a ton, much of which
is already delivered. In connection with
the plant will be a steel stack one hun-
dred and fifty feet in height, with a base
circumference of forty-five feet and
brick-lined to the top.

In the operation of the plant oil will

be used as a fuel and the ores and man-
ganese will come from the California
deposits.

In order to have sufficient .ground area
lor the buildings necessary to house the
furnaces, it is necessary to wreck tlic

north tier of three buildings, now in use
as general machine and foundry shops,
which is at this time under way. It is

planned to have the entire construction
completed and the furnaces in full oper-
ation by May 1, 1917.

A special spur track will enter the

building from the Southern Pacific lines

which pass the land.

The Judson Iron Works is one of the

oldest industrial concerns of Alameda
county, having been in actual operation
for forty years, producing practically all

lines of heavy iron construction witli

special departments for individual lines.

Contractor's Machinery Expert Returns
from East

Edward R. Bacon has just returned
from a trip East, where he visited sev-

eral of his Eastern factories, includin.g

the Troy Wagon Co. at Troy, Ohio, and
the Foote Mfg. Co. (makers of the cele-

brated Foote concrete mixer) at Kunda,
X. Y. At the Troy Wagon Works Mr.
Bacon found unu.sual activity, the ship-

ments including a large number of motor
truck trailers to France, for use as gun
mounts. A special dump wagon is be-

ing made for Pacific Coast southern trade,

on which the wheels have been oil-

treated so as to withstand the great heat
of the valleys. A large new factory is

under construction for the manufacture
of the Troy motor truck trailers.

Bath room beauty
KOHLER Bath Tubs are

specified for the finest hotels and
the most luxurious apartment
buildings, such as the Edgewater
Beach Hotel in Chicago.

This is because of the un-
equaled beauty and excellence of

KOHLER
WARE

—Always o/ one quality— the highest

But it is not for conspicuously
high-class buildings only that

KOHLER Bath Tubs, Lavator-
ies and Sinks are most suitable.

KOHLER WARE, with its hygienic
designs and superior enamel, is in wide
and rapidly increasing demand for the
less expensive houses, apartments and
bungalows.

The trade-mark "KOHLER," in faint
blue in the enamel of every KOHLER
product, is our guarantee to Architects,
that in specifying KOHLER WARE
they serve the best interests of their

clients.

"Its in the Kohler Enamel"

KOHLER CO
Founded 1SJ3

Kohler. Wis. U.S.A.

BRANCHES
Bo.lon New York Philadelphia

Atlanta Pittsburgh Detroit
Chicago Indianapolis St. Paul

St. Louis Houston San Francisco
Seattle Los Angeles London
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The i'ootc Mfg. Co. are si.x weeks
1)ehiiul on tlieir orders. Their factory
lias had several new improvements, in-

cluding electric welding machines for
welding drums. The I'oote factory is

said to he the busiest mi.\er factory in

the East and the Foote paving mi.xer is

enjoying the greatest possible popularity
and favor.

Mr. Bacon also reports great business
both East and West for the big and
little concrete and mortar mi.xer.

While in the East, Mr. Bacon made
linal arrangements for taking over the

agency of the Sterling motor trucks of

West Allis (Milwaukee), Wisconsin. This
is one of the Big 5 heavy duty truck
factories of the East. They turn out
150 trucks per month, of from two and
a half to seven tons' capacity. Their
plant covers ten acres. I^dward R.
Bacon & Co. carry a full line of these
trucks for immediate delivery.

Mr. Bacon says prices will be nnicli
higher for all machinery during 1917 and
orders will be subject to delays in Idl-

ing. Some concerns are now taking or-
ders for April, 1917, delivery. The Pa-
cific Coast trade can count on prompt
deliveries as long as Edward R. Bacon
& Co.'s present stock holds out. Con-
tractors w^ho desire to add to tlieir

equipment should, however, lose no time
in i>lacing their orders.

Interior Decoration
To make possible more beautiful homes

in San Francisco, the University of
California extension division is going
to bring from New York City Sumner
Robinson, an interior decorator of note,
to hold classes and give illustrated lec-
tures on the subject of interior decora-
tion in San Francisco and Oakland.
The lectures are to be broad enough

to meet the needs of salesmen, buyers,
architects, decorators, designers in any
field, and of all who are interested in
the decorative arts and in the making of
harmonious homes.
The scope of the course is described

in the following announcement: "They
will include a survey of the field of
interior decoration, a study of the funda-
mental principles that have survive<l
through the ages, application of unity,
harmony and fitness to decoration, lii^-

toric periods, modern tendencies, indi-
vidual expressions, modern conditions
and problems, the ethics and methods of
decorative salesmen, and will deal ])sv-

chologically with the more subtle arts
which can lift a room whether it be in .i

farm-house or a palace, above the com-
monplace and into an aptness and indi-
viduality of expression which .give it

its own charm and personality."
Enrollment tor the course may be

made at tlie San Francisco office of the
extension division at 62 Post street.

You Wouldn't Omit
the Bathroom -

from any house you're designing because there
is a public wash-room in a nearby hotel. Yet
this would be just as logical as omitting gaso-
lene and lubricating oil storage equipment from
the plans of a private garage because there is a
public filling station just a few blocks away.
The bathroom is a matter of convenience

»nlv. Inil

Gasolene and Oil Storage Systems

lenience, many otherhave, in addition to convenience, ma
desirable advantages.
A Ilowser keeps the gasolene free fr

oration, so that it positively retains
inal power and "pep"-—also all water

Its rig-

al filter. And it's

n purities kept out
s just how near

purnies are removed by a ?

the vim kept in and the
of the gas that determin
"right" an engine will run.
Then there's the measuring devices that

show exactly how a gasolene bill stands—not
about how it stands.

Furthermore, a machine can't render the
best service when it's fed gritty and impure
lubricating oil. This one feature alone ex-

plains why our lubricating outfits are pay-
ing investments for private garage owners.
We haven't space to enumerate all of the

Bowser advantages here, hut why not have
one of our representatives point them out to

you as they apply to any of your particular
problems, or let us send literature concerning
the details?

Even if nothing could he saved by purchas-
ing in quantities, isn't it worth something to

have the right kinds of gasolene and oils where
and zchcn needed?

S. F. BOWSER & CO., Inc.
Engineers, Manufacturers and Original Palenlees

of Oil Handling Devices

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
ales otBces in all centers-Representatives everywher
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TYPICAL CORRIDOR. STANDARD OIL BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

BENJ. G. McDOUGALL. Architect

Interlocking Rubber Tiling
installed in the nine upper floors of the Standard Oil Bnildmg,^ corner of

Bush and Sansome Streets, San Francisco—some twenty tons in all.

No floor covering, other than INTERLOCKING RUBBER TIL-

ING, possesses as many advantageous features; more durable than

marble or mosaic, noiseless, sanitary, non-shpping, and can be made m
any combination of color or design.

Write or 'phone us and we shall have a represen-

tative call on you with full information; no obligation

on your part.

Special design catalogue on application.

INTERLOCKING RUBBER TILING has been

manufactured by us for over twenty \'ears.

New York Belting & Packing Co.

of New York

San Francisco Branch,

519 MISSION STREET, PHONE DOUGLAS 1837
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LOOK tliroUKli tin- advertising; pages
tacli nioiuh. Make it a point to send fur

some of the printed matter offered liy

manufactnrers and building material
houses. And when you are writing or
phoning for a contractor or material man
to call and figure tell him you saw his

card in The Architect and Engineer.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.

(Required by the Act of Congress,
August 24. 1913),

Of The Architect and Eng
libhed monlhlv at San F
October 1st, 1916.

State of California, I

County of San Francisco, I

s^-

Before me, a Notary Public iti and for the

State and County aforesaid, personally appeared
A. I. Whitney, who, having been duly sworn ac-

cording to law, deposes and says that she is

the sole owner of The .\rchitect and En-
ind that the following is,

jwledge and belief, a true
ship, manageinent, etc., of

I for the date shown in the
ed by the Act of August 24,

state

of California,
t best of her k
lent of the owm
oresaid publicatii

caption.

1912, embodii
Regulations,

]

lishe bus

for

of the pub-

Publisher A. I. WHITNEY
627 Fo.xcroft Bldg., San Francisco

Editor FREDERICK W. JONES
627 Foxcroft Bldg., San Francisco

Business Manager. A. I. WHITNEY
2. That the owner is A. I. WHITNEY, Sole

.Owner, 627 Foxcroft Bldg., San Francisco.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-

gages, or other securities are; None.

A. I. WHITNEY,
Signature of Editor. Publisher, Business Mgr. or Owner

Sworn to and subscribed before me this I9th dav
of September, 1916.

SID S. PALMER,
Notary Public in and for the City and County

fSEAL) of San Francisco, Stat ojof California.
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For Greatest Service

(Did Lowest Expense
This type of hanger is so simple

as to effect an economy in instal-

lation sufficient to offset the dif-

ference in cost l)etweeii it and the

cheap de\'ice.

RELIANCE BALL BEAR-
ING DOOR HANGERS

depend upun l)all l)earinL;s solely

for carrying the dour. \\ heels

or other accessories are nut used.

Tliis ])rinciple provides easiest

action, least friction, least noise,

least complication, greatest
strength, greatest service and
greatest economy.

U'rite for all the facts as re-

lated to }-our buildings.

RELIANCE BALL BEARING
DOOR HANGER CO.

70 EAST 45th ST., NEW YORK

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS
B. V. Collins Los Angeles. Cal.
Sartorius Co San Francisco, Cal.
Columbia Wire & Iron Works Portland, Ore.
D. E. Fryer & Co.. Seattle, Spokane and Tacoma.
Wash.. Great Falls. Montana.

PRATT BUILDING MATERIAL COS TOPPING SAND

THE PRATT BUILDING MATERIAL CO., C. F. Pratt, Pres., Hear.st

lluiUlinn, .S.in I'rancisco, can give you 15 different kinds of sand, rock and
gravel [nmi such counties as Alameda. Contra Co.-Jla, Yuba, Sonoma, Monterey,
SacraiiKiitd and .Solano

—

either rail or water deliveries.

Phone Douglas 300—easy to remember—for prices and sample.
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HAUSER
Reversible
Wind ows
Protected by U. S.

Patent 1, 114, 260

157 Minna Street,

SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Kearny 3706

STEEL and WOOD
FURNITURE for

BANKS, LIBRARIES
AND OFFICES

Estimates Furnished

F. W. WENTWORTH & CO.
Distributers for

LIBRARY BUREAU
539 Market St. San Francisco

A. F. SWOBODA
Architectural Modeler

Building Exterior and Interior

Plaster and Cement Ornaments.
Chandeliers, Patterns for Iron
and Bronze Castings in Wax or

Plaster, my Specialties.

204 Second St., San Francisco
Phone, Kearny 3203

Before writing yourWindow
Specifications, call up

Richard Spencer
(Kearny 2913)

W.^TSOX METAL SCREENS
MONARCH METAL WEATHER STRIPS
WALGER AWXIXGS
WHITXEY CASEMENT WINDOWS

801-803 Hearst Bldg., San Francisco

PHONE FRANKLIN 5598

THE TORMEY CO.
Versatile Decorators

General Painters

Wall Paper

681 Geary St. San Francisco, Cal.

The McGilvray Stone Company

MASONRY AND STONE CONTRACTORS
OPERATINQ

Duntrune Quarry, at Sites, Colusa County, Cal.

The McGilvrayRaymond Granite Go.

CONTRACTORS
Tor and Dealers in Granite Worh of Every Description

Quarries at Raymond, CaL

Offices, 634-666 Townsend Street, San Francisco

J. D. HANNAH
Contractor and Builder

Ul-FJCH

725 Chronicle Building

San Francisco, Cal.

phone Douglas ,>S').=;

BUILDERS E.\CHAX<.F
ISO JESSIE STREET

Phone Garfield 7361

A. P. BRADY
Builder

Humboldt Bank Building
San Francisco, Cal.

When writing to .Advertisers please mention tliis magaz
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ing Bed, a full size wall bed an a. dour 4 11.

6 in. X 6 ft 8 in., oscillating in a closet 22 in."

deep, with a door 16 in. wide to enter closet.

This is one of many ways tn install our oscil-

lating beds.

TAe

Perfedtion Dis-
appearing Beds

=THE LAST WORD IN

^EFFICIENCY,

^SIMPLICITY AND
^ADAPTABILITY

Full Line of

OSCILLATING BEDS
DISAPPEARING BEDS

RECESS BEDS
WALL BEDS

Perfedlion Disappearing Bed Co.
Tel. Sutter ii(,7 739 MISSION ST., SAN FRANCISCO

rpTTTO TJTT'D"\T17''D ^^ ^^'^ BEST oil burner for
Irlio DUlViMIilV HEATING Homes, Hotels,

and Apartments. Smokeless—Economical.

•The Rotary Oil Burner has reduced our lucl hills one-hall."
Frkd Kinch Orphan.agk, by John W. Hagen.Supt.

It has reduced our fuel bill from $40,00 per month to less than Sl^.Cd
a month." Primoroso .Af.vrtmexts, Oakland.

"Tlu- Rotary Oil Burner has saved me 75% in my fuel bills."

F M . Ci.ouGH, Sec'y. Pacihc Coast Shr.'dded Wheat C".

Rotary Oil Burner Company, Inc.

1
w*«^wt;l.^

1

i-??^
1 ^

I'l c Dakiaiiil 2'i'»4 I,-'' Tuclflli Street (LVKLANH

Last of Exposition Buildings
The liig steel dcuiie cif the Palace of

1 lorticiilture, one of tlie last reniiiants

of the E.xpositioii to fall into the hands
of tlie wreckers, w;is demolished with
every possible precaution for the safety

ot the workmen.
The safety department of the State

hidnstrial Accident Commission first

he'd a number of conferences with the
ec iitracting company during the wreck-
ing and as a result all of the safety sug-
ge -.tions made by the State officials were
adopted.
The dome was 175 feet high and con-

tained 550 tons of steel. Every workman

employed on the dome was compelled to

wear safety belts.

C. F. Weber Moves Los Angeles Offices

C. !•", Weber & Company, for the past
six }-ears located at 512 South Broadway,
Los .\ngeles, have moved to more com-
modious quarters at 222-224 South Los
Angeles street, where they will be able
to have a larger and more complete dis-

play of samples. The home office of

C. F, Weber & Company is at San Fran-
cisco, with branches at Reno, Nev., and
Phoenix, Ariz. The firm makes a spe-

cialty of school, elnirch, bank and lodge
furniture and theater seating.

When writinp to Advertisers please mentii thi!
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INTfRIO*
FlAI ABTICtt- ..j

FOfi EHAMU -*'

UNOePCOA'T)
WtUASA

NASON'S
OPAQUE
FLAT FINISH

A Flat, Washable Oil Paint, made in

Soft Kalsomine tints—a prac-

tical article for Walls, Ceil-

nigs, etc., that is Economical and Durable. Agency TaMM & NOLAN CO'S high grade Var-

nishes and Finishes. These goods are made on the Pacific Coast for the climate of this Coast.

R. IN. NASOIN & COMPANY ^ painj makers
151 POTRERO AVE ~ S AN FR A NCISCO — 54 PINE STRFf T

SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND SEATTLE

PA/f^r (T. COLOR WORhS

LOS ANGELES

{PAINTp SAN-A-COTE Gloss
tCAN BE SCRUBBED)

For bath rooms and kitchens, hospitals, schools,

office buildings, etc., San-A-Cote came as a wel-
come relief—the durable, sanitary, washable, eco-

nomical wall covering.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE BRININSTOOL CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

e of Haslelt Wareliouse Co., 310 California St.. San Francisco:
Chappell & Jones, Sacjamento. Cal.; Salt_Lakc GlaSchneider. Chappell & Jones, Sac

Salt Lake City, Utah; Criflin Paint Co.. Ogde'n, Utah; Ernest Miller Wall Paper Co
, Portland, Ore.; Hickox-Crampton Paint Co., Tacoma, Wash.; Campbell Hardware Co., 1-

ison Sts., Seattle, Wash.

TMTT FQ CLEAN GRAVEL and
i^lXjlLO CRUSHED ROCK

Two very important aggregates that insure a Reliable Concrete Mix.

Auxiliary Plant now under Construction —
Material in storage for Immediate Delivery

California Building Material Co.
Phone, Sutter 4845 500-4 NEW CALL BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO

»
Phone
MAIN
2028

DENISON INTERLOCKING TILE
A CLAY PRODUCT

AND THE

Coming Building Material
WRITE NOW TO

DENISON BLOCK COMPANY
920 Forum Bldg. Sacramento, Cal.
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GARDES SIDE. SKF'ICH FOR HOME
Elmer Crcy ArrhilCil

A

What a Home in California Should Mean
I'.y El.MER GREV. Archite-ct*

RECI-'XT writer has said that every hnuse should eniljndy and ex-

])ress the Ime nr affectidii for it of its makers. Xowhere in this

]>riiad country of tiurs are there so many reasons why this should
Ik- true -as in the sunny clime of California. It ajjplies not onl\- to the rich

man. but to the man of moderate means as well, and also to the po(ir.

Let us see how this is so. and let us take tirst the case of the man of

moderate means. A couple have li\ed in the East, we will say. or in the

Middle West, and have not made much of a tjo of it for a number of

years. The expense of keeping v>arm o\er winter consumed ne:irl\' all

their earnings of the summer. Six months of the year was s]ient in stok-

ing the furnace, while during a large ])art of the remainder much was
taken from the zest of life by rain and excessive heat. Their extra mone\-,

•Elmer Grey received his early architectural training with the firm nf Ferry & Clas. of Milwaukee,
Wis., during which time lie did much of the work in connection with the planning of the \\'isconsin
State Historical Society's library and the Milwaukee Public library. He was associated with this firm
for a period of twelve years, in the meantime crossing to Europe at intervals for the intimate observation
and study that go with a bicycle and sketch book. In the early days of his work as a draftsman Mr.
Grey came into notice architecturally through his desipn for a water tower and pumping station which
won first prize over mature competitors in a competition inaugurated by the Engineering News and
lluilding Record of New York. He practiced for three years in Milwaukee and is responsible for tlie

design of the First Church of Christ. Scientist, illustrated in this number, and many interesting resi-

dences in that city. In 1904 he came to California and entered into partnership with Myron Hunt,
imder the firm name of Myron Hunt and Elmer Grey. For the past eight years, since the dissolu-
tion of that partnership. Mr. Grey has been practising alone in f-os .\ngeles.
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RESIDEXCE OF M: HOLLYWOOD

time and energy seemed all tn have Ijeen spent either in keeping warm or in

trying to keep cool, and it did not seem worth while. So they decided to

move to California.

Here they found a growing country and hence a demand for workers;
a mild climate and hence an almost total elimination of the fuel problem :

and the extra money, which back East went for fuel. here, after a few-

years of saving, they found they could invest in a modest home amidst
beautiful surroundings, and perhaps even in an automobile.

The rich man comes to California to enjoy himself, bringing with him his

car. He does not have to stay in the hotel three days out of five on account of

inclement weather, but day after day goes s])inning over miles of beautiful

roadbeds, through a country rolling in places, mountainous in others and always
varied in character. Coif, motoring, fishing and hunting, all of these and other

outdoor sports he finds the climate and the character of the countrv admirably
adapted to.

The poor man comes to California practically devoid of funds, we will say.

^"ery well, he lives in a tent and is happy ; for many are the California families

whose permanent and relatively comfortable hon:es are in tents or "tent-houses."

Xow all this affects the California home because, as we have said, the home
should embody the owner's affection for it : and where climatic conditions are so

favorable, where one does not have to spend so much of one's reserve force for

the necessities of life, more of such energ\' may of course be given over to the

beautification of the home and its surroundings. And always along with such
process there is a growing affection for the thing beautified : sn that finallv the
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Iionic comes to seem almost a part of erne's self and witlnmt which life i^ in-

complete.

To start out right the house should of course be well planned ; an owner can-

not well have an attection for a home that is poorly arranged or unattractive in

appearance. If it is one of the simplest kind he may possibly plan it himself and
do very well—some people have an aptitude that way. The plans from maga-
zines are frequently helpful and many a modest little home has been planned
with some such aid and ]:)roven a succe.ss. But if it is to be a house of more pre-

tension, if it is to suit particular needs and possess distinctive charm, then an
architect should be employed. Some may feel that this is a luxury, even for a

good house, and may think of going to a contractor for plans, or to some build-

ing company which pretends to throw them in along with the job of building

the house. But is it not evident that if any one gives plans away in that manner
they cannot pay very much for the kind of service which makes them? And is

it not equally evident that if they did employ the right kind of hel]') they would
have to receive returns for it in some way? In other words, if you want a house
of individuality and charm, one suited to particular needs and which shall

satisfy discriminating taste, you must have trained and competent help to plan

it, for which you will have to pay whether you get it from a building company
or go for it direct—and you are much more sure of getting it if you go for it

direct.

Much of the charm cif any section of country inheres of course in its having
a distinctive character of its own. and this applies to architecture as well as to

the landscajie. ( )ne feels such a charm while travelling in England, for instance,

where the architecture and landscape are distinctively English, or in Erance,

where the same distinctive attributes are found. The varying tastes of those

who come from dififerent parts of the country find in California, however, plenty

of opportunity for expression. The California landscape is so varied in character

that it seems to ]3ermit a wider variation in the style of houses than do most
other sections of country. There are extremes, of course, which do not blend

:

some pronounced styles of architecture seem hardly in place in California: but

adaptations of them have often been so thoroughly amalgamated with more ap-

propriate forms by local architects as to make combinations which are both
piquant and charming. The Spanish, the Italian and the simpler Erench chateau
forms have thus been treated with success, as likewise the New England
Colonial. Mexican models have been shorn of their redundant ornament, while
their admirable treatment of broad wall surfaces accented by enriched en-

trances has been preserved. Even the crude habitations of the Hopi Indians

liave lately been seized upon as models, and in some cases where their cruditv

has been relieved by trees and plenty of foliage have proven quite eft'ective.

Thus California seems to welcome to its fold the architectural styles of widely
different countries, naturalizing them as her own, and perhaps it will be seen
ultimately that her peculiar province is just thus to harmonize the styles of other

climes, and her own distinctive style to consist of beautifully welded hybrids.

The greatest joy of home making and home living in California is however,
derived from its gardens. Here the climate bestows its most winsome smile

:

here man is highly favored by the elements instead of battling against them ;

here, indeed, he finds what a home in the Ear West really means.

In the East begonias, fuchsia, rubber plants and the like are grown in hot-

houses, or carefully nurtured in pots during the summer so they can be taken
indoors over winter. In California many of the Eastern house plants grow wild,

begonias and fuchsias assume proportions of immense tropicalrlooking growth,
while rubber plants become enormous, wide-spreading trees.
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RESIfiEXCE OF MRS. E. M.
Elmer Grey. Architect

XEL S TA D T. A L lADEXA

I'.verv ni)-to-clate house in California is planncil with its garden related

theretd. The principal rooms face the garden and are made easily accessible

to it. What in the East is the "back-yard" is here a lovely garden, hedged
in from prying eyes by a border of tall shrubbery usually, while between this

background and the house are stretches of lawn, masses of gorgeous bloom, or

perhaps in .a shady corner, ferns and semi-aquatic plants nodding over some little

pool. Nothing adds more to the joy of a home than does such an environment,
whereby one may look out day by day upon the shrubs, the lawn,

or the flowers of one's own choosing and care. Garden adjuncts such as pools,

l)alustrades, and the like are much more easily obtainable in California than

elsewhere, for the water in the pipes that feed the pools does not freeze, and
the foundations of balustrades do not have to go down six feet below ground
to escape frost. The garden itself requires less original outlay, and less care.

Another phase of gardening pleasure in California consists of its fruits. To
be sure there are fruits in colder climates, but there is not the same variety, and
the different kinds do not form so continuous a succession as they do in Cali-

fornia. Of oranges there are several varieties, ripening at diliferent times, and
the trees themselves are alone worth while for the beauty of their foliage. Then
there are figs, apricots, peaches, pkuns, nectarines, berries, grapes, cherries,

persimmons, and without by any means closing the list we must not forget the

alligator pear, for the Eastern epicure who has not tasted alligator pear has still

a rare treat before him. This delicious fruit, a native of Mexico and the Ha-
waiian islands, has recently been found to do exceedingly well in Southern

California, and great quantities of young trees have there been set out.
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MwLH llinil aiul Elmer Grey. Arclntcels Myron Hiinl ami Elmer Grey. Architect.!
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This love for gardening and out-of-door life which everyone enjoys in Cali-

fornia, reacts upon the home life, making- it more enjoyable. Places of

interest innumerable are open to the man who owns a car, many of them only a
day's jaunt from home. Just a little way out of Los .Angeles, for example, is

Riverside, with its famous and inimitable Inn. Modjeska's beautiful estate,

aptly named The Forest of Arden, is near by, and Ramona's marriage place, a
charming old ranch house with one of the loveliest gardens in existence, is not
far away. Many similar places of historic or other interest are within easy
reach.

Outside of San Francisco there is Del Monte with its famous Seventeen-Mile
drive, dotted with Monterey pines, the California Big Trees, Lake Tahoe, the

Yosemite, and many other interesting points. The man who enjoys farming can
find in California the ideal spot. Here on a few acres he can live the "simple
life" with profit, with pleasure, and in a most healthful climate. Such out-of-

door aspects as these, reacting upon the home life in many delightful wavs is

what make a home in California so desirable.
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FIRST CHURCH Oh' CHRIST. SCIESTIST. PALO ALTO. CALIFORNIA
Elmer Grcv, Architect

The Style of Christian Science Church Edifices

By ELMER GREY

THE rapid grinvth of Christian Science diiriui; the last few years and
the chance of its equally rapid g'rowth in the future, make the ques-

tion of the character of its church edifices one that should attract all

lovers of good architecture whether they are interested in Christian Sci-

ence or not. Any one who has been observant must realize that the archi-

tectural aspect of our cities is being continually influenced by the rapid
multiplication of the churches of this denomination. Many of these struc-

tures are very commendable in design, a few are unusually fine examples
of church architecture, while it should be admitted that some might have
been better. A truism is that the healthful ]irogress of any art is fur-

thered by intelligent criticism, by discussion between those who have ac-

c|uired a more or less reliable judgment in such matters. Though tastes

will differ even among critics, without the standard which the consensus
of their intelligent critical opinions create, there would be no stable basis

upon which to appraise the values of art. * * *

In the year 1 A. D. most of the world was pagan in its belief, and this

belief found its most conspicuous architectural expressions in the temples
of ancient Greece. Jesus' followers first worshiped in cellars, in attics, in

any places where they could safely congregate : but finally they became
strong enough to erect houses of worship of their own, the first Chris-

tian church edifices. These early Christian churches followed the Roman
basilicas in form, and these basilicas were not churches but halls of jus-

tice. This borrowed form for a church had, in the course of centuries of

development, several noteworthy culminations in style, which distinctly

showed that its buildings were to be used as churches and not as law
cciurts. ( )ne i if these styles was the Renaissance, a revival of the old
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Roman and (ireek architecture which reached its highest perfection in

such churches as St. Peter's in Rome, or Santa Maria della Salute in

\'enice. Another was the Romanesque, which is distinguishaljle by its

liberal use of the round arch and the vault. Later on the Romanesque
merged into the Gothic. The Gothic, almost losing sight of the motifs

of Greek or pagan architecture, clevelo])ed the arch and the vault to a

high state of perfection, and reached its culminating glory in the cathe-

drals of France and England.
Nothing that has been done in church architecture since has equaled

some of these original Renaissance, Romanesque and Gothic cathedrals

and churches in point of beauty. They may well be taken as models.

therefore, so far as their style is concerned, in designing Christian

churches of today. This is not. however, what has always been done with

Christian Science churches.

Many of them have attempted the Greek idea in their designs, various

reasons being given for it. An objection commonly raised to the Gothic

style is that it stands for the form and ceremony of the Orthodox church.

It is contended that Christian Science is a considerable remove from
Orthodox thought, and that this difference should show in the style of its

church edifices. But the Renaissance stands for orthodox thought as

truly as does the Gothic, as witness St. Peter's in Rome and numberless
other Renaissance churches that have been built and are used today by
one or another of the orthodox church forms. It has also been said that

the idealism of Socrates, preached in pagan temple days, was nearer to

the Christian idealism of Christian Science than is much of the later re-

ligion calling itself Christian, and that for this reason the Greek temples

might appropriately be used as motifs for Christian Science architecture.

But Greek historians tell us that the rank and file of the ancient Greeks
were not at all the kind of people who were likely to have been followers

of Socrates. They w'orshiped the gods and the oracles and participated

in obscene rites. It is a question whether Socrates ever used the (jreek

temples for the purpose of promulgating his philosophy.

C)ne writer has objected to the Gothic style because of its "symbol-

ism." But all forms of art are symbolic, anything that expresses thought:

language', music, all styles of architecture. The Bible is full of it, the

Book of Revelations is almost entirely made up of it. It is not a ques-

tion of svmbolism, but of the kind of thought expressed by it. The
Gothic for centuries stood for the only form of Christianity then exist-

ing. True, it was not Christian Science ; but much of it was sincere

reaching out for the Christ truth, earnest clinging to all of that truth

then discerned : and were it not for those earnest efiforts toward perpetu-

ating Christianity. Christian Science might not be known today. Sym-
bolism has been used by Christian Scientists in places, and with a free-

dom which should go far toward warranting its further use.

The Grecian style would be more acceptable with many for the

purpose if it lent itself more readily to modern churchly expression.

But the plan of a Greek temple was so entireh' different from that of

a Christian Science church plan that it cannot consistenth' be used as

a model for the latter. The arch, the vault and the dome, for instance,

were unknown to the Greeks. Their columns and, in fact, their entire

buildings were enormous in scale compared with what are required now-
adays. The}' did not superimpose one story upon another as is now done,
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and their temiile halls were always entered frnm the level. What has re-

sulted when the (Irecian style has been attempted for Science churches

is really a nondescript, much more nearly resembling the work of the

Romans than that of the Greeks. Some examples of it. skillfully handled,

have been effective, but few are readily distinguishable as Christian

churches, and some are travesties on Greek architecture. i See En-

cvclopedia Americana, "Architecture," by Russell Sturgis.)

Just where the Renaissance, the Gothic, the Romanesque, or some

other appropriate style should be used is. perhaps, often a matter of

taste, but it also should frequently be governed by environment. The

style of most of our business buildings is of either Roman or Greek origni

(commonly grouped together under the term "Classic"). Such surround-

ings.' and especially if they include tall office buildings, are apt to over-

power the more delicate beauty of Gothic design : and often, in such

cases, the Classic would be more appropriate. In New York, for exam-

ple, we know how Trinity has been dwarfed by the tall buildings of

Hroadway. while the new Madison Square Presbyterian Church, amidst

similar surroundings, appears quite at home. On the other hand, the

Gothic or Romanesque seems peculiarly fitted for suburban localities,

where its spires may rise clearly above surrounding objects. Xo one. for

instance, would wish to see Salisbury Cathedral removed from the green

fields and spreading trees that surround it to the crowded thoroughfares

of that part of London where St. Paul's stands. In such a locality as

Sahsburv"s site, or even in the residence district of a large city where

the surrounding buildings are not high, and where there are gardens,

trees and lawns, the formal Classic is apt to appear, as compared with

Gothic or Romanesque, cold, inhospitable, severe.

Another consideration is geographical location. Some localities have

historic traditions or climatic characteristics which not only is it good

taste to respect, but skillfully recognizing them often results in buildings

that harmonize far better with their environments than do others that

have slavishly followed the architecture of dissimilar localities. In warm

countries. foV instance, no matter what style is followed, because roofs

are not recpiired to shed snow they may be made less steep than those

of colder climates and because in such countries protection from the

sun"s ravs is often desirable, cornices should project further. In Cali-

fornia, suggestions of the architecture of Spain, Italy and Mexico (
where

similar climatic conditions prevail) have been so successfully interwoven

with some architectural work as to have excited widespread admiration,

and even to have given rise to the idea that there is being created there a

distinctly local style.

There is a practical side to Christian Science, which tinds expression

in its church edifices. They are to some extent, not alone places of

worship, but also places where its healing work is often discussed.

That is,' Christian Scientists seem to have more reason than do most

people for the informal chat after church meetings. These conditions

have been met in many cases by the adoption of a vestibule or foyer en-

larged over that usually provided in Christian churches. Oftentimes the

basement or ground floor has been used for the purpose, the main audi-

torium above being approached through it by means of a stair-well or

wells, cut through the center of the seating space. A better way of ac-

complishing the "same result is to have the stairways lead into a vestibule

above, from which vestibule the auditorium is entered : the object being
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to ha\e tlie auditciriuni and its ci]jpr(.)ach licitli nn the same lex'el. The
most effective way is to have the entrance, the foyer, and the audi-

torium all on the same floor, but it requires more room, and conse-

quently, sometimes a larger lot and increased expenditure. At least the

arranpfemetit by which the stair-wells are cut up through the auditorium

floor should be avoided, as it is an undignified way of entering a large

audience room and especially a church.

Many Scientists, as well as many nthers who are hiterested in Chris-

tian Science, have not been altogether ])roud of some of its architecture,

and feel that its edifices should look less like lilirary buildings, lecture-

halls or banks than many of them do.

It is to be hoped that as Christian Science continues tn gmw, its archi-

tecture, b}' exjiressing more clearly a broad Christian character, may also

grow—in truth and hence in real beaut v.
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The City Manager—A New Opportunity for Engineers
I!y GAVI.(JRl) C. CL'M.MIX.'

IT
is with a great deal of pleasure that I bring to you a new thought in

pulolic affairs which should interest you as citizens, and should be of

]:)eculiar interest to you as members of this body. l)ecause it has received
its best expression to date through engineers, and prtimises in the future a
W(_)nderful opportunity for engineers to assume in the public mind the posi-

tion to which they are justly entitled. Engineers have been entirely too con-
tent in the past to take credit only for their technical achievements, and
leave the glories of dreams that cimie true, of wonders of administrative
efTort. of wise and judicial counsel uhich have made (Uir country great, to

rest on the brow of those who were in positimis ot prominence, and to whom
they do not rightfully belong.

A real engineer is much more than a man who juggles with figures and
formidae. and makes queer designs on a drawing board. A real engineer
must know for what purpose he plans both economically and physically; he
must know how his plans can become financially possible ; in short he must
be an administrator in order to make his designs accomplished facts, and to

build efficiently and well. Very many engineers can do all these things, and
yet are content with being employed only for their technical knowledge,
whereas such (|ualifications as those above, equip them to take a leading
position for public service in the community where they live.

In this field of public service the engineer has always taken a much
more subordinate position than that to which he was entitled. Seventy-five
per cent of the problems which occur in the administration of our cities are
engineering problems pure and simple, and the rest of them are such that

an engineer is at least as well fitted to handle as a man trained along any
other line, they being largely problems of organization and social justice.

The vital municipal problems are pure water and plenty of it. adequate
sewers, clean streets, proper buildings, adecjuate transportation facilities,

efficient police and fire protection, proper education and recreational facili-

ties, etc..—these things to be secured with the smallest expenditure of monev
possible to get the needed results.

Most of these are engineering jDroblems and can be best handled by en-

gineers ; hence our opportunity once the citizens can be educated to the
point where the administrative part of the government is judged on its

ability as such, political questions being relegated to the legislative branch
where they belong.

Municipal government in the L'nited States has l)een unfortunate in lioth

its genesis and its evolution. It is clear that advanced ideas and ideals of

government are most likely to develop in comparatively small and coherent
communities. In luirope the nations developed from cities, and national
government from city government. Due to this development the cities of

(ierman\' and England have had a large measure of freedom, and abundant
o])portunity to develop what governmental forms were best suited to their

])eculiar needs. The result has been that the cities have been many years
ahead of the nations of which they are a part, in government and in the
effectiveness with which they render service to their people. In this coun-
try at the time our national government was formed, we had no cities

properly speaking, and the simplest and crudest of methods suflSced to

handle the municipal problems of the time. .As the cities outgrew the possi-

l-Paper read Ix-foru the .\merican Society of Civil ?:iigineeis by the City Manager of Jackson. Mich.
In California the city manager plan has recently been adoptc<l in San .lose with encouraging results.
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bilities of the old town-iiu'ctint;- and our cities became large and their ])rob-

lems complex, a change had to be made, and our national form of govern-

ment was modified and used by the city, and without any reference to the

reasons for certain provisions in our Constitution. The cities accepted both

the fit and unfit, even to the two houses in the legislative branch. To further

complicate matters in many cases a large numl)er of the administrative

heads were made elective, whereas in our National Government as outlined

by the Constitution, no administrative officer was supposed to be elected,

the President being selected and appointed by a deliberative Ixxl}' ;—the

electoral college. This is the basis of the so-called "federal form" of munic-
ipal government.

It consists briefly of a legislative branch of one or two houses elected

from districts called wards, an elected administrative officer called the

Mayor, and elected administrative department heads ad infinitum. This
form is distinguished by a system of checks and balances to insure honesty
and prevent efficiency ; by almost guaranteeing that no administrative head
shall be selected for his fitness for his particular position ; and by insuring

that no man knows for what he is responsible, or to whom he is responsilile.

Furthermore, because the legislative branch and administrative officers are

each severally responsible to the people, there is no teamwork in the organ-

ization and the real good of the city is sacrificed to petty political quarrels.

The speaker was an officer in a government of this kind where the council

was of one party and the administration was of another. Everything good
started by the council was blocked by the administration and vice versa, the

city very naturally suffering.

However, it is admitted that the federal form is not and ne\er has been
a success, so I shall not elaborate upon its shortcomings. Suffice it to say
that it violates ever}- fundamental of efficient organization.

The so-called "Commission" form as exemplified in Galveston and Des
Aloines is a decided improvement in some ways, but falls far short ni the

ideal. This plan consists in brief of a small council elected at large which
constitutes the legislatie body, each member being made the administrative

head of one of the city de])artments. This is an imprc^vement. because ward
lines are eliminated and the organization somewhat simplified, liut still has
a lack of centralized responsibility, places men in technical positions who
are not specially qualified for them, and is positively vicious in making a

man's success as a commissioner depend upon the success of his particular

department and not the success of the city as a whole. This will result in

time in a majority of the commission dividing the bulk of the funds among
their departments, because in this way they can show more results, and the

minority taking what is left, although their departments may be the most
important, lender the commission form there is no fundamental improve-
ment in organization, the improved results coming from an awakened public

interest in municipal affairs shown by the fact that any change in govern-
ment was made.

Now before we go further let us state a few fundamental facts that are

often ignored in considering governmental affairs.

It is impossible to legislate honesty. This is attempted in our famous
principle of "checks and balances," which does not prevent dishonesty but

does prevent efficienc}'.

It is impossible to legislate efficiency, and no laws or charters will ever

insure it.

The legislative branch of government is the real governing body, the

policy forming body, while the administrative branch merely carries out
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these ])ulicies: and an_\- attempt to mix the fmictiniis as here laid dnwn will

result in disaster.

A city is a business corporation, with citizens as stockholders who ex-

pect dividends of service. A city differs from other business corporations
only in that, fortunately, its income does not dei)end u])on its efficiency.

Now considerintj the city as a business ])ro])osition let us analyze the

type of org-anization as set forth in the federal and commission forms in the
light of this viewpoint.

Would any of you care to invest your money in a business whose stock
was widely held and where the stockholders elected a board of directors, a

president, a general manager, a superintendent, a chief chemist, a chief

engineer, etc., none of whom were to be responsible to each other and whose
fitness for technical administrative positions was subordinated to their be-

ing "good fellows," because the individual stockholder would be in no posi-

tion to properly inform himself as to those technical qualifications?

Would you care to invest your money in a business where the stock was
widely held and where the stockholders subject to the same limitations as
before should elect a board of directors each one of which would ex-officio

become general manager, auditor, chief engineer, etc.?

If you did care to, your families would certainly be justified in worrying
about your sanity, because such corporations would certainly end very
quickly in a receiver's hands and yet you are investing for your health,

safety, comfort and welfare in just such corporations.

The Commission-Manager form of City Government is an exact parallel

to the form which our experience has taught is the only one under which
satisfactory results can be obtained in business. It is not presented as bring-

ing about a municipal millenium. Nor is it new in principle—only in appli-

cation. There are no mysterious or wonderworking powers concealed

within it. It is simply the application to city government of the only
methods by which we have been able to manage business corporations effi-

ciently. It does not insure efficient government. No charter form can do
that, but it is the only form under which efficient goxernment can be ex-

pected, judging by our experience in business.

It consists briefly of a small council elected at large, corresponding to a

board of directors and whose duties are purely legislative. This body ap-

points the chief administrative officer, the City Manager, who corresponds
to the general manager of a corporation, and who has complete control of

the whole administrative machinery. He holds office at the pleasure oi the

Commission and is responsible to it for his acts. Responsibility is abso-

lutely centralized on the Commission and through them on the Manager.
There is never any chance to dodge an issue by placing the blame on

somebody else. If anything goes wrong in the administrative branch the

Manager can be held responsible and the people can call their representa-

tives to strict account for mistakes and inefficiency in the administrative

branch, because of the Commission's power to remove at will the City
Manager.

What has been the result of this mode of operation? In the City Man-
a,ger cities party politics has been entirely eliminated from the adminis-
trative side of city affairs. In our city the Commission do not know my
])olitics and I do not know those of a single one of my subordinates, and,
furthermore, 1 do not care. .\ man's Ijeliefs on the tariff" or our Mexican
policy have no bearing upon his efficiency as a Water VX'orks Superintend-
ent. \\ hat possible difference does it make whether the dog-catcher is a

democrat, republican or socialist, providing he is a good dog-catcher?
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We have tcaniwurk in nur nrsanization and nothing can l)c accuniplished

vvithtiut that. We nuist have it liecause the dejiartment head that refuses

to work in harnicmy with the manager will soon l)e looking for another job,

and the manager who will not work with his commission will not last \-ery

long.

Our department heads are selected for special fitness for the positions

which they hold, and not because they are "good fellows." The manager
must select on this Ijasis because an inefficient department head will reflect

on the manager and he cannot evade his responsibility.

Responsibility is centralized from top to bottom and this is the best

incentive to honesty and efficiency that has yet been devised.

Our accomplishments in Jackson after one year's operation are as fol-

lows : We have taken city employees out of politics, reorganized the police

force, and are developing it on the basis of a survey of its needs made by
an expert in police organization ; are using a trained social worker as police-

woman to handle the young girl problem ; have installed a modern system
of doul)le accounting with controlling accounts: have passed our annual
budget based on a uniform classification of expenditure by kind ; have in-

stalled careful cost accounting on city construction work, separated the

sinking fund from the general fund and put it to work, accumulated a sink-

ing fund balance of $43,000 where the old government had none, central-

ized the water department under a competent superintendent, read meters
quarterly instead of semi-annually, presented bills to consumers as does
any like public utility. We have divided the city into three sections, so

that the same force of meter readers can be employed constantly, the bills

for one section being due each month ; have made a waste water survey

;

and are reinforcing the much neglected distribution system on a rational

basis. We make purchases for the city through a purchasing agent and
take all cash discounts, these amountingf to enough to pay all the e.xpenses

of the purchasing agent and his office. W'e have replaced $380,000 on the

tax rolls that was formerly exempt without legal reason ; and made all

assessments b(ith for taxes and special purposes under one man on full

time instead of nine elected assessors on part time, at a saving in cost and
increase in efficiency. We are saving $4,000 per year by paying the treas-

urer a salary instead of fees. W^e are making a complete study of the very
inadequate sewer system, based on a topographic map now being made on
a scale of 1 inch etpials 200 feet and with a 1-foot contour interval, and are

contemplating a complete re-design on modern lines with a comprehensive
plan for relief as well as for future extensions. We have installed a mod-
ern boulevard lighting system under a peculiarly advantageous contract

;

installed patrol system of repair on graveled streets ; are giving efficient

food and milk inspection : have replaced a part-time health officer with a

competent physician on full time, made o\er twice as many inspections

with one sanitary inspector as were made formerly by two ; have central-

ized privately supported public nurses, the organized charities of the city,

the city poor relief and humane officer under a trained social worker so

that there is no duplication of work ; we have made the city hosjiital and
training school for nurses a model in so far as the buildings will allow

;

will construct this year a modern hospital building to cost $130,000; have
equipped and opened a tuberculosis hospital ; equipped and opened two
branch libraries; started the improvements on a new 320-acre park; are

motorizing the fire department on a plan that will make it unnecessary to

purchase any new horses or sell any horses at the height of their useful-

ness ; are completing a building code ; are giving efficient electrical inspec-

tion, and have inaugurated inspection of weights and measures.
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We have reduced the net debt over $50,0U0, paid nff a fldatint,'- indel)ted-

ness of over $20,000, gi^en over $15,000 services not contenii)hited and
ended the fiscal year with a cash Ijalance of nearly $10,000 and li(|uid ac-
counts receivable of $37,000, and have not raised the tax rate, l-'urther-

niore, althoujj^h theoretically we operate for six months on borrowed money,
and heretofore money was borrowed seven to eight months before receipt
of taxes, we are now in our fifth month and have not borrowed a cent.

Any city can get as good results by using a few business metJiods and
a little business sense. I am not detailing these things for any other pur-
pose than to show the possibilities of tliis mode of operation, and to give
you gentlemen a slight idea of the diversity of questions that come Jjefore

a city manager. I have the administration of such unusual things as a
public library, two hospitals, two cemeteries and a small summer resort.

The special point of interest to engineers is that all the larger cities

operating under this form of government have engineers as city managers
and they are making good. In fact, in many cases none but engineers are
being considered. \ city manager must be primarily an executive, but
given that qualification the engineer is ])referred over men of other profes-

sions, because such a large percentage of the pro1)lems which arise are
engineering problems.

There are now over eighty cities and towns operating under this plan
and the numl)er is just about doubling each year. Where are we to find

the city managers for these openings? Most of them will l)e drawn from
the engineering profession direct, for a good many years, but finalh' we
hope that the plan will spread so that a man can take it up as a profession,

start as manager of a small town after having received an engineering edu-
cation, and be promoted to larger ones if he makes good.

A Tribute to Mr. Grey's Work
E. A. B. in "The Brickbuilder"

The decade just passed has given Califi^irnia an enviable place in the record

of American architecture. The Southland, in particular, has become familiar

to all who read for the peculiar charm of its residence work. There is some-
thing inspiring in the ample hills, the blue sky, the bigness of the out-of-doors

that calls forth latent forces. During this period of development the influence

of ]\Ir. Grey's work has been notable, invariably for good, always on the side

of sanity and permanence. .V man's personality e.xpressed through his handi-

work is a very subtle and undefinable thing. It is the intimate quality that re-

mains after all else has been analyzed, classified, and properly accounted for.

It may be said with emphasis that all of his works speak of California, they

grow out of our soil, they offer just the right mass against the sky. or find posi-

tion among the eucalyptus and oak in such a way that one has no doubt they

have always been there—they have the rare (|uality of Ijeing inevitable. On the

other hand, Mr. Crey possesses, in a measure vt)uchsafe<l to few in ]iractice, an

intuitive feeling for the first great fundamental aesthetic principle which many,
alas ! stumble over and pass on to prospect in other fields without recognizing

an outcropping of gold—that principle which establishes the big proportions of

space and mass, solid and void, light and shadow. Even a small cottage may
rise to distinction with no other claim. Combining with this perception of good
proportions a sense of restrained enrichment, a sympathetic use of materials

and choice of colors, we may find a definitiim of the t|ualities that attract us

most of all in the ensemble of ^Ir. Cirev's work.
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The Fallacy of Free Plans

I'.y XOBLE F. HOGGSOX

WIIEX. after man}- mental flights of enthusiastic exhilaration, a man
makes up his mind definitely to proceed with a building opera-

tion, the first thing he thinks of is the matter of planning. He
knows pretty well what he wants. He has been contemplating the proj-

ect for a considerable length of time; he has the site and a certain sum
of money which he expects to put into the operation. All preliminaries

have been decided. He prepares to go shopping.

He has heard of "free" plans. Some one. has told him that, by having

several sets of sketches made by different architects, he may determine

which architect displays the ability to best carry out his ideas and de-

sires. So he gets in touch with a number of architects. He frankly tells

each of them that it is a matter of competition, and that the plans which
seem to suit his needs best will be selected ; that only the winner of the

competition will be paid for his work.

Only one of these architects has a chance to secure the commission for

the proposed building operation. One of them will win ; all the others

will lose ; and, strange as it may seem, the owner has obtained nothing

"free."

It is considered unethical for an architect, who is a member of the

American Institute of Architects, to submit in a competition plans for

which he is to receive no remuneration. Xevertheless, the evil oi "free"

plans—and it is an evil—still flourishes, more or less openly. This is

true, despite the vigorous efforts made b}- the various state and national

architectural organizations, not only to discourage the practice, but to

eliminate it entirely.

The owner spoken of above, who thought he had received something
for nothing, was like most people laboring under that impression—he had
not. Free plans are not free. \\'hen the successful architect in this lit-

tle competition was awarded the commission, the owner assumed the cost that

all of the losers had been put to. How? Because through the practice of

competition the successftd architect in this competition is possibly the

unsuccessful member in many other competitions. In other words, the

architect receives only one contract in several attempts. It costs him
just as much to prepare the drawings for each of the imsuccessful at-

tempts as it cost to prepare the drawings for which he is paid. There-
fore the order he obtains must bear the cost of those he does not get.

The owner (be he individual, corporation or school board), in the build-

ing operation the architect secures, pays a proportionate cost of all the

jobs upon which the architect has wasted his energy.

Painting a Dark Surface White
Where a dark surface is to be painted white, the best result will be se-

cured by first applying a coat of compromise color, midway between the

ground and the new finish, and then putting the white over this. For ex-

ample, over a dark green put first a coat of dark gray. A final coat of white,

will cover this grav very nicely and make a neater job than if two coats of

white alone are used.
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Some Notes on Concrete Aggregates
With a Description of the New Plant of the California Building

Material Company
By I-:. M. porti-:r. c. e.

IX
Alameda Cdunty, about twenty-five miles in a southeasterly direction

from the cit\ of Oakland, nature has deposited upon the floor of the
great valley through which the Alameda creek surges, for untold ages,

a bonanza deposit of gra\el. This gravel deposit has been submitted by
nature to heavy and continued attrition and erosion and is the selected
material of the basaltic range drained by the streams, the softer stone
haxing been disintegrated and removed by the action of the water, leav-

ing (inly the most perfect n<idules of the country rock.

In order to arri\e at an ideal concrete aggregate, a series of tests

were made at the plant of the California liuilding ^laterial Companv.
which comprises about 100 acres. The daily production of gravel and
sand was repeatedly sampled and the result of three years' operations
was compiled to determine the average grading and proportions best
suited for concrete mixtures oi ma.ximum density. Weight, volumetric
density and void tests were made, as well as specific gravity and mini-
mum constituent investigations. The gravel and sand mixtures were
tested in a one cubic foot cylinder, the mixtures slowly poured in and
jarred until no further settlement occurred, the materials having jire-

viously been analyzed for sizing and the weight proportions noted.
The generally accepted theory that quarried rock is better for concrete

is true neither in theory nor practice, the highest results being obtained
with gravel concrete. The best practical mix is one containing a large
enough proportion of rounded surfaces to cause the concrete to mix and flow
readily with a minimum amount of water, and a sufficiencv of angular
fragments to eliminate the rolling tendency under compression at the
early periods before the adhesion of the cement to the individual par-
ticles has had time to fully develop. In quarried rock the various
operations of blasting, gading. sledging, etc., are inclined to shatter the
material so that the pieces, when delivered on the building site, contain
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Track Cable

"Traction Rope

flaws and microscopic cracks that may be a menace to the concrete.

The gravel particles are of spherical shape, the angles having been worn
off and thus contain less voids, there being no arching effect from angu-
lar ends interlocking.

The fact that the California Iluikling Material Comjiany's gra\el and
sand products were used exclusively for the erection of the Chevrolet
factor}-, the Stockton street tunnel ( the largest flat arch structure in

the world ) and many other important concrete structures, the specifica-

tions of which were rigid and exacting, indicates that this company's product
makes an ideal concrete aggregate.

The process of producing washed gravel and sand is an interesting

one, from an engineering and other standpoints, therefore a semi-technical

description of the California Huilding Material Company's new plant is given
here in detail. It is the first plant to be placed in operation on the Pacific

Coast with a slack line cable excavator system instead of the old tvpe
steam shovel with cars and locomotive.

Figures Xo. 1 and Xo. 2 show side and rear elevations of the tower
on which certain parts are arbitrarily sectioned to clear the illustration.

From the foundations at railroad grade to the excavator hoist is ap-

proximately 105 feet. F'rom the sheave wheel located above the hoist

the single Ijs-inch steel track cable reaches across the river for a clear

span of 900 feet. Suspended from a four-wheel special carriage that runs
on this flexible track is a steel bucket of two cubic yards capacity, which
digs and conveys to the receiving hopjjer all the ri\er gravel that the
plant uses.

In starting the excavator work, the field anchor was laid down in

the farthermost corner of the property on the opposite river bank. The
excavation was about 95 per cent under water, for quite a stream was
flowing when the plant was completed in June of this year. The great-

est depth reached in the first cut was sixty feet, at which the deposit
appeared to l>e a mass of large boulders. Owing to the water, exact con-
ditions could not be determined.
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BCCKET CO.XrEVING R.-lll' MATERIAL FROM CRAl'HL I'lT TO PLAXT

"Slack cable excavator" signifies that provision is made to lower

and raise the track line according to the working- requirements. In

other words, the track cable is strained up tight when the bucket is in

dumping position, as in Figure 1, and slacked off again as the bucket

returns to the pit and is let down for loading. The complete cycle of

loading the bucket, raising the track, traversing to the tower, discharg-

ing the load and returning again can be made 30 to ,Vt times per hour,

delivering, in average digging, two cubic yards each trip.

The speed of operation is possible on account of special features of

hoist and bucket. The latter, known as the manufacturer's type "H,"

has been recently patented. It loads satisfactorily and no time is lost in

discharging the load, for that is done by a continued strain on the hoist

line after the carriage has reached a dump block, securely bolted to the

track cable over the hopper (Fig. 1). ( )n the instant when the forward

drum is released the bucket begins the return tri]) and automatically

takes position for digging or carrying (I^i.g. 3).

The forward hoisting drum used for bucket movements turns free

ui^on the shaft and through two different sets of gears it is connected to

a (leneral Electric motor of 112 H. I^. At each end of the drum is a

]jowerful band friction, one on the high speed gear train and one on the

lower .speed. The loading speed is 20O feet per minute, and the travers-

ing speed when bucket is clear of ground 800 feet per minute. The illus-

tration shows the track cable passing over a 72-inch sheave at the tower
and terminating at the pin of a two-sheave follower block. This block,

in fdnnection with the threc-shea\'e l)lock (solidl)- anchored to the

griiiind), a .>_|-incli cable and the rear drum of the hoist, furnish the
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means ol holdino; any desired safe tension in the track cable antl nf

(jnickly making- trip adjustments.

The hoist floor rests on an anti-friction turntable and is moxable in

a horizontal plane about a fixed center. It is therefore comparatively
easy to turn the hoist in any direction desired in working over a gravel
property.

River g-ravel is dumped as shown ( l'"ig. 1) into a h(.)pper from which
flow is regulated b}- a vertical steel gate. A small amount of water ad-

mitted to the hopper through a l3<2-inch pipe insures rapid movement of

gravel even when considerable clay is present. Boulders larger than ten

inches are retained on a cross grid of "T" rails shown near the top of

hopper, where they are easily disposed of by sledging.

The hopper gate is under control of one man, who regulates the feed

and averages each two-yard delivery over an approximate excavator trip

period. Passing the gate, all material falls upon a grid, built of round
bars, having effective openings about ZYi inches square. This grid is in-

clined at an angle of 40 degrees to the horizontal and is supplied with an
ample flow of water, which carries through the cross bars all sand and
small gravel, together with its content of clay and loam, into a cast iron

cataract vertical chute, down which it flows with a zig-zag motion. Each
12-inch section of the cataract resembles a box with one-half of the bot-

tom removed. In assembling, each box is set in reverse position with
regard to the next section, forming the construction shown sectionall\- in

Fig. 1.

Near the flcjor of the crusher room an opening in one section of the

cataract chute admits crushed material from the gates No. 5K gyratory.
The crusher is fed by all the gravel passing over the iron grid which
terminates just above the bowl.

From the primary settling tank waste water carries much of the loam
and soluble clay, but all material except the soluble portion is remoxed by
a steel flight conveyor, and discharged onto the head end of a four-deck

"Parrish" shaking screen.

The net screening surface of the top deck is 2 feet 8 inches by 15 feet

6 inches, and through a well-distributed jet system this area is deluged
with clean water at the rate of 1.000 gallons per minute, globe valves
regulating the cjuantity of water furnished to any section of the screen.

The screen shaft, turning 170 r. p. m., gives to each screen plate a

t(5tal travel of 5 inches forward and 5 inches back for every revolution.

The crank centers are paired and oppositely located, making a Ijalanced

operation.

The plate perforations in the top deck screen are \yl inches diameter,

the next \y% inches, then Vj inch, and in the bottom deck is one section

of 1/10 inch, followed by three sections having 5/16 inch perforations.

This graduation selects a finished material very accurately sized.

From the top deck delivery we have the rejected over-size gravel ranging
from XYi inches to IlA inches. Rejects, largely flat round discs that

have slipped edgewise through the crusher without breaking, are returned
by the vertical bucket elevator to the 36-inch reducing rolls.

From the second deck delivery we have 1 '/4-inch stone; for this ma-
terial will have passed through 1^-inch openings and is rejected bv IJ/g-

inch openings.
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In the sanic mamicr we ha\c l-iiK'li stmic I'rnm the third deck and

jX-inch stone frmn the bottcmi deck. t^oinL;- from the screen direct tn the

respective bins.

Through the bottom deck all sand passes to one of the two final

washers. The finer grade, used for plaster and mortar, is selected by the

first section of this screen having the smallest oiienings and with part

of the water goes to a settling tank arranged just like the primary tank

1)ut of much smaller capacity.

The coarse concrete sand passes through the ,^ lo-inch holes to a

standard twin screw "log washer." from which it is delivered to the sand

bin. .Means are provided to divert all or any desired part of this sand

Xi> an adjoining bunker set ajiart for the comiuercial product, "Concrete

Mix."

Water tlowing from the "log washer" was found to carr_\- some
of the finer grade sand and was turned into the final settling tank, where

it has a better chance to settle. Waste water leaving this final tank car-

ries in solution all the loam that escaped the previous processes. The
fine sand is conveyed from the tank to the large bin just below the floor.

Absence of wooden floors in the storage bins imposes the vertical

load directly upon the ground, inside the limits of the foundation walls.

For loading railroad cars and automobile trucks a cast iron gate, with

suitable swinging steel chute, is located in the center of each bin. The
entire space from ground level uj) to this available storage point is

therefore a "dead storage."

The bin walls are stayed in both directions by truss rods on appro.xi-

mately 4 foot 6 inch centers.

The preparation machinery requires two men, one at the gate lever

near the crusher and one who is generally found on the screen floor in

con\-enient reach of the motor and pump switch.

Employment is found for one other helper, whose princijial duties are

sledging boulders at the dump, dressing cables, oiling and getting sup-

plies. The car loading, as stated before, is done by the locomotive crane,

which carries a crew of two men.

In accordance with the policy generally followed, a ground storage

for 100,000 tons is provided adjacent to the railroad sidings on both sides

of the plant.

The extra cost of twice handling storage material is oiTset by gain-

ing a very flexible means of meeting the market demands for tonna,ge

(jf anv sizes in excess of daily plant production.

For electric power the 66,000-volt transmission lines of the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company lead to a transformer house set apart from

the main building, where the current is reduced to 2200 volts.

The mill motor, operating screens, crusher, rolls, etc., is 7? II. 1'.

constant speed, wound for 2200-volt service. The excavator motor oper-

ates on 440 volts, the reduction being made in oil transformer located on

the screen room floor in a special concrete enclosure, shown clearly on

Fig. 2. Although the wells and the centrifugal pump furnishing wash

water are located approximately 400 feet from the plant, the starting

switch for the pump is just outside the transformer house in the screen

room.
The entire ])lant, including the slack cable excavator, was designed

bv and built under the supervision of Mr. .\. D. iladsel, vice-president of

the Cable l'".xca\ator Company, Philadeliiliia.
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Professional Ideals in the Practice of Xr.'hiterture

By J. E. ALLISON. Architect.*

ARCHITECTURE has laeen tlie scale In- whicli we have iiieasureil tne cul-

ture and civilization of past ages, and it has been the most lasting and
enduring evidence of that culture that we have.

When we study the history of architecture, and learn to appreciate in our
small way the grandeur and refinement of much of the work of past centuries,

we begin to appreciate also how little we really know of even the fundamentals
of good design, to say nothing of the education and tastes of the masters
who carried to the highest development the classics we strive sn hard to

imitate and adapt to present day needs.
We are handicapped, we say, by the speed of our day and age ; those who

employ us will not allow the time and the where-with-all to indulge in such
dreams and ideals as led the old masters to the highest development of

their art, and this is very true.

The steel frame, the elevator, the invention of galvanized iron. n;etal latli,

and stucco, coupled with a greed for returns on investments, and an apathetic

taste on the ])art of the unappreciative public usually discourage our fond
dreams of a pure art, and rob our work of much of its joy.

Life is too short, we are prone to say, and the pressure of the high cost of

living too great to stand aloof and combat the dominating spirit of commercial-
ism of the age, so we reluctantly come down out of the conning tower of our
"ship of high hopes," and are content to cope with our problems as we actually

find them, which is no doubt the wisest thing to do under the circumstances.

Even so there is a wide range between the lowest and highest develoi)ment
of our art of this day. and we must not be discouraged if our clients and the

public fail to appreciate our efforts and ideals. There is keen pleasure and a cer-

tain satisfaction in even dreaming of better things, though we may not always
be allowed to indulge our ambitions in executing them. But let us strive con-
tinually to impose examples of good architecture upon our clients and the un-
suspecting public at every opportunity, even though at the risk of losing a
friend or a client by the ojieration, in the hope that some dav some one in whose
judgment the owner does rely may tell him confidentlv that it is good, and that

he should learn to like it. and perhaps later on in some such way. he may acquire
taste for better things.

The objects and purposes of the Institute are most worthy, and while at

times and under certain conditions its code of ethics may seem a little arbitrary

and ill-advised when one needs the job and the money, we should stand by them
nevertheless, with a full knowledge that they are logical and right, and well

worthy any sacrifice we may be called upon to make. Why should we place

ourselves in a compromising position by allowing the owner to dictate our
terms, or to beat down our price, or bluff us into entering his competition at a

loss to ourselves, or rather to the unsuspecting next client, who in all confidence

ma}' give us a job outright, not knowing that his job is the one ujxjn which we
must square ourselves financially by curtailed service for other lost competitions.

Did you ever stop to consider just how many jobs you have actuallv lost by
adhering strictly to the accepted principles of the Institute? It would surprise

you if you did. and those few jobs, if any, you can much better afford to lose

than to compromise yourself with the American Institute of Architects.

Most owners are all too keen of vision to lose sight of the fact that in a

man who stands firm for a professional principle, even to the tune of losing a

* President, Southern California Chapter, .\merican Institute of .\rchitects. Extracts of Inaugural
address before the regular meeting of the Chapter, November 14, 1916.
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job for its sake, the owner has a tine t^uarantee of a conservint;- element to his

interests in the execution of his work, and if he is not bit^- enoug^h to see and

appreciate this phase, you have not lost niuch in pas>in,n u\> his job.

As regards the Joint Technical societies. It would be a fine thing if these

societies could get together on some equitable basis in securing a common
meeting place for all of the societies, and otherwise co-operate whenever pos-

sible. Let us lend our help in this direction as the opportunities present them-

selves.

The San Francisco Chapter has recently added to its list over forty new
Institute members. This should be repeated in our Chapter, for we have the

materials with wdiich to do it, and we should have pride and steam enough

to at least keep up with other Coast chapters, if not to surpass them ; and to this

end I have appointed a new special committee on Institute Membership, with

Mr. Rosenheim as its chairman, in recognition of his fine work in this line last

year.

Mr. Xorton suggests extending our eft'orts in the way of Chapter influence

into Arizona (which topographically belongs to our territory). I fear this

would be a hopeless case, at least under present conditions there, for they have

a law on their statute books regarding competition for public buildings, prac-

tically a duplicate of our old law of 1872. An effort was made at the

la.st session of the Legislature in Arizona to have it repealed, but the architects

there opposed it, presumably because its repeal would permit Institute members
to invade their field of operation, by properly conducting Institute competitions.

It is hard to conceive of architects opposing the repeal of such a law, but I

am reliably informed that such is the case, and under such circumstances, the

only thing' I can recommend, is that our educational committee do some mis-

sionary work with them, if possible.

Last, but not least, is another matter that I should like to see this Chapter

take up in earnest, as perhaps its most important business for this year ; inas-

much as the legislature meets this winter in Sacramento, the time seems quite

opportune.

I refer to a certain paragraph in .\n Act to Regulate the Practice of Archi-

tecture in this State, passed by the legislature in 1''01. with which you arc no

doubt all familiar.

It was a fine thing for this state and for the profession at large to have here

in California at that time, men with the courage and the initiative to undertake

to place upon our statute books a law that aimed to safeguard the public against

unsafe and unsanitary buildings, and also to conserve the rights of those archi-

tects (|ualified by training and experience to practice.

L'nfortunately this law, which as originally drafted was almost ideal, ran

against political snags on its way through the legislature, and in order to pass

muster at all, was subjected to certain modifications, wdiich at that time perhaps

did not appear as serious in their nature as they have since proven by experience

to be.

These weak points, however, are no exceptions to the rule as applied to simi-

lar laws in their initial form.

It would seem expedient, therefore, and I should say indeed quite incumbent

uiMn the profession, to ]nit forth a concerted effort at the coming session of the

legislature to have the law amended on these points.
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The Design and Construction of School Buildings

By A. F. ROSEXHEliM, V. A. 1. A.*

THE "design and construction of schools" is a subject so broad in its

scope and so vast in its importance that it can be treated only in the

most superficial manner in the limited time at our disposal. It is a

subject that should be of the deepest interest and concern to the citizens

of any community, and I am g'ratified to be able to say that today a

greater degree of interest is manifested by the ]niblic generally than ever
before.

So far as Los Angeles is concerned, it is only within the past few years
that the lioard of education has awakened to the fact that this city was
far behind a long procession of smaller cities and towns, located within a

radius of 125 miles, in respect to its schools, and in consequence of such
awakening has taken a decided forward step and given us a better grade
or type of school building than has been known in the city heretofore.

And yet it has not been as progressive as might have been desired, or as
the community had a right to expect.

Its policy has been penny-wise and pound-foolish, as in the case of the

Los Angeles high school, by far the largest, the most costly and the mcjst

important undertaking to date, in which, for a paltry saving of $10,000,

ihe board was apparently satisfied to have an otherwise very creditable

building fall short of the requirements of an absolutely safe and fire-

proof structure. Certainly this is a most glaring example of the false

economy generally practiced hereabouts, while many others might be
cited to illustrate the point.

Recent progress in American school architecture has been almost
wholh' in the direction of refinement of plan and design, and the past

year has given evidence of no radical departures or innovations which
denote a permanent tendency in type, construction or equipment. There
have been, however, some interesting examples of the acceptance of

principles which were first enunciated less than five years ago, and it

may not be amiss to review several of them.

The one-story type of school house, which was originated less than

five years .ago on the Pacific Coast, has received wide acceptance dur-

ing the year last past. Architects in a number of cities have made im-

portant improvements on the pioneer examples in Oakland, Cal., and
Rochester, X. Y., in the direction of compactness, ease of circulation ana
permanence of construction. The new buildings in Highland Park, Sioux
I'^alls and Kansas City exhibit a \ery clever double use of the assembly
room, stage and kindergarten and a splendid insight into the social cen-

ter possibilities of the school plant. In the direction of low first coat,

safety and elasticity the one-story buildings have not been excelled. The
type has still to demonstrate its absolute economy in operation and
maintenance. There is evidence that it is slightly more expensive to

heat and ventilate in a cold climate, and there are some doubts concern-

ing the cost of keeping roofs, etc., in repair. Principals and teachers

are not a unit in believing that the administration of the one-story

schools is as easy or efficient as two-story buildings, and there are many
who see in the multiple use of the assembly hall and kindergarten a cause

of disturbance that is not unlike a fundamental defect, which relegated

,\ paper read before the Engineers and .Vrcliilects .\ssociation of Soiitht
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tlie iild Laiu-astrian scIkmiI into iil)li\iiin. It is worth mure than a ])ass-

in^' nicntidii to note that the schools of London do not contain the fa-

miliar central hall of the one-story school, which has, until just recentl)',

heen a feature of ]jractically all I'riti'^h school houses and may he traced

iiacl< til tlie Lancastrian period.

In the planniuf^ (.)f the older niulti])ie-stories school huildin^;, the great-

est recent advance has come as a result of the adoption of tlie IJary

scheme of alternate study, work and pla\' in the New York City schools.

In planning; new Ijuildings and remodelinjj old ones for this use, C I!. J.

Snyder, New York school architect, has eliminated the basement, except

for heatint;^ and ventilating apparatus, and has turned the entire first

iloor into a ])layroom, a gymnasium, a workshop and a large auditorium.

Perhaps the most original current work in school architecture will be

found in the junior or intermediate high schools which have been erected

in several cities, including Los Angeles. They include the seventh, eighth

and ninth grades and follow in organization and management the best

l)ractice in the departmentalized grade schools and smaller high schools.

1'he buildings have large combination study and class rooms, small reci-

tation rooms, siiops and small laboratory. The junior high school is

still too young, as a type of school, to predict the ultimate character of

the school house which will be best fitted for its work.

In the construction of school buildings there has been a notaiile

awakening in the direction of fireproofing. The Peabody, jNIass., fire

showed clearly that complete fireproofing is highly desirable and that

safe e.xits, consisting of non-inflammable corridors and stairways, sep-

arated from class rooms, basements, etc., by a positive fire and smoke
stop, are essential to the lives of the inijMls. Just here there is much
need for education not only of scIkxiI boards but of architects ant! the

public as well.

Legislation for the year 1915 has not been as general or as effective

as might have been expected. In Illinois a splendid law compelling
adequate ventilation and sanitation and fi.xing general standards for safety

and completeness was enacted and put in force. The effects, which will

not be noticeable for a year or two, will undoubtedly show a complete
revolution in school building standards in the rural and village scht)ols.

Very comjjlete rules for school house construction were put in force in

the States of Minnesota and New Jersey. These fix definite minimum
requirements for school buildings, and show what immense benefits are

possible through a rational, flexible ])lan of .State control of school archi-

tecture.

A gratifying improvement in the e.xterior appearance of some larger

schools has resulted from the study of the possibilities of planting the

school grounds with shrubbery and grass and arranging for the develop-

ment of stairs, walks, balustrades and fences in harmony with the build-

ing. It has always appeared to me to be an artistic crime to set a well

designed, expensive school house in the midst of a barren waste of play-

ground. A modest amount spent for developing the school grounds into

a beauty s])ot worthy of a splendid school which it surrounds is never
wasted. It is just as essential to the education of the children as any
feature of the building.

The single greatest unsolved i)robleni of school house construction is

that of cost. The rising building market, the re<|uirements for vocational

educati<in and the tlemand for the wider use of the school house have
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all combined to add to the cust oi new school houses. ( )ur system of cov-

ering new school construction by bond issues is at liest an ini])riivident

liui)lic policy. It deserves not only study hut |)ositive action in the

direction of a general acceptance of the plan of "]5ay as ynu go."

High School Architecture

THE California high school teachers' association received recently a report

on the location and jjlannini; of high school buildings in which some sig-

nificant facts and tendencies are brought out. The report which was pre-

pared by a committee, headed by Mr. J. C. Templeton, superintendent of schools

at Modesto, reads in part, as follows;

Your committee is not composed of professional architects or builders, but of

principals who have felt keenly the handicaps of inadequate equipment for the work,

and have been compelled to study the problem from the point of view of both teacher

and principal. It is not a prohlem of ideal conditions, regardless of the factor of cost,

but one of maxima and minima—the maximum working equipment at the minimum
cost tliat we are working on. One of the foremost school architects in the state

makes it his practice to consult both principal and teachers in regard to the details

of their departments before completing the plans. By securing their written approval

of the salient features of their departments he forestalls sulise<iuent changes or com-
plaints.

Every principal's investigation and report to his lioard and constituents formulates

itself into a triangular shape—the site, the building, the funds.

For the past several years various educational bodies have passed resolutions

emphasizing the importance of the legislature's prescribing by statute tlie minimum
school site, to be determined by the enrollment of the school, actual or immediately

prospective.
While many question the advisability of such legislation, the educational value of

the campaign has already netted larger gains than is generally known. .\ recent in-

vestigation of the high schools which have been erected within the past ten years

in this state shows that the average size of the sites of seventy-seven of them con-

tain a fraction over eleven acres, ranging from live acres to twenty-five acres. This

is cause for deep satisfaction, but not for future indifference or complete unconcern.

We are still far from the acceptance of a minimum standard of school site of ample
size for the outdoor courses and activities. We have a conviction that there is not a

high school board in the state that is now planning to build to whom the size and

location of the site is not one of the big questions under consideration: and the dif-

ferences of opinion between the parties to the dispute are by no means all due to

selfish or parsimonious motives: in most instances we believe they may be referred

to radical differences in their conceptions of the purpose and function of the higli

school.

No high school should l)e built on less than a five-acre plot. If tlie school is not

large enough to require >o much at present, it will grow to it in a comparatively short

time. If such growth is not pro1)able, perhaps a mistake was made in the organization

of the school in the first place, and is now continuing to be made in maintaining it.

It might be in the interest both of economy and efficiency to disorganize, put the

funds into transportation, and send the children to schools where there is more life,

better courses, and larger activities.

While the five-acre plot is the smallest site upon wdiich any high school should be

erected, and may be taken, roughly, as a unit for schools of less than one hundred
pupils, five acres more should be added to this for every additional one hundred
pupils, up to approximately a twenty-five-acre tract. .\n agreement among the teach-

ers of the state on these matters, with a few good, convincing reasons for our faith,

would accelerate the public acceptance.

There are two reasons for locating the school centrally, viz.: (1) The convenience

of the pupils in attending: and (2) The use of the school and grounds as a civic

center. The two objections to the central location, which are gaining in force as

population increases, are: 1. The expense of a central site, particularly in the cities:

and 2. The continuation of the unvaried contact with crowded city conditions. It is

a good thing for city children to have daily relief from the din and rattle of the street.

With our transportation facilities and the legal provision for paying tlie bills, trans-

portation is no longer a serious problem.
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The State Building Competition
By FREDERICK JEXXIXGS

THE jury in the competition for a State buiklinji' to be erected in the San
I'Vancisco Civic Center has com])leted the first half of its unenviable task.

From a total of fifty-two drawings, submitted by as many firms of archi-

tects in the State of California, the board has selected eight, wjiose authors

have been asked to enter revised or new plans in a final stage of the competition,

which will close I'ebruary 13th. The fortunate ones are Charles Peter Weeks,
Lewis 1'. Hobart, Loring P. Rixford and John Baur, Wood & Simpson, Bliss

& I'aville, liakewell & ISrown, and Wm. C. Hays, all of San I'rancisco, and F.

J. Delongchamps of Reno, Nev.. who holds a California State license.

There are a number of good architects who are know-n to have submitted
plans, but whose names do not appear in the charmed circle. It may be their

drawings were not up to the usual high standard of work turned out by them.

We have not seen the plans, so must take the jury's word for it—that they were
not deserving of special mention. It is to be hoped that sooner or later all the

drawings will be placed on public exhibition.

There has been some criticism because not a single contestant from Los
Angeles was named for the final competition. l!ut that is no fault of the jury,

since there was no possible way of telling the authorship of the plans until after

the sealed envelopes had been broken following the selection of the eight

winners.

There has been some criticism, Um, on account of the known tendency of

one member of the jury to admire the style of a certain firm of architects

whose work will be entered in the closing stage of the contest. Some think

that an entire new jury should be named, same to be composed of archi-

tects outside the State of California. Doubtless each member of the fortunate

eight would be only too glad to pay something toward bringing to the coast

one or more reputable 1^'astern architects to act on the jury that is to make the

final award.

Urges More Color in Architecture

THE com])laint that our American urljan architecture, while beautiful as to

form and ornamentation, lacks painfully in color is heard again, this time

from one Jerome S. Blum, a painter but recently returned from the Orient.

To an interviewer who waited on Mr. Blum in the interest of one of the daily

newspapers that interesting gentleman is quoted as saying:

"A big renaissance is coming in the United States. We are moving that way,

but it will not come until we learn to love color, life and gaiety more. Every-

thing is so gray, so drab. Look at an American city. Look at our architecture,

huge piles of stones, ugly, uninspiring—the sight ])ains me. 1 look to see color

in our building; then I shall begin to hope for us!"

"Pink skyscrapers?" interposed the interviewer.

"And why not?" he asked, vehemently. "Everything should be a blaze of

color. Artists should design the buildings. Pink notes could be introduced

and little green shutters and red roofs and i)urples—our clothing should be

lirighter. Men should not go so somberly clad " Fie loroke off as though the

idea was too much for him.

".Something big is coming to the I'nited States as the result of the war," he

continued, "'naring spirit^ will >eek encouragement here. We must be sym-
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pathetic. luiropc is deiileted. You asl< what of the new art ? Well, the art of

today expresses the life of todaj-. Much of it is heretic; chaotic; much of it

will not last. It is tentative. A great deal will be discarded. Your little so-

called futurists, cubists and vorticists, those who disguise their lack of ability

by sensational paintings, are retarding the modern art movement. They arc

the men who haven't the power to do a real thing and so their works are de-

scribed as "naif,' 'chic' I'.ah I

" Mr. lUum sjjat out the word disgustedly.

If Mr. Blum has his way. muses the Builders Guide, our architecture will

go in strong for color. We shall have skyscrapers in mauve and old rose,

country houses to match in shade milady's gown, great modern hotels whose
exterior color schemes will follow from season to season the prevailing modes.
Our cities will resemble a Persian rug, our suburban communities a riot of con-

tending tints. It will be disconcerting after the drabness and austerity of

colonial tradition, hut it will be art—the new art,—with a capital ".\," and
everybody will be happy, including, we may suppose, Mr. lUuni.

Factory Building Vibration

Bl'ILDIXG vibration has an e\il ettect on occupants, machines and out-
put and to a certain extent upon the structures themselves. With the
idea of determining the actual conditions, a Boston firm has been seek-

ing information from professional men and manufacturers, and although a
comprehensive report has not yet been issued, certain information has been
issued in a preliminary report which indicates some of the features of this

problem. The replies to the questions sent out are widely divergent in ex-
perience and opinion, but the conclusions are interesting as indicated bv the
following abstracts of the report :

—

The effect of coincidence between the natural frequency of vibration of a floor
and that of a source of distur))ance is well iUustrated 1)}- the following experience
in connection with the testing of a small engine upon a floor of timber construction:
At a speed of about 550 r. p. ni., the intensity of the floor viliration was so great tliat

It was impossible to work in the draughting room located on the same floor more
tlian 100 feet away; but this effect entirely disappeared when the speed was either
increased or decreased l)y about 50 r. p. m. When the disturbing force is represented
by a number of machines at practically the same speed, the effect may be like that
of dancers upon a floor or soldiers marching over a bridge, and prove most destruc-
tive to the entire structure if tlie step time coincides with its natural pitch.

Obviouslj', most vibrations are the result of several components, and records
must be made of not only the vertical but also the horizontal components, both
longitudinally and crosswise of the building. Vibration recorders are modeled on
th.e principle of the seismograph; the three-component tj-pe developed by Maurice
Deutsch of Xew York and Prof. Elmer E. Hall of the University of California is

much lighter than the ordinary' seismograph, thus rendering it capable of recording
vibrations of higher frequenc}'. The records are made on a rotating drum covered
with smoked paper bj' a recorder which separates a given vibration into three com-
ponents, two horizontal components at right angles to each other and the vertical

component. These three components are recorded simultaneously.

Obviously, the type of construction and the e.xtent to which it permits or pre-

vents vibration must be considered. The context of many of the quotations which
have been selected referred to buildings, usually old, entirely unsuited to the require-

ments. Hence the resulting vibrations. Other correspondence shows with equal
clearness that the absence of vibrations is due to the rigidity of the' structure, to

foresight in the placing of certain machines on solid foundations, to the proper cush-
ioning of others and such arrangements of duplicate machines operating at the same
speed as to avoid cumulative eflfects.
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Tlu" general exiierience is that severe vi1)r.iti()n tends to lire the workmen and
make them nervous, with the result that they lieconie irritable and inefficient. The
jilant manager of a large concern says that lie has had four different clerks leave
iiccause they could not stand the vibration of the building. During the past nine
years, about eight or ten men left because they found they could not do a day's work
on the chipping hammer floor because of vibrations.

-An instructive contrast in conditions and results is shown in a letter from a con-
sulting engineer. .-\ mil! in which weaving apparatus was originally located was
of the old-fashioned type, but rather light, and the looms could not run more than
120 picks per minute without serious difficulty with breaking threads. In the new
plant the design speed was atjout 145, but througli error it was made 160. When the

plant was started, in spite of the superintendent's vigorous compJaints. no trouble

was experienced, and the mill is at present running at this speed with less loss, so

far as breakage is concerned, than was experienced in the old mill at far slower

si)eed, and, of course, with greatly increased output, it is claimed that this was
owing solely to lack of vibration.

Solid foundations apparently insure greater output. A case is cited of one
machine which was first placed directly on the floor and vibrated very badly. To
overcome this vibration, the floor was cut away around the machine and a founda-
tion put under it. The increased output is claimed to be almost 40 per cent, due to

the fact that the operator can take measurements with the machine running when
there is no vibration, but was unable to do so wliere the vibration was so great.

.Apparently the quality of the work is also considerably improved. .\n engineer says

that perhaps one of the reasons why some of the English and other foreign fabrics

are better tlian .American fabrics is that greater attention has been given to the con-

struction of their mill floors, which are surprisingly free from disturbing vibrations.

The general effect of vibrations in machine shops is clearly expressed by the

following quotation: "With the heavier tools, where there is an excessive amount
of vibration, the depth of the cut is limited, and we cannot use the full power of the

tool. It produces a sort of chattering which marks the work and limits the amount
of stock which can be removed in one cut." An industrial engineer states that there

is one point where the vibration of buildings is not considered sufficiently, and that

is in transmission of power by shafting. The losses caused by vibration in such

transmissions are considerable.

The trouble caused by reciprocating machinery may be eliminated by proper

cushioning or bracing. Where machinery creates more or less vibration due

to shock, an • effort should be made to use either a massive construc-

tion to absorb the shock or else put in direct supports which will transmit the

vibration to a point below the foundation. Statements regarding the comparative

merits of different types of construction cover a wide range of experience and opin-

ion. In the case of a knitting mill in which considerable trouble with combination

steam and joist construction buildings w-as experienced, it was found that buildings

of modern reinforced concrete having heavy machines on the first and second floors

showed no sagging, nor is any vibration noticeable.

The replies include a great number of statements from consulting and

designing engineers, ranging from the opinion that there are no material

advantages in a reinforced concrete building to the following: "The owners

had some mill construction buildings in use before we built the reinforced

concrete buildings. Some sections of the former vibrated like drums, but

we believe the concrete construction has proven quite free fnnn vibration."

Judges for Poster Cover Competition

.Arthur Itrown, Jr., Charles I'eter Weeks and Frederick 11. Meyer, all

prominent San Francisco architects, will comprise the jury that will award

the prizes in The Architect and Engineer cover design competition which will

be decided ,soon after the New Year. A large number of draughtsmen

throughout the State have applied for the programme. After the award has

been made, all the drawings will be placed on public exhibition at the r.uild-

ing Material Exhibit, 77 O'Farrell street, San Francisco.
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Proper Methods for Laying Oak Flooring

l!y \V. L. CI.AI-FEV of Chicauo.

loDW bv improved machinery, equipment and (|uantitY

manutacture. the cost of making tlooring has been so

reduced that beautiful oak floors are now within reach

of everyone.

Oak' flonrin- is -enerallv hiid by a profession com-

monly known as floor layers, who specialize in the laying

of hardwood floors. These floor layers may be divided into two Masses-

good workmen and a class that are careless. The expert floor layer obtains

his reputation by the high class and perfect work that he turns out. It s

practically his o'nly asset in the game. Many large and P'^^^^^'^^^^
laving concerns have reached their prosperous conditimi chiefl} through

conscientious workmanship in their earlier days. The floor layer that is

careless in his work will never succeed. ,,,,;,„ ;„k
It is not necessary to be an expert to produce a good floor la.mg joi

but it is very essential that considerable care should be exercised and all

the details from the very start to the finish should be caretully studied be-

fore the floor laving work is taken in hand.
.

liefore starting to lav oak flooring, the stock should be examined to as-

certain if it has absorbed any moisture while at the lumber yard, on the

wagon, or at the job. as usually during rainy weather oak flooring will

absorb considerable moisture, mostly at the ends-thereby causing it o

Swell as much as one-sixteenth of an inch^ If this condition is "ot discov^

ered before the floor is laid, unsightly crevices will appear m the floor. Ihe

Jul floor, as well as the plaster work, should be thoroughly dry before

starting io lav oak floors. If in winter, the rooms should have a tempe a

ture ot^bout' 70 degrees to insure the best results and the oak floor ng

bundles should be in the rooms at least ten days to horoughl> dr^ o m

case the stock has been subjected to any moisture, before the mam work

"
'Sl'flooring leaves the mill in perfect physical condition^

^"^JIJ"^
often abused bv improper handling before it reaches the job. 1 heie are

many lumber yards and contractors that treat oak flooring almost like

rono-h lumber This is a mistake.
,

The S'floor should be thoroughly svvept and it is well to "- a dam,>

proof paper, and where sound-proof results are desired a heavy deadening

''''^^:rZ:'tu^, l. of serviceable wood, but "Ot less^ sever,

eicrhths inch thick, dressed one side to an even thickness. Sub-floors shou d

be nade 1 securely to the joists, but not driven too tight together, so as to

permU It to swell then bulging. Four-inch to six-inch strips are preferred

"'
When'sjiiing ^^th the first oak flooring strip, it is well to leave at least

three-ei "hths inch for expansion space between the first strip and the base-

board a^nd likewise at the other end of the room, as U.ere is more or less

exnansionand contraction in all kiln-dned oak flooring.

'

Oak flooring should always be laid at an angle to the sub-floor and af er
i.)dK uooiiii^ . ^u,,rt niprp nf hardwood i< Hoonnii' siou u aiwavs uc icnu ai- " "-!-,- -- --

. , ^

and nailing three or 'four pieces, use a short P--^ of hardwood 2

.,..,.... by 4 inches placed against the tongue an<l drive it up xMth a hea^^

''""Thrnailino- of oak flooring is ^•erv important. All tongued and grooved

oak flooring "hould be blind-nailed. 'The best flooring ma.le can be spoiled
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by the use nf impruper nails. The steel cut variety is recommended for

thirteen-sixteenths-inch stock; use eight-penny nails every sixteen inches.

For three-eighths-inch flooring use three-penny wire finishing nails every

ten inches. If e\en better results are desired, the nails can be driven

closer.

The floor laver should use discretit)n in regard to certain strijis that do

not blend in color with the majority of stri])s. A few liadly discolored

pieces in a room will mar the appearance greatly, liadly discolored pieces

should ahvays be set aside and used in closets and other out-of-the-way

places. Where there is a wide variation in color, it is good policy to sep-

arate the pieces before they are nailed down. This insures a more regular

run of color and blends better together than if scattered throughout all

II5H rL0OK.IMO

DtAPtHlHG QUrLT

TWO WAY^) TO DL-ADCM. A TLOO^^
the rooms. Every floor layer should watch this feature of his work closely,

as it is the appearance of the floor after laid that counts.

Oak floors, with some care, should last a lifetime, and it is for this very

reason that all floor layers should be very particular when they lay oak

flooring. The wood itself practicall}' is never permitted to wear—that is,

in the better grades that are used in homes. It is the wax or varnish finish

that wears, which is always replenished. Honest and careful workmanship
on the part of the floor layer spells success. A good job of floor laying is

the best of advertising, while a poor job gets nothing but kicks and no

reward.
Scra])ing oak floors is always done in the better grades, or in all homes

where people dwell. In order to get the best results for a nicely finished

surface, it is best to scrape it. This scraping process can be done by the

ordinary scrapers, such as used by cabinet makers, or by one of the many
types of power or hand machines that are generally used by contractors

and carpenters. Always scrape lengthwise of the wood and not across the

grain. A floor properly scraped looks very smooth, but it should be thor-

oughly gone over with No. 1>4 sand paper to obtain the best results in

finishing. After this the floor should be swept clean and the dust removed

with a soft cloth.

The floor is now ready for the filler, which should be jnit on as soon as

possible after the laying work is finished, as the filler fills up the pores of

the wood and kee]5s it from shrinking.

Six-Story Office Building
Plans are being prepared by Frederick H. Meyer of San l-'rancisco for a

six-story Class A office building to be erected on Montgomery street, between

Pine and California, for the Pope Estate. The building has been leased to

the San Francisco ISond and Stock Exchange, which is at present housed in

the Merchants Exchange. Construction will be of steel, brick and terra cotta

and more than $100,000 will be expended on the improvements.
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m tfte l©orlb

AFTER all, the fine^ buildings are not

those designed on our draughting

boards and fashioned with our hammers and

trowels.

Finer than all these are the ideals we work

for, the friendships we build and the lives

we lead outside of th^ working hours.

Once a year at the Holiday season, it is our priv-

ilege to leave behind for a moment the buildings

of business and to wish for you and yours, during

the next year, success and prosperity in the build-

ing of these finer things which endure for all time.
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POIfER STATIOX FOR GREAT WESTERN POWER COMPAXY. SAX FRAXCISCO
ir. Gcinlcii MilclicU. Architect

The Window Garden
The holiday season sees the florists' windows tilled with flowering and

foliage plants in great variety. All of these are available for home use in

windows or living-rooms for a longer or shorter time. The Christmas reds

are likely to predominate up to that holiday, but thereafter many other colors

are shown. The flowering Begonias of the Gloire de Lorraine type are par-

ticularly attractive and make beautiful plants for the dining table.

Among the least expensive and most attractive of the ])lants now available

are the started bulbs. Hyacinths, tulips, daffodils, and many other sorts of

Narcissus may be purchased for a small sum, the only care needed to bring

tliem into perfect blossom being an occasional watering. Such bulbs are

readily transferred to water-tight flower jars in which tlicy may be placed

anvwhere on shelf or table.
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The Preservation of Buildings

By C. F. MAUER*

AS a very lari^e per cent of our national wealth is represented in buildings

of various types, classified and defined as homes, office and business blocks,

hotels, financial centers, factories, educational institutions and tabernacles

of religious worship, it is the writer's object to im])ress upon the minds of the

architects, builders and property owners the importance of conserving these

assets and resources with the same vigilance as those represented by legal-

tender or its equivalent.

Time, money and energy have been sacrificed in perfecting our present ef-

ficient methods of preserving fruits, vegetables, meats and cereals. Nation-wide
campaigns have been instituted for the prevention of fires. A national associa-

tion of credit men was organized solely for the purpose of conserving the

finances of the mercantile establishments that transact business on a credit basis.

Financial institutions are doing everything in their power to assist the common
people in saving part of their earnings so as to improve their financial condi-

tions and indepencknce. Streams are dammed to conserve the water supplv and
transform the desert into a garden. But—what is being done to overcome the

destructive effects of the elements on our buildings ?

The destructive forces which every structure must combat are the elements
and a law of nature (transformation)—the continual changing of every ma-
terial object from one formation into another. Moisture, wind, sun, the seasons

and time will transform every visible object upon the face of the globe. To pre-

serve and maintain the original appearance and condition of any building per-

petually is a physical impossibility ; it is contrary to every law of nature. 15ut to

permit any building to stand exposed to the elements without protecting it

against the destructive effects of rain, wind and sun is a crime against one's

own best interests and the conservation of property. The remedy is simple

—

it means only the elimination of absorption (capillary attraction ).

Architects, engineers and builders may specify and use the very best ma-
terials of their respective kinds, may employ only first-class mechanics who
perform their duties to the best of their knowledge and ability, and yet, within

a short time, the building will leak, disintegrate and decay, whether it be a

stone, brick or cement structure. Why is it ? It is not the material : it is not the

workmanship ; it is not the inefficiency of the architect or builder. It is the

absorptive nature of the building material itself, for which no one is responsible;

it is a law of nature.

You may invest a million dollars in the construction of a solid stone edifice.

From an artistic standpoint the building may be perfect. The materials used
in the construction may be the best that nature provides, carved and finished by
skilled workmen and constructed by mechanics who have no superior in their

profession; but, unless the basic cause (absorption), is destroyed in the stone

and joints, it is only a question of a few years until disintegration or decay sets

m, which destroys the attractive appearance of the building. In the span of a

lifetime the stone may become worthless, where it should remain intact for

c: nturies. Failure to destroy absorption is the direct cause of its early decay.

Suppose you are the proud possessor of a brick mansion which represents

an investment of fifty thousand dollars. It is com]ileted just before the rainy

season. You admire its beauty and artistic design, its uniform color and general

appearance. The interior decorations represent your own original artistic ideas.

You are more than pleased with the results of your efforts ; but, alas, the rain

•Business Manager, The Imperial Company, San Francisco.
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Fig. l—Scction of natural stun,- build-

ing icatcrproofcd and prcscricd. Xntc f^rr-

fi'il condition of stone.

Vw.. 2—Sauu- kind of stone i

Fii;. I. but not treated. Xote di.

s shozt.'n in

inte:.;ration.

comes, and there is daily precipitation for weeks—sometimes for a whole month.

The brick at first thoroughly dry, is craving for moisture (as a dry and parched

tongue) ; every drop of water which strikes it is readily absorbed, paving the

way for the next one that follows to penetrate deeper and deeper, until finally

the water percolates freely through the new brick walls, regardless of what its

structural thickness may be. The result : All interior decorations are spoiled

;

your new mansion is unsanitary, not fit for occupancy, due to its dampness.

Along come April and May, the rainy season is over, the moisture evaporates,

the bricks begin to dry, and to your great dismay antl surprise white liU)Om and

mm

Viv,. 3

—

Section of red brick building,

'.caterfToofed and preserved. Xote perfect

condition and color of brick.

Inc.. 4—Section of red brick building not

treated. Xote alkali discoloration.
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Fig. 5

—

Section of cemcnt-flastcrcd residcnc

Sole defects due to absorf^tion of water.
Fig. eSection of

and l^reserved.

efflorescence make their appearance on the .surface. What a difference in the

appearance of your mansion, both inside and out. in the short duration of one

year— all due to the failure of destroying the power of absorption of the brick

itself.

You may erect a frame bungalow and finish the exterior with lath and ])las-

ter. or a reinforced concrete structure with exterior cement finish : but, unless

the ])ower of absorption is destroyed, moisture will penetrate the walls, causing

interior dam])ness. forcing cracks to develop on the exterior, due to expansion

and contraction, in some instances destroying the bond between the plaster and

the structural walls. No one connected with the designing or construction is

responsible for your material absorbing water: it is the method, and the re-

sponsibility should rest on the designer should he fail to specify and see that

his instructions are carried out to the letter—namely, that each and every build-

ing constructed of masonrv be properly treated to destroy absorption ( cai)illary

attraction 1.

It is onl\- a waste of money and a crime against property to allow water to

percolate through the walls and floor of any basement, when the condition

(where the structural wall is strong enough to withstand the water pressure),

can be entirelv relieved by plastering the walls on tlie interior in the customary

wav, and sijnplv adding a chemical solution to the mortar which will destroy

absorption, not permitting the water to penetrate the plastered surface.

The accompanying illustrations reproduced from actual photographs make

a forceful demonstration. In one series of pictures you see the damaging effect

of the elements on stone, brick and cement. In the other pictures (taken after

severe time test ) vou see the same building materials in perfect condition, due

to being properly waterproofed and jireserved.

To Select Architect for Australian Building

A copy of the program for the international competition to select an archi-

tect for the Federal Parliament House at the new capital city of Canberra in

Australia has been forwarded from Sydney by Consul General J. I. Brittain.

The government has resumed the competition, and extended the date fi5r receiv-

ino- tlie designs in either London or Melbourne from I\Iarch 31. 1915. to Janu-

arv 1. 191/" The Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction is

Walter Burley Griffin, whose address is Department of Home Affairs. Federal

Capital Office. 84 \Mlliam street. Melbourne, X'ictoria. A copy of the pamphlet

giving full details of the competition may be inspected at the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce, rir its district offices. Refer to file Xo. 81211.
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I tiK- (it the- coniplaint.s. which, hke
the- piiiir. wc have ahvav.'^ with us, is

from the art students,

THE ARCHITECT youthful interior dec-
AND orators, architects who
THE STUDE^T are just entering their

professional career, etc.

riiey insist that a clerk who has
wnrked in a decorating establishment

has more chances of advancement than
a graduate of a university who seeks a

])nsition in the same establishment:

that a draughtsman in an architect's

office is more favorably considered by
the architect than a man with a diplo-

ma fmni an architectural course or

scliiHil. There is justice in the accusa-

liiin. As a rule, professional men, like

business men, mistrust and dislike the

]iurely academic cast of mind. If

forced to choose between two types,

they usually select the man or woman
w ith a practical experience, rather than
tlie one with a wholly theoretical train-

ing. At Colinnbia College they are en-

deavoring to remedy this obviously

wasteful prejudice, which puts a whole
class of serious students at a disad-

vantage at the outset.

The university authorities have in-

vited three Xew York architectural so-

cieties, each to select three practicing

architects, to form a committee of visi-

tors. This committee will periodically

visit and inspect the school plant,

equipment, current work and mode of

teaching, and their advice will be re-

ceived as a guide, a check and a stimu-

lus to the scholastic standards.

Xw innovation like this, comments
Hnuse lieautiful, deserves the warmest
co-operation. For, in the architectural

profession, as in all others, we need
the constant blending of theory and
practice. Idealism divorced from ex-

perience is unreliable: experience un-

illuminated by idealism too often be-

ciimes commercial. A reciprocal rela-

tion between the student and the prac-

ticing architect is tremendously

needed. .Vnd every one who has the

continuing high standards of this pro-

fession at heart will watch the new
experiiiu'iit with interest.
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Engineers in this conntry should exert

more inHuence in the development ot

architecturally pleasmg

CO-PARTNERSHIP effects in the design of

BETWEEN structures than they

ARCHITECTS have done in the past.

AND ENGINEERS Frequently the pressure

brought to bear upon

them by owners or officials of corpora-

tions and municipalities who control the

design of engineering construction and

insist upon mere utility and. sometimes,

upon lowest first cost, is hard to resist.

It is encouraging to note cases in which

this pressure has been successfully re-

sisted and overcome. Engineering work

should not be wholly utilitarian. In all

cases where natural surroundings require

it. where the consistent development of

a great architectural plan is possible, or

wdiere the presence of appreciative ob-

servers is probable, the element of gen-

eral architectural appearance should he

given consideration. We are still far be-

hind European engineers in this respect.

Surely the great natural wealth of this

country can he better applied in this di-

rection than we have yet succeeded m
applying it.—Engineering Record.

Here would seem to be a strong ;iv

gument in favor of a co-partnership

between architect and engineer. The

latter needs the artistic temperament

possessed by the architect to make

his work something more than ntih-

tarian.

A partnership between an architect

and a structural engineer often proves

an ideal union of the artist and the

economist. . We have in San Francisco

a recent example—the co-partnership

of Chas. Peter Weeks and William

Day. We venture the prediction that

each coming year will witness a

marked increase in architectural-engi-

neering co-partnerships.

There are many new forces at work

that tend to develop relationships of

this sort. To begin with, the mcreas-

ino- wealth of the country leads inevi-

tably toward the construction of larger

and better buildings of various types.

The financial progress of every nation

is always marked by the betterment of

both residential and industrial build-

ings With larger investments in

buildings there comes greater care

in selecting the designers. .\n<

when an owner gives due thnugh

to this matter, it takes no unusual

powers of perception to recognize

that it pavs to employ a designer

skilled in' study of building eco-

nomics—structural engineering.

Educational publicity is playing an

important part in convincing owners

that it pays to build for permanence.

When to' the publicity effected by

manufacturers of cement, tile, steel,

etc., there shall be added the publicity

that individual engineers and struc-

tural engineering societies can effect,

owners will more commonly demand

engineering services of high order in

the designing of buildings. We believe

that this demand will not relate to m-

dustrial buildings only, but will in-

volve domestic architecture. Take, tor

example, the problem of heating a

house. Here is an engineering prob-

lem of no mean intricacy, yet, as con-

ditions now exist, its solution is usu-

ally left to the mechanic who installs

the heating apparatus. How many

house owners know that the efficiency

of the average furnace is less than M
per cent and that it could be raised to

75 per cent? How many know that the

heat lost through the window glass

constitutes the greatest drain upon

their coal bin, and that double glazing

cuts this drain in two? How many

know that cheap and defective plumb-

in<r not only doubles their annual

maintenance costs, but results in a

vast waste of water which, directly or

indirectly, they must pay for" How

manv know that, for equal illumina-

tion' light-colored interior walls de-

crease the monthly lighting bills as

compared with dark walls? How many

realize that white exterior walls m
courts and where buildings are close

to^--ether will eliminate at least one

hour of artificial illumination daily.

How manv know that by building

laro-e refrigerators as part of the house

they can not only cut ice bills m two.

but reduce the cost of all perishable

foods by buying in larger quantities .•'

We have touched but a few of many

economies of household operation that

are effected by the design of the house,

vet they alone would justify employ-

ing an engineer in the design of every

mixlern residence.
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lui^iiicci-ini^ and Contracting, pub-

lished in -Chicago, opines that an en-

gineer who spcciahzes in houseliokl

economics, both of operation and con-

struction, has a better chance of win-

ning cHents than has an architect. To-
gether a good architect and a good
structural engineer should easily forge

ahead of any firm com]iosed only of

architects.

Examination for State Engineer

The California State Civil Service

Commission announces an examination,

to be held in Sacramento, San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles on January 6,

1917, for the position of assistant to the

chief engineer. Board of State Harbor
Commissioners. The salarj' is $3,000

per annum.
The duties of the position involve the

design and supervision of the erection

of structures of reinforced concrete,

steel and timber, and familiarity with

the fabrication and placing of steel re-

inforcement, the proportioning, mixing
and placing of concrete to give the best

results, timber framing and the fabrica-

tion and erection of structural steel.

The position also involves the super-

vision of design and construction of

piers and wharves and of foundations

such as arc encountered in the erection

of these structures.

Physicians' Office Building

.Mfred 1. Coffey, San iMancisco archi-

tect, has completed plans and taken

bids for a six-story steel frame office

building for the physicians and surgeons

of St. Francis Hospital. The estimated

cost is $80,000.
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With the Architects
Building Reports and Personal Mention of

Interest to the Profession

Architect Sues Chamber of Commerce
Smith O'Brien, architect of San Fran-

cisco, has brought suit against the
Stockton Cliamber of Commerce and
John P. Irish, Jr., secretary, for his

fee in connection with the preparation
of plans submitted in competition for a

memorial to the late Captain Weber of
that city. The competition was held
the latter part of 1913 and was won by
Mr. OBrien, who asserts he never re-

ceived one cent compensation for his
plans, which were retained by Mr. Irish.

The jurj- was composed of \\'illis Polk.
Clarence Ward and Arthur Brown. Jr..

all prominent San Francisco architects.
The memorial, if built, would have cost
in the neighborhood of $25,000, and Mr.
O'Brien, according to the provisions of
the programme, was to receive 6 per
cent of this sum.

Recognition for San Francisco Architect

Wm. L. Woollett. formerly of \\ool-
lett & \\'oollett of San Francisco and
Sacramento, is now in Los Angeles, in

charge of the planning of an immense
theatre and -studio office building being
designed in the office of A. C. Martin,
architect and engineer, 430 Higgins build-

ing, that city. The structure is to be
erected on the southwest corner of Third
street and Broadwaj', for the Stabilitv-

Building company, and will cost approx-
imately $55O,0OO. Construction will be of
steel, concrete and terra cotta. The
theatre portion will seat 3000 persons,
and will be the largest moving picture
house in the southern city. The front
portion of the building will be twelve
stories in height, and will contain studios
and offices for artists.

Attended A. I. A. Convention

Among the California architects who
attended the convention of the Ameri-
can Institute of .\rchitects at Minne-
apolis this month were John G. How-
ard. William Mooser. Wm. C. Hays. W. B.

Faville and John Bakewell, Jr., of San
Francisco, J. E. Allison, Pierpont Davis, Oc-
tavius Morgan and .\lbert C. .Martin of Los
.\ngele5.

Much State Work Coming

At a recent session of the directors of

the California State Agricultural Soci-

ety tentative plans were submitted by
State Architect George B. McDougall
providing for the erection of substan-
tial new buildings and improvements to

cost $1,000,000. .\ main agricultural pa-
vilion to take the place of the one re-

cently destroyed by fire in the Fair
Grounds. Sacramento, will be the most
important structure in the group. It

will be 150 by 500 feet and of fireproof

construction. The estimated cost, with
galleries, will be approximately $350,000.

Other improvements under considera-
tion include an educational pavilion to
house university and school exhibits,

$60,000; grand stand. $185,000; extension
to manufacturers' building. $40,000; ex-
tension to machinery hall. $40,000; col-

iseum for night horse shows, lectures,

etc., $100,000; stock barns, new road,
beautification of grounds, etc.. $85,000.

Los Angeles Engineers and Architects

A meeting of unusual interest to the

members of the Engineers and Archi-

tects' association was held at Hotel Clark
during the early part of November. Rev.

Ralph B. Larkin of Ontario. Cal.. gave a

lecture on "The Story of Radium and Its

Meaning to tlie Scientific World."
A committee consisting of Messrs.

Octavius Morgan. Frank D. Hudson, and
John P. Krempel, also G. O. Xewman
and E. L. Swaine, was appointed to se-

lect names to be placed in nomination
for officers for the ensuing vear.

New Buildings for Mills College

Messrs. Dickey & Donovan. Perry
building. Oakland, have been commis-
sioned to prepare plans for a group of

new buildings for Mills College, Fifty-

ninth avenue. East Oakland. With one
or two exceptions, the buildings now
standing are out of date. Messrs.
Dickey & Donovan will make plans for

new structures to be built along lines

similar to the University- of California.

Eventually more than $I.0(X).000 will be
expended in new construction work.
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The Building Outlook for 1917

Architects throughout the Pacific Coast
are optimistic over the building outlook

for 1917. It has every promise of being
a banner year, especially from an indus-
trial standpoint. Xew manufacturies and
additions to the present plants Vi^ill mean
an expenditure of many millions of dol-

lars. It is said that San Francisco and
Oakland alone will spend more than
$10,(X)0,0(X) on new factories. Reports
from Southern California are equally
hopeful.

A number of reasons are given for tliis

remarkable industrial activity. The war
has compelled our people to rely more
and more upon their own resources and
many articles that have heretofore come
from abroad are now being made at

home. An unprecedented car shortage
and the high freight rates have also had
a decided influence toward stimulating
local manufactory.

Looking forward, the year 1917 will

doubtless witness the construction of an
immense assembling plant on the old

Emeryville race track for the Ford .\uto-

moliile Company, a project that will in-

volve $1,000,000 or more. The California

Cotton Mills has announced its intention

to build a four-story concrete and brick

addition to its plant in East Oakland, at

a cost of $500,000.

Plans have been completed and con-

tracts let to tlie Dinwiddie Construction
Company of San Francisco for the erec-

tion of a $500,000 reinforced concrete
mill, warehouse and office building at

Vallejo for the Sperry b'lour Company.
Plans have also been completed for a

four-story reinforced concrete factory

to be erected in San P'rancisco for the

Ever Ready Dry Battery Company. M.
C. Couchot, C. E.. planned both of these
plants.

The Briscoe .\utomol)ile Company has
announced its intention of spending
$100,000 for a complete assembling plant

to handle the coast output of the Bris-

coe motor car. Plans for this building

are being prepared by Architect B. G.

McDougall of San p'rancisco. Architects

.Alfred Kuhn and Edward G. Garden
have completed plans for a four-story

mill construction brick factory to be

erected on the southwest corner of First

and Folsom streets, San Francisco,

Work has just been started on a four-

story reinforced concrete warehouse and
sales building for the Goodyear Rubber
Company, the plans having been pre-

pared by Engineers MacDonald & Kahn.
The Spreckels Sugar Refinery Company
is securing options on 6000 acres of beet

sugar land near Manteca, in the San Joa-
quin Valley, and the coming spring the

company plans to build a $2,000,000 re-

linery.

The California Packing Corporation is

the name given to a giant merger of the
various canning companies on the Pacific

Coast with the .Alaska Packers .Associa-

tion, and this new corporation has an-
nounced its intention of building during
the year a central canning plant on the
inner harbor adjoining the plant of the
Union Iron Works, Oakland harbor.

In San Francisco commercial and
financial circles there is the same activity

in building revival as in the industrial

line. Plans are being prepared by Archi-
tect George W. Kelham for a nine-story
bank and office building to be erected
at California and Montgomery streets,

the heart of San Francisco's financial dis-

trict, for the American Xational Bank.
Probably not less than $500,000 will be
expended on this improvement.

.At the lower end of Market street,

within a stone's throw of the Ferry build-

ing, the Southern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany has started construction of a ten-

story class ".A" office building—the

largest of its kind west of Chicago. It

will cost approximately $1,250,000. and
will house the company's thousand or
more employees now scattered in various
buildings throughout the city. The build-

ing is to be ready for occupancy in

.August, 1917. .A notable feature in con-
nection with the Ijuilding of this struc-

ture is that practically every bit of ma-
terial used will be a California product.

In the iiumediate neighborhood of the

Southern Pacific building, the Matson
Navigation Companj' will build a ten-

story class ".A" office building for the
various coast shipping interests. Plans
for this structure are now being prepared
by .Architects Reid Bros., California Pa-
cific building.

The Hobart Estate Company contem-
plates duplicating its tower-like office

building on Market street, near Mont-
.gomery, from plans by .Architects Willis

Polk & Company. The addition will rise

to a height of seventeen stories, and will

double the capacity of the present Hobart
building. Besides these projects there are

a number of smaller office buildings con-
templated as well as several high-class
apartments and moving picture theatres.

The competition for a $1,000,000 state

building to be erected in the San Fran-
cisco Civic Center is now being con-
ducted by the State .Advisory Board at

Sacramento.

Two Oakland Branch Libraries

Messrs. Dickey and Donovan of Oak-
land have been commissioned to pre-

pare plans for two branch Carnegie
libraries for the city of Oakland. Each
will cost $35,000. One will be built at

Golden Gate and the other at Alden.
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Record Year for Building

Despite the steadily advancing cost of

material and labor. 1916 will go down
into history as a record year for build-

ing activity.

Building trade activity surged forward
in October, and values of buildings per-

mitted for in that month showed a

large gain over October a year ago. a

month which in turn showed a very
heavy gain over the like period two
years ago. Returns to Bradstreets from
141 cities roll up a total estimated ex-

penditure never before equalled in that

autumn month. Following are the Oc-
tober and ten months' records of build-

ing expenditure for six years past:

October Ten Months
1916 $82,951,962 $847,395,894

1915 66.494.787 685.755,778

1914 52,535,818 697,223,189

1913 66.141.492 759.266.333

1912 73,128,886 787,604,000

1911 66,746,617 731,762,927

The ten months' expenditure so far

outlined, with a number of cities yet to

hear from, exceeds that of the entire

year of 1915 and is 7.6 per cent greater

than that done in the best year hitherto

reported— 1912.

Contract for Big Yosemite Hotel

Gutleben Brothers, New Call building,

San Francisco, have been awarded the

general contract for the construction of

a large tourist hotel in the Yosemite Val-
ley for the Desmond Park Service Com-
pany of San Francisco. Actual construc-
tion will not begin until spring. The same
contractors are completing a smaller
hotel at Glacier Point. Plans for botli

Iniildings were prepared by Edwin J.

Symmes, Pacific building. San Francisco.

More About New Sugar Refinery

The directors of the Soutli S.in Joacjuin

Irrigation District have approved the

proposition of the Spreckels Sugar Com-
pany to build a $2,000,000 refinery at

Manteca. Permission has been granted
the Spreckels Company to discharge
water from its proposed plant into the

district canal. The project is now suf-

ficiently developed to insure actual build-

ing construction within a period of six

months.

Briscoe Assembling Factory

The Briscoe Automobile Company will

build an assembling factory in San Fran-
cisco. The location is now under con-
sideration as are also preliminary plans

by .Architect B. G. McDougall. .\ build-

ing to cost $80,000 is contemplated. Con-
struction is to be of reinforced concrete,

with steel sash throughout. The matter
is in the hands of \\'. L. Hughson, of

Hughson & 'Merton. Inc.. distributors of

the Briscoe car.

Architect Becomes Benedict

Friends of Henry F. Withey, Los An-
geles architect, have received cards an-

nouncing his marriage to Elise Dickin-

son Rathburn at Woliurn, Mass., on

October 14. They will be at. home in

Los Angeles after May 1 next. Mr.
Withey recently returned from an ex-

tended visit to Boston and other east-

ern cities, but the card announcement
is the first inkling his friends have re-

ceived that he had become a benedict.

Oakland Hospital

I'lans are being prepared by Charles

W. McCall of Oakland for a fireproof

hospital for Dr. M. M. Enos and his

associates, who control the St. Anthony
Sanitarium at 827 Brush street. The
new hospital will be on Grand avenue,

near Bellevue street, Oakland, and will

cost $75,000. There will be accommoda-
tions for sixty-five patients.

Apartments and Garage

E. P. Antonovich has moved his

architectural offices from the Monad-
nock building. San F'rancisco. to 20
Montgomery street. 'Mr. Antonovich
has considerable work in prospect, in-

cluding a four-story brick apartment
house for Dr. S. J. Hunkins and a con-
crete garage for Van Xess avenue, to

cost $40,000 and $18,000 respectively.

$250,000 Home
Carleton M. Winslow of Los Angeles

is completing the working drawings for

a $250,000 residence for 'Vv'illiam H.
Bliss to be built at Santa Barbara. It

will be built of brick with plastered ex-

terior, clay tile roof and reinforced con-

crete floors. The design is Spanish Re-
naissance.

Report of Capital Planning Commission

The California State Capital Planning
Commission has recently had printed

its report of an investigation of the

planning of the Capital of California.

Copies may be had by applying to the

secretary of the Commission, Sacra-
mento.

Oakland Commercial Garage

Preliminary plans have been prepared
by \\'alter D. Reed of Oakland for a

one-story brick cominercial garage, for

\V. E. Hite of 420 Twenty-fifth street.

Oakland. Building will be built at

Twenty-third street and Grand avenue
and will cost $30,000.

New Architects

Certificates to practice architecture in

California have been granted by the State

Board of Architecture to C. Howard
Hopkins, Frederick H. Kennedy, Jr., and
James C. Simms. all of Los Angeles.
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Orpheum Theatre Alterations

G. Albert Laiisburgh, Gunst building.
San Francisco, lias taken bids for altera-
tions to the Orplieum theatre, San Fran-
cisco. A new stairway to the balcony
will be inclnded in the improvements.
The same architect has started work-

ing drawings for extensive alterations
to the store and loft building at Geary
and Grant avenue, San Francisco, owned
by jNlorris Meyerfeld. This building has
been leased to Livingston Brothers, who
will occupy it with their present building.
Working drawings have been com-

pleted by the same architect for a two-
story and basement residence to be erect-
ed on the northwest corner of Washing-
ton and Laurel streets, San Francisco, for
Fred B. Henderson. The house will be
in the Italian style and will lie of semi-
lireproof construction.

$40,000 Brick Factory
Pl.'ins ha\e been completed by Alfred

Kuhn. architect, and Edward G. Garden,
associate, Phelan building, San Fran-
cisco, for a four-story brick factory
building to be constructed on the soutli-

west corner of First and Folsom streets,

San Francisco, for the Catherine Dunne
Company. The building will be 75.xlOO
feet, with foundations sufficiently strong
ultimately to carry two additional floors.

Construction will be of the heavy mill
type, witli brick walls, wood beams and
floors. The front portion will have plate
glass windows, and the entrance vesti-
bule on the corner will be finislied in

marble and tile. Exterior will be of
jjresscd brick. There will be a large
freight elevator.

Addition to the White House
Soon after tlie first of the year exten-

sive alterations will be commenced to the
building at the corner of Post and Grant
avenue, now occupied by tlie Hastings
Clothing Company, which latter concern
will move to the building at the corner
of Kearny and Post streets, San b'ran-

cisco. The structure at Post and Grant
avenue is three stories, and is directly

south of the White House. It is planned
to connect the two buildings and convert
the Hastings building into a children's
department for the Wliite House.

Monterey Church Will Cost $80,000

The new church for the Catholic Dio-
cese at Monterey, which is being de-
signed by .Architect Smith O'Brien, Hum-
boldt Bank building, San l''rancisco, will

cost from $S(),()00 to $100,000. Construc-
tion will l)e on Mission lines and lire-

proof materials will be used. The waMs
will probably be of hollow tile, with ex-
terior finish of white cement. A clay tile

roof will probalily be used. The seating
capacity will lie 900 persons.

Richmond Architect Busy
James T. Xarbett, 910 MacDonald ave-

nue, Richmond, sends us the following
information:

Plans are complete for a dormitory
hotel, two stories, to be built for the
Union Oil Company of California, at

Oleum. Estimated cost, $22,000.

A contract has been let for a one-
story building at Richmond for J. A.
Parysek.

Bids were opened December 4th for a
two-story and basement high school unit
to the present Richmond Union High
School. Estimated cost, $25,000.

Plans are finished and work will be
done by day labor, for a one-story rein-
forced concrete store building for W. A.
]\forehead in Richmond. Estimated cost,
$45(K).

Dynamite Under Architect's Home
Melville H. Schwartz, of Heiman &

Schwartz, architects, with offices in the
Xevada Bank building, San Francisco,
experienced a rather unpleasant sensa-
tion one morning recently, when he dis-

covered eighteen sticks of 40 per cent
dynamite under the front porch of his

Pacific avenue home. Preparations were
being made to excavate for contemplated
improvements. Mr. Schwartz was at a
loss to explain the presence of such a
large quantity of explosive unless some
workman placed it there for safe keep-
ing.

.

Winner of House Competition

In a recent competition conducted by
House Beautiful for plans for a model
$3,000 home, first prize for the States of

Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Mon-
tana was awarded to Messrs. Jas. H.
Schack and Paul F. Mc.-Mister of Se-
attle; second prize to E. T. Heitschmidt
and Fred A. Fritsch, Portland; third

prize to H. A. Angell. Portland, and
fourth prize to J. J. Stanton of Portland.
The jurors were Morris H. Whitehouse
and Albert Sutton of Portland and David
J. Myers of Seattle.

Additions to Los Angeles Chapter

Messrs. Lester H. Hibliard, H. H.
Cody, Mott Montgomery and Ross G.
Montgomery have been elected to mem-
bership in the Southern California Chap-
ter, .A. I. .A. Mr. A. F. Rosenheim re-

ported at the November meeting that

thirteen Chapter members had made ap-
plication to become members of the In-

stitute and that at least six more appli-

cations were expected.

Not Any
A classified advertisement in the Chi-

cago News reads: "Wanted

—

'A man to

sleep in undertaker's place. Will make
it interesting for tin- right party." Not
for us, you won't.
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Electrical Department

Decorative Flood Lighting of Formal Landscape
I'.y GLENN MARSTON

UP tn the prisoiit time the use of
tiood ligliting- has heen confined

mainly to the illumination of public
Iniildings and monuments. A new field

for flood lighting has been opened, how-
ever, by its use in the illumination of
the Italian garden on James L. Breesc's
Long Island estate.

The garden is nearly half a mile long,
and about 5(X) feet wide. It is divided
into an inner and an outer garden, the
inner garden being next to the house,
and bounded on three sides by pergolas.
The arrangements for lighting were
made so that no light sources were vis-

ible at any time to a person facing
away from the house, and onlj- one lamp
at a time is visible to spectators even
when walking toward the house.
The inner garden is somewhat more

elaborate than the outer garden, which
is not seen from the house, except for
the central walk, at the end of which is

a large marble vase, flanked on either
side by marble statues. In the center
of the inner garden is a marble foun-
tain designed by Janet Scudder. Sur-
rounding the fountain are four fifteenth

century Italian sculptures, and the long
path is also embellished w-ith sculp-

tures along its entire length. There are

also a number of marble benches in the
garden, but as these were so placed as

to be in secluded spots, tliey did not be-

come a factor in the plan of illumina-
tion.

It was the desire of Mr. Breese that

the lighting- should not be too brilliant.

It should not imitate moonlight, but it

should not be so far removed from the

suggestion of moonlight that it would
be disturbing to the spectators whose
preconceived notions of night illumina-

tion included nothing but moonlight.
It is the belief of tlie layman that

moonlight is blue, wlule the fact is that

it is pretty close to white. Owing to

. ill Ligliting Journal.

this conventional belief, it was decided

to color blue all light which fell on the

architectural features, i. e., the pergo'as

in this case. In experimenting with

the sculptures it was found that the

marble lent itself so well to the pla>-

of color that it was determined to use

various colors. constantly changing,

through the use of dimmers, so as to

give a sort of opalescent f|uality to the

illumination. The general flood light-

in.g. except on the pergolas, was white.

\\'ithout the colored lights on the

statuary tlie combination of blue inside

the pergolas with white on the foliage

gave, to a surprising degree, the effect

of moonlight : not that it would have
been safe to put the comparison to ab-

solute test, but the feeling was very dis-

tinctly that of the light from a full

moon of unusual brilliancy. The beau-
ties of the sculptures were such, how-
ever, that the use of colored lights en-

hanced the effect to a very considerable
degree, though it lessened the true

nioonlioht effect. This, perhaps, was an
advantage, because the coloring of the
marble dispelled any impression that an
imitation of moonlight was intended.
The semblance of moonlight in the

pergolas was a difficult problem. The
first idea was to throw li.ght from the
roof of the house through the roof of

the pergolas, but when this was tried it

proved to be impracticable. Most of
the light was stopped by the vines and
what did .get through was further stop-

ped by the cross bars of the pergola
roof. A sliort section of one of the
pergolas was then lighted with 25-watt
lamps, dipped in blue. Aside from the
additional wiring cost and the damage
which would have been done to the
vines, the color of the blue dip did not
give the right effect, and the cross shad-
ows were disagreeable, so that plan also
had to be abandoned.
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I- n;. J. / hi- lighting equipment used, showing the construction

of the color frames and method of mounting them on the box. This
photograph shoivs the conz<enience of use of the lighting box.
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Fig. i.—.\iel'l v.«f „f llu
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Fig. 4.— Cira of the siJcvalk <iiul fcrgola

the rnof of the house.
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The i)rol)lfiii was >olvc(l \>y placing

an X-ray projector about eight inches
helow the roof at the house end of each

of the side pergolas, and focusing it a^

sharply as possible on the far end of

the pergola, the rays being almost ex-

actly horizontal. A gray-b-ue screen
was placed before each of the projec-

tors. The spilled light from the main
beam of the projector "ticked" each of
the cross bars of the roof, and the col-

umns were also brought out in a dull

blue tone. The illumination was nearly
even for the entire length of the per-

gola, and the focused rays brought ou!

the large amjihora at the end of the
pergola very distinctlj'.

The tendency of the spectators was to

walk down the pergolas as they left the

porch of the house, so their backs were
to the light. Practically nobody faced

these lamps at any ' time, and the few
who did found them not uncomfortable
because of the blue gelatine screen be-

fore them.
Of the clear projectors, one was lo-

cated on the cross pergola, half way
down the long path, so adjusted that the

focused beam struck the ground a con-

siderable distance away. The further

half of the path was well lighted for its

whole length by this projector as was
the shrubbery on either side.

Three more projectors were located

on the roof of the porch, the central one
on a stand with a height of nearly fif-

teen feet, making the elevation of this

projector over twenty-five feet above the

ground, which brouglu it fairly out of

tile range of vision of a spectator walk-
ing toward the house on the central path

lighted by the projector. A projector
was located on either side of the cen-

tral one. these being used for flooding

the inner garden. The3' were thrown
out of focus to give as wide a spread as

possible, and were very effective. They
were on ten-foot stands, as, being out

of tlie range of vision of any specta-

tors on the patlis, it was not necessary
to raise them as high as the central

projector.

On the, fountain in tlie inner garden
two reflectors were jjlaced on either

side so located that they were hidden
from the house by one pair of trees,

and hidden from the other side by an-

other mass of shrubber)-. It was almost
impossible to receive any glare from
these lamps except when on the narrow
path wdiich surrounds the fountain. The
lamps on the right side were colored
with amber and pale green screens, on
the left witli blue and rose. Each lamp
was on an individual dimmer, the whole
battery being operated by a servant
while the guests were in the garden,

giving an luiusual opalescent effect, with

a constant tliough hardly distinguishable

change of color.

The guests, on the opening night, as-

sembled on the porch before any of the
lights were turned on. Then far down
at the end of the long path the vase
there began to glow in a deep blue light,

which grew more and more brilliant.

PRATT BLDG. MATERIAL CO.'S

NEW SAND PIT ON YUBA RIVER
AT MARYSVILLE. FORMERLY >

tiARY5VILLE SAND AND BRICK CO.

Tin

LOADING SA\D FROM Vri-I.l RIl'EK

Pratt Building' Material Company,
.M. Safar n
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fornia I'cr (•..nin-li- w.>rk and iilasti-rinf,'.

I'liDiie lor sami'le to Pratt Building- Material Coinp
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5.se. l-San Franci.-seo and
that Marysville sand is th<

Marysville sand a:^
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San Francisco Metal Stamping and
Corrugating: Company

Stamped, Spun, Hammered and Drawn Metal Ornaments.
Fine Copper and Bronze Work. Doors and Entrances
Our Specialty. Metal Tile Roofing (Spanish and Mission)

2269 Folsom St., near Nineteenth

Phone Mission 2421 SAN FRANCISCO

HIGH GRADE

[LECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION WORK
FOR BUILDINGS

BUTT[ [NGINHRIN6 AND ELECTRIC CO., 683-87 Howard Street,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.
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Heating and Ventilating, Electrical In-

stallations, Fire Extinguishing Apparatus

THE GRINNELL AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
Main Office: 507 MONTGOMERY STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

( 117-218 Colman Building -.-.-... Seattle Wash.

Branch Offices' ) 504-5os McKay Building - -.----. Portland. Ore.
' *) 826 Paulsen Building ---------- Spokane. Wash.

( 563 l.W.Hellman Building Los Angeles. C«l.

VAN EMON ELEVATOR CO.
Incorporated

Electric (1-1 and 2-1) Gearless Traction Elevators, Electric

Geared Elevators, Full Automatic Electric Elevators

and Dumb-Waiters, Hydraulic, Belt and Hand
Po\^"er Elevators for Every Service

Telephone Sutter 3540 54 Natoma Street, San Francisco

When writing to .\dvertii
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As the anilicr l.nnp was hrmight up the

vase and its surrouinliiiKs came out in

clear white, giving tlie effect of a magic

shrine, utterly surrounileil by darkness.

Then the colors were varied from bhte

to amber from time to time. Next the pro-

jector on the cross pergola came on, light-

ing the further half of the path, with the

foreground still dark. I'oUowing this, the

projectors down either pergola, in blue,

were brought up. then the inner half of the

long path was illuminated and the inner

garden flooded. Finally, very slowly, the

fountain began to glow m rose and green,

gradually coming up until it was the most

brilliant'feature of tlie whole landscape, .-^s

the spectators watched, the green changed

to amber, the rose faded to blue, and the

endless combination of ever-changing tones

and colors began.

The Electric Range

To date there are close to 2,000 elec-

tric ranges in use in California homes.
This phase of the business is barely in

its infancy, and if in a couple of years

the pub.ic sees its way clear to purchase
this number of ranges, wliich until re-

cently have largely been in an experi-

mental stage, it is not so difficult to im-

agine the enormous range business

which is awaiting the manufacturer and
which is to be done in the next lew
j'ears.

Clcdms Patent Infringement

George E. Vandenburgh, who claims

to have a patent for a reinforcing bar
used in concrete construction, has be-
gun suit in the United States District

Court against the Leonard Construc-
tion Company and the Willys-Overland
Company for damages for the alleged
use of his patented device in the con-
struction of a buildino- in San I'ran-

cisco.

Colusa High School

Colusa will have an $85,000 grammar
school building instead of a $65,000 build-

ing as first planned, the district having
voted an additional $20,000. New p ans
are being prepared by VVm. H. Weeks,
75 Post street, San Francisco. The build-

ing will be two stories and basement and
of brick construction, and will liave a

large assembly hall, gymnasium, class

rooms, etc

Officers of Washington Chapter

Following are the new officers elected

at the last annual meetin,g of the Wash-
ington State Chapter, .\. 1. A.: Presi-

dent, Charles H. Bel)b. Seattle; first vice-

president, Daniel R. Huntington, Seattle;

second vice-president, George Gove, Ta-
coma; third vice-president, L. L. Rand,

• Spokane; secretary, .A. H. Albertson,
Seattle; treasurer, Ellsworth P. Storey.
Seattle; council, Charles 11. .\l<len.

For permanence and beauty
—build of concrete and finish with

Bay State
Brick and Cement

Coating
This coating (which has stood the

practical test of 16 years) prevents

the ugly blotches caused by rain

and snow; it produces attractive,

artistic effects in white or tint. It

dries as part of the wall, absolutely

weatherproofing it. "Bay State"

insures the permanence of concrete.

It is for all kinds of buildings. For
interiors, too.

WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO., Inc.

Ne

Paint and Varnish Makers
BOSTON, MASS.

York Office, Architects' Buildii

DISTRIHI'TIXG .AGKNTS

James Ilamblv S: Son,.!. J(,S Market Si., S.Tii

Francisco: 447-9 E. Tliiiil St., F.os .\ngelcs.Cal.

J. B. Winstanley & Co.. - Portland. Ore.
F. T. Ciowe & Co., - - - . Seattle. Wash.
Tones ^fonve P.iint ll".i^.-. - Snn llieR... Cal.
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O To Be "Low Bidder" Not Always Our Aim.
riiV^

. Ti ^BM" Our most particular attention is given to prompt and skillful handling of all electrical

work of any nature with --OUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED."
, Our nation-wide organization and large experience in this field assures you always of

fair estimates and absolute satisfaction.

F. E. NEWBERY ELECTRIC CO.
163 Sutter St. (413 Lick BIdg.) San Francisco, Phone Sutter 521

LEO. J. MEYBERG COMPANY
LIGHTING FIXTURES

49 GEARY STREET. 2nd FLOOR
Phone Douglas 5338

Eectncal CHARLES T. PHIULIPS Pi"^.
,

Mechanical ^^^.^^ Building. San Francisco ^'P°'''

Phone Sutter 2176

The Economical Production, Distribution and Application of Light. Power. Heat and Ventilation

Illumination Efficiency Physical Reports Electrolysis Investigations Estimates and Tests

C. JORGENSEN & CO.
BUILDING MATERIALS

Phone Kearny 2386 20 Crossley Building, SAN FRANCISCO

REX ELECTRIC AND
CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.

1171 c;„.tr.r qt
Electrical Engii^eer, and Contractors San FranciscO

pLnVprospect90
JOBBING - REPAIRS - SUPPLIES California

Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Electrical Contractors and Engineers

Telephone Sutter 894 60 NATOMA ST., SAN FRANCISCO

San Francisco, Cal. Oakland, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal.

NePAGE, McKENNY CO.
Electrical Engineers and Contractors

Phone Sutter 2369 149 New Mo.itgomery St.. San Francisco, Cal.

H. W. Fincke Qeo- C. Derby

IDEAL HEATING & ENGINEERING CO.
FAN SYSTEMS FOR HEATING AND COOLING

General Sheet Metal Work Warm Air Furnaces
Ideal Air Washers Blow Pipe Systems

PHONE MARKET 3708 l« ERIE STREET. SAN FRANCISCO



The Contractor
HIS TROUBLES AND SOME OTHER THINGS

Justice to the Contractor
THKRI-: has been much di>cussioii

lately in engineering and contracting
journals regarding the place that equit-

able specifications have in securing and
maintaining harmony between the en-

gineer, or the architect, and the con-
tractor. Some have placed great empha-
sis on the wording and intention of the
specitications, while otliers have con-
sidered the matter one of adjusting the

conflicting interests of the two parties

through a better understanding of their

respective positions. Mr. J. L. Harrison,
of Manila, Philippine islands, in discus-

sing this subject in a letter to Engineer-
ing Record, has the following to say:

"Friction between engineers and con-
tractors arises from a number of causes,

of which the following are possibly the
most conspicuous:

'1. Low bidding, with the resulting

tendency of contractors to skimp their

work in order to avoid serious financi:il

losses.
"2. Careless or crooked superintend-

ents. Xo contractor of importance can
personally supervise all of his projects,

and the men whom he selects are natur-

ally more anxious to show profits than
they are to follow the specifications.

"3, Incompetent contractors and su-

perintendents, men who, though paid a

fair price for their work, are constantly
in trouble with the engineer because they
do not know the diflference between good
methods and bad methods, and greatly
dislike interference on the part of any
engineer.

"4. Incompetent or unscrupulous en-
gineers.

"5. Cloudy or unju^l specifications.

"The writer has lieen engaged on Gov-
ernment work now for about ten years,

and, like most engineers, has his sliare

of trouble with contractors, and it is his

candid opinion that at least 90 per cent

of the friction between engineers and
contractors comes under the first three

heads mentioned. The average contrac-
tor makes two erroneous assumptions

—

first, that he is always entitled to profit;

and. second, that the party of the first

part in his contract has no interest ex-

cept in the .general quality of the finished

structure.

"The fir>t assumption leads contrac-
tors to try to filch a profit when they
have been underbid on a job. The second
assumption is a frequent cause for the

underbidding, for instead of bidding on
methods and even materials that are delin-

itely described in the specifications, con-
tractors often bid on something that

they honestly enough suppose to be just

as good, but which, nevertheless, does
not conform with the specifications. Thus
not long ago the writer had charge of a

concrete bridge job the specifications for

wliich definitely forbade the use of the

sand and gravel found in the river over
which this bridge was to be built. The
only other sand and gravel available had
to be hauled nearly ten miles. The man
who got the contract claimed that the

clause forbidding the use of the local

river gravel was unjust. A serious con-
flict resulted. It was evident that the

contractor had examined the local ma-
terial liefore he put in his bid. and that

he thought it probalile that lie cuuld
'liluff the engineer out.'

".Another case which the writer had to

handle involved the use of brass-i)lated

hardware on a contract calling for solid

cast bronze hardware. The contractor

said frankly that he had bid on the

cheaper hardware, that he thought it was
really just as good, and that he felt it

was an imposition to ask him to go to tlie

expense of following a specification that

lie believed to be unnecessary. Of course,

some friction, for the change cost the

contractor a good deal of money.
"It is true that engineers are some-

times crooked, and, 1 suppose, often in-

competent. But is there any reason for

supposing that the standard of honesty
is higher among contractors, or any
reason for believing that they are less

often incompetent? I think not. On the

contrary, the long educational training

given to the modern engineer makes it

distinctly likely that on the avera.ge his

training is much better than that of the

contractors with whom he deals. But as

the contractor's financial relation to the

job is very different from that of the en-

.gineer, he naturally takes every interfer-

ence very seriously, for interference is

usuallv in tlie line of demanding higher
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.standards of work at an added cost to

the contractor. The average contractor
seems to feel that his interest demands
that he maintain the lowest standards
that the engineer will permit.

"So, while the writer believes in doing
anything that can be done to clarify

specifications and make them entirely

fair, and agrees with the editors that the

practice of writing specifications which
are one-sided should be stopped, at the

same time he wishes to point out that

even this will not eliminate friction be-

tween engineers and contractors, because
the real cause of most of the friction lies

deeper than the specilications.

"Engineers make a great mistake in

pretending that an engineer employed by
an owner to supervise construction is or

can really be an arbitrator between the

owner and the contractor. An engineer

in such a position is hired to know what
the owner wants, and to see that he gets

it. If there is friction between the owner
and the contractor, either about the

nature or the extent of the work, some
other engineer or contractor should be
called in to arbitrate the matter. The
owner's engineer is and ought to be an
interested party. Moreover, he ought to

know that he is an interested party, and
act as an interested party. He would
recognize at once the ridiculousness of

referring controversies to the contrac-

tor's engineer. It is in reality equally

ridiculous for him to pretend to lie able

to arbitrate between the owner and con-
tractor.

"It is a wonderful thing for a young
engineer to have an opportunity to deal

with a broad-minded, honorable contrac-

tor. There are many such. But as long-

as human nature is human nature, there

will always be ignorant, careless and un-

scrupulous men in the contracting busi-

ness, and they are not apt to be easy men
to do business with. An engineer is the

guardian of his employer's rights, and if

guarding them requires tact, he should

use tact, but if guarding them requires a

club, he should never be out of reach of

at least a couple of them. I believe

strongly in writing clear, fair and com-
plete specifications, but engineers should

all recognize that, no matter how clearly

specifications are written, getting them
carried out will continue to lie a man-
size job."

Pooling Contracting Equipment
The jNIontreal Builders' E.Kchange have

had under consideration a scheme by
which members who are general con-

tractors may rent to their fellow mem-
bers surplus equipment. In these days
of dullness in the building trade many
contractors have expensive plants which
they are perforce obliged to store in

yards, entailing a certain amount of cost

to look after and also charges in the

THE FLOOR OF

Durability and Distinction

Double Diamond Interlocking Rubber Tiling

There i.s no otiier llo<iring' riuite a.s

durable as Double Diamond Interlocking'

Rubber Tiling'.

It .iiUls greatly to the appeavance of an.v

space in v^hicl^ it ma.v be jilaced.

It can be made in any combination of color

or design to harmonize with interior decora-

It is noiseless, non-slipping, waterproof, sani-

tary, and by long odds the most durable tlour

Twenty tuns of it inst.\lled in tuf. nfu

St.\nd.\rd Oil. Bu'iLDiNc, San Kr.^ncisi o.

Banks

Office Bu

Chi'kch

Hospitals

LiBRAHlES

R. R. 1)E

-Residences

New York Belting and

Packing Co.

New York

San Francisco Branch

519 Mission St. Phone Douglas 1837

Small Imoklct of Jcsigns imuh-d

When writing to Advertisers pie
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way of interest on eapital. The oliject

is to organize a method by whieh the

various plants can be located in a central

yard, and any portion rented to members
who require it; or the scheme may be
varied by eliminating the central yard,

but retaining the idea of renting the

equipment. This could be done through
the secretary of the Exchange, who
would l)e supplied weekly with lists of

the various surplus equipment of the con-
tractors. In the case of a contractor re-

quiring a certain piece of machinery, he
will get in touch with the secretary of

the Exchange and make inquiries as to

whether such machinery is on any of the
lists. In the event of the machinery be-

ing available, the secretary will give the
member who inquires, a description and
the name of the inember who is desirous
of renting the etiuipment. The two
parties are in this way brought together,
and it then remains for them to settle

the terms on which the rental will be
made. The scheme is of advantage to

both members or firms; the one is saved
the expense of purchasing plant which
may be required only for a given job, and
the other obtains a rental for machinery
which would otherwise be idle.

Modern Politics Has All But Terrorized
Capital

Ily VlII.LIS POLK, .\rcllittct.

Building conditions in San b'rancisco

during the last few years, like those that

have prevailed elsewhere, have led to the

keenest kind of competition—perhaps
keener than ever before known.
These conditions have naturally led to

the abandonment of methods usually suc-

cessful in normal times. This unnatural
competition has created a diversion of

interests that normally sliould be mutual,

but has now become antagonistic.

Under these abnormal conditions, the

real interests of the building community
have been gradually sacriliced, so that

the individual rather than the whole in-

terest has become paramount. A case in

piiint i^ the .imulganiation of the per-

.sonal interests of the master masons
(brick contractors) and the bricklayers
(union bricklayers).
This may all seem to be very good for

each of the interested parties, but the
real interest lies in this, that what is

good for one ought to be good for all.

Xow if it is good for mechanics and con-
tractors in any one trade to join inter-

est, then it ought to be good for me-
chanics and contractors in all trades to

join interest, and if such a theory is

correct then after the completion of such
a compact, where would the owners be?

If you once lose the confidence of the
owner, or of the investing public, then all

parties are bound to suffer. In other
words, modern politics has all l)ut ter-

rorized capital. Is labor going to have
the assistance of contractors in complet-
ing such terrorization. or are we on the
verge of a revival of the building Inisi-

ness that will make such unnatural com-
binations unattractive and thus help to
restore normal conditions?

San Francisco's Building Growth
Figures by the San I'"rancisco Board of

Public Works show that in ten and one-
half years, from May. 1906. to May. 1916.

San Francisco has expended in building

$292,846,885, which, with the possible ex-

ception of New York City and one or

two of the other large municipalities of

the world, is unequaled. It is admitted
that the fire contributed greatly to the

result, but outside this the record is an
astonishing one.

Included in the list are 211 cl.ass A
buildings, costing $36,207,417; 221 class

B at $16,061,228. and 3101 class C at $88,-

772,859. The number of hui'dings con-
structed is 66.278.

The city has spent $6,903,869 on public

Iniildings and there have been con-
structed on the harbor front 24 new-

structures at a cost of $1,173,611. The
State has expended $848,181. The Expo-
sition buildings cost $9,951,577.

It is estimated that ground values and
interior furnishings equal the cost nf the

liuildings.

DO YOU USE ANY HIGH GRADE

CABINET or HARDWOODS?
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF THEM

PRIMAVERA, MAHOGANY, KOA, JENISERO, OAK. ASH, ETC.

DIECKMANN HARDWOOD CO.
Beach and Taylor Streets, SAN FRANCISCO
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ARTISTIC FRAME RESIDENXE IX SOUTHERX OHIO

For interior plastering. Armco Iron Lath has no e(|ual. In the home

iUnstrated ahove not only is the plastering over Arnico Lath. ])nt the

eaves, flashings and downspouts are of the same rust-resisting male-

rial. This home owner builds for the future.

ARMCO IRON
Resists Rust

Because of its durability and its une(|uallcd

enameling qualities. The Enameled Tank Com-
pany of Kalamazoo, Alichigan. use thousands

of tons of Armco Iron. The closet tank picture(

ample of their excellent work.

.Vnijile stocks of Armco Iron are carried at San Francisco.

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL COMPANY

o\'e IS an ex-

rtitrtrs uiijer Patents granted l

al \teial Products Company

iron bearing that mark is manufac
tured by The American Rolline Mill
Company with the skill, intelligence
and fidelity associated with its prod-
ucts, and hence can be depended up-
on to possess in the highest degree

MIDDLETOWN,
Armco Iron Sheets, Plates, Roofing,
Metal Lath and other building products

Pacific Coast Sale
Branch Offices i

Office—Monadnock Building, San Francisco; Other
1 New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cleveland. Detroit,

Atlanta, St. Louis and Cincinnati.

ing to Advertisers pie
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I'.icJFic co.iST jr.iRBiinrsh:. sr.txn.iRn i:}r\ish hokks. sax fr.ixcisco

Standard Varnish Works' New San
Francisco Home

THE Standard Varnish Works, known
as one of tlie world's largest mann-

factiirers of high-class varnishes, stains

and enamels, is now occnpying its new
home at 55 Stevenson street, San Fran-
cisco. By new home is meant the com-
pany's Pacific Coast head(|Uarters. The

liuilding i-. a live-story and basement
structure, with fireproof brick curtain

walls and interior of heavy timber con-
struction. With more than 8,000 feet of

floor space, the company is now in po-

sition to carry a stock of sufficient size

to supply extraordinary demands, be-

sides being able to care for the business

of its regular customers with usual
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S.IX FR.-I.\C/SC() EXECUTII'E OFFICES. ST.-tNO.-iRP r.-lli\ISH IIOKK

promptness and satisfaction. The growtli

of Standard products on the Pacirtc

Coast has heen in keeping with the

progress made by this company through-
out this country, British Cohunbia and the

Hawaiian Islands. With quaUty back of

every brand, coupled with a fixed policy to

give its customers service, the secret of

Standard success is not difficult to guess.

Quality and service have been watch-
words in the San Francisco office and
their Coast manager. Mr. Edward Mill-

hauser. is yet to find a complaining cus-

tomer.

The accompanying pictures give a

good idea of the size and appearance of

the building and splendid warehouse fa-

cilities. Situated in the heart of the

city's wholesale district, the building is

of semi-fireproof construction, having
brick walls and wood floors and joists

and concrete roof. On the ground floor

are the offices of Mr. Millhauser, Pacific

Coast and export manager, and Mr. F.

T. AIcHenry, one of the members of

tlie advisory board of the company and
who has been identified with the Stand-
ard Varnish Works on the Pacific Coast
for a number of years. The general
sales offices are also on this floor and
after the first of the year it is planned
to handle the Coast Book of Accounts from
here instead of through the Eastern office.

This means an addition to the present
clerical force. The offices are light and
airy and finished in Standard Satinette
Wliife Enamel. The entire second, third

and fourth floors are stocked with the

\arious products of the company, includ-

ing Elastica Xo. 1 for exterior work,

Elastica No. 2 for finest interior work,

Elastica cabinet finish, Elastica floor var-

nish. White polishing varnish, Flattine cab-

inet finish, Kleartone oil stains, Kleartone
paste wood fillers, Kleartone shellacs, Sat-

inette White Enamel (a perfect white en-

amel that will not turn yellow with age and
improves with exposure to light and air).

Satinette cement undercoat and many other

grades. There is a combination freight

and passenger elevator to carry one
from the ground floor to the basement
or upper stories. Bins or shelves are

arranged in rows on all floors and each
bin holds a case of varnish put up in

cans of from one-half pint to five gal-

lons capacity. This arrangement facil-

itates the convenient handling of stock
without the customary delays in locat-

ing the particular brand called for by
the customer.

On the top floor a laboratory has
been fitted up wliere tests are made and
where the architect will find a compe-
tent chemist alw-ays at his service. Any
desired color or combination of colors
will be tried out here at the request of
the architect or owner. Mr. Millhauser
has good cause to feel proud of the
Standard's new San Francisco home.
No detail has been overlooked to the
end that the management will be able
to give its customers the best possible
service. Mr. Millhauser has been asso-
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ciated with the company in various ca-

pacities for twenty-four years. Prior to

coming to San Francisco he was in

charge of the lui^iness in Australia and
New Zealand.

The Standard Varnish Works was es-

tablished in 1870, and incorporated un-

der the present name in 1887, being the

first to introduce varnishes for speci-

fied purposes, in sealed packages. From
a small factory the company has grown
to be the largest manufacturers of var-

nishes, enamels, stains, japans, driers,

etc.. in the world, with factories in

Xeu- York. Chicago and Toronto, and
branches in London, San Francisco,

Paris. Berlin, Brussels and Melbourne.

The parent plant, situated on Staten

Island, X. Y., at which arc located tlie

extensive research labor.'itories of the

compan}', consists of forty-five build-

ings and covers approximately eleven
acres, with facilities for the receipt of

raw materials and shipment of the fin-

islied products, by either rail or water
transportation.

There are miles of underground pipes

through which raw materials are pumped
into storage tanks, on being received.

Through others tlie finished products
are driven to storage rooms and there
properly aged (an essential feature in

the manufacture of higli-grade var-

nishes) before being packed for ship-

ment to all parts of the world.

Tlie other plants of the company are

equally efficient, being equipped to sup-

ply the trade in tlie districts in which
they are located, with the utmost dis-

patch, as arc also the various branch
warehouses and offices of the company.
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Review of Recent
Books

TIIF, PI.AXXINC. (IF -niK MODERN t'lTV.

Nelson P. Lewis. 87 illustrations. 1-' tables.

John Wiley & Sons. New York. $3.50 net.

This volume furnishes a much-needed
careful and authoritative statement on

city planning from the engineer's stand-

point, hy the chief engineer of the City

of New York. It is primarily a practical

outline for tlie city engineers of the

country, who, as the author says, are

"the first men on the ground in city plan-

ning as in city huilding."

Xow that city planning is being se-

riously taken up through the establish-

ment of permanent commissions in so

many California cities and throughout

the country, the city engineer often finds

himself bewildered by much esthetic and
social talk about this new, large and dif-

licult subject, with many quotations of

statistics that are largely second hand,

and which he tinds it difficult and often

impossible to verify in any way. Hence
he very generally remains unconvinced.

Mr. Lewis has therefore done the

country a great service by his careful

sifting of all tlie data which he could

obtain and the restatement, after long

years of experience, of the following

vital topics: The correction of mistakes,

elements of a city plan, the transporta-

tion system, the street systeiu, parks and
recreation facilities, public buildings and

civic centers, the economic value of a

city plan, the industrial town or district,

street traffic, street details-^utiity and
adornment, the railroad in its relation

to the street system, restrictions, the

environs of the city, garden cities, city

planning legislation, progress aiid meth-
ods, financing a city plan, municipal land

policies, and the opportunities and re-

sponsibilities of the municipal engineer.

He says: "It is the hope of the author

that municipal engineers will find the

following pages of some value in bring-

ing to them a somewhat keener realiza-

tion of their part in, and responsibility

for, the constructive work of city plan-

ning as well as city building. Most of

the literature of this subject has been
contributed either by architects, who em-
phasize its architectural or artistic side

and appear to consider it an architectural

problem, or by students of city govei-n-

ment, who seem to regard it as an admin-
istrative problem. This volume is just

as frankly written with the idea that

the fundamental problems of city plan-

ning are, and from their very nature must
be, engineering problems. Subjects will

be discussed that are not generally con-

sidered as falling within the scope of the

engineer's activities. l)ut they, are all sub-
jects with which one who is responsible
for the city plan should be familiar."

We can hardly agree with Mr. Lewis
tliat the fundamental problems of city

planning are any more engineering prob-
ieius than they are social or esthetic

problems. To get the opposite point of

view one has but to read '"Town Planning
in Practice," by Raymond Lrnwin, the

distinguished English architect and town
planner, who designed the finest garden
cities of England. But for the practical

student of city planning the possession
of Mr. Lewis' and Mr. Unwin's books
should go far towards setting him on the
right track.

The illustrations in Mr. Lewis' book
are extremely valuable and appeal be-

cause they are largely collected from re-

cent improvements in the LTnited States.

We venture the opinion, however, that a

great many more inspiring and more
forceful examples than those given could
have been found, if good architecture and
the esthetic considerations that appeal to

all men had been farther considered.

.\R.\rS .\ND THE BOY. By Colonel L. R. Gig-
nilliat. Superintendent of Culver Military
Academy. Illustrated. Bobbs-Merrill Coin-
pany, Indianapolis. $1.50 net.

Whether we believe in military train-

ing for boys or not, we cannot help find-

ing great interest and stimulation in this

vigorous and complete statement of the

physical and other training given by
military schools arid high schools
throughout the country. It has a frank
appeal and is written by one of whom
the Secretary of War says: "I know of

no one whose success in applying mili-

t;iry education would entitle him to speak
with more authority." The illustrations

are splendid.

lOSEPH PENNELL'S PICTURES OF THE
VYONDER OF WORK. 52 lithographic plates.

T. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia. $2.00
net.

No draftsman can look at these splen-

did reproductions of etchings, engrav-
ings, lithographs and other studies with-

out a conscious start of interest. For
Joseph Pennell sketches only the big
compositions, the big things of life and
work, and his skillful mdication is full

of the inspiration of an art that lives

and will continue to live. Of these par-

ticular sketches he says: "Work today
is the greatest thing in the world, and
the artist who best records it will be
best remembered. * * * Art which
shows life and work will never die, for

such art is everlasting, undying, 'the sci-

ence of the beautiful.'
"

The sketches cover a period from 1881

to 1915, during which time the author
visited many parts of tlie world. Genoa,
with its commerce laden harbor; Venice,
with its Campanile; Valenciennes, with
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it> mill>, old and new; Msseii, with its

Krupp works; London, Maniburg, Berlin,

arc a few of the themes, the possibilities

of which need not be described.

Books Received—To Be Reviewed Later
Engineering as a Career, edited by F.

N. Newell, D. Van Nostrand Co. $1.50.

The Lure of the Land, Harvey VV.

Wiley, The Century Company, $1.40.

California Garden Flowers, Wickson,
Pacific Rural Press, San Francisco. $L50.
Heraldry, Hlustrated, W. H. Abbott,

Wni. T. Comstock Co.
Problems of Community Life, Seba

Eldridge, Thos. Y. Crowell Co., New
York.

TIic Comnumity and the Citizen, Ar-
thur Wm. Dunn, D. C. Hcatli & Co.

Town Planning, Geo. Cadbury, Jr.,

Longmans, Green & Co. $2.25 net.

The Tourist's California, Ruth Kedzie
Wood, Dodd Mead & Co. $L2S net.

'Mechanical Equipment of Buildings,

Vol. 1, Harding & Willard. Jno. Wiley &
Sons, Inc.

Swimming Pools, .-Mien & King, Do-
mestic Engineering. 75c.

The Law of Architecture .nid Building.

Clinton H. Blake. The VVm. T. Comstock
Company.

Parks, Their I')esi,gn, F(|uipment and
Use, Geo. Burnai). Lii)pincott. $6.00.

"Magnite Enamel"
.\ Fresno architect \vant> to know who

manufactures the "Magnite Enamel" that

was used on the interiors of the Mary's
Help and b'rench hospitals in San Fran-
cisco.

"Magnite Enamel" is made by Magncr
Brothers, 419 Jackson street, San F"ran-

cisco, who also make various other paint

and varnish specialties, including F'lora-

tone, flat wall paint, used on the Harbor
hotel, Fife building, and Municipal De-
tention Home, also the concrete paint

used on the Western Pacific pier, Heald's
Business College and other structures in

.S;in I'rancisco and \iciiiilv.

CH^AmAMA^'ma<i
O/nd.

(Ltoiupatty

Conveying, Elevating, Screening and

Mechanical Power Transmitting

Machinery

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND SEATTLE

Lincoln Manor Home
I'lans have lieen completed by Ben-

jamin S. Hcrschfeld, architect, 251

Kearny street, San Francisco, for a

frame and stucco house for Edgar C.

Levey, to be erected in Lincoln Manor
•It a 'cost of $5,500.

OUR LEADING CIGAR BRANDS

FLOR DEL MUNDO
ALL HAVANA TOBACCO

FLOR DE UPMANN
A MILD. PLEASING BLEND

Goldberg, Bowen & Co.
SAN FRANCISCO

Wluii writing to .^Jveltiscrs iiliasc iiKiilion this m.iK.izinc
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The Hardwood Situation

By C. 11. WllllK.

UCH has been said recently by the

Pacific coast press al)Out California

lanrel and the unusnal demand for this

wood. It is a fact that California laurel

is fast supplanting the use of the more
expensive hardwoods such as bircli,

which costs (f. o. b. San Francisco) from
30 per cent to SO per cent more than

laurel. The fact that California laurel

can be finished to sliow the same, or bel-

ter results tlian birch and costs so much
less money, makes this liardwood more
popular than ever and the demand is

growing.

One feature of llie present hardwood
situation is the quantity of Genezero
lumber on the market. Some of the finest

buildings in San Francisco have used
tliis wood for their interior trim. It has
always been used extensively in homes
and it is one of the best cabinet woods
on the market. Genezero (sometimes
called Jenisero, or Peruvian mahogany)
is much lower in price than most similar

woods, and compares in that respect to

ipiarter sawed oak. At present there is

probably among the different San Fran-
cisco yards 500,000 feet of dry Genezero
in fine condition for use. When finished

natural, Genezero gives the soft neutral

brown tones so mucli desired at the pres-

ent time, and the existence of such a

large stock of thoroughly seasoned lum-
l)er in the market should make this wood
a most desirable one.

* =^ *

Lumber men all over the country have
great hopes of a remarkable increase in

business after the cessation of European
hostilities. • In fact, the United States

Federal Trade Commission has taken up
the matter of handling this European
trade and is seeking competent men to

be sent to Europe to investigate the dif-

ferent markets, and the best manner of

handling tlie trade which everyone ex-

pects will cnnie in a large volume after

the war. This, of course, will have a

direct bearing on the domestic hardwood
market, and undoubtedly cause a rise in

prices.
* * *

Before the war the export of American
hardwood such as oak, ash, hickory, wal-
nut, gum, etc., to Great Britain, France.
Germany and Italy, was enormous. This
trade has been entirely destroyed. Great
Britain put an embargo on the importa-
tion of cabinet woods. The market was
therefore disturbed at the opening of the
war but has gradually adjusted itself.

The resumption of European exports,
however, will undoubtedly have a most
stimulating effect upon the trade.

C. Roman Now Handling Master Build-
ers Concrete Hardner

blaster Builders Concrete Hardner will

be handled in San Francisco the coming
year by the C. Roman Co., with offices

in the Sharon building. By placing the
distribution of this material in the hands
nf a wide-awake agency, the use of the
Master Builders Method will undoubtedly
become more extensive than ever. A con-

tract for the agency of Master Builders
was closed last month, Mr. Roman being
given the exclusive selling privileges for

central and northern California for one
year.

The Master Builders Method of concrete
floors has been used in 645 factories, i2
lireweries, 33 power stations, 46 schools,

17 railroad buildings, 144 printing plants,

11 hospitals, 56 bakeries, 15 hotels, 25
creameries and 22 office buildings. The
I'ord automobile plants are equipped
throughout with the material.

Master Builders Method is a formula
for making concrete floors wearproof, dust-
proof and waterproof. The material used
in connection with Master Builders
Method is a metallic aggregate, manufac-
tured uniformly at all times. There is

nothing about Master Builders Concrete
Hardner that in any way changes the na-
ture of concrete. It is a hardener, binder
and filler.

THE BIG-AN-LiniE CONCRETE and MORTAR MIXER

BifiT Output — Uittle Weight
Bisr Profits— Little Cost
Capacity 3S Cu. Yds. a Dax

Also exclusive California agents for tlie

STERI^IITG MOTOB TRUCK CO,,
Milwaukee, Wis,

A foMii'lcte stoik of tliese triieiis from 2 li to
Sa I--r clio ise fo

EDWARD R. BACON COMPANY
Pacific Coast Agents

SI -53 Minna St., San Francisco Tel. Sutter 1675

Wlien writing to Advertisers please
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i»/T/-kT-iT^r»KT Haines. Jones & Cadbury Co.MODERN "-.«s or PLUMB,^o supplies

r>T T Ti» *r» T-*. -t ./—

1

II30-II44 Ridge Avenue PmiladelpmiaPLUMBING »..~c„„- ..v...^ ^. .^ „.Hc,.co

17TVT^¥TD 17 C ^^" Francisco Office and Showroom
I^IA 1 UKJb^a 857 Folsom Street

PHONE MISSION 2209ROBERT TROST
General Building Contractor

WeSpecialize in High Grade Work and Employ Skilled 26th and Howard Streets
Labor in every Branch of the Building Industry. SAN FRANCISCO

Atlas Heating and Ventilating Co., Inc.
ENGINEERS and CONTRACTORS
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING, FANS. BLOWERS,
FURNACES, POWER PLANTS—SHEET METAL WORK

phone Douglas 378 Fourth and Freelon Sts., Bet. Bryant & Brannan, SAN FRANCISCO.

L. DIOGUARDI . Phone Randolph 2479 CHAS. TERRANOVA, Phone Rand olph 2J62

DIOGUARDI & TERRANOVA
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS

Office. Westban k BIdg., 830 Market St., San Fr,incisco Phone Ga rfield 921

HEATING
VENTILATION

243 MINNA

Automatic Sprinkler

FLOOR AND WALL

SCOTT CO
Successor to john g.

STREET

Systems

TILING
^"^^"^

., Inc.
SUTTON CO.

SAN

PLUMBING
METAL WORK

FRANCISCO

BARRETT & HIUF>
Concrete Construction j^ General Contractors

SHARON BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO SUTTER 4598

SLIDING DOOR HANGERS
FOR ALL CONDITIONS

THE McCABE HANGER MANUFACTURING CO., NEW YORK

Telephone DOUGLAS 4109

GRACE & BERNIERI
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

511 513 Glaus Spreckels Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO, CAI,

i„g to .XdvLTlisers pie
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Sloan Valves Regulate Themselves

Tlie S 1 o a n V a 1 v e

c o m p a n y r c p o r t s

greatly increased busi-

ness throughout the
country with their

Coast sales gaining
steadily in volume. This
company manufactures
that excellent specialty,

the Royal Flush Valve,
which is reported to he
gaining in favor every-
where because of its

great merit.

It is said of the Sloan
valves that they require
no regulation for vary-
ing or inconstant water

five pounds upward and
that they cannot be held open, which latter

feature insures a great saving in water.

As the tendency toward the use nf

high-grade plumbing equipment by Pa-
cific Coast architects has become more
pronounced of late, the Sloan Valve
Company have established a branch of-
fice at San Francisco in charge of Mr.
T. R. Burke, who looks after their
Coast interests. Mr. Burke's address
IS 624 Wells Fargo building.

Ftery bath a
"KOHLER"

'' "•"T'^'liita^ (n (his

from

Oakland Architect Busy

C. 11. Miller, First Savings Bank build-

ing, Oakland, is quite busy making
sketclies for prospective work, including
the following;

A three-story class "C" apartment
house containing twenty-four three .md
four-room . apartments, to cost in the
neighborhood of $30,000.

A two-story frame apartment house
that will contain forty three and four-

room apartments, at a cost of about
$40,000.

A two-story brick garage building, to

cost about $20,000.

Sketches are also being made for a

three-story frame and plaster store and
apartment house, to be erected in San
Francisco, at an estimated cost of $8000.

Contract for Government Store House

Grace & Bernieri, Clans Spreckels

building, San Francisco, have lieen

awarded the contract for the construc-
tion of a two-story reinforced concrete
store house and wooden tramway for the

United States Government at Benicia.

Contract amounts to $23,49S. The same
firm has been given a contract to build

a new cottage at the .\gnew State hos-

pital.

; P/rff Archiiiet

Superior excellence
and matchless beauty
Because KOHLER enamel-

ed Bath Tubs, Lavatories and
Sinks are notable for excel-

lence of materials and work-
manship, as well as for the
beauty of the enamel and the
hygienic designs, they are

chosen for houses, apartments
and hotels of the highest class.

KOHLER
WARE

—Always of one quality—the highest

Owing to manufacturing econo-
mies we are able to maintain reason-
able prices on KOHLER WARE of

all patterns. KOHLER Bath Tubs,
Lavatories and Sinks are available

for moderate priced buildings as well

as for those demanding the most
elegant equipment.

Architects who wish to avoid the

possibility of making mistakes in

specifying enameled plumbing ware
select KOHLER products, notable

for their unvarying excellence.

"It's in the Kohler Enainel"

KOHLER CO.
Founded 1870

Kohler. Wis.. US. A.
BRANCHES

Ion New York Philadelphia Atlanta
Pittsburgh Detroit Chicago

anapolis St. Paul St. Louis Houston
'.OS Angeles
>ndon
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Kalameined vs. Hollow Metal Trim

The Dahlstrom Metallic Door Com-
pany of Jamestown. X. V., has published
a booklet called "Kalameined versus Hol-
low-Metal Doors and Trim," in which
the "Deadly Parallel" is given to .show
the superiority of genuine hollow metal
construction over the Kalameined pro-
cess. Here is an example:

KiRE Resistance:

The Kala
inust fail under intense
beat, because the thin
metal with which it is

covered quickly be-
comes red hot and the
wood core thus begins
to char
gases
erate
to opt
admit

vhich
.ifficis

1 the

odi

Fire Resistance :

The Hollow Steel
door cannot fail when
exposed to intense heat,

because it does not
contain one particle of
combustible material.
It is improbable that
sutftcient inflammable
nale iitaii

and

and
sygen which at
roduces flame,
iceedingly short
le wood core
• disintegrated
strength gone.

It is apparent that at
this point it must fail

and go down before
the pressure due to
gases arising from the
fire. Very often plate
glass windows a r e
blown out by such
gases long before the
fire reaches the glass
itself. The metal cover-
ing is not self-support-
ing and will not stand

vhen the strength

one room to generate a
heat of such intensity

as to fuse the heavy
steel of which the door
is constructed. It can-
not, will not expand or
buckle in such a man-

as to alio

to pass betwi
fla

thi

of the
The
vood

fire retardant.

cause It IS so construct-
ed that excessive ex-

pansion does not alter

its efficiency. That this

is an accomiilished fact

is amply proven by se-

vere fire tests held
under the observation
of competent experts
in the United States
and Europe. The Hol-
low Steel door is a de-

pendable and positive

fire stop.

Dahlstrom products have lieen used on
the Pacific coast in tlie Pacific Mutual
Life Insurance Company's building. Los
.\ngeles, Parkinson & Bergstrom, archi-

tects, Hearst liuilding. San Francisco;
Kirby, Petit & Green, architects; Royal
Insurance building, San Francisco;
Howell & Stokes, architects, Oakland
Bank of Savings, Oakland; Dickey &
Reed, architects; Hibernian Bank build-

ing, San Francisco; Albert Pissis, archi-

tect, and the Solano county court house,
Fairfield, K. C. Hemmings, architect.

In its trade literature the Dahlstrom
company calls attention to the fact that

its products can now be obtained expe-
ditiously and at a reasonable cost, there-

fore there is no longer any excuse for not
adequately lireprooling every opening in

a building, at the same time retaining an
elegant and permanent finished appear-
ance.

.\rchitects are invited to make use of

the Dahlstrom service, wliich will be
cheerfully rendered in assisting to solve
the problems of permanent interior fire-

proofing—"the kind that safeguards life

and contents of a building," and makes
it lireproof in fact as well as in name.

You Wouldn't Omit
the Bathroom —
from any house you're designing because there
is a public wash-room in a nearby hotel. Yet
this would be just as logical as omitting gaso-
lene and lubricating oil storage equipment from
the plans of a private garage because there is a
public filling station just a few blocks away.
The bathroom is a matter of convenience

only, but

Gasolene and Oil Storage Systems
have, in addition to convenience, many other
desirable advantages.
A r.owser keeps the gasolene free from evap-

oration, so that it positively retains its orig-

inal power and "pep"—also all water and im-
purities are removed by a real filter. And it's

the vim kept in and the impurities kept out
of the gas that determines just how near

engii

The the the
show e.xactlx how a ga:

about how it stands.

Furthermore, a machine can't render the
best service when it's fed gritty and impure
lubricating oil. This one feature alone ex-

plains why our lubricating outfits are pay-
ing investments for private garage owners.
We haven't space to enumerate all of the

Bowser advantages here, but why not have
one of our representatives point them out to

you as they apply to any of your particular
problems, or let us send literature concerning
the details?

Even if nothing could be saved by purchas-
ing in quantities, isn't it worth something to

have the right kinds of gasolene and oils zchcrc

and xvhcn needed?

S. F. BOWSER & CO., Inc.
Engioeers, IVIanufacliirers and Original Patentees

of Oil Handling Devices

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
Salesofficesin allcentn vos everywhere






